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WRITING in 1853 in Frederick Douglass' Paper, a pseudonymous columnist who called himself "Dion" argued that the literature of "colored Americans" was as yet a nascent thing, existing "only, to too great an extent, in the vast realm of probability." Nevertheless, he felt comfortable predicting "the future will yet reveal to us the names of colored Americans so gloriously illustrated in the catalogue of literary excellence, as to remind the world of the days when dark-browed Egypt gave letters to Greece." Already, he continues, "various colored Americans" had begun to publish historical and imaginative literature, arguing a "future glory in the persons of her sons, who have been cast upon a different shore."

Despite these noble if fledgling efforts, however, Dion worries about their preservation: "Still, even those efforts are not to be spoken of without regret, for they were mainly contained within the narrow limits of pamphlets, or the volumes of newspapers, ephemeral caskets, whose destruction entails the destruction of the gems which they contain." Because of the fragility of newspapers, Dion argues, the intellectual heritage of the Negro American will be imperiled, doomed to "become the subject of vague tradition," unless "some capable person may take measures to effect a speedy collection of those valuable evidences of the genius and integrity of our gifted brethren. Such a work," Dion concludes with a flourish, "is due to them, is due to ourselves, is due to posterity."

James Danky and Maureen Hady have heeded Dion's call. Their national bibliography constitutes the most complete census of the newspapers and periodicals published and edited by African-Americans between 1827 and the present. A guide to more than 6500 titles, African-American Newspapers and Periodicals is a map to a veritable dark continent of journalism that black Americans have created, circulated, and digested for the past one hundred seventy-one years.

And what wonders this bibliography can unveil! Let us consider the field of African-American literature, as just one example of the potential import of this bibliography upon scholarship in African-American Studies. Tens of thousands of pieces of creative literature—poems, short stories, serialized novels—were publish-
ed in these black periodicals. Perhaps not surprisingly, most of the critical discussions of the nature and function of African-American literature took place in black periodicals. Because they were frequently denied a forum in white-owned magazines, newspapers, and publishing houses, African-American writers of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries found a market for their work in their neighborhood black periodicals, which printed an overwhelming majority of those stories, short novels, and poems written by blacks prior to 1920. Much of the periodical literature was also written at the urging of newspaper editors and other black leaders who hoped that black literature, by demonstrating blacks’ intellectual prowess, would erode racial prejudice. Until recently, however, these literary works have remained largely forgotten, scattered among the collections of historical societies and university libraries. The entire history of African-American literature will have to be revised to account for the black periodical literature published between 1827—the year when Freedom’s Journal, the first black periodical, appeared—and 1940. It is as if we have rediscovered a hermetically sealed library of the African-American tradition after a century of neglect.

Of course, white racism continued and Jim Crow and other discriminatory measures increased as the number of black literary works grew towards the end of the century. This literature is, therefore, of great social and historical importance in understanding the African-American experience in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. But it also has considerable literary significance because, while there are few “masterpieces,” it shows that relatively uneducated black people produced literature of similar quality as fairly well-educated white people writing in publications at the same time.

Who were these black authors whose works have been so overlooked? While some were middle class, many others belonged to the working class. A black person would come home after a long day’s work as a domestic or laborer, and sit down to write a novel, short story, or poem—and this at a time when black people historically have been accused of being undereducated and illiterate. In addition, a remarkable amount of nineteenth-century periodical literature was written by women. Black women make frequent mention in their writings in these periodicals of the necessity of establishing a women’s literary tradition. They also discuss sexual exploitation and the fact that black women had even less freedom than black men. They write about love and explore normal human emotions and relationships more fully than is found in the black male literary tradition, and they do so without ignoring the culture of racism.

This bibliography, then, is a conduit into an almost self-contained universe of thought and feeling of the African-American people, their aspirations and dreams, but also their everyday concerns and occurrences. Once scholars have begun to utilize this bibliography as the enabling tool that it is, a remarkable amount of information about the world’s impact every day upon African-Americans, and their impact upon the world, can be scrutinized by scholars, thus filling in lacunae that even the most subtle intellectual history cannot otherwise address. Few reference tools have a greater potential impact upon the development of African-American studies than this one.
This bibliography had its origin in two modest local checklists published on the University of Wisconsin-Madison campus in 1975 and 1979. *Black Periodicals and Newspapers* listed the titles held by the State Historical Society of Wisconsin and the University and was aimed at students and faculty who had found it difficult to use these institutions' voluminous holdings. Spurred by students' increased interest in "minority" or non-white cultures, the Library of the State Historical Society also produced *Asian American Periodicals and Newspapers* and *Hispanic Americans in the United States: A Union List of Periodicals and Newspapers*, both in 1979. Given the small size of the Society's holdings, around one hundred titles each, these titles could provide a much more detailed form of entry, an experiment that was incorporated into all later work. The next publication, *Women's Periodicals and Newspapers* (G. K. Hall, 1982) contained nearly 1500 titles eventually, and was supported by grants from the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction under Title IX. Again, the work was broad in scope and the entries detailed.

The Society's collection of Native American serials was also sizeable and included known rarities like *The Cherokee Phoenix*, the first Native American newspaper, published in Georgia in 1828. Various bibliographies generated on campus and elsewhere created demand for a similar work for this group of materials. *Native American Newspapers and Periodicals* (Greenwood, 1984) was funded by the Department of Public Instruction, along with a series of workshops and an index to the Wisconsin Native American press. A guide to nearly 1200 titles, this was the first of the bibliographies to include titles held by libraries outside Madison. This development meant that procedures had to be developed to train librarians and others to do detailed examination of each issue of every title.

The present work is a guide to more than 6500 titles by and about African-Americans identified and located by the Project between 1989 and 1998. Information included in this work was gained through direct examination of each issue of every title. This is the only proven method of accurately representing a title and recording its editors, publishers, and other information. Maureen Hady, the Project's Associate Editor, designed the code sheets and customized the software we have used, in addition to personally completing code sheets for thousands of titles. Additional code sheets were completed by the Project Director, numerous research
assistants, and gracious librarians and archivists around the country whose institutions we did not have a chance to visit.

The bibliography covers literary, political, and historical journals as well as general newspapers and feature magazines. It includes titles that have long ceased publication as well as those which still appear. This work is the most extensive yet compiled, and its titles represent many phases of African-American thought and action, from the religious, abolitionist, and educational press of the antebellum era to the publications of nationalists, Hip Hop musicians, and business and professional groups that appear today.

During the Project’s ten-year existence, staff members did fieldwork in hundreds of libraries and archives in more than thirty states, ranging from large and well-known national institutions like the New York Public Library’s Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture and the Moorland-Spingarn Research Center of Howard University to the smaller and lesser-known such as the Carnegie Branch of the Chatham-Effingham-Liberty Regional Library in Savannah, Georgia, and the Reverdy C. Ranson Memorial Library of Payne Theological Seminary in Wilberforce, Ohio. As is evident from the entries in this volume, many smaller institutions do not participate in OCLC, the national online library database, and a number do not catalog their periodicals, instead relying on an alphabetical or other shelving arrangement. The extraction of this information is one of the most significant accomplishments of the Project.

We know that this bibliography does not include every title that has been published and which survived, and in some cases we even know where the titles are held but have been unable to elicit a response that would permit their inclusion. A great number of publications, many religious in nature, are held by individuals; until they are persuaded to donate them to an institution they are not publicly accessible and thus not appropriate for this work. For some categories of publication, such as high school newspapers, there clearly exist a great many more than we have been able to include. If our scant lists help to identify, locate, and preserve additional titles for future scholarship, another of the Project’s goals will have been met.

For current titles we have attempted to include the latest contact information. In the fall of 1997 Project staff sent a mailing to every current title including a copy of its entry. This generated a large number of corrections and additions, as well as some new titles. We also asked the editors to include additional copies of their publication so that a file of originals could be assembled for exhibit purposes. While not comprehensive, these files enable the Society to demonstrate the variety of the African-American press in a fashion that microfilm and other library practices do not.
ANY project of this size and duration requires funds, in this case lots of funds. When I originally proposed the project in 1988, Sondra Shaw, then the Society’s associate director for development, helped persuade three local foundations to provide seed money: the Madison Community Foundation, Evjue Foundation, and the Norman Bassett Foundation. Through the relationship between the Society and the University of Wisconsin, the Project also received $40,000 over four years from the University of Wisconsin System as part of their diversity initiative. With this base, we approached the Ford Foundation and found in Sheila Biddle a friendly yet critical resource. The grant from Ford provided us with a credibility that was essential in all of our later fund raising. The National Endowment for the Humanities has provided the bulk of the more than $500,000 we have raised and spent. We received helpful comments from administrators such as George Farr, and numerous program officers and advisors (Jeff Field, Joe Herring, Fred Miller, Michael Poliakoff, Barbara Paulson, and Karen Jefferson).

In the decade between publication of Black Periodicals and Newspapers and the beginning of the Project, I was in constant contact with Maureen Hady, the Project’s associate editor. I have had the tremendous good fortune to have known Maureen since her student days. Through graduate school in English and Library Science, many project positions at the Society, her years as director of the Watertown (Wisconsin) Public Library, and back to the Society, Maureen has been a constant source of expertise and enthusiasm that have held my attention and bolstered my spirits. When I was considering applying for one of the early grants for the Project I told Maureen that I would submit it only if she would come back to the Society to work on it. Ten years later she is only now departing for Virginia Commonwealth University. The volume you hold is the ample testament to her tenacity and talents.

While not a cast of thousands, a great number of research assistants, mostly students, though not all from the Madison campus, have worked on the Project. We have appreciated and enjoyed their youthful perspective: Davarian Baldwin, John Berg, Patrick Burke, Valerie Carter, Anita Conner, Ann Marie Davis, David Dodd, Michael Englehart, Nathan Greer, Tracy Johnson, Loreli Kirsch, Jackie Lalley, Tiffany Lightbourn, Melville Nickerson, Monique Nickson, Amanda Raetzman,
Acknowledgments


When I began the Project in 1989 my son, Matthew, was six. Now he is about to get his driver’s license. Matthew has grown up with the Project, rarely complaining that family vacations inevitably included visits to libraries and bookstores. Matthew’s mother, Christine Schelshorn, made these same detours, helping plan our travel so that family duties could be accommodated to visit just one more site, and then another. For their patience and encouragement I am very grateful. Friends were not exempt from the Project’s grip as they provided a bed and meal on many occasions. Some of them even made visits to bookstores and libraries to examine or purchase the one item in question. Among them are Bill and Cat Anderson, Sandy Berman, Jean Church, Tom Cox, Carolyn Davis, Chris Dodge, Sherry Sherrod DuPree, Lisa Finder, Michael Flug, Delores Jenkins, Jenny Katze and Tony Krause, Kwaku Kushindana, Patricia Mason, Genette McLaurin, David Nolan, Robin Paynter, Ray and Irene Schelshorn, Elliott Shore and Maria Sturm, Jessie Carney Smith, Jenny Tobias, and John Wolfe and Ruth Landam. At Harvard University Press I would like to thank Aida Donald, Jennifer Snodgrass, and John Walsh.

When I first conceived of doing a bibliography of African-American newspapers and periodicals in the 1970s I was fortunate to meet two extraordinary individuals whose knowledge and enthusiasm for African-American history has benefited so many scholars. Richard Newman, now of Harvard’s W. E. B. Du Bois Institute for Afro-American Research, has edited some of the major bibliographies in African-American studies. From his days at G. K. Hall, Garland, and the New York Public Library, Dick has been a source of inspiration, friendship, and much good humor. During a particularly frustrating period of grant rejections, Randall K. Burkett, formerly of the Du Bois Institute and now at Emory University, was unsparing in his encouragement. His belief in the importance of the work was crucial in overcoming a wide variety of barriers in the course of the Project.

Early in the Project I made arrangements to meet Henry Louis Gates, Jr. “Skip” gave me some important suggestions about how to structure the Project, most valuably how I could create and fill an advisory board. A very public and busy figure, he has always made time for my questions. He also generously contributed the Foreword to this volume.

When Leslie H. Fishel, jr., “retired” for the third time and returned to Madison from Ohio, where he had been president of Heidelberg College and of the Rutherford Hayes Presidential Center, I finally had the chance to meet someone I had heard so much about. Les was director of the State Historical Society in the 1960s and had been instrumental in developing the collection of manuscript and printed materials documenting the movement by black Americans for civil rights. He agreed to be on the Advisory Board and has not only read our reports but offered critiques. His friendship and encouragement have been a special feature for the Project staff.

I first met Darlene Clark Hine when she asked me to serve on an advisory board for her Black Women in the Middle West project and we have remained friends.
since. Her insights were important at a number of points in our work. Manning Marable, an alumnus of the University of Wisconsin-Madison, formerly at the University of Colorado and now at Columbia University, has helped to make our work more popularly accessible than it would have been. Stan Katz, now returned to Princeton after yeoman service as head of the American Council of Learned Societies, is another former Madisonian whose insight into the world of scholarship and foundations has been most useful. Howard Dodson, who oversees the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, New York Public Library, was asked about the Society’s collections and abilities by a skeptical program officer, and his endorsement was essential in our securing an early grant. Howard has also provided unfettered access to the Schomburg’s unparalleled collections, which made our work more efficient and enjoyable. Lewis H. Suggs of Clemson University has written some of the most useful volumes on the African-American press, frequently describing topics and areas that few would have imagined capable of producing new insights. The Department of Afro-American Studies at the University of Wisconsin is the home to two of my many mentors, Nellie McKay and Richard Ralston. Their willingness to help this Project was not only essential but a wonderful endorsement.

At the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, the Project has benefited from the interest and approval of a number of administrators, including H. Nicholas Muller III and George L. Vogt. Directors of the Society’s Library have been unfailingly supportive, among them R. David Myers, now of New Mexico State University, and J. Kevin Graffagnino, the current director. Library colleagues have been generous with their time and energies as well as encouraging in all matters even as the Project meant additional work. They include Jonathan Cooper, Alice Alderman, Maija Salo-Cravens, Phyllis Young, Jane Richards, Cindy Reynolds, Rosanna O’Connor, Jerry Eggleston, Susan Dorst, Jim Buckett, Charlotte Mullen, Jim Hansen, Michael Edmonds, Laura Hemming, Lori Bessler, John Friend, and Gail Gibson-Ranallo. The staff in Newspapers and Periodicals knows how much work has been involved because they have either done it or observed it. Carol Crossan and later Amy Castle and Sarah McCord were essential to the work of the Project as they dealt with the huge influx of new titles.

The cooperation of librarians, archivists, editors, scholars, and students around the country as well as Canada has been essential to this volume. They know who they are, and how grateful we are.

This bibliography will be updated and made available, probably in electronic form, at some point in the future. Please send corrections, new titles, and comments to James P. Danky, Newspapers and Periodicals Librarian, State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 816 State St., Madison, WI 53706-1482; email james.dlinky@ccmail.adp.wisc.edu; telephone (608) 264-6598.
How to Use the Bibliography

14826. 2Phylon: A Review of Race and Culture. 31940-. 4Frequency: Quarterly. 5Wilbur H. Watson, Editor, 5Phylon, 223 James P. Brawley Dr. SW, Atlanta, GA 30314. 6$14 for individuals; $24 for institutions. 7Published by Atlanta University. 8Last issue 81 pages. Last volume 331 pages. 9Height 25 cm. 10Previous editor(s): Tilman C. Cothran, Sept 1959-Fall 1970; John D. Reid, Sept 1971-June 1978; Lucy C. Grigsby, Dec 1977-Mar 1978; Charles F. Duncan, Sept 1978-June 1980. 11Variant title(s): Phylon Quarterly, 1957-Winter, 1959. 12Indexed in: Social Science Index; MLA International Bibliography of Books and Articles on the Modern Languages and Literature; Sociological Abstracts; Social Welfare Social Planning/Policy & Social Development; Women Studies Abstracts; Recently Published Articles; Writings on American History; Book Review Index; International Index to Periodicals; America, History and Life; Historical Abstracts; Psychological Abstracts; Public Affairs Information Service Bulletin; Current Index to Journals in Education. 13Available in microform from: UnM. 14ISSN 0885-6818, 0031-8906, 0885-6826. 15LC card no. 87-657511, sf82-6897, 42-16469, 87-657510, sc77-16. 16OCLC no. 8459692, 6912284, 5216993, 7339362, 6910817, 5217081, 1642817. 17Subject focus and/or Features: Book reviews, History, Politics, Africa, Poetry, Sociology, Short stories, Education.

18WHI v.27, n.1- E185.5/P5 1st Quarter, 1966-
WU v.1, n.1- College 1st Quarter, 1940- APA/P56
DHU v.1, n.1- Periodicals 1st Quarter, 1940-
G-Ar v.35-v.49 Per E185.5/P6 1974-1992

1. Entry number.
2. Title (most recent title in the case of publications with various titles).
3. Year(s) publication began and/or ceased.
4. Frequency (most recent frequency in the case of publications with varying schedules.
5. Current editor and editorial address.
6. Subscription rates for individuals and institutions.
7. Publisher(s).
8. Number of pages in last issue and/or volume examined.
9. Indication if the title contains any of the following: line drawings, photographs, commercial advertising, and the height of the publication in centimeters.
10. Previous editors.
11. Variations in title, place of publication and/or frequency.
12. Indication of where the title is indexed and for what period. (See “Guide to Indexes.”)
13. Indication if the title is available in microform and for what period. (See “Microfilm Sources.”)
16. OCLC, Inc. control number.
17. Subject focus and features.
18. Libraries holding the title, volumes and issues and/or dates held; location within library.

An indication of language(s) other than English is also included.
Guide to Indexes

ABC-CLIO Library. Santa Barbara, California: American Bibliographical Center-Clio Press.


America, History and Life. Santa Barbara, California: American Bibliographical Center-Clio Press.


Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Institute for Scientific Information.


Book Review Index. Detroit: Gale Research Co.

Chemical Abstracts. Columbus, Ohio: American Chemical Society.


Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature. Glendale, California: Glendale Adventist Medical Center.


Current Index to Journals in Education. Phoenix, Arizona: Oryx Press.


Film Literature Index. Albany, New York: Filmindex, Inc.

Historical Abstracts. Santa Barbara, California: American Bibliographical Center-Clio Press.


GUIDE TO INDEXES


Index to Periodical Articles by and about Negroes. Boston, Massachusetts: G.K. Hall & Co.


Legal Resource Index. Foster City, California: Information Access Co.


Magazine Index. Belmont, California: Information Access Corp.


Popular Magazine Review. Topsfield, Massachusetts: Data Base Communications Corp.


Trade and Industry Index. Foster City, California: Information Access Co.


Guide to Libraries

ALABAMA

A-Ar Alabama Department of Archives and History, Montgomery.
AAP Auburn University, Auburn.
AB Birmingham Public Library, Birmingham.
ABH Samford University, Birmingham.
AHAAM Alabama Agricultural & Mechanical University, Huntsville.
AHO Oakwood College, Huntsville.
ANA Alabama Agricultural & Mechanical University, Normal.
ATalT Talladega College, Talladega.
ATT Tuskegee University, Tuskegee.
AU University of Alabama, University.
AU-T University of Alabama, Special Collections, Tuscaloosa.

ARKANSAS

Ar-Hi Arkansas History Commission, Department of Archives and History, Little Rock.
ArL Central Arkansas Library System, Little Rock.
Ar LUA University of Arkansas at Little Rock.
ArU University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.

ARIZONA

Az Arizona State Library, Department of Library, Archives & Public Records, Phoenix.

CALIFORNIA

C California State Library, Sacramento.
CArcHT Humboldt State University, Arcata.
CChiS California State University, Chico.
CFIS California State University, Fullerton.
CHi California Historical Society, San Francisco.
CLAAM California Afro-American Museum, Los Angeles.
CLSCl Southern California Library for Social Studies & Research, Los Angeles
CLU University of California, Los Angeles.
CSbC California State University, San Bernardino.
CsdS San Diego State University.
CSto Stockton-San Joaquin County Public Library, Stockton.
CStoC University of the Pacific, Stockton.
CU University of California, Berkeley.
CU-BANC University of California, Bancroft Library, Berkeley.
CU-Riv University of California, Riverside.

CANADA—ONTARIO

CaOHM McMaster University, Mills Library, Hamilton.

COLORADO

Co Colorado State Library, Denver.
CoD Denver Public Library.
CoDi Iliff School of Theology, Denver.
CoHi Colorado Historical Society, Denver.
CoU University of Colorado at Boulder.
### CONNECTICUT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ct</td>
<td>Connecticut State Library, Hartford.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CtB</td>
<td>Bridgeport Public Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CtU</td>
<td>University of Connecticut, Storrs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CtY</td>
<td>Yale University, New Haven.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DHU</td>
<td>Howard University, Washington.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNIH</td>
<td>U.S. National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Md.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNLM</td>
<td>U.S. National Library of Medicine, Washington.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSI</td>
<td>Smithsonian Institution, Washington.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWP</td>
<td>District of Columbia Public Library, Washington.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DELAWARE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DeHi</td>
<td>Historical Society of Delaware, Wilmington.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FLORIDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FDbBC</td>
<td>Bethune-Cookman College, Daytona Beach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFl</td>
<td>Broward County Public Library, Fort Lauderdale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FJEW</td>
<td>Edward Waters College, Jacksonville.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>Miami-Dade Public Library, Miami.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMBA</td>
<td>Black Archives History and Research Foundation of South Florida, Miami.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMFMC</td>
<td>Florida Memorial College, Miami.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMU</td>
<td>University of Miami, Coral Gables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FU</td>
<td>University of Florida, Gainesville.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GEORGIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G-Ar</td>
<td>Georgia Department of Archives &amp; History, Atlanta.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Atlanta-Fulton Public Library, Atlanta.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA-A</td>
<td>Auburn Avenue Research Library on African American Culture &amp; History, Atlanta.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAAUC</td>
<td>Atlanta University Center, Atlanta.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA-KC</td>
<td>Martin Luther King Jr. Center, Atlanta.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAHi</td>
<td>Atlanta Historical Society, Atlanta.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAuA</td>
<td>Augusta State University, Augusta.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAuP</td>
<td>Paine College, Augusta.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM</td>
<td>Washington Memorial Library, Middle Georgia Regional Library, Macon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>Chatham-Effingham-Liberty Regional Library, Savannah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSFA</td>
<td>First African Baptist Church, Savannah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU</td>
<td>University of Georgia, Athens.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### HAWAII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HU</td>
<td>University of Hawaii, Honolulu.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ILLINOIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Illinois State Library, Springfield.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCBMR</td>
<td>Columbia College, Center for Black Music Research, Chicago.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC-CW</td>
<td>Chicago Public Library, Carter Woodson Branch, Chicago.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICharE</td>
<td>Eastern Illinois University, Charleston.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICHi</td>
<td>Chicago Historical Society.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICRL</td>
<td>Center for Research Libraries, Chicago.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEG</td>
<td>Garrett-Evangelical &amp; Seabury-Western Theological Seminaries, Evansville.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEN</td>
<td>Northwestern University, Evansville.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IH1</td>
<td>Illinois State Historical Library, Springfield.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS</td>
<td>Illinois State University, Normal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRivfT</td>
<td>Concordia University, River Forest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IU</td>
<td>University of Illinois, Urbana.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWW</td>
<td>Wheaton College, Wheaton.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### INDIANA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In</td>
<td>Indiana State Library, Indianapolis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InEcHi</td>
<td>East Chicago Historical Society, East Chicago.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InElkB</td>
<td>Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminary, Elkhart.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InG</td>
<td>Gary Public Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InHi</td>
<td>Indiana Historical Society, Indianapolis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InMerL</td>
<td>Lake County Public Library, Merrillville.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InNd</td>
<td>University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InU</td>
<td>Indiana University, Bloomington.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Library Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>Public Library of Des Moines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-HA</td>
<td>State Historical Society of Iowa—Des Moines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-Hi</td>
<td>State Historical Society of Iowa, Iowa City.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-Sc</td>
<td>Sioux City Public Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>Kansas State Historical Society, Topeka.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-C</td>
<td>Kansas City Kansas Public Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-TW</td>
<td>Washburn University, Topeka.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-U</td>
<td>University of Kansas, Lawrence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY-Cov</td>
<td>Kenton County Public Library, Covington.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY-LoU</td>
<td>University of Louisville, Louisville.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY-MoreU</td>
<td>Morehead State University, Morehead.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>Amistad Research Center, New Orleans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>State Library of Louisiana, Baton Rouge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGra</td>
<td>Grambling State University, Grambling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LN</td>
<td>New Orleans Public Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNAC</td>
<td>See AMISTAD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LND</td>
<td>Dillard University, New Orleans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNHT</td>
<td>Tulane University, New Orleans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNX</td>
<td>Xavier University of Louisiana, New Orleans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LScS</td>
<td>Southern University, Baton Rouge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LScS-N</td>
<td>Southern University, New Orleans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LShS</td>
<td>Southern University, Shreveport.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUI</td>
<td>Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUI-NO</td>
<td>University of New Orleans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUI-S</td>
<td>Louisiana State University in Shreveport.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>Amherst College, Amherst.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB</td>
<td>Boston Public Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Cambridge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBA-T</td>
<td>Boston Athenaeum, Boston.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB-Suf</td>
<td>Suffolk University, Boston.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB- U</td>
<td>Boston University, Boston.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCR</td>
<td>Radcliffe College, Cambridge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH</td>
<td>Harvard, University, Cambridge (represents Central Collection of College Library and other campus libraries).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHi</td>
<td>Massachusetts Historical Society, Boston.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNS</td>
<td>Smith College, Northampton.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MU</td>
<td>University of Massachusetts, Amherst.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWA</td>
<td>American Antiquarian Society, Worcester.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWWiW</td>
<td>Williams College, Williamstown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Library of Michigan, Lansing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MID</td>
<td>Detroit Public Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDW</td>
<td>Wayne State University, Detroit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI-EM</td>
<td>Michigan State University, East Lansing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI-KW</td>
<td>Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI-U</td>
<td>University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>State Council of Black Minnesotans, Saint Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN-Leg</td>
<td>Minnesota Legislative Reference Library, Saint Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN-Hi</td>
<td>Minnesota Historical Society, Saint Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN-SH</td>
<td>Hamline University, Saint Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN-U-A</td>
<td>University of Minnesota, Saint Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Mississippi State Department of Archives &amp; History, Jackson.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-AM</td>
<td>Alcorn State University, Lorman.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-CDBM</td>
<td>Delta Blues Museum, Clarksdale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-GW</td>
<td>Washington County Library System, Greenville.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-IMV</td>
<td>Mississippi Valley State University, Itta Bena.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-JSU</td>
<td>Jackson State University, Jackson.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GUIDE TO LIBRARIES

MsNA Union County Library, New Albany.
MsU University of Mississippi, University.

MISSOURI
MoBA Black Archives of Mid-America, Kansas City.
MoCgS Southeast Missouri State University, Cape Girardeau.
MoHi State Historical Society of Missouri, Columbia.
MoLeL Lincoln University, Jefferson City.
MoK Kansas City Public Library.
MoS Saint Louis Public Library.
MoSU Saint Louis University, Saint Louis.
MoSW Washington University, Saint Louis.
MoU University of Missouri, Columbia.

NEBRASKA
NbHi Nebraska State Historical Society, Lincoln.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
NhD Dartmouth College, Hanover.

NEW JERSEY
NjCaHi Camden County Historical Society, Camden.
NjHi New Jersey Historical Society, Newark.
NjPatPhi Passaic County Historical Society, Paterson.
NjPla Plainfield Free Public Library, Plainfield.
NjR Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, New Brunswick.
NjTS College of New Jersey, Trenton.

NEW MEXICO
NmLCU New Mexico State University, Las Cruces.
NmU University of New Mexico, Albuquerque.

NEW YORK
NBrockU State University of New York, Brockport.
NN New York Public Library.
NN-Sc New York Public Library—Schomburg Collection.
NNAJHi American Jewish Historical Society, New York.
NNepaSU State University of New York, New Paltz.
NNRU Rockefeller University, New York.
NNUT Union Theological Seminary, New York.
NRU University of Rochester, Rochester.
NSbsU State University of New York, Stony Brook.

NORTH CAROLINA
Nc State Library of North Carolina, Raleigh.
NcBoA Appalachian State University, Boone.
NcCJ Johnson C. Smith University, Charlotte.
NcD Duke University, Durham.
NCDurC North Carolina Central University, Durham.
NcF Fayetteville State University, Fayetteville.
NcGA North Carolina Agricultural & Technical State University, Greensboro.
NcGrE East Carolina University, Greenville.
NcRS North Carolina State University at Raleigh.
NcRSh Shaw University, Raleigh.
NcSalL Livingstone College, Salisbury.
NcU University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
NcW New Hanover County Public Library, Wilmington.
NcWssT Winston-Salem State University, Winston-Salem.
NcWssW Wake Forest College, Winston-Salem.

OHIO
O State Library of Ohio, Columbus.
OAU Ohio University, Athens.
OC Public Library of Cincinnati & Hamilton County, Cincinnati.
OCHP Cincinnati Historical Society.
OCI Cleveland Public Library.
OCIW Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland.
OCIWHI Western Reserve Historical Society, Cleveland.
ODM Methodist Theological School in Ohio, Delaware.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OFH</td>
<td>Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center Library, Fremont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHi</td>
<td>Ohio Historical Society, Columbus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OKentU</td>
<td>Kent State University, Kent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT</td>
<td>Toledo-Lucas County Public Library, Toledo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTU</td>
<td>University of Toledo, Toledo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWibfC</td>
<td>Central State University, Wilberforce.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWibfP</td>
<td>Payne Theological Seminary, Wilberforce.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWibfU</td>
<td>Wilberforce University, Wilberforce.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHi</td>
<td>Ohio Historical Society, Columbus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TKTVA</td>
<td>Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA</td>
<td>University of Memphis, McWherter Library, Special Collections, Memphis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMM</td>
<td>Memphis State University, Memphis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNF</td>
<td>Fisk University, Nashville.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNJ</td>
<td>Vanderbilt University, Nashville.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNJ-M</td>
<td>Vanderbilt University, The Annette &amp; Irwin Eskind Biomedical Library, Nashville.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMN</td>
<td>Meharry Medical College, Nashville.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TU</td>
<td>University of Tennessee, Knoxville.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TxAu</td>
<td>Austin Public Library, Austin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TxAuHT</td>
<td>Huston-Tillotson College, Austin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TxBea</td>
<td>Beaumont Public Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TxDa</td>
<td>Dallas Public Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TxDaHi</td>
<td>Dallas Historical Society.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TxDaM</td>
<td>Southern Methodist University, Dallas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TxDaM-P</td>
<td>Southern Methodist University, Perkins School of Theology, Dallas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXDV</td>
<td>Texas Woman's University, Denton.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXF</td>
<td>Fort Worth Public Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXGR</td>
<td>Rosenberg Library, Galveston.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXHaJ</td>
<td>Jarvis Christian College, Hawkins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXHSU</td>
<td>Texas Southern University, Houston.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXMW</td>
<td>Wiley College, Marshall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXPV</td>
<td>Prairie View A &amp; M University, Prairie View.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TxSaU</td>
<td>University of Texas at San Antonio.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TxTeS</td>
<td>Southwestern Christian College, Terrell.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TxTyT</td>
<td>Texas College, Tyler.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TxU</td>
<td>University of Texas at Austin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXWaPQ</td>
<td>Paul Quinn College, Dallas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTB</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, Provo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vi</td>
<td>Library of Virginia, Richmond.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViCJM</td>
<td>Jefferson-Madison Regional Library, Charlottesville.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViLES</td>
<td>Lynchburg Museum System, Lynchburg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViHaI</td>
<td>Hampton University, Hampton.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViHi</td>
<td>Virginia Historical Society, Richmond.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Institution Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViLawS</td>
<td>Saint Paul's College, Lawrenceville.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViNorU</td>
<td>Norfolk State University, Norfolk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViPetU</td>
<td>Virginia State University, Petersburg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViRUT</td>
<td>Union Theological Seminary &amp; Presbyterian School of Christian Education, Richmond.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViRVU</td>
<td>Virginia Union University, Richmond.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViW</td>
<td>College of William and Mary, Williamsburg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wa</td>
<td>Washington State Library, Olympia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WaChenE</td>
<td>Eastern Washington University, Cheney.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WaS</td>
<td>Seattle Public Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WaTPC</td>
<td>Pierce County Library, Tacoma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WaU</td>
<td>University of Washington, Seattle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WvBISC</td>
<td>Bluefield State College, Bluefield.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WvIn</td>
<td>West Virginia State College, Institute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEU</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin—Eau Claire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGrU</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin—Green Bay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHi</td>
<td>State Historical Society of Wisconsin, Madison.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHi-A</td>
<td>State Historical Society of Wisconsin, Archives, Madison.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLacU</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin—LaCrosse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WM</td>
<td>Milwaukee Public Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMM</td>
<td>Marquette University, Milwaukee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMUW</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin—Milwaukee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPllaW</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin—Platteville.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WU</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin, Madison.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WU-L</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin, Law Library, Madison.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WU-SC</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin, Social Work Library, Madison.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Microfilm Sources

A-Ar
Alabama Department of Archives and History
624 Washington Ave.
Montgomery, AL 36130

AAP
Auburn University
Auburn, AL 36849-5606

AB
Birmingham Public Library
2100 Park Pl.
Birmingham, AL 35203

A.B.H.S
American Baptist Historical Society
1106 S. Goodman St.
Rochester, NY 14620

Ak
Alaska State Library
P.O. Box 110571
Juneau, AK 99811-0571

AMS
A.M.S Film Services
56 East 13th St.
New York, NY 10003

Archives of Ontario
Public Archives of Canada
395 Wellington St.
Ontario, Canada
K1A 0N3

ArHi
Arkansas History Commission
One Capitol Mall
Little Rock, AR 72201

ArU
University of Arkansas
1125 W. Maple St.
Fayetteville, AR 72701

C
California State Library
915 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, CA 94237-0001

CLSU
University of Southern California
University Park
Los Angeles, CA 90089-0182

CRL
Center for Research Libraries
6050 Kenwood Ave.
Chicago, IL 60637-2804

CtY
Yale University
120 High St.
P.O. Box 208240
New Haven, CT 06520-8240

CU
University of California
2200 University Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94720

Data
Data MicroImaging
2601 N. San Fernando Blvd.
Burbank, CA 91504

DeHi
Historical Society of Delaware
505 Market St.
Wilmington, DE 19801

DHU
Howard University
500 Howard Place, NW
Washington, DC 20059

DLC
Library of Congress
Photoduplication Service
101 Independence Ave, SE
Washington, DC 20540-4574

FM
Miami-Dade Public Library
101 W. Flagler St.
Miami, FL 33130
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microfilm Sources</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| FU                | University of Florida  
|                   | 13200 Northwest 59th Dr.  
|                   | Gainesville, FL 32653 |
| G-Ar              | Georgia Department of Archives and History  
|                   | 330 Capitol Ave., SE  
|                   | Atlanta, GA 30334 |
| GAU               | Atlanta University  
|                   | 111 James P. Brawley Dr., SW  
|                   | Atlanta, GA 30314 |
| GP                | Greenwood Press  
|                   | 88 Post Road West  
|                   | Westport, CT 06881 |
| ICU               | University of Chicago  
|                   | 1100 E 57th St.  
|                   | Chicago, IL 62701 |
| IHi               | Illinois State Historical Library  
|                   | 1 Old State Capitol  
|                   | Springfield, IL 62701 |
| In                | Indiana State Library  
|                   | 140 N. Senate Ave.  
|                   | Indianapolis, IN 46204 |
| InHi              | Indiana Historical Society  
|                   | 315 West Ohio St.  
|                   | Indianapolis, IN 46202 |
| KHi               | Kansas State Historical Society  
|                   | 6425 SW 6th Ave.  
|                   | Topeka, KS 66615-1099 |
| KyHi              | Kentucky State Historical Society  
|                   | Old State Capitol  
|                   | Lewis and Broadway Sts.  
|                   | Frankfurt, KY 40601 |
| Library Assoc.    | Canadian Library Association  
|                   | 200 Elgin St.  
|                   | Suite 602  
|                   | Ottawa, Ont.  
|                   | K2P 1L5 |
| LM                | Library Microforms  
|                   | 115 E. Arques Ave.  
|                   | Sunnyvale, CA 94086 |
| LU                | Louisiana State University  
|                   | 143 Pleasant Hall  
|                   | Baton Rouge, LA 70803 |
| MB                | Boston Public Library  
|                   | 666 Boylston St.  
|                   | Boston, MA 02166 |
| MdHi              | Maryland Historical Society  
|                   | 201 W. Monument St.  
|                   | Baltimore, MD 21201 |
| MH                | Harvard University  
|                   | Photographic Services Division  
|                   | Widener Library  
|                   | Rm 90  
|                   | Cambridge, MA 02138 |
| MiU               | University of Michigan  
|                   | 503 Thompson St.  
|                   | Ann Arbor, MI 48109 |
| MnHi              | Minnesota Historical Society  
|                   | 345 Kellogg Blvd. W.  
|                   | St. Paul, MN 55102 |
| MoU               | University of Missouri  
|                   | 321 University Hall  
|                   | Columbia, MO 65211 |
| Ms-Ar             | Mississippi Department of Archives and History  
|                   | P.O. Box 571  
|                   | Jackson, MS 39205 |
| MtHi              | Montana Historical Society  
|                   | 225 N. Roberts St.  
|                   | Helena, MT 59620 |
| NbHi              | Nebraska State Historical Society  
|                   | 1500 “R” St.  
|                   | Lincoln, NE 68501 |
| NBu               | Buffalo and Erie County Public Library  
|                   | Lafayette Square  
|                   | Buffalo, NY 14203-1887 |
| Nc                | State Library of North Carolina  
|                   | 109 E. Jones St.  
|                   | Raleigh, NC 27601-2807 |
| NcGrE             | East Carolina University  
|                   | 600 Moye Boulevard  
|                   | Greenville, NC 27858 |
| NcU               | University of North Carolina  
|                   | 725 Airport Road  
<p>|                   | Chapel Hill, NC 27514 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microfilm Sources</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEM New England Micrographics</td>
<td>17 Bonazzoli Ave. Hudson, MA 01749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN New York Public Library Conservation Edition</td>
<td>Fifth Ave &amp; 42nd St. Rm. 315 New York, NY 10018-2788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNU New York University</td>
<td>70 Washington Square New York, NY 10012-1091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSbSU State University of New York at Stony Brook</td>
<td>Stony Brook, NY 11794-3300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTIS National Technical Information Service</td>
<td>c/o U.S. Department of Commerce 5285 Port Royal Rd. Springfield, VA 22161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBgU Bowling Green State University</td>
<td>Bowling Green, OH 43403-0170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCHP Cincinnati Historical Society</td>
<td>Eden Park Cincinnati, OH 45202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCI Cleveland Public Library</td>
<td>325 Superior Ave. Cleveland, OH 44114-1271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHi Ohio Historical Society</td>
<td>1985 Velma Ave. Columbus, OH 43211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partington Paul G. Partington</td>
<td>7320 S. Gretna Ave. Whittier, CA 90606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU University of Pennsylvania</td>
<td>3451 Walnut St. Philadelphia, PA 19104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readex Readex Microprint Corp.</td>
<td>58 Pine St. New Canaan, CT 06840-5426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResP Primary Source Media</td>
<td>12 Lunar Drive Drawer AB Woodbridge, CT 06525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRI Scholarly Resources, Inc.</td>
<td>104 Greenhill Ave. Wilmington, DE 19805-1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ScU University of South Carolina</td>
<td>Osborn Building Columbia, SC 29208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T Tennessee State Library and Archives</td>
<td>403 Seventh Ave. Nashville, TN 37219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans Philip F. Cohen Legal Associates, Inc.</td>
<td>40 Cedar St. Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media John Marshall Bookstore</td>
<td>4 Catholic St. Doob Ferry, NY 10522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TU University of Tennessee</td>
<td>1015 Volunteer Blvd. Knoxville, TN 37996-1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TxU University of Texas</td>
<td>201 W. 7th St. Austin, TX 78701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UnM University of Michigan</td>
<td>300 North Zeeb Road Ann Arbor, MI 48106-1346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vi Library of Virginia</td>
<td>11th St. at Capitol Square Richmond, VA 23219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wa Washington State Library</td>
<td>P.O. Box 42460 Olympia, WA 98504-2460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WaPS Washington State University</td>
<td>Holland Library Pullman, WA 99164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WaU University of Washington</td>
<td>c/o Microforms Special Collection Allen Library P.O. Box 352900 Seattle, WA 98195-2900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHI State Historical Society of Wisconsin</td>
<td>816 State St. Madison, WI 53706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMUW University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee</td>
<td>2311 E. Hartford Ave. P.O. Box 604 Milwaukee, WI 53201-0604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Institution Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WU</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin Memorial Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wv-Ar</td>
<td>West Virginia Department of Archives and History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WvU</td>
<td>West Virginia University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Distribution of Publications

## State and Country Distributions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Title Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Top five states in production of titles: New York (981), District of Columbia (574), California (464), Illinois (463), Georgia (313).

We have not discovered any appropriate titles published in the following states: Idaho, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming.

## Cities with Fifty or More Titles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Title Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Orleans</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, D.C.</td>
<td>574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson, Miss.</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hampton, Va.</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baton Rouge</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The year 1998 marks the 171st anniversary of the publication of the first newspaper produced by African-Americans in the United States. When *Freedom's Journal* appeared in New York on March 16, 1827, its editors, Samuel Eli Cornish and John Brown Russwurm, stated that its mission was to be an authentic voice of black Americans, for others had “too long spoken for us.” By 1829, politics and economics had claimed the paper, as they did tens of thousands of other newspapers before and since.

The fervor and enthusiasm that launched *Freedom's Journal* were common for newspapers of that age. What made this publication distinctive were its origins and audience. Unfortunately these qualities have not impressed librarians as they made selections for their collections. When Winifred Gregory's *American Newspapers, 1821-1936* appeared in 1937, only nine institutions reported owning copies of this journal, all on the east coast except the State Historical Society of Wisconsin. None of these institutions reported complete files, and Gregory neglected to include her usual notation: “negro.” This treatment of the first periodical produced by and for African-Americans in this country shows the pattern of libraries' paying scant attention to publications produced by black Americans.

The short lifespans and archival neglect of these publications, both of which still persist, have had profound consequences for anyone interested in African-American history. Periodical sources are often hard to identify and locate. The need for better documentation of these sources was the point of origin for the African-American Newspapers and Periodicals Bibliography Project, based at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin. In 1989 Harvard University’s W. E. B. Du Bois Institute sponsored a small conference on needs and opportunities in African-American studies. After two days of intensive discussion by scholars, librarians, and archivists, a consensus emerged that three large tasks needed to be undertaken: a
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“Harvard Guide” to African-American history; a national finding aid for black manuscript collections; and a comprehensive bibliography of African-American newspapers and periodicals. The guide to history is currently in preparation, and the guide to manuscripts remains to be undertaken. The present volume is the result of the third proposal.

Textbooks of the 1950s and 1960s, the apotheosis of the Great White Man view of history, were almost inevitably organized by presidential administrations and featured virtually no individual actors beyond senators, governors, and ranking politicians, save for the barons of industrial capitalism. They sometimes added inventors—some of whom achieved sufficient financial success to warrant mention—as well as literary and moral figures such as Thoreau, Hawthorne, and Melville. A few even included some African-Americans and women—Frederick Douglass and Harriet Beecher Stowe, for example. But textbook history was mostly a tale of a few leaders and the anonymous masses they led.

The 1970s brought little change in the way history was taught. Supplementary readings expanded the acceptable scope for historical inquiry, but the fundamental texts reflected the older values and perspectives. Although a few black faces were introduced, along with some voices speaking in languages other than English, they played passive, supporting roles. But enormous changes were occurring in the world beyond the classroom. First there was the modern movement by black Americans demanding their civil rights, followed by the anti-war movement. It is only mildly reductionist to suggest that these challenges to the dominant views changed how historical questions were framed. Later challenges—by women, by Hispanics and Native Americans, by gays and lesbians, by the aging and the disabled—have continued to redefine history. Today’s textbooks read very differently from those of fifteen or twenty years ago.

The change in the agenda for American history has also challenged the libraries and archives that serve historical research. The principal challenge has been in collection development. In the past a library could meet scholars’ needs with government publications, the major newspapers, and the manuscript papers of those aforementioned Great White Men. There were exceptions—for example the Schlesinger Library for women’s history, begun at Radcliffe College in 1939—but for most libraries past patterns of collecting continued into the 1960s and frequently beyond.

The rise of this new approach, the now middle-aged New Social History, has required libraries to develop different and much larger collections. No longer is it sufficient for students of history to quote the New York Times or even the local newspaper. When the focus of study moves from the formal political process to the lives of ordinary people, legislative journals are of minimal use. As scholars demand more and different materials, most libraries have discovered that they have been collecting for the past, not for the future.

The challenge of new ways of historical thinking did not mean a retreat from the appropriate standards of authenticity or accuracy. It simply meant applying those standards in a more equitable way. For example, instead of quoting President
Chester A. Arthur on the proper role of black Americans, historians might seek out the thoughts of the Rev. H. H. Williamson in the pages of the *Buxton Eagle*, as he sought to minister to the temporal as well as spiritual needs of black coal miners in southeastern Iowa at the turn of the century. Scholarly as well as popular history written over the last thirty years reflects this drive for more authentic and more particular voices. The challenge for libraries has been to revisit selection decisions and attempt to acquire the resources that current scholarship demands. In many cases, a library can buy or borrow materials on microfilm and thus redeem its earlier failure to collect important parts of the printed past.

However, there is still a tremendous amount of material that has not been recovered. The African-American Newspapers and Periodicals Bibliography Project has identified thousands of titles that were reported as published but which cannot be located today. The project also turned up a great number of supposedly lost titles. To give just one example, in the course of our work we contacted the State Historical Society of Iowa to alert them to the Project and to provide them with a copy of a printout of Iowa titles we had already identified. The librarians in Iowa City suggested that we write to a woman named Ada Tredwell, in Waterloo, who was said to have some African-American newspapers. According to published or official sources, no African-American newspapers had ever been published in Waterloo, a city of just under seventy thousand in northeastern Iowa. But when we contacted Mrs. Tredwell, she indicated that she had a number of Waterloo imprints and agreed to lend the issues to the Project for filming. This resulted in a reel of film which contains the first publicly known issues of the *Waterloo Defender*, the *Waterloo Post*, and the *Waterloo Star*. The Project cataloged the titles on OCLC and provided a positive copy to the Iowa Historical Society.

Iowa is a state with a minuscule black population, but the pattern of ignoring the publications of African-Americans is national. In the 1980s in Texas, a large state with a large black population, a committee was convened to address the chronic lack of preservation of the state’s newspapers. Lacking the funding to collect more widely, these librarians, historians, and journalists determined that at least one newspaper from each of the state’s 254 counties should be designated the “newspaper of record,” as determined by the county government. Not surprisingly, every paper selected was published primarily by and for white residents. In another instance, our Project received a request from the Mississippi Department of Archives and History for microfilm of a title they were interested in. In exchange we requested microfilm of an equal number of black newspapers, starting with the first titles in the nineteenth century. They replied that the best they could do was to start in the 1930s. Although we knew of the earlier publications’ existence from Julius Thompson’s bibliography, supplemented by our own work, it was clear that most of them are no longer extant.

Out of these few anecdotes a trend emerges. The effects of slavery, of Jim Crow, of segregation, of racism, have permeated all aspects of American life, black and white. As official institutions of the dominant society, libraries could not possibly be exempt—and they were not. Libraries and the men and women who staffed
them, again with a few exceptions, selected materials for their collections reflecting their own experiences: nearly all white, middle-class, English-speaking, and, despite the female presence, male-dominated.

Because no institution can collect everything, building a collection inevitably involves some process of selection. But I have come to believe that when a library specializes in a given place, a given time, or a given subject, its efforts should be comprehensive. Otherwise the selections made can nearly always be categorized in terms of race, class, and gender, with the possible additions of divisions such as religion, national origin, or sexual persuasion. The typical canonical defenses of “best,” “most substantial,” and so forth can all be shown to be personal and subjective, and they always result in a collection that is a false, or flawed, representation of the larger society.

A recent experience has strengthened my conviction that only through universal bibliography—and by that I mean comprehensive collecting conjoined with full bibliographic control and as close to universal access as possible—can fairness and equity be served. In 1991 the Center for Research Libraries, a cooperative institution in Chicago serving America’s major university and research libraries, completed a comprehensive microform edition of the camp newspapers published by the Civilian Conservation Corps. A massive undertaking, the more than 7000 pieces of microfiche and more than 300 reels of microfilm constitute a nearly complete record of the newsletters and newspapers produced by and for the millions of young men who participated in the program in its decade of existence.

Beyond the CCC’s general goals of vocational training and socialization, it also offered journalism courses in the camps. Along with some journalistic history, these programs emphasized the writing of news stories, commentary, fiction, and poetry. Although some of these literary efforts were contributed to the national paper, Happy Days, the 1935–36 CCC annual report stated that more than 1600 camps published their own newspapers. The CCC program peaked in this same year, with more than 2600 camps and more than 500,000 participants. Some of the camps printed their papers on conventional presses, but most issued mimeographed or hectographed papers. The frequency of publication varied with the levels of enthusiasm and creative production in the company, but generally the papers appeared weekly, semimonthly, or monthly. Newspaper titles changed often, sometimes because companies moved to new camps and sometimes apparently just by whim.

Olen Cole, in a doctoral dissertation and an article in Forest & Conservation History, has studied African-American youth in the CCC in California. Although black youth experienced a disproportionally high rate of unemployment in California in the early 1930s, African-Americans were not recruited by the CCC at a level that reflected this higher rate. California had nine segregated African-American camps, including some which published their own papers, such as the Foothill Tipoff, from Alta Loma, and the Pine Cone and White Rock, from Hemet. In all, 134 black camp newspapers were published and have been preserved.

When I first served as an advisor on the CCC newspapers project, I thought about it only in terms of documenting a federal program, not as a source for black
history. Then I discovered that the CCC appended a “C” to the numbers of the African-American camps. A quick scan of the titles with this mark indicated that they were the black periodicals and newspapers I had hoped to find. The titles could not be clearer: *The Dunbarite, Dunbar News, The Southern Cotton Camp Cannon, Hi-de-hi-de-ho,* and *Little Ethiopia.* These publications and the collateral records available through the national and state archives are a potential goldmine for researchers. It is not too late for scholars to interview black CCC veterans, as Olen Cole did; the Indiana Park Service recently sponsored a reunion of veterans as part of a national initiative to document the program and black participation in it. The CCC newspapers offer the opportunity to read literature, including the ubiquitous doggerel, written by African-Americans, and to revisit the undiscovered black writers who were the black proletariat.

The New Social History of the 1960s challenged historians and librarians to think in new ways about the meaning of their work. One unfortunate result has been the claim that history of a particular group is the rightful and exclusive province of its members. This can sometimes take the form of asking why white people should study black history. While it would be wildly reductionist to say that all American history is black history, there is an element of truth in it. There is no separate white or black American history. As Paul Gilroy has recently reminded us, the Atlantic worlds of discovery of the New World and of slavery grew up together, and are in fact inseparable. A similar historiographic strain appears in the work of Dirk Hoerder on immigration history. Hoerder notes that the continued rise of the Atlantic economy in the period after Emancipation depended on massive immigration from Europe and to a lesser extent from Asia.

The rise of the Atlantic system clearly depended upon cheap labor, with black slaves a major component. Once slavery—meaning Africa—was introduced into the arena, American history was changed forever. The notion that “black” and “white” history are hermetically sealed off from each other not only fails to provide us with a useful basis for considering our own lives but also does injustice to the past. The information collected in this volume is intended to contribute to the effort of all historians to gain a fuller understanding of our shared American history.
AFRICAN-AMERICAN NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS
1 2 Hype. 1990?-1993. Frequency: Bimonthly. River Edge, NJ. Published by Word Up! Video, Inc. Last issue 66 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Marica A. Cole. ISSN 1056-4632. LC card no. sn91-1965. OCLC no. 23715422. Subject focus and/or Features: Hip hop culture, Music, Rap music.

WHI v.l, n.6; v.2, n.5 Pam 01-5450 Aug, 1992; Aug, 1993
2 2 Live Crew. 1991?- Frequency: Unknown. Seattle, WA. Published by Eros Comix. Last issue 40 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 24344841. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc., Censorship, Rap music, 2 Live Crew.


WHI v.1, n.6; v.2, n.5 Pam 01-5450 Aug, 1992; Aug, 1993


WHI v.1, n.1 Pam 01-6151 Dec, 1980

WHI v.2, n.12; v.3, n.6, v.1 [ns] n.9 Pam 81-2402 Dec, 1979; June, Oct/Nov, 1980

WHI v.2, n.2 Pam 78-2161 Feb/Mar, 1969

DHU v.4, n.1 Howardiana Oct 24, 1944
MU v.4, n.6-7; 9; v.5, n.6 Labadie Collection Undated issues, 1970; 1971
8 78 Quarterly. 1988-. Frequency: Annual. Pete Whelan, Editor, 78 Quarterly, P.O. Box 283, Key West, FL 33040. $38 for four issues. Published by Pete Whelan. Last issue 140 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Frequency varies: Quarterly. OCLC no. 8150678, 21404094. Subject focus and/or Features: Jazz, Blues (Music), Sound recordings—Collectors and collecting.

WU v.1, n.3- Music Library 1988-
9 211 Park St.: Newsletter of the Afro-American Cultural Center at Yale. 1981?- Frequency: Quarterly. New Haven, CT. Published by Yale University. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Frequency varies: Quarterly. OCLC no. 8150678, 21404094. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Yale University (New Haven, CT).

NN-Sc v.4, n.5-v.5, n.5 Newsletters Spring, 1985-Apr, 1986
10 The 780 Countdown: a Local, State and National Program of 780 Weeks of Economic Progress. 1962?- Frequency: Weekly. Nashville, TN. Published by The National Association for the Promotion of Community Services, Inc. Last issue 24 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Lowell S. Lewis. Available in microform from: T (1962). Subject focus and/or Features: Community development, Economic development.

T v.1, n.1-29 Archives June 2-Dec 21, 1962

LScS v.2, n.1, 3 Archives Oct, 1980; May, 1981
THE 4435 FLASH

Published by Lauchlan E.S. McIntyre. Last issue 96 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Randy J. Novelli, Eric V. Arnold. OCLC no. 29736493. Subject focus and/or Features: Hip hop culture, Music, Profiles, Interviews, Music reviews, General interest.

WHi n.12- Circulation Dec. 1993-


WHi Jan 20-Feb 2, May 27-Aug 28, Oct 25-Nov 26, 1936 Microforms Jan/Feb-Dec 1937; Feb, Apr 1938

14 A&L. Newsletter. 1989-? Frequency: Unknown. Norfolk, VA. Published by Norfolk State University, School of Arts and Letters. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, School of Arts and Letters, Norfolk State University (Norfolk, VA).

ViNorU Mar 27, 1989 Archives

15 A&M. 1987-? Frequency: Unknown. Tallahassee, FL. Published by Florida A & M University, Office of Public Affairs. Last issue 31 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Eddie Jackson. "Florida A&M University Magazine for Faculty, Staff and Friends." Subject focus and/or Features: Florida A & M University (Tallahassee, FL), Colleges and universities—Students.

TNF v.5, n.1 Special Collections Nov, 1991

A&T College Register. Greensboro, NC. see A&T Register. Greensboro, NC.

16 A&T Faculty and Staff Newsletter. 1967-? Frequency: Monthly during school year. Greensboro, NC. Published by North Carolina A & T State University, Office of Information. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Education (Higher).

NgA v.2, n.3-v.7, n.6 Archives [May 31, 1968-Jan 31, 1983]


WHi v.40, n.2- Microforms Sept 27, 1968-

Amistad v.15, n.11; v.27, n.1, 3; v.30, n.2; v.40, n.8 Periodicals v.42, n.1, 8; v.49, n.5/6, v.50, n.8; v.53, n.3; v.24 [n.s.], n.2, 4, 5; v.68, n.1- May/June, 1928; Oct 7, 1932; Feb, 1933; Nov, 1943; Aug, 1946; Oct, 1947; May, 1948; Feb/Mar, May, 1951; Dec, 1954; Oct 15, Nov 15, 24, 1955; Oct 4, 1993-

DHU v.34, n.3; v.36, n.3 Periodicals Dec, 1939; Dec, 1940

NgA v.3, n.8; v.15, n.5-v.38, n.12 Archives Jan 15, 1915; [May, 1925-Dec 9, 1966]


19 A&T Update. 1983?-? Frequency: Irregular. Greensboro, NC. Published by North Carolina A & T State University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 20591196, 19728764. Subject focus and/or Features: North Carolina A & T State University (Greensboro, NC), Colleges
and universities—Students, Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.


25 AAHAL. 1996-.. Frequency: Unknown. AAHAL, P.O. Box 51715, New Orleans, LA 70151-1715. Published by African American History Alliance of Louisiana. Last issue 4 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 37306565. Subject focus and/or Features: History, Louisiana—History. 


AALC REPORTER


LNHT  v.6, n.50-v.7, n.5 Hogan Jazz Archive Sept/Oct, 1974-Oct/Nov/Dec, 1977

AAMOA REPORTS


LNHT  v.6, n.50-v.7, n.5 Hogan Jazz Archive Sept/Oct, 1974-Oct/Nov/Dec, 1977

30  **AAO Informer.** 1988-? Frequency: Irregular. Daytona Beach, FL. Published by Bethune-Cookman College, Academic Affairs Office. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Thompson, J. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Bethune-Cookman College (Daytona Beach, FL).

FDbBC  n.2 Periodicals Nov/Dec, 1988

31  **Aaron Davis Hall News.** 1989-? Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by City College of City University of New York. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, City College of the City University of New York (New York, NY).

NN-Sc  Summer, 1989 Newsletters


TXDa  v.1, n.2-5 Texas Collection Aug-Nov, 1993


WHri  v.1, n.1 Pam 01-2162 1971

34  **ABA Bulletin.** 1938-? Frequency: Quarterly. ABA Bulletin, 2798 Lakewood Ave., SW, Atlanta, GA 30315. Telephone: (404) 768-5517. Published by American Bridge Association. Last issue 8 pages. Last volume 32 pages. Height 27 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): William F. Furr, Mar 1984-Dec 1988. ISSN 0164-4319. LC card no. sn79-837. OCLC no. 4721786. Subject focus and/or Features: Bridge (Card game).

AABWA  v.47, n.1-v.51, n.4; v.52, n.1; v.53, n.4; v.56, n.1- Newsletters Mar, 1984-Dec, 1988; Mar, 1989; Dec, 1992; Mar, 1993

35  **ABA Flash.** 1989-? Frequency: Daily during semiannual conventions. Additional address: Organization headquarters: 2798 Lakewood Ave., SW, Atlanta, GA, 30315. Published by American Bridge Association. Last issue 12 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings. Place of publication varies: Published wherever convention is held. Subject focus and/or Features: Bridge (Card game).

NN-Sc  n.1- Newsletters Mar 27, 1989

36  **Abafazi: The Simmons College Review of Women of African Descent.** 1991-. Frequency: Semiannual. Della Scott, Michael Williams, Editors, Abafazi, Simmons College 300 The Fenway, Boston, MA 02115. $15 for individuals and $25 for institutions. Published by Simmons College. Last issue 21 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1078-1323. LC card no. sn94-677. OCLC no. 25086557. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Fiction, Book reviews, Women.

WHri  v.1, n.1; v.6, n.2 Pam 01-6106 Spring, 1991; Spring/Sumer, 1996

LScS-N  v.3, n.1  A-A Fall, 1992


DHU  v.1, n.3; v.2, n.5-v.4, n.11 Periodicals Dec 30, 1930; May, 1931-July, 1932

TNF  [v.1, n.1-v.7, n.3] Special Collections [Oct, 1930-Sept, 1933]


ICHri  v.1, n.11 Reference Jan 27, 1934

dustry," Subject focus and/or Features: Authors, Book reviews, Publishers and publishing, Profiles.

WHi v.4, n.1-2; 4; v.7, n.1 Pam 01-4136 Spring-Summer, 1990; Winter/Spring 1991; Winter/Spring, 1994


41 The ABNF Journal. 1990-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Sallie Tucker-Allen, Editor, ABNF Journal, P.O. Box 580, Lisle, IL 60532. Telephone: (630) 969-3809. Published by Tucker Publications, Inc. Last issue 112 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Frequency varies: Quarterly. ISSN 1046-7041. OCLC no. 20496528. "Official Journal of the Association of Black Nursing Faculty in Higher Education, Inc." Subject focus and/or Features: Nursing, Health Care, Medicine, Nursing research.

WHi v.8, n.1 Pam 01-6923 Jan/Feb, 1997

WGrU v.1, n.1-v.4, n.4 Periodicals Spring, 1990-Fall, 1993


WHi v.1, n.7, 10-11 Microforms May 7-Nov, 1822, Feb-Mar, 1823

43 The Abolitionist. 1971-? Frequency: Unknown. Okinawa, Japan. Published by United States Marines at Okinawa. Last issue 10 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Military service, Marine Corps, Race relations.

MU Jan, 1971 Bloom Collection


WHi v.1, n.1-12 E449/A155 Jan-Dec, 1833

DHU v.1, n.1-12 Periodicals Jan-Dec, 1833


WHi v.1, n.6; v.2, n.1 Microforms Sept 12, 1970; Jan 15, 1971

MU July 4, 1970 Labadie Collection

46 About...Time. 1972-. Frequency: Monthly. Carolyne Blount, Editor, About...Time. 283 Genesee St., Rochester, NY 14611. $14 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (716) 235-7150. Published by About Time Magazine, Inc. Last issue 52 pages. Last volume 424 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 4463841. Subject focus and/or Features: Monroe County (NY) community, Profiles, Book reviews, Music reviews, Film reviews, Fashion, Poetry.

WHi v.1, n.1 F/129/R7/A2 Dec, 1972-

DHU v.8, n.2-v.18 Periodicals Feb, 1980-1990


48 Absalom Jones Students Association Newsletter. 1976-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Absalom Jones Students Association. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Absalom Jones Students Association, Howard University, Howard University, Poetry.

DHU Apr 14, 1976 Howardiana

49 Abundant Living. 1982-? Frequency: Unknown. Baltimore, MD. Published by First United Church of Jesus Christ, Apostolic. Last issue 11 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Rayner C. Wharton. Available in microform from: WHi (1982). OCLC no. 38193286. Subject focus and/or Features: First United Church of Jesus Christ, Apostolic, Religion.

WHi v.1, n.2 Microforms Oct/Nov, 1982

50 ABWHE Newsletter. 1981-? Frequency: Unknown. Albany, NY. Published by Association of Black Women in Higher Education. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Jacqueline A. Kane. OCLC no. 25252348. Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Education (Higher).

DHU v.6, n.2 Periodicals May, 1987

51 The Abyssinian: A Church to Match These Times. 1964-? Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by Abyssinian

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-5 286.05-A Feb 9-Sept, 1964

53 The Abyssinian News Letter. 1975?- Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by The Abyssinian Baptist Church. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Dudley Franklin. Subject focus and/or Features: Abyssinian Baptist Church, Religion.

NN-Sc v.1, n.28, 30-31 Uncataloged serials Winter, 1982, Fall, 1983-Spring, 1984

54 Abyssinian Papyrus. 1994- Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by Abyssinian Baptist Church. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Abyssinian Baptist Church, Religion.

NN-SC v.1, n.1 Uncataloged serials Feb, 1994


WHi n.5-6; 9- Circulation Spring-Summer, 1992; Fall, 1993-

56 Academic Affairs Newsletter. 1977-1982? Frequency: Monthly. Grambling, LA. Published by Grambling State University. Last issue 6 pages. Height 36 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Grambling State University (Grambling, LA).

Lgra v.3, n.7-v.6, n.10 Archives Oct, 1979-June, 1982

57 Academic Focus. 1980-1981? Frequency: Bimonthly during school year; monthly during summer. Petersburg, VA. Published by Virginia State University, Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Virginia State University (Petersburg, VA).


MBU n.32, n.39- Periodicals Dec, 1991; Apr, 1994-


NN-Sc May/June, 1984; Oct, 1986; Apr, June, Aug, 1987 Newsletters


WHi July, 1990; Mar, 1992 Pam 94-1818

CLIAM Sept 15/Oct 13, 1991; Apr, 1992 Microforms

61 Accents on Hair. 1994-? Frequency: Quarterly. Brooklyn, NY. Published by Michel Thomas Misanthrope. Last issue 50 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 32516503. Subject focus and/or Features: Hairdressing, Women.

WHi Fall, 1994 Pam 01-5800


NN-Sc v.1, n.17-v.5, n.201 Sc Micro [Dec 25/31, 1975-July 26/Aug 1, 1979]
63 **Ace: African American Caribbean Culture & Entertainment Exchange.** Dates unknown. Frequency: Biweekly. Jean Wells, Editor, Ace, Jean Wells Associates, 1360 Fulton St., Brooklyn, NY 11216. $19.50 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (718) 789-0900, FAX (718) 857-9115. Published by O.T. Wells II. Fast issue 18 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 29457951. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Jazz, Rap music, Entertainment, Calendar, Caribbean area, Caribbean culture. Telephone: (718) 789-0900, FAX (718) 857-9115. Published by O.T. Wells II. Last issue 18 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 29457951. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Jazz, Rap music, Entertainment, Calendar, Caribbean area, Caribbean culture.


WHI v.3, n.5-24, n.1, 3; v.5, n.1-2 Pam 01-4010 Oct/Nov, 1991; Feb/Mar, July/Aug, 1992; Spring/Summer, 1993

IEN v.3, n.1-5; v.4, n.1-3; v.5, n.1 Special Collections Feb/Mar-Oct/Nov, 1991; Feb/Mar-July/Aug, 1992; Spring, 1993

65 **Achievement.** 1933-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Wilberforce, OH. Published by Wilberforce University. Last issue 16 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Eric E. L. Hercules. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Wilberforce University (Wilberforce, OH). Amistad v.1, n.1 Periodicals Nov 1933 DHU v.1, n.1 Periodicals Nov 1933


AU Feb, May, 1969 E185.61/A4x


WHI n.23, 26-27; n.30-34, 35 Pam 01-4580 Spring, 1987; Spring-Fall, 1989; Fall 1990-Summer, 1993; Winter, 1996

NN-Sc n.5-33 Periodicals Spring, 1979-Summer, 1992

68 **The Acomsinc Bulletin.** 1942-? Frequency: Quarterly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Atlanta College of Mortuary Science, Inc. Last issue 36 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Burwell Towns Harvey, July 1944; James A. Perkins, July 1946. "Official organ of the National Negro Funeral Directors Association, Inc." Subject focus and/or Features: Mortuary Science, National Negro Funeral Directors Association.

DHU v.3, n.3; v.5, n.3 Periodicals July, 1944; July, 1946


AHO [v.1, n.1-v.13, n.9] Archives [Nov, 1932-Nov 1945]

70 **The Acorn.** 1950-? Frequency: Unknown. Brooklyn, NY. Published by Lambda Kappa Mu Sorority. Last issue 32 pages. Last volume Joseph, Dorothy Duckett pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Eleanor H. Williams, July 1974. Subject focus and/or Features: Lambda Kappa Mu Sorority, Sorority newsletter, Fraternities and sororities, Women.

DHU v.3, n.1 Periodicals June, 1952

NN-Sc v.20 Uncataloged serials July, 1974

71 **Action.** 1964-? Frequency: Unknown. Brooklyn, NY. Published by CORE, Brooklyn. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 8403062. Subject focus and/or Features: Congress of Racial Equality, Civil rights, Housing, Employment. WHi v.1, n.3 Pam 81-1795 Jan 1, 1965

72 **Action.** 1972-? Frequency: Monthly. Prairie View, TX. Published by Prairie View A & M University, Office of Publications & News Service. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Roger E. Savain. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities, Prairie View A & M University (Prairie View, TX).

TxPV v.1, n.1 Archives Jan, 1972
85  **Advance: The Struggle for Negro Liberation.** 1948-1949. Frequency: Unknown. Detroit, MI. Published by Michigan State Committee, Communist Party, USA. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Table of contents. LC card no. sn92-21225. OCLC no. 26368603. Subject focus and/or Features: Communist Party, USA (Detroit, MI), Civil rights, Radical politics.


89  **The Advocate: The AOIP Family and Community Reading Newspaper.** 1984?- Frequency: Weekly. New York, NY. Published by Assault on Illiteracy Program (AOIP). Last issue 8 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 17727359. Issued with: National Greater News, New Jersey Greater News. Subject focus and/or Features: Literacy, Education.

90  **Adventurers with Jesus.** 1984?- Frequency: Quarterly. Adventurers with Jesus, 6717 Centennial Blvd., Nashville, TN 37209. Telephone: (615) 350-8000. Published by National Baptist Publishing Board. Last issue 36 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. ISSN 0746-6935. LC card no. sn83-5543. OCLC no. 10226702. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion, Baptist Church.


92  **Advocacy - Church Community Newspaper.** 1983?- Frequency: Biweekly. Austin, TX. Published by Vickie Roberts Henry. Last issue 4 pages. Height 46 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 11015545. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion, .

93  **The Advocate.** 1905?- Frequency: Bimonthly. Daytona Beach, FL. Published by Bethune-Cookman College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 23 cm. Previous editor(s): H. F. Colman, June 1917-Dec 1932. Publisher varies: Daytona-Cookman Collegiate Institute, 1925. Frequency varies: Monthly, June 1931-Dec 1932. Subject focus and/or Features: Bethune-Cookman College (Daytona Beach, FL), Colleges and universities—Students, Daytona-Cookman Collegiate Institute (Daytona Beach, FL).

94  **The Advocate: Human Resources Newsletter.** 1992-. Frequency: Unknown. The Advocate, Xavier University, New Or-

DHU v.25, n.30 Microfilm Mar 22, 1929
OrHi v.21-v.30, n.9 Microfilm Oct 11 1924-Dec 12, 1933
OrU v.20, n.36-v.30, n.9 Library May 5, 1923-Dec 12, 1933


WHi [v.1, n.1-v.3, n.52] Microforms [Mar 8, 1838-Apr 29, 1841]


WHi v.5, n.1-v.6, n.1 Periodicals Jan, 1976-Mar, 1977


WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation Jan, 1993-


WHi v.5, n.1-v.6, n.1 Periodicals Jan, 1976-Mar, 1977


WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation Jan, 1993-


AFRAM Notes for You. Atlanta, GA. see Afro-American Churchman. Norfolk, VA. see Afro-American Churchman. Norfolk, VA.


108 **Africa News.** 1992-. Frequency: Monthly. Saliu Oyenuga, Editor, Africa News, 4554 N. Broadway, Suite 244, Chicago, IL 60640. Telephone: (312) 784-0096, FAX (312) 784-6657. Published by Femi Odere. Last issue 20 pages. Height 37 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 30775615. "A monthly newspaper focusing on African affairs." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Africa.


111 **Africa USA: The Atlantic Bridge.** 1988- Frequency: Monthly. Hyattsville, MD. Published by Africa USA Organization. Last issue 52 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Chuka Onwumechili. ISSN 0899-8477. LC card no. sn88-2011. OCLC no. 18272248. Supplement to quarterly publication with title: USA Africa. Subject focus and/or Features: Africa, Caribbean area, Business, Politics, Sports, Society, Fashion.

112 **AFRI-CAN: or African Canadian Business Directory Magazine.** 1989-. Frequency: Monthly. Emmanuel Debass, Editor, AFRI-CAN, 11 St. Joseph St., Suite 238, Toronto, Ontario M4Y 1J8. Telephone: (416) 922-1456, FAX (416) 961-0124. Published by Emmanuel Debass. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. OCLC no. 25861705. Subject focus and/or Features: Economics, Business, Africa.


120 African American Family Resource Journal. 1994-. Frequency: Monthly. Compton, CA. Published by Penny L. Robinson. Last issue 7 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 31873960. Subject focus and/or Features: Family, Education.


123 The African American Literary Review. 1993-. Frequency: Quarterly. Fort Worth, TX. Published by John R. Posey. Last issue 28 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Margo J. Posey. Variant title(s): AALR. ISSN 1075-6493. LC card no. sn94-644162. OCLC no. 30101764. Subject focus and/or Features: Books reviews, Books and reading.

124 African American Literature and Culture Society Newsletter. 1996-. Frequency: Unknown. Wilfred D. Samuels, Virginia Whatley-Smith, Warren J. Carson, Editors, African American Literature and Culture Society Newsletter, Department of English, 3500 LNCO, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112. Published by University of Utah, African American Literature and Culture Society, Department of English. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Publisher varies: University of South Carolina-Spartenburg, African American Literature and Culture Society, Department of Literature. Place of publication varies: Spartenburg, SC. OCLC no. 35302713. Subject focus and/or Features: Literature, Colleges and universities—Students.

125 The African American Magazine. 1989-. Frequency: Bi-monthly. New Orleans, LA. Published by Tyrone Tillis. Last issue 46 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s):

WHI May/June, 1988; Summer, 1991 Pam 01-4513 Winter-Spring, 1992


WHI v.2, n.1 Microforms Apr, 1996


DHU v.2, n.33-v.6, n.19 Microfilm Oct 5, 1980-June 8, 1984

129 African American Parents Coalition for Quality Education Newsletter. 1991-. Frequency: Quarterly. Newsletter, P.O. Box 545, El Centro, CA 92244. Published by African American Parents Coalition for Quality Education. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Variant title(s): African American Parents for Education Newsletter. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Children.

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-4 Newsletters Apr-July/Dec, 1991


130 African American Products Teacher’s Quarterly. 1990-? Frequency: Quarterly. Tony Gill, Editor, St. Paul, MN. Published by African-American Products. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising.


WHI [Spring, 1993-] Periodicals


OCLC no. 6887584, 4356514, 2757016, 4403150, 1193279, 28367696, 28370519, 25636550. Subject focus and/or Features: Literature.

WM v.25, n.4- Periodicals Winter, 1991-

WU v.1, n.1- AP/B627/A492 Fall, 1967-

DHU v.1, n.1- Periodicals Fall, 1967-


AFRICAN AMERICAN TEACHERS FORUM

Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Educational products.

MnHi v.2, n.1 Manuscripts Feb, 1991
134  **African American UN Review.** 1981?-? Frequency: Unknown. Dale City, VA. Published by Mary L. Wade. Last issue 4 pages. Height 22 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, United Nations.

NN-Sc  v.3, n.2  Newsletters  Apr, 1983

135  **African American Voices in: The Academy.** 1991?-? Frequency: Semiannual. East Lansing, MI. Published by Michigan State University. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Eleanor Shelton. OCLC no. 37578007. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies, Education (Higher).

WHi  v.3, n.1-2  Pam 01-6485  Fall, 1992-Spring, 1993

Amistad v.2, n.2  Periodicals  Winter, 1992

136  **African American Voice.** 1994?-? Frequency: Monthly. Memphis, TN. Last issue 12 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 30905526. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi  Jan, 1994  Pam 01-5803

137  **African Americanews.** 1990?- Frequency: Quarterly. Brenda Wilson-Hade, Editor, African Americanews, 301 Frederick Douglass, Detroit, MI 48202. $25 for individuals and institutions. Published by Museum of African American History. Last issue 8 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 25624678. Numbering irregularities. Subject focus and/or Features: Museum of African American History (Detroit, MI), History, Museums, Art.

WHi  v.2, n.3-v.3, n.1; v.6, n.2  Pam 01-4219  Apr/June, 1991-Spring, 1992; Spring/Summer, 1995

DSI  v.2, n.3-v.3, n.1  E185.5/A257/AFA  Apr/June, 1991-Spring, 1992

NN-Sc  v.1, n.1, v.2, n.3-4; v.3, n.2  Newsletters  1990t; Apr/June-Winter, 1991; Summer, 1992

138  **AfricanAmericans on Wheels.** 1995-. Frequency: Quarterly. Randi Payton, Editor, African Americans on Wheels, 2034 National Press Building, Washington, DC 20045. Telephone: (202) 588-9459. Published by On Wheels, Inc. Last issue 18 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 36178483. Subject focus and/or Features: Automobiles.

WHi  v.2, n.4  Pam 01-6254  Summer, Fall, 1996

NN-SC  v.2, n.1- Uncataloged serials  Winter, 1996-


TxU  v.1, n.1- Music Stacks  Autumn, 1967-


TFN  v.1, n.1  Special Collections  Oct, 1989

141  **African Connection Newspaper.** 1988?- Frequency: Bi-weekly. Kamni C. Fashola, Editor, African Connection Newspaper, P.O. Box 431631, Los Angeles, CA 90043. Telephone: (213) 292-6397, FAX (213) 292-4682. Published by African Connection Newspaper, Inc. Last issue 20 pages. Height 38 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color) Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 30798309. "The award winning African American independent newspaper." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi  v.7, n.10- Circulation  June 25/July 10, 1994-

142  **African Diaspora Studies Newsletter.** 1984?- Frequency: Semiannual. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University. Last issue 10 pages. Height 35 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Joseph E. Harris. ISSN 0748-0598. LC card no. sn84-6209. OCLC no. 10866104. Subject focus and/or Features: Pan-Africanism, Africa.

WHi  v.1, n.2  Pam 01-6112  Spring/Summer, 1986

NN-Sc  v.1, n.1  Newsletters  Oct, 1984


WHi  v.1, n.1; v.7, n.1  Microforms  July, 1992; July 1 1995

ble of contents. Previous editor(s): John A. Davis. Indexed in: America, History and Life; Historical Abstracts. ISSN 0568-1324. LC card no. 65-9921. OCLC no. 1461389. Each issue is devoted to a single subject. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Politics, History, Pan-Africanism, Socialism, Africa.


MIU v.1, n.1-v.3, n.4/v.4, n.1 Hatcher Stacks Summer, 1965-Spring/Summer, 1968

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-v.4, n.1 Sc 960.05-A Summer, 1965-Spring/Summer, 1968


WHi Sept, 1992- Microforms

TxDa Sept, 1992- Texas Collection


TNF v.1, n.1, 3 Special Collections Sept/Oct, 1987; Jan/Feb, 1988


NN-Sc v.1, n.2 Uncataloged serials Nov, 1963

148 African Heritage Quarterly Journal. 1983- Frequency: Quarterly. Washington, DC. Published by Our Own History Club. Last issue 37 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Marcus Garvey, Universal Negro Improvement Association, History.

DHU v.1, n.1-2 Periodicals Jan/Mar-Dec, 1983

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-2 Uncataloged serials Jan/Mar-Dec, 1983


DHU v.2, n.1 Periodicals Mar, 1983

LSc-N v.9, n.9 A-A Nov 20, 1990

150 African Homefront. 1993-1996. Frequency: Bimonthly. Abiodun Goke-Pariola, Editor, Grand Rapids, MI. Published by Abiodun Goke-Pariola. Last issue 22 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1073-8185. LC card no. sn93-4228. OCLC no. 29451874. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Family, Entertainment.


African Homefront. Savannah, GA. see Homefront. Savannah, GA.


WHi v.1, n.1 Microforms July, 1820


DHU v.1, n.1 Periodicals Feb, 1943


NNAHHi v.10, n.1 Periodicals June, 1965

sue 24 pages. Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. In Somali, 2096. ISSN 0827-8040. LC card no. cn88-31081. OCLC no. 18117473. Subject focus and/or Features: Africa, Somalia.

WHi [n.1606-n.1716] In process [Apr 16/30, 1991-Aug 16/31, 1992]


WHi v.3, n.5- E185.61/A25 Nov/Dec, 1993-


NN-SC v.3, n.1- Uncataloged serials Jan, 1993-


DeHi v.3 James Baker Collection Apr, July, 1980


WHi Nov/Dec, 1992; Apr/May, Aug 15/Sept 15, Circulation Dec 1993/Jan, 1994-


WHi v.2, n.22 Pam 95-3108 Nov, 1961


NN-SC Mar, 1996- Uncataloged serials


WHi v.4, n.1- Microforms Jan 22, 1993-

163 The African Newsletter. 1953-? Frequency: Monthly except June July and August. Washington, DC. Published by The All African Student Union of the Americas. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. OCLC no. 9123611. Subject focus and/or Features: All African Student Union of the Americas, Colleges and universities.

DHU v.3, n.3, 5 Periodicals Dec, 1955, Feb, 1956

164 The African Nova Scotian Worker. 1996-. Frequency: Bi-monthly. Andrea David, Editor, African Nova Scotian Worker, 5663 Cornwallis St., Suite 100, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3K 1B6. Telephone: (902) 422-3391, FAX (902) 423-5976. Published by African Canadian Employment Clinic. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 37291530. Subject focus and/or Features: Employment, Afro-Canadians.

WHi n.2 Pam 01-5612 Nov/Dec, 1996


moral and political effects, of Negro slavery." Subject focus and/or Features: Slavery, Abolitionists.

WHi v.1, n.1-68, n.1 E446/A25 Rare Books Apr, 1827-Mar, 1828
DHU v.1, n.1-68 Periodicals Apr, 1827-Mar, 1828

MoHi [v.7, n.1-v.50, n.6] Rare Collection [Mar, 1831-June, 1874]

WHI v.6, n.11- Circulation July 1/15, 1994


DHU v.1, n.1-5, 9-16; v.2, n.4-v.3, n.16 MS Micro Dec 1, 1948-Apr, Aug, 1949-Mar, Apr, 1950-May, 1951

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-v.3, n.16 Sc Micro RS-909 Dec 1, 1948-May, 1951

OKentU v.1, n.1-5, 9-16; v.2, n.4-v.3, n.16 Microfilm Dec 1, 1948-Apr, Aug, 1949-Mar, Apr, 1950-May, 1951

176 The African Voice. 1972-. Frequency: Monthly. Camden, NJ. Published by The Black Cooperative Association. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 29338865. Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Rutgers University (Camden, NJ), Africa, Book reviews, Community newsletter.

WHI v.1, n.2 Pam 01-3656 June/July, 1972

177 African Voices. 1993-1996. Frequency: Bimonthly. New York, NY. Published by African Voices Communications, Inc. Last issue 24 pages. Height 38 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 29397327. Subject focus and/or Features: Short stories, Book reviews, Film reviews, Poetry.

WHI v.1, n.1-13 Microforms Mar, 1993-1996


CoU v.1, n.1-3; v.2, n.1; [no number] HQ1101A3 Summer, 1984-Spring, 1985; Winter/Spring, 1986; Summer, 1990


WHI v.1, n.21-v.4 n.12 Microforms Aug 7, 1971-Sept, 1975

DHU v.1, n.21-v.4 n.12 MS Micro Aug 7, 1971-Sept, 1975

180 African World: The Forum of People of African Descent. 1993-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Okey Ndibe, Editor, African World, 29 Cottage St., Amherst, MA 01002. $15 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (413) 549-0100. Published by African World, Inc. Last issue 64 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 29936254. Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, International relations, Africa, Culture, Business, Economics, Art, Food, General interest.

NU v.1, n.1- AP A258/W926 Nov/Dec, 1993-

OT v.1, n.1- Kent Branch Nov/Dec, 1993-


WHI Oct, 1994 Pam 96-1612

182 Africana. 1984-. Frequency: Three times a year. College Park, MD. Published by University of Maryland at College Park, Afro-American Studies Program. Last issue 8 pages. Height 38 cm. Photographs. LC card no. sn85-22511. OCLC no. 12814823. Subject focus and/or Features: University of Maryland (College Park, MD), Colleges and universities—Students.

DHU v.1, n.1-3 Periodicals Winter-Fall, 1984


TNF v.2, n.2 Special Collections Spring, 1985

Height 28 cm. Table of contents. OCLC no. 31525574. Subject focus and/or Features: Temple University (Philadelphia, PA), Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.

WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation Fall, 1993

PPT v.1, n.1- Special Collections Fall, 1993


WHi n.12- Circulation Winter, 1994-NN-Sc n.1- Newsletters Spring, 1990-


WHi Summer, Fall, 1994; Spring, 1995- Circulation

186 The African-American Family History Association Newsletter. 1979-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Newsletter, P.O. Box 115268, Atlanta, GA 30310. $12 for individuals; $25 for institutions. Published by The African-American Family History Association, Inc. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Herman Mason Jr. Variant title(s): AAFHA Newsletter. ISSN 0893-4290. LC card no. sn87-7283. OCLC no. 6246443. Subject focus and/or Features: History, Genealogy.

WHi v.16- Circulation Summer/Fall, 1994-Amistad v.4, n.4-v.6, n.1 Periodicals Jan, 1981-Apr, 1982 DHU v.14, n.2; v.15, n.1- Periodicals Sept, Winter, 1992-G-Ar v.1-v.17 Per E185.96/A43 Jan, 1978-Fall, 1995


IChI June 1971-Nov, 1973 Pam 21008

188 African-American History Magazine. 1995-1995. Frequency: Quarterly. Leesburg, VA. Published by Timothy L. Jenkins. Last issue 86 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Gary A. Puckrin. OCLC no. 32451234. Subject focus and/or Features: History.

WHi Spring, 1995 Pam 01-4683


WHi v.1, n.6, 8-18 Microforms Oct 1, Dec 1, 1993-Dec 15, 1994

190 The African-American News World. 1991-?. Frequency: Quarterly. St. Louis, MO. Published by Universal African American Peoples Organization. Last issue 13 pages. Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Safiyah Chauvin. OCLC no. 32329855. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.4, n.2 Pam 01-5802 Winter, 1994


OClW v.2, n.2 Periodicals Summer, 1992


WHi v.1, n.3, 10—v.2, n.2; [no numbers] In process Sept, 1992; Apr-Oct, 1993


WHi 1994? Pam 01-4071

Research on Black Americans, African American Mental Health Research Center. Last issue 74 pages. Height 22 cm. Table of contents. OCLC no. 31891347. Subject focus and/or Features: Research, Health, Mental health.

WhI v.1, n.1-2 Pam 01-6313 Winter, 1994; Spring, 1995; Winter-Spring, 1997

195 The African-American Scholar. 1977-?. Frequency: Bi-monthly. Washington, DC. Published by African-American Scholars Council, Inc. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Bill Burr. OCLC no. 3758176. Subject focus and/or Features: Research, African-American studies.

WhI v.1, n.8 Periodicals May, 1978


WhI v.1, n.2 Pam 95-302 Aug, 1992


WhI v.1, n.6 Pam 01-4079 1988

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-7 Newsletters Spring, 1987-1992?


WhI July 1/15, 1994 Pam 95-316


MiU [n.2-v.2, n.23] Labadie Collection [May 1, 1968-Mar 19, 1970]


WhI v.1, n.1- Circulation Apr, 1995-

201 The African-Americanist. 1992-. Frequency: Two times a year. Sandra Zanna-L Ross, Editor, African-Americanist, 313 Gentry Hall, Columbia, MO 65211. Published by University of Missouri-Columbia, Black Studies Program. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Ron Ayres. OCLC no. 30808032. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Literature, African Studies, Howard University.

DHU v.1, n.4 Howardiana Nov, 1977


DHU v.1, n.4 Howardiana Nov, 1977


NN-Sc n.1-n.65 Sc 289.605-A Aug? 1886-Dec, 1891

204 African-USA. 1992-. Frequency: Monthly. Yao N. N'Kaff, Editor, African-USA, P.O. Box 100487, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33310-0487. Telephone: (305) 966-0000. Published by African-USA Media, Inc. Last issue 35 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Some articles in French. OCLC no. 30804453. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies.

WhI Nov, 1992- DT1/A245

205 Africa's Children. 1993-?. Frequency: Monthly. Atlanta, GA. Published by T.O.P. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm.


209 The Afrikan. 1995-. Frequency: Biennial. Lawrence C. Igboekwe, Editor, Afrikan, 162-02 Jamaica Ave., Jamaica, NY 11432. Published by Ani Dike Egwuonwu. Last issue 54 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Ruwa Chiri. LC card no. 95-643774, sn94-53120. OCLC no. 30675511, 30675663. Subject focus and/or Features: Culture, Art, Politics. WHi 1996/97 Circulation


212 Afrikan Student Literary Magazine. 1993?- Frequency: Quarterly. Berkeley, CA. Published by University of California-Berkeley. Last issue 50 pages. Height 21 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Mozetta. OCLC no. 37551090. Subject focus and/or Features: Short stories, Poetry, Photography, Essays. WHi Spring, 1993 Pam 01-6470


OCLC no. 32023403. Subject focus and/or Features: Museums, Art, Collectors and collecting.

Amistad Apr/June, July/Sept, Oct/Dec, 1982; Periodicals
Jan/Mar, 1983; Apr/June, 1986

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-2, v.2, n.1-2, v.4, n.1-v.5, n.1 Newsletters


WHi v.9, n.11 Pam 94-1829 Dec, 1993


WHi v.l, n.l Pam 01-4634 Spring, 1991

219 Afro Chronicles. 1991-. Frequency: Quarterly. Ronald W. Bailey, Editor, Afro Chronicles, 132 Nightengale Hall, Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115. Telephone: (617) 437-3148. Published by Northeastern University, Department of African-American Studies. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 24192581. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-4634 Spring, 1991

NN-Sc v.1, n.1 Newsletters Spring, 1991

220 The Afro News. 1988?-. Frequency: Monthly. Michelle Lee Williams, Editor, Afro News, P.O. Box 1101, Aldergrove, British Columbia V4W 2V1. Telephone: (604) 856-4838, FAX (604) 856-1074. Published by Black Theatre West. Last issue 24 pages. Height 17 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Variant title(s): Afro/Carib News. ISSN 1208-7777. LC card no. cn97-390063. OCLC no. 35158615. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.9, n.1-10 Circulation Jan, 1995


NN-Sc n.1-4 Newsletters Oct, 1983-Feb, 1984

WU n.1-3 Micro film 1642 Oct, 1983-


WHi v.3, n.1-3/4 [no numbers] Pam 01-3624 Fall, 1984-Spring/Summer, 1985; Spring-Fall, 1987; Fall, 1991 Winter, 1992

WU n.1 Micro Film 1642 Oct, 1980-?; Fall, 1991; Winter, 1992

DHU n.3-7 Periodicals Feb, 1981-Apr, 1982

GA v.3, n.1; v.4, n.1 Periodicals Fall, 1984; Fall, 1985

NN-Sc n.3, n.8, v.3, n.1 Newsletters Feb 1981, Sept 1982, Fall 1984

223 Afro Spectra Newsmagazine. 1994? Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, Anonyuo, Editor, Afro Spectra Newsmagazine, 3001 S. King Dr., Suite 1008, Chicago, IL 60616. Telephone: (312) 949-1221. Published by First World Creations. Last issue 19 pages. Height 37 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 31814362. “For all Black women of African ancestry and everyone else in their world.” Subject focus and/or Features: Women, General interest.

WHi Dec, 1994; May, 1995- Circulation


WHi v.1, n.3- Microforms Mar 14, 1987-


WHi v.2, n.1 Pam 94-1819 Jan/Mar, 1983


233 Afro-American Advocate. 1901-? Frequency: Weekly. Troy, AL. Last issue 4 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): T. W. Coffee. LC card no. sn86-50336. OCLC no. 14118000. Subject focus and/or Features: Baptist Church, Religion.


253 Afro-American Magazine. 1972-? Frequency: Weekly. Baltimore, MD. Published by Afro-American Company. Last issue 16 pages. Height 34 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Ernestine Cofield. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Newspaper supplement. WHA Nov 25, 1972 Periodicals

254 Afro-American Music Collection Newsletter. 1990-? Frequency: Quarterly. Ann Arbor, MI. Published by University of Michigan, School of Music. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Guthrie P. Ramsey Jr. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Profiles, Music collections,
AFROAMERICAN QUARTERLY: A THIRD WORLD LITERARY JOURNAL

University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI), Colleges and universities—Students.


256 *Afro-American Review*. 1968-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University. Last issue 42 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Stan Ferdinand. OCLC no. 3703433. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Short stories, Poetry, Howard University. DHU 1970 Howardiana


Afro-American, Richmond Edition. Richmond, VA. see Richmond Afro-American and the Richmond Planet. Richmond, VA.


DHU [v.3, n.18-v.6, n.50] MS Microfilm [Feb 22, 1896-Mar 25, 1899]

259 *Afro-American Sentinel*. 1890-? Frequency: Weekly. Jackson, TN. Last issue 5 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn97-65526. OCLC no. 38055132. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. T v.1, n.4 Microfilm Oct 11, 1890


261 *Afro-American Studies*. 1989-? Frequency: Quarterly. Washington, DC. Published by Smithsonian Institution Resident Associate Program. Last issue 12 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Museums, Smithsonian Institution Resident Associate Program, African-American studies. ICCBMR Winter-Spring, 1989; Winter, 1990 Periodicals


DHU v.1, n.1-v.3, n.4 AP/A2587/S518 May, 1970-1975

NN-Sc v.1, n.1; v.2, n.3; v.3, n.1-4 Ser-M/A425 May, 1970; Dec, 1971; June, 1972-1974

WU v.1, n.1-v.3, n.4 AP/A2587/S518 May, 1970-1975

263 *Afro-American Studies Program*. 1994-? Frequency: Three times a year. College Park, MD. Published by University of Maryland at College Park, Afro-American Studies Program. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 32451936. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies, Colleges and universities.

WHI Fall, 1994 Pam 01-5805

264 *Afro-American Studies: Newsletter of the Afro-American Studies Program of the University of Mississippi*. 1984-? Frequency: Unknown. University, MS. Published by University of Mississippi, Afro-American Studies Program. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies. Amistad n.3 Periodicals Fall, 1984


WHI Fall, 1988 Pam 01-6173


DHU v.1, n.1 Periodicals May/June, 1969


DHU v.1, n.1 Periodicals Mar/Apr, 1969

269 The AfroAmericanist Newsletter. 1986-? Frequency: Two times a year. Valinda W. Littlefield, Editor, AfroAmericanist Newsletter, 1201 W. Nevada, Urbana, IL 61801. Published by University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Afro-American Studies and Research Program. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Arlene Torres. OCLC no. 13022991. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American Studies, Education (Higher).

DHU v.3, n.3; v.5, n.2; v.8, n.1 Circulation 1988; 1990; 1993


NN-Sc v.1, n.1- Newsletters 1985-

270 Afro-Americans Against the War in Vietnam Newsletter. 1966-? Frequency: Unknown. Place of publication unknown. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 13143474. Subject focus and/or Features: Vietnam War.

WHI v.1, n.1 Pam 85-3307 Jan, 1966


WHI v.1, n.1-3 Pam 69-243 June-Oct, 1968

272 Afro-Americans in New York Life and History. 1977-. Frequency: Twice a year. Monroe Fordham, Editor, Afro-Americans in New York Life and History, P.O. Box 1663, Buf-

falo, NY 14216. $8 for individuals and institutions. Published by Afro-American Historical Association of the Niagara Frontier. Last issue 93 pages. Last volume 188 pages. Height 23 cm. Indexed in: Historical Abstracts (1977- ); America: History and Life (1977- ). ISSN 0364-2437. LC card no. 77-649608. OCLC no. 2800381. Subject focus and/or Features: History, New York—History, Book reviews.

WHIH v.1, n.1- F130 N3/A36 Jan, 1977-

DHU v.1, n.1-v.13 Periodicals Jan, 1977-1989

GAAUC v.2, n.1-v.4, n.1 Archives 1978-1980


WU v.1, n.1; v.2, n.2 AP/A25874/S368 May, 1992; Dec, 1993

274 The Afro-Christian Quarterly Review. 1914-? Frequency: Quarterly. Newport News, VA. Published by The Afro-Christian Quarterly Review Publishing Company. Last issue 13 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): J. E. Samuels. “A national literary and homiletic magazine devoted to the material, mental, moral and religious uplift of all the people and of practical help to the preacher in every phase of his work.” Subject focus and/or Features: Religion, Social services, Art, Science.

DHU v.1, n.1 Periodicals Oct/Dec, 1914


CoD Summer, 1981 Periodicals

277 Afro-Denver. 1976-1979? Frequency: Monthly. Denver, CO. Published by R. Mason Hawkins. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous edi-
29 NCNE, 1367 Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20036. $25 for individuals; $200 for institutions. Telephone: (202) 331-1103. Published by Neighborhood Policy Institute; & The National Center for Neighborhood Enterprise. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 26238651. Subject focus and/or Features: Community development, Economics, Sociology, Law and legislation.

Whi v.1, n.1- Circulation Fall, 1990-


Whi n.8, 10, 12- Circulation Jan/Feb, Apr/May, July/Aug, 1993-

290 The Agenda. 1994-. Frequency: Quarterly. Henrietta Ves sel, Editor, The Agenda, Box 10879, Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University, Board of Supervisors. Last issue 8 pages. Last volume 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Southern University Board of Supervisors (Baton Rouge, LA), Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.

LscS v.1, n.1-2 Archives Fall-Winter, 1994

291 Agricultural, Mechanical and Normal College Informer. 1940?- Frequency: Quarterly. Pine Bluff, AR. Published by Agricultural, Mechanical and Normal College. Last issue 28 pages. Height 25 cm. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Tilm an C. Cothran, Feb-Nov 1944; George E. Goder, Jan 1950- Mar 1951. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Agricultural, Mechanical and Normal College (Pine Bluff, AR).

Amistad v.1, n.2; v.2 n.1-3 Periodicals May, 1940; Feb-Aug, 1944

Dhu [v.1, n.2-v.4, n.1] Periodicals [May, 1940-Mar, 1951]


Amistad [v.5,n.6-v.12, n.3] Periodicals [Apr, 1932-Mar/Apr, 1940]

Dhu [v.8, n.4-v.12, n.2] Periodicals [Apr, 1936-Nov/Dec, 1939]

293 Agricultural News Supplement. 1934?- Frequency: Five times a year. Hampton, VA. Published by Hampton Institute, Class in Agricultural Newswriting. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Agriculture, Journalism, Colleges and universities—Students.

ViHa II v.7, n.2, 8-9 12-13, 15-16 Peabody Collection Oct 8, Nov 19-Dec 17, 1940; Feb 4-19, Mar 5-12, 1941

A.H. Parker High School Record. Birmingham, AL. see Record. Birmingham, AL.


Dhu v.6, n.1 Microfilm 1987


Whi June, 1992- Microforms


Whi v.2, n.2- Microforms July, 1988-


LscS n.9, v.3, n.9-10 Archives Apr, 1978; Apr-May, 1980

AIM4 Racial Harmony & Peace. Chicago, IL. see AIM Quarterly. Chicago, IL.

DHU v.1,n.1 Periodicals 1974
IC-CW v.6, n.1 Vivian Harsh Collection Jan/Feb, 1979
IC-CW v.8, n.4; v.9, n.3-4; v.10, n.5 Vivian Harsh Collection v.15, n.3-4; v.22, n.4 Harris Papers Winter, Fall, 1982-Winter, Autumn, 1983 Fall, Winter, 1988; Winter, 1995/6
TNF v.11, n.2, v.20, n.1 Periodicals Summer 1984, Spring 1993
AIM Racial Harmony & Peace. Chicago, IL. see AIM Quarterly. Chicago, IL.


TNF v.33, n.10-v.34, n.2 Special Collections Oct, 1949-Feb, 1950

301  **AKD Quarterly.** 1931-1955. Frequency: Quarterly. Omaha, NE. Published by Alpha Kappa Delta. Last issue 48 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): T. Sullenger, Dec 1938; James A. Quinn, Feb 1941; Robert Ray Martin, Spring 1955. Variant title(s): Alpha Kappa Delta Quarterly, 1931?-1940; OCLC no. 11008313, 11008318. Subject focus and/or Features: Organization news, Fraternities and sororities.

TNF v.8, n.2; v.9, n.1; v.25, n.3 Special Collections Dec, 1938; Feb, 1941; Spring, 1955

302  **The Akili Newsletter.** 1993-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Sheldon Taylor, Editor, Akili Newsletter, Box 30098, 1027 Finch Ave., West, Unit 5, Downsview, Ontario M3J 3L6. $25 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (905) 709-3645. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. ISSN 1195-3098. OCLC no. 29397423. Subject focus and/or Features: Afro-Canadian history, History, Literature, Social science.


Akon Informer. Akron, OH. see Ohio Informer. Akron, OH.

303  **The AL A & M Faculty Research Journal.** 1983-? Frequency: Unknown. Normal, AL. Published by Alabama A & M University. Last issue 102 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Joyce Cordell Richardson. Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Higher), Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Alabama A & M University (Normal, AL).

TNF v.7 Special Collections Aug, 1989


DHU v.8, n.1-v.16, n.3/4 Periodicals Winter, 1982-Summer/Fall, 1990

TxU v.16, n.2- Periodicals Spring, 1990-


ANA v.1, n.2-6; v.2, n.2; v.3, n.1; v.5, n.4-7 Newspapers v.8, n.1-4; v.9, n.2 Dec 1, 1951-July, 1952; June, 1953; Jan 15, 1954; Apr-July, 1956; Jan-Apr, 1959; Feb, 1960

DHU v.3, n.4-v.8, n.4 Periodicals Jan/Feb, 1952-Jan/Apr, 1959

306  **Alabama Blues Society Newsletter.** Dates unknown. Frequency: Monthly. Mike McCracken, Editor, Alabama Blues Society Newsletter, P.O. Box 513, Tuscaloosa, AL 35402. Published by Alabama Blues Society. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising, OCLC no. 32654780. Subject focus and/or Features: Blues music, Music.

MsClDDBM Current issues Periodicals

WHi Aug, 1961 Pam 74-327
LU-No Aug, 1961 Archives


AU Mar 15, 1965 Special Collections


AAP v.1, n.23, 42 Microforms Feb 27, July 10, 1886


AAP v.1, n.2-3 Microforms Oct-Nov, 1884


A-Ar v.1, n.11-12; v.2, n.1-13; 15-18; v.3, n.1-7 Periodicals May 8-27, 1901; Feb 27-Mar 27, Apr 8-June 10; 26-Oct 15, 1902

313  **Alabama Republican.** 1880?- Frequency: Weekly. Charles O. Harris, Editor, Montgomery, AL. Published by Charles O. Harris. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: AAP (1880). LC card no. sn86-50109. OCLC no. 13346900. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

AAP v.1, n.1 Microforms Sept 18, 1880

314  **Alabama State College Alumni News.** 1951?- Frequency: Quarterly. Montgomery, AL. Published by Alabama State College, Alumni Association. Last issue 8 pages. Height 30 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Alabama State College (Montgomery, AL), Colleges and universities—Alumni.

DHU v.1, n.2 Periodicals Feb, 1952

315  **The Alabama State Journal.** 1928?- Frequency: Irregular. Montgomery, AL. Published by State Teachers College. Last issue 16 pages. Last volume 92 pages. Height 19 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): H. Councill Trenholm. OCLC no. 20766881. "An Administrative, Professional and Alumni Publication issued periodically by the State Teachers College at Montgomery," Subject focus and/or Features: State Teachers College (Montgomery, AL), Education (Higher), Colleges and universities—Alumni.

DHU v.3, n.1-3 Periodicals Jan-Apr, 1930


DHU v.1, n.1-v.10, n.2 Microforms [Feb, 1959-May, 1969]
TNF v.1, n.1-v.10, n.2 Special Collections Feb, 1959-May, 1969


AAP v.3, n.8, 11, 15, 31-37, 39 Microfilm Mar 11, May 5, June 17, Oct 14-Nov, 25, Dec 9, 1898
AU-T v.2, n.31 Special Collections July 30, 1897


320  **Alafia.** 1971-? Frequency: Quarterly. New York, NY. Published by B & G Publications. Last issue 25 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Eugene Paul. OCLC no. 29462626. Subject focus and/or Features: Theater, Music, Poetry, Dance, Art, Short stories.

321  **Alain Leroy Locke Society.** 1996-?. Frequency: Monthly. Alain Leroy Locke Society, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907-1360. Published by Alain Leroy Locke Society. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Alain Leroy Locke, Philosophy.


323  **“The Alarm”.** 1987-? Frequency: Quarterly. WV, Charleston. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, West Virginia State Conference of Branches. Last issue 7 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, West Virginia.

324  **The Alaska Spotlight.** 1952-? Frequency: Weekly. Anchorage, AK. Published by George C. Anderson. Last issue 4 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): George C. Anderson. LC card no. sn84-25839. OCLC no. 10411164. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


328  **The Alcorn Graduate.** 1902-? Frequency: Annual. Alcorn, MS. Published by Alcorn A & M College. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): J. H. Mosely, 1917. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Alcorn A & M College (Alcorn, MS).

329  **The Alcorn Report.** 1981-? Frequency: Monthly. Lorman, MS. Published by Alcorn State University, Office of Public Relations. Last issue 4 pages. Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Ralph E. Payne. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Alcorn State University (Lorman, MS).
330 **The Alcorn Reporter.** 1985-? Frequency: Unknown. Lorman, MS. Published by Alcorn State University, Communications Program. Last issue 4 pages. Height 56 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Alcorn State University (Lorman, MS). MtSU Feb 22, 1985 Archives Alexander's Magazine and the National Domestic. Boston, MA. see Alexander's Magazine. Boston, MA.


WHi v.l, n.2/3 Pam 01-6253 Jan/Feb, 1995


WHI v.6.n.1-v.7, n.5/6 Microforms May 15, 1905-Mar/Apr, 1909

HDU v.1, n.1-v.7, n.5/6 Periodicals May 15, 1905-Mar/Apr, 1909


WHI v.1, n.1 Microforms Apr 9, 1853

DHU v.1, n.1 MS Micro Apr 9, 1853

334 **Al-Ittihad.** 1964-? Frequency: Unknown. Champaign, IL. Published by Muslim Students’ Association of U.S.A. and Canada. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Islam, Muslim religion, Religion, Muslim Students' Association of U.S.A. and Canada.

DHU v.3, n.1 Periodicals Mar, 1966

335 **Alkebulanian.** 1989-1992. Frequency: Monthly. Osafo M. Prempeh, Editor, Detroit, MI. Published by Alkebulan, Inc. Last issue 23 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. ISSN 1047-2096. LC card no. sn89-2533. OCLC no. 20641830. "Dedicated to the enrichment and rebirth of African originality." Subject focus and/or Features: Africa, Afro-centrism, Culture, Profiles.

WHi v.1, n.12-v.4, n.1/3 Pam 01-4516 Jan, 1990-1st Quarter, 1992

336 **All About Girls Magazine.** 1996-?. Frequency: Bi-monthly. Olivia Williams, Editor, All About Girls Magazine, P.O. Box 58671, St. Louis, MO 63158-8671. $18 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (314)532-0796. Published by All About Girls. Last volume 26 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 37974621. Subject focus and/or Features: Girls, Youth, Young women.

WHi v.2, n.2- Circulation Apr/May, 1997-


WHi v.2, n.3-8 Microforms Apr-Oct/Nov, 1978

338 **All Chicago Focus.** 1990-1991. Frequency: Semi-monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Dorothea Drew. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Dorothea Drew. OCLC no. 29291576. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.1, n.4 Pam 95-303 Apr 1, 1991


339 **All Seeing Eye.** 1994-. Frequency: Irregular. Nnandi Ben-Jochannan, Editor, All Seeing Eye, 454 Theiriot Ave., Bronx, NY 10473. Published by Students of the Ancients. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color) Commercial advertising;Table of contents. OCLC no. 36178719. Subject focus and/or Features: History, Religion, Egypt.

WHi v.1, n.2/3 Pam 01-6253 Jan/Feb, 1995
340 The Allegheian. 1991- . Frequency: Quarterly. Alleghenian, 1307 Pointview St., Pittsburgh, PA 15206. Published by Western Pennsylvania African American Historical and Genealogical Society. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Roland C. Barkskale-Hall. ISSN 1067-120x. LC card no. 94-644503, sn92-6974. OCLC no. 27139740. Subject focus and/or Features: Genealogy, History.


346 Almighty. 1969- . Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by Black P. Stone Nation. Last issue 8 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Radical politics, Gangs.

347 Alpha Kappa Mu Journal. 1945- . Frequency: Unknown. Orangeburg, SC. Published by Alpha Kappa Mu Honor Society. Last issue 20 pages. Height 23 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Higher), Scholarships, Organization news.

348 Alpha Newsletter. 1985- . Frequency: Quarterly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Michael J. Price. Subject focus and/or Features: Fraternities and sororities.


351 Alternative. 1991- . Frequency: Quarterly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by The Clay/Jackson Company. Last issue 39 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Stanley Bennett Clay. Subject focus and/or Features: Gay men, Homosexuality.


353 Alternatives. 1995- . Frequency: Monthly. Devre Jackson, Editor, Alternatives, 1283 S. LaBrea Ave. #235, Los Ange-


357 **The Alumni Bulletin.** 1947-. Frequency: Quarterly. Montgomery, AL. Published by State Teachers College, Alumni Publications Committee. Last issue 8 pages. Photographs. Previous editor(s): T. J. Mayberry. Subject focus and/or Features: State Teachers College (Montgomery, AL), Colleges and universities—Alumni. DHU v.1, n.1 Periodicals Nov, 1947

373 *Alumni Newsletter*. 1969-? Frequency: Unknown. Daytona Beach, FL. Published by Bethune-Cookman College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): James H. Keyes Jr. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Bethune-Cookman College (Daytona Beach, FL).

FDBBC Apr, 1969 Periodicals

*Alumni Newsletter*. Jackson, MS. see *Alumni News*. Jackson, MS.

*Alumni Newsletter*. Miami, FL. see *Lion's Roar*. Miami, FL.

374 *Alumni Newsletter*. 1952-? Frequency: Unknown. Greensboro, NC. Published by North Carolina A & T College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: North Carolina Agricultural and Technical College (Greensboro, NC), Colleges and universities—Alumni. NCGA v.4, n.1; v.8, n.1; v.9, n.1 Archives Oct, 1955; Oct 1959; Jan, 1960


376 *Alumni Reunion*. 1980-? Frequency: Annual. Tyler, TX. Published by Texas College, Office of Alumni Affairs. Last issue 108 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Texas College (Tyler, TX).

TXTYT 1980; 1984 Archives

*Alumni Update*. Miami, FL. see *Alumnus*. Miami, Fl.


Amistad v.4, n.1- Periodicals June, 1947-

DHU v.10, n.1 Periodicals June, 1948

LNX v.1, n.1-[no number] Archives May, 1939-May, 1976


TxPV v.1, n.1-v.2, n.3; v.3, n.1-v.6, n.25/26 Alumni Office Spring, 1987-3rd quarter, 1988; 1st quarter, 1987-1st/2nd quarter, 1992


MoJcL v.1, n.1-v.2, n.3 Ethnic Studies Center Fall, 1988-Fall, 1990


WHi v.59, n.1 Pam 01-6961 Fall, 1997

Amistad v.2, n.21; v.7, n.23; v.8, n.27; v.9, n.31; Periodicals v.15,n.35-36; v.16, n.37 July, 1943; Mar/Apr, 1944; Mar/Apr, 1945; Apr, 1946; July-Nov, 1947; Mar/Apr, 1948


LScS Oct, 1969 Archives

402  **The American Black Male.** 1989-?. Frequency: Monthly. Bronx, NY. Published by William Pruitt. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. “News and features to inform, to reach and to teach.” Subject focus and/or Features: Men. NN-Sc v.1, n.10-v.2, n.1; v.3, n.4 Newsletters Jan-Feb, 1990; Nov, 1991

403  **American Choices: A Report for the Institute for Independent Education.** 1985-. Frequency: Quarterly. American Council on Race Relations. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. ISSN 0890-8680. LC card no. sn86-2532. OCLC no. 14470823. Subject focus and/or Features: Education.


405  **The American Citizen.** 1879-. Frequency: Weekly. Baltimore, MD. Published by Citizen Publishing Co. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Daniel Williams. Available in microform from: DLC (1879). LC card no. sn83-27092. OCLC no. 9948094, 22156041. “Africa’s friends our friends; Her enemies our enemies.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. WHi v.1, n.11 Microforms Apr 19, 1879


407  **The American Criterion.** 1942-?. Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Rupert A. Simmons. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Photography, Art, Poetry. TNF v.1, n.4-5, 8 Special Collections Jan/May, Sept, 1943

408  **American Dialog.** 1964-1972. Frequency: Bimonthly. New York, NY. Published by Dialog Publications. Last issue 38 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Joseph North. ISSN 0002-8215. LC card no. 66-9901. OCLC no. 14797775. Subject focus and/or Features: Short stories, Poetry, Essays.


411  **American Gospel Magazine.** 1991-. Frequency: Bi-monthly. American Gospel Magazine, P.O. Box 40985, Nashville, TN. 37204-0985. Published by CCM Publications. Last issue 46 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents.

WHi v.1, n.9 Pam 01-4213 Oct, 1920 (photocopy)
CLU v.1, n.1 Special Collections Oct, 1919
InU v.2, n.1-9 Music Feb, 1921-Dec, 1922
MiD v.1, n.9 Periodicals Oct, 1920

American Muslim Journal. Chicago, IL. see Muslim Journal. Chicago, IL.


WHi v.1, n.1-2, 4-7 Special collections Aug-Oct, 1955; Jan-June, 1956


WHi v.1, n.11 Microforms Oct 25, 1890
WHU v.1, n.11 MS Micro Oct 25, 1890
KHi v.1, n.11 Microfilm Oct 25, 1890
MolHi v.1, n.11 Newspapers Oct 25, 1890

419 The American Negro. 1928-. Frequency: Annual. Philadelphia, PA. Published by American Academy of Political and Social Science. Last issue 360 pages. Height 24 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Clyde L. King. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, Statistics.

TFN n.140 Special Collections Nov, 1928
DHU n.140 Periodicals Nov, 1928


WHi v.1, n.9 Pam 01-4213 Oct, 1920 (photocopy)
CLU v.1, n.1 Special Collections Oct, 1919
InU v.2, n.1-9 Music Feb, 1921-Dec, 1922
MiD v.1, n.9 Periodicals Oct, 1920

The American Musician and Sportsman Magazine. 1919-? Frequency: Monthly. Philadelphia, PA. Published by American Academy of Political and Social Science. Last issue 10 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Hilary Clay Hicks. ISSN 1056-7380. LC card no. sn91-992. OCLC no. 23841321. Subject focus and/or Features: Gospel music, Music.

**WHi v.1, n.1 Microforms Mar, 1974**

422  *The American Rag*. 1978-? Frequency: Quarterly. New York, NY. Published by Hudson. Last issue 155 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Quincy Troupe, Fall 1978. ISSN 0163-8211. LC card no. 78-649084. OCLC no. 4479919. "A Publication of the Frederick Douglass Creative Arts Center." Subject focus and/or Features: Short stories, General interest, Poetry, Art, Photography.

**NN-Sc v.1, n.1-2/3 Ser-M/A54574 Fall, 1978-1980**


**NbHi v.1, n.36 071/P69a June 29, 1946**


**WHi v.1, n.1 Microforms Dec 8, 1928**


**A-Ar v.1, n.1-v.8, n.12; v.9, n.3-v.12, n.12 Microforms Jan, 1901-Dec, 1908; Mar, 1909-Dec, 1912**


**WHi v.1, n.1-4 Microforms Winter-Fall, 1883**

427  *American Teen Towns*. 1990?-? Frequency: Unknown. New Orleans, LA. Published by American Teen Towns of LA, Inc. Last issue 43 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 28442307. Subject focus and/or Features: Teenagers, Youth, Drug abuse, AIDS, Health.

**WHi v.2, n.2 Pam 01-4636 Apr, 1991**


**KHi v.1, n.1-4 C2170 Mar 7-27, 1908**


**WHi n.1-2 Microforms Spring, 1944-1945**

433 The American Woodmen Informer. 1951?- Frequency: Quarterly. Denver, CO. Published by The Supreme Camp of the American Woodmen. Last issue 8 pages. Height 21 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Lawrence H. Lightner. Subject focus and/or Features: Supreme Camp of the American Woodmen, Fraternal organizations, Insurance.


437 The Amistad Chronicles. 1993-. Frequency: Annual. Published by Amistad Research Center. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. OCLC no. 28601513. Subject focus and/or Features: Culture, Multiculturalism, Louisiana—History, History.


441 Amsha. 1979?- Frequency: Unknown. Place of publication unknown. Last issue 27 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Jumane Jaribu. OCLC no. 37290163. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Essays, Afrocentrism.

442 AMSS Newsbulletin. 1988- Frequency: Quarterly. Published by The Association of Muslim Social Scientists. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Muslim religion, Islam, Social scientists.


444 The Anacostia Grapevine. 1991-. Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Published by Qolomo Publications. Last issue 8 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Com-
mercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Qevin Q. Weathersby. ISSN 1062-2985. LC card no sn92-3239. OCLC no. 25573846. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.54, n.45-v.64, n.46 Microforms Jan 5, 1978-Dec 30, 1987

445 The Anchor. 1912-?. Frequency: Weekly. Garuthersville, MO. Published by J.W.D. Mayes. Last issue 6 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): J.W.D. Mayes. LC card no. sn89-66390. OCLC no. 19856062. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

MoHi v.10, n.17-18 Newspapers July 30-Aug 6, 1921


WHi Dec, 1992- Microforms

447 And Beautiful. 1969-?. Frequency: Unknown. Madison, WI. Last issue 16 pages. Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Charlene Harris. OCLC no. 34763710. Includes: Sauti Ya Afrika, (African Student Union newsletter.) Subject focus and/or Features: University of Wisconsin-Madison, Colleges and universities—Students.

WHi v.1, n.1 Dec 72-2915 Dec 11, 1969

448 A and S News. 1993-?. Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, College of Arts and Sciences. Last issue 11 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Stephanie L. Abrom. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, College of Arts and Sciences, Howard University, Howard University, Poverty.

DHU Dec, 1993 Archives


WHi v.54, n.45-v.64, n.46 Microforms Jan 5, 1978-Dec 30, 1987


WHi v.1, n.1-12 E/185.5/A58 Jan-Dec, 1859

DHU v.1-v.2 Periodicals 1859-Feb, 1860

GAAUC v.1, n.1-12 E/185.5/A58 Jan-Dec, 1859

MBAf May 6, 1865 Periodicals

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-12 Sc Micro RS-374 Jan-Dec, 1859


OrHi v.1, n.1-? Library Mar 15, 1962-May/June, 1970


452 Ann Arbor Friends of SNCC Newsletter. 1964-? Frequency: Unknown. Ann Arbor, MI. Published by Ann Arbor Friends of SNCC. Last issue 1 page. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Integration, Civil rights, Race relations, Voter registration, Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee.

MIU v.1, n.1 Labadie Collection Oct 20, 1964

453 Annual Bulletin. 1943-? Frequency: Annual. Tuskegee, AL. Published by Tuskegee Air Force School, Station Hospital. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Hospitals, Health care, Station Hospital, Tuskegee Air Force School.

ATT v.1 Special Collections Mar, 1943

Annual Bulletin, Atlanta, GA. see Semi-Annual Bulletin. Atlanta, GA.


WHi 1993 Pam 01-5730

455 ANPM Newsletter. 1964-? Frequency: Irregular. New York, NY. Published by African Nationalist Pioneer Movement. Last issue 5 pages. Last volume 52 pages. Height 28 cm. LC card no. sn94-87971. OCLC no. 32417670. Subject focus and/or Features: Black nationalism, Civil rights, Politics.

MIU v.1, n.1-11 Labadie Collection Apr-Oct, 1964 E185.5/A28

NN-Sc v.1-v.2 Sc Micro RS-376 1964-1965


WHi v.l, n.4, 7-8 Pam 73-2067 Mr 7, 28-Apr 4, 1970

467 *Apex News*. 1929-? Frequency: Quarterly. Atlantic City, NJ. Published by Apex Publishing Co. Last issue 45 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Archie J. Morgan. Subject focus and/or Features: Fashion, Family, Marriage, Interior decorating, General interest, Poetry.


475 *Applause: The Magazine of Inspiration*. 1946-? Frequency: Unknown. Dallas, TX. Published by Don Gilbert Dennis. Last issue 32 pages. Last volume 130 pages. Height 30 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Don Gilbert. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Sports, Women, Religion, Short stories, Book reviews, Profiles. Amistad v.4, n.4 Periodicals Nov, 1949

Motto: The Negro Race, The Republican Party, The Whole People
Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

DHU v.12, n.25 Periodicals Jan 20, 1911

477 The Apprentice Speaks. 1954-? Frequency: Unknown. Talladega, AL. Published by Talladega College. Last issue 5 pages. Height 36 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Talladega College (Talladega, AL), Colleges and universities—Students.

ATaT v.1, n.1 Archives Feb, 1954 TC/Pub.19


WHi Mar/Apr, Summer, 1980 Pam 82-479


WHi v.1, n.1-v.3, n.4 Pam 01-3091 Winter, 1992-Winter, 1994


FMFMC v.3, n.1 Archives Summer, 1984


WHi v.17, n.2-v.32, n.2; v.41, n.1; v.44, n.2 Microforms Dec, 1951-1978; Spring/Summer, 1990; Spring/Summer, 1991; Winter, 1993/94


TNF [v.8, n.1-v.40, n.1] Special Collections [Apr, 1938-Spring/Summer, 1990]

483 Argus. 1901?- Frequency: Unknown. Charlotte, NC. Published by Johnson C. Smith University. Height 22 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Johnson C. Smith University (Charlotte, NC), Colleges and universities—Students.

DHU v.3, n.5 Periodicals Feb, 1902

NeCl v.8, n.3; [unnumbered issue] Archives Mar, 1908; [undated issue]


WHi v.11, n.50- Microforms Mar 14, 1979


485 Arizona Now Newspaper. 1972-? Frequency: Monthly (except Aug.). Phoenix, AZ. Published by Major Davis. Last issue 8 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Major Davis. LC card no. sn96-60832. OCLC no. 35234660. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.3, n.8 Pam 76-1046 Oct, 1974

ARIZONA NOW NEWSPAPER
**The Arkansas State Teachers' Journal.** 1928-? Frequency: Quarterly. Little Rock, AR. Published by Arkansas State Teachers' Association. Height 22 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Teaching, Education (Higher).


**Arkansas Weekly Mansion.** 1880-1886. Frequency: Weekly. Little Rock, AR. Published by Mansion Publishing Co. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 16798756. Subject focus and/or Features: Segregation, Voter registration, Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. Last issue 4 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Henry Simkens. LC card no. sn84-20670. OCLC no. 4065923, 2696488. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

**Arkansas Voice.** 1965-? Frequency: Irregular. Little Rock, AR. Published by Arkansas Project of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. Last issue 8 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 16798756. Subject focus and/or Features: Segregation, Voter registration, Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, Poetry.

**Arm the Masses.** 1991-. Frequency: Six times a year. Arm the Masses, 28 Vesey St. Suite 2298, New York, NY 10007. $12 for individuals and institutions. Published by December 12th Movement. Last issue 16 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 33107887. “A national/international political organ fighting for the oppressed Black masses from the Americas to Africa.” Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Radical politics.

**Arm the Spirit: A Revolutionary Prisoner’s Newspaper.** 1979-? Frequency: Quarterly. T, Editor, Berkeley, CA. Published by Haight-Ashbury Arts Workshop. Last issue 20 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. LC card no. sn94-53389. OCLC no. 31751907. Subject focus and/or Features: Radical politics, Black nationalism, Prisoners.

**Armstrong Torch.** 1929-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Armstrong High School, Journalism Class and Printing Department. Last issue 4 pages. Height 36 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Betty Frye. Subject focus and/or Features: High schools-Students, Armstrong High School (Washington, DC).

**Ar-Hi** [v.4, n.24-v.5 [n.s.], n.16]; v.9, n.21 Microforms [June 23, 1883-Apr 19, 1884]; Nov 21, 1885


**Ar-Hi** Nov 10, 1978-June 12, 1980 Archives

**WHi** v.2, n.1-4  Circulation Feb 18, Aug, 1993-

508 **Artists’ Papyrus.** 1994- . Frequency: Monthly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Yusuf A.K. Rasheed. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Akanke Rolins. OCLC no. 30857902. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Artists.

**WHi** Premiere Issue Pam 01-5807  Mar/Apr, 1994

**509 Arts & Sciences News.** 1987- ? Frequency: Unknown. Jefferson City, MO. Published by Lincoln University. Last issue 4 pages. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Margaret Muse. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Lincoln University, College of Arts & Sciences (Jefferson City, MO).

**MoJcL** v.2, n.1  Ethnic Studies Center Summer, 1988

510 **The Arts Quarterly.** 1937- ? Frequency: Quarterly. New Orleans, LA. Published by Dillard University. Last issue 30 pages. Height 26-31 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Randolph Edmonds, Apr/Jun 1937-Jan/Mar 1938; Frederick Hall, Apr/Jun 1937-Jan/Mar 1938; Charlotte E. Crawford, Mar-Jun 1939. OCLC no. 6662010. Subject focus and/or Features: Theater, Music, Art, Essays, Short stories, Poetry, Book reviews.

**LN** v.1, n.1  LOU 28 Apr/Jun, 1937

**TNF** v.1, n.1-2, 4; v.2, n.1-2  Special Collections Apr/Jun-Jul/Sept, 1937; Jan/Mar, 1938; Mar-Jun, 1939


**ASC Newsletter.** East Lansing, MI. see **African Studies Center Newsletter.** East Lansing, MI.


**NN-Sc** v.2, n.1-v.3, n.1  Serials Spring, 1990-Spring, 1991


**ASC Newsletter.** East Lansing, MI. see **African Studies Center Newsletter.** East Lansing, MI.


**NN-SC** v.3 Uncataloged serials Nov, 1988


**DHU** v.1, n.1-3  Periodicals Oct, 1983, Mar/Apr, 1985


516 **ASEP Newsletter.** 1995- ? Frequency: Unknown. Hawkins, TX. Published by Jarvis Christian College, Student Activities. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Jarvis Christian College (Hawkins, TX).

**TxHaJ** Summer, 1995 Archives

517 **Asch Can.** 1935-1935. Frequency: Monthly. Chatsworth, NJ. Published by Civilian Conservation Corps, Company 1284-C. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Pho-
518 **The Asheville Advocate.** 1987-. Frequency: Weekly. Angelyn Benton, Tony Brown, Editors, The Asheville Advocate, P.O. Box 1547, Asheville, NC 28802. $12 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (704) 251-2885. Published by Clarence Benton. Last issue 16 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Available in microform from: WHi (1992- ). OCLC no. 26377080. "The Asheville Advocate is a community-based newspaper designed to become the 'voice of the people' - all people, all creeds, all races." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

**WHi** v.6, n.8, 28- Microforms Feb 21/28, June 26/July 3, 1992-


**MsU** [v.1, n.1-v.6, n.8] M.C. H51/A8 [Aug, 1963-June, 1968]


**NN-Sc** v.l.n.1 Newsletters 1983?

521 **Association News.** 1996-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Association News, 213 Oak St., Madison, WI 53704. Telephone: (608) 274-8352. Published by African American Educators Association. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): H. Quigless. Subject focus and/or Features: Bibliography, Library science.

**NN-Sc** v.1, n.1 Newsletters Spring, 1971


**NN-Sc** v.1, n.1 Newsletters Spring, 1971

523 **Association of Black Women Entrepreneurs Newsletter.** 1995-. Frequency: Quarterly. Association of Black Women Entrepreneurs, Box 49368, Los Angeles, CA 90049. Telephone: (213) 624-8639. Published by Association of Black Women Entrepreneurs. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 3559343. ABWE Means Business. Subject focus and/or Features: Business, Women.

**WHi** Fall, 1995; Jan. 1996 Pam 01-5635


**DHU** v.18, n.2-? Periodicals Dec 1986-Jan 1987-June/July, 1987


**Amistad** v.11, n.1-2, 4-v.12, n.1 Periodicals Jan-Apr, Oct, 1984-Jan, 1985

527 **ASU Herald.** 1957-? Frequency: Monthly during school year. ASU Herald, Alcorn State University, Lorman, MS 39096. Published by Alcorn State University, Height 43-56 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Variant title(s): Alcorn Herald, New Alcorn Herald. Frequency varies: Weekly. Starts re-numbering with volume 1, no. 1 with Sept. 24, 1979 issue. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Alcorn State University (Lorman, MS).

**MsAM** v.5, n.5; v.4, n.2, 4; v.8, n.3; v.9, n.5- Archives May, 1961; Nov, 1962; May, Dec, 1963; [May, 1965-

528 **At the Center.** 1991-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Joint Center for Political Studies. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Economic conditions, Politics.

**NN-Sc** June, Sept, 1991 Newsletters

529 **At the Crossroads.** 1997-. Frequency: Six times a year. Ernie Johnston, Editor, At the Crossroads, 7 Livingston Ave., New Brunswick, NJ 08901. Telephone: (908) 249-5581. Published by Crossroads Theatre Company. Last issue 8 pages.

WHI v.1, n.3- Circulation Winter, 1997-

531  **The ATA Bulletin.** 1938?-? Frequency: Quarterly. Atlanta, GA. Published by The American Teachers Association. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): George Jones, Mar-June 1963; J. T. Brooks, Oct 1964-Dec 1965. Subject focus and/or Features: Teaching, Education.

DHU v.37, n.1-v.39, n.8 Periodicals Oct, 1963-June, 1966

TNF v.26, n.3-4; v.38, n.1, 3, 5-6 Special Collections Mar-June, 1963; Oct, 1964; Mar, Oct-Dec, 1965


WHI v.1, n.2-v.2, n.23 Microforms July 23, 1892-Jan 20, 1894

DHU v.1, n.2-v.2, n.23 MS Micro July 23, 1892-Jan 20, 1894


DHU v.12, n.3 Periodicals Dec, 1909

GAAUC [v.1, n.1-v.4, n.4]; [v.5, n.4-v.1[ns], n.8] Archives [May 1898-Dec 1901]; [Feb 1903-Mar 1925]


A-Ar v.2, n.27-50; [v.3, n.6-27] Microforms Nov 3, 1899-Apr 20; [June 15-Nov 9, 1900]


G-Ar Oct 31, 1879; Jan 16, Feb 6, 20-27, Apr 22, 1880 Microfilm


WHI v.6, n.50 Pam 96-1609 Apr 21, 1894

GU v.14, n.17; v.15, n.49 Microforms Aug 31, 1901; Apr 3, 1904

537  **Atlanta Age.** 1898-1908. Frequency: Weekly. Atlanta, GA. Published by W.A. Pledger and A.M. Hill. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): W. A. Pledger, A. M. Hill. Available in microform from: DLC (1900). LC card no. sn82-14241. OCLC no. 8790269, 2639861. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Republican.

WHI v.2, n.41 Microform Jan 13, 1900

DHU v.2, n.41 MS Micro Jan 13, 1900
538  **The Atlanta Black Business Monthly.** 1994-?. Frequency: Monthly. Atlanta, GA. Published by C. Sunny Martin. Last issue 16 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Cle德拉 White. OCLC no. 30905717. Subject focus and/or Features: Business, Economics.


546  **Atlanta Star Report.** 1984-?. Frequency: Monthly. Atlanta, GA. Last issue 11 pages. Height 39 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Lisa A. Cockroft. Available in microform from: WHi (1995). OCLC no. 38192851. "Atlanta Star Report is a monthly publication in conjunction with Atlanta Star International Record Pool." Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Calendar.

547  **The Atlanta Tribune.** 1987-. Frequency: Two times a month. Renita Mathis, Editor, The Atlanta Tribune, 875 Old Roswell Road, C-100, Roswell, GA 30076. $23 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (770) 587-0501, FAX (770) 642-6501. Published by Patricia Lottier. Last issue 56 pages.

**WHi v.5, n.1-** Circulation Apr, 1991-

548  *The Atlanta University Bulletin*. 1911- Frequency: Semiannual. Atlanta, GA. Published by Atlanta University. Last issue 19 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Lise Chandler White, Dec 1977-


DHU [v.50, n.8-v.68, n.2] Periodicals [Jan, 1937-Nov, 1954]

567 *Austin Informer*. 1905-? Frequency: Weekly. Austin, TX. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: TxU. OCLC no. 13895004. “The only negro journal in Central Texas.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. TxU v.46, n.4 Barker Aug 24, 1940

568 *Austin Mirror*. 1958-? Frequency: Weekly. Dora H. Moore, Editor, Austin, TX. Published by Walter McBride. Last issue 8 pages. Height 39 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: TxU. OCLC no. 16110553. “United We Stand—Divided We Fall.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. TxU v.2, n.9-15 Barker Mar 17-May 5, 1960


TxU v.2, n.40; v.8, n.48 Barker Oct 24, 1896; Feb 23, 1907

570 *Austin Sun*. 1992-. Frequency: Weekly. Dorris Ellis, Editor, Austin Sun, 6448 Hwy 290 East, C 101, Austin, TX 78723. $50 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (713) 524-4474, FAX (713) 524-0089. Additional address: 1520 Isabella, TX, Houston, 77004-4042. Published by Dorris Ellis. Last issue 6 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Darrell Simon, Sheila Ray. OCLC no. 31889841. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.5, n.4- Circulation Jan 6, 1997-

571 *The Austin Voice*. 1986-? Frequency: Biweekly. Chicago, IL. Published by Megamedia Enterprises, Brad Cummings. Last issue 8 pages. Height 35 cm. Previous editor(s): Isaac Jones. LC card no. sn92-55132. OCLC no. 26034647. “The only paper by Austinites, for Austinites.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. IC-CW v.3, n.12 Vivian Harsh Collection June 14/28, 1988


WHi v.8, n.3- Circulation Jan 21, 1994-

573 *Auto Workers Focus*. 1969-? Frequency: Monthly. Oakland, CA. Published by Black Panther Caucus. Last issue 12 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 29706284. Subject focus and/or Features: Automobile industry workers, Labor, Trade unions, Black Panther Party.

WHi v.1, n.6-10 Pam 94-1642 May-Oct, 1970

MiU v.1, n.5, 7-9 Labadie Storage 1970 R2/B2/S3B


ArLUA v.1, n.11, 14, 20 Press Archives Mar 13, Apr 3, May 22, 1908


InHi v.1, n.1, 4-v.2, n.1, 3-5 Periodicals Jan/Feb, July/Aug, 1981- Jan/Feb, May/June-Sept/Oct, 1982

Avery Institute. Charleston, SC. see *Avery Institute of Afro-American History and Culture*. Charleston, SC.

578 **Avery Tiger.** 1939-? Frequency: Unknown. Charleston, SC. Published by Avery Institute. Last issue 4 pages. Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Previous editor(s): William Gray. "Manhood, not scholarship is the first aim of education." Subject focus and/or Features: Avery Institute (Charleston, SC), School newsletter.

DHU v.4, n.11 Periodicals Nov, 1942

579 **The Awakening.** 1983-? Frequency: Monthly. Detroit, MI. Published by National Organization for American Revolution. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): John Gruchala. OCLC no. 37232886. Subject focus and/or Features: Radical politics, National Organization for American Revolution.

WHi v.2/4 Pam 01-6149 Nov/Dec, 1984

580 **Ayiti Ekran.** 1983-1959 Frequency: Irregular. NY, Brooklyn, Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. In Kreyol, 100%. Previous editor(s): Wili Ekzime. "Pou yon sînema Ayisyen." "Pou yonAyiti tout bon vre." Subject focus and/or Features: Haitians, Haití.

NN-SC v.1, n.4-v.5 Uncataloged serials Sept, 1985-Oct/Nov, 1989

581 **B & G Magazine.** 1990-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Joseph Cornell, Editor, B & G Magazine, Cooper Square Station, P.O. Box 1511, New York, NY 10026. $18 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (212) 629-1887; (800) 688-5401. Published by B & G Publishing Co. Last issue 32 pages. Last volume 192 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Frequency varies: Monthly, Mar-Apr

1991. ISSN 1050-0308. LC card no. sn90-4564. OCLC no. 21378050. Subject focus and/or Features: Gay men, Lesbians, Homosexuality, Music reviews, Interviews, Entertainment.

WHi v.1,n.1-v.3, n.6 Rare Books Jan/Feb 1990-Nov/Dec, 1992 Pam 01-4036


WHi v.1, n.1; v.2, n.1–4 Pam 01-4099 Fall/Winter, 1990; Spring, 1991-Fall/Holiday, 1992


WHi 3 issues without number or volume, v.6, n.1 Pam 01-3772 Spring, Fall, 1970/Spring, 1971, no month, 1971, Fall, 1974

584 **Babylon.** 1971-? Frequency: Semimonthly. New York, NY. Published by Revolutionary People's Communications Network. Last issue 22 pages. Height 33 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Denise Oliver, Eldridge Cleaver. OCLC no. 17269830. Subject focus and/or Features: Radical politics.

MiU v.1, n.1–4 Labadie Collection Nov 1/14, 1971-Jan 15, 1972

585 **BAC Bi-monthly Newsletter.** 1975-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Black Arts Celebration. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 37592007. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Theater, Television, Music, Entertainment.

WHi July-August, 1975 Pam 01-6502


MiU v.1, n.1 Labadie Collection Spring/Summer, 1976

587 **BACground: News Items from the Black Affairs Council.** 1971-? Frequency: Unknown. Philadelphia, PA. Published by
Unitarian Universalist Black Affairs Council, Inc. Last issue 4 pages. Height 40 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Economics, Politics, Community newsletter.

WHI: June, 1971 Pam 71-2900


WHI n.2 Pam 01-6158 1989


WHI v.1, n.1-4; v.2, n.1-3; v.3, n.1-7-v.6, n.4 Microforms Aug-Dec, 1937; Apr-Oct, 1938; Feb, Aug, 1939-Apr, 1943

DHU v.4., n.4 Periodicals Apr 1941


WHI v.1, n.25- Microforms Dec 23, 1992


WHI v.1, n.3 Microforms Dec, 1950


NN-Sc v.1, n.1-8 Pam 73-269 Oct 1969-Summer 1970


WHI v.1.n.1-8 Pam 73-269 Oct 1969-Summer 1970


NN-Sc v.1, n.1- Uncataloged serials Autumn, 1995-


NN-Sc v.1, n.1-2; v.3, n.2-v.4, n.1, 3-v.5, n.3; Ser-M/B3624 v.6, n.2; v.7, n.1- Feb, 1972-Mar, 1973; Winter-Fall, 1974; Spring, 1975-Spring; Winter, 1976; Fall, 1978-

The Baltimore Review. 1953?-? Frequency: Weekly. Baltimore, MD. Last issue 60 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Walter R. Dean Jr. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Entertainment.

NN-SC Sept 30, 1959 Uncataloged serials


600 Bana State Tribune. 1935-? Frequency: Weekly during school year. Montgomery, AL. Published by State Teachers College. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: DHU (1935). Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, State Teachers College (Montgomery, AL).


603 BAND. 1987-? Frequency: Quarterly. Cambria Heights, NY. Published by Black Arts National Diaspora, Inc. Last issue 28 pages. Height 37 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): G. Jeanette Hodge. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Art education, Artists, Children, Afterschool programs.


605 Bank Notes. 1986-? Frequency: Quarterly. Prairie View, TX. Published by Prairie View A & M University, W.R. Banks Library. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Prairie View A & M University (Prairie View, TX), Library collections, Libraries, Colleges and universities.


608 Banner Sports. 1984-? Frequency: Weekly. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University. Last issue 28 pages. Height 41 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Bernie Thomas. Subject focus and/or Features: Sports, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA), Colleges and universities.


611 *The Baptist*. 1887-?- Frequency: Biweekly. Winton, NC. Last issue 2 pages. Height 46 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): C. S. Brown. Subject focus and/or Features: Baptist Church, Religion.


614 *The Baptist Leader*. 1887?- Frequency: Weekly. F. E. James, Editor, The Baptist Leader, P.O. Box 1861, Birmingham, AL 35202. $10 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (205) 252-6641. Published by Alabama Baptist State Convention. Last issue 8 pages. Last volume 416 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): W. H. Radney, Jan 3 1980-June 27 1985. Place of publication varies: Anniston, AL. LC card no. sn85-44572. OCLC no. 12056704. Subject focus and/or Features: Baptist Church, Religion.


Institutional Development Program,” Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Higher), Curriculum.

**ViHa** v.1, n.1 Peabody Collection Sept, 1980


**WHi** v.3, n.6-15 NBC Papers Jan-Nov, 1953

**Wvln** v.3, n.2 Archives Sept, 1952

**632 The Baton Rouge Chronicle.** 1993-? Frequency: Monthly. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Leonard A. Black. Last issue 16 pages. Height 37 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): H. Louis Author. OCLC no. 30775670. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

**WHi** v.1, n.6 Pam 01-5034 Mar, 1994

**LScS** v.1, n.1, 4 Archives Oct, 1993; Jan, 1994

**Baton Rouge Community Leader.** Baton Rouge, LA. see **Community Leader.** Baton Rouge, LA.


**LScS** v.1, n.2, 6-7, 9-10; v.2, n.1-2 Archives Sept, 1983; Jan-Feb, Apr-May, Aug-Sept, 1984

**Baton Rouge News Leader.** Baton Rouge, LA. see **Community Leader.** Baton Rouge, LA.


**LU** v.1, n.20, 22-25 Microfilm Dec 25, 1937, Jan 8-29, 1938

**635 Baton Rouge Post.** 1983-? Frequency: Irregular. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Baton Rouge Post Publishing Co. Last issue 16 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn88-64185. OCLC no. 17554084. “A Newspaper with a Constructive Policy.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

**WHi** v.7, n.17 Pam 01-5810 July 4, 1991


**TxPV** v.1, n.2-v.2, v.1; v.4, n.3-v.5, n.5; [no number] Archives Jan 18, 1947-Jan 11, 1948; Dec, 1949-Feb 20, 1950; Mar 21, 1952


**WHi** Fall, 1990; Fall, 1993 Pam 01-6188

**MdBMC** v.1, n.1- Special Collections Aug, 1970-

**NcWST** v.1, n.1- Archives Aug, 1970-


**BAWA Newsletter.** Boston, MA. see **BAWA Unitarian Universalists for Black and White Action, Inc. Newsletter.** Boston, MA.

**638 BAWA Unitarian Universalists for Black and White Action, Inc. Newsletter.** 1969-? Frequency: Irregular. Boston, MA. Published by BAWA Unitarian Universalists for Black and White Action, Inc. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Variant title(s): BAWA Newsletter. ISSN 0190-6054. LC card no. sc78-1806. OCLC no. 2370005. Subject focus and/or Features: Unitarian Church, Race relations.

**Amistad** v.1, n.3-v.4, n.3; [no number] Periodicals Sept, 1969-Summer, 1972; Apr/May, 1977

**Bay Area Friends of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee.** San Francisco, CA. see **Movement.** San Francisco, CA.


**NN-SC** v.1, n.8 Uncataloged serials June, 1982


643 B-C Clarian. 1956?- Frequency: Bimonthly. Daytona Beach, FL. Published by Bethune-Cookman College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Superseded by: Clarian. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Bethune-Cookman College (Daytona Beach, FL).

644 BC News. 1992?-?. Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by National Black Caucus of Special Educators. Last issue 9 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; OCLC no. 30431886. Subject focus and/or Features: National Black Caucus of Special Educators, Education.


646 BCC Faculty Memo. 1974-1975? Frequency: Monthly. Daytona Beach, FL. Published by Bethune-Cookman College, Office of Institutional Research. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Bethune-Cookman College (Daytona Beach, FL).

647 B-CC Informer. 1980?-?. Frequency: Unknown. Daytona Beach, FL. Published by Bethune-Cookman College. Last issue 2 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Count Barnes. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Bethune-Cookman College (Daytona Beach, FL).

648 BCOHE Journal. 1980?-?. Frequency: Three times a year. Harrisburg, PA. Published by Black Conference on Higher Education. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Joanne Veal Grabbin. Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Higher).


651 Be on the Lookout. 1993-. Frequency: Unknown. George Gilbert, Editor, Be on the Lookout, P.O. Box 11460, Washington, DC 20008. Published by Blue Ridge Comics. Last issue 27 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 32608015. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

THE BEACON

Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Kwamdela Odimumba. ISSN 0893-1984. LC card no. sn87-952. OCLC no. 15434103. “Black educators assisting...children of neglect.” Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Teachers.


DHU v.1, n.1-2 Periodicals Apr-June, 1987


WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 00-331 Apr, 1994

661 The Beat. 1983-. Frequency: Bimonthly. C. C. Smith, Editor, The Beat, P.O. Box 65856, Los Angeles, CA 90065. $16 for individuals and institutions. Published by Bongo Productions. Last issue 82 pages. Last volume 454 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Variant title(s): Reggae and African BEAT, Apr 1984-July/Aug 1988. Reggae & African Beat. ISSN 1063-5319. LC card no. 89-640303. OCLC no. 20690008. Subject focus and/or Features: Reggae music, Music.


662 Beat-Down. 1992-. Frequency: Unknown. Trent Fitzgerald, Editor, Beat-Down, P.O. Box 1266, New York, NY 10274. Telephone: (212) 642-5306, FAX (718) 472-5299. Published by Beat-Down Publications. Last issue 28 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Haji R. Akhigbade. OCLC no. 29736613. Subject focus and/or Features: Hip hop culture, Music, Interviews, Profiles.

WHi v.2, n.6- Circulation Dec, 1993-

663 Beau-Cocoa. 1968-. Frequency: Quarterly. Lloyd Addison, Editor, New York, NY. Published by Lloyd Addison. Height 21 cm. Photographs. Frequency varies: Bi-annual

DHU v.3, n.4 Uncataloged serials Aug, 1984 O Current year Black Studies Library

NCsAL v.1-v.15; v.19 Archives Spring, 1968-1982; 1988
(1973-). LC card no. 73-647630. OCLC no. 1789696. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry.


665 Beaumont Informer. 1934-? Frequency: Weekly. Beaumont, TX. Published by Informer Publishing Co. Last issue 14 pages. Height 57 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. TyBea v.2, n.41 Microfilm Jan 12, 1935


667 Beauty Beat. 1974-? Frequency: Unknown. Baltimore, MD. Published by Bridgeforth Enterprises, Inc. Last issue 36 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Lutricia M. Bridgeforth. Subject focus and/or Features: Beauty, Fashion, General interest, Women. AMH v.3, n.6 Periodicals Nov, 1976


669 Beauty Fair. 1929-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Philadelphia, PA. Published by Beauty Fair Enterprises, Inc. Last issue 44 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. "The voice of the National Beauty Culturist League." Subject focus and/or Features: Beauty, Hairdressing, Cosmetology. IC-CW May-June, 1968 Vivian Harsh Collection

670 Beauty Talk. 1992-2003 Frequency: Bimonthly. Beauty Talk, P.O. Box 831222, Stone Mountain, GA 30083. Telephone: (770) 808-0078. Published by Beauty Talk Publications. Last issue 16 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 31523665. Subject focus and/or Features: Beauty, Fashion, Women. WHI v.3, n.10; v.4, n.11; v.5, n.1-4 Circulation Oct, 1994; Nov, 1995; Jan, Apr, 1996

671 Beauty Trade. 1954-? Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by Willa Lee and Bernice Calvin. Last issue 50 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Willa Lee Calvin. ISSN 0405-1203. LC card no. sn79-7643. OCLC no. 5331894. Subject focus and/or Features: Beauty, Fashion, General interest, Women, Beauticians. IC-CW v.4, n.6-v.22, n.4 Vivian Harsh Collection May, 1958-Mar, 1976


674 Because We’re Oppressed. 1971- Frequency: Unknown. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Los Angeles Committee to Free Angela Davis. Last issue 8 pages. Height 29 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Angela Davis, Political prisoners. WHI v.1, n.3 Pan 85-1366 Aug, 1971 CLSCL v.1, n.4 Periodicals Apr, 1972

ed by North Carolina A & T State University. Last issue 27 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Social Services, Black Educators Council for Human Services.

AT&T v.1, n.4 Archives Jan 15, 1972 TC/Pub 50/1/47 Bee. Washington, DC. see Washington Bee. Washington, DC.

676 The Bee Hive. 1958?-? Frequency: Three times a year. Richmond, VA. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Roy Dallas Lowe. "Official Publication of the Most Worshipful Prince Hall Grand Lodge of Virginia. Free and Accepted Masons, Inc." Subject focus and/or Features: Freemasons, Prince Hall Masons. 

Amistad v.27, n.3 Periodicals Winter, 1984 NN-Sc v.23, n.1-v.34, n.1 Uncataloged serials Spring, 1979-Summer, 1991

677 The Bee Hive Speaks. 1991?- Frequency: Quarterly. Richmond, VA. Published by Prince Hall Grand Lodge of Virginia. Last issue 4 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Russell M. Busch. Subject focus and/or Features: Freemasons, Prince Hall Masons. NN-Sc v.1, n.1; v.2, n.2 Newsletters Winter, 1991; Spring, 1992

678 BEEM Foundation Newsletter. 1989-. Frequency: Unknown. Bette Y. Cox, Editor, BEEM Foundation Newsletter, 3864 Grayburn Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90008-1941. Published by Black Experience as Expressed Through Music. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 38245542. Subject focus and/or Features: Music education. WHi v.1, n.10 Pam 01-7038 Summer, 1997 ICCBMR v.1, n.2 Periodicals Fall, 1992


WHi [no nos.]; v.2, n.1; v.3, n.1 Pam84-4768 June, Oct, 1970; ? 1971, Fall, 1972

680 Being Single. 1983?-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Chicago, IL. Published by HarBon Corporation. Last issue 42 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Bonita L. Bennett. ISSN 0896-4920. LC card no. sn87-7657. OCLC no. 17190961. Subject focus and/or Features: Single people.

WHi:v.12- HG800.4 U6/B45 Oct/Nov, 1993- IC-CW v.6, n.4 Vivian Harsh Collection Mar/Apr, 1988 Harris Papers


NN-Sc v.1, n.1-3 Newsletters Dec, 1978-June, 1979


683 Beloved Georgian and Floridian Black & White. 1939?- Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. GA, Atlanta, Published by B.G. & F. Publishing Company. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): W. Y. Bell. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Race relations.

DHU v.6, n.3, 5-6; v.7, n.1 Periodicals June, Aug-Sept, 1944; May, 1945

684 The Benedict Bulletin. 1919?- Frequency: Three times a year. Columbia, SC. Published by Benedict College, Public Information Office. Last issue 23 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Zack J. Weston. Subject focus and/or Features: Benedict College (Columbia, SC), Colleges and universities—Students.

DHU v.13, n.3; v.22, n.3; v.23, n.2; v.25, n.1 Periodicals Dec, 1938; Mar, 1947; Jan, 1948; Nov, 1949

TNF v.65, n.2 Special Collections Winter, 1984/1985

685 The Benedict Tiger. 1925?- Frequency: Monthly. Gladys Shabazz, Editor, Benedict Tiger, Harding and Blanding Streets, Columbia, NC 29204. Published by Benedict College, Media Arts Department. Last issue 8 pages. Height 38 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Lenore Floyd. OCLC no. 29290984. Subject focus and/or Features: Benedict College (Columbia, SC), Colleges and universities—Students.

WHi v.69, n.2- Circulation Oct, 1993-

Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 30752848. Subject focus and/or Features: Harlem, Business, Community newsletter.


688 **Benin Art Notes.** 1977-? Frequency: Monthly. Harlem, NY. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Adrienne Curry, Malkia Mbuzi. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Art galleries.

690 **Benton County Freedom Train.** 1964-1966? Frequency: Weekly. Benton County, MS. Published by The Citizens of Benton County for Women. Last issue 4 pages. Height 32-46 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Virginia Simmons, Nov 31-Dec 1932; Maxine Davis, Feb 1938; Evelyn Love, Nov 1939-June 1940; Dorothy Arnold, Oct 1947-Mar 1948. Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Colleges and universities—Students, Bennett College for Women (Greensboro, NC), Women.


694 **The Bermuda Times.** 1990-? Frequency: Weekly. Hamilton, Bermuda. Published by The Bermuda Ltd. Last issue 20 pages. Height 54 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Charles S. Hamidu. LC card no. sn89-49266. OCLC no. 19568823. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


697 **Best of Health.** 1986-? Frequency: Quarterly. Wista Jeanne Johnson, Editor, Best of Health, P.O. Box 40-1232, Brooklyn, NY 11240-1232. $14 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (718) 756-2245. Last issue 12 pages. Height 33 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): William J. Powell. "Only publication of its kind in the world." Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, History, Civil rights.

699 **Bessie Coleman Aero News.** 1930-? Frequency: Unknown. Phoenix, AZ. Published by Bessie Coleman Aero Clubs. Last issue 26 pages. Height 22 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): William J. Powell. "Only publication of its kind in the world." Subject focus and/or Features: Aviation, Women pilots, Pilots.

700 **Best of Rap & R & B.** 1988-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Nathasha Brooks-Everett, Editor, Best of Rap & R & B, 210
Route 4 E, Suite 401, Paramus, NJ 07652-5116. Telephone: (201) 536-0755. Published by Word Up! Publications, Inc. Last issue 66 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Variant title(s): Rap Masters Present The Best of Rap & R & B. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Hip hop culture, Rap music, Rhythm and Blues (Music). NN-SC v.7, n.4 Uncataloged serials July, 1994


DHU v.1, n.1; v.2, n.2-3; v.3, n.1; v.4, n.1 Periodicals v.5, n.1-v.6, n.3; v.9, n.1; v.19, n.1 May, 1943; Jan-May, 1944; Jan 1945; Jan, 1946; Jan, 1947-Oct, 1948; Jan 1951-Oct, 1959

TFN v.7, n.2; v.9, n.1; v.13, n.3; v.23, n.3; Special Collections v.27-v.30; v.33, n.2; v.34-v.37, n.2 May, 1949; Mar, 1951; Oct, 1944; May, 1964; Oct, 1967-Jan, 1971 Spring, Oct, 1974-Spring, 1978


Amistad v.44, n.2-3 Periodicals Winter 1947/48-Spring, 1948/49 FDbBC v.57, n.4- Periodicals Aug 1, 1961-

703 Beton Arme. 1994?- Frequency: Biweekly. Jamaica, NY. Published by Patrick Xavier. Last issue 16 pages. Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. In French, 50%. Previous editor(s): Nelly B. Bamed. OCLC no. 30771861. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Haitian-Americans.

WHi v.1, n.2 Pam 01-5812 Juin 7/21, 1994


WHi v.1, n.1; v.2, n.2; v.3, n.3 Microforms Sept, Oct, Nov, 1947

706 Better Living Today. 1982?- Frequency: Quarterly. Chicago, IL. Published by Johnnie Coleman. Last issue 66 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Thelma Shirley-Bagley. ISSN 0745-7219. LC card no. sn83-8182. "A magazine of peace, power and prosperity published by the Universal Foundation for Better Living, Inc." Subject focus and/or Features: Religion.

IC-CW v.4, n.3 Vivian Harsh Collection Aug 18, 1985 Harris Papers

707 Better Race Relations. Dates unknown. Frequency: Unknown. New York. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Margaret Halsey. OCLC no. 2808082. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations. DHU n.1-4 Periodicals Undated issues

OCLC no. 20061955. Subject focus and/or Features: Business—Directories.

WHi 11th edition, 1997 Pam 01-6992

NN-Sc 1987- Serials

721 Big City Bulletin. 1993- . Frequency: Unknown. Guy A. Sims, Editor, Big City Bulletin, P.O. Box 166316, Irving, TX 75062. Telephone: (214) 401-3740. Published by Big City Comics, Inc. Last issue 24 pages. Height 27 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 28348303. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 96-2412 Oct, 1993

722 Big City Comics News Update. 1994- . Frequency: Unknown. Guy A. Sims, Editor, Big City Comics News Update, P.O.Box 12345, Philadelphia, PA 19119. Telephone: (215) 748-2045. Published by Big City Comics, Inc. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 31378923. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi Oct, 1994-Apr, 1995 Pam 01-6400


WHi v.16, n.18 Microforms May 2/8, 1992

724 Big Year. 1967?- Frequency: Biweekly. Nashville, TN. Published by the Nashville Commentator. Last issue 20 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Music.


725 Billy Taylor’s Soundpost. 1990- . Frequency: Irregular. Bob Ralske, Editor, Billy Taylor’s Soundpost, P.O. Box 630305, Bronx, NY. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Billy Taylor, Jazz, Music.


DHU v.1, n.3 Sept, 1973

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-3 Newsletters Jan-Sept, 1973


AB v.1, n.13, 17-v.3, n.8 Microfilm Jan 11, Feb 8, 1902-Dec 19, 1903


A-Ar v.22, n.25-v.36-n.9 Microforms [Aug 20, 1960-Feb 23, 1974]


AAP v.8, n.3, 51; v.12, n.42-v.23, n.27, 41-v.24, Microforms n.26, 43-v.26, n.43 Apr 13, 1907; May 16, 1908; Jan 9-Dec 26, 1925; Apr 3-Dec 25, 1926; Apr 23, 1927-Dec 23, 1928

Chi Scientific Society Howard University Chapter, Colleges and universities—Students.

DHU v.1, n.4-5 Howardiana Sept 10-24, 1965

BL. Blacklight. Washington, DC. see Blacklight. Washington, DC.

741 BlackFax. 1982-. Frequency: Quarterly. R. Edward Lee, Editor, BlackFax, P.O. Box 803, College Station, New York, NY 10030. $8 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (212) 234-4115. Published by R. Edward Lee. Last issue 30 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. ISSN 0882-6595. LC card no. sn85-7712. OCLC no. 11937587. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.

WHi v.3, n.12; v.4, n.14; v.5, n.20- Circulation Summer/Fall, 1986; Spring, 1987; Spring, 1990-

NN-Sc v.4, n.14-v.6, n.21, 23-24; v.7, n.26- Newsletters Spring, 1987-Spring/Summer, 1990; Winter/Spring, 1991- Summer/Fall/Winter, 1992; Spring/Summer, 1993-


WHi Fall, 1996- Circulation

743 Black & White. 1996-. Frequency: Irregular. King Django, Editor, Black & White, 504 Grand St., #F52, New York, NY 10002. Published by Stubborn Records. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 36223823. Subject focus and/or Features: Stubborn Records, Music.

WHi n.3- Circulation June/Aug, 1996-


DHU v.1, n.1-v.5, n.3/4 Periodicals Spring, 1970-1974

MoK v.1, n.1, 4 Ramos Spring, Winter, 1970 Collection

WU v.1, n.1-v.5, n.3/4 AP/0627/A166 Spring, 1970-1974


WHi v.2, n.2; [no number] Circulation May/June, 1992, Jan/Feb, 1995-


MIU v.1, n.1 Labadie Collection Oct 25, 1965


WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-3450 1974

Black Aging. Durham, NC. see Journal of Minority Aging, Durham, NC.

748 Black Alumni Network Newsletter. 1980-. Frequency: Monthly. Black Alumni Network Newsletter, 8590 Polo Club Drive, Apt U-598, Merrillville, IN 46410-8814. $20 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (219) 736-5436. Published by Columbia University, Graduate School of Journalism. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Place of publication varies: Sickleville, NJ. ISSN 1040-7758. LC card no. sn88-2575. OCLC no. 18522239. Subject focus and/or Features: Columbia University, Graduate School of Journalism, Colleges and universities—Alumni.

WHi v.16, n.9 Pam 01-6101 Sept, 1996

NN-Sc v.2, n.2, 5, v.3, n.12; v.6, n.1- Newsletters Feb, Sept, 1981, Dec, 1982; Jan, 1985-


NN-Sc v.1, n.2 Newsletters May, 1986

750 Black America. 1964-? Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by Revolutionary Action Movement, Black Liberation Front of the U.S.A. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Place of publication varies: East Cleveland, OH. OCLC no. 15186829. Subject focus and/or Features: Radical politics, Black nationalism.

WHi Summer/Fall, 1965 Pam 1416

DHU Fall, 1964 Periodicals

MIU Fall, 1964; Summer-Fall, 1965 Labadie Collection
763  **Black Arts Review.** 1978-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Vernard Gray, Ronald Sharps. Last issue 8 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. ISSN 0163-9870. LC card no. sn79-1240. OCLC no. 4550230. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Music, Dance, Calendar. DHU v.4, n.1 Periodicals Fall, 1981

764  **Black Ascensions.** 1971-1975. Frequency: Quarterly. Cleveland, OH. Published by Cayahoga Community College, Department of Black Affairs. Last issue 38 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Lawrence Wade, Feb 1971; Larry Howard, Feb 1971; Anthony Fudge, Feb 1971; Art Nixon, Feb 1971; Talut H. Ameer, Feb 1972; Roland Fork, Winter 1974. OCLC no. 6619774. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Essays, Art. WHi v.1, n.1; v.2, n.3; v.3, n.1-2; v.4, n.2 Pam 01-3632 Feb, Dec, 1971; Feb, 1972; Winter-Spring, 1973; Winter, 1974

765  **Black Atlantic City Magazine.** 1980-? Frequency: Six times a year. Atlantic City, NJ. Published by BAC Publishing, Inc. Last issue 46 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): I. H. Iyles-Belton. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Entertainment, Atlantic City, NJ.


767  **Black Autonomy.** 1995-? Frequency: Unknown. G. Jackson, Editor, Black Autonomy, 323 Broadway Ave. #200, Seattle, WA 98102. Published by G. Jackson. Height 28-43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 32046667. Subject focus and/or Features: Anarchism, Radical politics.

768  **Black Babes.** 1993-. Frequency: Quarterly. Black Babes, P.O. Box 1368, Sun Valley, CA 91352-9998. Published by American Art Enterprises, Inc. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Sex. WHi v.1, n.1 Rare Books 1993


771  **Black Beauties.** 1993-?. Frequency: Monthly. Patti B. Goode, Editor, Black Beauties, 462 Broadway, 4th Floor, New York, NY 10013. $44.95 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (212) 966-8400. Published by Jay Epstein. Last issue 114 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color) Commercial advertising. ISSN 1083-2475. LC card no. sn95-5033. OCLC no. 32764142. Subject focus and/or Features: Sex.


Subject focus and/or Features: Snow Hill Normal and Industrial Institute (Snow Hill, AL), School newsletter.

OKentU v.3, n.1 Periodicals Nov, 1900


“Serves 6 counties—Dallas, Hale, Lowndes, Maringo, Perry and Wilcox.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

AB v.1, n.1; v.4, n.24 Microfilm Dec 21, 1977; Jan 9, 1978; July 6, 1981


Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Donald Parker, Aug 1983-Dec 1985; Ron C. Hoskins, July-Dec 1985.

Subject focus and/or Features: Motorcycles.


OCLC no. 30786651. “Your link to Black authors, Black titles, and Black concerns.” Subject focus and/or Features: Book reviews, Calendar, Books and reading.

WHi v.1, n.2 Pam 01-4224 Sept/Oct, 1992


Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Variant title(s): Quarterly Black Book Review.

OCLC no. 30792102. Subject focus and/or Features: Bibliography, Book reviews, Books and reading.

WHi v.1, n.2- Circulation Winter, 1993-

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-v.2, n.3 Newspapers Aug, 1993-Jan/Feb, 1995


“In Spring 1974, Don Lee be-

WHi v.3, n.3- Circulation Sept, 1994.

785 Black Business Listings. 1989-? Frequency: Ten times a year. C. Diane Howell, Editor, Oakland, CA. Last issue 28 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 29924791. Subject focus and/or Features: Business, Economics.

WHi v.5, n.6 Pam 01-6189 Dec/Jan, 1993/94.


WHi 1991 Microforms

TNF 1986/87 Special Collections


Amistad v.1, n.2-7; v.1, n.2 [n.s]; v.3, n.2; v.4; n.4 Periodicals Jan, 1983-May, Dec, 1986; June, Oct/Nov/Dec, 1988

NN-Sc v.1, n.2-5, 7-8; v.3, n.1-2; v.4, n.4 Newsletters Jan, 1985-Mar, May-Dec, 1986; Apr-June, Oct/Dec, 1988

TNF v.1, n.3 Special Collections Apr, 1985


WHi 1971 Pam 95-3143

789 Black Call. 1969-? Frequency: Unknown. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Los Angeles City College, Black Student Union. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Ruben Caddell. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Los Angeles City College.

CLSCL [v.1, n.3-v.2, n.4] Periodicals [Feb 11-Nov 21, 1969]

790 Black Camera: Newsletter of the Black Film Center/Archives. 1985-. Frequency: 2 times a year. Phyllis R. Khotman, Editor, Black Camera, Smith Research Center, Suite 180-81, 2805 E. 10th Street, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47408. Published by Indiana University Department of Afro-American Studies. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Sharon Dean, Summer-Winter 1985; Gloria J. Gibson-Hudson. LC card no. sn89-29877. OCLC no. 20382618. Subject focus and/or Features: Film, Actors and acting.

WHi v.8, n.1; v.11, n.1; v.12, n.1 Pam 01-6107 Fall, 1993; Spring/Summer, 1996; Summer, 1997


WHi v.13, n.1-14, n.2 Microforms Jan/Feb, 1977-Mar/Apr, 1982


MoK v.4, n.3 Ramos Summer, 1973 Collection

792 Black Catholic Life. 1975-1975. Frequency: Five times a year. Pittsburgh, PA. Published by Urban Catholic Education and Research Foundation. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Carol Ann Ford. OCLC no. 25531956. Subject focus and/or Features: Catholic Church, Religion.

InNd v.1, n.1 Periodicals Summer, 1975


WHi v.6, n.2, 5, [no number]; v.7, n.3-v.8, n.2 Pam 01-4605c Oct, 1981; Dec, 1982; Apr, 1983; Apr, 1984-Feb, 1985


797 Black Child. 1995-. Frequency: Four times a year. Candy Mills, Editor, Black Child, P.O. Box 12048, Atlanta, GA 30355-2048. Telephone: (404) 350-7877. Published by Heritage Publishing Group. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1083-7485. LC card no. 96-640175, sn95-6082. OCLC no. 32877084. “America’s #1 magazine for parents of African-American children.” Subject focus and/or Features: Children, Parenting, Education.

800 Black Christian Studies. 1971-? Frequency: Unknown. Denver, CO. Published by Black Crusade of the Educational Division of the Church of the Black Cross. Last issue 70 pages. Height 21 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Roy Flournoy. OCLC no. 15716974. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion.


802 The Black Church Review. 1994-. Frequency: Monthly. Wanda Ross, Editor, Black Church Review, P.O. Box 24194, Los Angeles, CA 90024-0194. $20 for individuals and institu-
Black Collectibles and Memorabilia Antiquities. 1994-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Lakewood, OH. Published by Terence Mathis. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Angela Mathis. OCLC no. 30742603. Subject focus and/or features: Collectors and collecting.


Black Committee for Self-Defense: An Independent Political Newspaper. 1971-? Frequency: Unknown. Louisville,
KY. Last issue 4 pages. Height 33 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Radical politics, Political cartoons.


DHU Aug, 1970 Periodicals

813 Black Community Newsletter. 1972?- Frequency: Weekly. University, AL. Published by The Afro-American Association. Last issue 4 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Theresa Davis. OCLC no. 5788534. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

AU Jan 20 1972; Mar 21, June 12, July 11-Aug 8, 29, Pam 01-Sept 19-26, 1974


WHi v.2, n.2- Microforms Feb, 1988-

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-Newsletters Sept, 1987

WU-L v.6, n.1- Periodicals 1992-

Black Consumer. Little Rock, AR. see Consumer. Little Rock, AR.


NN-Sc v.2, n.2 Sc Ser.-M.B522 Apr, 1971

WU v.2, n.2-v.5 Periodicals Apr, 1971-1975

WU v.1, n.1-v.6 Special Collections Apr, 1970-1975


WHi [v.1, n.1-v.41, n.3]; v.42, n.1- Circulation [Sept 20, 1972-Dec 1992]; Feb, 1993-


819 Black Currant. 1982?- Frequency: Quarterly. New York, NY. Published by Just Above Midtown, Inc. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Janet Henry, Subject focus and/or Features: Visual arts, Art, Artists.

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-2; v.2, n.1-2 Serials May-June, Fall, 1982-Winter, 1983


822 **Black Diamonds.** 1978-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Princeton, WV. Published by John Henry Memorial Foundation. Last issue 34 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Edward J. Cabbage, 1st quarter-2nd/3rd quarter 1978. OCLC no. 24236361. "The Magazine that reveals the Black culture of Appalachia." Subject focus and/or Features: Blues music, Bluegrass music, Poetry, Appalachia, Film, Book reviews, Photo essays.


824 **The Black Dispatch.** 1970-?. Frequency: Quarterly. New York, NY. Published by National Student YWCA. Last issue 9 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Cynthia James, Valerie Russell. OCLC no. 28902504. Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Education, Young Women's Christian Association (YWCA).


826 **Black Dollar Magazine.** 1968-?. Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Ed Murphy. Last issue 29 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Ed Murphy. Subject focus and/or Features: Business, Economics.


WHI v.1, n.15, 21-22 Circulation Mar 10, May 20-June 9, 1993

830 Black Education Summit Newsletter. 1982-. Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Published by Black Higher Education Discussion Group. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Terri Tyyree. Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Higher).

DHU v.1, n.2-3 Periodicals Mar-Apr, 1982


832 Black Elegance: BE. 1986-. Frequency: Nine times a year. Sharyn J. Skeeter, Editor, Black Elegance, 475 Park Ave. South, New York, NY 10016. $19.98 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (212) 689-2830. Published by Robert Tate, William Trammell. Last issue 82 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 0885-9647. LC card no. s93-92021, sn85-3309. OCLC no. 12790233. "Lifestyles of Today's Black Women." Subject focus and/or Features: Fashion, Beauty, Health, Women.

WHI n.56; n.96 Pam 01-2869 May, 1992; Oct, 1996


WHI Fall, 1997 Pam 97-1555

Amistad Jan, 1989 Periodicals

GAAUC 1990-1991 Periodicals

LNX Feb, 1991- Archives

TNF Sept/Oct, 1989 Special Collections


GAAUC v.1, n.1- Periodicals Aug, 1970-

NN-Sc v.1, n.1- Ser-M./B524 Aug, 1970

WU v.16, n.6- APA/B56/EN8

College Jan, 1986-

WU v.1, n.1- Business Library Aug, 1970-

6677. LC card no. sn89-7269. OCLC no. 19525860. Subject focus and/or Features: Collectors and collecting. History.

WHi v.l.n.l Microforms May/June 1987-

DHU v.l.v.3 Periodicals 1987-1989


WHi v.l.n.l Circulation Winter, 1993-

Telephone: (718) 527-8896. Last issue 4 pages. Height 40 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Melvin Burgess, Black Independent Political Party. PPT 1979? Special Collections


ICHi 1991 q5484.9/N3B4

842 Black Exposition Magazine. 1990?-1992? Frequency: Bimonthly. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Sun-Shines Publications. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Previous editor(s): Michael E. Muhammad. OCLC no. 37329707. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.

WHi v.2.n.10 In process May, 1992

LScS n.1.n.2.n.11-12 Archives 1991, June-Aug, 1992

843 Black Express News. 1996-. Frequency: Unknown. Black Express News, 10057 S. Wallace St., Chicago, IL 60628. Published by Million Man March Metropolitan Planning Corporation (MAPCO). Last issue 16 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Michelle E. Muhammad. OCLC no. 35846016. Subject focus and/or Features: Million Man March, Family.

WHi v.1.n.6 Circulation July, 1996-

844 Black Expressions Newsletter. 1979-? Frequency: Unknown. Westbury, NY. Published by The African-American Heritage Association of Long Island. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

NN-Sc v.1.n.3 Newsletters Sept, 1971

845 Black Face. 1989-. Frequency: Quarterly. Black Face, Tribeca Film Center, 375 Greenwich St., New York, NY 10013. Telephone: (212) 941-3914. Published by Black Filmmakers Foundation. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Allyson Reid-Dove. ISSN 1055-8780. LC card no. 91-649247. OCLC no. 23295596. Subject focus and/or Features: Film, Film industry.

CLAAM v.1.n.2 Periodicals 1991


WHi v.2.n.5.v.3.n.6 Microforms Nov/Dec, 1992; Nov/Dec, 1993
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>City, State</th>
<th>Date Range</th>
<th>Subject Focus and/or Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Black Forum</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and/or Features: Short stories, Poetry, Essays, Book reviews, Interviews, Profiles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHi v.2, n.1</td>
<td>Pam 01-4204</td>
<td>Winter, 1977/78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU v.1, n.2-v.2, n.2 Bancroft</td>
<td>Winter, 1976/77-Fall/Winter, 1978</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5508/N3/855</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MiU v.1, n.1-2 Labadie Collection</td>
<td>Jan-Winter, 1976/77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amistad</td>
<td></td>
<td>v.1, n.1-v.2, n.5 Periodicals</td>
<td>Jan/Feb, 1972-May/June, 1973</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Free Press.</td>
<td>Monroe, LA.</td>
<td>see <em>Free Press. Monroe, LA.</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHi v.1, n.1-2</td>
<td>Pam 00-442</td>
<td>July-Aug-Sept/Oct, 1980</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHU v.2, n.4</td>
<td>Nov/Dec 1980</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA-A v.2, n.4</td>
<td>Nov/Dec 1980</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Black Ghetto</strong></td>
<td>1967-?</td>
<td>Frequency: Bimonthly. Philadelphia, PA. Published by FAC. Last issue 5 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings. “Understand and you’ll know what to do.” Subject focus and/or Features: Black power, poetry, Real People’s Party.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHi v.1, ?, 1967</td>
<td>Pam 71-2893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLSCL Mar, 1970</td>
<td>Periodicals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Black Giantess</strong></td>
<td>1995-</td>
<td>Frequency: Quarterly. Ron Horton, Editor, Black Giantess, Up South Productions, P.O. Box 1344, Spotsylvania, VA 22553. Published by Ron Horton. Last issue 81 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Place of publication varies: Newark, NJ. Subject focus and/or Features: Sex.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHi v.1, n.1-2; v.2, n.3; n.7 Pam 00-442</td>
<td>July-Nov, 1995</td>
<td>Spring, 1996; 1997</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Black Girl Review</strong></td>
<td>1982-?</td>
<td>Frequency: Quarterly. Sun Valley, CA. Published by American Art Enterprises, Inc. Last issue 42 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Sex.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHi v.10, n.2 Rare Books</td>
<td>Pam 01-4030</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>863 <strong>Black Goliath</strong></td>
<td>1976-1976</td>
<td>Frequency: Bimonthly. New York, NY. Published by DC Comics. Last issue 32 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. LC card no. sf94-93194. OCLC no. 9494947. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MiEM n.1-5 Special Collections</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Black Graphics International: A Magazine of Arts in the Third World.</strong> 1969-1971</td>
<td>Frequency: Quarterly. Detroit, MI. Published by John Richardson Associates. Last issue 100 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Aaron Ibn Pori Pitts. ISSN 0045-2165. OCLC no. 1548429. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Book reviews, Photography, Black nationalism, Africa, Poetry, Labor.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WU [no number], no.3, no. 5 Special Collections</td>
<td>[no date]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN-Sc v.1, n.1-v.11, n.2 Newsletter</td>
<td>Fall, 1977-Winter, 1988</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>866 <strong>Black Hair Digest.</strong></td>
<td>1993-</td>
<td>Frequency: Unknown. Black Hair Digest, 210 Route 4 East, Suite 401, Paramus, NJ 07652. Telephone: (201) 843-4004. Published by Word Up! Video Productions. Last issue 66 pages. Height 20 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Natasha A. Brooks-Everett. Place of publication varies: River Edge, NJ. OCLC no. 29736714. Subject focus and/or Features: Hairdressing, Beauty, Fashion.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHi v.1, n.1-2 Circulation</td>
<td>Pam 01-4072</td>
<td>February, 1995</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>867 <strong>Black Hair Styles.</strong></td>
<td>1994-</td>
<td>Frequency: Quarterly. Stephanie Pederson, Editor, Black Hair Styles, 1700 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. Telephone: (212) 541-7100. Published by Charles Goodman. Last issue 82 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. LC card no. sf91-92931. OCLC no. 24043506. Subject focus and/or Features: Hairdressing, Beauty.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHi v.2, n.1 Pam 01-4072</td>
<td>Feb, 1995</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>868 <strong>Black Haircare.</strong></td>
<td>1978-</td>
<td>Frequency: Quarterly. Ann Charles, Editor, Black Haircare, 1115 Broadway, New York, NY 10010. Published by Stanley R. Harris. Last issue 90 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1058-0999.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
879  **Black Hollywood.** 1977-? Frequency: Monthly. Hollywood, CA. Published by Sonja Dunson. Last issue 64 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Sonja Dunson. Frequency varies: Bimonthly. ISSN 0164-873x. LC card no. sn78-570. OCLC no. 4312944. "First Black Casting Magazine in America." Subject focus and/or Features: Actors and acting, Film industry, Entertainment industry.

WHi  n.1- Circulation  Oct, 1979-


WHi  v.2, n.1  Pam 01-6146  June, 1973


WHi  v.1, n.1  Pam 01-4609  Summer, 1993


DHU  v.1, n.1-v.4  Periodicals  Jan, 1972-Apr, 1975
MoK  v.1, n.3-4  Ramos Autumn-Winter, 1972  Collection
WU  v.1, n.1-v.4  AP/B627/I33  Jan, 1972-Apr, 1975

883  **Black Inches.** 1995-. Frequency: Quarterly. Black Inches, 462 Broadway, 4th Floor, New York, NY 10013. $19.95 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (212) 966-8400. Published by Fan Magazine, Inc. Last volume 97 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1084-2462. LC card no. sn95-5366. OCLC no. 33004638. Subject focus and/or Features: Homosexuality, Gay men, Sex.

WHi  v.2, n.4  Pam 97-1053  1996

884  **Black Information Index.** 1970-1972. Frequency: Bimonthly. Herndon, VA. Published by Infonetics, Inc. Height 23 cm. Publisher varies: Advisory Board of a Consortium of Black Libraries. ISSN 0045-2173. LC card no. 75-61547. OCLC no. 1827246. Subject focus and/or Features: Periodicals-Indexes, Bibliography.

DHU  v.1, n.1-2  Periodicals  1970-1971


WHi  v.1,n.1  Pam 73-2243  Apr, 1972

886  **Black Ink.** 1969-? Frequency: Unknown. Durham, NC. Published by Black Student Movement. Last issue 8 pages. Height 36-43 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Bruce Sampson. Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Historically Black colleges.

NcDurC  Oct 20, 1971  Reference
Black Interaction. Santa Barbara, CA. see **Black Vibrations.** Santa Barbara, CA.

887  **Black is Beautiful.** 1991-. Frequency: Quarterly. Sun Valley, CA. Published by Red Lion Publications. Last issue 38 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 29639321. Subject focus and/or Features: Sex.

WHi  v.1, n.1  Rare Books 1991  Pam 01-4027


WHi  v.6, n.6-7, 9-12, 16-20; 22-24; v.7, n.1-6; 8-9  In process
GA-A  v.1, n.1-  Periodicals  Mar, 1984-


892  **Black Journalism Review.** 1976-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Chicago, IL. Published by BJR Publishing Co. Last issue 24 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Aski Muhammad. Available in microform from: WHi (1976). “There is already enough ignorance.” Subject focus and/or Features: Journalism, Book reviews.

893  **Black Lace.** 1991-. Frequency: Quarterly. Alyceee J. Lane, Editor, Black Lace, Box 83912, Los Angeles, CA 90083-0912. $20 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (213) 410-0808. Published by BLK Publishing Co. Last issue 35 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn90-5087. OCLC no. 21206764. Subject focus and/or Features: Homosexuality, Bondage, Lesbians, Bisexuals.


895  **Black Land News.** 1971-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. Washington, DC. Published by BLM, Inc. Last issue 16 pages. Height 38 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Bill Street. Variant title(s): Black Land News Magazine. OCLC no. 30764192. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

896  **Black Leather: in Color.** 1994-. Frequency: Quarterly. Black Leather, 874 Broadway, #808, New York, NY 10003. Published by BLIC Collective. Last issue 48 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 32949771. Subject focus and/or Features: Sex, Gay men, Homosexuality, Bondage, Lesbians, Bisexuals.


898  **Black Liberation.** 1970-?. Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by New University Conference. Last issue 34 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Taylor judy Nissman. “A special edition of the New University Conference.” Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Black Panther Party, Black Nationalism.

899  **Black Liberation Front.** 1969-?. Frequency: Unknown. New Orleans, LA. Published by Southern University, New Orleans, Afro-American Society. Last issue 5 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Black power, Politics.

tional Magazine of the Communist Party, USA.” Subject focus and/or Features: Communist Party, USA (New York, NY), Radical politics, Poetry, Africa, History, Labor.

Black Liberation Month News. 1971-?. Frequency: Annual. Chicago, IL. Published by People’s College. Last issue 6 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 8491190. Subject focus and/or Features: Black History Month, History, Calendar.


910 Black Literary Players: Monthly Update for... The Black Authors and Published Writers Directory. 1993-. Frequency: Monthly. Grace Adams, Editor, Black Literary Players, 829 Langdon Court, Rochester Hills, MI 48307. $28 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (810) 556-7335. Published by The Grace Publishing Company. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. ISSN 1066-9396. LC card no. sn92-9985. OCLC no. 27096429. “Publishing Entertainment Industry News, Member Views and Reviews.” Subject focus and/or Features: Books and reading, Authors, Literature, Book reviews.

WHi v.1, n.1, 3- Circulation June, Aug, 1993-

911 Black Living in Westchester. 1982-? Frequency: Five times a year. Mount Vernon, NY. Published by John R. Howard. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): John R. Howard. OCLC no. 11426356. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

NN-Sc v.2, n.3-v.4, n.2 Serials Jan/Feb, 1984-Jan/Feb, 1986

912 Black Lust. 1989-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Black Lust, P.O. Box 1368, Sun Valley, CA 91352-9998. Published by American Art Enterprises, Inc. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color) Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Sex.

WHi v.2, n.2 Pam 01-4883 1990

913 Black Lust. 1977-?. Frequency: Thirteen times a year. Bobby Paradise, Editor, Black Lust, 1700 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. Published by Broadway Publishing Corp. Last issue 98 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color) Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Sex.

WHi v.16, n.2 Pam 01-4882 Apr, 1992

914 Black Magic. 1993-?. Frequency: Unknown. London, England. Last issue 72 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Sex.

WHi n.2 Rare Books 1993


MU v.2, n.1 Bloom Collection Fall-Winter, 1971

916 Black Male/Female Relationships. 1979-1982? Frequency: Quarterly. San Francisco, CA. Published by Black Think Tank, Inc. Last issue 64 pages. Height 22 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Nathan Hare. Frequency varies: 5 time a year, June/July-Nov/Dec, 1979. ISSN 0740-2163. LC card no. sn82-20498. OCLC no. 6239884. Subject focus and/or Features: Relationships, Attitudes.

WU v.1, n.2-v.2, n.6 AP/B627/M245 June/July, 1979-Winter, 1982

DHU v.1, n.1-2; v.2, n.2, 5-7 Periodicals June/July 1979-Nov/Dec 1979; Winter 1980-Fall 1982


DHU v.1, n.1-v.4, n.1 Periodicals Dec, 1933-June, 1939

OCIW v.1, n.8-11 MS 4038 July 1935-Nov, 1938

918 Black Man Speaks. 1971-? Frequency: Unknown. San Francisco, CA. Published by Malcolm X Unity House. Last issue 84 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 37205664. “Unity and freedom to African people.” Subject focus and/or Features: Liberation movements, Politics, Empowerment.

WHi v.1, n.2 Pam 01-6139 Nov, 1971


NN-Sc Feb, 1971 Newsletters

920 Black Maria. 1971-1984. Frequency: Quarterly. Chicago, IL. Published by Black Maria Collective. Last issue 58 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Short stories, Essays, Politics.

WHi v.3, n.1 Pam 72-2921 1975

WHi v.1, n.1-v.2, n.2 Microfilm Dec, 1971-Spring/Summer, 1972

WU v.1, n.4; 2-4 Special Collections Winter, 1973; 1973-1984

921 Black Masks. 1984-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Black Masks, P.O. Box 2, Bronx, NY 10471. Telephone: (212) 304-8900. Published by Beth Turner. Last issue 16 pages. Last volume 96 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 0887-7580. LC card no.
925 **Black Miami Weekly.** 1983-?. Frequency: Weekly. Miami, FL. Published by Third World Media, Inc. Last issue 18 pages. Height 38 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Russell Charles. Subject focus and/or Features: Overtown community (Miami, FL), Community newsletter, Entertainment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FMBA</th>
<th>v.1, n.3</th>
<th>Periodicals</th>
<th>June 20, 1983</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

926 **Black Money: An Investment Information Service... for Black People.** 1983-?. Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Published by Black Money, Inc. Last issue 5 pages. Last volume 96 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Theodore Daniels, Feb-Apr 1984. ISSN 0735-6307. LC card no. sn86-1173. OCLC no. 13367772. Subject focus and/or Features: Performing arts, Visual arts, Art.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHi</th>
<th>v.5, n.4</th>
<th>Pam 01-4083</th>
<th>July/Aug, 1987</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

927 **Black Museums Calendar.** 1984-?. Frequency: Monthly (Irregular). Washington, DC. Published by African American Museum Association (Washington, DC). Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Museums, Calendar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NN-Sc</td>
<td>June, 1984</td>
<td>Periodicals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DHU</th>
<th>v.6, n.10-v.7, n.1</th>
<th>Periodicals</th>
<th>Apr-July, 1984</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLAAM</th>
<th>b.9, n.2; v.12, n.1</th>
<th>Periodicals</th>
<th>Spring, 1987; Spring, 1990</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DHU</td>
<td>v.4-v.9, v.10</td>
<td>Periodicals</td>
<td>1980-1987; 1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICBM</td>
<td>v.1, n.1-v.12, n.2</td>
<td>Periodicals</td>
<td>Summer, 1977-Fall, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN-Sc</td>
<td>v.1, n.1-v.12, n.2</td>
<td>Newsletters</td>
<td>Summer, 1977-Fall, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TxsU</td>
<td>v.4, n.1-v.12, n.2</td>
<td>Music stacks</td>
<td>Spring, 1980-Fall, 1990</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHI** v.1, n.1-2 Pam 72-2918 Jan-Mar, Apr, 1970 [2 unnumbered issues]

**MU** v.1, n.1-2 Labadie Collection Jan-Mar, Apr, 1970 [2 unnumbered issues]


**WHI** Aug 27/29, 1987; Nov 3/5, 1988- Microforms


**DHU** Feb-Summer 1979 Periodicals

**TNF** Feb-Apr, Summer, 1979 Special Collections

943 **The Black Observer.** 1968-? Frequency: Unknown. Camden, NJ. Published by Stephen A. Granger. Last issue 8 pages. Height 52 cm. Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Stephen A. Granger. “Power is the Only Argument that Satisfies Man.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

**MU** v.1, n.4, 6 Bloom Collection Aug 1, Sept 6, 1968

944 **Black Odyssey: A Magazine on Travel and Leisure.** 1979-? Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by J.E.F. Communications. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color) Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Ella Ferguson. ISSN 0164-5218. LC card no. sn79-1024. OCLC no. 4587523. Subject focus and/or Features: Travel.

Amistad Feb-May, 1979 Periodicals

**DHU** Feb-Summer 1979 Periodicals

**TNF** Feb-Apr, Summer, 1979 Special Collections

945 **Black Officer.** 1974?- Frequency: Bimonthly. New York, NY. Published by Black Officer’s Association, Inc. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Police officers.

**WHI** v.1, n.1-4 Periodicals Spring, 1927-Christmas, 1928


**DHU** v.1, n.1-4 Periodicals

947 **The Black Orange.** 1982-. Frequency: Monthly. The Black Orange, P.O. Box 597, Lake Forest, CA 92630. $20 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (714) 830-1390. Last issue 56 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 28233348. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

**WHI** Jan, 1995- Circulation


**DHU** n.1-v.3 Periodicals 1957-1976


**WU** n.1-v.3 Special Collections 1957-1976

949 **Black Pages.** 1979-? Frequency: Annual. College Park, GA. Published by Euphrates, Inc. Last issue 144 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Ken Reid. OCLC no. 26869283. “Metro Atlanta’s largest circulated door to door minority publication.” Subject focus and/or Features: Business—Directories.

**NN-SC** v.9-11 Uncataloged serials 1987-1989

950 **The Black Pages.** 1983-? Frequency: Quarterly. New Orleans, LA. Published by Glynn Johns. Last issue 118 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): James Baptiste. Frequency varies:
The Black Perspective in Music


WHi [v.1, n.3-v.20, n.9] Microforms [June 20, 1967-Sept, 1980]

958 Black Panther: Panther's Prey. 1991-. Frequency: Unknown. Tom DeFalco, Editor, Black Panther, 387 Park Ave. South, New York, NY 10016. Published by Marvel Entertainment Group, Inc. Last issue 50 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color). OCLC no. 28124133. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.


WHi June 30, 1969 Pam 78-450


WHi n.4 Pam 74-2634 Dec 1969

**Black Perspectives.** 1980-? Frequency: Irregular. Ann Arbor, MI. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. LC card no. sn93-23827. OCLC no. 28701363. “The Black student newspaper of the University of Michigan.” Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI), Colleges and universities—Students.

MiU Nov, 1980; Nov, 1983; Mar, 1989 Labadie Collection

---


WHi v.1, n.2-v.3, n.2 E185.5/B54 Oct, 1969-Fall, 1971

DHU v.1, n.2-4, v.2, n.3 Periodicals 1969-1970; 1971

WU v.1, n.4-v.3, n.2 AP/B627/P769 Spring 1970-Fall 1971

---

**The Black Photographer’s Annual.** 1973-? Frequency: Annual. Joe Crawford, Editor, Brooklyn, NY. Published by Joe Crawford. Last issue 102 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. OCLC no. 1783715. Volume one foreword by Toni Morrison Subject focus and/or Features: Photography.

TxU v.1-v.2 Music stacks 1973-1973

---


OCLW Mar 3, 1946; Jan 3, Feb 7, 21, 1948; MS4038

---

**The Black Poet Magazine.** 1992-? Frequency: Unknown. Baltimore, MD. Published by Reginald L. Timpson, Bashi J.I. Rose. Last issue 35 pages. Height 38 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. OCLC no. 30607582. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Art, Music.

WHi issue 1-3 Pam 01-5852 Undated issues

---


WHi n.1-n.11/12 Pam 01-2808 Jan-Nov/Dec, 1992

NN-Sc v.2, n.1 Newsletters Jan, 1994

---


WHi v.1, n.2-v.3, n.2 E185.5/B54 Oct, 1969-Fall, 1971

DHU v.1, n.2-4, v.2, n.3 Periodicals 1969-1970; 1971

WU v.1.n.4-v.3, n.2 AP/B627/P769 Spring 1970-Fall 1971

---


DHU v.1, n.6-8 Periodicals 1968


---


NN-Sc v.1, n.1 Serials 1970

---


WHi n.1 Pam 76-5057 1971

WU n.2-4 Ref/E185.615/B548 1972-1974

974  **Black Power.** 1967?-? Frequency: Irregular. San Francisco, CA. Published by House of Umoja. Last issue 9 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Ndamaase, Mkalimoto. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Black nationalism. CLSCL v.1, n.2 Periodicals 1967 MiU [v.1, n.1-13] Labadie Collection [1967?-1968]

975  **Black Press Review.** 1981-? Frequency: Quarterly. Chicago, IL. Published by The Black Press Institute. Last issue 34 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Alice Palmer. Subject focus and/or Features: Press, Journalism, Newspaper clippings. DHU v.1, n.1, 5 Periodicals Feb, 1981, Mar, 1982


977  **Black Prisoner’s Forum Unlimited.** 1973-? Frequency: Unknown. Walla Walla, WA. Published by Black Prisoner’s Forum Unlimited, Inc. Last issue 8 pages. Height 52 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Thornton Banks. Subject focus and/or Features: Prison newsletter. MU v.1, n.1 Bloom Collection June, 1973


979  **Black Psychiatrists of America Newsletter.** 1972?-? Frequency: Quarterly. Cambridge, MA. Published by The Shepard and Enoch Pratt Hospital. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Psychiatry, Black Psychiatrists of America. NN-Sc v.3, n.1 Newsletters Spring, 1974

980  **Black Racers Yearbook.** 1974-? Frequency: Annual. Trenton, NJ. Published by Black American Racers Association. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 33901207. Subject focus and/or Features: Automobile racing. NN-SC 1974 Uncataloged serials

981  **Black Rag: Black Liberation.** 1969?-1970. Frequency: Two times a month. Louisville, KY. Published by Black Liberation Front and West End Community Council. Last issue 8 pages. Height 34 cm. Line drawings. LC card no. sn87-60231. OCLC no. 19870507. Subject focus and/or Features: Radical politics, Political cartoons, Police brutality, Community newsletter. WHi Dec, 1969; Mar 17, 1970 Pam 73-1109


983  **Black Rap: B.S.A.’s Newspaper.** 1967?-? Frequency: Unknown. Urbana, IL. Published by University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Black Students Association. Last issue 8 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Harry Bush. Subject focus and/or Features: University of Illinois (Urbana, IL), Colleges and universities—Students. MiU v.4, n.1-3 Labadie Collection Sept 19-Dec 9, 1970
tographs. Place of publication varies: Des Moines, IA, Omaha, NE. Subject focus and/or Features: Black Revolutionary Party USA, Black Power, Maoism.

WHi v.1, n.1-2 Microfilm May-Sept, 1971


Amistad Summer, 1977 Periodicals

998 Black Rock Coalition. 1990-. Frequency: Monthly. Black Rock Coalition, P.O. Box 1054, Cooper Station, New York, NY 10276. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Rock music, Music.

ICCBMR n.8-11; v.2, n.10 Periodicals Oct, 1990-Jan, Dec, 1991


AB v.5, n.2; v.6, n.1-2 Periodicals Fall, 1991; Spring-Fall, 1992

DHU v.1-v.3 Periodicals Spring, 1987-1989

TNF v.3, n.2 Special Collections Fall, 1989

1000 Black Satin. 1992-. Frequency: Quarterly. Sun Valley, CA. Published by The Magazine Corporation of America. Last issue 38 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 29639335. Subject focus and/or Features: Sex.

WHi v.1, n.2 Rare Books 1992 Pam 01-4035

1001 The Black Savior. 1991-? Frequency: Unknown. Fremont, CA. Published by Bates and Shabazz Publishing. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Roger Bates. OCLC no. 30763928. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc., Drug abuse.

WHi v. n.4-5 Pam 00-321 1993-1994

MiEM n.3 Special Collections 1992

1002 Black Scene. 1974-? Frequency: Monthly. Louisville, KY. Published by Black Scene, Inc. Last issue 42 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): C. Milton Young III. OCLC no. 12090686. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Music, Health, Sports, Interviews.

WHi v.2, n.8 Pam 84-5382 Jan/Feb 1975


WU v.1, n.1-v.13, n.6 Microforms Nov, 1969-Fall, 1982

WU v.1, n.1- AP/B672/S368 Nov, 1969- Locked case


1005 Black Secrets. 1936-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Marcia Y. Mahan, Editor, Black Secrets, 233 Park Ave. South, New York, NY 10003. $32/2 years for individuals and institutions. Published by The Sterling Macfadden Partnership. Last issue 74 pages. Last volume 444 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Tonia L. Shakespeare. Variant title(s): Secrets, 1936-1990. ISSN 0037-0649, 1071-9830, 0277-
BLACK SEXATIONS

8130. LC card no. 47-39086, sn78-3943, sn93-5089. OCLC no. 3922781, 28865853. Subject focus and/or Features: Romance stories, Fashion, Astrology.

WHi v.21, n.3, 6; v.22, n.1- AP2/B52 Sept, Nov, 1993; Jan, 1994-

1006 Black Sexations. 1993-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Baltimore, MD. Published by Komar Co. Last issue 36 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color). OCLC no. 29639270. Subject focus and/or Features: Sex.

WHi v.1, n.1 Rare Books July, 1992 Pam 01-4028

1007 Black Sexmates. 1992-. Frequency: Quarterly. Sun Valley, CA. Published by The Magazine Corporation of America. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color). OCLC no. 29639294. Subject focus and/or Features: Sex.

WHi v.1, n.1 Rare Books July, 1992 Pam 01-4028

1008 Black Shades: A Black Art Newsletter. 1970-? Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 9086516. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Artists, Calendar, Colleges and universities.


TU 1978/79-1983/84 Archives

1010 Black Shopper. 1990-. Frequency: Quarterly. Prince Ojang, Editor, Black Shopper, P.O. Box 2236, Alexandria, VA 22301. Telephone: (703) 634-8738. Published by Prince Ojang. Last issue 64 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1057-1647. LC card no. sn91-327. OCLC no. 1057-1647. "An Afro-centric resource for smart people." Subject focus and/or Features: Economics, Consumer information.

WHi v.2, n.1-3 Pam 01-4095 Spring-Winter, 1991


WHi Jan 1971 Pam 70-987


WHU v.7, n.3-4/v.9, n.1 AP/B627/S678 Spring/Summer, 1978- Spring/Summer, 1982

TNF v.9, n.1 Special Collections Spring/Summer, 1982

1013 Black Southerner Magazine. 1984-1984. Frequency: Bimonthly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Edward E. Rucker. Last issue 84 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Edward E. Rucker. ISSN 0889-8397. LC card no. sn86-10556. OCLC no. 14512129. "Covering the life and times of Southern Blacks." Subject focus and/or Features: Southern States, General interest, Short stories, Fashion, Beauty, Poetry, Book reviews, Food, Travel, Music, Health.

GA-A v.1, n.1-v.2, n.1 Periodicals Jan-May/June, 1984


GA-A v.1, n.1- Periodicals Apr, 1971-

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-v.7, n.11 Sc S-M.B537 Apr, 1971-1978

WHU v.1, n.3; v.4, n.4-v.7, n.11 AP/B627/S764 1971; 1974/1975-1977/1978

1015 Black Sports World. 1986-1988? Frequency: Bimonthly (irregular). New York, NY. Published by Byron Standarce. Last issue 36 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Pat Patterson, Dec 1986; Muriel S. Outlaw, June 1988. ISSN 0889-5430. LC card no. sn86-10167. OCLC no. 13919440. Subject focus and/or Features: Sports, Athletes, Profiles, General interest.

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-2; v.2, n.3 Sc S-M.B537 Dec, 1986-June, 1987;

June, 1988

1017 Black Stage. 1982-? Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by African American Arts Alliance of Chicago. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment, Amusements.


1020 The Black Star Liberation Press. 1973-? Frequency: Unknown. Oakland, CA. Last issue 12 pages. Height 52 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Pan-Africanism, Poetry, Health, Education.

1026 Black Student Voice. 1968-7 Frequency: Unknown. Detroit, MI. Published by Black Student United Front. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28-40 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. LC card no. sn94-23294. OCLC no. 29789274. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Colleges and universities—Students.

MiDW v.1, n.1; v.2, n.3, 8 Reuther Library June, 1968; Feb, Mar, Dec, 1969

MiU v.1[ns], n.2 Labadie Storage Feb/Mar, 1971

1027 The Black Student Voice. 1973-? Frequency: Unknown. Montreal, Quebec. Published by Montreal Black Student Union. Subject focus and/or Features: African-Canadians, Colleges and universities—Students, Education (Higher).

CLSCL v.1, n.1 Periodicals Mar, 1973


OWilbfU v.1, n.56 Archives Nov 20, 1968

1029 Black Studies at Wellesley. 1978-? Frequency: Quarterly (irregular). Wellesley, MA. Published by Wellesley College, Black Studies Department. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Tony Martin. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies, Black Studies Department at Wellesley College (Wellesley, MA), Colleges and universities.

NN-Sc n.2-5 Newsletters Fall, 1978-Fall, 1981


NN-SC Nov 7, 1992 Uncataloged serials


WHi v.1, n.3; v.2, n.1; v.6, n.4; v.9, n.1; v.10, n.1; v.11, n.1; v.12, n.1; v.13, n.3; v.15, n.3 Dec, 1977; Sept, 1978; Dec, 1984; Oct, 1985; Sept, 1986; Spring, 1987-Fall, 1988; Winter, 1989; Winter, 1991

MoHi v.1, n.1-v.9, n.4; v.10, n.1; v.11, n.1; v.12, n.1; v.13, n.3 Oct, 1977-Apr, Sept, 1986; Spring, Summer, 1987-Winter, 1989

1032 Black Studies Newsletter. 1986-? Frequency: Unknown. Pittsburgh, PA. Published by University of Pittsburgh, Department of Black Community, Education Research and Development. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies.


1033 Black Studies Newsletter. 1985-? Frequency: Annual. University Park, PA. Published by Pennsylvania State University. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 34593112. Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Higher), African-American studies, Colleges and universities.

DHL Spring, 1985 Pam 72-2924

1034 Black Studies Prism. 1988-? Frequency: Bi-annual. Columbus, OH. Published by Ohio State University, Dept. of Black Studies. Last issue 28 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Sarah Twitty, Winter 1989. OCLC no. 24311669. Subject focus and/or Features: Health, Ohio State University (Columbus, OH), Profiles, Colleges and universities—Students, Art, Music, Culture.

WHi v.2, n.1 Pam 01-3685 Winter, 1989

DSI v.2, n.1 E/185.5/B637 Winter, 1989

1035 Black Studies Report. 1979-? Frequency: Unknown. Omaha, NE. Published by University of Nebraska, Omaha. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies, Colleges and universities.

NN-Sc v.3, n.1 Uncataloged serials Fall, 1981

1036 Black Success. 1992-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Seattle, WA. Published by Bridgewater-Davis Publishing Group. Last issue 26 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Ed Diaz. ISSN 1066-0720. LC card no. sn92-6059. OCLC no. 26834315. Subject focus and/or Features: Empowerment, Business, Profiles, General interest.

WHi v.1, n.2 Pam 01-4666 Spring, 1993

1001

NN-Sc v.1, n.1- Serials Jan, 1977-
TxDa v.2, n.4- Texas Collection Jan/Feb, 1979-


1046 Black Theatre Arts. 1968-? Frequency: Quarterly. Durham, NC. Published by Ghetto Players. Last issue 30 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Karen E. Rux. Subject focus and/or Features: Theater, Performing arts, Poetry, Book reviews.


CU v.10, n.3-4 E/185.6/66 ?, 1979


1049 Black Tie. 1990-. Frequency: Bi-monthly. Zelda M. Harvey, Editor, Black Tie, P.O.Box 420187, Houston, TX 77242. $10 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (713) 780-9771. Published by Henry F. Harvey III. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Texas, Health, Fitness, Art, Entertainment.

WHi v.4, n.5 Circulation June, 1993


WHi v.1, n.1-v.6, n.8 Microforms Jan 15 1971-Aug, 1976

Amistad v.1, n.3-5; v.2, n.2-v.6, n.8 Microforms Feb 15-Mar 4/10, 1971; Feb, 1972-Aug, 1976

1051 Black Times (Charleston Edition). 1970-. Frequency: Weekly. Black Times, 1310 Harden St., P.O. Box 11128, Columbia, SC 29211. $25 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (803) 799-5252. Published by Isaac Washington. Last issue 24 pages. Last volume 1248 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


CU v.10, n.3-4 E/185.6/66 ?, 1979


1052 Black Torch. 1969- Frequency: Biweekly. Philadelphia, PA. Last issue 6 pages. Last volume 22 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Youth, Black power, Africa.

PPT v.1, n.1-3-4 Special Collections Mar 25, Apr 21-May 5, 1969


PPT n.1, 6; v.1, n.5 Special Collections Sept 11, Nov 16, Dec 14, 1972

1054 The Black Traveler. 1995-. Frequency: Monthly. Liz Flournoy, Editor, The Black Traveler, 11631 Victory Blvd., Suite 201, North Hollywood, CA 91606. $42 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (818) 753-9198. Published by Henry F. Harvey III. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Solomon J. Herbert. Superseded: Black Convention. OCLC no. 32359260. Subject focus and/or Features: Convention facilities, Professional education, Business, Travel.

NN-Sc v.1, n.1 Newsletters 1969

1055 Black Troop. 1969-? Frequency: Unknown. Harlem, NY. Published by Black Theatre Workshop. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Marian Davis. "Educate, Communicate, Liberate." Subject focus and/or Features: Performing arts, Theater.

NN-Sc n.3 Newsletters 1969


WHi v.1, n.1-v.3, n.4, 23-26 Microforms Dec 20, 1968-Jan 29/Feb 12, Nov 5-Dec 20, 1971


NN-Sc n.3 Newsletters 1978

Fund of New York. Last issue 4 pages. Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Philanthropy, Investments, Economic development.

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-3, 5 Newsletters Summer, 1988-Fall/Winter, 1989; Spring/Summer, 1991


NN-Scc v.l,n.l-3,5 Newsletters Summer, 1988-Fall/Winter, 1989; Spring/Summer, 1991


WHi n.1,n.1-7 Pam 72-930 Aug-Sept, 1970

1061 Black Vanguard. 1965-? Frequency: Monthly. Detroit, MI. Published by The League of Black Workers. Last issue 59 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Trade unions, Labor.

DHU v.1,n.5 Periodicals Aug, 1965


WHi v.1,n.1- Circulation Jan 1988-


PPT v.1,n.3 Special Collections Feb/Mar/Apr, 1983


NN-Sc v.1,n.1-v.5,n.2 Newsletters Feb 5, 1971-Feb, 1975

1065 Black Video Guide. 1985-? Frequency: Annual. St. Louis, MO. Published by Video Publications Ltd. Last issue 200 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): William A. Dorsey IV. ISSN 0882-7532, 0892-7532. LC card no. 87-640109, sn85-7769. OCLC no. 11960720. Subject focus and/or Features: Film reviews, Actors and acting, Profiles, Video reviews.

CS to 1985/86 PN1995.9/N4/B52


CLSCI v.1,n.1 Periodicals Mar 23, 1970

1067 Black Viewpoint. 1972-? Frequency: Twenty four times a year. Washington, DC. Published by Mercercmedia, Inc. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Patricia Holt. Subject focus and/or Features: Politics.

NN-Sc v.1,n.12; v.2,n.2, 5 Uncataloged serials Dec 31, 1972; Jan 31, Mar 15, 1973


WHi Jan 16/22, 1992- Microforms

1069 Black Vision. Dates unknown. Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by DePaul University. Last issue 16 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Robert C. Butler. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry.

TNF v.1,n.2 Special Collections Date unknown

1070 Black Visual Arts Notebook. 1992-? Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by George M. Alvarez-
1071  **The Black Voice.** 1970-1975? Frequency: Monthly. Newark, NJ. Published by United Black Workers. Last issue 12 pages. Last volume 298 pages. Height 27 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Scattered articles in Spanish. LC card no. sn89-14075. OCLC no. 17008478. Subject focus and/or Features: Labor, Trade unions, United Black Workers. WHi v.1, n.3-4; v.2, n.5-v.5, n.2 E185.5/B6 Jan-Feb, 1971; July, 1972-Mar, 1975


1077  **Black Voices.** 1971-? Frequency: Monthly. Oklahoma City, OK. Published by Black Voices, Inc. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Clara Luper. Available in microform from: UnM. OCLC no. 14689916. Subject focus and/or Features: Profiles, Employment, Religion, Children, Teenagers, Fashion. Amistad v.1, n.11; v.2, n.4-7; v.3, n.2 Periodicals Nov, 1971; Apr-Sept, 1972; Feb, 1973

1078  **The Black Warrior.** 1864-? Frequency: Monthly. Fort Parapet, LA. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): George W. Hamblin. OCLC no. 30743014. Subject focus and/or Features: History, Camp Parapet, Slavery, Civil War, Military service. WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-4180 May 17, 1864


25253840. Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Equal Rights Amendment, Family.

1081 **Black Women: A Portfolio of Sensuous Photography.** 1989-. Frequency: Quarterly. Black Women, 8060 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90046-7082. $5.95 for individuals and institutions. Published by Players International Publications. Last issue 98 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 28743749. Subject focus and/or Features: Sex.

1082 **Black Women's Book Discussion Group Newsletter.** 1994-. Frequency: Quarterly. Randolph, MA. Published by Black Women's Book Discussion Group. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Pat Neblett. OCLC no. 30044920. Subject focus and/or Features: Book discussion groups, Authors.

1083 **Black Women's Educational Policy and Research Network Newsletter.** 1981-? Frequency: Unknown. Wellesley, MA. Published by Black Women's Educational Policy and Research Network. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Joyce E. Everett. Subject focus and/or Features: Book discussion groups, Authors.

1084 **The Black Women's Log.** 1974-? Frequency: Monthly. Springfield, MA. Published by Sisterhood Alliance Media. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Barbara J. Hudson. LC card no. sn93-23419. OCLC no. 28007010. “An independent monthly magazine for and by Black women.” Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Education.

1085 **Black Women's United Front Newsletter.** 1976-? Frequency: Unknown. Newark, NJ. Published by Black Women's United Front. Last issue 22 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 30791066. “Abolition of every possibility of oppression and exploitation - that's our slogan!” Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Education, Prison reform, Economics, Book reviews.


1088 **The Black Works Newsletter.** 1973-? Frequency: Bi-weekly. Brooklyn, NY. Published by Long Island University, Black Studies Program. Last issue 6 pages. Height 35 cm. Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies, Education (Higher).


1090 **The Black Writer Magazine.** 1982-? Frequency: Quarterly. Chicago, IL. Published by Alice C. Browning. Last issue 48 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Alice C. Browning. LC card no. sn87-21421. OCLC no. 15376658. Subject focus and/or Features: Authors, Interviews, Book reviews, Poetry, Short stories, Essays.

**THE BLACK WRITER MAGAZINE**

Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Superseded by: Ubiquity. Frequency varies: Semimonthly, 1971-Dec 8, 1973; Monthly, Jan-Dec, 1974. LC card no. sn85-30803. OCLC no. 12608244. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

1092 Black Writing. 1984-?. Frequency: Annual. Black Writing, 110 S. 13th St., Philadelphia, PA 19107. Telephone: (215) 735-9598. Published by Moonstone. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Short stories, Poetry, Essays. NN-Sc Feb 16/18, 1996 - Uncataloged serials


1095 Blackboard. 1963-? Frequency: Unknown. Richmond, VA. Published by Virginia Teachers Association, Third District. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): M. F. Austin. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Teachers, Virginia Teachers Association. VPeTU v.1, n.3; v.2, n.1-2; v.3, n.1 Archives Apr, Dec, 1963-May, 1964; Apr, 1965


1097 Blackfire. 1992-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. Alan Bell, Ralf E, Editors, Blackfire, Box 83912, Los Angeles, CA 90083-0912. $32 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (310) 410-8088, FAX (310) 410-9250. Published by BLK Publishing Co. Last issue 48 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1049-3271. LC card no. sn90-5085. OCLC no. 21206290. Subject focus and/or Features: Gay men, Homosexuality, Gay liberation movement. WHi v.1, n.1 - Circulation May/June, 1992 Amistad v.1, n.1 Periodicals May/June, 1992


Memorabilia Newsletter. Subject focus and/or Features: Collectors and collecting.

WHi v.1, n.1-12 Pam 01-5733 Oct, 1991-Sept, 1992

NN-Sc v.1, n.1 Uncataloged serials Oct, 1991

1101 Black-Jewish Dialog Forum Mini-newsletter. 1997-.

WHi [One undated issue], May-Aug, 1997 Microforms

NN-Sc v.3, n.1 MS 4038 Jan, 1971

Blacklight.
1979-? Frequency: Irregular. Washington, DC. Published by The Blacklight Press, Inc. Last issue 36 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Sidney Brinkley. Variant title(s): BL Blacklight. LC card no. sn94-23073. OCLC no. 29610514. Subject focus and/or Features: Gay men, Homosexuality, Art, Music.


MiU [Aug, 1975-Spring, 1985] Labadie Collection

1102 Blackletter Journal.

1103 BLACKlines. 1996-.
Frequency: Monthly. Tracy Baim, Editor, BLACKlines, 1115 W. Belmont, Suite 2-D, Chicago, IL 60657. Telephone: (773) 871-7610, FAX (773) 871-7609. Published by Lambda Publications. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. LC card no. sn97-23006. OCLC no. 36034939. “Expressions from Black gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered life.” Subject focus and/or Features: Gay men, Lesbians, Homosexuality, Bisexuals.

WHi v.2, n.2- Circulation Mar, 1997-

ICH v.1, n.1-2; 3-5; 6-8; 9-10 Special Collections June, Sept, Nov, 1996

Frequency: Bimonthly. Merrillville, IN. Published by Leader Comics. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 11849688. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

MiEM n.1 Special Collections 1981

1105 The Blackman. 1968-?

DHU v.1, n.4-v.2, n.6 AP/B628 Dec, 1969-Aug, 1970

OCLC v.3, n.1 MS 4038 Jan, 1971

1106 Blackness Newsletter. 1968-?
Frequency: Unknown. Milwaukee, WI. Published by Alliance of Black Students. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and Universities—Students, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 78-3116 May 4, 1968

Blackout. Columbia, MO. see UMOJO. Columbia, MO.

1107 Black/Out. 1986-?
Frequency: Quarterly. Detroit, MI. Published by National Coalition of Black Lesbians and Gays. Last issue 27 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Joseph Beam. Place of publication varies: Washington, DC. ISSN 0888-5540. LC card no. sn86-14485. OCLC no. 13659041. Subject focus and/or Features: Gay men, Lesbians, Homosexuality.

CtU v.1, n.1 Special Collections Dec, 1986

DHU v.1, n.1 Periodicals Dec, 1986

MiU v.1, n.1-3/4 Labadie Summer 1986-Fall, 1987

1108 Black-out. 1969-?
Frequency: Unknown. Columbia, MO. Published by Legion of Black Collegians. Height 36-43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Gerald Boyd. Variant title(s): Blackout. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students.

KU v.1, n.1-4 RH WL G60 Nov 20, 1969; Mar 12, 1970

MoHi v.1, n.1 Microfiche Nov 20, 1969

MoHi v.2 Newspapers Feb 12, 26, Dec 16, 1970

MoU v.1, n.1-3, n.4 Western Historical Manuscript Collections Nov 20, 1969-Dec 3, 1971

1109 Black-Polish Conference Newsletter. 1971-?

WHi v.2, n.1-6, 9-11; v.3, n.1-6 Microforms Jan-June, Sept-Nov, 1972; Jan-June, 1973

1110 Blackriders Magazine. 1994-.
Frequency: Quarterly. N. H. Lacy, Editor, Blackriders Magazine, 4320 Hamilton St., Hyattsville, MD 20781. $12 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (301) 927-6686. Published by N.H. Lacy. Last issue 68 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents.
OCLC no. 31873873. Subject focus and/or Features: Motorcyclists, Motorcycles.
WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation Winter, 1994-

WHi n.1- Circulation Mar, 1993-

1112  Blacks and Jews News. 1992-. Frequency: Quarterly. Blacks and Jews News, P.O. Box 190551, Boston, MA 02124. Published by The Historical Research Dept. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Publisher varies: EMF Enterprises. Place of publication varies: Brooklyn, NY. OCLC no. 27703475. Subject focus and/or Features: Jews, Anti-Semitism, Islam, Black Muslims.
WHi Fall, 1992; Fall 1993; Spring, 1995 Pam 01-3689

1113  Blacks 'n Asia. 1995-. Frequency: Quarterly. Michael Hooser, Editor, Blacks 'n Asia, P.O. Box 139, Tokyo, Japan. Published by Michael Hooser. Last issue 50 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 33432712. The link to Pacific Rim African-American/African communities. Subject focus and/or Features: African-Americans in Japan.

IC-CW v.2, n.4 Vivian Harsh Collection Dec, 1982 Manney Papers

WHi v.1, n.8 Pam 01-3626 Oct, 1973


1117  Blackwatch. 1990-. Frequency: Unknown. Santa Barbara, CA. Published by University of California-Santa Barbara, Black Student Union. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Student organizations—Directories, Colleges and universities.

WHi v.22, n.6 Pam 01-5815 Nov 15, 1990

1119  Black-World-View. 1976-. Frequency: 8 times a year. Atlanta, GA. Published by The Institute of the Black World. Last issue 22 pages. Last volume 176 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 3305280. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Black power, Education, Politics, Africa.
WHi v.1, n.1-5, 8 Pam 80-1298 Mar-Oct/Nov, 1976, [no date]

WHi July 1992, Jan, 1994; Apr, 1995 Pam 91-4338

Blade. Atkinson, KS, see Atkinson Blade. Atkinson, KS.
Blade. Parsons, KS, see Parsons Weekly Blade. Parsons, KS.
1121 **Blade, the Vampire-Hunter.** 1994–1995. Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by Marvel Comics. Last issue 32 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sf97-91720. OCLC no. 31770460. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

MIE n.4-10 Special Collections 1994-1995

1122 **Blak Orb.** 1997-. Frequency: Unknown. Blak Orb, 714 Woodrow, #37, Houston, TX. Published by Cybe Yoruba Publications. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 37298129. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Rap music, Hip hop culture.

MiEM n.4-10 Special Collections 1994-1995


WHi v.1, n.1-8 Special Collections 1992-1995

1124 **The Blank Canvas.** 1989-? Frequency: Quarterly. San Francisco, CA. Published by Western Addition Cultural Center. Last issue 12 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Adrienne Fuzee. OCLC no. 37550936. “Sargent Johnson Gallery Quarterly.” Subject focus and/or Features: Museums, Culture, Art.

WHi v.1, n.1-8 Special Collections 1989-1995

1125 **The Blazer News.** 1963-. Frequency: Weekly. Ronald E. Davis, Editor, The Blazer News, P.O. Box 806, Jackson, MI 49204. Telephone: (517) 788-4600, FAX (517) 787-0969. Published by New City Resources. Last issue 8 pages. Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Adrienne Fuzez. OCLC no. 37550936. “Serving Albion, Battle Creek, Jackson, and Grass Lake.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.1, n.1-8 Special Collections 1963-1995

1126 **BLC News.** 1995-. Frequency: Unknown. BLC News, 193 Sterling Place, Brooklyn, NY. Published by Black Literature Club. Last issue 11 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 32452081. “The newsletter for Black Literary Club members.” Subject focus and/or Features: Authors, Writing, Black Literature Club, Literature, Books and reading.

WHi v.1, n.1-8 Special Collections 1995-1998


THE BLUE AND WHITE FLASH

Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Patrisca Duncan. Subject focus and/or Features: Black-Jewish Forum of Baltimore, Jews.

ICCBMR v.1, n.1 Periodicals Summer, 1991


WHi n.1-5 Special Collections 1988-1994

1129 **The Block Bulletin.** 1947-? Frequency: Monthly. Nashville, TN. Published by Solid Block. Last issue 4 pages. Height 56 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): George W. Harvey. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Solid Block.

WHi n.1-3 Special Collections 1947-1990

1130 **Blood Syndicate.** 1993-. Frequency: Monthly. Blood Syndicate, P.O. Box 0528, Baldwin, NY 11510. $18 for individuals and institutions; Canada add $8; foreign add $12. Telephone: (212) 636-5520. Published by DC Comics. Last issue 30 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 27748556. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi n.1-2 Special Collections 1993-1995

1131 **Blue and Gold.** 1992-. Frequency: Monthly. Jim Nelson, Editor, Blue and Gold, 219 Rock Street, Bluefield, WV 24701. Telephone: (304) 327-4103. Published by Bluefield State College. Last issue 12 pages. Height 32 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Bluefield State College (Bluefield, WV), Colleges and universities—Alumni.

WVBIOS Special Collections 1993-1995

1132 **The Blue and White Flash.** 1941-? Frequency: Weekly. Shantella Sherman, Editor, Blue and White Flash, P.O. Box 1844, Jackson State University, Jackson, MS 39217-0849. Telephone: (601) 968-2167. Published by Jackson State University. Last issue 6 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Lottie Williams, Mar 1942; John Floyd, Nov 1942; Johnnie Mae Cotten, Mar-May 1944; Elzenia Kelly, Mar 1945; Ruth Roseman Dease, May 1946; Louis A. Miles, June 1946; Mattie Belle Mitchell, May 1947; LeRoy Weathersby, May 1948; Alyce C. Thigpen, Apr-


1136 The Blue Helmet. 1923-? Frequency: Monthly. Boston, MA. Published by Blue Helmet Publishing Company. Last issue 34 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 31765732. “A magazine for the American Negro Soldier.” “To combat radicalism, to foster 100% Americanism; a square deal for all soldiers of the World’s War and the denunciation of evils hindering re-construction politics.” Subject focus and/or Features: Soldiers, Veterans, Military service. WhI v.2, n.7 Pam 01-4062 Apr, 1924


1104 **Blues Blues.** 1990-? Frequency: Monthly. Blues Blues, P.O. Box 17756, Milwaukee, WI 53217. Published by Blues Society of Milwaukee. Last issue 14 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): McKim Stropes. Subject focus and/or Features: Blues music, Music.

MsCldDBM v.2 n.9-10 Periodicals July-Aug, 1991

1146 **The Bluford Bulletin.** 1974-? Frequency: Weekly, Greensboro, NC. Last issue 1 page. Height 28 cm. “For Library Faculty and Staff; a Weekly Compendium of Library Matters from the Director’s Office.” Subject focus and/or Features: Bluford Library, North Carolina A & T University (Greensboro, NC), Library collections, Libraries, Colleges and universities.

NcGA v.1, n.1-20 Archives Oct 15, 1974-Mar 25, 1975

1147 **Bluford Notes & Quotes.** 1980-. Frequency: Two times a year. Bluford Notes & Quotes, Greensboro, NC 27441. Published by North Carolina A & T State University, F.D. Bluford Library. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 8724183. Subject focus and/or Features: Bluford Library, North Carolina A & T University (Greensboro, NC), Library collections, Libraries, Colleges and universities.

NcGA v.1, n.1-v.11, n.2 Archives Fall, 1980-Winter, 1992

1148 **B-Men.** 1993-. Frequency: Monthly. B-Men, Box 83912, Los Angeles, CA 90083-0912. Telephone: (310) 410-0808 Fax: (310) 410-9250. Published by BLK Publishing Co. Last issue 24 pages. Height 21 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn93-2771. OCLC no. 28480812. Subject focus and/or Features: Sex, Personal advertisements.

WHi n.1 Circulation 1993


NN-Sc v.1, n.1 Newsletters Oct, 1982


WHi Feb 11, June 22, 1997 Pam 01-6792


1152 **The Boley Informer.** 1909-? Frequency: Weekly. Boley, OK. Published by A.L. Moore. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous edi-

WHi v.3, n.28, 30 Microforms May 4, 18, 1911


WHi v.15, n.48, 50 Microforms Jan 25, Feb 8, 1918

1155 The Boley Trumpet. 1924?-? Frequency: Weekly. Boley, OK. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Elijah J. Burns. Supersedes: Twin Cities Trumpet. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

CLU v.3, n.5 Special Collections Oct 7, 1926


WHi n.26- Circulation Jan, 1994-


WHi v.1, section B; v.2, n.1- Pam 01-5623 Nov, 1994; Oct/Nov, 1995-

1158 Book News. 1991?- Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Institute of Positive Education. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Variant title(s): African American Book Centers Book News. OCLC no. 26713880. Subject focus and/or Features: Books and reading, Book reviews, Authors.

IC-GW v.1, n.2-3 Vivian Harsh Collection June-July, 1991 Manney Papers

1159 Book Notes. 1993?-? Frequency: Unknown. W. Paul Coates, Editor, Baltimore, MD. Published by Black Classic Press. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 30607841. Subject focus and/or Features: Book reviews, Publishers and publishing.

WHi Winter, 1993; Spring, 1994; Summer, 1996 Pam 01-6797 NN-Sc Winter, 1993 Newsletters

1160 The Book Tower. 1932-? Frequency: Quarterly. Nashville, TN. Published by Fisk University Library. Last issue 34 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Library collections, Fisk University (Nashville, TN), Libraries, Colleges and universities.

ATT v.10, n.3/4 Washington Collection July/Oct, 1950

Dhu v.1, n.5, v.6, n.2, v.7, n.1 Periodicals June, 1932; Nov, 1943; Jan, 1948


1161 The Booker T. Informer. 1927?-? Frequency: Unknown. Dallas, TX. Published by Booker T. Washington High School, Journalism Students. Last issue 4 pages. Height 42 cm. Photographs. Fragment. Subject focus and/or Features: Booker T. Washington High School (Dallas, TX), High school newsletter, High schools—Students.

Amistad v.13, n.5 Periodicals Mar 16, 1939

TxDaHi v.35, n.5 Periodicals Mar 8, 1962

1173 **Boston Reliance.** 1912-? Frequency: Weekly. Boston, MA. Published by Reliance Publishing Co. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Minor F. Hamlin. LC card no. sn92-57047. OCLC no. 27182669. Published simultaneously in Cambridge. "New England's leading race journal." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

MB v.11, n.49 Microfilm Jan 6, 1900


NN-Sc Feb 24, Oct 26, 1944 Sc Micro

1175 **Le Bottin Haitien.** 1977-1987? Frequency: Annual. Queens, NY. Published by Le Bottin Haitien. Last issue 96 pages. Height 24 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Henry de Deluwa. "The Haitian Directory." Subject focus and/or Features: Haitians.

NN-SC 1986 Uncataloged serials


DHU v.4, n.8 Microfilm Nov, 1983; Aug, 1984


CU v.45, n.1/2 LJ75/S75/86 Spring/Summer, 1981

1178 **Boyz II Men News.** 1995-. Frequency: Quarterly. Boyz II Men Newz, P.O. Box 884448, San Francisco, CA 94118. Published by The Boyz II Men Fan Club. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 37660528. Subject focus and/or Features: Boyz II Men, Rap music, Music, Hip hop culture.

WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation Mar, 1995-

1179 **The BPA Quarterly.** 1971-? Frequency: Quarterly. New Haven, CT. Published by Black Psychiatrists of America. Last issue 18 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Ezra E. H. Griffith. Subject focus and/or Features: Psychiatry, Black Psychiatrists of America, Health care.

DHU v.13, n.2 Periodicals Apr, 1984

1180 **Braids & Beauty.** 1994-? Frequency: Quarterly. Paramus, NJ. Published by Word Up! Video Productions. Last issue 66 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 30888338. Subject focus and/or Features: Hairdressing, Women, Beauty.

WHi v.1, n.1, 3; v.2, n.3 Pam 01-5816 Summer, Winter, 1994; 1995


OWilbfU Fall, 1990; Spring, Fall, 1991; Spring-Fall, 1992 Archives


WHi v.2, n.7/8, 11-v.3, n.1, 9-v.5, n.1 Microforms June/July, Nov, 1918-Jan, Sept, 1919-Jan 1921

DHU v.1, n.1; v.2, n.12; v.3, n.9 Periodicals Dec, 1916; Dec, 1918; Sept, 1919

**THE BRIDGEPORT INQUIRER**


WHi Feb 21, May 3-30, June 13-27, 1936 Microforms


WHi Nov 1936-Feb/Mar 1937 Microforms

**Breeze Hill Top.** Salamanca, NY. see Big Apple Gazette. Salamanca, NY.

**1191 Brides Today: For Brides of Color.** 1992-1993. Frequency: Quarterly. Northbrook, IL. Published by Andrew Sawyer. Last issue 80 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Debi Lewis-Kearns. ISSN 1061-2491. LC card no. sn92-3114. OCLC no. 25236999. Subject focus and/or Features: Brides, Weddings, Fashion.

WHi Spring, Summer, 1993 Pam 01-4509


DHU v.13, n.28-52 Microfilm Nov, 1989-May, 1990

Bridging the Communication Gap through the Division of Education Newsletter. New Orleans, LA. see Division of Education Newsletter.

New Orleans, LA.

1194 Briefs. 1966?-1977. Frequency: Six times a year. Wilberforce, OH. Published by Wilberforce University. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Wilberforce University (Wilberforce, OH), Colleges and universities—Alumni.


WHi v.1, n.1-v.32, n.52 Microforms Aug 31, 1895-Sept 10, 1927 DHU v.1, n.1-v.32, n.52 MS Micro Aug 31, 1895-Sept 10, 1927


DHU v.1, n.2-3 Microfilm May-June-July, 1974


MnHi [v.1, n.1-v.12, n.41] Microfilm [Sept 7, 1891-June 11, 1903]


DHU v.3, n.2-3,5; v.4, n.1; v.4, n.4 Periodicals v.5, n.4-v.6, n.3; v.7, n.4-v.8, n.3 Nov, 1930-Jan, 1931; May, Sept 1931; May, 1932; May, 1933-Mar, 1934 May/June, 1935; Mar, 1936

TNF v.1, n.4; v.3, n.2-3; v.5, n.2-3; v.6, n.1, 3; Special Collections v.7, n.4-v.15, n.1; v.19, n.3; v.21, n.1; v.24, n.1, 4; v.32, n.4; v.33, n.3 Mar, 1929; Nov, 1930-Jan, 1931; Jan-Mar, Oct, 1933; Mar, 1934; May/June, 1935-Sept, 1942; Mar, 1947; Sept, 1948; Oct, 1951; Jan, 1952; Jan, Dec, 1960


WU 1972-1973 Special Collections NN-Sc 1972-1973 SerL/B753

1200 Broadsie News. 1969-? Frequency: Irregular. Detroit, MI. Published by Broadsie Press. Last issue 1 page. Height 35 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Broadsie books, Book reviews, Books and reading.


NN-SC v.1, n.1-v.2, n.3 Newsletters Aug, 1992-Jan/Feb/Mar, 1994


WHi v.1, n.2 Microforms Mar 2, 1956

1203 Bronze Calendar. 1971-1973. Frequency: Monthly. Wilmington, DE. Published by Bronze Enterprises. Height 25 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Pre-
Bronze Citizen: A National Magazine of Modern Thought. 1943-? Frequency: Monthly. Peoria, IL. Published by C.A. Hazelwood. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Dorothy A. Mitchell. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest. NIC WHi v.17, n.1-18, n.12 AP/2/B7 Jan, 1968-Dec, 1969


1216  **Brooklyn Drum.** 1979-? Frequency: Unknown. Brooklyn, NY. Published by Ruth Duckett Gibbs. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Raymond A. Ortiz. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter. Telephone: (214)


1218  **Brooklyn Trend.** 1987-? Frequency: Monthly. Brooklyn, NY. Published by Julie Broglin. Last issue 8 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Julie Broglin. OCLC no. 19407726. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Poetry, Art, Profiles.


1220  **Brotherhood Eye.** 1963-? Frequency: Unknown. Ann Arbor, MI. Published by Direct Action Committee, Ann Arbor. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28-37 cm. Previous editor(s): Charles Thomas Jr. LC card no. sn95-23009. OCLC no. 31910476. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights.

1221  **Brotherhood Eyes.** 1928-? Frequency: Weekly. Dallas, TX. Published by William Sidney Pittman. Last issue 16 pages. Height 39 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): William Sidney Pittman. "Newspaper that doesn't cross the color line." Subject focus and/or Features: Baptist Church.

1222  **Brotherman.** 1990-. Frequency: Unknown. Brotherman, P.O. Box 166316, Irving, TX 75062. Telephone: (214) 401-3740. Published by Big City Comics, Inc. Last issue 24 pages. Height 27 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 25328401. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

1223  **The Broward Times.** 1983-? Frequency: Weekly. Keith A. Clayborne, Editor, The Broward Times, 11905 W. Sample Road, Coral Springs, FL 33065. $35 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (954) 345-1822. Published by Keith A. Clayborne. Last issue 10 pages. Height 57 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Place of publication varies: Pompano Beach, FL, Fort Lauderdale, FL. LC card no. sn92-5826. OCLC no. 26515574. "Serving the emerging urban community." "The responsible voice of Broward's Black Community." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


1225  **Brown American.** 1958-? Frequency: Quarterly. Philadelphia, PA. Published by Institute of Industrial Race Relations. Last issue 48 pages. Height 20 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Joseph V. Baker. OCLC no. 33107802. Subject focus and/or Features: Business, Industry, Free enterprise, Communism.

119

New York, NY.

DHU v.1, n.2 Periodicals Oct, 1915


1229 Brown Texan. 1964-? Frequency: Monthly. Fort Worth, TX. Published by Adelle Jackson. Last issue 50 pages. Height 19 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Adelle Jackson. OCLC no. 32791596. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Entertainment, Society.


1232 Brownite: Alumni Magazine. 1963?-? Frequency: Quarterly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Morris Brown College. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 37016726. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Morris Brown College (Atlanta, GA).


1234 Brunswick Herald. 1895?-? Frequency: Weekly. Brunswick, GA. Published by Brunswick Herald Publishing Company. Last issue 4 pages. Height 59 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): A. Jasper Shootes. LC card no. sn93-59127. OCLC no. 27290510. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

1235 BSA Newsletter. 1995-? Frequency: Unknown. Cambridge, MA. Published by Harvard University, Black Student Association. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 37859249. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Black Student Association.


1238 Buckeye Briefs. 1942-? Frequency: Monthly. Erie, PA. Published by Buckeye Baseball Club. Last issue 4 pages. Height 30 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 24933464. Subject focus and/or Features: Baseball, Sports, Negro leagues.

GAAUC v.9, n.1-2 Archives Winter-Summer, 1971


DHU v.49, n.27-v.67, n.24 Microfilm [July, 1975-June, 1991]

1249 **Buffalo Soldiers.** 1933-. Frequency: Unknown. Dion Lee, Editor, Buffalo Soldiers, 1804 Laxton Road, Lynchburg, VA 24502. Published by Webb Graphics. Last issue 14 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color). OCLC no. 32572487. "Introductory issue." Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc., Buffalo soldiers, History.

WHI book 0 Pam 00-318 1993

1250 **Buffalo Spokesman.** 1928?. Frequency: Weekly. Buffalo, NY. Published by Gabriel Stanley. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: NN (1942). Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHI v.5, n.5-6 Microforms Aug 13-20, 1942


WHI v.1, n.1-v.2, n.3; v.3, n.5-v.4, n.10; Microforms v.2[n.s], n.7-v.3 Oct 19, 1935-Sept 18, Nov, 1936-Apr, July-Dec 1937 Buffalo Weekly Challenger. Buffalo, NY. see Challenger. Buffalo, NY.


WHI v.2, n.11-39 Microforms Apr 4-Oct 23 1942


WHI v.4 Oct 4, 1934-Jan 1, Feb 15, 1935; June 1-Nov 1936, Microforms Jan 18-July, 1937

1254 **Build Black Courier.** 1969-?. Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Upper Cardozo Community. Last issue 37 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Housing.

DHU Year 1 v.5, n.5 Periodicals May, 1969


WHI June 20/July 20, 1979 Pam 84-3696

MU n.1-3 Bloom Collection Oct, 1979-May, 1980


WHI Summer, 1974; Winter 1975 Pam 84-4777


WHI v.21, n.1-34 Microforms May 31, 1941-Feb 28, 1942

CLU v.6, n.43 Special Collections Dec 24, 1926

DHU v.3, n.47 Microfilm Dec 22, 1923

BULLETIN: PROGRAM FOR CELEBRATION OF JULIUS ROSENWALD DAY

30786086. “The Official Organ of the American Teacher’s Association.” Subject focus and/or Features: Teachers, Schools, Education.

WHi v.9, n.7; v.11, n.4; v.18, n.2-3/4; v.20, n.4 Pam 01-4220a-b June/July, 1929; Jan, 1931; June-Sept/Oct/Nov/Dec, 1941; Oct/Dec, 1944

ATT [v.3, n.4-v.9, n.7] Washington Collection Oct, 1923-July, 1929

DHU v.8, n.3/4 Periodicals Sept/Oct/Nov/Dec, 1941

NN-Sc v.31, n.1 Uncataloged serials June, 1958

TxDaHi v.29, n.1 Reference May, 1954


AU n.2, 4, n.2 [sic] Hoole Collection 1933, 1935, 1937


WHi n.37 Pam 01-4893 Apr-Apr, Aug, 1974; 2 issues in 1975

Mi n.2, 4-8, 11-13, 15-21; 24-44 S/543.4/A2/E23 1898, 1901-1906; 1908-1909; 1909-1911, June 1925-Feb, 1943

Baton Rouge, LA. see Bulletin, Southern University and Agricultural and Mechanical College. Baton Rouge, LA.


MiU n.12 Labadie Storage July 5, 1969

Baton Rouge, LA. see Bulletin, Southern University and Agricultural and Mechanical College. Baton Rouge, LA.

1262 The Bulletin: Coalition of Black Trade Unions. 1974-. Frequency: Twice a year. Washington, DC. Published by Coalition of Black Trade Unions. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Labor, Politics, Africa, Civil rights, Trade unions.

WHi v.1, n.1-3; v.2, n.1 Pam 76-4893 Apr-Apr, Aug, 1974; 2 issues in 1975


WHi v.34, n.3- Microforms Jan 15, 1993-


WHi May 1, 1934 Microforms


WHi Oct, 1919 Microforms


WHi v.5, n.17 Microforms Sept 24, 1881

DHU v.5, n.17 Microforms Sept 24, 1881


WHi v.1, n.7 Pam 84-5395 Nov, 1962

1269 The Bulletin: A Negro Monthly Devoted to Health, Religion, Uplift. 1926-? Frequency: Monthly. Cincinnati, OH. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Pre-
1292 Bulletin Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College. 1909-? Frequency: Quarterly. Prairie View, TX. Published by Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College. Last issue 76 pages. Height 23 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Education. WHi v.26, n.1; v.29, n.1; v.30, n.1; JU83XZ/SU58 v.31, n.1; v.32, n.1 Catter July, 1934; Nov, 1937; Nov, 1938; Nov, 1939; Nov, 1940

1293 Bulletin, Southern University and Agricultural and Mechanical College. 1915-? Frequency: Quarterly. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University and A & M College. Last issue 124 pages. Height 22 cm. Table of contents. Variant title(s): Bulletin. Place of publication varies: Scotlandville, LA. Subject focus and/or Features: Essays, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA), Colleges and universities.

1294 Bulletin - the Department of History. 1971-? Frequency: Annual. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Department of History. Last issue 80 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs (some in color); Table of contents. Variant title(s): 71-72 = Catalog - The Department of History. Subject focus and/or Features: History, Howard University, Colleges and universities.

1295 Bump Street. 1993-? Frequency: Monthly. Woodland, CA. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 29591696. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Rap music. WHi Oct/Nov, 1993 Pam 94-1830


1300 Burning Spear. 1970-? Frequency: Unknown. Ann Arbor, MI. Last issue 18 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Alan Douglas. LC card no. sn89-14115. OCLC no. 20709410. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Short stories. MiU v.1, n.1-3 Labadie Collection 1970


1302 Business Briefs. 1978-? Frequency: Annual. Durham, NC. Published by North Carolina Central University, School of Business. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Business, School of Business, North Carolina Central University (Durham, NC), Colleges and universities.
1315  **By Any Means Necessary.** 1971-?. Frequency: Unknown. Stanford, CA. Published by Ruchell Magee Defense Committee. Last issue 16 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 20374079. Subject focus and/or Features: Ruchell Magee, Prisons, Prisoners, Poetry.

MU, ?, 1971 Bloom Collection

1316  **By Any Means Necessary.** 1985-. Frequency: Bi-monthly. By Any Means Necessary, P.O. Box 31726, Jackson, MS 39286. $7 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (601) 354-8731. Published by New Afrikan People's Organization. Last issue 24 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Available in microform from: WHi (1992- ). OCLC no. 27921519. Subject focus and/or Features: Black Muslims, Islam.


1317  **By Word of Mouth.** 1996-?. Frequency: Unknown. Sandra Kitt, Editor, By Word of Mouth, P.O. Box 403, Planetarium Station, New York, NY 10024-0403. Published by Sandra Kitt. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 37642412. Subject focus and/or Features: Women authors.

WHI Summer/Fall, 1996 Pam 01-6413

1318  **By Words.** 1978-?. Frequency: Annual. Washington, DC. Published by Institute for the Preservation and Study of African American Writing. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Short stories, Essays, Poetry, Book reviews.

DHU v.9, n.4 Periodicals 1986/87

**The Bystander.** 1926–1927? Frequency: Monthly. Brooklyn, NY. Published by Christ Church Cathedral. Last issue 20 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Thomas E. Jones, Cyril A. Wilson. Subject focus and/or Features: Christ Church Cathedral (Brooklyn, NY), Religion.

DHU v.1, n.1-9 Periodicals Dec, 1926-Sept, 1927


DHU v.2, n.1 Periodicals Oct, 1982

1321  **Caash Magazine.** 1993-? Frequency: Unknown. Philadelphia, PA. Published by Caash Press. Last issue 18 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): G. M. Abdul-

lah. OCLC no. 29291847. Subject focus and/or Features: Homeowners associations, Consumer information.

WHI v.1 Pam 01-4828 Sept, 1993

1322  **CAALA News.** 1995-?. Frequency: Unknown. CAALA News, Cleveland, OH. Published by Cleveland Area African American Library Association. Last issue 3 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 33241384. Subject focus and/or Features: Librarians, Cleveland Area African American Library Association, Organization news.

WHI n.7; v.3, n.3; 9 Pam 01-5040 Sept, 1995; Sept, 1996; Sept, 1997

1323  **CAAR Newsletter.** 1993-?. Frequency: Unknown. CAAR Newsletter, c/o Dispartipento di Anglistica, Via Carlo Fea, 2 00161, Rome, Italy. Telephone: (396) 49917625, FAX (396) 86320369. Published by Collegium for African-American Research. Last issue 8 pages. Height 30 cm. OCLC no. 29824791. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies, Research, Education (Higher), Collegium for African-American Research (Rome, Italy).

WHI v.1-2 Pam 01-4006 Spring-Fall, 1993

CAAR Newsletter. Ann Arbor, MI. see Voices of the African Diaspora. Ann Arbor, MI.

CAAR Newsletter. Los Angeles, CA. see CAAS Report. Los Angeles, CA.

1324  **CAAS Newsletter.** 1985-?. Frequency: Unknown. Athens, OH. Published by Ohio University, Center for Afro-American Studies. Last issue 6 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies, Art, Ohio University Center for Afro-American Studies, Colleges and universities.

CAAS Newsletter. Fall, 1985


WHI v.9 n.1; v.14, n.12- Circulation 1985; 1990/1991-WU v.12, n.1/2- Periodicals 1989-

DHU v.4, n.1-v.13, n.1/2 Periodicals Nov, 1979-1990
1326 **CABL Journal Magazine.** 1996-. Frequency: Bimonthly. CABL Journal Magazine, 220 Euclid Ave., Suite 110, San Diego, CA 92114. Telephone: (619) 266-8005. Published by California Association of Black Lawyers. Last issue 18 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 36178158. Subject focus and/or Features: California Association of Black Lawyers, National Bar Association, Law and legislation, Lawyers.

WHi Sept/Oct, 1996- Circulation


WHi Jan, 1995 Pam 01-5817

1328 **Cablelines.** 1973-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Washington, DC. Published by Charles Tate. Last issue 15 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Morrissa Young, Bill Quinn. ISSN 0147-3301. LC card no. sc77-1298. OCLC no. 3140974. Subject focus and/or Features: Television programs, Television.

NN-Sc v.2, n.5-v.6, n.4 Bound Periodicals June, 1974-May/June, 1978

1329 **The C.A.C. World.** 1986-? Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by Central Advisory Council, Chicago Housing Authority. Last issue 8 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 15311969. Subject focus and/or Features: Housing, Education, Public housing.

IC-CW v.2, n.2 Vivian Harsh Collection Feb, 1987 McBride Papers

1330 **Cadets’ Pride.** 1977-? Frequency: Quarterly. Prairie View, TX. Published by Prairie View A & M University, ROTC. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Vanessa Phillips, 1977; Robert Thomas, 1977; Diunna Fay Greenleaf, 1979; Diunna Churchwell, 1980; Charlotte Leviston, 1980. Subject focus and/or Features: ROTC, Prairie View A & M University (Prairie View, TX), Colleges and universities.

TxPV [1977-1980] Archives

1331 **Cage.** 1992-. Frequency: Monthly. Chris Cooper, Editor, Cage, 387 Park Ave., S, New York, NY 10016. $15 for individuals and institutions. Published by Marvel Comics. Last issue 32 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. ISSN 1063-4940. LC card no. sn92-4379. OCLC no. 26046971. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi v.1, n.6-8, 10-20 Pam 00-173 Sept-Nov, 1992; Jan-Nov, 1993

MiEM n.1-20 Special Collections Apr, 1992-Nov, 1993

1332 **Cairo News.** 1971-?. Frequency: Weekly. Cairo, IL. Last issue 2 pages. Height 58 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Preston Ewing, “Coverage of Southern Illinois.” “Compiled and edited by United Front and NAACP of Cairo, IL” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.1, n.6-8, 10-20 Pam 00-173 Sept-Nov, 1992; Jan-Nov, 1993

MiEM n.1-20 Special Collections Apr, 1992-Nov, 1993

1333 **Calendar of Events.** 1985-?. Frequency: Weekly. Miami, FL. Published by Florida Memorial College. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Florida Memorial College (Miami, FL).

FMFMC n.5-6 Archives Mar 17-23, 1985

1334 **Calendar of Events.** 1997-?. Frequency: Unknown. Calendar of Events, 8081 Olive Blvd., St. Louis, Mo. Published by Afrocentric Books & Cafe. Last issue 1 page. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 37974553. Subject focus and/or Features: Book dealers, Literature, Entertainment, Calendar.

WHi Nov, 1997 Pam 01-6910

1335 **Calendar of Events.** 1992-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Calendar of Events, 125 Bull St., College of Charleston, Charleston, SC 29424-0001. Telephone: (803) 727-2009. Published by The Avery Research Center for African American History and Culture. Last issue 2 pages. Height 35 cm. OCLC no. 27789650. Subject focus and/or Features: Avery Research Center for African American History and Culture (Charleston, SC), Calendar.

WHi Spring, 1992, Fall, 1992, Spring, 1993- Circulation

1336 **Calendar of Exhibitions and Events.** 1995-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Calendar of Exhibitions and Events, 740 East 56th Place, Chicago, IL 60637-1495. Telephone: (312) 947-0600, FAX (312) 947-0677. Published by Dusable Museum of African American History. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 25734617, 36169373. Subject focus and/or Features: Calendar, Dusable Museum of African American History, Museums, History.

WHi Jan/Mar-Apr/June, 1995 Pam 01-6248

WHi Oct/Nov/Dec, 1996 Circulation
1337 *The Calhoun Courier*. 1928-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Calhoun, AL. Published by Calhoun Colored School Students. Last issue 54 pages. Height 23 cm. Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Darithus Outrey. OCLC no. 32342476. Subject focus and/or Features: School newsletter, Poetry, Short stories, Essays, Calhoun Colored School (Calhoun, AL).

WHi Last quarter, 1928/9 Pam 01-2289


1339 *California Association of Black Lawyers*. 1979-?. Frequency: Unknown. San Diego, CA. Published by California Association of Black Lawyers. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Daniel Weber. OCLC no. 7617488. Subject focus and/or Features: Law and legislation, Lawyers, California Association of Black Lawyers.

WHi v.3, n.1 Pam 01-4094 Apr, 1981


DHU Feb, 1971 Periodicals

1341 *California Courier*. 1966-? Frequency: Weekly. Los Angeles CA. Published by William D. Parker. Last issue 6 pages. Height 56 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. “Biggest paper in the West.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

CLU v.1, n.1 Special Collections June 3, 1966


CU [v.25, n.43-v.42, n.30; v.68, n.20-v.72, n.39] NewsMicro [Dec 13, 1913-Mar 14, 1930; Aug 21, 1947-Dec 27, 1951]


CLU v.2, n.9, 23; v.6, n.41 Special Collections Jan 22, Apr 23, 1921; Dec 3, 1926


WHi v.35, n.18-v.42, n.31; v.53, n.45; v.57, n.18; Microforms v.72, n.24- Oct 8, 1954-Dec 30, 1960; Mar 17/23, 1972; Oct 31-Nov 6, 1975; Jan 9, 1992-

GAU Magnet Current issues Periodicals

MoHi v.1; v.4- Microfilm Nov 1, 1919; Jan 7, 1922-;

TxDaHi v.31, n.42; v.32, n.23; v.47, n.5; v.48, n.23 Newspapers Oct 27, 1950; Mar 9, 1951; Apr 29/May 5, Sept 2/8, 1966

1345 *The Call*. 1919-?. Frequency: Weekly. Houston, TX. Published by C.A. Franklin. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. “Southwest’s Leading Weekly.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

TxD v.32, n.29 Barker Oct 6, 1950
1346  The Call (Texas edition). 1929-? Frequency: Weekly. Houston, TX. Published by C.A. Franklin. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): C. A. Franklin. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

TxU v.32, n.20 Barker Oct 6, 1950


WHi v.62, n.40; v.63, n.1- Microforms Oct 4, 1975; Jan 3, 1976.; IC-CW v.12, n.48- Vivian Harsh Collection Jan 6, 1936-; OHi v.10- Microfilm Jan 1, 1934-


WHi v.59, n.1-v.60, n.52; v.61, n.10-13; v.75, n.2- Microforms Jan 1, 1972-Dec 29, 1973; Mar 9-30, 1974; Jan 11, 1990-; OHi v.57- Microfilm Jan 24, 1970-


WHi v.74, n.2- Microforms Jan 12, 1989-; OC v.66, n.11- Periodicals Mar 7, 1979-; OCHP Current Issues Circulation OHi v.64- Microfilm Dec 3, 1977-

1350  Call and Response: Newsletter of the African American Studies Program. 1994-. Frequency: Two times a year. Virginia Whatley Smith, Editor, Call and Response, African American Studies Program, 901 South 15th St., Room 151, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL 35294. Telephone: (205) 975-9652, FAX (205) 975-9649. Published by University of Alabama at Birmingham, Department of English. Last issue 4 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 29736845. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American Studies, University of Alabama at Birmingham.

WHi v.1- Circulation Winter, 1994-


WHi Dec/Jan 1938/9; Feb, Apr, July, 1939 Microforms


Previous editor(s): Floyd Calvin. Available in microform from: NN (1938). Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


NJCaHi v.1, n.3, 8, 28; v.2, n.30 Periodicals May 22, June 26, Dec 11, 1915; Mar 9, 1918


WHi v.1, n.1-6 Microforms Jan, 1939-Jan, 1940


WHi v.1, n.1-12; 14-15, 17-18, 19-20 Microforms June 15-July 2, Aug 10-Sep 27, Nov 24-Dec 18, 1935; Feb 14-Apr 1935


WHi v.1, n.2-12; 14-v.2, n.8; 16-19 Microforms Nov 26, 1935-Oct 7, Nov 7, 1936-June 21, Nov 25, 1937-Jan, 1938

Camp Chatter. Corydon, IN. see **Camp Chatter of Company 517. Corydon, IN.**


WHi [June 8, 1934-Oct 8, 1936] Microforms


WHi v.1, n.1 Microforms Oct, 1939

Camp Kenworthy Pine Cone. Hemet, CA. see **Pine Cone. Hemet, CA.**


WHi v.1, n.5 Microforms Aug 10, 1935


WHi Jan 16, 1936 Microforms
ICHi Sept 12, 1929 Barnett Papers

Campbell Family Journal. Chicago, IL. see *Our Family*. Chicago, IL.

1365  Campus Bits. 1971-? Frequency: Weekly. Prairie View, TX. Published by Prairie View A & M University, Office of Publications. Last issue 4 pages. Height 22 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Prairie View A & M University (Prairie View, TX), Colleges and universities—Students.

1366  Campus Calendar. 1994-1995? Frequency: Quarterly. Andrea Ashmore, Editor, Campus Calendar, Office of Publications, Atlanta, GA 30314. Telephone: (404) 223-1482. Published by Spelman College, Office of Public Relations. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 31689843. Subject focus and/or Features: Spelman College (Atlanta, GA), Calendar, Colleges and universities.

WHi July/Aug/Sept, 1994-July/Sept, 1995 Pam 01-5507


LND n.1-n.16 Archives Sept, 1973-May 28, 1976
LN n.3-4, 6 [n.1], 10, 16 LOU2B Jan-Mar, Apr, Sept, 1973; Mar, May 28, 1976

1368  Campus Chats. 1946-1973. Frequency: Monthly. Tuskegee, AL. Published by Tuskegee Institute. Last issue 2 pages. Last volume 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. "A monthly newsletter from the President of Tuskegee Institute to Members of the Faculty." Subject focus and/or Features: Tuskegee Institute, Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.

ATT v.1, n.1-v.25, n.7 Archives Jan 15, 1946-July, 1973

1369  Campus Chit Chat. 1972?-? Frequency: Weekly. Tyler, TX. Published by Texas College, Public Relations Office. Height 36 cm. "Weekly Faculty-Staff Newsletter." Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Texas College (Tyler, TX).

TxCyT 1972; 1975; 1976 Archives

1370  Campus Clips. 1986?- Frequency: Biweekly. Durham, NC. Published by North Carolina Central University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 20517811, 19728933. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, North Carolina Central University (Durham, NC).


MsJSU Nov 14 1975; Oct 22-29 1976 Archives


OCHP v.1, n.3 MSS 774 Spring, 1965

Campus Currents. Cheyney, PA. see Cheyney's Campus Currents.

Cheyney, PA.

1373  Campus Dateline. 1987-. Frequency: Weekly during school year. Campus Dateline, Oakwood College, Huntsville, AL 35896. Published by Oakwood College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 33268342. Subject focus and/or Features: Calendar, Oakwood College (Huntsville, AL), Colleges and universities.

AHO v.1- Archives Aug 16, 1987-

1374  Campus Defender. 1992-1993. Frequency: Bimonthly. Houston, TX. Published by Sorceria Messiah. Last issue 32 pages. Height 37 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): ReShonda L. Tate. OCLC no. 27952307. Subject focus and/or Features: Middle school students, High schools—Students, Education, Youth.

WHI v.1, n.1-3 In process Nov/Dec, 1992-Apr, 1993

1375  Campus Digest: *The Voice of the Tuskegee Institute*.


Amistad v.13, n.7; v.26, n.2; v.33, n.6 Periodicals Feb 11, 1939; Dec 11, 1948; Jan 22, 1965

ATT v.2, n.1- Periodicals 1925-

DfHU v.26, n.3; v.28, n.1- Periodicals Jan, 1949; Nov-Dec, 1950

WHi Sept-Nov, 1937; Jan-Apr, 1938 Microforms

1384 Canon Roar. 1941-? Frequency: Unknown. Place of publication unknown. Published by 16th Battalion. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): James M. Coggs, Mar 25, May 28 & July 2-Sept 17 1943; Charles T. Beavers, Apr 9-23 1943. Subject focus and/or Features: 16th Battalion, World War II, Military service.

DHU v.4,n.3-5, 7-9, 11 Periodicals Mar 25-Apr 23; May 28-July 2, Sept 17 1943


DHU v.3, n.1 Howardiana Apr, 1959

1386 The Canterbury Herald. 1965-? Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Published by Canterbury Association, Howard Chapter. Last issue 3 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Canterbury Association, Howard Chapter, Episcopal Church, Religion.

DHU v.1, n.3 Howardiana Apr 9, 1965


T xU Jan 12, 1962-June 24, 1971 Burke


Available in microform from: WHi (1990, 1992-). OCLC no. 27030813. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


WHi v.37, n.43- Microforms Sept 19, 1991-

DHU v.10, n.5; v.20, n.24; v.22, n.14- Washingtoniana Nov 8, 1963; Aug 5, 1973; Jan 2, 1975-


WHi v.1, n.1- Microforms Aug 29, 1985-

1392 Cappy’s Camp Courier. 1936-1942. Frequency: Irregular. Platte City, MO. Published by Civilian Conservation Corps, Company 4755-C. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s):
1393 The Capstone. 1979?. Frequency: Weekly (During academic year). Eleanor Murrell, Editor, The Capstone, Howard University, 1240 Randolph St. NE, Washington, DC 20059. Telephone: (202) 806-4937, FAX (202) 635-1889. Published by Howard University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 27 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Eleanor Murrell, Jan 29 1990. ISSN 0126-6778. LC card no. sn92-3274. OCLC no. 25695674. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Howard University.

WHi v.2, n.3; v.13, n.3, 7, 18- Circulation Jan 29, 1990; Jan 28, Mar 9, July 27, 1992-

DHU v.16, n.1- Archives Jan 17, 1995-

IC-CW v.7, n.7, 14 Vivian Harsh Collection Mar 3, Apr 28, 1986

NN-Sc v.4, n.31, v.10, n.30- Newsletters Nov 21, 1983, Dec 4, 1989-


WHi n.1, 3 Pam 00-178 June, 1992, Feb, 1994


NN-Sc v.1, n.1-2 Newsletters Dec/Jan-Feb, 1984-

1396 The Caravan. 1922-? Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by Whitney & Jackson. Last issue 24 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): James A. Jackson. OCLC no. 33459000. "Published in the interest of all Masons," Subject focus and/or Features: Masons, Fraternal organizations.

DHU v.1, n.17 Periodicals May, 1923

NN-Sc v.1, n.10 Sc 366.107-C Nov, 1922

1397 The Cardozo Owl. 1953-?. Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Cardozo High School. Last issue 4 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Lawrence Traynham, Apr 5 1954; Gretchen Dickens, Nov 1959. Subject focus and/or Features: Student newsletter, Cardozo High School (Washington, DC), High schools—Students.

DHU v.2, n.4; v.8, n.1 Periodicals Apr 5, 1954; Nov, 1959

1398 Care Taker. 1972-?. Frequency: Weekly. Dallas, TX. Published by Bishop College, Centralized Development Services Office. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Bishop College (Dallas, TX).

TxDa [v.4, n.6-46] Texas Collection [July 18, 1975-June 11, 1976]

1399 Career Advantage. 1987-? Frequency: Unknown. Boston, MA. Published by Career Advancement Network. Last issue 14 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Oliver Scott. Subject focus and/or Features: Employment, Job training.

NN-Sc v.1, n.1, 3 Newsletter Spring, Dec, 1987

1400 Career Counseling and Placement News Notes. 1979-?. Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 36 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Employment, Counseling, Careers, Colleges and universities. MsJSU 1979 Archives

1401 The Career Engineer. 1993-?. Frequency: Monthly. Alexandria, VA. Published by Norris Hite Jr. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Dianne Williams Hayes. OCLC no. 30541028. "The National Society of Black Engineers" newsletter for Professional Engineers," Subject focus and/or Features: Engineers.

WHi v.2, n.2 Pam 01-5819 Jan, 1994


WHi v.2, n.3- Circulation May/June, 1990-

UnM. ISSN 0008-6525. LC card no. 71-16267, sn80-8393. OCLC no. 1553369. Subject focus and/or Features: Caribbean area, Caribbean people.

DHU v.3, n.2-v.15, n.4 Periodicals Summer, 1971-Spring, 1987

1415 Caribbean Times. 1995?- Frequency: Twice a month. Simone Gill, Editor, Caribbean Times, 643 Vanderbilt Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11238. Telephone: (718) 638-8938. Published by Caribbean Times, Inc. Last issue 28 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 32941964. Subject focus and/or Features: Caribbean people.

WHi v.3, n.2 Pam 01-3698

1416 Caribe. 1978?- Frequency: Quarterly. New York, NY. Published by Visual Arts Research and Resource Center relating to the Caribbean. Last issue 8 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. ISSN 0741-0085. LC card no. 85-642030, sn83-4413, sf85-641998. OCLC no. 10057381. Subject focus and/or Features: Caribbean people, Caribbean culture.

DHU v.3, n.8 Stacks 84x

1417 Carl Swisher Library Newsletter. 1985?- Frequency: Monthly. Daytona Beach, FL. Published by Bethune-Cookman College, Carl Swisher Library. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Libraries, Bibliographic instruction. Carl Swisher Library, Bethune-Cookman College (Daytona Beach, FL), Colleges and universities.

FDbcc v.5, n.3; v.6, n.1 Periodicals Nov, 1989; Sept, 1990


DHU [v.1, n.1-v.3, n.31] Periodicals Dec 27, 1927-Apr 25, 1930

Carlton Y Post, Brooklyn, NY. see Carlton Y Post, Brooklyn, NY.

1419 Carnival Toronto Magazine: A Black Perspective on Caribana. 1988?- Frequency: Unknown. Toronto, Ontario. Published by Norman Murray. Last issue 34 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Norman Murray, OCLC no. 27927983. Subject focus and/or Features: Caribbean people.

WHi July, 1988 Pam 01-3698

1420 Carolina Contrast. 1966- Frequency: Bimonthly. Columbia, SC. Published by South Carolina Voter Education Pro-
ject. Last issue 12 pages. Last volume 288 pages. Height 25 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Race relations, History.

WHi v.1, n.3, 5-6 Pam 74-2898 Oct 14, Nov 19-Dec 21, 1966


WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-7011 Apr, 1952

Nc v.1, n.1 Newspapers Apr, 1952


WHi v.3, n.28, 35, 36, 38; v.15, n.6- Microforms Oct 10, Dec 5-12, 26, 1970; Feb 29, 1982-

1423 The Carolina Review. 1939- Frequency: Quarterly. Elizabeth City, NC. Published by State Teachers College. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Roland C. McConnell. Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Higher), Book reviews, State Teachers College (Elizabeth City, NC).

DHU v.1, n.1 Periodicals May, 1939


WHi v.22, n.51; v.36, n.8; v.51, n.17, 19, Microforms v.53, n.24, 37, 39, v.67, n.40; v.72, n.28- Dec 20, 1941; Feb 20, 1960; Apr 29, May 6, 1972; Aug 30, Sept 20, Oct 11, 1975; Oct 7, 1989; July 16, 1994-

DHU v.23, n.24-v.67,n.31 Microfilm June 13, 1942-Aug 5, 1989

1425 The Carolina Tribune. 1928-1941? Frequency: Weekly. Raleigh, NC. Published by Carolina Tribune Publishing Com-
pany. Last issue 10 pages. Height 58 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): H. I. Fontellio-Nanton. Supersedes: Carolinian. LC card no. sn92-72999. OCLC no. 25587012. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

ViPetU v.18, n.9 Archives Apr 12, 1941


WHi v.21, n.22-v.25, n.20; v.27, n.46- Microforms Mar 31, 1962- Apr 9, 1966; Sept 7, 1968-


WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 74-3391 Jan 3, 1970

1428 Cart. 1964-? Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by International Publications Limited. Last issue 47 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Norman Spaulding. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Fashion, Beauty, Food, Health, Women.

DHU Apr, 1964 Periodicals

1429 Cartoon Man. 1983-. Frequency: Unknown. Darnell Towns, Editor, Cartoon Man, 60 E. Chestnut, Suite 365, Chicago, IL 60611. Telephone: (312) 202-7192. Published by Lucky 7 Comics. Last issue 30 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 29242276. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 00-187 Aug, 1993


WHi v.4, n.1 Microforms July/Aug, 1944

1431 Case Letter. 1949-? Frequency: Unknown. New Orleans, LA. Published by Louisiana Civil Rights Congress. Last issue 3 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Police brutality, Criminal justice system.

LU-NO v.1, n.5 Archives Dec 3, 1949

1432 CASH. 1993-? Frequency: Unknown. Roosevelt, NY. Published by Centennial Avenue School Headliner. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Elementary), Centennial Avenue School (Roosevelt, NY).

NN-Sc Spring, 1993 Uncataloged serials


WHi v.1, n.1-2 Pam 01-3631 July-November, 1973


WHi v.1, n.1-2, 5-12, 15, 17 Microforms Apr 2-9, 30-June 25, July 9, 1908


WHi 1996/97 Pam 01-01-7007 GAAUC undated issue; Spring, 1967 Archives

1436 Catalyst: A magazine of heart and mind. 1983-?. Frequency: Semiannual. Pearl Cleage, Editor, Catalyst, 236 Forsyth St. SW Suite 400, Atlanta, GA 30303. $10 for 2 years for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (404) 730-5785. Last issue 126 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. ISSN 0896-7423. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Short stories.


WaU v.6, n.1-2 Microfilm Feb-Mar, 1921 WaPs v.6, n.1-2 Microfilm Feb-Mar, 1921

1439 *The Catholic Circle.* 1934-?. Frequency: Monthly. Houston, TX. Published by The Catholic Circle, USA. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): L. Homer Kingston. “A monthly magazine devoted to Catholic action among Negroes.” Subject focus and/or Features: Catholic Church, Religion.

DHU v.32, n.3; v.34, n.3-5 Periodicals May 25, 1938; Sept 25, 1941-Mar 25, 1942

1440 *Cause.* 1971-?. Frequency: Monthly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by S. Solomon. Last issue 47 pages. Height 33 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Sanford E. Chambliss, “Dedicated to the reality of equal opportunity.” Subject focus and/or Features: Affirmative action, Employment.

DHU ?, 1971 Periodicals


Wa v.2, n.4-v.5, n.24; v.6, n.1-2 Microfilm July 14, 1917-Dec 11, 1920; Feb-Mar, 1921 WaPs v.6, n.1-2 Microfilm Feb-Mar, 1921 WaU v.6, n.1-2 Microfilm Feb-Mar, 1921

1442 *CBFSA News.* 1976-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. San Diego, CA. Published by California Black Faculty and Staff Association. Last issue 15 pages. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 37585877. “Building a Black academic community through unity and action.” Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Race relations.

WHi v.11, n.4 Pam 01-6493 Apr/Jun, 1986


WHi v.1, n.1-2 Pam 01-4182 Jan-Oct, 1990


WHi v.8, n.2; v.9, n.2 Microforms Fall, 1995; Fall, 1996

DHU v.1, n.1; v.2, n.1-2 Periodicals Winter, 1988; Spring, 1989

TNF v.1, n.2 Special Collections Winter, 1988

WU v.1, n.1- Music Summer, 1988-


ICCBMR v.1, n.1-v.3, n.2 Periodicals Spring, 1988-Winter, 1991


WHi May, 1992- Pam 01-4465

1447 *CCAC News.* 1968-?. Frequency: Unknown. Detroit, MI. Published by Citywide Citizens’ Action Committee. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Education.

MIU v.1, n.1 Labadie Collection Feb, 1968
1448  **CCC Newsletter.** 1973-? Frequency: Irregular. Hampton, VA. Published by Hampton Institute, Communications Center Cluster. Last issue 1 page. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities, Hampton Institute.

ViHa  n.1-2  Peabody Collection  Apr, 1973-Jan, 1974


WHi  v.1, n.6  Microforms Summer, 1966

1450  **CDGM Newsletter.** 1967-? Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Child Development Group of Mississippi. Last issue 6 pages. Height 38 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Pearl Draine. Subject focus and/or Features: Health, Education, Children, Family.

MsU  Aug 28, 1967  Cataloging

1451  **CEA Congressional Ledger.** 1981-? Frequency: Annual. Washington, DC. Published by Congressional Education Associates. Last issue 134 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. ISSN 0737-3007. LC card no. 85-641424, sn83-2340. OCLC no. 9289212. “Rating Congress on Black and Hispanic Interests.” Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, United States Congress.

IEN  v.3  Main/323.173/C387/1984  1984

1452  **CEBA Exhibit Journal.** 1981-? Frequency: Annual. New York, NY. Published by Communications Excellence to Black Audiences. Last issue 400 pages. Height 22 cm. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Lester R. Bellwood, Spring-Fall 1960; William V. Roosa, Fall/Winter 1961/62; Spring 1965; Albert Paul Brinson, Spring 1966. Frequency varies: Quarterly, 1961-1962. ISSN 0528-3760. OCLC no. 6524961. “Published in the interest of the alumni and constituent seminaries of the Interdenominational Theological Center (Gammon Theological Seminary, Absalom Jones Episcopal Institute, Charles H. Mason Theological Seminary, Morehouse School of Religion, Phillips School of Theology, Johnson C. Smith Theological Seminary and Turner Theological Seminary).” Subject focus and/or Features: Theology, Religion, Book reviews, Interdenominational Theological Center, Colleges and universities—Students.

DHU  v.1, n.1-v.7, n.1  A.S.N.C.  Oct, 1943-Feb 26, 1944

1453  **The CE-CE Guide: A Bimonthly Guide to Cultural Events in the African American Community.** 1991-. Frequency: Bimonthly. The CE-CE Guide, P.O. Box 91494, Washington, DC 20090. Telephone: (202) 986-CECE. Published by Cassandra Sneed Ogden. Last issue 32 pages. Height 21 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 0894-427x. LC card no. sn83-11571445. “World Institute of Black Communications.” Subject focus and/or Features: Commercial art.

NN-Sc  1981-1989  Ser-M/C372

TtU  1985  Stacks


ICHi  v.1, n.2; v.2, n.1  qE185.8/V4  1974; Oct/Feb, 1975

1455  **The Cee Tee Dee.** 1943-? Frequency: Monthly. Tuskegee, AL. Published by 320th College Training Detachment, Students. Height 38 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Adolphus Jr. Lewis, Oct 23 1943-Nov 27 1943; Stephen S. Jenkins, Dec 21 1943; Ernest G. Wilson, Jan 15 1944; Clarence Shivers, Feb 26 1944. Subject focus and/or Features: Army Air Corps, Military service.

Amistad  v.1, n.7-10  A.S.N.C.  Oct 23, 1943-Feb 26, 1944

DHU  v.1, n.10  Periodicals  Feb 26, 1944


DHU  v.1, n.1-v.7, n.1  A.S.N.C.  Spring, 1960-Spring, 1963

GAAUC  v.1, n.1-v.7, n.1  Archives  Spring, 1960-Spring, 1966

InElkB  v.3  Main/323.173/C387/1984  1984

1457  **The Center for Academic Reinforcement Newsletter.** Frequency: Quarterly. Washington, DC. Published by Center for Academic Reinforcement (CAR). Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Center for Academic Reinforcement (Washington, DC).

DHU  v.1, n.1  Howardiana  Spring, 1978

1459 *Center for Afro-American Studies Newsletter*. 1989?-. Frequency: Unknown. Middletown, CT. Published by Wesleyan University, Center for Afro-American Studies. Last issue 8 pages. Height 23 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 29831783. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, African-American studies.

WHi June, 1989; July, 1991 Pam 01-6496

1460 *The Center for Black Culture and Research Bulletin*. 1991?-. Frequency: Monthly. Center for Black Culture and Research Bulletin, P.O. Box 6417, Morgantown, WV 26506-6417. Published by West Virginia University. Last issue 2 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 29895848. Subject focus and/or Features: West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV), Colleges and universities—Students.

WHi v.3, n.4- Circulation Oct, 1993-


WHi June, 1995; Summer, 1996 Pam 01-6622


WHi v.3, n.3-4 Periodicals Oct, Dec, 1993

1463 *Center Light*. 1961-1974. Frequency: Weekly. Greenwood, MS. Published by St. Francis Center. Last issue 12 pages. Height 32 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Loretta Mack. OCLC no. 21990903. Subject focus and/or Features: Nonviolence.

CLSL v.3, n.3-4 Periodicals Oct, Dec, 1993


WHi v.5, n.45 Microforms Nov 7/13, 1997


ICCBMR Winter, 1987 Periodicals

1466 *Center View*. 1975?-1991? Frequency: Quarterly. Harlem, NY. Published by Harlem Hospital Center. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Juan Dandridge, Winter 1990-Spring/Summer 1991. Subject focus and/or Features: Harlem Hospital, Health care.

NN-Sc v.8, n.2; v.1 [ns], n.2; v.2, n.1-2 Newsletters Summer/Fall, 1982; Winter, Fall, 1990-Spring/Summer, 1991

1467 *Centergram*. 1988?- Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, Center for Excellence in Education. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities.

MsSU v.1, n.1 Archives 1988

1468 *Central City Times*. 1890-? Frequency: Weekly. Macon, GA. Published by Central City Times Publishing Co. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): L. Miller, S. H. Blocker. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

GM v.1, n.1 Periodicals June 27, 1890 [Fragment]

1469 *Central Florida Advocate*. 1993?- Frequency: Weekly. Central Florida Advocate, 215 S. Parramore Ave., Orlando, FL 32805. Published by Trexel Communications & Publishing Group. Last issue 23 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. ISSN 1090-5715. LC card no. sn96-4537. OCLC no. 35325825. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.2, n.6- Circulation Dec, 1992-

1470 *Central Line: Newsletter for Effective Teaching at North Carolina Central University*. 1990?- Frequency: Unknown. Durham, NC. Published by North Carolina Central University, Office of the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Higher), Teaching.

NCDurC v.2, n.1 Reference Mar, 1991

1471 *The Central Missouri Entertainer*. 1997-. Frequency: Monthly. MO. Published by Peter F. Daniels. Last issue 15

THE CENTRAL MISSOURI ENTERTAINER

OCLC no. 30411735. Subject focus and/or Features: Catholic Church, Religion, Diocese of Oakland.

WHi v.2, n.6- Circulation Dec, 1992-


ICCBMR Winter, 1987 Periodicals

1466 *Center View*. 1975?-1991? Frequency: Quarterly. Harlem, NY. Published by Harlem Hospital Center. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Juan Dandridge, Winter 1990-Spring/Summer 1991. Subject focus and/or Features: Harlem Hospital, Health care.

NN-Sc v.8, n.2; v.1 [ns], n.2; v.2, n.1-2 Newsletters Summer/Fall, 1982; Winter, Fall, 1990-Spring/Summer, 1991

1467 *Centergram*. 1988?- Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, Center for Excellence in Education. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities.

MsSU v.1, n.1 Archives 1988

1468 *Central City Times*. 1890-? Frequency: Weekly. Macon, GA. Published by Central City Times Publishing Co. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): L. Miller, S. H. Blocker. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

GM v.1, n.1 Periodicals June 27, 1890 [Fragment]

1469 *Central Florida Advocate*. 1993?- Frequency: Weekly. Central Florida Advocate, 215 S. Parramore Ave., Orlando, FL 32805. Published by Trexel Communications & Publishing Group. Last issue 23 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. ISSN 1090-5715. LC card no. sn96-4537. OCLC no. 35325825. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.2, n.6- Circulation Dec, 1992-

1470 *Central Line: Newsletter for Effective Teaching at North Carolina Central University*. 1990?- Frequency: Unknown. Durham, NC. Published by North Carolina Central University, Office of the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Higher), Teaching.

NCDurC v.2, n.1 Reference Mar, 1991

1471 *The Central Missouri Entertainer*. 1997-. Frequency: Monthly. MO. Published by Peter F. Daniels. Last issue 15
1472 Central News Wave. 1963-. Frequency: Weekly. Alice Marshall, Editor, Central News Wave, 2621 West 54th St., Los Angeles, CA 90043. Telephone: (213) 290-3000, FAX (213) 291-0219. Published by Central News-Wave Publications. Last issue 20 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): William Bridges. Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment. WHi v.3, n.11 Pam 97-1219 Nov, 1997


1475 Centre. 1972-. Frequency: Bimonthly. St. Thomas, Virgin Islands. Published by Sun-Isle Creations, Inc. Last issue 38 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Culture, History. DHU v.2, n.5, 7/8 Periodicals Oct, Dec, 1918/Jan, 1919


1478 Challenge: A Journal of Research on Black Men. 1990-. Frequency: Two times a year. Obie Clayton, Editor, Challenge, Morehouse Research Institute, 830 Westview Drive SW, Atlanta, GA 30314. Published by Morehouse College. Last issue 76 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. ISSN 1077-193X. Subject focus and/or Features: Men, Education, Employment. WHi v.7, n.3 Pam 01-7006 Dec, 1996


DHU v.3, n.2-v.36, n.40 Archives Feb, 1989-May, 1994

1494 **The Chapel Bulletin.** 1933-?. Frequency: Weekly. Daniel W. Wynn, Editor, Tuskegee, AL. Published by Tuskegee Institute. Last issue 2 pages. Last volume 104 pages. Height 23 cm. OCLC no. 8522162. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion, Liturgy, Prayers, Colleges and universities.


1495 **The Chapel Hill Conscience.** 1963-?. Frequency: Biweekly. Chapel Hill, NC. Published by CURED. Last issue 5 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Segregation, Civil rights.

WHI v.1, n.1; v.2, n.2 Pam 76-2857 July 31, Aug 24, 1963

1496 **Charisma II.** 1982-1983. Frequency: Bimonthly. Kansas City, MO. Published by Charisma II Communications, Inc. Last issue 50 pages. Last volume 200 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Tony Johnson. "A Magazine of the People, for the People and by the People." Subject focus and/or Features: History, Business, Sports, Culture.

KKc v.1, n.1, 3-5 Special Collections 1982-1983


LU-NO n.1-2, 4 Archives Jan-Feb, May, 1945


WHI v.1, n.1-3 Pam 01-4218 Jan, 1991-Winter, 1993

PPT v.1, n.1-2 Special Collections Apr 1990-1991


WHI v.1, n.13 Microforms May 11, 1867

DHU v.1, n.13 MS Micro May 11, 1867

**Charleston Chronicle.** Charleston, SC. see Chronicle. Charleston, SC.


MoHi v.1, n.1-3 Microfilm Aug 18-31, 1934


WHI v.8, n.29; v.13, n.14 Microforms Nov 29, 1941; Sept 3, 1987-

DHU v.3[ns], n.25-v.16, n.45 Microfilm [Dec 12, 1974-June 27, 1991]

Charlottesville-Albemarle Tribune. Charlottesville, VA. see Tribune. Charlottesville, VA.

1502 **Chat Sheet.** 1934?-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Belton, TX. Published by Belton Journal Reporter. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): E. M. Kinchion. Subject focus and/or Features: Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Fraternities and sororities.

DHU Extra edition Periodicals July, 1934

Chatham Citizen. Chicago, IL. see Chatham-Southeast Citizen. Chicago, IL.

1503 **Chatham-Southeast Citizen.** 1965-. Frequency: Weekly. Paul Davis, Editor, Chatham-Southeast Citizen, 412 E. 87th St., Chicago, IL 60619. Telephone: (773) 487-7700, Fax (773) 487-7931. Published by William Garth. Last issue 32 pages. Height 37 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Brenda Garth. Variant title(s): Chatham Citizen, June 16 1965-July 18 1975. Citizen Newspaper. Publisher varies: Gus Savage, [June 16 1965-July 18 1969]

ICHi v.1, n.10; v.11, n.14 Reference June 16, 1965; July 18, 1975


Checkmate. Washington, DC. see Our Family Checkmate. Washington, DC.

1507 Check-out Chatter. 1958?-? Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Published by Safeway Stores. Last issue 8 pages. Height 14 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Community programs.

DHU v.1, n.11; v.2, n.3 Periodicals June, Oct, 1959

1508 Cheerio-Grams. 1943?-? Frequency: Unknown. Atlanta, GA. Last issue 4 pages. Height 30 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Fenuel P. Jones. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Soldiers, Military service.

ICCBMR v.2, n.14 Periodicals Oct 14, 1944

1509 Cheyney Spirit. 1940?-? Frequency: Quarterly. Cheyney Spirit, P.O. Box 91, Cheyney University, Cheyney, PA 19319. Telephone: (800) Cheyney. Published by Cheyney University. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 28278028. Subject focus and/or Features: Cheyney University (Cheyney, PA), Colleges and universities—Alumni.

WHi Spring, 1993- Circulation

1510 The Cheyney-ite Express. 1990-. Frequency: Unknown. The Cheyney-ite Express, Alumni Relations Office, Cheyney University of Pennsylvania, Cheyney, PA 19319. Published by Cheyney University, Office of Institutional Advancement. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Lynn Marie Johnson, Jan/Feb 1990; Etta Baldwin, Jan/Feb 1990. OCLC no. 27966817. Subject focus and/or Features: Cheyney University (Cheyney, PA), Colleges and universities—Alumni, Colleges and universities—Students.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-3104 Jan/Feb, 1990

1511 Cheyney's Campus Currents. 1989-. Frequency: Bi-monthly. Cheyney's Campus Currents, Cheyney University, Cheyney, PA 19319. Published by Cheyney University, Office of Media Relations. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Variant title(s): Campus Currents. OCLC no. 27966880. Subject focus and/or Features: Cheyney University (Cheyney, PA), Colleges and universities—Students.


1512 Chicago 15 Newsletter. 1970?-? Frequency: Unknown. Milwaukee, WI. Published by Chicago 15 Defense Committee. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. LC card no. sn94-25324. OCLC no. 30324032. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Political prisoners.

MIU Mar, 1970 Labadie Collection

1513 The Chicago Advocate. 1905?-? Frequency: Weekly. Chicago, IL. Last issue 4 pages. Height 61 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): P. E. Parker. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

ICHi v.10, n.41 F548.9/C4A2/Folio Sept 22, 1924

1514 The Chicago Afrikan: Talking Drums. 1984-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Talking Drums, Inc. Last issue 20 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Rufai Ladipo. Subject focus and/or Features: News magazine.

DHU v.1, n.1 Microfilm Oct, 1983

ICHi v.1, n.6 F548.9/N3C55 June/July, 1984

1515 The Chicago Bee. 1905?-? Frequency: Weekly. Chicago, IL. Published by Bee Publishing Co. Last issue 20 pages. Height 58 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Variant title(s): Sunday Chicago Bee. Available in
Microform: CRL; LC card no. sn82-15409, sn83-45023. OCLC no. 8807768, 9290081. "The Best Negro Newspaper." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

CHICAGO CHRISTIAN EVENTS GUIDE


IChi Jan, Apr, 1942; Feb, 1943 qF548.9/N3C35


WHi v.12, n.29-30; v.15, n.5-8 Microforms Apr 13-20, 1974; Oct 25-Nov 15, 1975


WHi v.24 [n.s.], n.47- Microforms May 1, 1965-
WHi v.37, n.4 Pam 74-3094 Nov 19, 1949
DHU [v.21, n.31-v.41, n.31] Microfilm [Jan 6, 1962-Dec 26, 1981]


WHi v.4, n.31- Microforms July 31, 1909-

1521  The Chicago Eagle. 1889-? Frequency: Weekly. Chicago, IL. Published by Henry F. Donovan. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Henry F. Donovan. Available in microform from: DLC (1892). LC card no. sn84-25828. OCLC no. 10359768, 2636933. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.6, n.154 Microforms Sept 17, 1892
DHU v.6, n.154 MS Micro Sept 17, 1892

1522  The Chicago Gazette. 1949-. Frequency: Weekly. Tommy Briscoe, Editor, The Chicago Gazette, 2120 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60616. Published by Tommy Briscoe Enterprises. Last issue 8 pages. Height 38 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 26041702. "Serving the African American Community since 1949." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

DHU v.16, n.30-v.18, n.50 July 14, 1976-Nov 23, 1978
ICH i v.43, n.1 F548.9/C36 May 2, 1992

1523  The Chicago Hilltop. 1982-? Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by Howard University, Alumni Association, Chicago Chapter. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Howard University, Colleges and universities—Alumni.

IC-CW n.1 Vivian Harsh Collection Sept, 1982

1524  The Chicago Illinois Idea. 1904-? Frequency: Weekly. Chicago, IL. Published by Mrs. S. B. Turner. Last issue 8 pages. Height 61 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn90-53126. OCLC no. 23103639. "Justice is what
we Advocate - More we do not ask - Less will not content us.”

1525 Chicago Impact. 1972-? Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by Model Cities - Chicago Committee on Urban Opportunity. Last issue 8 pages. Height 44 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 4618684. Subject focus and/or Features: Public housing, Urban renewal.

ICHi v.13, n.24 Reference Oct 28, 1916


1527 Chicago Journal. 1975?-? Frequency: Weekly. South Holland, IL. Published by Antone C. Hayden. Last issue 24 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Frank Boston. Available in microform from: WHi (1975). “Keeping up with the times.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

1528 Chicago Mahogany. 1980-? Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Nathan T. Edwards. Last issue 62 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Larry D. Jackson. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Entertainment.


1530 Chicago Minority Business. 1985?- Frequency: Bimonthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Minority Business Subcouncil of the Chicago Minority Business Development Coun-

NN-Sc v.4, n.1-v.9, n.4 Newspapers [Jan/Feb, 1989-Sept/Oct, 1994]


ICCBMR Feb/Mar-Apr/May, 1992 Periodicals

1532 The Chicago Normalite. 1942?-? Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by Chicago Normalite Club. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 26576851. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Alabama State Mechanical and Agricultural College (Normal, AL).

WHi Apr, 1942? Pam 01-4221
AU Apr, 1942? LC2852/N6.C4x

1533 The Chicago Observer. 1964?-? Frequency: Weekly. Chicago, IL. Published by Leon D. Finney Jr. Last issue 16 pages. Height 39 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Alfred Cain, Eleanor Branch. Variant title(s): Observer. LC card no. sn90-53138, sn91-55380. OCLC no. 23117311, 24035020. "Serving Chicago’s Southeast Side.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

1534 The Chicago Reflector. 1896?-? Frequency: Weekly. Chicago, IL. Published by T.P. Rawlings. Last issue 4 pages. Height 54 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): T. P. Rawlings. LC card no. sn91-55768. OCLC no. 23257134. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


WHi v.21, n.1- Microforms Jan, 1988-
ICHi v.1, n.1- qF381JN/C4 July, 1972-

1536 Chicago Scene. 1984?-1993. Frequency: Two times a month. Chicago, IL. Published by Odu Ikechi Oqueri. Last issue 16 pages. Height 67 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Odu Ikechi Oqueri. OCLC no. 29343845. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.9, n.8; Pam 01-5889 Oct 18/Nov 8, 1993
Chicago Shoreland. Chicago, IL. see Chicago Shoreland News. Chicago, IL.


WHi v.21, n.23- Circulation Aug 5, 1995-
DHU [v.16, n.3-7] Microfilm [Feb 17-Mar 17, 1990]
ICHi v.4, n.41; v.5, n.11, 26-27; 46; v.6, n.34 Reference Nov 22, 1980; Feb 21, June 6-13, Nov 21, 1981; Sept 4, 1982


1540 The Chicago Star. 1920?- Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by Sylvester Russell. Last issue 4 pages. Height 46 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment.

CLU v.2, n.75 Special Collections Oct 1, 1921

1541 Chicago State University Magazine. 1991-. Frequency: Quarterly. Chicago, IL. Published by Chicago State University, Office of Public Affairs. Last issue 48 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Kelley Fead. Variant title(s): CSU Magazine. OCLC no. 26928164. Subject focus and/or Features: Chicago State University (Chicago, IL), Colleges and universities—Students, Education, Higher.

IC-CW v.2, n.1 Vivian Harsh Collection Fall/Winter, 1992 Harris Papers


ICHi Summer, 1963 qF548.9/C463/Folio


ICHi June, Nov, 1980; Fall, 1981 qF548.9/N3R43

1557 **Christ Outreach Magazine.** 1982-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Phillip D. Kimbrough. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Diana E. Kimbrough. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion.


1562 **The Christian Educator.** 1890-? Frequency: Quarterly. Cincinnati, OH. Published by The Board of Education for Negroes of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Last issue 20 pages.


WHi v.16, n.10; v.23, n.12; v.56, n.3; v.60, n.11; Circulation v.62, n.1- Oct, 1949; Dec, 1955; Mar, 1980; Nov, 1984; Jan, 1986-

1568 The Christian Register. 1923?-? Frequency: Weekly. Oakland, CA. Published by First AME Church. Last issue 4 pages. Height 22-29 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Church Bulletin. Subject focus and/or Features: African Methodist Episcopal Church, Religion.

CU v.1, n.15, 18, 20, 23, 26; Bancroft v.2, n.1-4; v.3, n.1 F857.34/M43/AS2/028 Dec 23, 1923; Jan 13, 27, Feb 17-Mar 9, Mar 23-Apr 13, 1924; Apr 12, 1925


WHi v.27, n.7 Microforms Sept 19, 1940
NN-Sc v.27, n.7 Microfilm Sept 19, 1940

Christmas Times. Milwaukee, WI. see Milwaukee Times. Milwaukee, WI.

1570 Christian Youth. 1993-. Frequency: Monthly. D. R. Williams, Editor, Christian Youth, 628 NW 7th Ave., Gainesville, FL 32601. Telephone: (904) 372-7726. Published by Williams Temple COGIC. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 38177944. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion.

WHi v.2, n.10; v.3, n.3 Microforms Oct, 1994; Apr, 1995
NN-SC v.3, n.3, 4 Uncataloged serials Feb, May, 1995

1571 Christmas Cheer. 1950?- Frequency: Annual. New York, NY. Published by Kochiyama Family. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 30792413. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Politics, Christmas.

WHi v.15 Pam 01-4241a Dec 1964


WHi Mar 28, 1991- Microforms

DHU [Feb 6, 1975-Aug 9, 1984] Microfilm

THE CIRCLE UNLEASHED

35432, sn84-28683. OCLC no. 10379825, 9855140, 11411696. Subject focus and/or Features: Abolitionists, Slavery.

WHI v.1, n.9-v.1, [n.s.], n.9 Microforms [May 1836-Feb 1847]

1595 The Circle Unleashed. 1995-. Frequency: Monthly. Edward Sims, Editor, Circle Unleashed, 8552 South Marshfield, Chicago, IL 60620. Published by Epoch Publications. Last issue 33 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color). OCLC no. 32577938. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHI n.1 Pam 00-323 May, 1995

1596 Circuits Smart Woman. 1945-? Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Circuit Publishing Company. Last issue 38 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Alone Feaman. Variant title(s): Home Circuit, Mar-Aug 1947. Circuit. OCLC no. 32361805. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Fashion, Beauty, Food.

DHU v.2, n.4-v.3, n.5 Periodicals June, 1946-Jan, 1948

1597 Circular. 1967-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Zimbabwe African People's Union Student Branch in the U.S.A. Last issue 9 pages. Subject focus and/or Features: Zimbabwe, Liberation movements, Zimbabwe African People's Union Student Branch in the U.S.A.

DHU Nov 6, 1967, May/June, Dec, 1968; Jan-Feb/Mar, 1969 Periodicals


ArU v.1, n.1-7 Microfilm Feb, 1958-Dec 25, 1977

1599 The Citizen. 1915-? Frequency: Monthly. Boston, MA. Published by The Citizen Publishing Company. Last issue 78 pages. Height 25 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Charles F. Lane. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Short stories, Poetry, Book reviews, Essays.

DHU v.1, n.1-2 Periodicals Aug-Sept, 1915


WHI v.1, n.16 Pam 01-6658 Mar 12, 1909


Wa v.5, n.11 Microforms Feb 11, 1911


GA-KC Current issues Archives

1604 City. 1967-. Frequency: Bimonthly. New York, NY. Published by National Urban Coalition. Last issue 60 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Donald Canty. OCLC no. 5667298. “Magazine of urban life and environment.” Subject focus and/or Features: Urban renewal, Housing.


1605 City Campus Magazine. 1991-?. Frequency: Unknown. Gretna, LA. Published by Jurell Belonga. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Introduces African-American students to the New Orleans metropolitan area. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Fashion, Economics.

1607 City News. 1983-?. Frequency: Weekly. Jan Edgenton Johnson, Editor, City News, P.O. Box 1774, Plainfield, NJ 07060. Published by Henry O. Johnson. Last issue 12 pages. Height 56 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

1608 City Scene. 1973-? Frequency: Biweekly. New York, NY. Published by St. Luke’s Public Affairs Committee, And We Care Neighborhood Actions Center, Inc. Last issue 4 pages. Height 26 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Joyce Cleveland. Subject focus and/or Features: Harlem, Community newsletter.


ISSN 0097-7195. LC card no. 75-642263. OCLC no. 1799232. Subject focus and/or Features: Western High School (Washington, DC), Poetry, Photography, High schools—Students. DWP v.1, n.1-8, n.1/2 Washingtoniana Oct, 1974-Oct, 1981


1614 The Civil Rights Crisis: A Synopsis of Recent Developments. 1963-? Frequency: Quarterly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Southern Regional Council. Last issue 21 pages. Last volume 86 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 3859639. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, Civil rights, Southern States.


1617 Civil Rights Monitor. 1985-? Frequency: Quarterly. William L. Taylor, Editor, Civil Rights Monitor, 1629 K St. NW, Suite 1010, Washington, DC 20036. $35 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (202) 466-3434. Published by Leader-
ship Conference Education Fund, Inc. Last issue 14 pages. Last volume 99 pages. Height 28 cm. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Karen McGill Arrington. ISSN 1063-9554. LC card no. sn92-4955. OCLC no. 13746562. “LCEF is an independent research organization which supports educational activities relevant to civil rights.” Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Politics, Research.

WHI v.2, n.2- Circulation Jan, 1987-
DHU v.1, n.1 Periodicals Aug, 1985

1618 The CLA Chronicle. 1985-. Frequency: Two Times a Year. Bernie Evans, Editor, CLA Chronicle, College of Liberal Arts, Grambling State University, Grambling, LA 71245. Telephone: (318) 274-3225. Published by Grambling State University, College of Liberal Arts. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Variant title(s): Chronicle, 1985-1995. Frequency varies: Annual. OCLC no. 38037029. Subject focus and/or Features: College of Liberal Arts, Grambling State University, Liberal arts education, Colleges and universities—Students.

WHI v.11, n.3 Pam 01-6968 Spring, 1997
LGra v.10- Archives Spring, 1995-


ATT v.18, n.1-4 Periodicals Sept 1974-June 1975
MdBMC v.1, n.1- Special Collections Nov, 1957-
NN-Sc v.19, n.1-v.33, n.4 Ser-L/C252 Sept, 1975-June, 1990
TNF v.1, n.1-2; v.3, n.1-3; v.4-v.13, n.3 Special Collections v.14-Nov, 1957-Mar, 1958; Sept, 1959-Mar, Sept, 1960-Mar, Sept, 1970-
Clafin College Review. Orangeburg, SC. see Clafin Review. Orangeburg, SC.

1620 The Clafin Panther. 1946-? Frequency: Unknown. Orangeburg, SC. Published by Clafin University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 46 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Thomas Kilgore, Mar 28 1947; Henry E. Bingham, Nov 1950. Subject focus and/or Features: Clafin University (Orangeburg, SC), Colleges and universities—Students.


1621 The Clafin Review. 1976-? Frequency: Quarterly. Orangeburg, SC. Published by Clafin College. Last issue 60 pages. Height 22 cm. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): George Ross Ridges. Variant title(s): Clafin College Review. ISSN 0191-216x, 0895-5182. LC card no. 79-640440, sn87-18501. OCLC no. 4728672, 15188553. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Essays, Creative writing, Short stories.

NN-Sc v.2, n.2 Serials May, 1978
TNF Spring, 1986; Spring, 1987 Special Collections


WHI Spring, 1992; Winter, 1993- Circulation
FDbBC Fall, 1980- Periodicals

1623 The Clarion. 1936-? Frequency: Weekly. Nashville, TN. Published by Fisk University, Office of Public Relations. Last issue 3 pages. Height 36 cm. Variant title(s): University Clarion, Apr 10 1936-May 24 1940; Fisk University Clarion, Sept 27 1940-May 16 1941. Subject focus and/or Features: Calendar, Fisk University (Nashville, TN), Colleges and universities.

TNF v.1, n.24-28; v.2, n.7-v.12, n.33 Special Collections Apr 10-May 8; Nov 27, 1936-May 31, 1948
Clarion Alumni Bulletin. Daytona Beach, FL. see Clarion. Daytona Beach, FL.

1624 Clarity. 1939-1940. Frequency: Annual. Atlanta, GA. Published by Atlanta University, Laboratory School. Last issue 28 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Laboratory School students, Atlanta University (Atlanta, GA), Essays, Poetry, Short stories.

GAAUC v.1, n.1-3 Periodicals 1938/39-1940

1625 Clark Atlanta Magazine. 1989?- Frequency: Semianual. Toni O’Neal Mosley, Editor, Clark Atlanta Magazine, 4029 Pine Street SW, Atlanta, GA 30314. Published by Clark Atlanta University, Office of University Relations. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color);
Table of contents. OCLC no. 30859736. "For alumni and friends of the university." Subject focus and/or Features: Clark Atlanta University (Atlanta, GA), Colleges and universities—Alumni.

WHI v.2, n.1- Circulation Spring, 1991-

GAAUC v.2, n.1 Periodicals Spring, 1991

Forrest L. Tennant. Subject focus and/or Features: Clark College (Atlanta, GA), Colleges and universities—Students.


WHI v.31, n.1, 3 v.45, n.1; v.49, n.2; HS/1538/C61/A2 v.53, n.4; v.55, n.3; v.56, n.2; v.57, n.1-3; v.58, n.1; v.59, n.2; v.60, n.1; v.75, n.1- Jan, July, 1952; Jan/Febr, 1966; June/July, 1970; Oct/Nov/Dec, 1974; July/Aug/Sept, 1976; Apr/May/June, 1977; Jan/Febr/Mar-June/July, 1978; Nov/Dec, 1980; June/July, 1981; Summer, 1994- Amistad v.9, n.5-v.10, n.5; v.11, n.4-v.12, n.5 Periodicals v.13, n.6-v.15, n.5; v.17, n.6-v.19, n.5; v.54, n.4-v.71, n.1) Sept, 1931- Aug, 1932; Oct, 1933-Aug, 1934; Sept, 1935-Aug, 1936; Sept, 1937-Aug, 1940; Oct/Nov/Dec, 1975-June, 1990 LN Current 2 years Louisiana Collection

1628 Clearinghouse. 1970-? Frequency: Unknown. Atlanta, GA. Published by Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Inc. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. "The Clearinghouse is a project of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools designed to inform about financial aid and other assistance available to the predominantly Negro colleges." Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Financial aid, Scholarships, Fund raising, Wilberforce University (Wilberforce, OH).

OWibf Speical Bulletin, June, 1970 Archives

Cleaview Patriarch. Clearview, OK. see Patriarch. Clearview, OK.

Clearview Tribune. Clear View, OK. see Lincoln Tribune. Clear View, OK.


Cleveland Branch NAACP Newsletter. Cleveland, OH. see Cleveland Branch Newsletter NAACP. Cleveland, OH.

1630 Cleveland Branch Newsletter NAACP. 1960-1964? Frequency: Two times a year. Cleveland, OH. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Cleveland. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Variant title(s): Cleveland Branch NAACP Newsletter. Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

OCIW v.1, n.1-2; v.2, n.3; v.16-22, June 5, 1970 Archives

Cleveland Call and Post. Cleveland, OH. see Call and Post. Cleveland, OH.

1631 Cleveland Branch Quarterly. 1935-? Frequency: Quarterly. Cleveland, OH. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Cleveland. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

OCIW v.1, n.2 MS 3520 May 35, 1935

Cleveland Call and Post. Cleveland, OH. see Call and Post. Cleveland, OH.


WHI v.1, n.1-v.59, n.22; v.61, n.9-v.62, n.43 MS Micro Aug 25, 1883-Jan 3, 1942; Sept 16, 1944-May 20, 1945

WHi v.7, n.19 Microforms Mar 28, 1937

NN-Sc v.7, n.19 Microfilm Mar 28, 1937


WHi v.8, n.26 Microforms Apr 9, 1926

NN-Sc v.8, n.26 Microfilm Apr 9, 1926


WHi v.1, n.2-v.8, n.7 Microforms Mar 28 1903-Apr 9 1910

GAAUC v.1, n.2-v.8, n.7 Periodicals Mar 28 1903-Apr 9 1910


NN-SC n.2 Uncataloged serials Summer, 1956

1638  *Clip Sheet*. 1942-?. Frequency: Semimonthly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Commission on Interracial Cooperation, Department of Field Work. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 27417879. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations.

NcD Series 1-4,n.3 X/Per/C734CL July 15, 1942-Feb 15, 1944

1639  *Close Up*. 1966-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Jackson, MS. Published by Close Up Publishing. Last issue 22 pages. Height 28-34 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Economics, Fashion, Education, Sports.

Amistad v.3, n.3; v.5, n.2, 7 Periodicals Summer, 1968; June, Dec, 1970

1640  *Cloud’s Children’s Pictorial*. 1936-?. Frequency: Monthly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Cloud’s Studies. Last issue 24 pages. Height 31 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): William C. Edwards. Subject focus and/or Features: Children, Photography.

CLU Oct, 1936 Special Collections

1641  *CLR James Journal*. 1990-?. Frequency: Semiannual. CLR James Journal, P.O. Box 812028, Wellesley, MA 02181-0012. Published by The CLR James Society. Last issue 104 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Selwyn Cudjoe. LC card no. sn92-19752. OCLC no. 27125770. Subject focus and/or Features: Cyril Lionel Robert James.

NN-Sc v.1, n.1; v.3, n.1 Serials July, 1990; Winter, 1992

1642  *Club World: Newsmagazine*. 1955-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. East Orange, NJ. Published by Scott, Young. Last issue 46 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Sally Cooke Young. OCLC no. 36218068. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Clubs, Calendar.

WHii v.5, n.6 Pam 96-1614 Winter, 1960

DHU [v.1, n.6-v.3, n.6] Periodicals [Winter, 1956-Winter, 1959]

1643  *Clubdate*. 1978-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. Madelyne B. Blunt, Editor, Clubdate, 13726 Kinsman Road, Cleveland, OH 44120. Telephone: (216) 752-8410. Published by Hurray Productions, Inc. Last issue 56 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. “The magazine of the good life in Cleveland.” “13 years of celebrating Cleveland’s Black community.” Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Entertainment.

OC1W v.1, n.1- F342sl/N3C64 Spring, 1978-

1644  *Cluster*. Dates unknown. Frequency: Unknown. Miami, FL. Published by Florida A & M University, Office of University Relations/Public Affairs. Last issue 22 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Eddie Jackson. Subject focus and/or Features: Florida A & M University (Tallahassee, FL), Colleges and universities—Students.

TNF Fall, 1991 Special Collections

WHi v.1, n.s  Microfilms June 29, 1936

1646  Coal Digger. 1939?-? Frequency: “As and when the spirit moves the writer.” Institute, WV. Published by West Virginia State College, Mining Extension. Last issue 1 page. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Mining, West Virginia State College, Colleges and universities.

Wvln v.3, n.1; v.4, n.2  Archives Apr, 1941; Sept, 1948

1647  The Coal Miner. 1949?-? Frequency: Monthly. Institute, WV. Published by West Virginia State College, Mining Extension. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Mining, West Virginia State College, Colleges and universities.

Wvln v.3, n.3, 6-7; v.4, n.7-8; v.5, n.12  Archives Feb, Sept-Oct, 1951; Jan-Feb, 1952; Jan, 1953


NN-Sc Spring, 1984  Newsletters


NN-Sc v.1, n.2; 4  Microfilm Feb, 1937


NN-Sc v.1, n.1-v.3, n.2  Sc Ser.-M.C243 Summer, 1985-Summer, 1987


KHi v.1, n.1-12  Microfilm C2709 Mar 23-June 13 1908

1652  The Colemanite. 1929?- Frequency: Weekly. Gibsland, LA. Published by Coleman College. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): M. M. Coleman. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Coleman College (Gibsland, LA).

DHU v.1, n.2  Periodicals Mar, 1929

1653  Colleague. 1956?- Frequency: Quarterly. Los Angeles, CA. Height Photographs; Table of contents cm. Variant title(s): Los Angeles Urban League Newsletter, Los Angeles Urban League Colleague. Subject focus and/or Features: Urban League, Business.

CLU v.1, n.5-v.2, n.3; fv5, n.1-v.6, n.1, 4-v.7, n.1, 3-4; Special Collections v.9, n.2-3; v.10, n.4; v.11, n.2  Mid-Summer, 1956-Winter, 1958; Winter, 1959-Jan/Feb/Mar, Oct/Nov/Dec 1960-Jan/Feb/Mar, July/Aug/Sept, 1961; Mar-Sept, 1963; Apr, 1964; June, 1965

1654  Colleague Supplement. 1964?- Frequency: Monthly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Los Angeles Urban League, Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Urban League, Business.

CLU Jan, 1964  Special Collections

1655  Collecting Our Culture. 1991-. Frequency: Quarterly. A. Peter Bailey, Editor, Collecting Our Culture, 2482 Devoe Terrace, Bronx, NY 10468. $35 (for membership). Telephone: (212) 946-1281. Published by The Black Memorabilia Collector’s Association. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Sharon Banks Hart, Tony Chapelle. OCLC no. 27748601. Subject focus and/or Features: Collectors and collecting.

WHi v.1-3, n.1, 5-  Circulation Fall, 1991-Spring, 1992, Winter/Spring, 1993-

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-2  Uncataloged serials Fall, 1991-Winter, 1992

1656  College and Career. 1983?- Frequency: Quarterly. College and Career, 6717 Centennial Blvd., Nashville, TN 37209. Published by National Baptist Publishing Board. Last issue 40 pages. Height 21 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Table of contents. Supersedes: Young Adult Quarterly. ISSN 0746-7001. LC card no. sn85-5546. OCLC no. 10233214. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion, Baptist Church, Youth.

WHi v.26  Pam 01-4814  Third quarter, 1995
1657  *The College Arms*. 1926-? Frequency: Unknown. Tallahassee, FL. Published by Florida A & M College. Last issue 12 pages. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Lela M. McKissack. Subject focus and/or Features: Florida Agricultural and Mechanical College (Tallahassee, FL), Colleges and universities—Students.

Amistad Feb, 1926 Periodicals

1658  *The College Eye*. 1933-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Bowie, MD. Published by Maryland State Teachers College at Bowie. Height 40 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): John White, Caretha Passmore. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Maryland State Teachers College at Bowie.

DHU v.10, n.1-v.12, n.2 Periodicals Oct/Nov, 1942-June, 1955

1659  *College Health Review*. 1936-? Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, School of Medicine. Last issue 6 pages. Last volume 72 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Health, Howard University, Colleges and universities—Students.

DHU v.2, n.5-v.6, n.2; v.11, n.1-v.13, n.6/7 Periodicals [Mar, 1938-Dec, 1941]; [Nov, 1946-Mar/May, 1949]


DHU v.2, n.3; v.4, n.6-no number] Howardiana Fe 16, 1971; Oct, 1973-May, 1979

IC-CW Oct, 1977 Vivian Harsh Collection

1661  *Collegian*. 1978-? Frequency: Irregular. St. Louis, MO. Published by Harris-Stowe College. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Bill Ader. Subject focus and/or Features: Harris-Stowe College (St. Louis, MO), Colleges and universities—Students.

MoHi Mar, 1978; Feb, 1979 Missouri Colleges Collections

1662  *The Collegian: State Agricultural and Mechanical School*. 1922-? Frequency: Monthly. Orangeburg, SC. Published by State College in Orangeburg. Last issue 8 pages. Height 60 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): H. James Green, Nov 1931; Clifton J. Jefferson, Apr 1946, Randy Weston, Fall 1947. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, State Agricultural and Mechanical School (Orangeburg, SC).

Amistad v.10, n.1; v.25, n.5; v.26, n.3 Periodicals Nov, 1931, Apr, 1946; Fall, 1947

DHU v.25, n.2; v.29, n.4 Periodicals Dec, 1945; Mar, 1950


WHi Apr, 1833-Apr, 1834 Microcard


WHi v.1, n.5 Pam 01-5203 3, 1992


DHU [v.2, n.5-v.12, n.2] [May, 1945-Apr, 1957] Vivian Harsh Collection

IC-CW v.1, n.2-v.11, n.3 Vivian Harsh Collection Aug, 1944-Nov, 1956

NC-D [v.1, n.1-v.11, n.14] N1796 [June, 1944-Jan, 1957]

LNK v.7, n.3 Archives Apr, 1951

OWiBU v.2, n.4 Archives May, 1945

TNF v.2, n.11-v.3, n.1; v.4, n.1-5; v.8, n.3-4; Special Collections 7-8, 11-v.9, n.11; 13-v.10, n.2, 4-6; v.11, n.9-11, 14 May, 1946-Feb, 1947; Feb-Aug, 1948; Apr-May, Sept-Oct, 1952; Feb, 1953-July, Dec, 1954-Apr, Aug-Nov, Dec 1955/Jan-May, 1956; Jan, 1957

ViPetU v.8, n.6; v.9, n.8 Archives July, 1952; Sept, 1953

WHi v.1, n.1-v.17, n.5 Microforms May, 1900-Nov, 1909
DHU v.1, n.1-v.17, n.5 Periodicals May, 1900-Nov, 1909
NN-Sc v..l, n.l-v.17, n.5 Sc Ser.-M.C632 May, 1900-Nov, 1909


DHU v.1, n.6, 9 Periodicals Mar, June 1916
TNF v.1, n.7 Special Collections May, 1916


WHi v.1, n.1-29 Microforms Apr 18-Oct 31, 1914


CRedl v.1, n.1-2 Newspapers July 1-Aug 1, 1905


FU v.1, n.21-v.35, n.26 Special Collections Aug 28, 1914-July 23, 1948

1682 The Colored Citizen. 1878-1880. Frequency: Weekly. Fort Scott, KS. Published by Eagleson & Holloway. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): T. W. Henderson, July 26 1878-Sept 27 1879; W. L. Eagleson, Apr 19 1878-Dec 27 1879. Available in microform from: DLC (1878-1879). LC card no. sn83-40558. OCLC no. 2639508. "AMERICA—Our Country! We Toiled for it in 1776; We Fought for it in 1812; and We Saved it in 1863."

Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.2,n.16-49 Microforms Apr 19, 1878-Dec 27, 1879
DHU v.2,n.16-49 MS Micro Apr 19, 1878-Dec 27, 1879


WHi v.1, n.1-v.3,n.44 Microforms June 17, 1897-Nov 16, 1900


KHi v.2, n.3-13; 29-42; 52 Microfilm Feb 21-May 9, Aug 29-Nov 28, 1903; Feb 6, 1904

1685 The Colored Citizen. 1894-? Frequency: Weekly. J. P. Ball Sr., Editor, Helena, MT. Published by The Colored Citizen Publishing Co. Last issue 4 pages. Height 58 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: MtHi (1894). LC card no. sn84-36198. OCLC no. 11254796. "A paper devoted to the social, moral and industrial interests of the colored American of this state." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.1, n.1-10 Microforms Sept 3-Nov 5, 1894


WHI v.3, n.29; v.1 [n.s.], n.42 Microforms May 19, 1866; Jan 18, 1868
DHU v.3, n.29 MS Micro May 11, 1866

1688 **Colored Man’s Friend.** 1897-? Frequency: Quarterly. Lafayette, I.A. Published by Holy Rosary Institute. Last issue 16 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): H. J. Patzelt, Apr 1933-Jan 1941; Charles Windolph, Apr-Oct 1941. OCLC no. 1796491. Published in German edition entitled “Der Negerfreund.” Subject focus and/or Features: Catholic Church, Missions, Education.

1689 **The Colored Messenger.** 1916-? Frequency: Quarterly. Meridian, MS. Published by Negro Missions for the Society of the Divine Word. Last issue 40 pages. Height 25 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): P. J. Wendel. OCLC no. 33267005. A Magazine devoted exclusively to the cause of the Colored missions. This is the Vicksburg number. “Published quarterly by the Negro Missions for the Society of the Divine Word.” Subject focus and/or Features: Missions, Religion.


1691 **Colored Patriot.** 1883?-? Frequency: Weekly. Cincinnati, OH. Published by Patriot Publishing Company. Last issue 4 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): George E. Cowley. LC card no. sn84-28752. OCLC no. 11416184. “The Patriot is the only Colored Republican paper published or printed in Cincinnati.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

1692 **The Colored People’s Magazine.** 1910?-? Frequency: Monthly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Victor Jenkins Welborn. Last issue 48 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Politics, Current events.

1693 **The Colored Presbyterian.** 1903?-? Frequency: Weekly. Nashville, TN. Published by Spencer Jackson, H.A. Cameron. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. “In the interest of Presbyterian and the general welfare of the Colored Race in America.” Subject focus and/or Features: Presbyterian Church, Religion.

1694 **Colored Radical.** 1876-1876. Frequency: Weekly. Leavenworth, KS, Lawrence, KS. Published by A. Williams. Last issue 4 pages. Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): T. W. Henderson. LC card no. sn85-29266. OCLC no. 12130554. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Teachers, Book reviews.

1695 **The Colored Teacher.** 1916-? Frequency: Monthly. Wilberforce, OH. Published by F.A. McGinnis. Last issue 18 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): F. A. McGinnis. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Teachers, Book reviews.

1696 **The Colored Virginian.** 1875?-? Frequency: Weekly. Petersburg, VA. Published by Arthur B. Mackey. Last issue 4 pages. Height 56 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Arthur B. Mackey. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


1698 **Colored Voters News.** 1940?-? Frequency: Irregular. St. Louis, MO. Published by Negro Division of the Missouri State Republican Headquarters. Last issue 4 pages. Height 23 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Republican Party, Voters and voting.

1699 **Colored Voters News.** 1940? Frequency: Irregular. St. Louis, MO. Published by Negro Division of the Missouri State Republican Headquarters. Last issue 4 pages. Height 23 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Republican Party, Voters and voting.
1699  The Colorline Series. 1937-?  Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by National Urban League. Last issue 32 pages. Height 23 cm. Table of contents. Each issue is devoted to a different topic. Subject focus and/or Features: Employment. OHi v.7, n.2 Microfilm Apr 6, 1940


1703  The Columbian. 1954?-? Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Published by District of Columbia Teachers College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Elmer S. Kyler. Subject focus and/or Features: District of Columbia Teachers College. OHi v.11, n.3-4; v.15, n.3-5 Periodicals Mar-May/June, 1964; Mar-May/June, 1968 DHU v.11, n.3-4; v.15, n.3-5 Periodicals Mar-May/June, 1964; Mar-May/June, 1968

1704  Columbus Advocate. 1933?- Frequency: Weekly. Columbus, OH. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: Ohio Historical Society. OHi v.7, n.2 Microfilm Apr 6, 1940

1705  Columbus Black Pages. 1993?-1994? Frequency: Annual. Columbus, OH. Published by Katherine Baily. Last issue 48 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 34524041. "Your connection to the minority community." Subject focus and/or Features: Business-Directories. OHi 1993/1994 Pam 01-5475


1707  Columbus Chronicle. 1895-1900. Frequency: Weekly. Columbus, GA. Published by J.T. Coleman. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): J. T. Coleman. Available in microform from: DLC (1900). LC card no. sn83-16189. OCLC no. 9613829, 2639475. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. OHi v.4, n.26 Microforms Jan 27, 1900 DHU v.4, n.26 MS Micro Jan 27, 1900


1722 Commercial College Studies of Negroes in Business. 1914-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University. Height 25 cm. Previous editor(s): George William Cook, George Washington Hines. LC card no. 15-18144. OCLC no. 17987715. Subject focus and/or Features: Business, Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.

GAUAC n.1 E185.8/H84 1914

1723 The Commercial Outlook. 1923?-? Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, School of Commerce and Finance. Last issue 10 pages. Last volume 50 pages. Height 26 cm. Commercial advertising. "Voicing the sentiments and views of students in Commerce and Finance of Howard University, its Alumni and friends, and acquainting the school and public with a knowledge of Negro Business.” Subject focus and/or Features: Business, Economics, Finance, Colleges and universities.


WHi v.3, n.5 Pam 84-5848 Feb 28, 1973

1725 Committee Against Racism National Report. 1973?- Frequency: Unknown. Storrs, CT. Published by Committee Against Racism. Last issue 8 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Race discrimination, Race relations, Colleges and universities.

WHi v.1, n.1-2 Pam 75-858 Dec 1973/Jan-Apr, 1974


MU n.4-5, 7 Bloom Collection Nov, 1974-Apr, Dec, 1975

1727 Committee on Research Newsletter. 1950-? Frequency: Bi-monthly. Institute, WV. Published by West Virginia State College. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Research, Education (Higher), West Virginia State College (Institute, WV), Colleges and universities.


WHi n.4 Microforms Apr 4, 1962


NN-Sc v.1, n.9-12 Sc Micro Feb-Oct, 1943

1731 Common Quest. 1996-.. Frequency: Three times a year. Larry Mof, Editor, Common Quest, Room 314, Founders Library, Howard University, Washington, DC 20059. Telephone: (202) 806-7605, (202) 806-6874. Published by Howard University, American Jewish Committee. Last issue 56 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color). ISSN 1087-2833. LC card no. sn96-1770. OCLC no. 34255740. Subject focus and/or Features: Howard University, Race relations, Colleges and universities—Students.

DHU v.1, n.1 Archives Spring, 1996


DHU v.1, n.1-v.7, n.6 Periodicals July, 1942-Dec, 1948

TNF [v.1, n.2-v.6, n.12]; v.11, n.10 Special Collections [Aug, 1942-Dec, 1948]; Apr, 1953

1733 The Commoner. 1875?- Frequency: Weekly. Washington, DC. Last issue 2 pages. Height 56 cm. Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): George W. Williams. LC card no. sn86-53473. OCLC no. 13712980. "The Commoner shall try to be to the colored people of this country a guide, a teacher,
defender, and mirror." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

MH v.1, n.1; v.1, n.1[sic]-3 Periodicals Sept 4; Nov 6-20, 1875


CLU v.2, n.23 Special Collections Mar 18, 1927


WHi v.1, n.1-3, 5-7 Microforms July 24-Aug 7, 21-Sept 4, 1915


DHU v.1, n.1-3, 5-7 MS Micro July 24-Aug 7, 21-Sept 4, 1915

1737 The Communicator. 1974?- Frequency: Bimonthly. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, School of Communications. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Sy Binns, Maurice Williams. Available in microform from: DHU (1975). Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

DHU v.2, n.6-9 Microfilm Feb 26-Apr 25, 1975

1738 The Communicator: Iowa's Leading Multicultural Newspaper. 1986-. Frequency: Bi-weekly. Debbie Mahan, Editor, Merit Publishing Co. 1228 Second Ave., Des Moines, IA 50314. $40 for individuals $30 for senior citizens and students. Published by Johnathan R. Narcisse. Last issue 20 pages. Height 33 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising. ISSN 10643 15X. OCLC no. 20120129. "A New Multicultural Experience." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

IaHA v.1, n.1- Microfilm Nov 1, 1986-

1739 Communicator: Newsletter of the Xavier University Communications Department. 1989-. Frequency: Quarterly. Connie Jackson, Editor, Communicator, Xavier University Communications Department, New Orleans, LA 70125. Published by Xavier University, Communications Department. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28-44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Mass communications, Film reviews, Radio, Television, Colleges and universities—Students. LNX v.1, n.1- Archives Sept, 1989-

1740 Communicator. 1990?- Frequency: Weekly, Jack Harris, Editor, Communicator, 1054 Mt. Vernon Ave., Columbus, OH 43203. $25 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (614) 253-6200, FAX (614) 352-6002. Published by Jack Harris. Last issue 24 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Variant title(s): Communicator News, Jan 6/12-May 12/18 1994. LC card no. sn91-75642. OCLC no. 24900384, 30694746. "Columbus, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Dayton, Canton, Toledo, Youngstown and surrounding areas." "Positive News You Can Use." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.4, n.45- Circulation Jan 6/12, 1994-

1741 The Communicator. 1977?- Frequency: Annual. Norfolk, VA. Published by Norfolk State University, Mass Communications Department. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Leon H. Carter. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Mass communications, Norfolk State University (Norfolk, VA). ViNorU v.3 Archives Spring, 1979

Communicator News. Columbus, OH. see Communicator. Columbus, OH.


WHi v.1, n.11- Microforms Nov, 1985-

1743 Communicare. 1996?. Frequency: Two times a year. Communicare, Southern University and A & M College, Baton Rouge, LA 70813. Published by Southern University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and Universities—Faculty and staff, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA). LScS Fall, 1996- Archives

1744 Communicare. 1990-. Frequency: Annual. Communi-
lished by Grambling State University, Mass Communication Department. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Gaylon 'Gene' Murray. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Mass communications, Grambling State University (Grambling, LA).

1745 Communique: Johnny Mathis Aficionadoes. 1991-. Frequency: Quarterly. Thelma Marchbanks, Editor, Communique, 862 Catskill Dr., St. Louis, MO 63125. $12 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (314) 544-3296. Published by Thelma Marchbanks. Last issue 12 pages. Last volume 48 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 29824405. Subject focus and/or Features: Johnny Mathis fan club, Fan clubs, Johnny Mathis.

1746 The Communique. 1970-. Frequency: Monthly. Wanda P. Young, Editor, Communique, 14000 Hwy 82 W, #7234, Mississippi Valley State University, Itta Bena, MS 38941-1400. Published by Mississippi Valley State University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Mississippi Valley State University (Itta Bena, MS), Colleges and universities—Students.

1747 Communique. 1983-1983. Frequency: Quarterly. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, Center for Excellence in Education. Last issue 42 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Flora C. McGhee, Jan-May 1983; Olivia Smith-Thomas, Dec 1983. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Journalism, Colleges and universities.


1749 Communique. 1977-? Frequency: Irregular. Hampton, VA. Published by Hampton Institute, Office of the President. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs (some in color). Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Hampton Institute.


1752 Community Action Advocate. 1991-? Frequency: Quarterly. Chicago, IL. Published by Greater Grand Crossing Organizing Committee. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Community organizing, Community newsletter.

1753 Community Defender. 1997-. Frequency: Unknown. DeeAngela Muhammad, Editor, Community Defender, P.O. Box 841, Baker, LA 70704. Published by Oscar Muhammad. Last issue 12 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 38032098. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Islam, Black Muslims, Religion.
**THE COMMUNITY SCHOOL BULLETIN**

Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features:
Civil rights.

NN-SC v.2, n.2, 4, 7-8; v.3, n.3 Uncataloged serials June 9, Nov 25, 1949; Feb 10, May 24, July 14, 1950; Jan 25, 1951


MsJSU v.1, n.1-v.3, n.1 Archives Jan, 1943-Jan, 1945


NN-SC v.4, n.3-4; v.5, n.4 Uncataloged serials Jan/Feb/Mar-June, 1988; Mar/Apr, 1989


WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation Feb 6/12, 1997-


1770 *Community to Community Gazette/Rastaman Times*. 1997-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Ras Tony, Editor, Community to Community Gazette/Rastaman Times, P.O. Box 12882, Milwaukee, WI. Published by Xpressions Journal Periodicals. Last issue 8 pages. Height 44 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Supersedes: Formed by the merger of: Community to Community Gazette, and: Rastaman Times. Rastaman Times section retains its own numbering. Subject focus and/or Features: Reggae music, Music, Poetry, General interest.

WHi v.2, n.22- Circulation Nov/Dec 1977


NN-SC Spring, 1994 Uncataloged serials

1772 *The Community Voice*. 1988-?. Frequency: Weekly. Community Voice, 3046 Lafayette St., Fort Myers, FL 33916. $20 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (813) 334-4444, FAX (813) 334-8289. Published by Charles P. Weaver. Last issue 12 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 28171337. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.6, n.23 Circulation Dec 9, 1993-


WHi v.1, n.1 Microforms Nov 30, 1934

1774 *The Compass*. 1941-?. Frequency: Unknown. Elizabeth City, NC. Published by Elizabeth City State College. Last issue 6 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Barbara Fearing. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Elizabeth City State College (Elizabeth City, NC).


WHi v.1, n.1-v.3, n.4 Microfiche Jan, 1920-June, 1921 Greenwood

DHU v.1, n.1-2, n.3 Periodicals Jan-Oct, 1920


DHU v.1, n.5 Pam 01-4076 Oct, 1943


1779 **The Concerned Black People's Advocate.** 1967-? Frequency: Monthly. Madison, WI. Published by Concerned Black People. Last issue 4 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

WHI v.1, n.1 Pam 78-3119 July 29, 1967


WHI v.2, n.52; v.4, n.22, 27; v.6, n.24; Microforms v.7, n.7; v.10, n.26 Oct 2, 1875; Mar 3, Apr 7, 1877; Mar 27, 1879; Apr 8, 1880; Apr 12, 1883

DHU v.2, n.52; v.4, n.22, 27; v.6, n.24; MS Micro v.7, n.7; v.10, n.26 Oct 2, 1875; Mar 3, Apr 7, 1877; Mar 27, 1879; Apr 8, 1880; Apr 12, 1883

1781 **Confidential Bulletin.** 1958-? Frequency: Unknown. Philadelphia, PA. Published by Kappa Alpha Psi, Phi Nu Pi Chapter. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Phi Nu Pi Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi, Kappa Alpha Psi, Fraternities and sororities.

GN-5c v.31, n.3; v.32, n.2, 4; v.35, n.2 Newsletters Fall, 1989; May, Nov, 1990; Apr, 1993


1782 **Confrontation: Third World Studies.** 1970-1978. Frequency: Irregular. Athens, OH. Published by Chicago University, Black Studies Institute, Center for Afro-American Studies. Last issue 72 pages. Last volume 219 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Quincy Troupe, Summer 1970-1974; Francine Childs, Horace Coleman, Selwyn Cudjoe, Lindiwe Pettiford, Cosmo Pieterse, Oct 1976; Selwyn B. Cudjoe, Winter 1976. LC card no. sn93-23112. OCLC no. 3764589. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Short stories, Social conditions, Essays.

DHU v.1, n.2 Periodicals 1971


OAU v.1, n.1-v.2, n.3 Periodicals Summer, 1970-Winter, 1978

1783 **Confrontation.** 1970-1978. Frequency: Three times a year. Athens, OH. Published by Ohio University, Black Studies Institute. Last issue 72 pages. Last volume 230 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. LC card no. sn93-23112. OCLC no. 3764589. Subject focus and/or Features: Short stories, Essays, Poetry, Art.

DHU v.1, n.2 Periodicals 1971

OAU v.1, n.1-v.2, n.3 Periodicals Summer, 1970-Winter, 1978


WHI v.1, n.1 Microforms Apr, 1943

WHI v.1, n.5 Pam 01-4076 Oct, 1943

1785 Congressional Digest. 1974-? Frequency: Monthly. Robert McAlpine, Editor, Washington, DC. Published by National Urban League, Washington Bureau. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 11996188. “This publication is designed to inform the national NUL movement of activities related to the United States Congress.” Subject focus and/or Features: Law and legislation, Civil rights.


1792 Connections. 1994-? Frequency: Every other month. Atlanta, GA. Published by Dennis Woods. Last issue 15 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Pamela Howell. OCLC no. 30859788. “The Magazine of Atlanta’s Black Singles.” Subject focus and/or Features: Single people.

1793 Connections. 1985-? Frequency: Unknown. East Point, GA. Published by Ben Hill United Methodist Church. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Peggy Rhodes Shaw. Subject focus and/or Features: Calendar, Profiles, United Methodist Church.


OCLC no. 36217755. November, 1996 is a special issue on prisons. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, Civil rights, Prisons.

WHi v.3, n.8- Circulation Nov, 1996.


TxU v.1, n.28 Barker June 30, 1909


1799 The Consort. 1971-. Frequency: Quarterly. Bethlehem, PA. Published by CPS Title III Consortium. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Educational counseling, Educational placement, Education.


NN-Sc 3rd series, n.530-546 Uncataloged serials June 9, 1985-Jan 19, 1986


WHi [v.1, n.1-v.31, n.21] Microforms [July 1, 1972-July 18, 1974]


1802 Contact. 1968-? Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by Richard V. Clarke. Last issue 38 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Richard V. Clarke. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Interviews, Travel, Art, Sports.

Amistad v.3, n.3 Periodicals Feb, 1972

1803 Contact. 1941-? Frequency: Unknown. Institute, WV. Published by National Airmen's Association, Kanawha Branch. Last issue 48 pages. Height 22 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Pilots, Aviation.

Wln v.1, n.1 Archives May, 1941


WHi Oct/Nov/Dec, 1990; Summer, 1992; Dec, 1996 Pam 01-6511

TNF Oct/Nov/Dec, 1990-Spring, 1992 Special Collections

1805 Contemplation. 1946-1946. Frequency: Quarterly. Detroit, MI. Published by Mel Jerome Ravitz. Last issue 46 pages. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Mel Jerome Ravitz. LC card no. sc84-7380. OCLC no. 1564948. Subject focus and/or Features: Essays, Book reviews, Short stories, Poetry.

DHU v.1, n.1 Periodicals Winter, 1946

1806 The Contender for the Faith. 1942-? Frequency: Quarterly. New York, NY. Published by Church of Christ Publishing Company. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): R. C. Lawson. OCLC no. 38023895. Subject focus and/or Features: Church of Our Lord Jesus Christ of the Apostolic Faith (New York, NY), Religion.

WHi [Dec, 1946-Feb, 1950]; Winter, 1977 Pam 01-6933

1808  Continuing Education Newsletter at Bethune-Cookman College. 1990-? Frequency: Semiannual. Daytona Beach, FL. Published by Bethune-Cookman College. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Rober-ton Barragan Jr., 1990; Catherine Kershaw, Aug 1992. OCLC no. 38187406. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Continuing education, Bethune-Cookman College (Daytona Beach, FL).

1809  Continuities. 1974-? Frequency: Two times a year. New York, NY. Published by City College of New York, Black Studies Department. Last issue 63 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Wilfred Cartey, Jerome Brooks, Stanley Macebah, Jeanette Adams, Michele L. Moreland. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, African-American studies, City College of New York.


1813  The Co-op Chronicle. 1975-? Frequency: Irregular. Prairie View, TX. Published by Prairie View A & M University, Office of Cooperative Education. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Prairie View A & M University (Prairie View, TX), Colleges and universities—Students, Cooperative education.


1815  Cooperative Education Newsletter. 1974-? Frequency: Unknown. Atlanta, GA. Published by Morris Brown College. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Higher), Internships, Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.

1816  Cooperative Education News. 1970-? Frequency: Unknown. Wilberforce, OH. Published by Wilberforce University, Cooperative Education Dept. Last issue 8 pages. Height 36 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Higher), Colleges and universities—Financial aid, Work study.

1817  **Cooperative Extension News Bulletin.** 1939-?- Frequency: Bimonthly. Institute, WV. Published by West Virginia State College. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): E. C. Wells, Feb/Mar 1940-June 1941. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, West Virginia State College (Institute, WV), Colleges and universities.

DHU  v.1, n.5-6, 14, v.9, n.2  Periodicals Feb-Mar-Apr, June, 1940; Sept/Oct, 1951

Wvln  [v.1, n.5-v.7, n.7]  Archives  [Feb/Mar, 1940-May, 1946]

1818  **Cooperative Research.** 1996-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Bill Melvey, Editor, Cooperative Research, Box 29, 107 Foster Hall, Jefferson City, MO 65102. Published by Lincoln University. Last issue 4 pages. Photographs (some in color). Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Lincoln University (Jefferson City, MO), Agriculture.

MojCl  v.1, n.1-  Ethnic Studies Center  Spring, 1996-

1819  **The Co-operator.** 1905-?. Frequency: Monthly. Eatonville, FL. Published by Robert Hungerford Normal and Industrial School. Last issue 4 pages. Height 26 cm. Previous editor(s): R. C. Calhoun. Subject focus and/or Features: Robert Hungerford Normal and Industrial School (Eatonville, FL), Colleges and universities—Students.

DHU  v.7, n.3-6  Periodicals  Dec, 1911-Mar, 1912


IC-GW  v.1, n.2-9  Vivian Harsh Collection  Dec, 1953-June, 1954

NN-Sc  v.1, n.1  Sc Micro  Nov, 1953

1821  **The Coppin State College Courier.** 1966-. Frequency: Monthly. Ruffin Bell III, Editor, Coppin State College Courier, Baltimore, MD 21216. Telephone: (410) 383-5858. Published by Coppin State College. Last issue 16 pages. Height 41 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Donna Clayton. OCLC no. 29503387. Subject focus and/or Features: Coppin State College (Baltimore, MD), Colleges and universities—Students.

WHi  v.25, n.1-  Circulation  Oct, 1993-

1822  **COPPS Update.** 1983-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, College of Pharmacy and Pharmacal Sciences. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: College of Pharmacy and Pharmacal Sciences, Howard University, Pharmacy education, Colleges and universities.

DHU  v.2, n.1  Archives  Spring, 1984

1823  **Coptic Times.** 1978-1980. Frequency: Unknown. Miami Beach, FL. Published by Ethiopian Zion Coptic Church. Last issue 24 pages. Height 46 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Brother Louv. Available in microform from: WHi (1978-1980). OCLC no. 8145194, 5575037. “Marcus Garvey came to us, told us of our Homeland far. We must obey his call. Save the souls of our children.” “Behold I have given you every green herb bearing seed.” Subject focus and/or Features: Ethiopian Zion Coptic Church, Religion, Marijuana.


1824  **CopyLine.** 1990-?. Frequency: Monthly. Juanita Bratcher, Editor, Copyline, 9026 S. Cregier St., Chicago, IL 60617. $18 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (773) 375-8127, FAX (773) 375-7461. Published by Bratcher-McMullan. Last issue 42 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 24101895. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Politics.

ICHi  Nov/Dec, 1990-  F548.9/N3/C75

1825  **CORE Action Letter.** 1964-?. Frequency: Monthly. Cleveland, OH. Published by CORE, Cleveland Chapter. Last issue 2 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 8702510. Subject focus and/or Features: Congress of Racial Equality, Civil rights, Housing, Employment.

WHi  No. 1-2  Pam 82-565  Feb-Apr, 1964


WHi  Jan 24, May, Aug, 1944  Microforms


WHi  Spring/Summer, 1989  Pam 01-4863

Amistad  Spring 1-Winter 4, 1977 Periodicals

GA-A  Winter, 1977; [undated issue] Periodicals

MIU  Spring 1-Winter 4, 1977  Labadie Collection

28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Solomon Goodrich, Nov 1970-Feb/Mar 1972; Doris Innis, Fall 1972-Special issue 1974 & Fall 1975-Winter/Spring 1975; Gary Brown, Fall 1972-Special issue 1974; Jim Pickett, Summer 1974-Spring 1975; Connie Rwamunahe, Fall/Winter 1988/89. Subject focus and/or Features: Marcus Garvey, Politics, Integration, Education, Africa, Civil rights.


THE CORE NEWSLETTER

1829 THE CORE Newsletter. 1962?-? Frequency: Unknown. Cambridge, MA. Published by CORE, Boston. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 12627060. Subject focus and/or Features: Congress of Racial Equality, Civil rights.

WHi Jan, 1962 Pam 85-2225

1830 CORE Newsletter. 1964?- Frequency: Unknown. Kent, OH. Published by CORE. Last issue 1 page. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Robert S. Cusick. OCLC no. 8719493. Subject focus and/or Features: Congress of Racial Equality, Civil rights.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 71-2769 Feb 13, 1964

1831 CORE Newsletter: Rhode Island Congress of Racial Equality. 1967?-? Frequency: Unknown. Providence, RI. Published by Len Bumpier and Bob Plante. Last issue 5 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Kayla Chernov. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Vietnam War, Political cartoons.

WHi Aug, 1967 Pam 74-2852

1832 The CORE of the Matter. 1963?-? Frequency: Monthly. Tallahassee, FL. Published by Tallahassee Committee of Racial Equality. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 35733126. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights.

WHi v.1, n.2 Pam 01-5757 July, 1963


WHi Sept, 1967 Microforms

1834 CORE-lator. 1964?- Frequency: Unknown. Ann Arbor, MI. Published by CORE, Ann Arbor. Last issue 10 pages. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Congress of Racial Equality, Civil rights.

MiU v.2, n.1?- Labadie Collection Febr-Oct, 1965


WHi v.1, n.1 Microforms Jan, 1967

1837 COREspondent. 1963?- Frequency: Unknown. Roxbury, MA. Published by CORE, Boston. Last issue 4 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Gordon Brumm. LC card no. sn89-25068. OCLC no. 18977261. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Congress of Racial Equality, Civil rights.

WHi v.2, n.3; 5; 9 Pam 85-2177 Feb 19, Apr 27, Nov 29, 1964

MiU [v.2, n.5-v.3, n.4] Labadie Storage [Apr 27, 1964-July 2, 1965]

1838 COREspondent. 1964?- Frequency: Unknown. Utica, NY. Published by CORE, Utica Chapter. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Congress of Racial Equality, Civil rights, Housing, Employment.

WHi May, 1964 Pam 68-1059

CoreToons Presents Heroes of Faith. Brooklyn, NY. see Heroes of Faith.

177

WHI v.4, n.1 Pam 01-3081 Winter/Spring, 1991

DHU v.1, n.3; v.2, n.1-3; v.3, n.2, 4; v.4, n.1 Periodicals 4th Quarter, 1985; Summer, 1986-Spring/Summer, 1987; Fall/Winter, 1987; Winter, 1990; Winter/Spring, 1991

NN-Sc v.1, n.3-v.2, n.4 Serials 4th Quarter, 1985; Summer, 1986-Spring/Summer, 1987; Fall/Winter, 1987; Winter, 1990; Winter/Spring, 1991

1840 Corpus Christi Weekly. 1960-? Frequency: Weekly. Reynell Parkins, Editor, Corpus Christi, TX. Published by Corpus Christi Publishing Company. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: TxU. OCLC no. 26508765. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHI v.1, n.4, 10 Barker Mar 12, 26, 1960


DHU v.7, n.7; v.8, n.3-4 Periodicals Sept, 1963; Mar-Apr, 1964


WHI v.1, n.6, 10, 12 Microforms May 11, Sept 18, Nov 1937 Cotton Club Cannon, McClellanville, SC. see Southern Cotton Club Cannon, McClellanville, SC.


NN-Sc v.1, n.1 Uncataloged serials Summer, 1993


LNX v.6, n.10 Archives Oct, 1927

1845 Counselor and Herald. 1892-? Frequency: Weekly. Lynchburg, VA. Published by Hill City Publishing Company. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Joshua A. Crawford. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

Vil.-Museum v.2, n.38 91.2.14 Apr 1, 1893

1846 Countdown. 1967-? Frequency: Annual. Talladega, AL. Published by Talladega College. Last issue 3 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Talladega College (Talladega, AL), College recruitment.

AT&L n.2-3 Archives Jan, 1968-Jan, 1969 TC/Pub 27


WHI Spring, 1970 Microforms


DHU v.1, n.1-v.3, n.2 Periodicals June, 1935-Apr, 1939

1849 The Courier. 1910-? Frequency: Monthly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Morris Brown College. Last issue 11 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): E. C. Mitchell. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Morris Brown College (Atlanta, GA).

DHU v.2, n.1 Periodicals Feb, 1911

1850 The Courier. 1982-? Frequency: Weekly. Flint, MI. Published by Concerned Pastors for Social Action. Last issue 12 pages. Height 58 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Avery Aldridge. Variant title(s): CPSA Courier. OCLC no. 32294610. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Religion.

WHI v.14, n.4, 10-11 Pam 96-1365 Jan 22, Mar 5-12, 1995 Courier, Pittsburgh, PA. see New Pittsburgh Courier. Pittsburgh, PA.

1851 Courtbullion. 1932-? Frequency: Quarterly. New Orleans, LA. Published by Dillard University. Last issue 8 pages.


DHU v.5, n.l Periodicals Mar, 1923


WHi v.2, n.6 Pam 01-4201 Jan, 1847


ViPetU v.1, n.5 Archives Jan 17, 1964
CPSA Courier. Flint, MI. see Courier. Flint, MI.

1854 The Craftsman. 1919?-? Frequency: Monthly. Tallahassee, FL. Published by Florida A & M College, The Mechanical Arts Department. Last issue 4 pages. Height 22 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Eugene Bradford. Subject focus and/or Features: Mechanical Arts Department of Florida A & M College (Tallahassee, FL), Mechanical engineering, Colleges and universities.

DHU v.5, n.1 Periodicals Mar, 1923

1855 The Craftsman. 1939?-? Frequency: Monthly. Prairie View, TX. Published by Prairie View State College, The Mechanic Arts Club. Last issue 6 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Thomas E. Bynum, Nov 1937-Mar 1938; C. Roy McGowan, Apr 1943; Quinto Burrell, Dec 1944. Subject focus and/or Features: Mechanic Arts Club, Prairie View State College (Prairie View, TX), Mechanical engineering, Colleges and universities.

DHU v.6, n.1 Periodical Dec, 1944
TxPV v.3, n.2, 6, v.3[sic], n.2 Archives Nov 20, 1937; Mar 26, 1938; Apr, 1943


TNF v.1, n.8-v.2, n.5 Special Collections Nov, 1937-Aug, 1938
DHU v.1, n.1, 4-5; v.2, n.2, 5 Periodicals Jan, June-July, 1937; Jan-Apr, Aug, 1938

1857 CRAM: Campus Revolutionary Action Movement. 1971?-? Frequency: Unknown. Wilberforce, OH. Published by Wilberforce University. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Radical politics, Wilberforce University (Wilberforce, OH), Colleges and universities—Students.

OWilbfU [one undated issue] Archives 1970?

1858 Crane College Clarion. 1948?-? Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by Crane College, Students. Last issue 8 pages. Height 42 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): James Dancer, Crystal/Davis, Harvey Hargrove. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Art, Performing arts.

MiD v.4-v.6 Music & Performing Arts Dept. Nov, 1988-Dec, 1990
NN-Sc v.4, n.10-v.5, n.1, 8-v.6, n.4, 6, 9-10, v.7 Newsletters Jan/Feb-Mar/Apr, Sept-Nov, 1989; July, 1990; Summer/Fall-Winter, 1991; 1992

1860 The “Creative” Record: Performing/Creative Arts and Timely Topics. 1986?-? Frequency: Monthly. Virginia Beach, VA. Published by Barbara-Marie Green. Last issue 18 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Performing arts.

MiD v.4-v.6 Music & Performing Arts Dept. Nov, 1988-Dec, 1990
NN-Sc v.4, n.10-v.5, n.1, 8-v.6, n.4, 6, 9-10, v.7 Newsletters Jan/Feb-Mar/Apr, Sept-Nov, 1989; July, 1990; Summer/Fall-Winter, 1991; 1992

LScS v.11, n.3 Archives Sept, 1996


Features: Creoles.

LScS v.11, n.3 Archives Sept, 1996

1864 *Creole Magazine*. 1899-1900. Frequency: Monthly. New Orleans, LA. Published by Regina Morphy. Last issue 38 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 28510442. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Education, Music, Food, Business.

WHi v.1, n.1; v.4, n.9, 11-12; v.5, n.1-2 Pam 01-4646


LScS-N v.1, n.1-v.5, n.1/2 Archives Dec, 1990-Jan/Feb, 1994


TFN v.1, n.1, 4, 7-8, 11/12 Special Collections May, Sept, Dec, 1899-Jan, Apr/May, 1900


WHi v.34, n.2; v.49, n.2; v.76, n.1 Pam 01-3778

Winter, 1950; Fall, 1963; Winter, 1995/96

DHU [v.11, n.1-v.72, n.1] Periodicals [Apr, 1936-Summer, 1990]

LNX v.69, n.1 Archives Spring, 1985

NN-Sc Spring, 1977-Summer, 1988 Serials

TFN [v.3, n.1-v.69, n.1] Special Collections [Mar, 1924-Spring, 1985]


WHi n.1-3 Pam 01-4212 1969-1969

DHU [one issue], 1969 Periodicals

MoK [one issue], 1969 Ramos Collection

WU [one issue], 1969 Special Collections


NN-Sc v.1, n.1; v.2, n.1-4; v.3, n.2-v.4, n.2 Newsletters Spring, 1990; Winter-Fall, 1991; Spring, 1992-Summer, 1993


DHU [no number], v.1, n.1-2; v.2, n.1 Periodicals Feb, 1915; Nov, 1916-Feb, 1917; Dec, 1918


NN-Sc v.1, n.1; v.2, n.1-4; v.3, n.2-v.4, n.2 Newsletters Spring, 1990; Winter-Fall, 1991; Spring, 1992-Summer, 1993


1884 The Crusader. 1963-? Frequency: Biweekly. Savannah, GA. Published by Crusade for Voters. Last issue 6 pages. Height 41 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn90-52121. OCLC no. 12006752. Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Civil rights, Profiles, Voter registration.

WHi v.1, n.1, 3, 6, 15, 18 Pam 74-3095 Nov 7, Dec 19, 1963, May 14, July 1, 1964


DHU v.33, n.14-v.36, n.7 Microfilm Aug 8, 1974-Aug 17, 1978


WHi v.2, n.23 Microforms July 19, 1890

DHU v.2, n.23 MS Micro July 19, 1890


WHi v.13, n.3-v.15, n.3 Microfilm Feb 18, 1975-Feb 22, 1977

WHi v.1, n.1-v.6, n.1 E185.5/C9630 Sept, 1918-Feb, 1922 Rare Books

DHU v.1, n.3-v.3, n.4 Microfilm Nov, 1918-Apr, 1921

MNS v.1, n.1-v.6, n.1 E185.5/C9630 Sept, 1918-Feb, 1922

NN-Sc v.1,n.1-v.4, n.6; v.5, n.2 Sc Rare F92-1 Sept, 1918-Aug, Oct, 1921

1890 *The Crush.* 1996-. Frequency: Monthly. Thomas Fassbender, Editor, Crush, P.O. Box 25468, Anaheim, CA 92806. Published by Image Comics, Inc. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 37531666. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi n.4 Pam 97-260 June, 1996


WHi Apr 3, Oct 18, 25, Nov 29, 1965; Jan 8, 22, 1968 Pam 74-2862

WHi [July 6, 1963-Apr 12, 1964] Microforms

CSBLAC. Philadelphia, PA. see *Center for the Study of Black Literature and Culture.* Philadelphia, PA.


DHU v.1, n.4-v.4, n.9 Periodicals Oct, 1963-Oct, 1967

CSU Magazine. Chicago, IL. see *Chicago State University Magazine.* Chicago, IL.

1893 *CSU News.* 1988-. Frequency: Quarterly. CSU News, Central State University, Wilberforce, OH 45384. Published by Central State University. Last issue 14 pages. Height 35 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Central State University (Wilberforce, OH).

OWibFC Homecoming, 1988 Periodicals

1894 *Culver Park Community Overtown Newsletter.* 1978?-? Frequency: Monthly. Miami, FL. Published by Culmer Center. Last issue 1 page. Height 36 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Culver community (Miami, FL), Overtown community (Miami, FL).

FMBA v.1, n.1-2 Periodicals Jan-Feb, 1983


“Largest Black weekly chain in any U.S. city.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.56, n.16-v.70, n.6 Microforms Aug 6, 1981-Dec 30, 1987

1899 *The Cupolian*. 1977–? Frequency: Quarterly. Nashville, TN. Published by Tennessee State University. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Harold Jackson, Summer 1981; Juanita Buford, Fall/Winter 1985-Spring/Summer 1990. "The Cupolian is printed for alumni, faculty, staff, students and friends of Tennessee State University." Subject focus and/or Features: Presbyterian Church, Tennessee State University (Nashville, TN), Colleges and universities—Students, Colleges and universities—Alumni, Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.

1900 *The Current*. 1912–? Frequency: Unknown. Louisville, KY. Published by Central Colored High School. Last issue 8 pages. Height 33 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Elizabeth Redd, Oct/Nov-Dec 1938; Earl Berry, Mar/Apr 1939. Subject focus and/or Features: Central Colored High School (Louisville, KY), High school newsletter, High schools—Students.


1902 *Current News of the Negro World*. 1952–? Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by Wyke Publications, Inc. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Clyde Reid. OCLC no. 30761905. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Religion, Science, Sports, Art, Education, Entertainment.


1904 *Da X-Factor News*. 1996–. Frequency: Unknown. Da X-Factor News, 1900 Columbus Ave., Minneapolis, MN 55404. Published by X-Factor Newz. Last issue 13 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 37486964. Subject focus and/or Features: Hip hop culture, Rap music, Poetry.


DHU v.1, n.1-v.1, n.19 Microfilm May 3-26, 1880 Daily Express. Strickland, OH. see Ohio Daily Express. Strickland, OH.

1911 Daily Inspiration for Better Living. 1975- Frequency: Monthly. Daily Inspiration for Better Living, P.O. Box 43189, Chicago, IL 60643-5434. $10 for individuals and institutions. Published by Universal Foundation for Better Living, Inc. Last issue 41 pages. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Johnnie Coleman. Variant title(s): Your Daily Inspiration for Better Living. OCLC no. 38072271, 38072450. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion, Christianity.

WHi v.1, 1975- Circulation


KHi v.1, n.1-7 Microfilm T2561 June 13-20, 1893


WHi v.1, n.60, 65, 67, 70, 85 Microforms Apr 12, 18, 29, 24, May 17, 1905

ArLUA v.1, n.60, 65, 67, 70, 85 American Native Press Archives Apr 12, 18, 29, 24, May 17, 1905


WHi v.1, n.7 Microfilms May 17, 1921 NN-Sc v.1, n.7 Microfilm May 17, 1921


WHi v.21, 24 Pam 01- July 24, 1970


WHi Nov, 1983 Microforms


1918 The Dallas Examiner. 1986-. Frequency: Weekly. The Dallas Examiner, 424 Centre St. P.O. Box 3720, Dallas, TX 75208. free. Telephone: (214) 948-9175. Published by Fred Finch Jr. Last issue 10 pages. Last volume 520 pages. Height 60 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Jeffrey Douglas, Apr 23 1986-June 4 1986. OCLC no. 17845591. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.10, n.18- Circulation May 9, 1996 TXDa v.5, n.38- Texas Collection Sept 20, 1990, TXU v.1, n.7, 9-11; v.7, n.52 Barker Apr 23, May 7-June 4, 1986; Dec 24, 1992

DANCE THEATER OF HARLEM NEWSLETTER

WHi v.8, n.51-v.13, n.12; v.15, n.2- Microforms Jan 3, 1959-June 4, 1960; Mar 17, 1962-
TxDa v.36- Microfilm 1983-
Dallas Star Post. Dallas, TX. see Dallas Post Tribune. Dallas, TX.

1923 Dallas Style. 1991-? Frequency: Biweekly. Dallas, TX. Published by Lila A. Polite. Last issue 23 pages. Previous editor(s): Earl Dittman, Margie Walker. Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment.
TxDa June-July, 1991 Texas Collection

1924 Dallas Vanguard. 1987-? Frequency: Weekly. Dallas, TX. Published by Leon Rowden. Last issue 8 pages. LC card no. sn87-90683. OCLC no. 16567200. Subject focus and/or Features: Politics.
Txv. v.1, n.3-4 Texas Collection Mar-Apr, 1987


NN-Sc Nov, 1979; Aug, 1980; Apr, 1982; Feb, Dec, 1983 Newsletters Sept, 1984; Spring, 1985
DANDYGRAM: JIM DANDY SKI CLUB NEWSLETTER


1929  Danger Unlimited. 1994-. Frequency: Monthly. Barbara Kessel, Editor, Danger Unlimited, 10956 SE Main St., Milwaukie, OR 97222. Published by Dark Horse Comics. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color). OCLC no. 30653027. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.


1932  The Dark Singer. 1940?- Frequency: Quarterly. East St. Louis, IL. Published by John Adolph Turner. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): John Adolph Turner. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry.

1933  Dark Waters. 1973-1975? Frequency: Irregular. Seattle, WA. Published by United Black Artists Guild, Literary Arts Section. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Colleen McElroy. OCLC no. 2943384. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Short stories.

1934  Darkforce. 1992-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Alonzo L. Washington, Editor, Darkforce, P.O. Box 171046, Kansas City, KS 66117. Published by Omega 7 Comics. Last issue 25 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color). LC card no. s9f5-93023. OCLC no. 28350655. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.


186 01W one issue, 1988? Vertical File


187 01W one issue, 1988? Vertical File

1939  DAWN: NEW ORLEANS, LA. 1988- Frequency: Bimonthly. P.O. Box 171046, Kansas City, KS 66117. Published by Omega 7 Comics. Last issue 36 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color). LC card no. s9f5-93023. OCLC no. 28350655. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

1940  Dawn: New Orleans Data News Weekly. 1966-1969. Frequency: Bimonthly. Alonzo L. Washington, Editor, Darkforce, P.O. Box 171046, Kansas City, KS 66117. Published by Omega 7 Comics. Last issue 25 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color). LC card no. s9f5-93023. OCLC no. 28350655. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.


1942  DAWN: NEW ORLEANS, LA. 1988- Frequency: Bimonthly. P.O. Box 171046, Kansas City, KS 66117. Published by Omega 7 Comics. Last issue 36 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color). LC card no. s9f5-93023. OCLC no. 28350655. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

1943  Dawn: New Orleans Data News Weekly. 1966-1969. Frequency: Bimonthly. Alonzo L. Washington, Editor, Darkforce, P.O. Box 171046, Kansas City, KS 66117. Published by Omega 7 Comics. Last issue 25 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color). LC card no. s9f5-93023. OCLC no. 28350655. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.


1945  DAWN: NEW ORLEANS, LA. 1988- Frequency: Bimonthly. P.O. Box 171046, Kansas City, KS 66117. Published by Omega 7 Comics. Last issue 36 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color). LC card no. s9f5-93023. OCLC no. 28350655. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.


1948  DAWN: NEW ORLEANS, LA. 1988- Frequency: Bimonthly. P.O. Box 171046, Kansas City, KS 66117. Published by Omega 7 Comics. Last issue 36 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color). LC card no. s9f5-93023. OCLC no. 28350655. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

Height 50 cm. Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Paul Lawrence Dunbar. Available in microform from: OHi (1890). LC card no. sn88-77203. OCLC no. 17538409. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

OHi v.1, n.1-3 Microfilm Dec 13-Dec 27, 1890


WHi v.13, n.9, v.16, n.6 Pam JU88XN/FL May, 1917, June, 1920

Cutter

DHU "v.13, n.10-v.33, n.6" Periodicals [June, 1917-Nov/Dec, 1937]


WHi v.13, n.39-40; v.15, n.47- Microforms Sept 20/26, 1990; Nov 12/18, 1992-


1951 *D.C. Alumni Notes.* 1968?- Frequency: Unknown. Washington, D.C. Published by Howard University Alumni Club of D.C. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Howard University Alumni Club of D.C.

DHU v.1, n.4-5 Howardiana Apr-May, 1968


WHi Issue #1-2 Pam 01-4524 Jan-Spring, 1994

1953 *Deal or Die.* 1971?- Frequency: Unknown. Milwaukee, WI. Last issue 4 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Politics, History, Poetry.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 72-1316 ?, 1971

1954 *The Dean Beacon.* 1937-1937. Frequency: Monthly. Pedro, OH. Published by Civilian Conservation Corps, Com-

Defender Directions. 1997-. Frequency: Annual. Defender Directions, P.O. Box 8005, Houston, TX 77288. Published by Sonceria 'Sonny' Messiah. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color). OCLC no. 36217296. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Houston Defender.

Dega Lights. Talladega, AL. see Tallascope Freshman NEWSheet. Talladega, AL.

Dega Times. 1937?- Frequency: Unknown. Talladega, AL. Published by Talladega College. Last issue 2 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Talladega College (Talladega, AL), Colleges and universities—Students.


Delaware Defender. Wilmington, DE. see Delaware Valley Defender. Wilmington, DE.

DeHi [Jul 26 1972-Oct 18, 1976] Newspapers/Microforms


DeHi v.1, n.21; v.2, n.7; v.3, n.1, 11 Thelma Young Collection July 27, 1962; Apr 19, 1963; May 1, 22, 1964

DeHi v.5, n.26; v.14, n.25; v.18, n.19, v.23, n.4, 11 Microforms Mar 13, 1971; May 5, 1979; Feb 13, 1982; May 21, 1984; July 20, 1985


WHi v.2, n.12; v.3, n.11-12; v.3[sic], n.1 Pam 96-2439 Jan, Oct, 1993-Jan, Feb, 1994


1975 *Delaware's Colored American*. 1940-? Frequency: Monthly. Wilmington, DE. Height 24 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Hazel Johnson. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.

DeHi v.1, n.2 Serials Nov, 1940


MoSU 1976 Special Collections NN-Sc 1972-1982 Ser-M/D454


WHi v.1, n.1-3, n.9 Microforms May, 1995-Sept, 1997


IC-CW v.12, n.4 Vivian Harsh Collection July/Aug, 1978


WHi Summer, 1976-Spring, 1982 Microforms

DHU [v.1, n.1-6, n.6] Periodicals [Apr, 1933-Dec, 1980]

NN-Sc Sept/Oct, 1974, Jan/Feb, 1974 Newsletters

TNF Feb, 1924, 1947, 1952 Special Collections

1980 *The Delta*. 1990-1990. Frequency: Irregular. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, Department of Mass Communications. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Pho-

The Delta Devil's Gazette. 1982-. Frequency: Monthly. Conswella Bennett, Editor, Delta Devil's Gazette, 14000 Hwy 82 W, #7234, Mississippi Valley State University, Itta Bena, MS 38941-1400. Published by Mississippi Valley State University. Last issue 8 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Arlo Henderson. OCLC no. 31529591. Subject focus and/or Features: Mississippi Valley State University (Itta Bena, MS), Colleges and universities—Students.


The Delta Newsletter. 1982-? Frequency: Irregular. New York, NY. Published by Delta Sigma Theta, Inc. Last issue 4 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Mattie Dickerson. Subject focus and/or Features: Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Sorority newsletter, Fraternities and sororities. 

Delta Sigma Theta Newsletter. 1982-? Frequency: Irregular. New York, NY. Published by Delta Sigma Theta, Inc. Last issue 4 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Mattie Dickerson. Subject focus and/or Features: Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Sorority newsletter, Fraternities and sororities.

Delta Update. 1992-. Frequency: Irregular. Washington, DC. Published by Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. Last issue 2 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Deborah J. Peaks. Subject focus and/or Features: Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Fraternities and sororities.

Soldiers, Military service, Air Force, Radical politics, Kadena Air Base.

WHi n.2-3, 5 Microforms Nov 16, 1970, [2 undated issues]

1991 Dental Alumni Association Newsletter of Howard University. 1968?-. Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Dental Alumni Association. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Dental Alumni Association of Howard University, Dentistry.

DHU v.2, n.2 Howardiana Oct, 1969


WHi v.1, n.1-v.10, n.23 Microforms Aug 31, 1961-June 12, 1970


WHi Dec 10, 1910-Jan 13, 1914 Microforms

DHU v.26, n.140 Microfilm June 17, 1916


WHi v.20, n.1075- Circulation Oct 31, 1991-

1996 Department of Black Studies Newsletter. 1989?-. Frequency: Unknown. Long Beach, CA. Published by California State University, Long Beach. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies, Colleges and universities.

NN-Sc Spring, 1989 Uncataloged serials


DHU Sept 30, 1971-1992 Howardiana/Archives

NN-Sc 1985/86 Uncataloged serials

1998 Department of History and Geography Newsletter. 1995-. Frequency: Annual. Department of History and Geography Newsletter, P.O. Box 4247, Grambling State University, Grambling, LA 71245. Telephone: (318) 274-2256. Published by Grambling State University, Department of History and Geography. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Sherrie Cato. Subject focus and/or Features: History, Geography, Grambling State University (Grambling, LA).

DHU Apr, 1995- Archives

Department of Physics Newsletter. Grambling, LA. see Department of Physics Chronicle. Grambling, LA.

1999 Department of Physics Chronicle. 1973-. Frequency: Irregular. Thomas Odom, Editor, Department of Physics Chronicle, Grambling State University, Grambling, LA 71245. Telephone: (318) 274-2687. Published by Grambling State University, Department of Physics. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Variant title(s): Department of Physics Newsletter. GSU Physics Department Newsletter. Subject focus and/or Features: Physics, Grambling State University (Grambling, LA), Colleges and universities.

LGra v.1, n.1- Archives Mar 29, 1973-

2000 The Des Moines Branch NAACP Bulletin. 1957-1959 Frequency: Unknown. Des Moines, IA. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Last issue 4 pages. Height 24 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or
Dillard Dialogue

1992-1995

Subject focus and/or Features: Civilian Conservation Corps.

WHI v.1, n.1-4 Microforms June-Sept, 1938

2002 Diapora. 1993-. Frequency: Quarterly. Peter Hudson, Editor, Diapora, WRP, 4204 W. 14th Ave., Vancouver, British Columbia V6R 2X8. $15 for individuals; $25 for institutions. Published by Point Five Cultural Society. Last issue 9 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1195-3950. OCLC no. 30928798. "A magazine of Black consciousness and Black culture." Subject focus and/or Features: Culture, Music, Art, Poetry, Short stories.

WHI v.1, n.1- Circulation Fall, 1993-


WHI v.1, n.1-2 Pam 01-4067 Fall/Winter, 1989-Spring/Summer, 1990


WHI Fall, 1987; Winter, 1988 Pam 01-5275


NN-Sc Jan, 1989- Uncataloged serials

2008 Diatribe. 1992-. Frequency: Quarterly. Diatribe, 201 Heller Lounge, Berkeley, CA 94720. $6 for individuals and institutions. Published by ASUC Publications. Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 31394474. "People of Color News Collective." Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Politics.

WHI Summer, Oct, 1994; Mar, 1995- Circulation


WHI Sept/Oct, 1971; Jan/Feb, 1972 Pam 84-1929

2030 Dig This Now. 1969?. Frequency: Irregular. Philadelphia, PA. Published by Dig This Now, Inc. Last issue 4 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Martin Kennedy, Steven McIntosh, Nate Goodwin. "Say what we wanna" say the way we wanna say it." "Young Adult Newspaper," Subject focus and/or Features: Youth, Community newsletter.

PPT v.1, n.6; v.2, n.1-2 Special Collections Aug 18, 1969, undated issues, 1970

2031 The Dillard Bulletin. 1937?- Frequency: Five times a year. New Orleans, LA. Published by Dillard University. Last issue 4 pages. Last volume 26 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Dillard University (New Orleans, LA).

DHU v.1, n.1; v.3, n.2; v.4, n.1, 3; v.6, n.2; v.28, n.3 Periodicals Apr, 1937; Dec, 1938; Oct, 1939; Feb, 1940; Dec, 1941; Feb, 1964


WHI v.17, n.40- Microforms Nov 12, 1992

Amistad n.3; n.14 Giles Hubert Papers Box 5 Jan 1973; May, 1974

Amistad v.17, n.35 Periodicals Mar 15 1992

2033 Dillard Dialogue. 1968?. Frequency: Three times a year. New Orleans, LA. Published by Dillard University. Last issue 12 pages. Height 25-28 cm. "A review of the news, the trends, and the plans which continually affect and guide Dillard University as a private institution, dedicated to the development of men and women to live a good life, to make a good living, and to be responsible citizens." Subject focus and/or Features: Dillard University (New Orleans, LA), Colleges and universities—Students.

LND n.1- Archives 1968 series-1975 series
2034  Dillard Players Guild Magazine. 1936-? Frequency: Unknown. New Orleans, LA. Published by Dillard University. Last issue 56 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Dillard Players Guild, Drama, Theater.
LND v.4, n.2 Archives Feb, 1959
LNX v.1, n.2 Archives Feb, 1936

LND v.1, n.1-v.3, n.2 Archives Fall, 1976-Winter, 1979

WHI v.1, n.1- Circulation Jan, 1993

2037  Le Dimanche. 1861-1876. Frequency: Weekly. New Orleans, LA. Published by Theard and Troscail. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. In French, 100%. Available in microform from: DLC (1861, 1862), WHi (1862). LC card no. sn83-16654. OCLC no. 9961481. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Democrat.
WHi v.1, n.7-v.2, n.71-74 Microforms Feb 10, 1861; June 8-July 6, 1862

2038  The Dimension. 1974?-1975? Frequency: Two times a year. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Army ROTC. Last issue 4 pages. Height 35 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): David G. Blake. Subject focus and/or Features: ROTC, Military training, Howard University.
DHU Fall, 1974-Spring, 1975 Howardiana

2039  Dimensions. 1993-. Frequency: Semimonthly. Grover C. Bailey, Editor, Dimensions, 102 Wind Chime Court, Raleigh, NC 27615. $20 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (919) 870-9223. Published by Agatha E. Carroo, Grover Bailey. Last issue 20 pages. Last volume 480 pages. Height 41 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 29823145. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.
WHi v.2, n.6- Pam 01-2432 Jan 15/31-June 1, 1994

MIU v.1, n.1-v.2 Labadie Collection Apr 10, 1981-1983
Direction, New Orleans, LA. see Xavier of Louisiana Directions, New Orleans, LA.

ICCBBMR v.1, n.7-v.2, n.11; v.3, n.3 Periodicals Sept, 1978-Dec, 1979; Mar, 1980

2042  Discover Greatness. 1993-? Frequency: Quarterly. Kansas City, MO. Published by Negro League Baseball Museum. Last issue 42 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Larry Lester. OCLC no. 32919070. Subject focus and/or Features: Baseball, Negro Leagues, Sports, Museums.
WHi v.2 Pam 01-4997 1994

WHi v.1, n.8; v. 20,[sic] n.26, 38; v.2, n.8-9 Microforms Dec 21, 1991; June 20, Sept 19, 1992; Mar 28-Apr 3/10, 1993

WHi v.1, n.1, 4 Microforms Dec 15, 1905, Jan 10, 1906
ArLUA v.1, n.1, 4 American Native Press Archives Dec 15, 1905, Jan 10, 1906

**WHI** Apr 16-June, Sept, Nov-Dec, 1938 Microforms Feb, May, Aug-Sept, Dec, 1939; Feb-Mar, Sept, 1940

2046 *DiverCity.* 1994-? Frequency: Monthly. Portland, OR. Published by City of Portland’s DiverCity Committee. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 37314046. Subject focus and/or Features: Employees, Race relations.

**WHI** v.2, n.4 Pam 01-6167 May, 1995


**WHI** v.1, n.3; v.2, n.1; v.3, n.2 Pam 01-4300 June, 1984; Apr, 1985; May, 1986

2048 *Diversity and Division: A Critical Journal of Race and Culture.* 1991-. Frequency: Quarterly. David S. Bernstein, Editor, Diversity and Division, 1112 16th St. NW Suite 520, Washington, DC 20036. $13 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (202) 833-1801. Published by Madison Center for Educational Affairs. Last issue 40 pages. Last volume 162 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. ISSN 1064-7430. OCLC no. 26387593. Subject focus and/or Features: Race Relations.

**TNF** v.1, n.4 Special Collections June/July, 1992

**Divine Word Messenger.** Bay St. Louis, MS. see *In a Word. Bay St. Louis, MS.*

2049 *Divinity.* 1997-. Frequency: Monthly. Divinity, 5801 Janet, St. Louis MO 63136. Telephone: (314) 381-9101. Published by St. Louis Extension of the African Hebrew Israelite Community. Last issue 1 page. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 37977112. “Providing positive African cultural entertainment for the entire family.” Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment, Calendar.

**WHI** Nov, 1997 Pam 01-6912


**LND** v.1, n.1-9 Archives Sept, 1975-May, 1976

2051 *The Division of Student Development Newsletter.* 1991-? Frequency: Unknown. Miami, FL. Published by Florida Memorial College. Last issue 5 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Florida Memorial College (Miami, FL), Colleges and universities—Students.

**FMFMC** v.1, n.1- Archives Aug, 1991-


**WHI** v.1, n.1 Microforms Feb, 1970


2054 *Dollars and Sense: The Next Level for America’s Thoughtleaders.* 1975-? Frequency: Bi-monthly. Angela D. Wimes, Editor, Dollars and Sense, P.O. Box 10787, Chicago, IL 60610. $14.95 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (773) 468-4800, Fax: (773) 468-5098. Published by Kilimanjaro International Communications Group, Ltd. Last issue 80 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Donald C. Walker, Cheryl Evans. Variant title(s): Dollars & Sense. Publisher varies: Donald C. Walker. ISSN 0884-5611. LC card no. 85-648712. OCLC no. 674947. Subject focus and/or Features: Money, Corporations, Business, General interest.

**WHI** v.20, n.4- Circulation Sept, 1993-

**DHU** [v.6-v.16, n.6] Periodicals [1980-1991]

GA [v.8, n.6-v.18, n.6] Periodicals [Feb/Mar, 1983-Nov, 1992]

**LNHT** v.13, n.1-3; v.14, n.2-3 E185.8/D64 Feb/Mar-June/July, 1987; Apr/May-June/July, 1988

**TNF** v.10, n.6; v.11, n.3-5; v.13, n.1, 5; v.18, n.3 Special Collections Dec 1984/Jan 1985; June/July-Oct/Nov, 1985; Feb/Mar, Oct/Nov, 1987; Special Olympics Issue

**WM** v.17/18- Periodicals Dec 1991/Jan 1992-

2055 *Doll-E-gram.* 1989-. Frequency: Bimonthly. LaVerne C. Williams Hall, Editor, Doll-E-gram, P.O. Box 1212, Bellevue, WA 98009-1212. $20 for individuals and institu-
2067 *Drama-Pro-Mo-Tor*. 1933?-1933? Frequency: Biweekly. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Howard Players. Last issue 11 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Kelley Brown, Harry Turner. Superseded by: Drama-Gram. Subject focus and/or Features: Drama.

DHU Feb 3-24, 1933 Howardiana

2068 *Dramatika*. 1968-1973. Frequency: Semiannual. Lincoln University, PA. Published by John Pyros. Last issue 60 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): John Pyros. ISSN 0012-5997. OCLC no. 3163063. Subject focus and/or Features: Theater, Drama, Poetry.

TFN v.2, n.2; v.3, n.1 Special Collections Fall, 1969; Fall, 1970


NN-Sc Oct, 1992 Newsletters

2070 *The Drum*. 1993-? Frequency: Quarterly. Atlanta, GA. Published by National Black Arts Festival. Last issue 12 pages. OCLC no. 32055694. Subject focus and/or Features: Art festivals.

WHi v.1, n.2 Pam 94-1822 Summer, 1994


WHi v.6, n.1; 10th anniversary edition Pam 01-3769 Dec, 1974; 1979

DHU [v.8, n.2, Winter, 1977-78; n.1-2; v.113, n.1/2, 1983] v.16/17, n.1/2, 1987 Periodicals

NN-Sc [v.3, n.3-v.13, n.2] Ser.-M./D786 [Spring, 1972-Summer, 1983]

LScS-N v.14, n.1/2 A-A 1983

TFN v.7, n.2 Special Collections Spring, 1976

TxU v.1, n.1/3 Stacks 1969, Spring, 1970

2072 DRUM*. 1968-? Frequency: Unknown. Highland Park, MI. Published by Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement.

Last issue 4 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings. LC card no. sn93-24090. OCLC no. 29408088. Subject focus and/or Features: Trade Unions, Automobile industry workers, Labor, Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement, Radical politics.

MiU v.3, n.7, 9 Labadie Collection 2 issues, 1970


2073 *The Drum*. 1994-? Frequency: Semiannual. Paul Hill Jr., Editor, Drum, The Rites of Passage Institute, 2749 Woodhill Road, Cleveland, OH 44104. Telephone: (216) 791-9378. Published by Paul Hill. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 30742441. "Developing the village to raise the child." Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Children, Parenting.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-3777 Fall, 1986

Or v.1, n.1 305/89607/9549005 Fall, 1986

2074 *The Drum*. 1986-? Frequency: Quarterly. Portland, OR. Published by Portland Urban League. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Pam Smith. OCLC no. 15275854. Subject focus and/or Features: Employment, Education.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-3777 Fall, 1986

2075 *Drum*. 1988-? Frequency: Monthly. Austin, TX. Published by Ebony Connection, Inc. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Megan Pullian, June 1989; Ana Sisnett, June 1989. Subject focus and/or Features: Gay men, Lesbians, Homosexuality.

NN-Sc v.2, n.1-3 Newsletters Mar 15-June, 1989


WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation Oct, 1984-


Amistad v.2, n.6-7 Periodicals June-July, 1985

2078 *Drum Major*. 1971-1973? Frequency: 3 times a year. Atlanta, GA. Published by Southern Christian Leadership Conference. Last issue 52 pages. Last volume 121 pages. Height 24 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Thomas Offenburger,
Stoney Cooks. OCLC no. 1566995. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Civil rights, South Africa, International relations, Southern Christian Leadership Conference.


DHU Summer, 1971-Spring, 1972; Summer, 1973 Periodicals

2079 Drumbeat. 1991-?. Frequency: Monthly. Drumbeat, P.O. Box 92227, Washington, DC 20090-2227. $20 for individuals and institutions. Last issue 16 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 27819141. "A Mau Mau Kraal Publication." Subject focus and/or Features: Panafrikanism, Politics.

WHI Dec, 1991 Pam 94-1817

WHI v.1, n.4 Pam 96-2451 June, 1995


WHI v.1, n.1-v.2, n.4 Microforms Apr 30, 1971-Feb 23, 1972


WU v.1, n.1-2 Special Collections Fall, 1994-Spring, 1995

2082 Drums. 1967-?. Frequency: Unknown. Urbana, IL. Published by University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Black Students Association. Last issue 4 pages. Height 33 cm. "We hope for nothing; we demand everything." Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Campus life.

WHI n.1-2 Pam 72-2914 ?, 1967

2083 Drumtalk. 1979-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. New Haven, CT. Published by J.E. Brown. Last issue 22 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): J. E. Brown. LC card no. sn85-11637. OCLC no. 3996766. "Published under the auspices of the Connecticut Afro-American Historical Society." Subject focus and/or Features: Connecticut Afro-American Historical Society, History, Historical societies.

WHI v.1, n.5 Pam 78-3719 Sept/Oct, 1979

2084 Drumvoices Revue. 1991-. Frequency: Twice a year. Eugene B. Redmond, Editor, Drumvoices Revue, Department of English, P.O. Box 1431, SUIE, Edwardsville, IL 62026-1431. Published by Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, Department of English and the EBR Writers Club of East St. Louis, IL. Last issue 282 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1080-0522. LC card no. 94-643744. OCLC no. 2562990. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Short stories, Essays.

WU v.1, n.1/2 Rare Books Fall/Winter, 1991/92-

2085 Dryades Street YMCA Community Service Report. 1985-? Frequency: Unknown. New Orleans, LA. Published by YMCA, Dryades. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA).

LN Oct, 1985 LOU2B


WHI Winter-Spring, 1977 Pam 01-2543


WHI v.2, n.7, 9 Pam 96-2438 Dec 1993-Jan, 1994; June/July, 1994

2088 Dub Missive. 1988-?. Frequency: Quarterly. D. Adams, Editor, Dub Missive; P.O. Box 677850, Orlando, FL 32867-7850. $9 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (407) 381-9907. Published by L. Adams. Last issue 42 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Frequency varies: Every six weeks, Bimonthly. ISSN 1072-8686. LC card no. sn93-4589. OCLC no. 29229105. Subject focus and/or Features: Reggae music, Music.

WHI v.7, n.1- Circulation 1995-

2089 The DuBois Echo. 1930-?. Frequency: Unknown. Mount Hope, WV. Published by DuBois High School. Last issue 6 pages. Height 32-47 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Maxine Thompson, Dec 23 1936; Vivian Clayton, Dec 23 1936; Mazie Rose, Dec 20 1938; Fifi Griere, Feb 10 1943; Willard Hughes, Nov 9 1944; Phillip Lewis, May 6 1952. Variant title(s): The
Echo. Du Bois Echo. Subject focus and/or Features: DuBois High School (Mount Hope, WV), High school newsletter, High schools—Students.

Amistad v.3, n.3, v.10, n.3 Periodicals Dec 20, 1938, Feb 10, 1943

DHU v.23, 1936 Periodicals

Wvln v.12, n.1; v.23, n.2 Archives Nov 9, 1944; May 6, 1952

**2090 Dudimaglabe.** 1927?- Frequency: Unknown. Institute, WV. Published by West Virginia State College. Last issue 1 page. Height 35 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: West Virginia State College (Institute, WV), Colleges and universities—Students.

Wvln v.1, n.1 Archives Dec 9, 1927

**2091 The Dudley Times.** 1986?- Frequency: Quarterly. Greensboro, NC. Published by Dudley Products, Inc. Last issue 20 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Linda G. Holiday. OCLC no. 32980736. "In partnership with the professional cosmetologist." Subject focus and/or Features: Cosmetology, Dudley Cosmetology University (Greensboro, NC).

NN-Sc v.2, n.4-v.3, n.8 Newspapers Aug/Sept, 1987-Summer, 1993

**2092 Duke.** 1957?- Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by Duke Publishing Company. Last issue 70 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Dan Burley. OCLC no. 35157948. "In partnership with the professional cosmetologist." Subject focus and/or Features: Sex, Human, Short stories.

WHi v.1, n.1-4 Pam 01-5966 June-Sept, 1957

IC-CW v.1, n.1-4 Vivian Harsh Collection June-Sept, 1957


WHi v.4, n.4 Pam 01-5627 Apr, 1996

DUL Newsletter. Detroit, MI. see Detroit Urban League in Action. Detroit, MI.

**2094 Dunamis Gospel Power.** 1994?- Frequency: Bimonthly. Tucker, GA. Published by Floyd J. Mayfield. Last issue 22 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Floyd J. Mayfield. OCLC no. 30485459. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-5822 May/June, 1994

**2095 The Dunbar Echo.** 1930?- Frequency: Unknown. Lexington, KY. Published by Dunbar High School. Last issue 26 pages. Height 31 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Dunbar High School (Lexington, KY), High school newsletter, High schools—Students.

Amistad v.1, n.4 Periodicals Commencement, 1931

DHU v.1, n.3 Periodicals 1930

**2096 The Dunbar News.** 1929?- Frequency: Biweekly. New York, NY. Last issue 6 pages. Height 34 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

DHU v.4, n.13; v.5, n.5, 17, 19-20, 22-v.6, n.1 Periodicals Oct 19, 1932; June 28, Dec 13, 1933; Jan 10-24, Feb 21-May 2, 1934

TNF v.1, n.24-v.2, n.1, 3-4, 14-20, 22-v.3, n.6, 8-9 Special Collections Mar 26-May 7, June 18, Nov 5, 1930-Jan 28, Feb 25, July 15, Aug 12-26, 1931


NN-Sc v.1, n.7-8; v.4, n.13-15; v.6, n.1 Archives July 24-Aug 7, 1929; Oct 19-Nov 16, 1932; May 2, 1934


WHi Feb, Dec, 1936-Sept, 1937 Microforms


DHU [v.1, n.2-v.15, n.2] Periodicals [Feb 19, 1942-Nov 16, 1955]
vious editor(s): Dorothy Weir. Subject focus and/or Features: High school newsletter, Dunbar High School (Washington, DC), High schools—Students.

DHU v.8, n.5-9 Periodicals Dec 17, 1931-Feb 25, 1932

2100 The Dunbar Record. 1930-? Frequency: Irregular. Springfield, MA. Published by Dunbar Community League. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): William N. DeBerry. Frequency varies: Monthly, May-Sept, 1931; Bi-monthly, Oct/Nov, 1931-Jan/Feb, 1934. "Motto: 'The largest possible service to the largest possible number.' Subject focus and/or Features: Dunbar Community League (Springfield, MA), Camp Atwater.

DHU [v.2, n.4-v.7, n.8]; [no numbers] Periodicals [May, 1931-Nov, 1940]; Nov, 1941; Nov, 1942; Apr-Dec, 1944, Dec, 1945

TNF Nov, 1942; Dec, 1944; Dec, 1945; Dec, 1946 Special Collections


WHi Aug, 1937 Microforms

2102 Dynamite. 1937-? Frequency: Weekly. Chicago, IL. Last issue 4 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): H. George Davenport. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

ICH i v.2, n.26 F548.9/N3D9/Folio Aug 27, 1938

2103 Dysonna: The Magazine. 1994-. Frequency: Quarterly. Donna Dyson, Editor, Dysonna, 5040 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 200, Los Angeles, CA 90036. Telephone: (213) 243-1904. Published by Dysonna. Last issue 127 pages. Height 33 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Frequency varies: Bimonthly. OCLC no. 31873927. Subject focus and/or Features: Artists, Fashion.

WHI v.1, n.2 Circulation Winter, 1994/95


WHI Jan-Aug, Dec, 1994 In Process


A-Ar v.3, n.9; [v.12, n.3-v.23, n.22] Microforms Feb 16, 1891;


WHi v.12, n.23; v.15, n.48 Microforms Sept 5, 1903; Dec 15, 1906

2107 The Eagle. 1940-? Frequency: Monthly. Durham, NC. Published by North Carolina College for Negroes. Last issue 8 pages. Height 58 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, North Carolina College for Negroes (Durham, NC).

Amistad v.1, n.1 Periodicals Dec, 1940


WHI v.2, n.2-v.3, n.5 E185.5/E32 May 1979-Nov 1980

DeHi v.1, n.4 James Baker Collection Winter, 1978


DHU v.8, n.20 Microfilm Dec 27, 1930

2110 The Eagle Eye. 1969-? Frequency: Monthly. Huntsville, AL. Published by The National Democratic Party of Alabama. Last issue 12 pages. Line volume 144 pages. Height 38 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 12006995. “To end racism and poverty and bring democracy
to Alabama." Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Democratic Party, Race relations.

AAP v.1, n.1-v.2, n.2 Microfilm Jan, 1969-May, 1972

2111 The Eagle Eye. 1903-? Frequency: Weekly. Bowling Green, KY. Published by Eagle Eye Press Co. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn87-60407. OCLC no. 17275340. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.1, n.35 Pam 01-6094 Sept 26, 1903 Photocopy
KyBgW v.1, n.35 Microfilm Sept 26, 1903

2112 The Eagle Interpreter. 1955-? Frequency: Unknown. Baltimore, MD. Published by Coppin State Teachers College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 35 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Coppin State Teachers College (Baltimore, MD), Amistad v.1, n.1 Periodicals Dec 15, 1955

2113 Eagle Talk. 1974-? Frequency: Unknown. Durham, NC. Published by North Carolina Central University, Student Government Association. Last issue 2 pages. Height 36 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, North Carolina Central University (Durham, NC), McDurC Sept 27, 1974 Reference

2114 The Early Morning News. 1975-1976? Frequency: Irregular. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, Speech Arts. Last issue 2 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Juvenile crime, Colleges and universities. MsJSU v.2, n.3 Archives Dec 13 1976


2116 East Chicago Voice. 1962-? Frequency: Weekly. Thornton Smith, Editor, East Chicago, IN. Published by C.C. Organization. Last issue 9 pages. Height 14 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Superseded by: Citizen Voice. "One for all, all for one." "Together we stand." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

InEcHi v.1, n.7,10-11 Periodicals Mar 30, Apr 20-27, 1962

2117 East Cleveland Citizen. 1970-? Frequency: Unknown. East Cleveland, OH. Published by Charles J. Thababen. Last issue 6 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Carolyn Gifford


OHi v.1, n.1-v.12, n.4 Microfilm Dec 3, 1970-Jan 7, 1982


NN-Sc Nov-Dec, 1987; Apr, June, Sept, 1990; Newsletters Sept, 1992; Jan-Mar, 1993

East Side News. Cleveland, OH. see Eastside Daily News. Cleveland, OH.

East Side Weekly News. Cleveland, OH. see Eastside Daily News. Cleveland, OH.

East St. Louis Monitor. East St. Louis, IL. see Monitor. East St. Louis, IL.

2119 The East Tennessee News. 1908-? Frequency: Weekly. Knoxville, TN. Published by Webster L. Porter. Last issue 8 pages. Last volume 216 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: T

TKBCE July 23, 1914; Mar 23, 1922; Apr 9, July 2, 1925 Archives Apr 26, 1928; Dec 26, 1929; Nov 29, 1934; Aug 22, 1935 Dec 17, 1936; May 1, 1937

2120 Eastern Delta. 1948-? Frequency: Unknown. Baltimore, MD. Published by Delta Sigma Theta Sorority. Last issue 4 pages. Height 29 cm. Previous editor(s): Uvella S. Adkins. Subject focus and/or Features: Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Sorority newsletter, Fraternities and sororities.

DHU v.3, n.3 Periodicals Apr, 1950

2121 The Eastern Index: An Official Organ of the Christian Methodist Episcopal Church. 1901-? Frequency: Quarterly. Greenville, SC. Published by Christian Methodist Episcopal Church. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Alex A. Chambers. OCLC no. 12178786. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion, Christian Methodist Episcopal Church.

WHi v.71, n.4; v.72, n.2, 4; v.74, n.1 Pam 84-5814 Apr/May/June, 1971; Apr/May/June, Oct/Nov/Dec, 1972; General conference edition, 1974

2122 Eastern Light. 1967-? Frequency: Monthly. Bronx, NY. Published by Ethiopian Orthodox Church. Last issue 8 pages.
THE EASTERN ORACLE

Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): G. A. Bryan. Subject focus and/or Features: Ethiopian Orthodox Church, Religion.

DHU v.2, n.4 Periodicals Apr, 1968

2123 The Eastern Oracle. 1985-? Frequency: Unknown. Napanoch, NY. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Eastern Chapter. Last issue 7 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Eric Waters. Subject focus and/or Features: Eastern Chapter of the NAACP, National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Civil rights.

NN-Sc v.1, n.3 Uncataloged serials Sept, 1985

2124 The Eastern Star. 1901?-? Frequency: Quarterly. Fort Worth, TX. Published by International Conference of Grand Chapters. Last issue 16 pages. Height 26 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): E. E. Burnett. Available in microform from: MiU. OCLC no. 31680843. Subject focus and/or Features: Fraternal organizations, Law and legislation, Art, Education.

DHU v.53, n.2 Periodicals Oct, 1954

2125 The Esterner!: A Pocketful of Interest. 1946-? Frequency: Biweekly. Washington, DC. Published by Metro Press. Last issue 34 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Luke R. More, Mar-Apr 1946; Dennis Askey, Mar-Dec 1946; W. Beverly Carter, Oct 1947; Alvin Webb, Sept 2 1948. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Sports, Entertainment.

TNF v.1, n.1-8; v.2, n.? Special Collections Mar-Dec, 1946; Oct, 1947

DHU v.1, n.1-8; v.4, n.1 Periodicals Mar-Dec, 1946; Sept 2, 1948


OHi v.1, n.1- Microfilm [July 10, 1980-

2127 The Eatonite Magazine. 1939-? Frequency: Quarterly. Maitland, FL. Published by R.H. Johnson. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Place of publication varies: Eatonville, FL. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

DHU v.3, n.2; v.4, n.2/3 Periodicals Feb/Apr, 1942; May/Oct, 1943

2128 Ebenezer Messenger. 1957-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion.

DHU v.3, n.3 Periodicals Sept 6, 1959


WHi n.9 Rare Books Oct, 1993 Pam 01-4033

2130 Ebony Beauties. 1991-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Rennie Sawyer, Editor, Ebony Beauties, 15756 Arminta Street, Van Nuys, CA 91406. Published by London Enterprises, Inc. Last issue 46 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color) Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 29639402. Subject focus and/or Features: Sex.

WHi v.1, n.1- Micro Film 5078 Nov, 1945-

2131 Ebony Eligibles. 1996-. Frequency: Quarterly. Judy Roquemore, Editor, Ebony Eligibles, 808 SW Green Oaks Blvd., Arlington, TX 76017. Telephone: (817) 419-6283. Published by Judy Roquemore. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 37292297. Subject focus and/or Features: Single people, Dating.

WHi Summer/Fall, 1996- Circulation


T v.1, n.1-11 Archives Oct 9-Dec 25, 1975

2133 Ebony Heat. 1977-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Ebony Heat, 1700 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. Published by

**WHi v.3, n.2**  Pam 01-4834  Spring, 1993

**Ebony Journal of the Three P's.** Washington, DC. see **EbonyMuse News.** Washington, DC.


**CU May 31, 1925**  Bancroft F/857.34/M43/A52/P3

2140  **The Echo.** 1914-? Frequency: Weekly. Augusta, GA. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Edward L. Simmons. Available in microform from: NN (1942). Subject focus and/or Features: African Methodist Episcopal Church, Religion.

**WHi v.27**  Microforms  Feb 21, 1942

2141  **The Echo.** 1965-? Frequency: Monthly. Augusta, GA. Published by Pilgrim Health and Life Insurance Company. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Edward McIntyre. OCLC no. 35269148. Subject focus and/or Features: Insurance, Pilgrim Health and Life Insurance Company.

**WHi v.1, n.1**  Pam 96-537  Oct, 1965


**WHi v.1, n.51**  MS Micro  Mar 15, 1873

**DU v.1, n.51**  Microforms  Mar 15, 1873

**Echo.** Mount Hope, WV. see **DuBois Echo.** Mount Hope, WV.

2143  **The Echo.** 1950-? Frequency: Unknown. Wilberforce, OH. Published by Wilberforce University, Commerce Club. Last issue 4 pages. Height 35 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Allene Smith. Subject focus and/or Features: Wilberforce University (Wilberforce, OH), Colleges and universities—Students.

**OWiBFU v.1, n.1**  Archives  Feb 24, 1950

**L'Echo.** St. Martinville, LA. see **Echo.** St. Martinville, LA.

2145 **Echo de Chicago.** 1975?-. Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by Association Culture Ile Haitienne. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. In French, 100%. Previous editor(s): Marie Rose Napoleon. OCLC no. 30790923. "Publie par Colombie." Subject focus and/or Features: Haiti, Politics, Sports, Food, Interviews.


2147 **Echoes: The Harlem Gazette.** 1968?-. Frequency: Bimonthly. New York, NY. Published by D2 Enterprises. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Sam Huger. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.


DHU v.1, n.1-v.3, n.2 Howardiana Feb, 1969-Mar, 1971
2154 **Ectokid.** 1993-. Frequency: Monthly. Tom DeFalco, Editor, Ectokid, 387 Park Ave. South, New York, NY 10016. Published by Marvel Comics. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. ISSN 1073-3140. LC card no. sn93-5519. OCLC no. 29394264. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

2155 **Edd Hayes' Black College Sports Football Report.** 1992-. Frequency: Unknown. Edd Hayes' Black College Sports Football Report, 4100-21D Hutchinson River Parkway East, Bronx, NY 10475. $17.50 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (718) 671-0720, FAX (718) 671-4119. Published by Edd Hayes. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: College football, Football, Sports.

2156 **EDge Notes.** 1996?. Frequency: Quarterly. EDge Notes, 301 Frederick Douglass, Detroit, MI 48202-9933. Published by Museum of African American History, Department of Education. Last issue 8 pages. Last volume 100 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Education.


2159 **The Education Focus.** 1988-. Frequency: Unknown. The Education Focus, Southern University and A & M College, Baton Rouge, LA 70813. Published by Southern University, College of Education. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Emma Thomas Pitts. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).

2160 **Educational Conquest.** 1939-? Frequency: Unknown. Charleston, WV. Published by Division of Negro Schools, State Department of Education. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Education.

2161 **The Educational Leader.** 1979-? Frequency: Quarterly. New York, NY. Published by Church of Our Lord Jesus Christ, National Education Council. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Robert C. Spellman. OCLC no. 38169350. Subject focus and/or Features: Church of Our Lord Jesus Christ, National Education Council, Religion.

2162 **Educational Monthly News Bulletin.** 1939-? Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by International Brotherhood of Red Caps, Educational Department. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Labor, International Brotherhood of Red Caps, Railroad porters.

2163 **Educational Perspectives.** 1978-1985? Frequency: Annual. Cherry Hill, NJ. Published by National Sorority of Phi-Delta Kappa, Inc. Eastern Region. Last issue 14 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Rebecca Batts Butler. OCLC no. 38192785. Subject focus and/or Features: Phi Delta Kappa Sorority, Education, Fraternities and sororities.

2164 **The Educational Scene in the Tenth Division.** 1940-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Tenth Division School District. Last issue 24 pages. Height 35 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Tenth Division School District (Washington, DC), Public Schools.

**WHi** July, Sept, 1974  Howardiana


**DHU** Oct 1886; Sept, 1888  Periodicals

**OHF** Oct 1886-Sept 1888  E185.5/E21

2167  *Edventure Guide.* 1991-? Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by JAM Graphics Publishing. Last issue 24 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Verzell James. ISSN 1052-9667. LC card no. s95-93027, s90-3480. OCLC no. 22423560. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

**WHi** v.1, n.1  Pam 00-340 Jan, 1991

2168  *The Edward Waters Banner.* 1953-? Frequency: Unknown. Jacksonville, FL. Published by Edward Waters College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 36 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Willie P. Stevens. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Edward Waters College (Jacksonville, FL).


**WHi** v.1, n.2-7  Pam 01-4061 Feb 27-Apr, 1854  Photocopies

2169  *The Edwardian Chronicle.* 1981-? Frequency: Monthly. Jacksonville, FL. Published by Edward Waters College. Last issue 6 pages. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Bernadette Spurill. OCLC no. 28272828. Subject focus and/or Features: Edward Waters College (Jacksonville, FL), Colleges and universities—Students.


**WHi** v.1, n.2-7  Pam 01-4061 Feb 27-Apr, 1854  Photocopies

2170  *Edwardian Today.* 1985-? Frequency: Monthly during school year. Jacksonville, FL. Published by Edward Waters College. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Vanessa Harvey, James Hayes Jr. OCLC no. 431918021. Subject focus and/or Features: Edward Waters College (Jacksonville, FL), Colleges and universities—Students.

**El Nacho.* 1854-? Frequency: Biweekly. New York, NY. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Politics, Literature, Culture.

**WHi** v.1, n.1; v.2, n.1; v.3, n.1; v.4, n.1; Pam 01-4093c  v.6, n.1; [no numbers]  Photocopy  Dec, 1985; Fall, 1986; Nov, 1987; Oct, 1988; Oct, 1989; Summer, 1990; Winter, 1991


Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1053-9921. LC card no. s90-4088. OCLC no. 22714738. Subject focus and/or Features: Authors, Actors and acting, Poets, Profiles.

**WHi** v.2, n.3-?  Pam 01-6432  1993-1994


**WHi** v.1, n.2-7  Pam 01-4061 Feb 27-Apr, 1854  Photocopies

2173  *El Noticiero Dernieres Nouvelles.* 1995-1995. Frequency: Once a semester. Charles Brooks, Editor, Grambling, LA. Published by Grambling State University, Department of Foreign Languages and Linguistics. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Grambling State University, Department of Foreign Languages and Linguistics, Colleges and universities.

**LGr** v.1, n.1  Archives Spring, 1995

2174  *Elan: The Magazine of Multidimensional Living, Career Management, Fashion and Culture.* 1982-? Frequency: Bi-monthly. New York, NY. Published by OAO Communications. Last issue 128 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Marie Dutton Brown. ISSN 0733-5288. LC card no. 82-644168. OCLC no. 8598276. Subject focus and/or Features: Health, Beauty, Fashion, Women, Money, Careers, General interest.

**NN-Sc** Feb-May/June, 1982  Sc Ser.-M.E426

2175  *Élancée.* 1983-? Chicago, IL. Published by Thom Rivers. Last issue 66 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Supersedes: Élan. OCLC no. 34615724. "The magazine for career direction and successful living." Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Women, Beauty, Careers, Homemaking, Travel, Fitness, Food.

**IC-CW** Aug, 1983  Vivian Harsh Collection  Harris Papers

2176  *Elba School News.* 1934-? Frequency: Unknown. Richmond, VA. Published by Elba School. Last issue 28 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Oliver Norrell Jr., Evelyn Randolph. Subject focus and/or Features: Elba School (Richmond, VA), School newsletter.

**DHU** v.1, n.1  Periodicals  Jan, 1934


2179 Electro-X. 1992-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Brooklyn, NY. Published by A & B Comics. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Maxwell Taylor. ISSN 1062-2608. LC card no. sn92-4572. OCLC no. 25561761. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

2180 Elegant. 1963?-? Frequency: Unknown. Los Angeles, CA. Published by John R. Daniels. Height 28 cm. Photographs (some in color); Commercial Advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): John R. Daniels. Subject focus and/or Features: Fashion, Beauty.

2181 Elegant. 1965?-1967? Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by R.O. Powell Jr. Last issue 72 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial Advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): William Alexander. OCLC no. 12030596. Subject focus and/or Features: Lifestyle.

2182 Elegant Teen: The Magazine for the Discerning Teenager. 1965?-? Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by Elegant Publishing Co. Last issue 68 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 32640335. Subject focus and/or Features: Teenagers, Fashion, Music, Entertainment.


**DAH** [v.1, n.9-v.6, n.6] Periodicals [July, 1986-Apr, 1992]

**GA-A** [v.1, n.1- Periodicals [Feb, 1986-


**AAP** v.1, n.1-v.3, n.40 Microforms Oct 6, 1917-Aug 14, 1920

**2190 The Emancipator.** 1820-1820. Frequency: Monthly. Jonesborough, TN. Published by Elihu Embree. Last issue 16 pages. Last volume 112 pages. Height 26 cm. OCLC no. 11047789, 1899407. Subject focus and/or Features: Abolitionists, Slavery.

**DHI** v.1, n.1-7 E444.E48 Periodicals Apr 30-Oct 31, 1820 Storage

**DHU** v.1, n.1-7 MOS Em113a Apr 30-Oct 31, 1820

**2191 The Emancipator.** 1939?- Frequency: Monthly. San Antonio, TX. Published by John C. Granbery. Last issue 32 pages. Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.

**DHU** v.9, n.7; v.12, n.6-7 Periodicals Mar, 1947; Feb-Mar, 1950


**WHI** [v.1, n.3-v.3, n.26]; v.1 [n.s.], n.1-v.15, n.35 Microforms


**GAAUC** v.5, n.20 Archives Sept 10, 1840

**Emancipator.** Boston, MA, see Emancipator and Republican. Boston, MA.

**Emancipator and Free Soil Press.** Boston, MA, see Emancipator and Republican. Boston, MA.

**Emancipator and Free American.** Boston, MA, see Emancipator and Republican. Boston, MA.

**Emancipator and Journal of Public Morals.** Boston, MA, see Emancipator and Republican. Boston, MA.

**Emancipator and Weekly Chronicle.** Boston, MA, see Emancipator and Republican. Boston, MA.


**DeHi** v.1, n.1 James Baker Collection Nov/Dec, 1972

**2194 Emerge.** 1989-. Frequency: 10 times a year. George E. Curry, Editor, Emerge, Ore BET Plaza, 1900 W. Place, NE, Washington, DC 20018-1211. $18.95 for individuals and institutions. Published by Emerge Communications, Inc. Last issue 64 pages. Last volume 668 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Wilmer C. Ames Jr. Place of publication varies: New York, NY, Arlington, VA. ISSN 0899-1154. LC card no. 1990-49349, sn88-1420. OCLC no. 9489936, 9490084, 9502892, 10352278, 10352445, 10352590. Subject focus and/or Features: Current events, General interest, Race relations, Profiles, Sports, Entertainment, Book reviews, Travel.

**WHI** v.1, n.1- E1855.F45 Oct, 1989-

**DHU** [v.1, n.2-v.3, n.8] Periodicals [Nov, 1989-June, 1992]
2195 **Emphasis Magazine.** 1973-? Frequency: Biweekly. Indianapolis, IN. Published by National Association of Market Developers. Last issue 48 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): W. Levis Prather. OCLC no. 9613006. Subject focus and/or Features: Marketing, Business, Economics.

DHU 1973 Periodicals

2196 **Empire Star Weekly.** 1953-? Frequency: Weekly. Buffalo, NY. Last issue 8 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Joseph Walker. LC card no. sn88-74214. OCLC no. 17892949. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Civil rights, Recipes, History, Politics, Education.

WHi v. 29, n.5-6, 11 Pam 74-3102 Aug 28-Sept 4, Oct 16, 1961


KHi v.l,n.l-9 Microfilm A1627 Mar 1-Nov 1, 1932

2198 **EN: Entertainment News.** 1996-?. Frequency: Monthly. EN, P.O. Box 18499, 2901 N. Tacoma Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46218. Published by George P. Stewart Printing Co., Inc. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. OCLC no. 37130217. Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment, Media.

WHi Aug, 1996 Pam 01-6120

2199 **En Avant: Bulletin pour le development de la mobilisation patriotique.** 1972-? Frequency: Unknown. Newark, NJ. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. OCLC no. 30793980. Subject focus and/or Features: Haiti, Politics, Liberation movements.

WHI Special n.4 Pam 01-4242 Mar 1-Nov 1, 1932

2200 **Encobra.** 1992-. Frequency: Two times a year. Enco- bra, P.O. Box 75437, Baton Rouge, LA 70874. Telephone: (202) 635-6272. Additional address: P.O. Box 62622, DC, Washington, 20029-2622. Published by National Coalition of Blacks for Reparations in America. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 35692779. Subject focus and/or Features: Reparations.

WHI v.4, n.1, 5- Circulation Summer, 1995; Summer, 1996 NN-Sc v.3, n.1 Uncataloged serials Summer, 1994

2201 **The Encore.** 1920-? Frequency: Monthly. Boston, MA. Published by Clarence Cameron White. Last issue 8 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. “The intimate musical journal.” Subject focus and/or Features: Music.

DHU ?, 1920 Periodicals

2202 **Encore.** 1974-1974. Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, Department of Music. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Anita L. Jackson. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Music, Music education, Colleges and universities.

MsJSU v.1, n.1 Archives Aug, 1974


DHU v.1, n.1-v.5, n.4 MS Micro Sept, 1972-Dec, 1976

GA-A v.1,n.1-v.8, n.6; v.9, n.6-9 Periodicals Spring, 1972-Spring, 1979; Sept-Dec, 1981

KKc v.2, n.4 Special Collections Apr, 1973

MNS v.1, n.2-v.8, n.6 E185.5/E5/Per Summer, 1972-Apr 16, 1979

NN-SC v.6 Frank Silvera Papers Apr 4, 1977

Encourager. Los Angeles, CA. see *MWC Encourager. Los Angeles, CA.*

2204 **Encouraging Practices News Letter.** 1953-? Frequency: Quarterly. Chicago, IL. Published by Midwest Committee on Discrimination in Higher Education. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Educational opportunity, Education (Higher).

DHU v.2, n.1 Periodicals Winter, 1954

2205 **Endarch: Journal of Theory.** 1974-? Frequency: Quarterly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Atlanta University, Department of Political Science. Last issue 39 pages. Height 21 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. OCLC no. 30752377. Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Essays.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-4192 Fall, 1974

2206 **Engineering Directions.** 1973-? Frequency: Two times a year. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Office of the Dean, School of Engineering. Last issue 20 pages. Subject focus and/or Features: School of Engineering, Howard University, Engineering, Colleges and universities—Students.


2208 *English Newsletter*. 1953-? Frequency: Irregular. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University, English Department. Last issue 3 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Jane Lee, Carmelia Brow, Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).

LSc v.1, n.1-v.6, n.5 Archives Apr 13, 1953-Feb, 1958

2209 *The Enlightener*. 1968-? Frequency: Quarterly. Thelma L. Wells, Editor, Dallas, TX. Published by St. John Baptist Church. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. "Published to Advance the Work of the Kingdom." Subject focus and/or Features: Baptist Church, Religion.

TxDaHi v.3, n.4 Reference Dec, 1970


WHi Sept, 1996 Pam 01-6514


WHi Mar, 1939 Microforms

2212 *Enspire*. 1996-. Frequency: Monthly. Abiodun A. McCray, Editor, Enspire, 3468 111th St., Corona, NY 11368. $30 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (718) 639-3367, FAX (718) 429-1238. Published by Enspire Magazine. Last issue 20 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

NN-Sc v.1, n.1- Uncataloged serials Jan, 1996-


WHi v.3, n.32-v.5, n.27; v.8, n.2; v.9, n.51 Microforms Aug 10, 1895-July 3, 1897; Jan 12, 1900; Dec 20, 1901

DHU v.19, n.2 Special Collections Jan 8, 1915


DHU v.2, n.1 Periodicals Jan, 1946

2215 *The Entertainer*. 1988-? Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by Atara. Last issue 31 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising, OCLC no. 20743713. Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment, Theater, Music, Television programs.

ICHi Sept 4/17, 1988; Sept, 1989 qF548.9/N356

2216 *The Entertainer: National Theatrical News*. 1945-? Frequency: Semimonthly. Toledo, OH. Published by The Entertainer Publishing Co. Last issue 16 pages. Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Porter Roberts. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Sports, Entertainment, Music, Theater, Radio.

TNF [v.1, n.2-n.12] Special Collections [Nov 2, 1945-Mar 22, 1946]

Entertainer Magazine. [City unknown], MO. see Central Missouri Entertainer. [City unknown], MO.

2217 *Enticelles*. 1982-1985. Frequency: Six times a year. Montreal, Quebec. Published by Enticelles Enr. Last issue 26 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. In French, 100%. ISSN 0714-6787. LC card no. cn83-31856. OCLC no. 10156925. Subject focus and/or Features: Haitians in Canada.

NN-Sc n.2-7 Uncataloged serials Oct/Nov, 1982-Nov/Dec, 1983

2218 *Envictus*. 1993-. Frequency: Unknown. Kemp Powers, Editor, Envictus, P.O. Box 26264, Washington, DC 20001. Published by Flatline Comic Book Co. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 32598844. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi v.1, n.2 Pam 00-351 Dec, 1993


**2222 Epitome Club Review: A Semi-monthly for Clubs and Club Folks.** 1929?- Frequency: Semimonthly. New York, NY. Last issue 18 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): C. W. Stephens. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.

**2223 Epoch: A Black Family Magazine.** 1980?- Frequency: Bimonthly. Winter Park, FL. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 0199-7432. LC card no. sn80-11045. OCLC no. 6125680. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.


**2228 = Opportunity Journal.** 1996-. Frequency: Unknown. M. Gasby Grecy, Editor, = Opportunity Journal, 500 E. 62nd St., New York, NY 10021. Published by The National Urban League. Last issue 120 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 38206077. Subject focus and/or Features: National Urban League, General interest.


**DHU** v.1, n.1 Periodicals Aug 15, 1929


**DNH** v.3, n.3 Periodicals May/Jun., 1982

**Epitome Club Review:** A Semi-monthly for Clubs and Club Folks. IL, Chicago, see Tales of Kane and Abell. IL, Chicago, see Tales of Kane and Abell. IL, Chicago,
color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Carla Welborn. OCLC no. 29717748. "The magazine for today's young African-American Woman." Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Careers, General interest, Fashion, Entertainment, Health, Sports, Beauty.

ETA Magic Storybook. 1988?-? Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by ETA Creative Arts Foundation. Last issue 64 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 2242.


ETHiopian Review. 1991-. Frequency: Monthly. Elias Kifle, Editor, Ethiopian Review, 8820 S. Sepulveda Blvd. #205, Los Angeles, CA 90045. $26 for individuals $50 for institutions Canada $35. Telephone: (310) 670-8513 Fax: (310) 670-8324. Published by Hailu Indashaw. Last issue 66 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Ethiopian/Amharic 1/3 of magazine. ISSN 1056-2354. LC card no. sn91-2032. OCLC no. 235924110. Subject focus and/or Features: History, Health, Ethiopia, Muslim religion, Islam, Human rights, Politics.

THE EVENING CALL

WHi  v.15, n.7; v.17, n.5; v.18, n.1, 3-5; Microforms v.20, n.9; v.21, n.7 Mar, 1974; Jan, Sept, Nov, 1976-Jan, 1977 May, 1979, Mar, 1980

DHU  v.13, n.2-4, 6; v.14, n.2-4, 7-8; v.15, n.5-12; MS Micro v.16, n.1-4, 10-12; v.17, n.1-2, 4; v.18; v.20, n.3, 9; v.21, n.3, 7, 9 [1971-1980]

NN-Sc  v.20, n.9; v.21, n.7 Serials May, 1979, Mar, 1980

MoHi  v.20, n.3, 9; v.21, n.7 Special Collections Nov, 1978; May, 1979; Feb, 1980

TNF  v.8, n.1-4; v.9, n.6-8; [v.13, n.2-v.18, n.6] Special Collections Sept-Dec, 1967; Feb-Apr, 1969; [Nov/Dec, 1971-Feb, 1977]

2255  **Events.** 1995-. Frequency: Unknown. F. D. Richardson Jr., Editor, Events, 85 Martin Luther King Ave., St. Augustine, FL 32084. Published by St. Paul African Methodist Episcopal Church. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 37591799. Subject focus and/or Features: African Methodist Episcopal Church, Religion, St. Paul African Methodist Episcopal Church.

WHi v.15, n.31 Microforms Mar 2, 1954

WHi  v.52, n.36- Circulation Apr 30, 1991-

DHU [v.38, n.23-v.47, n.34] Microfilm [Dec 10, 1974-Mar 26, 1985]

MoHi  v.5 Newspapers Nov 5-19, 1942

2256  **Events and Occasions.** 1992?-1992? Frequency: Monthly. Durham, NC. Published by North Carolina Central University, Office of University and Community Relations. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Calendar, North Carolina Central University (Durham, NC), Colleges and universities.

NcDurC Dec 1992-Jan 1993 Reference

**Events and Trends in Race Relations.** Nashville, TN. see **Race Relations.** Nashville, TN.


LC card no. sn82-2762. OCLC no. 8303082. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion.

WHi  v.10, n.1-v.16, n.1 In process Winter, 1989-Winter, 1995

NN-Sc  v.7, n.11- Uncataloged serials Nov, 1986-


WHi  v.15, n.7; v.17, n.5; v.18, n.1, 3-5; Microforms v.20, n.9; v.21, n.7 Mar, 1974; Jan, Sept, Nov, 1976-Jan, 1977 May, 1979, Mar, 1980

DHU  v.13, n.2-4, 6; v.14, n.2-4, 7-8; v.15, n.5-12; MS Micro v.16, n.1-4, 10-12; v.17, n.1-2, 4; v.18; v.20, n.3, 9; v.21, n.3, 7, 9 [1971-1980]

NN-Sc  v.20, n.9; v.21, n.7 Serials May, 1979, Mar, 1980

MoHi  v.20, n.3, 9; v.21, n.7 Special Collections Nov, 1978; May, 1979; Feb, 1980

TNF  v.8, n.1-4; v.9, n.6-8; [v.13, n.2-v.18, n.6] Special Collections Sept-Dec, 1967; Feb-Apr, 1969; [Nov/Dec, 1971-Feb, 1977]

2259  **Everybody’s: The Caribbean-American Magazine.** 1977-. Frequency: Monthly (except Jan/Feb and Apr/May). Everybody’s, 1630 Nostrand Ave., Brooklyn, NY. Telephone: (718) 941-1879. Published by Herman Hall. Last issue 46 pages. Last volume 530 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): R. B. Wilk, Herman Hall. ISSN 0164-9329, 1072-3099. LC card no. sn78-6361, 93-650696. OCLC no. 4244613, 27998299. Subject focus and/or Features: Caribbean people, Caribbean culture, Caribbean area—Politics and government, General interest.

NN-Sc  v.1, n.1- Ser-M/E895 Jan/Feb, 1977

2261 Excel: for Black Upwardly Mobile Professionals. 1985-? Frequency: Five times a year. San Francisco, CA. Published by Bert Johnson. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising: Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Larry DuBois. ISSN 0893-5017. LC card no. sn87-2619. OCLC no. 15597544. Subject focus and/or Features: Business, Education, General interest, Travel, Entertainment.


IC-CW v.3 Vivian Harsh Collection Harris Papers

2263 Excellence. 1994-? Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by Chicago State University, Office of Public Affairs. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Chicago State University (Chicago, IL), Colleges and universities—Students, Education, Higher.

IC-CW v.1, n.1 Vivian Harsh Collection Spring/Summer, 1992 Harris Papers


**WHi** v.9, n.4-v.37, n.2 Microforms [Apr, 1936-Feb, 1965]

2271  **Experience Hendrix.** 1997-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Steven C. Pesant, Editor, Experience Hendrix, P.O. Box 4459, Seattle, WA 98104-4459, $34.95 for individuals and institutions. Published by Experience Hendrix, LLC. Last issue 80 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1092-6445. LC card no. 97-648230, sn97-119. OCLC no. 36327135. “The official Jimi Hendrix magazine.” Subject focus and/or Features: Jimi Hendrix, Music, Rock Music.

**WHi** v.1, n.1 Pam 01-3861 1970f

2272  **The Explorer.** 1969-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, College of Dentistry. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, College of Dentistry, Howard University, Dental education.

**DHU** v.1, n.1 Howardiana Dec, 1969


**DHU** May, 1939; June, 1940 Periodicals

2274  **Exposure.** 1971-? Frequency: Unknown. Stuttgart, Germany. Published by Black Soldiers Alliance. Last issue 8 pages. Height 40 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. “If Blacks practice racism, then as a race we are no better than the white pigs.” Subject focus and/or Features: Military service, Soldiers, Race relations.

**MU** edition 2 Bloom Collection May 24, 1971

**Express Magazine.** Miami, FL. see **Haiti Express.** Miami, FL.

2275  **Expression.** 1996-?. Frequency: Occasional. Sister S. Elizabeth, Editor, Expression, P.O. Box 884384, San Francisco, CA. Telephone: (415) 621-4054. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 36097311. Subject focus and/or Features: John Coltrane, Saint John African Orthodox Church, Religion.

**WHi** Sept, 1996- Circulation

2276  **Expression.** 1970-? Frequency: 2 times a year. Middle-town, CT. Published by Wesleyan University, African-American Institute. Last issue 99 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Eddie J. Jordan, Charles DeRamus. OCLC no. 29831783. Subject focus and/or Features: Short stories, Essays, Poetry, Photography.

**WHi** v.1, n.1 Pam 01-3861 1970f


**NN-Sc** v.1, n.2-v.3, n.4 Ser-M/E926 Summer, 1965-Spring, 1969


**TxHal** Mar/Apr, 1983; Dec 11, 1987; Feb 26, 1988 Archives

2279  **Express-La Providence.** 1990-. Frequency: Unknown. Express-La Providence, Pate de Delmas 6 et 8 #29, Haiti, West Indies 2-7378. Published by Napoleon Orphelinat Enfants Libres, Inc. Last issue 48 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. In French, Creole and English. OCLC no. 30743291. Subject focus and/or Features: Homelessness, Children, Haiti.

**WHi** v.1, n.1 Pam 01-4187 1990f

2280  **EXSAE: Expressing Style and Entertainment.** 1990-. Frequency: Quarterly. Mark E. Lawson, Editor, EXSAE, P.O. Box 60148, Washington, DC 20039. Published by Randall C. Pippen Jr. Last issue 44 pages. Height 22 cm. Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Kimberly C. Foreman. OCLC no. 27806150. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Artists, Entertainment, Beauty, Fashion, Travel, Business, Interviews.

**WHi** Spring, 1993; Spring, 1994- Circulation

2281  **Extenion News Letter.** 1938-? Frequency: Irregular. Institute, WV. Published by West Virginia State College, Extension Division. Last issue 7 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Extension education, West Virginia State College (Institute, WV), Colleges and universities.

**Wvln** [Jan, 1938-Jan, 1940] Archives

2283 **The Eye.** 1966-? Frequency: Monthly. Springfield, MA. Published by LCI Productions, Inc. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Laura O. Palmer. "Free Monthly Regional Calendar of Events." Subject focus and/or Features: Calendar. NN-Sc v.1, n.3; v.2, n.2 Newsletters Apr, 1986; Mar, 1987

2284 **The Eye Has It: Knows All, Sees All, Hears All.** 1937-? Frequency: Weekly. New York, NY. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Ulysses A. Lake. Available in microform from: NN (1937). LC card no. sn94-90224. OCLC no. 32534201. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Fashion, Entertainment. HHU v.2, n.2 Periodicals July, 1948

2285 **Eye Magazine.** 1947-? Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Eye Publishing Company. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): John L. Pelt. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Fashion, Entertainment. HHU v.2, n.2 Periodicals July, 1948

2286 **Eye of the Storm.** 1995-. Frequency: Quarterly. Del Jones, Editor, Eye of the Storm, P.O. Box 13197, Philadelphia, PA 19101. Telephone: (215) 937-0696. Published by Eye of the Storm Communications, Inc. Last issue 20 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Variant title(s): War Correspondent’s Eye of the Storm. Publisher varies: Hikeka Communications, Inc. OCLC no. 32329747. Subject focus and/or Features: Pan-Africanism, Afrocentrism. WHi v.1, n.1-6 Sc Micro Aug 7-Sept 11, 1937


2288 **Eyeball.** 1992-1993? Frequency: Semiannual. St. Louis, MO. Published by First Civilizations, Inc. Last issue 46 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Jabari Asim. ISSN 1063-9675. LC card no. sn92-4964. OCLC no. 26182960. Subject focus and/or Features: Short stories, Poetry, Essays, Interviews, Book reviews. WU n.1-3 Special Collections 1992-1993

2289 **Eyes: The Negroes Own Picture Magazine.** 1946-? Frequency: Monthly. Iowa City, IA. Published by William Ferguson. Last issue 48 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): H. I. Fontellio-Nanton. Subject focus and/or Features: News magazine, General interest. ATT v.1, n.1-3 Archives Apr-June, 1946

2290 **Eyes on the Prize.** 1991-? Frequency: Quarterly. Boston, MA. Published by Blackside, Inc. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Richelle L. Baugh. OCLC no. 37144850. Subject focus and/or Features: Film industry, Television. WHi v.1, n.1-4 Pam 01-5898 Winter, Spring-Winter, 1992

2291 **Eyes on the Prize.** 1991-? Frequency: Quarterly. Boston, MA. Published by The Civil Rights Project, Inc. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 37586139. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Education, Calendar, Television. WHi Spring, 1991 Pam 01-6494

2292 **The EZ Works.** 1996-. Frequency: Quarterly. EZ Works, 163 West 125th St., New York, NY 10027. Telephone: (212) 932-1902. Published by Upper Manhattan Empowerment Zone Development Corporation. Last issue 4 pages. Height 42 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 37979657. Subject focus and/or Features: Community development, Urban development. WHi v.1, n.4 Pam 97-1218 Summer, 1997


2294 **Factivity.** 1965-? Frequency: Irregular. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA). LScS v.1, n.1, 3 Archives Oct 26, 1965; Mar 11, 1968


2297 Facts for the People. 1842-1845. Frequency: Monthly. Cincinnati, OH. Last issue 8 pages. Last volume 96 pages. Height 24 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 13540994. Subject focus and/or Features: Abolitionists. WHi v.1, n.3, 6, 8-9, 12 Microcards Mar, June, Aug-Sept, Dec, 1843

2298 Faculty Bulletin. 1952-? Frequency: Two times a year. Daytona Beach, FL. Published by Bethune-Cookman College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Clarke, Johnnie R. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Research, Bethune-Cookman College (Daytona Beach, FL). FDBBC v.1, n.1 Periodicals May, 1956

2299 The Faculty Communicator. 1979-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, University Senate. Last issue 4 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Ralph Gomes, Vincent Peloso. Subject focus and/or Features: Howard University, University Senate. DHU v.2, n.3, 10 Howardiana Jan, 1980; Feb, 1981


2301 The Faculty Newsletter. 1965-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Canterbury House Senate. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): H. Albion Ferrell. Subject focus and/or Features: Episcopal Church, Howard University, Religion. DHU Feb, Mar 22, 1965 Howardiana

2302 Faculty Research Journal. 1976-1979. Frequency: Unknown. Houston, TX. Published by Texas Southern University. Last issue 147 pages. Height 33 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Joseph Jones Jr. OCLC no. 31399445. Subject focus and/or Features: Texas Southern University (Houston, TX), Research, Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff. TXHTSU V.1, n.1, v.2, n.1 Archives Nov, 1976; Aug, 1979

2303 Faculty Review. 1965-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Office of Public Relations. Last issue 12 pages. Height 22 cm. Previous editor(s): Leon E. Wright. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Howard University. DHU v.1, n.1 Howardiana May, June, 1965

2304 Faculty Senate Chronicle. 1992-? Frequency: Unknown. Shreveport, LA. Published by Southern University at Shreveport. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Southern University at Shreveport (Shreveport, LA), Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff. LSHS v.1, n.2, 4 Black Ethnic Archives Sept 19, Oct 18, 1992

2305 Faculty Staff Newsletter. 1965-? Frequency: Three times a year. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Office of Public Relations. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Shirley Dunn. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Howard University. DHU v.1, n.1-v.2, n.3 Howardiana Nov, 1965-May, 1967

2306 The Faculty Voice. 1986-? Frequency: Monthly. Prairie View, TX. Published by Prairie View A & M University. Last is-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Title</th>
<th>Publication Dates</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Subject Focus and/or Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Fair Play</strong></td>
<td>1898-1899</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Fort Scott, KS</td>
<td>Faculty and staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fairview Sana-Times</strong></td>
<td>1933?</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Detroit, MI</td>
<td>Detroit Sanatorium (Detroit, MI), Tuberculosis, Health care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Faith Journeys</strong></td>
<td>1983-1984</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td>Philadelphia, PA</td>
<td>United Church of Christ, Presbyterian Church in the USA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Family</strong></td>
<td>1990?</td>
<td>Bimonthly</td>
<td>Family, 2230 Buena Vista Road, Colombus, GA</td>
<td>Family, Family Members.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THE FAMILY MAGAZINE**

2312 *Falcon*. 1960?- Frequency: Monthly. Oakland, CA. Published by Jesse E. Wyatt Jr. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Thomas Nash. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.

DHU v.1, n.5 Periodicals Nov, 1960


ArU v.1, n.10, 12, 11 [sic] Film 1436 June 2, 23, Aug 11, 1904


Amistad v.2, n.9-22, n.1 Periodicals [Jan 26, 1933-Oct 1953]

DHU v.3 n.15-v.9 n.9 Periodicals [July 30, 1935-May 1941]

2315 *Family*. 1990?- Frequency: Bimonthly. Family, 2230 Buena Vista Road, Columbus, GA 31901. Telephone: (404) 324-2405. Published by Ophelia DeVore Associates. Last issue 8 pages. Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 27979701. "A newspaper for all family members." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.1, n.1 In process June 13/17, 1990

2316 *Family Digest Magazine*. 1997-. Frequency: Quarterly. Susan A. Benjamin, Editor, Family Digest Magazine, P.O. Box 1900, Danville, CA 94526. $11.80 for individuals and institutions. Published by Family Digest Association. Last issue 64 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 37642572. Subject focus and/or Features: Children, Family.

WHi v.1, n.1 Circulation Fall, 1997

2317 *The Family Magazine*. 1968?- Frequency: Five times a year. Kansas City, MO. Published by The Minority Press Association. Last issue 63 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: National Baptist Convention of America, Family.

NN-Sc v.1, n.3-4 Uncataloged serials June/July-Sept/Oct, 1986
The Famuan. 1916-?. Frequency: Weekly (except holidays). Katrina Miles, Editor, The Famuan, 309 Tucker Hall, Florida A&M University, Tallahassee, FL 32307. Telephone: (904) 599-3159, FAX (904) 561-2570. Published by Florida A & M University. Last issue 12 pages. Last volume 144 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Varonika Brown, Heath A. Smith. ISSN 1063-9942. LC card no. sn92-8338. OCLC no. 15492871. Subject focus and/or Features: Florida A & M University (Tallahassee, FL), Colleges and universities—Students.

Fayetteville, NC. Published by Black Press, Inc. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Mrs E. Jones. Available in microform from: WHi (1991- ). ISSN 0893-3693. LC card no. sn87-8338. OCLC no. 15492871. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


Fayetteville Press. 1990-? Frequency: Monthly. Fayetteville, NC. Published by J.J. Jones. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Mrs E. Jones. OCLC no. 38214563. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

223  **THE FINAL CALL**


2328  **FDCAC Newsletter.** 1982-? Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by FDCAC (Frederick Douglass Creative Arts Center). Last issue 2 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Drama, Theater, Art.

NN-Sc  v.1, n.2; v.2, n.2  Newsletters  Sept, 1982; Sept, 1983


WU  v.3, n.6; [Anniversary issue] Special Jan, June, 1973 Collections

DHU  v.1 n.4  Periodicals  Nov 1970

NN-Sc  v.1, n.3; Anniversary issue  Ser-N.F338  Aug, 1970-June, 1973

2330  **Fellowship.** 1944-? Frequency: Weekly. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Fellowship Council. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Fellowship Council, Howard University, Colleges and universities—Students.

DHU  Jan 12-Feb 16, 1944  Howardiana

2331  **Femme Fatal.** 1993-? Frequency: Quarterly. Brooklyn, NY. Published by A & B Comics. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Maxwell Taylor. Variant title(s): Femme Fatale. ISSN 1064-6302. LC card no. sn92-281. OCLC no. 26345105. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHI  n.1  Pam 00-316  Dec, 1993


2332  **FEVA.** 1996-1996. Frequency: Quarterly. New York, NY. Published by FEVA Magazine. Last issue 72 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Cheryl Lynn-Hendrickson. OCLC no. 35170142. Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Fashion.

WHI  v.1, n.1  Pam 01-6455  Spring, 1996

NN-Sc  n.1  Uncataloged serials  Spring, 1996

2333  **FFM Newsletter.** 1965-? Frequency: Biweekly. Ferriday, LA. Published by Ferriday Freedom Movement. Last issue 5 pages. Height 35 cm. OCLC no. 11982748. Subject focus and/or Features: Voter registration, Ferriday Freedom Movement, Civil rights.

WHI  v.1, n.1  Pam 84-4786  Aug 15, 1965


WHI  Dec 27, 1966-Aug 9, 1968  Microforms

2335  **Field Director Newsletter.** 1967-1970. Frequency: Irregular. New Orleans, LA. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Louisiana. Last issue 5 pages. Previous editor(s): Ronald H. Britton. Frequency varies: Monthly, Twice a year. Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.


2336  **Fighting Words.** 1995-. Frequency: Quarterly. Fighting Words, P.O. Box 80239, Minneapolis, MN 55408. Telephone: (612) 649-4586. Published by Anti-Racist Action. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 35152127. “The street journal of anti-racist action.” Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, Antiracism.

WHI  n.2-  Circulation Fall, 1995-


WHI  v.1, n.1-  Microforms  May, 1979-

WHi v.1, n.1; v.2, n.1 Pam 01-3775 Oct, 1974; Fall, 1975

2339 **Finally Got The News.** 1971-? Frequency: Irregular. Ann Arbor, MI. Published by University of Michigan, Black Student Union. Last issue 10 pages. Height 40 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. LC card no. sn93-23715. OCLC no. 28470418. Subject focus and/or Features: Black Student Union, University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI), Colleges and universities—Students.

MiU v.1, n.1-2 Labadie Collection Nov 1-24, 1971

2340 **Financial Aid Newsletter.** 1980-? Frequency: Unknown. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Wesley Jones III. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Colleges and universities—Financial aid, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).

LScS Fall, 1980 Archives


DUH [v.3, n.43-v.2[ns], n.21] Microfilm Dec 27, 1974-July 29, 1977

2342 **Finesse Magazine.** 1992-1993? Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by Steka, Inc. Last issue 60 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. In French and English. Previous editor(s): Armand-Tassy. ISSN 1073-7731. LC card no. sn93-77807. OCLC no. 29527221. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Haitians, Fashion, Art, Health, Food, Economics.

WHi v.1, n.1, 87, v.2, n.2 Pam 01-4837 Mar, Oct, 1993; June/July, 1993

2343 **Finished Looks.** 1991-? Frequency: Unknown. Beachwood, OH. Published by Ron Hale. Last issue 98 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 25124236. Subject focus and/or Features: Hairdressing.

WHi v.3, n.1, [no number] Pam 01-4835 1993; Summer/Fall, 1994


DUH v.1, n.1 Periodicals 1926 NN-Sc v.1, n.1 Sc Rare F82-71 1926 (Facsimile reprint) WU v.1, n.1 Special 1926 Collections


2347 **The First African Baptist Informer.** 1942-1943. Frequency: Monthly. Savannah, GA. Published by First African Baptist Church of Savannah, Georgia. Last issue 10 pages. Height 31 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: First African Baptist Church, Religion.

WHi v.1, n.9 Pam 01-4617 June, 1943

GSFA v.2, n.1 Periodicals Sept, 1943

2348 **First Class.** 1984- Frequency: Bimonthly. Lynchburg, VA. Published by Audrey D. Spencer. Last issue 48 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): George A. Thomas. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

DUH v.1, n.1 Periodicals Apr, 1984

2349 **The First Colored Professional, Clerical, Skilled and Business Directory of Baltimore City with Washington, D.C. and Annapolis Annex.** 1913-? Frequency: Annual. Washington, DC. Published by Murray Brothers. Last issue 133 pages. Height 24 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 16873061. Subject focus and/or Features: Business—Directories.

WHi 6th Edition Pam 01-563 1918-1919

THE FISK HERALD

THE FISK HERALD

ATT v.1, n.5/6; v.3, n.4 Washington Collection Apr/May, 1926; Jan, 1928
ICCBMR Summer, 1979; Winter-Summer, 1980 Periodicals
TFN [v.4, n.1-v.32, n.4]; [v.1[ns], n.1- Special Collections v.70, n.1]; [no numbers] [Apr, 1887-May, 1915]; [Jan, 1926-Spring, 1986] Spring, Fall, 1988; Spring, 1990; Spring, 1993


2356 Fisk Forum. 1948-. Frequency: Unknown. Fisk Forum, 1000 17th Ave., N, Nashville, TN 37208-3052. Published by Fisk University. Last issue 12 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Kelvin Bulger, Apr 3 1980; Natalyn Lyons, Apr 3 1980; LaVelle Barnett, Mar 24 1983; Regina Avron, Cara Brown, Marijohn Bledsoe. OCLC no. 33289576. Subject focus and/or Features: Fisk University (Nashville, TN), Colleges and universities—Students.


2358 The Fisk Herald. 1907?- Frequency: Quarterly. Nashville, TN. Published by Fisk University. Last issue 28 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Shirley B. Jenkins, Nov 1944-Jan 1945; Camille Greta Patterson, Nov 1945. Variant title(s): Herald. OCLC no. 9002772, 4338163. Subject focus and/or Features: Fisk University (Nashville, TN), Colleges and universities—Students.

2359 The Fisk Herald. 1883-. Frequency: Monthly. Nashville, TN. Published by Fisk University, Literary Societies. Last issue 8 pages. Last volume 96 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): T. F. Sublett, June 1883; C. J. An-
Fisk Informer. 1973?- Frequency: Unknown. Nashville, TN. Published by Fisk University, Development and Alumni Affairs. Last issue 8 pages. Height 10 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Calendar, Colleges and universities—Alumni, Fisk University (Nashville, TN).


Fisk Record. 1991?- Frequency: Unknown. Fisk Record, Fisk University, Nashville, TN 37208-3051. Published by Fisk University, Office of Public Information. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Gloria McFerren. Subject focus and/or Features: Fisk University (Nashville, TN), Calendar, Poetry, Colleges and universities.

Fisk University Calendar of the Week. 1969?- Frequency: Weekly. Nashville, TN. Published by Fisk University. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Fisk University (Nashville, TN), Calendar, Colleges and universities.

Fisk University Journal. 1970?- Frequency: Weekly. Nashville, TN. Published by Fisk University, Office of University Relations. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Variant title(s): University Relations. Subject focus and/or Features: Calendar, Fisk University (Nashville, TN), Colleges and universities.


Fiskitems this Month. 1984-1986? Frequency: Monthly. Nashville, TN. Published by Fisk University, Office of University Relations. Last issue 1 page. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Calendar, Fisk University (Nashville, TN), Officers and universities.

Fiskitems this Week. 1969?- Frequency: Weekly. Nashville, TN. Published by Fisk University, Office of University Relations. Last issue 6 pages. Height 15 cm. Subject focus
and/or Features: Calendar, Fisk University (Nashville, TN), Colleges and universities.

TNF Sept 25-Dec 18, 1964; Jan 1-May 2, 1965; Special Collections Sept 23/30-Nov 11/18, 1966


NN Sc [no numbers], v.2, n.4; v.3, n.3; v.3, n.3 [sic] Ser-MF558
Winter, 1979; Feb-Apr, Oct, 1980; May, Fall, 1981

DHU v.11, n.5, v.12, n.1-2, v.12, n.9, v.14, n.3, 6, 8; Periodicals Feb 1921; Oct-Nov, 1921; June 1922; Dec 1923; Mar, May 1924

2371 Flaire. 1961-? Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by Flaire Publications. Last issue 27 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Delores Calvin. Subject focus and/or Features: Beauty, Hairdressing, Cosmetology.

IC-CW v.1, n.6, 11 Vivian Harsh Collection June, Nov, 1961

2372 The Flaming Crescent. 1992-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. Salim Abdul-Khalil, Editor, Flaming Crescent, P.O. Box 2076, Chicago, IL 60690. Telephone: (312) 409-3359. Published by Salim Abdul-Khalil. Last issue 17 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table. Previous editor(s): Kenneth Calvin. OCLC no. 29443057. "An independent grassroots newspaper." Subject focus and/or Features: Islam, Black nationalism, Religion.

WHI n.6, 11 - Circulation July/Aug, 1992; July, Aug, 1993-

2373 Flamingo. 1961-? Frequency: Monthly. London, England. Published by Chalton Publishing Co. Last issue 64 pages. Height 24 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Edward Scobie, Feb 1/6 1962-Jan 1964. Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Fashion, Cookery, General interest, West Indies.

TNF Feb 1/6, 1962-Jan 1/6, Aug 1/6, Dec, 1964; Special Collections Jan, 1965


FMFMC May 15, 1956; Mar 15, 1957; Dec 16, 1960; May, Archives Dec, 1961; Apr, 1963

2375 Flare. 1988-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Long Beach, CA. Published by Hero Graphics. Last issue 25 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Dennis Mallonee. ISSN 0898-1299. LC card no. sn88-934. OCLC no. 17722770. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHI v.2, n.6 OCLC no. sn88-934. OCLC no. 17722770. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.


CLU v.2, n.23-25 Special Collections Dec 31, 1929-Jan 25, 1930

DHU v.2, n.9 Periodicals Sept 16, 1929

2377 Flash: Newspicture Magazine. 1937-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Washington, DC. Last issue 26 pages. Height 29 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): William Forsythe Jr., Joseph B. Sewall. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Sports, Fashion, Entertainment.

DHU v.1, n.1-v.2, n.78 Periodicals Mar 6, 1937-Mar, 1939

ViPetU v.2, n.81 Archives July 16, 1939

2378 Flash. 1947-? Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Ivory Press. Last issue 38 pages. Height 32 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): August Ivory. OCLC no. 22376845. Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment, General interest.

ICHi v.4, n.7, 10, 12 qF548.9/N3F5 Dec, 1950; June, 1951; Spring, 1952

The Flash. Jackson, MS. see Blue and White Flash. Jackson, MS.

The Flash. New Lisbon, NJ. see Sixty Niner. New Lisbon, NJ.

2379 Flash. 1964-? Frequency: Unknown. Cleveland, OH. Published by Urban League of Cleveland. Last issue 4 pages. Height 33 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Urban League of Cleveland, Business.

OCIW Apr, 1964 Mss 4539

2380 The Flashlight. 1936-? Frequency: Unknown. Camden, NC. Published by Mather Academy. Last issue 8 pages. Height 58 cm. Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s):
John Mann. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, High school newsletter, Mather Academy (Camden, NC), High schools—Students.

Amistad v.7, n.1 Periodicals Nov, 1942


WHi v.1, n.10; v.2, n.5-7 Microforms July 16/30, 1966; Sept 6/20-Oct 4/17, 1967

2382 Flatline Comics Presents. . . 1993-. Frequency: Three times a year. Kemp Powers, Editor, Flatline Comics Presents, P.O. Box 26264, Washington, DC 20001. Published by Flatline Comic Book Co. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 33245062. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi v.1, n.1-2 Pam 00-357 Dec, 1993-Apr, 1994

2383 The Flavor. 1992-1996. Frequency: Bimonthly. Seattle, WA. Published by Alison “Cookiehead” Pember. Last issue 42 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Rachel “Mrs Beasley” Crick. LC card no. sn94-43620. OCLC no. 31068499. Subject focus and/or Features: Rap music, Hip hop culture, Music, Interviews, Music reviews.

WHi n.1-34 In process Mar, 1992-June, 1996


WHi v.1, n.4 Pam 95-306 Sept, 1993

2385 Floaters. 1993-. Frequency: Monthly. Barbara Kessel, Editor, Floaters, 10956 SE Main St., Milwaukie, OR 97222. Published by Dark Horse Comics. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color). OCLC no. 33245062. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi n.3 Pam 90-319 Nov, 1993


WHi v.40, n.18-v.45, n.29 Microforms Jan 5, 1978-Mar 16, 1983

2387 Florence News. 1986?- Frequency: Twice a month. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Mrs. J. Washington. Last issue 12 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Mrs Whaling. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

CLSL v.5, n.16 Periodicals Aug, 1990


WHi Feb, 1993, Sept, 1993 Pam 01-5289


FJEW v.1, n.1, 8, 10 Archives Aug, 1981, Mar, May, 1982

2390 Florida Courier. 1992-. Frequency: Weekly. Charles W. Cherry II, Editor, Florida Courier, 605 N. 7th St., P.O. Box 4509, Fort Pierce, FL 34948. Telephone: (561) 489-2766. Published by Charles W. Cherry II. Last issue 12 pages. Height 58 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 31457396. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.3, n.43- Circulation Nov 3/9, 1994-


2393  *Florida Memorial College Christian Student Union Newsletter*. 1984-? Frequency: Monthly Christian Student Union. Miami, FL. Published by Florida Memorial College, Christian Student Union. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Florida Memorial College, Christian Student Union (Miami, FL), Religion, Colleges and universities—Students.

2394  *Florida Memorial College: Newsletter*. 1984-? Frequency: Irregular. Miami, FL. Published by Florida Memorial College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Minnie Pearl Glass. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Florida Memorial College (Miami, FL).

2395  *Florida Memorial College News*. 1985-1990. Frequency: Weekly. Miami, FL. Published by Florida Memorial College. Last issue 4 pages. Last volume 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Nadine Drew. Subject focus and/or Features: Florida Memorial College (Miami, FL), Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.


2397  *Florida Migrant News*. 1986-? Frequency: Unknown. Miami, FL. Published by Florida Memorial College. Last issue 12 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Louis Nunez, Ermelinda Villa. Subject focus and/or Features:


2408  *Fly!*. 1992-1993. Frequency: Bimonthly. Baldwin, NY. Published by Jack/Howard Publishing Co., Inc. Last issue 40 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Jenyne M. Raines. ISSN 1065-4631. LC card no. sn92-2183. OCLC no. 26613523. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Rap music, Hip hop culture.

2409  *Fly Paper*. 1992-? Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by New Jack Enterprises, Inc. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Raymond ‘Promo’ O’Neal Jr. OCLC no. 29296310. Subject focus and/or Features: Hip hop culture, Music.


2412  *Focal Point*. 1994- Frequency: Quarterly. Claudine Ashton, Editor, Focal Point, P.O. Box 3, Grambling State University, Grambling, LA 71245. Telephone: (318) 274-2227, (318) 274-2568. Published by Grambling State University, A.C. Lewis Memorial Library. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Libraries, Colleges and universities.


2413 Focus. 1995-. Frequency: Annual. Inglewood, CA. Published by First Church of God. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Beatrice Jordan. OCLC no. 38169475. Subject focus and/or Features: First Church of God, Religion, Calendar.

WHi v.l, n.2 Pam 68-2689 Spring, 1960


2415 Focus. 1991-. Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Employee Benefits Office. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Employee Benefits, Howard University.

DHU v.1 Archives Spring, 1991

2416 Focus. 1930-? Frequency: Weekly. Wilmington, DE. Last issue 24 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. "Delaware's only Negro newspaper." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

DHU v.3, n.1 Periodicals July 8, 1932


WU 1968; May, 1974; 1978-1980, 1982;, Spring 1984- Special Collections


LScS Oct, 1976-Mar, 1992 Archives

2419 The Focus. 1982-1983. Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, Department of Mass Communications. Last issue 8 pages. Height 34 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Lela Jeanette Davis. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Journalism, Colleges and universities.

MsJSU May 1982-1983 Archives

2420 Focus: On Human Rights. 1960-. Frequency: Quarterly. Focus, Amityville, NY. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Last issue 22 pages. Height 18 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 12027768. Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, State Conference of Branches, Civil rights.

WHi v.1, n.2 Pam 68-2689 Spring, 1960


NN-Sc v.1, n.2-3; v.3, n.2-3; v.4, n.1-3 Newsletters June-Oct, 1988; May-Sept, 1990; Jan-Sept, 1991


NN-Sc v.1, n.2; v.3, n.1 Newsletters Mar, 1977; Summer, 1980

2423 Focus: on Issues of Black America. 1980-. Frequency: Bimonthly. New York, NY. Published by William R. Hales. Last issue 30 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): William R. Hales. ISSN 8750-5622. LC card no. sn84-2635. OCLC no. 11513833. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Politics.
FOCUS

DeHi v.5, n.2, 7  James Baker Collection  Apr/May, 1984;  
Feb/Mar, 1985


2425  **Focus: Today's Events on the Hill.** 1968?-? Frequency: Daily. Prairie View, TX. Published by Prairie View A & M University, Student Office of the National Council of Teachers of English and the Journalism Club. Last issue 1 page. Height 28-36 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Prairie View A & M University (Prairie View, TX), Colleges and universities—Students, Journalism.

 TxPV  [Dec 11, 1968-Mar 13, 1970]  Archives


2427  **Focus Magazine.** 1984?-? Frequency: Quarterly. Raleigh, NC. Published by Shaw University, Office of Institutional Advancement. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 32340238. Subject focus and/or Features: Planned giving, Colleges and universities—Alumni, Shaw University (Raleigh, NC).

 WHi  Spring, 1992; Winter, 1993  Pam 01-4668

2428  **The Focus Magazine.** 1980?-? Frequency: Unknown. Wilberforce, OH. Published by Wilberforce University. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): K. Trotter. Subject focus and/or Features: Essays, Poetry, Wilberforce University (Wilberforce, OH), Colleges and universities.

 OWlbU  [one undated issue]  Archives  1980

2429  **Focus on Fashion.** 1979-. Frequency: Quarterly. Chicago, IL. Published by Focus Publishing, Frank Goss III. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Fashion, General interest, Lifestyle.

 IC-CW  Premiere issue  Vivian Harsh Collection  Winter, 1979/1980

2430  **Focus on Teaching.** 1981-1981. Frequency: Quarterly. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Annie J. Cistunk. "Newsletter of the post-doctoral teaching fellowship program." Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Teacher education, Colleges and universities. MsJSU  v.1, n.1-2/3  Archives  July 1981-Feb, 1982


2432  **Focus Umoja.** 1974-1978. Frequency: Monthly (irregular). Montreal, Quebec. Published by Black Community Central Administration of Quebec. Last issue 18 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 0382-8425. LC card no. 776-32161. OCLC no. 2743403. Subject focus and/or Features: Afro-Cana-dians, Politics, Culture.

 NN-Sc  n.22  Serials  Mar, 1978

2433  **Foot Notes.** 1950?-? Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Thomas Russell Jones. "Devoted to the Development of Better Community Relationships." Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, Community newsletter.

 DHU  v.4, n.10  Periodicals  Jan, 1954


 WHi  v.1, n.1-2  Microforms  Nov 8, 1935-Jan 16, 1936

2435  **Footprints.** 1990-. Frequency: Quarterly. Footprints, P.O. Box 22634, Nashville, TN 37202. Telephone: (800) 542-9203. Published by Black Children's Institute of Tennessee. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 36197369. Subject focus and/or Features: Children, Education, Family.

 NN-Sc  v.1, n.1-v.3, n.4  Newsletters  June, 1990-Summer, 1993
 TNF  v.2, n.1  Special Collections  Summer, 1991


DHU v.1, n.1-v.2, n.9 Howardiana Sept 25, 1941-May 12, 1942


DHU n.2-7 Howardiana Jan-May 21, 1946 *The Forty-seven*. Washington, DC. see *The Voice of “47*. Washington, DC.

2451  *The Forum*. 1906- Frequency: Semiweekly. Sacramento, CA. Published by J. Gordon McPherson. Line drawings; Commerical advertising. Previous editor(s): J. Gordon McPherson. LC card no. sn92-69424. OCLC no. 26656053. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

C v.1, n.1 Newspapers Apr 2, 1906


*Forum*, Dayton, OH. see *Dayton Forum*, Dayton, OH.


NN-Sc v.1, n.1-v.9, n.2 Newsletters July, 1984-Summer/Fall, 1993

2454  *The Forum*. 1987-1990? Frequency: Monthly (irregular). Atlanta, GA. Published by Clark Atlanta University. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Torrance Stephens, Dec 1987-Jan/Feb 1990. Subject focus and/or Features: Clark Atlanta University (Atlanta, GA), Colleges and universities—Students, Poetry.

GAUC v.1, n.1-v.2, n.2; v.5, n.1 Archives Oct, 1987-Apr, 1988; Jan/Feb, 1990


"Official Organ of the Loyal Legion Co-operative Educational Movement." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


2456  *The Forum*. 1950- Frequency: Weekly. Helen C. Fields, Editor, East Chicago, IN. Published by Charles Fields Jr. Last issue 6 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, East Chicago NAACP, Religion.

InEcHi v.1, n.7 Periodicals May 17, 1950


WHi [v.1, n.1-v.6, n.1] Pam 01-4511 Apr, 1986-Mar, 1992


DHU Sept, 1971 Periodicals

LNX Jan, 1971 Archives

NN-Sc Nov, 1970-Mar, 1972 Sc/Ser.-M./F785

2459  *The Forum*. 1990-. Frequency: Quarterly. Virginia Sargent, Editor, Forum, P.O. Box 851, Valley Forge, PA 19482-0851. Telephone: (215) 768-2379. Published by The Board of Educational Ministries, American Baptist Churches, USA. Last issue 4 pages. Last volume 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line draw-
ings; Photographs. OCLC no. 27302308. "A National Newsletter Serving Black Ministries" Subject focus and/or Features: Baptist Church, Religion.

2460  **Forward.** 1995-? Frequency: Monthly. Seattle, WA. Published by David Butler, Samaj, Yosef Tefferi. Last issue 30 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): David Butler, Leah A. Rudolfo. OCLC no. 32736720. Subject focus and/or Features: Reggae music, Music.

2461  **Fotogirls.** 1987-. Frequency: Unknown. Ross Gilfillan, Editor, Whitham Essex, England. Published by Galaxy Publications, Ltd. Last issue 82 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 0962-1555. Subject focus and/or Features: Sex.

2462  **Fotorama.** 1993-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Fotorama, 63 Grand Avenue, River Edge, NJ 07661. Published by Swank Publications, Inc. Last issue 82 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous issue. Subject focus and/or Features: Sex.

2463  **The Foundation.** 1911-? Frequency: Quarterly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Gammon Theological Seminary. Last issue 32 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): D. D. Martin, May 1911-Sept 1932; Orville L. Davis, Jan 1933-July 1937; R. A. Schermerhorn, Oct 1937-July 1938; R. S. Gaptill, Oct 1938-2nd Quarter 1953; Frank W. Clelland, 1st Quarter 1954-1st Quarter 1955; Harry V. Richardson, 2nd Quarter 1956; A. S. Dickerson, 1st Quarter-2nd Quarter 1959; C. B. Coher, Fall 1960; M. J. Wynn, Fall 1961-Summer 1966; J. F. Norwood, Fall 1967; Major J. Jones, Fall 1968-Winter/Spring 1975. Frequency varies: Summer, 1959-Fall, 1960; Bimonthly, 1930-Oct 1932. ISSN 0363-6992. LC card no. sc78-2360. OCLC no. 2409954. "Published in the interest of Gammon Theological Seminary, the alumni, and the Stewart Missionary Foundation for Africa." Subject focus and/or Features: Religion, Methodist Church, Theology, Gammon Theological Seminary (Atlanta, GA), Missions, Colleges and universities—Students, Colleges and universities—Alumni.


2465  **The Fovea.** 1970-? Frequency: Monthly. Nashville, TN. Published by Meharry Medical College, Pre-Alumni Council. Last issue 8 pages. Height 30 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Meharry Medical and Dental Students Publication. Subject focus and/or Features: Meharry Medical College (Nashville, TN), Colleges and universities—Students.

2466  **Foxtrappe.** 1975-? Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Published by Fox Communications, Inc. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Alice L. Hannibal, William E. Garrett, Chris Hinson. "Meharry Medical and Dental Students Publication." Subject focus and/or Features: Meharry Medical College (Nashville, TN), Colleges and universities—Students.

2467  **Frame-Up.** 1972-? Frequency: Weekly. San Francisco, CA. Published by The National United Committee to Free Angela Davis. Last issue 6 pages. Last volume 48 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 11759891. Subject focus and/or Features: Political prisoners, Angela Davis.

2468  **The Francis Magnet.** 1927-? Frequency: Biweekly. Washington, DC. Published by John R. Francis Junior High School. Last issue 4 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: John R. Francis Junior High School (Washington, DC), High school newsletter.
THE FRANKLIN VOICE

DHU v.4, n.9; v.5, n.2; v.10, n.2-22, n.3; v.23, n.1; v.24, n.1 Periodicals Mar 26, Oct 29, 1931; Dec 3, 1936-Jan 25, 1949; Jan 23, Dec 1950

DHU v.4, n.27-v.8, n.52 Microfilm June 26, 1851-Dec 14, 1855

2469 The Franklin Voice. 1996-. Frequency: Monthly. Paula McCoy-Pinderhughes, Editor, Franklin Voice, P.O. Box 7332, Somerset, NJ 08875-7332. Telephone: (908) 873-3177. Last issue 8 pages. Height 40 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 36814737. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.9, n.7; v.10, n.40; v.12, n.30; v.13, n.9 Microforms Feb 1, 1856; Sept 17, 1858; July 8, 1859; Feb 17, 1860


WHI v.1, n.9 Microforms Mar 19, 1887

2468 The Free American. 1887?-1888. Frequency: Weekly. Columbus, OH. Published by Theodore A. Thompson , Walter S. Thomas. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Theodore A. Thompson, Walter S. Thomas. Available in microform from: Trans Media. LC card no. sn93-23054. OCLC no. 9356530. "Newsletter of the San Francisco Committee to free Angela Davis and the National United Committee to free Angela Davis." Subject focus and/or Features: Angela Davis, Political prisoners.

WHI v.1, n.2-6, 9-10, 12 Pam 71-2716 Dec 8, 1970-Mar 26, June 29-Aug 1, Nov 8, 1971

WHI v.1, n.2 Microfilms Apr 5, 1868
DHU v.1, n.2-3 Microfilm Apr 5-11, 1868

2485 The Free South. 1868-? Frequency: Weekly. New Orleans, LA. Published by W.P. Allen. Last issue 4 pages. Height 40 cm. Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 14288863. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

MWA v.1, n.3 Newspapers Feb 15, 1868


WHI v.2, n.11 Microforms Jan 20, 1900
DHU v.2, n.11 MS Micro Jan 20, 1900


WHI v.1, n.1 Microforms Nov 15, 1845
NN-Sc v.1, n.1 Microfilm Nov 15, 1845

2489 Free the Three. 1970-? Frequency: Unknown. Milwaukee, WI. Published by People's News Service: Milwaukee Branch of the National Committee to Combat Fascism. Last
issue 4 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 11967238. Subject focus and/or Features: Political prisoners.

 WHi v.1, n.2-3 Pam 74-2702 Sept-Nov, 1970


 WHi v.1, n.6 Pam 59-1250 May, 1865
 DHU v.1, n.1-2, 5-11; v.2, n.1-2, 5-8 Periodicals July 1864, Mar-Oct 1865; Dec-Jan 1865/6; Apr-Aug 1866


 EIN v.1, n.1-v.6, n.3 Microfilm Jan 1864-Mar, 1869


 DHU v.1, n.1 Periodicals Oct, 1864
 *Freedman's Press*. Galveston, TX. see *Free Man's Press*. Galveston, TX.


 AAP v.1, n.1-v.2, n.1 Microfilm Jan, 1864-Jan, 1865

2494  *The Freedman's Friend*. 1904-? Frequency: Quarterly. Cambria, VA. Published by Christiansburg Industrial Institute. Last issue 12 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): E. A. Long. Subject focus and/or Features: School newsletter, Christiansburg Industrial Institute (Cambria, VA).

 DHU v.3, n.2 Periodicals 3rd quarter, 1906


 ABH v.1, n.1 E185.2/F84/1980 Dec, 1866
 *Freedman's Auricle*. Washington, DC. see *Auricle*. Washington, DC.


 WHi v.1, n.6 Pam 59-1250 May, 1865
 DHU v.1, n.1-2, 5-11; v.2, n.1-2, 5-8 Periodicals July 1864, Mar-Oct 1865; Dec-Jan 1865/6; Apr-Aug 1866

2497  *Freedmen's Hospital Bulletin*. 1934-? Frequency: Quarterly. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Freedmen's Hospital. Last issue 38 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): M. G. Kimbal, Jan-Sept 1865; R. R. Newell, May-June 1866; R. F. Wallicutt, Oct 1867-Feb 1869. Variant title(s): Freedmen's Journal, Jan, 1865. Available in microform from: DLC (1865-1869), UnM (1865-1872). LC card no. 79-642346. OCLC no. 9455408, 8564725, 5284737. Subject focus and/or Features: Freedmen's Hospital, Howard University, Nurses, Colleges and universities—Alumni, Freedmen's Hospital School of Nursing Alumni Association.

 DHU Winter, 1972-Fall, 1974 Periodicals
 *Freedmen's Journal*. Boston, MA. see *Freedmen's Record*. Boston, MA.

2498  *Freedmen's Hospital School of Nursing Alumni Association, Inc. Newsletter*. 1972-? Frequency: Semiannual. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Freedmen's Hospital. Last issue 7 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Freedmen's Hospital, Howard University, Nurses, Colleges and universities—Alumni, Freedmen's Hospital School of Nursing Alumni Association.

 DHU Winter, 1972-Fall, 1974 Periodicals


 WHi v.1,n.1-7, 9, v.2, n.5-8; v.3, n.10; Microforms v.4, n.1, 3, 5-6, 12-v.5, n.1 Jan-June, Sept, 1865; May-Aug,1866; Oct, 1867; Jan, Mar, May-June, Dec, 1868-Feb, 1869
 EIN v.3, n.5 Film 9930 May, 1867


2501 Freedom. 1964-? Frequency: Unknown. Atlanta, GA. Last issue 8 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 1726867, 12090786. "Break Thy Slavery’s Want and Dread, Bread is Freedom, Freedom Bread.” Subject focus and/or Features: Segregation, Race relations, Southern States—Economic conditions, Civil rights.

WHl v.l, n.4 Pam 84-5384 Apr 18, 1964

2502 Freedom. 1963-? Frequency: Unknown. Monroe, NC. Last issue 4 pages. Height 41 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Jake Rosen. LC card no. sn94-23206. OCLC no. 29659467. Subject focus and/or Features: Labor, World news, History, Police brutality.

WHl v.l, n.3 Pam 74-3017 Nov, 1963


WHl v.3, n.2-6, 8; v.4, n.1-2 Pam 74-3104 Feb-June, Sept, 1953; Jan-Feb, 1955


2504 Freedom Banner. 1963-? Frequency: Unknown. Danville, VA. Published by Freedom Banner. Last issue 1 page. Height 28 cm. LC card no. sn94-24491. OCLC no. 31020290. Subject focus and/or Features: Labor, Civil rights.

MiU v.1 Labadie Collection Oct 20, 1963


WHl n.2-3, 5-6 Pam 84-3635 June 22-July 2, 20-Aug 1, 1964


WHl [no nos.]; v.1, n.1-5, 7; v.2, n.3-4; v.5, n.8; Microforms v.6, n.4-5, 10-v.10, n.6 [Apr, 1948; Apr 30, Aug 20, 1951; Mar 1, 1952; Apr, Sept, Nov 30, 1953]; Feb-June, Oct, 1954; Mar-Apr, 1966; Aug, 1958; May, June, Dec, 1959-June, 1963


2507 Freedom Flash. 1981-? Frequency: Unknown. Cincinnati, OH. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

OCHP n.3 Mss 774 Sept/Oct, 1981


WHl v.2, n.1 Pam 01-5410 June, 1966

Freedom Ledger. Racine, WI. see Racine NAACP Freedom Ledger. Racine, WI.


WHl v.1-3 Pam 84-5536 Mar-May, 1967


2511 Freedom Rag. 1994-. Frequency: Unknown. Kelli Curry, Editor, Freedom Rag, 858 W. Armitage, Box 151, Chicago, IL 60614. Telephone: (312) 654-8042, FAX (312) 654-0729. Published by Kelli Curry. Last issue 64 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Table of contents. OCLC no. 30808148. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Music, Art, General interest.

2512 Freedom Reports. 1966-? Frequency: Monthly. Newark, NJ. Published by United Committee for Political Freedom. Last issue 2 pages. Height 35 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 11733840. Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Civil rights.


DHU v.1, n.1-v.2 n.104 MS Micro Mar 16, 1827-Mar 28, 1829

GAAUC v.1, n.1-v.2 n.104 Periodicals Mar 16, 1827-Mar 28, 1829

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-v.2 n.104 Sc Micro RS-924 Mar 16, 1827-Mar 28, 1829

2513 Freedom Unlimited. 1971-1972? Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by LTK, Inc. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Nick Toler. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

IC-CW v.2, n.8 Vivian Harsh Collection Oct, 1972 Harris Papers

2514 Freedom’s Call. 1954-? Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Chicago Branch. Last issue 2 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Robert L. Birchman. National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (Chicago Branch) Subject focus and/or Features: Civil Rights, National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Chicago Branch, School desegregation.

WHi v.2, n.1, 3 Pam 74-3294 Jan, Mar, 1935


WHi v.3, n.7; v.4, n.24; v.6, n.1 Pam 01-5818 Dec, 1993; Dec, 1994; Oct, 1997

GS v.2, n.1- Carnegie Branch Jan 15 1992-


MIU July 24-Oct 30, 1964 Labadie Collection


WHi v.1, n.1-v.2 n.104 Microforms Mar 16, 1827-Mar 28, 1829

2518 Freedom’s Journal. 1978-? Frequency: Weekly. Dallas, TX. Published by Emerson Emory. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Emerson Emory. Available in microform from: DHU (1980). LC card no. sn87-90868. OCLC no. 16767686. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


WHi v.1, n.2-v.25, n.3 HT/1581/A2/F7 Summer, 1961-Fall, 1985

GAAUC v.1, n.1-v.21, n.3; v.25 Periodicals Spring, 1961-Fall, 1981; 1985

NN-Sc v.1, n.2-v.25, n.3 Sc Ser.-L.F844 Spring, 1961-Fall, 1985

WU v.1, n.2-v.25, n.3 College Spring, 1961-Fall, 1985

WU v.1, n.1-v.21, n.3 AP/F8549 Spring, 1961-Fall, 1981

2520 Freeground. 1994-. Frequency: Monthly. Denise ‘Dee-Jah’ Baker, Editor, Freeground, P.O. Box 472556, Miami, FL. $18 for individuals and institutions. Published by Cin D. Quashie. Last issue 23 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 30750742. “Homegrown Hip Hop, news, views, and attitudes.” Subject focus and/or Features: Hip hop culture, Music.

WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation Jan, 1994-

2531 **Freshman Informer.** 1971-? Frequency: Monthly. Norfolk, VA. Published by Norfolk State College, Journalism Department. Last issue 4 pages. Height 46 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Raymond G. Dixon. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Journalism, Norfolk State College (Norfolk, VA). ViNorU v.1, n.1; v.3, n.1 Archives Feb, 1971; Oct, 1972


WHi v.1, n.1-v.4, n.17; v.1, n.1 [n.s.] v.6, n.11 Microforms June 23, 1836-Oct 9, Oct 16, 1839-Jan 11, 1842


DHU v.4, n.2, v.32, n.1 Periodicals Nov, 1928, Nov, 1938

TFN [n.440-489] Special collections [July 1931-Sept 1945]


NN-Sc n.2-5 Archives Sept, 1983-Jan, 1985

2535 **Friends of the Mississippi Project Newsletter.** 1965-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Yellow Springs, OH. Published by Friends of the Mississippi Project Newsletter. Last issue 5 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. LC card no. sn94-24431. OCLC no. 31049903. Subject focus and/or Features: Voter registration, Civil rights workers.

MiU v.1, n.1-2 Labadie Collection Jan 20-Mar 15, 1965


WHi Winter, Summer, 1993 Pam 01-5457

From the AFRAM Files. New York, NY. see AFRAM Communiqué.

New York, NY.


TxPV n.1-v.41, n.12 Archives Jan, 1931-Aug, 1967

2538 **From the Heart.** 1993-?. Frequency: Unknown. From the Heart. P.O. Box 58, Temple Hills, MD 20757-0058. Telephone: (301) 849-9411. Published by From the Heart Ministries. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs (some in color). OCLC no. 32538439. "The teaching ministry of John and Diana Cherry." Subject focus and/or Features: Evangelism, Religion.

WHi v.2, n.1- Circulation Aug, 1994-

2539 **From the Smoke Filled Room.** 1995-?. Frequency: Annual. From the Smoke Filled Room, Political Science Department, Grambling State University, Grambling, LA 71245. Telephone: (318) 274-2319. Published by Grambling State University, Political Science Department. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Sarah Dennis. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Political Science, Grambling State University (Grambling, LA).

LGra v.1, n.1- Archives Mar, 1995-


MiU July 16/31, 1971 Labadie Collection

Echoes. "A Temple University Student Publication." Subject focus and/or Features: History, Third world countries.

WHi  n.1-3 Microforms Dec 1980-May 1981

2542 Front Page. 1944-? Frequency: Weekly. Wilmington, DE. Published by Quality Printers and Publishing Co. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Eugene R. Ross. LC card no. sn88-53112. OCLC no. 18801764. "Delaware's Leading Colored Newspaper." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

DeHi v.1, n.4; v.2, n.25 Newspapers Oct 14, 1944; May 13, 1945

2543 The Frontier Freedman's Journal. 1944-? Frequency: Unknown. Columbus, OH. Published by Frontiers of America. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Angela Y. Walton-Raji. ISSN 1070-7948. LC card no. 93-650266. OCLC no. 26884004. "An African American Genealogical and Historical Journal of the South, Indian Territory, and the Southwest." Subject focus and/or Features: History, Genealogy, Southern States—History.

IC-CW v.1, n.1 Vivian Harsh Collection Spring, 1992 Harris Papers

2544 The Frontiers of America News Letter. 1956-? Frequency: Unknown. Columbus, OH. Published by Frontiers of America. Last issue 4 pages. Height 30 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Frontiers of America), Organization news.

OHi v.1, n.1; v.2, n.2-3 PA Box 541/8 Nov, 1956; Apr-July, 1958


OHi v.1, n.1; v.13, n.2; v.116, n.2 301.451/F929 Sept, 1970; Apr/May/June, 1974; Apr/May/June, 1977


OHi v.1, n.1-4; v.2, n.2, 4; v.3, n.1-2; 301.451/F929 v.4, n.1; v.5, n.1 Feb, 1949-June, 1950; July, 1952; June, 1953; Jan-June, 1954; Apr, 1955; May, 1956


2548 Frontline. 1994-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Kenneth Calvin, Editor, Frontline, P.O. Box 10651, Chicago, IL 60610. $10 for individuals; $30 For institutions. Telephone: (312) 891-1202. Published by Marcus Kline. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Variant title(s): Mapinduzi. OCLC no. 31457349. "Mapinduzi is a publishing and organizing project of the Learn to Earn Movement, a Chicago based community activist and student organization of 3,000 members all over the planet." Subject focus and/or Features: Radical politics, Afrocentrism, General interest, Alternative medicine, Business, Entertainment.

WHi v.1, n.5- Circulation Sept/Oct, 1994-


WHi v.1, n.1-v.14, n.52 v.27, n.31- Microfilm Dec 5/9, 1968-Dec 29/Jan 4, 1983; Aug 2/8, 1995-

2550 FRUM. 1968-? Frequency: Unknown. Detroit, MI. Published by Ford Revolutionary Union Movement. Last issue 4 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Trade Unions, Automobile industry workers, Labor, Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement.

MiDW [v.1, n.3; v.1, n.3[sic] Reuther Library [1968; July 24, 1974]

FSTU Voice. Fayetteville, NC. see Fayetteville State Teachers College Voice. Fayetteville, NC.

2551 FSU White & Blue. 1983-? Frequency: Quarterly. Fayetteville, NC. Published by Fayetteville State University. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Belvia Williams. OCLC no. 24324837, 24508669. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Fayetteville State University (Fayetteville, NC).

WHi v.7, n.2 Pam 01-475 Spring/Summer, 1991

NeGrE v.7, n.2 Periodicals Spring/Summer, 1991


The Gad Fly Speaks. 1969-? Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State College. Last issue 6 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings. "The most truthful news media on this plantation..." Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State College (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Students, Alternative press.


WHi v.3, n.1 Microforms Feb, 1997


WHi v.7, n.13 Pam 01-3134 May 8, 1992


WHi v.1, n.15 Microforms Feb, 1987

2568 The Gaither Reporter. 1993-. Frequency: Monthly. Houston, TX. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Larvester Gaither. LC card no. sn94-4169. OCLC no. 31191507. Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Current events, Book reviews, Music reviews.

WHi v.2, n.9 Pam 01-6830 July, 1995

NN-Sc v.1, n.3; v.2, n.3 Uncataloged serials Oct, 1993; Dec, 1994


WHi v.1, n.1-3 Pam 01-6965 Sept, 1996-Sept, 1997


WHi v.2, n.34 Microforms June 30, 1906

2571 Galilee Baptist Church Newsletter. 1990?- Frequency: Unknown. Shreveport, LA. Published by Galilee Baptist Church. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): E. Edward Jones. Subject focus and/or Features: Galilee Baptist Church, Baptist Church, Religion.

LShS Dec, 1990 Black Ethnic Archives

2572 The Gallery. 1983?- Frequency: Quarterly. Detroit, MI. Published by Afro-American Museum of Detroit. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Joyce Dallas, Denise Wright. Publisher varies: Museum of African American History; OCLC no. 11028184. Subject focus and/or Features: Museums, Calendar.

WHi Jan, 1983; Feb, 1984 Pam 01-3767


TxGR [no number]; v.19, n.529 Microfilm Jan 18, 1930; May 11, 1935

2574 Galveston Examiner. 1938?- Frequency: Weekly. Galveston, TX. Published by Galveston Examiner Publishing Co. Last issue 8 pages. Height 57 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Bertron M. Jackson. Variant title(s): Examiner. LC card no. sn86-88470, sn87-90350. OCLC no. 14117806, 15923921. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

TxGR v.2, n.1 Microfilm Dec 2, 1938

2575 Galveston Guide. 1937?- Frequency: Weekly. Galveston, TX. Last issue 8 pages. Height 57 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn86-88468. OCLC no. 14117476. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

TxGR v.1, n.1 Microfilm Apr 17, 1937

2576 Galveston Informer. 1939?- Frequency: Unknown. Galveston, TX. Last issue 14 pages. Height 57 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn86-88472. OCLC no. 14118037. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

TxGR v.1, n.3 Microfilm Apr 11, 1939


TxGr  v.8, n.30-v.14, n.51; v.23, n.53 Microfilm July 30, 1904-June 13, 1908; Apr 17, 1920


WHi  v.27, n.24, 26 Microforms June 7, 21, 1958

TxGr  v.1, n.37; v.7, n.3 Microfilm Oct 3, 1931; Apr 8, 1939

2580  *The Garnet*. 1933?-? Frequency: ‘Periodically’. Lewiston, ME. Published by Bates Colleges, Undergraduates. Last issue 37 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Abbott P. Smith. Subject focus and/or Features: Short stories, Poetry, Essays, Colleges and universities.

DHU  Mar, Dec, 1933 Periodicals


NN-Sc  Winter, 1995/6- Uncataloged serials


WHi  v.21, n.1-v.12 [sic], n.1 Microforms Apr, 1973-Dec 1989/Jan 1990

OCLWHi  [no numbers]; v.19, n.10; v.8[ns], n.10 MS 4038 Aug, 1957; Jan, 1958; Oct, 1971; Aug, 1983


WHi  v.18, n.19; v.44, n.3; v.46, n.5-7; v.47, n.19 Microforms Feb 13, 1942; Feb 20/26, 1971; Dec 17/27, 1973-Feb 16/23, 1974; Nov 15, 1975

DHU  v.1 n.1-v.36, n.14 Microforms Nov 10, 1927-Nov 21, 1984

InG  v.1 n.1-v.40, n.28 Microforms Nov 10, 1927-July 14, 1967

Gary Colored American. Gary, IN. see *Gary American*. Gary, IN.


WHi  v.3, n.29- Microforms Jan 4, 1964-

DHU  Jan 1965- MS Micro


WHi  v.13, n.37 Microforms Aug 21, 1919

InM-L  v.17, n.6-v.24, n.3 Periodicals Jan 12, 1923-Apr 13, 1929

2586  *The Gate City Bulletin*. 1913?-? Frequency: Weekly. Deniston, TX. Published by Owens Publishing Co. Last issue 4 pages. Height 56 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

Whi [v.1, n.1-v.16 n.s. n.3] Microforms [July 1821-Mar 8, 1839]
DHU v.13, n.277-288 Periodicals [Nov, 1832-Oct, 1833]

2600 *Gentry: For Today's Black Man*. 1983- Frequency: Bi-monthly. Cleveland, OH. Published by Reynolds Publishing Co., Inc. Last issue 46 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Regina Lewis. ISSN 0745-6417. LC card no. sn83-7167. OCLC no. 9319473. Subject focus and/or Features: Men, Fashion, Health, General interest.

NN-Sc v.1, n.1 Serials Jan, 1983

2601 *George R. Smith College Kinetoscope*. 1897-1898? Frequency: Unknown. Sedalia, MO. Published by George R. Smith College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 30 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): E. A. Robinson. Subject focus and/or Features: George R. Smith College (Sedalia, MO), Colleges and universities—Students.

MoHi [v.1, n.1-v.3 n.4] Missouri Collections [May 1, 1897-Nov, 1898]


WHi v.1, n.10 Microforms May 31, 1873
DHU v.1, n.10 MS Micro May 31, 1873


GAAUC v.46, n.39, 42-43; [v.56, n.1-v.6, n.3] Archives v.63, n.16; v.71, n.27 Oct 25, 1925; Dec 10-25, 1927; [Feb 1, 1936-Nov 1, 1941]; July 1, 1944; Sept 1, 1952
GEU [v.17, n.18-v.69, n.1] Microfilm [Feb 24, 1898-June 1, 1949]

2604 *Georgia Civil Rights Report*. 1991-?. Frequency: Monthly. Georgia Civil Rights Report, CDR P.O. Box 50469, Atlanta, GA 30302-0469. Telephone: (404) 221-0025. Published by Center For Democratic Renewal and Education, Inc. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 28387714. "A Monthly Newsbrief Chronicling Hate Group Activity, Bigoted Violence and Race Relations Across Georgia." Subject focus and/or Features: Race Relations.

WHi v.2, n.2-3 Circulation Mar/Apr/May-July/Aug, 1992

2605 *Georgia Informer*. 1982-. Frequency: Monthly. Robert L. Stokes, Editor, Georgia Informer, P.O. Box 564, Macon, GA 31202. Telephone: (912) 745-7265. Published by Herbert Dennard. Last issue 26 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 31457114. "Circu-
lated in all of Georgia’s 159 counties.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHI v.12, n.1- Circulation Oct, 1994-

GA-KC Current Issues Archives

GM v.5, n.8 Periodicals May, 1987-

2606 Georgia Normal News. Dates unknown. Frequency: Unknown. Atlanta, GA. Published by Georgia Normal and Industrial College. Last issue 4 pages. Previous editor(s): A. J. Beach. Subject focus and/or Features: Georgia Normal and Industrial College (Atlanta, GA), Colleges and universities—Students.

Amistad Mar, 1938 Periodicals

2607 The Georgia Observer. 1940-? Frequency: Monthly. Russell L. Griffin, Editor, Atlanta, GA. Published by Georgia Committee on Interracial Co-operation. Line drawings; Photographs. Available in microform from: UmM, Commission on Interracial Co-operation (1940-1942). OCLC no. 11049009. Subject focus and/or Features: Economics, Social conditions, Health, Education, Race relations.

WHI v.2, n.7-8 Aug, 1940 Apr, 1941

2608 Georgia Sentinel. Frequency: Weekly. Atlanta, GA. Published by A. Moses White. Last issue 12 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Andre R. White. OCLC no. 30905218. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHI v.4, n.32 Pam 01-5849 Apr 22, 1994

G.F. Newsletter. Old Greenwich, CT. see Girl Friends Newsletter. Old Greenwich, CT.

2609 GHCC Quarterly Chronicle. 1996-. Frequency: Unknown. GHCC Quarterly Chronicle, City College Harlem Partnership Center, 646 Malcolm X Blvd., New York, NY 10037. Published by Greater Harlem Chamber of Commerce. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Lawrence C. Nelson. LC card no. sn93-23304. OCLC no. 27870470. Subject focus and/or Features: Poverty, Economics, Civil rights.

NL v.1, n.2- Uncataloged serials June 21, 1996-

2610 Ghetto News. 1968-? Frequency: Unknown. Dayton, OH. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Lawrence C. Nelson. LC card no. sn93-23304. OCLC no. 27870470. Subject focus and/or Features: Poverty, Economics, Civil rights.

MJ v.12 Labadie Collection June 8, 1968

2611 The Ghetto Speaks. 1971-? Frequency: Biweekly. Detroit, MI. Published by East Side Voice of Independent Detroit. Last issue 16 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Harvey Grant. OCLC no. 12158938. “...providing a forum for the community to expose the racism it experiences from day to day.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHI Dec 16, 1971 Pam 84-5741


DHU v.2, n.5-6; v.3, n.1, 4-5 Periodicals Feb-Mar, Sept, Dec, 1959-Mar, 1960


NN-Sc [no number]; v.3, n.8; v.8, n.7-12, n.7 Microfilm Mar, 1966; Jan, 1963; 1967-Dec, 1979

ICH v.4, n.5 Barnett #131 Oct, 1963


Gilman Gabber. Gilman, IL. see Gabber. Gilman, IL.


NN-Sc Feb 28, 1962; 1963; [undated issue] Newsletters

2615 Glancing. 1951-? Frequency: Monthly. Venice, CA. Last issue 8 pages. Height 15 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Jo Ellen Reese. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

NU v.1, n.1 Bancroft Oct, 1951 F869/SS5

2616 Glare. 1951-? Frequency: Monthly. Birmingham, AL. Published by Glare Publishing Co., Inc. Last issue 30 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): May Toal Forniss, Aug 1951-Mar 1953. OCLC no. 28354316. “Spotlights the South.” Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.

DHU v.1, n.1; v.2, n.8 Periodicals Aug, 1951; Mar, 1953

2617 Global Views. 1966-? Frequency: Monthly. San Francisco, CA. Published by Global Views. Last issue 26 pages. Last volume 178 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photo-
graphs; Table of contents. “Monthly news and commentary on the international anti-imperialist movement.” Published in the interest of the National Liberation Movement for the Liberation of the Negro nation.” Subject focus and/or Features: Radical politics, Black power.


MnHi v.1, n.24-26 Microfilm June 29-July 13, 1939


Whi June, 1994- Circulation

2621 GMMC: Gospel Music and Ministry Connection. 1993-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Rolinda Brooks-Cooley. Last issue 44 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Chriss Foster. Available in microform from: Whi (1994). LC card no. 96-650432. OCLC no. 34306243. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion, Gospel music.

Whi v.2, n.3 Microforms Mar/Apr, 1994

2622 GO. 1959-? Frequency: Unknown. Houston, TX. Published by Foreign Mission Board of the National Baptist Convention. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion, Missions, Baptist Church.

IC-CW v.5, n.11-12; v.6, n.2; v.10, n.1 Vivian Harsh Collection Nov/Dec, 1963; Mar/Apr, 1964; Jan, 1968


LScS v.1, n.1 Archives Fall, 1991


OrPML [v.1, n.3-v.2, n.2] Periodicals [Mar, 1979-Aug, 1981]


Amistad Feb, 1927 Periodicals

2626 The Gold Dollar. 1876-? Frequency: Unknown. Austin, TX. Published by Jacob Fontaine. Last issue 2 pages. Height 16 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 14049728. “The first colored newspaper published in Austin.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Religion.

TxU v.1, n.1? Barker Aug, 1876

2628 Golden Legacy: Illustrated History Magazine. 1966-? Frequency: Quarterly. St. Albans, NY. Published by Bertam A. Fitzgerald Jr. Last issue 31 pages. Last volume 120 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Bertram A. Fitzgerald Jr. ISSN 0046-6077. OCLC no. 4027034. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc., History.

MDEM v.1-16 Special Collections 1966-1976


WHi v.1, n.5; v.2, n.1-v.3, n.2; v.4, n.1-2, 5-6 Microforms Mar, Summer, Sept, 1977-Mar, Dec, 1979-Mar, 1980; Feb/Mar-Apr/May, 1981


WHi v.6, n.3; v.7, n.1- Microforms Winter 1992/1993; Summer, 1993-
NN-Sc v.2, n.1-2 Newsletters Winter-Spring, 1987


WHi v.2, n.38 Microforms Jan 27, 1900
DHU v.2, n.38 MS Micro Jan 27, 1900


WHi v.2, n.1 LA305.896/GOO Apr, 1977


WHi Mar, 1992- Pam 96-2405
TxDa Jan/Feb, 1990-Aug, 1992 Texas Collection

2634 Good Living: for the Well-Being of Today's Black American. 1979-? Frequency: Quarterly. New York, NY. Published by Robert A. Tate Jr. Last issue 52 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): William S. Lewis. ISSN 0191-5088. LC card no. sn79-2622. OCLC no. 4910509. Subject focus and/or Features: Health, Nutrition, Physical fitness.

NN-Sc Premiere issue Sc Ser.-M.G557 Summer, 1979

2635 The Good Neighbors Magazine. 1941-? Frequency: Monthly. Orlando, FL. Published by H.M. Johnson. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): H. M. Johnson. Superseded: Eatonite Magazine. “Absorbing all movements and services formerly initiated through the Eatonite magazine.” Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

DHU v.12, n.1 Periodicals Jan, 1952

2636 Good News. 1995-. Frequency: Annual. Gene Murry, Editor, Good News, P.O. Box 45, Grambling State University, Grambling, LA 71245. Published by Grambling State University, Mass Communication Department. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Higher), Grambling State University (Grambling, LA), Journalism.

LGra Mar, 1995 Archives
2637 *The “Good” News*. 1985- Frequency: Monthly. East Elmhurst, NY. VA, Virginia Beach, Published by Practicality, Inc. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Barbara-Marie Green. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

MiD v.1-v.4 Music & Performing Arts Dept. 1985-1988

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-v.3, n.6, 12-v.4, n.1, 6, 8 Newsletters Feb 8, 1985-July, 1987; Jan-Feb, July, Oct/Nov, 1988

2638 *Good News and Informer*. 1981- Frequency: Bi-monthly. Baltimore, MD. Published by StoCon Associates. Last issue 8 pages. Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 32791628. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. NN-Sc [June, 1981-Apr 22, 1982] Newspapers


2641 *The Good News Herald*. 1986-. Frequency: Monthly. Cleomine B. Lewis, Editor, The Good News Herald, 1522 Rogers St., Richmond, VA 23223. Telephone: (804) 780-0021. Published by Cleomine B. Lewis. Last issue 16 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 31281018. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion, Newspaper. WHi v.9, n.11- Circulation Sept, 1994-

2642 *The Good News Journal*. 1992-1994. Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Gwendolyn Hudson Tate. Last issue 20 pages. Height 38 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Gwendolyn Hudson Tate. OCLC no. 28103673. "A newspaper of positivity, the key to success.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.1, n.10-v.3, n.4 Microfilm Oct, 1993-Dec 27, 1994


LU-NO v.1, n.2-3/4/5, 8 Archives Dec, 1934-Jan/Feb/Mar, July, 1935


WHi Preview issue, v.1, n.1-2; v.2, n.2 Pam 01-5608 Nov, 1994; Apr-June/July, 1995; Mar/Apr, 1996


WHi Apr, 1995 Microforms

GOSPEL WORLD NEWS

2648  **Gospel Music Exclusive.** 1994- Frequency: Bimonthly. Rhonda Daley, Editor, Gospel Music Exclusive, 3334 Durahart Street, Riverside, CA 92507. Published by Rhonda Daley. Last issue 54 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 33842240. "The magazine for the Blues, R&B Vocal Groups and Gospel Musicians." Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Music reviews, Gospel music.

WHi v.1, n.10- Circulation Sept/Oct, 1995-

2649  **Gospel Music Magazine.** 1983-? Frequency: Unknown. Atlanta, GA. Published by Debbie Teasley. Last issue 22 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Debbie Teasley. OCLC no. 38164613. Subject focus and/or Features: Gospel music, Music, Religion.

WHi v.1, n.10- Circulation Sept/Oct, 1995-

2650  **Gospel Reflections.** 1992- Frequency: Bimonthly. Maple Heights, OH. Published by GJ Communications. Last issue 50 pages. Height 22 cm. Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 26174648. Subject focus and/or Features: Gospel music, Music, Religion.

WHi June/July, Oct/Nov, 1992 Pam 01-6929

2651  **Gospel Registry.** 1979- Frequency: Unknown. Minneapolis, MN. Published by S.B. Powers. Last issue 23 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): S. B. Powers. OCLC no. 12826679, 9511904. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion.

WHi v.4, n.4, 8 Microforms Apr, Nov/Dec, 1993

2652  **Gospel Routes.** 1980- Frequency: Six times a year. New York, NY. Published by My Lord Publishing Company. Last issue 22 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Huston Owens. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Gospel music.

NN-Sc v.1, n.1 Uncataloged serials Apr/May, 1980

2653  **Gospel Time.** 1997- Frequency: Monthly. Rita Haliburton Nute, Editor, Gospel Time, P.O. Box 180034, Arlington, TX 76096. $19.95 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (817) 467-7068. Published by Wesley Nute Sr. Last issue 28 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1093-2674. LC card no. sn97-402. OCLC no. 36624523. "The African-American Christian experience." Subject focus and/or Features: Evangelists, Christianity, Religion.

WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation Apr, 1997-

2654  **Gospel Times.** 1979?- Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by M.L. Woods. Last issue 20 pages. Height 37 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): M. L. Woods. OCLC no. 38201124. Subject focus and/or Features: Baptist Church, Religion.

WHi v.1, n.5 Microforms Apr, 1980

2655  **The Gospel Times.** 1994-. Frequency: Monthly. Sheilah Belle, Editor, Gospel Times, P.O. Box 14618, Richmond, VA 23221. Telephone: (804) 359-7484. Published by Ma and Popop Productions, Inc. Last issue 20 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 31800716. Subject focus and/or Features: Evangelists, Religion, Music, Gospel music.

WHi v.1, n.16- Circulation Nov 18, 1994-


WHi v.6, n.1- ML3186.8/S38 Jan/Feb, 1995-

ICCBMR v.2, n.1- Periodicals Dec/Jan, 1991-

2657  **The Gospel Tribune.** 1993-. Frequency: Monthly. Tyrone Crider, Editor, Gospel Tribune, 1507 East 53rd St., Box 175, Chicago, IL 60615. Telephone: (312) 538-8780. Published by Tyrone Crider. Last issue 24 pages. Height 38 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 38200995. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion.

WHi v.1, n.1; v.3, n.5, 8 Microforms Apr, 1993; Feb, May, 1996

no. 38165051. “Delaware Valley’s premier church newspaper serving Philadelphia, New Jersey, and Delaware.” Subject focus and/or Features: Religion.

WHI v.5, n.65 Microforms Apr, 1997

2659 Government & Politics. 1991-. Frequency: Unknown. Michael Frazier, Editor, Government & Politics, Department of Political Science, Howard University, Washington, DC 20059. Published by Howard University, Department of Political Science. Last issue 50 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Variant title(s): Government & Politics Newsletter. Subject focus and/or Features: Political science, Politics, Government.

NN-Sc v.1, n.1, 3; v.2, n.1 Newsletters Spring, 1991; Spring, 1992; Mar, 1993


2660 Governmental Relations Bulletin. Dates unknown. Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Department of Governmental Relations. Last issue 7 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Howard University, Department of Governmental Relations, Colleges and universities.

DHU One undated issue Howardiana


WHI May/June, 1992-Summer, 1993 Pam 00-228

2662 The Grackle: Improvised Music in Transition. 1976-1979? Frequency: Irregular. Brooklyn, NY. Last issue 27 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Ron Welburn. ISSN 0735-7508. LC card no. sc82-5286, sn82-22037. OCLC no. 4021920. Subject focus and/or Features: Jazz, Music, Interviews, Music reviews.


2663 The Graduate. 1984-1989. Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, Graduate School & Office of Research Administration. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): E. C. Foster. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Graduate work.

MsJSU v.1-v.6 Archives 1984-1989

2664 The Graduate Councilor. 1969-? Frequency: Monthly during school year. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Graduate Student Council. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Howard University.

DHU v.1, n.1 Howardiana Feb, 1969

2665 The Graduate School News. 1973-1973. Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State College. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Graduate work, Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.

MsJSU v.1, n.2 Archives Dec, 1972

2666 The Graduate School of Arts and Sciences Newsletter. 1977-1980? Frequency: Five times a year. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Graduate School of Arts and Sciences. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): William M. Leak, Dec 1977; Edward W. Hawthorne, June 1978-May 1980. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Howard University.


2667 The Graduate Student Newsletter. 1982?-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Graduate Student Council. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Howard University, Colleges and universities—Graduate students.

DHU [v.3, n.1-v.5, n.1; v.9] Archives [Sept 7, 1984-June, 1987]

2668 GradVisions. 1993-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Graduate School of Arts and Sciences. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Gwendolyn S. Bethea. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Profiles, Howard University.

DHU v.1, n.1 Archives Fall 1993

2669 Graff-X. 1994-. Frequency: Quarterly. Mabusha Cooper, Editor, Graff-X, P.O. Box 1108, Brooklyn, NY 11240. Telephone: (718) 789-2977. Published by Educated Voices of Hip Hop. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. OCLC no. 37330574. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Hip hop culture.

NN-Sc Spring, 1994- Uncataloged serials

2670 Graham Crackers. 1993-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Graham Crackers, 3300 Clipper Mill Road, Baltimore, MD 21211. Published by Komar Co. Last issue 34 pages. Height 28 cm.
Photographs (some in color). Subject focus and/or Features: Sex.

WHI v.1, n.1 Rare Books 1993

2671 The Grambling Weekly. Frequency: Weekly. Edward G. Lewis, Editor; Grambling Weekly, P.O. Drawer 6, Grambling, LA 71245. Published by Grambling State University. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 35283039. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities-Students, Sex.

2672 The Gramblinite. v.l, n.12- Archives Dec 1, 1995-

2673 The Grammar Patrol. 1993-. Frequency: Unknown. Cassandra Washington, Editor, Grammar Patrol, P.O. Box 8283, Evergreen Park, IL 60642-8283. Published by Castel Publications. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color). OCLC no. 32587169. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc., Grammar.

WHI n.1 Pam 00-327 1993

2674 The Grand Boule News. 1939-? Frequency: Unknown. Institute, WV. Published by Sigma Pi Phi Fraternity. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Fraternities and sororities, Sigma Pi Phi Fraternity.

Wvln v.1, n.1 Archives Aug, 1939

2675 Grand Chapter Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Bulletin. 1929-? Frequency: Quarterly. Louisville, KY. Published by The Belton Journal Reporter. Last issue 4 pages. Height 25 cm. Previous editor(s): E. M. Kinchion, 1935; Hortense Young, 1950. Place of publication varies: Belton, TX, 1935; Los Angeles, CA, 1937. Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Sorority newsletter, Fraternities and sororities.

DU v.6, n.4; v.7, n.2; v.19, n.1 Periodicals Jan, 1935; Sept, 1937; Jan 15, 1950


LU v.4, n.7; v.7, n.7 Microfilm Feb 14, 1874; Feb 17, 1877

2677 The Grand Rapids Times. 1958-? Frequency: Weekly. Grand Rapids, MI. Published by John Bankston. Last issue 24 pages. Height 58 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): John Bankston. LC card no. sn88-63029. OCLC no. 17430946. “Dedicated to equal rights under the law,” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


MnHi v.1, n.1-2 Microfilm Jan-Feb, 1971

2679 Granderson(S)/Grandison(S) Family Roots. 1995-. Frequency: Unknown. Jeantee Braxton Secret, Editor, Granderson(S)/Grandison(S) Family Roots, 2121 Vale Rd. #310, San Pablo, CA 94806. Published by Jeantee Braxton Secret. Last issue 7 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs.
THE GRANTS AWARENESS NEWSLETTER

OCLC no. 33871090. Subject focus and/or Features: Genealogy, Granderson family, Grandison family.
WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation Fall, 1995-

2680 The Grants Awareness Newsletter. 1979-? Frequency: Monthly. Grants Awareness Newsletter, Grambling State University, Grambling, LA 71245. Telephone: (318) 274-2558. Published by Grambling State University. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Everlean Holland. Subject focus and/or Features: Grants, Education (Higher), Colleges and universities, Grambling State University (Grambling, LA).

LGrA Nov, 1996 Archives


2682 The Grapevine. 1994-? Frequency: Unknown. Phoenix, AZ. Published by Philip James , Kevin S. Birnbaum. Last issue 12 pages. Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Leigh Butler, Joel Barr. OCLC no. 31741911. Subject focus and/or Features: Homelessness.

WHi v.1, n.10 Pam 01-5826 Nov 21, 1994


WHi v.1, n.2; [no numbers] Pam 71-2713 Apr, 1970; Nov, 1972; Sept, 1973

Grapevine. Washington, DC. see Grape Vine. Washington, DC.

2684 The Grapevine Magazine. 1969-? Frequency: Quarterly. Fresno, CA. Published by Frank P. Johnson. Last issue 47 pages. Height 19 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Frank P. Johnson. OCLC no. 10938871. Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Business, History, Profiles.

WHi 3rd Quarter, 1977 Pam 76-1278


WHi v.3, n.3-5 Microforms Aug, 1973-Apt/May, 1974

2686 Grassroot Struggle. 1982-? Frequency: Monthly. Austin, TX. Published by Black Citizens Task Force. Last issue 8 pages. Height 39 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Dorothy Turner. OCLC no. 18666856. “Official organ of the black citizens’ task force.” Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Politics.


T Mar 6, Apr 3, May 1, June 19, July 17, Archives Aug 6-27, Sept 17, Oct 15, Dec 2-17, 1932

2688 Great Black Americans. 1993-? Frequency: Unknown. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Melrose Square Publishing Company. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 29501834. Subject focus and/or Features: Role models, Heroes.

WHi v.1, n.2 Pam 01-4371 1993


Amistad v.2, n.4; v.9, n.3-4; v.17, n.1; v.19, n.3 Periodicals v.25, n.3; v.26, n.1; v.28, n.1-2 Jan, 1932; Dec, 1938-Jan, 1939; Nov, 1947; Apr, 1950; Mar, Nov, 1954; Nov-Dec, 1955

DUH v.6, n.2-v.19, n.3 MS Micro [Nov, 1935-Apr, 1950] MsAM v.9, n.4; v.17, n.2; v.18, n.1-2; v.19, n.2-3; v.21, n.4 Archives Jan, 1939; Mar, Dec, 1947; Oct-Nov/Dec, 1948; Jan-Apr, 1950; Apr/May, 1952


2692  The Greater Cleveland Community News. Frequency: Unknown. Charles Hoffman, Editor, Greater Cleveland Community News, 668 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, OH 44114. Published by Charles Hoffman. Last issue 16 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


2695  Green and Gold. 1941-? Frequency: Unknown. Wilberforce, OH. Published by Wilberforce University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 35 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Iva Gwendolyn Jones. Subject focus and/or Features: Wilberforce University (Wilberforce, OH), Colleges and universities—Students.


2697  Grio. 1978?- Frequency: Quarterly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Afrikan National Culture. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Jamil el-Shair. OCLC no. 28757952. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Essays.


2700 The Griot: A Quarterly Publication from St. Stephen Baptist Church. 1991?- Frequency: Quarterly. Donna Lacy, Editor, Griot, 1008 S. 15th Street, Louisville, KY 40210. Last issue 12 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: St. Stephen Baptist Church (Louisville, KY), Baptist Church, Religion.


2703 The Griot. 1990?- Frequency: Quarterly. Austin, TX. Published by University of Texas, BSA. Last issue 16 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 32178261. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, University of Texas at Austin.


2707 GSAS Bios. 1992?- Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Graduate School of Arts and Sciences. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): William A. Sadler. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Profiles, Howard University.

2708 GSU Today. 1990?- Frequency: Unknown. Grambling, LA. Published by Grambling State University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Superseded by: Grambling Weekly. Subject focus and/or Features: Grambling State University (Grambling, LA), Colleges and universities—Students.

2709 GTEA Herald. 1935?- Frequency: Quarterly. Fort Valley, GA. Published by Georgia Teachers and Educational Association, Industrial College. Last issue 38 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Horace Mann Bond. Variant title(s): Herald. Subject focus and/or Features: Teachers, Education, Colleges and universities.


2711 The Guardian. 1936?- Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by Supreme Liberty Life Insurance. Last issue 8


2718 **Guiding Star.** 1931?-? Frequency: Quarterly? San Diego, CA. Published by Order of the Eastern Star, Golden State Grand Chapter. Last issue 24 pages. Height 31 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Vivian Osborne Marsh. Subject focus and/or Features: Order of the Eastern Star, Golden State Grand Chapter, Women.

2719 **The Gulf Informer.** 1948?-? Frequency: Weekly. Mobile, AL. Published by Ted Yates Publications, Inc. Last issue 8 pages. Last volume 240 pages. Height 58 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): I. H. Rhone. LC card no. sn87-50167. OCLC no. 15726970. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. A-Ar v.3, n.39-v.6, n.30 Periodicals Sept 24, 1949-July 26, 1952


DHU v.3, n.4; v.2[ns] [n.4]; Periodicals Apr, 1971; 1974


MiU 1973-1975 Labadie Collection


PPT [v.2, n.4-v.5, n.2]; [no number] Special Collections 1976-1979; Nov, 1983


DHU v.1, n.5 Periodicals 1969

PPT v.1, n.5 Special Collections 1969

2726 Habari Gani. 1994?- Frequency: Quarterly. Mel Davis, Editor, Habari Gani, P.O. Box 693072, Miami, FL 33169-9998. Telephone: (305) 621-1189, FAX (305) 754-8994. Published by Haitian-American Engineering Society. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Alex H. Gaspard. OCLC no. 30720622. Subject focus and/or Features: Science, Engineering, Haitian-Americans.

WHi v.1, n.2- Circulation Winter, 1994-

2727 Habari Diaspo. 1987?- Frequency: Monthly. Brooklyn, NY. Published by Haitian Diaspora. Last issue 20 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. In French, 90%. OCLC no. 33107897. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Haitian-Americans.

NN-Sc v.2, n.14-18 Newspapers Jan 1/31-June 24/July 24, 1988
2734  **Haiti en Marche.** 1987-. Frequency: Weekly. Haiti en Marche, 173 NW 94th St., Miami, FL 33150. $78 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (305) 754-7543, FAX (305) 754-8994. Last issue 20 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. In French, 100%. Available in microform from: WHi (1992- ). ISSN 1064-3869. LC card no. sn92-64116. OCLC no. 21271733. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Haiti.


2735  **Haiti Espoir Magazine.** 1994-? Frequency: Monthly. Tallahassee, FL. Published by Mireille L. Denis. Last issue 50 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. In French, 75%. Previous editor(s): Jean Beaudouin. OCLC no. 30719485. Subject focus and/or Features: Haitian-Americans, Newspaper.

WHI  v.1, n.1 Pam 01-5827 Feb, 1994


WHI  v.1, n.2- Circulation Dec, 1988-


WHI  v.1, n.1- Microforms Aug 31, 1992-


WHI  v.1, n.1 Pam 01-3052 May, 1989


OCLC no. 13407978. Subject focus and/or Features: Haiti, Liberation movements.

WHI  n.5-7 Pam 85-3545 Dec, 1980-Summer, 1982

NN-Sc  n.7 Uncataloged serials Summer, 1982

2740  **Haiti New York Magazine.** 1980-? Frequency: Unknown. Corona, NY. Published by Haitian Enterprises, Inc. Last issue 28 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. In French, 100%. Previous editor(s): R. Leon. Subject focus and/or Features: Haiti, Haitian-Americans.

NN-Sc  v.1, n.1 Uncataloged serials Dec, 1980


WHI  v.1, n.1-7 Pam 01-6435 Feb-Aug, 1994

2742  **Haiti Nouvelle Indepedence.** 1983-1984? Frequency: Monthly. Brooklyn, NY. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising: Table of Contents. In French, 100%. Previous editor(s): Jean-Louis Firmin. OCLC no. 37305955. Subject focus and/or Features: Haiti, Haitian-Americans.

NN-Sc  n.1-8 Uncataloged serials Mar, 1983-Jan, 1984


WHI  [v.1, n.1-] Microforms [July 23/30, 1971-]


2745  *Haiti Reborn*. 1986-?. Frequency: Monthly. Haiti Reborn, P.O. Box 5206, Hyattsville, MD 20782. Telephone: (301) 699-0042, FAX (301) 864-2182. Published by The Quixote Center. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 36097345. Subject focus and/or Features: Haiti, Haitian-Americans.

WHI v.4, n.3; v.5, n.5- Circulation July 29/Aug 5, 1994; Oct 28/Nov 3, 1992

2746  *Haiti Report*. 1988-? Frequency: Monthly. Brooklyn, NY. Published by Committee Against Repression in Haiti. Last issue 4 pages. 28. OCLC no. 18655109. Subject focus and/or Features: Haiti, Haitian-Americans. (Last volume 132)

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-2 Uncataloged serials Sept-Oct, 1988

Haiti Tribune. Jamaica, NY. see La Nouvelle Haiti Tribune. Jamaica, NY.


WHI v.3, n.1/2 Pam 72-2925 Apr/June, 1979

DHU v.2, n.2 Periodicals June, 1978

2748  *Haitian Art Newsletter*. 1977-?. Frequency: Unknown. Silver Spring, MD. Published by Gladys Racine. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 7333410. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Artists, Haiti.

WHI v.3, n.1/2 Pam 72-2925 Apr/June, 1979

DHU v.2, n.2 Periodicals June, 1978


WHI v.4, n.3; v.5, n.5- Circulation July 29/Aug 5, 1994; Oct, 1995-

2750  *Haitiens in America*. 1973-1975? Frequency: Irregular. Chicago, IL. Published by Jesuit Faculty of Loyola Academy. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. In French 50%. Previous editor(s): Claude Souffrant. Subject focus and/or Features: Haiti, Haitian studies.

WHI n.7, 10-11 Pam 01-4191 Mar/Apr, 1974; May/June-July/Aug/Sept, 1975


WU v.1- Rare Books Spring, 1974-

TNF v.1 Special Collections Spring, 1974


WHI v.1, n.1-v.1, n.1 Microforms Apr-May, 1997

2753  *Hambone*. 1974-?. Frequency: Unknown. Hambone, 132 Clinton St., Santa Cruz, CA 6374282. Published by Committee for Black Performing Arts. Last issue 123 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Nate Mackey. ISSN 0733-6616, 0773-6616. LC card no. sn82-5418. OCLC no. 21894386, 6374282. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Art, Short stories, Essays, Interviews.

WHI v.5, n.1 Pam 01-3211 First Quarter, 1986

DHU v.2, n.1 Periodicals 1981


WHI v.5, n.1 Pam 01-3211 First Quarter, 1986

DeHi v.5, n.1 James Baker Collection First Quarter, 1986

DHU v.2, n.1 Periodicals 1981


CLU v.1, n.2 Special Collections Apr, 1935

2756  *Hampton Agricultural Leaflet*. 1902-?. Frequency: Unknown. Hampton, VA. Published by Nature-Study Bureau of Hampton Institute. Last issue 14 pages. Height 24 cm. Photo-
graphs. Subject focus and/or Features: Animal husbandry, Agriculture, Botany, Colleges and universities.

TNF n.9, n.1 [n.s.], n.4 Special Collections 1902, 1903, 1904

2757 The Hampton Alumni Journal. 1924-? Frequency: Quarterly. Hampton, VA. Published by The Hampton Alumni Association. Last issue 15 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): F. D. Wheelock, June 1924-Mar 1926; Charles Isham, Dec 1926-Mar 1928; William M. Cooper, 1929-May 1932. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Hampton University (Hampton, VA).


DHU v.7, n.1, 3; v.8, n.3; v.9, n.2 Periodicals May, Nov, 1930; July, 1931; May, 1932

ViHal v.1, n.1-v.4, n.4 Peabody Collection June, 1924-Mar, 1928

2758 Hampton Alumni Magazine. 1887-? Frequency: Two times a year. Hampton, VA. Published by Hampton University. Last issue 18 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Eleanor Lundy Rice, Ann B. Stephens. Variant title(s): Hampton University Alumni Bulletin. Frequency varies: Three times a year. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Hampton University (Hampton, VA).

DHU v.118, n.2; v.119, n.1-3 Periodicals Winter, 1984; Summer, 1985-Spring, 1986

ViHal v.127, n.1 Peabody Collection Fall, 1993

2759 Hampton Alumni Record. 1959-? Frequency: Monthly, September through June. Hampton, VA. Published by Hampton Institute, Office. Last issue 8 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Hampton Institute.


WHi v.1, n.4; v.2, n.2, 4; v.5, n.3; v.6, n.2 Pam JU83XN/SHA Dec, 1905; June, Dec, 1906; Sept, 1909; June, 1910 Cutter

ATT v.1 n.3; v.2, n.3; v.43, n.1 Washington Collection Sept, 1905; Sept, 1906; Oct, 1946

DHU v.4, n.2; v.17, n.1; v.43, n.1; v.49, n.3 Periodicals v.98, n.1; v.100, n.4 1908; Feb, 1921; Oct, 1946; Jan, 1953 Jan/Feb, 1970; May/June, 1972

ViHal v.45, n.2, 5; v.46, n.4; v.47, n.7; v.48, n.1, 8 Archives Nov, 1948; Feb, 1949; Jan, 1950; Apr, Oct, 1951; May, 1952


ViHal v.1, n.1-v.4, n.16; v.15, n.1 Peabody Collection Sept, 1979-May, 1983; Dec, 1995

2762 Hampton Institute Letter. 1961-? Frequency: Quarterly. Hampton, VA. Published by Hampton Institute. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Hampton Institute, Colleges and universities—Students.

ViHal v.6, n.1; v.9, n.1-3 Peabody Collection Oct, 1966; Jan-Sept, 1969

2763 Hampton Institute Outlook. 1972-? Frequency: Monthly (irregular). Hampton, VA. Published by Hampton Institute, Office of Development. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 9238270. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Agriculture, Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, Colleges and universities.

ViHal v.1, n.1-v.3, n.1 Peabody Collection Nov, 1972-Feb, 1975

2764 Hampton Leaflets. 1905-? Frequency: Monthly. Hampton, VA. Published by Trustees of the Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. Last issue 13 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 9238270. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Agriculture, Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, Colleges and universities.

TNF [v.1, n.1-9] Special Collections Jan, 1965-Feb, 1966

TxU [v.1, n.1-v.4, n.10]; v.5, n.8, 12 507 H 189 Jan 1905-Oct 1908; Aug, Dec, 1909

2765 Hampton Life. 1981-? Frequency: Monthly. Hampton, VA. Published by Hampton Institute, Office of University Relations. Last issue 8 pages. Height 34 cm. Previous editor(s): Joy L. Jefferson. Subject focus and/or Features: Hampton Institute, Colleges and universities—Students.

ViHal v.16, n.3 Peabody Collection Oct, 1996

ject focus and/or Features: Hampton Institute, Colleges and universities—Students.


WHi n.2-16 E185.5/H23 July, 1898-1912


WHi v.3 Peabody Collection 1976

WU v.2, n.1; v.3, n.1; v.5, n.1-v.6, n.1; v.8, n.1-v.13, n.1; v.14, n.1 Dec, 1972; Sept, 1976; Apr-Dec, 1978; Nov, 1979-Dec, 1986; Fall, 1988


WHi v.4, n.4; v.65, n.5 Circulation Oct 19, 1993-Amistad v.26n.6 Periodicals Feb 16, 1952

DHU v.14 Periodicals Apr 17, 1942

2771 *Hampton University Music*. 1900-? Frequency: Annual. Hampton, VA. Published by Hampton University, Department of Music. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Marilyn Thompson. Subject focus and/or Features: Hampton University, Department of Music, Colleges and universities, Music.

ViHal v.2, n.1; v.3, n.1 Peabody Collection Spring, 1991

2772 *Hampton-Clark News*. 1974-? Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Olive Harvey College. Last issue 12 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Charlotte Martin. Subject focus and/or Features: Olive Harvey College (Chicago, IL), Colleges and universities—Students, Education, Higher.

IC-CW v.4, n.5 Vivian Harsh Collection Dec, 1977 McBride Papers


DHU v.1 Archives Sept, 1933

2775 *Hanover Special*. 1948-? Frequency: Quarterly. Hanover, VA. Published by Hanover Industrial School. Last issue 5 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Herman T. Charles. Subject focus and/or Features: Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA), Hanover Industrial School (Hanover, VA).

ViHi 1948 Archives


DHU v.7, n.10 Periodicals Jul, 1986

2777 *The Happenings: Mt Vernon Plaza*. 1981-? Frequency: Unknown. Columbus, OH. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 17540336. "The focal point of near northeast downtown redevelopment." Subject focus and/or Features: Urban development.


DHU v.1, n.1 Archives Sep, 1933


WHi v.1, n.2-4 Microforms Apr 10-June 25, 1936


WHi v.1, n.1-6; v.2, n.3-5 Microforms Jan, Mar, Jul, Oct, 1933; Jan, 1992-DHU v.22, n.9 Periodicals Jul, 1956


WHi v.1, n.1-6; v.2, n.1 Microforms Sept 10, 1936-Feb, Sep-Dec, 1937

HARAMBEE: ALL PULLING TOGETHER

Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. "Pride's newspaper." Subject focus and/or Features: Community development, Business.
DWP v.2, n.3 Washingtoniana Aug, 1969

WM v.4, n.1-7, n.4 Periodicals Jan, 1973-Summer, 1976

WHi v.1, n.5- Pam 01-5729 Oct, 1979;

2790 Harambee Magazine. 1972?- Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Edward Murphy. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Edward Murphy. Supersedes: Black Dollar Magazine. Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Business, Education.
DHU May, 1972 Periodicals
Harambee News. Lincoln, NE. see Harambee FLAME! Lincoln, NE.

2791 Harambee Notes. 1995-. Frequency: Unknown. Harambee Notes, 2560 West 54th Street, Los Angeles, CA 90043. Published by African American Cultural Center (US). Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Edward Murphy. Supersedes: Harambee Notes. Subject focus and/or Features: Afrocentrism.
WHi v.1, n.3/v.2, n.1 Pam 01-6140 Dec, 1995/July, 1996
Harambee Shopper. Milwaukee, WI. see Harambee Community Shopper. Milwaukee, WI.


2794 **Hard Core News.** 1968-? Frequency: Unknown. Dallas, TX. Last issue 4 pages. Height 42 cm. Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Walter Earl Travis. OCLC no. 9209147. "For all mankind I believe this is the truth." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

2795 **Hardware.** 1993- Frequency: Monthly. Matt Wayne, Editor, Hardware, 1325 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10019. Telephone: (212) 636-5520. Published by DC Comics. Last issue 32 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 27832986. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.


2798 **The Harlem Bulletin.** 1937-? Frequency: Weekly. New York, NY. Published by Harlem Bulletin Publishing Co. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Columbus A. Austin. Available in microform from: NN (1939). Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


2800 **Harlem Chronicle.** 1938-? Frequency: Semimonthly. New York, NY. Published by Harlem Chronicle Publishing Co. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): J. Coleman Williams. Available in microform from: NN (1938). Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

2801 **Harlem Cultural Review.** 1977-? Frequency: Bi-monthly. New York, NY. Published by Harlem Cultural Council, Inc. Last issue 13 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Townsend Brewster. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Performing arts, Music, Drama, Calendar.

2802 **The Harlem Daily.** 1965-? Frequency: Daily. New York, NY. Published by Clyde H. Reid. Last issue 8 pages. Height 41 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Greg Harris. OCLC no. 30762633. "Serving Harlem, Bedford-Stuyvesant and the Greater New York Area." "New York's most necessary newspaper." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


2804 **Harlem Digest.** 1937-? Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by Colonel Young Memorial Foundation. Last issue 23 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photo-

WHi v.5, n.1 Microforms Mar 1, 1932
NN-Sc v.5, n.1 Microfilm Mar 1, 1932

*Harlem Friendship House News.* Chicago, IL. see Community. Chicago, IL.


WHi v.3, n.2, 7 - Microforms Feb/Mar, Nov/Dec, 1992-
NN-Sc v.3, n.2 Newsletters Feb/Mar, 1992

2807 **Harlem Home Journal.** 1928?- Frequency: Weekly. New York, NY. Published by S.A. Gilbert Publishing Co.. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: NN (1930). Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.3, n.27 Microfilm Oct 18, 1930


2808 **Harlem Magazine.** 1982-. Frequency: Annual. Harlem Magazine, One West 125th St., New York, NY 10027. Telephone: (212) 427-3315. Published by Harlem Week Committee, Greater Harlem Chamber of Commerce. Last issue 132 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Harlem, week, Festivals.

NN-Sc n.1 - Uncataloged serials 1983-


NN-Sc v.1, n.3-[no number] Sc Micro R-449 Nov, 1967-July, 1971

2810 **The Harlem Overheard.** 1996-. Frequency: Four times a year. Shawn Dove, Editor, Harlem Overheard, 201 W. 144th St., New York, NY 10030. Telephone: (212) 234-9725, FAX (212) 234-9751. Published by Rheedlen Centers for Children and Families. Last issue 20 pages. Height 40 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Frequency varies: Two times a year. OCLC no. 37502870. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.2, n.5-6 Pam 96-1643 Summer-Fall, 1997

NN-Sc v.1, n.2- Uncataloged serials Summer/Fall, 1996-

2811 **The Harlem Pointer: To Jobs, Security, Civil Rights and Peace.** 1940?- Frequency: Biweekly. Harlem, NY. Published by The Communist Party, Harlem Section. Last issue 6 pages. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Theodore Bassett. OCLC no. 30762782. Subject focus and/or Features: Communism, Civil rights, Politics.

WHi v.1, n.1 In process Aug 3, 1940


CLSCL v.1, n.1-2/3 Periodicals Spring-Fall/Winter, 1950

DHU v.1, n.1-3/4 MS Micro Winter, 1949/50-Fall/Winter, 1950

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-3/4 Periodicals Winter, 1949/50-Fall/Winter, 1950


2813 **Harlem Report.** 1990?- Frequency: Bimonthly. New York, NY. Published by Harlem Urban Development Corporation. Last issue 8 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 36174613. Subject focus and/or Features: Harlem, Community newsletter.

WHi v.1, n.3 Pam 96-1611 May/June, 1990

NN-Sc v.1, n.1, 3; v.2, n.1 Newsletters Jan/Feb, May/June, 1990; Jan/June, 1991

2814 **Harlem Reporter.** 1930?- Frequency: Weekly. New York, NY. Published by Harlem Reporter Publishing Com-
pany. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): G. W. Abbott. Available in microform from: NN (1931). Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

2815 Harlem Resident Community News. 1996-. Frequency: Biweekly. Denise Carroll, Editor, Harlem Resident Community News, P.O. Box 1722, New York, NY 10156. Telephone: (212) 670-1850. Published by Pat Stevenson. Last issue 32 pages. Height 38 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 36979146. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Housing, Tenants rights.

2816 The Harlem Tenant. 1988-? Frequency: Irregular. New York, NY. Published by West Harlem Coalition. Last issue 8 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Laird Townsend. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Housing, Tenants rights.


2822 Harlem Voice. 1963-? Frequency: Bimonthly. New York, NY. Published by Harlem Voice. Last issue 4 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Rufus Newlin, Cheryl Hatcher, Joan Johnson, Carol Gibbons. OCLC no. 12090862. Subject focus and/or Features: Student newsletter.


2826 Harmony. 1940?- Frequency: Annual. Chicago, IL. Last issue 26 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. "Magazine of the 7th annual
HARMONY

American Music Festival.” Subject focus and/or Features: Music. IC-CW July, 1946 Vivian Harsh Collection McBride Papers

2827 Harmony. 1985-? Frequency: Quarterly. Brooklyn, NY. Published by Network AFC. Last issue 26 pages. Height 29 cm. Photographs (some in color); Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Shirley Ademu-John. OCLC no. 28611067. Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, General interest. WHi v.8, n.16-17 Pam 01-6421 Jan/Mar-Apr, June, 1993

2828 The Harriet Tubman Journal. 1993- Frequency: Quarterly. Harriet Tubman Journal, P.O. Box 329, Ambler, PA 19002-0329. $24 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (215) 628-2291 or 1-(800) 851-3335, FAX (215) 628-0967. Published by Akashic Press, Inc. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. ISSN 1068-3860. LC card no. sn92-3816. OCLC no. 276667731. “Reconstructing the History of One of America’s Greatest Women.” Subject focus and/or Features: Harriet Tubman. WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation Oct, 1993-

2829 The Harris Herald. 1946-? Frequency: Monthly. Harris, NC. Published by Herald Publishing Company. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): M. B. Robinson. OCLC no. 38214369. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. WHi v.1, n.7; v.2, n.3 Pam 01-7012 July, 1946; Feb, 1947

2830 The Harrisburg Tymes. 1995-. Frequency: Weekly. Jeffrey M. Gunning, Editor, Harrisburg Tymes, 99 S. Cameron St., Harrisburg, PA 17101. Telephone: (717) 257-5444. Published by Jeffrey M. Gunning. Last issue 16 pages. Height 44 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 12934319. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. WHi v.1, n.7- Circulation Oct 25, 1995-
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Education; PAIS Bulletin; Self-indexed. ISSN 0017-8039. LC card no. 72-621795. OCLC no. 1751798. Subject focus and/or Features: Law and legislation, Civil rights, Civil liberties.

WU v.1, n.1 Periodicals Spring, 1966-
DHU v.4, n.1 MS Micro Fall, 1968


AAP v.2, n.1; v.2 [n.s.] n.2 Periodicals 1968; 1971
 DHU v.4, n.3, n.23, 36 MS Micro Oct 22, 1943; June 10, 1944; Sept 9, 1944


WHi v.5, n.1 Pam 01-5897 Fall, 1992

2839 Hate in the U.S.A. 1966?- Frequency: Unknown. Los Angeles, CA. Published by LJN Publishing Co. Last issue 78 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations.

IC-CW 1966 Vivian Harsh Collection McBride Papers

2840 Have Christ Will Travel: Praise and Prayer Letter. 1992?- Frequency: Irregular. Have Christ Will Travel, 528 E. Church St., Philadelphia, PA 19144. Telephone: (215) 438-6308. Published by Have Christ Will Travel Ministries Incorporated. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 38170103. Subject focus and/or Features: Missions, Have Christ Will Travel Ministries, Calendar.

WHi Apr/May, 1992-Sept, 1997 Microforms

2841 Hawaii Black Pages. 1990-. Frequency: Annual. Paula Harris-White, Editor, Hawaii Black Pages, P.O. Box 1337, Pahoa, HI 96778. Published by Rainbow Bridge Consultants. Last issue 30 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 24251290. Subject focus and/or Features: Business-Directories.

WHi 1990/92; 1994/96 Pam 01-2325 NN-Sc 1990- Uncataloged serials


WHi v.2, n.12, 16-17, 19 Microforms May 21, June 18-25, July 9, 1943 Dougherty Papers

DHU v.2, n.34, v.3, n.23, 36 MS Micro Oct 22, 1943; June 10, 1944; Sept 9, 1944


WHi v.60, no. 5-v.63, n.35 Microforms Jan 5, 1978-July 30, 1981

2844 HBW News. 1992-. Frequency: Annual. Maryemma Graham, Editor, HBW News, Northeastern University, 410 Holmes Hall, Boston, MA 02115. FAX (617) 437-2509. Telephone: (617) 437-4549. Published by Project on the History of Black Writing. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 31813671. Subject focus and/or Features: Journalism, History, Authors.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-4073 Spring, 1992


NN-Sc v.1, n.1-2 Sc Micro Apr-Sept, 1966

2846 He Is One. 1995?- Frequency: Monthly. Detroit, MI. Published by Masjid Waahed. Last issue 5 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 29291141. Subject focus and/or Features: Muslim religion, Religion, Islam.

WHi 1995 Pam 01-4801

Health 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Kim Sheppard. Available in microform from: WHi (1986). OCLC no. 3820267. Subject focus and/or Features: Pentecostal Church, Religion, Holy Temple Church of God in Christ.

WHi v.2, n.14 Microforms Apr, 1986

2848 **Headlines and Pictures.** 1944-1946. Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Gertrude Scott Martin. Last issue 52 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Gertrude Scott Martin. LC card no. s88-93421. OCLC no. 27272924, 18761451. Subject focus and/or Features: News magazine, General interest.

ATT v.2, n.7-8 Washington Collection Jan-Feb, 1946

DHU June, 1946-Aug, 1946 Periodicals

MnHi v.2, n.1-v.3, n.3 Periodicals July, 1945-Sept, 1946

NN-Sc v.2, n.9 Archives Mar, 1946 Glover Papers

2849 **Headway.** 1988-. Frequency: Monthly. Gwenevere Daye Richardson, Editor, Headway, 13555 Bammel N. Houston Road, Suite 227, Houston, TX 77066. Telephone: (281) 444-4265, FAX (281) 583-9534. Published by Richberg Communications. Last issue 38 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Variant title(s): National Minority Politics. ISSN 1087-2353, 1057-1655. LC card no. 96-657609, sn96-17012. OCLC no. 33988004. Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Conservatism.

WHi v.5, n.8-12; v.6-7; v.8, n.1-2 E184/Al/N296 Aug-Dec, 1993; 1994-1995; Jan, 1996-

NN-Sc v.5, n.8-12 Uncataloged serials Aug, 1993-

2850 **Health Care.** 1981?-1981? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Hospital. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Medical education, Health care, Howard University, Colleges and universities.

DHU Summer, 1986-Winter, 1988 Archives

IC-CW v.3, n.1 Vivian Harsh Collection Feb, 1983


DHU v.2, n.1-v.3, n.3 Archives Summer, 1992-Jan, 1994

2852 **Health News: Health, Nutrition, Business and Culture.** 1989-? Frequency: Monthly. College Park, Ga. Published by Faiz Health Institute. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Lumumba Faiz. Subject focus and/or Features: Health, Fitness, Nutrition.

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-4, 6, 10 Newsletters Oct, 1989-Jan, Apr/May, Nov/Dec, 1990

2853 **Health Rights.** 1965-? Frequency: Quarterly. New York, NY. Published by Medical Committee for Human Rights. Last issue 23 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Lee Hoffman. ISSN 0737-7347. LC card no. sc83-8097. OCLC no. 8662730. Subject focus and/or Features: Health care, Health care.

WHi v.2, n.2 Pam 73-890 Spring, 1966

WU v.2, n.1-2 Health Sciences Winter-Spring, 1966


WHi v.3, n.1; v.4, n.1-2 Circulation Summer/Fall, 1995; Winter, 1996-

2855 **Health Weekly.** 1947?-1949? Frequency: Weekly. Prairie View, TX. Published by Prairie View A & M University. Last issue 5 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Leon English. Subject focus and/or Features: Prairie View A & M University (Prairie View, TX), Colleges and universities—Students, Health, Nutrition.

TxPV v.2, n.1-27 Archives Oct 26, 1948-May 21, 1949

**HealthQuest.** Chalfont, PA. see Health Quest. Chalfont, PA.

2856 **HealthQuest.** 1993-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Tamara Jefries, Editor, HealthQuest, 200 Highpoint Drive, Suite 215, Chalfont, PA 18914. Telephone: (215) 822-7935. Published by Levas, Inc. Last issue 74 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Valerie Boyd, Sara Lomax Reese. Variant title(s): Health Quest. Frequency varies: Quarterly. OCLC no. 28793036. "The publication of Black wellness." Subject focus and/or Features: Health, Nutrition, Physical fitness.

WHI v.1, n.2-2 RA778.4 A36/H44 Summer, 1993-


NN-Sc v.1, n.9-10 Uncataloged serials June-July, 1995
2858 **Heart & Soul.** 1993-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. Stephanie Stokes Oliver, Editor, Heart & Soul, 33 E. Minor St., Emmaus, PA 18098. Telephone: (610) 967-5171. Published by Rodale Press. Last issue 84 pages. Last volume 504 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Reginald D. Ware. Variant title(s): Rodale's Heart and Soul. Publisher varies: Reginald D. Ware. OCLC no. 28726540. Subject focus and/or Features: Health, Physical fitness, Family, Marriage, General interest.

WHI v.1, n.12- RA776.5/R58 Jan, Dec, 1993-

2859 **Heart of Gospel Music Magazine.** 1992-1992. Frequency: Bi-monthly. Dallas, TX. Published by Jacqueline Lloyd and Joann Armstrong. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Jacqueline Lloyd and Joanna Armstrong. OCLC no. 28389753. Subject focus and/or Features: Gospel music, Music.

WHI v.1, n.1 Pam 01-4833 ? 1992

2860 **Heart of Harlem.** Dates unknown. Frequency: Unknown. Heart of Harlem, 127 W. 127th St., New York, NY 10027. Telephone: (212) 534-7554. Last issue 4 pages. Height 37 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Variant title(s): HH Heart of Harlem. OCLC no. 30762442. Subject focus and/or Features: Heart attacks, Health, Heart disease, Smoking, Recipes.

WHI Winter, 1992 Pam 94-438

2861 **Heartbeat.** 1986-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Carlotta Campbell, Editor, Heartbeat, P.O. Box 4612, Chicago, IL 60680. Published by Official Publication of the Chicago Chapter, National Black Nurses' Association. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Nursing, Health care, National Black Nurses' Association. IC-CW v.7, n.9- Vivian Harsh Collection Jan, 1992-

2862 **Heebie Jeebies: A Sign of Intelligence.** 1924-1927? Frequency: Weekly. Chicago, IL. Published by Heebie Jeebies, Inc. Last issue 32 pages. Height 27 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): P. L. Prattis. Superseded by: The Light and "Heebie Jeebies": Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.

CLU v.2, n.35 Special Collections July 24, 1926

DHU [v.1, n.1-v.3, n.13] MS Micro Nov 29, 1924-Feb 19, 1927

ICHi v.1, n.50; v.2, n.24; 41 E185.5/H58 Nov 7, 1925; May 8, Sept 4, 1926

2863 **The Helper.** 1899?-? Frequency: Monthly. Harvey, IL. Published by Amanda Smith Industrial Home. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Orphans, Education, Amanda Smith Industrial Home (Harvey, IL).

DHU v.9, n.10 Periodicals Nov, 1907


AAP v.6, n.26 Microforms Dec 13, 1912

2865 **The Hemistat.** 1926?-1940? Frequency: Quarterly. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Freedmen's Hospital School of Nursing. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Dara S. Davis, Apr/Jun 1937-Jul/Sept 1938; Ethel Lively, Oct/Dec 1938-Apr/Jun 1939; Ethel Gibson, Nov/Dec 1939-Apr/Jun 1940; Beatrice Wyms, Dec 1940. Subject focus and/or Features: Freedmen's Hospital, Howard University, Nursing.

DHU v.1, n.40-53 Howardiana Apr/Jun, 1937-Dec, 1940

2866 **Hempstead Beacon.** 1956?-?. Frequency: Weekly. Sheila H. Noeth, Editor, Hempstead Beacon, 5 Centre St., Hempstead, NY 11550. Published by Nassau County Publications. Height 38 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Variant title(s): Beacon. LC card no. sn97-63656. OCLC no. 24637103, 36981670. Uniondale edition. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHI v.40, n.47 Circulation Nov 1, 1991-

2867 **Hempstead Village Times.** 1996-9. Frequency: Unknown. Hempstead Village Times, P.O. Box 3944, Hempstead, NY 11551-3944. $12 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (516) 489-8463, FAX (516) 489-0318. Published by Hempstead Village Times, Inc. Last issue 28 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 37305009. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHI v.2, n.8 Circulation June 17, 1997-

2868 **Hep.** 1955?-?. Frequency: Monthly. Fort Worth, TX. Published by Good Publishing Co. Last issue 90 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Edna K. Turner. Superseded by: Hip. LC card no. sn78-1238. OCLC no. 4094536. Subject focus and/or Features: Confession stories, General interest.

DHU v.20, n.1-v.22, n.11 Periodicals Jan, 1974-Nov, 1976

2869 **Hezphzibah-Herald.** 1920?-?. Frequency: Weekly. San Antonio, TX. Last issue 8 pages. Height 56 cm. Line drawings;
THE HERALD

Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

CLU v.2, n.2 Special Collections Mar 12, 1921

2870 The Herald. 1927-? Frequency: Unknown. Brewton, AL. Published by Southern Normal and Industrial Institute. Last issue 8 pages. Height 25 cm. Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): James Dooley Sr. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Southern Normal and Industrial Institute (Brewton, AL).

Amistad v.3, n.14 Periodicals Dec, 1929


CU v.4, n.29 Microfilm Aug 1, 1947

2873 The Herald. 1944?-? Frequency: Unknown. Oakland, CA. Published by James E. Jones. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): James E. Jones. Available in microform from: CU (1947). LC card no. sn92-69441. OCLC no. 26727761. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

CU v.4, n.29 Microfilm Aug 1, 1947


WHi v.46, n.50 Pam 97-1216 Dec 21, 1994

DHU v.29, n.24-v.39, n.26 Microfilm Dec 11, 1974-Dec 25, 1985

GS v.43, n.1- Periodicals Jan 2, 1991-

GU v.2-4; v.38-40; v.40- Microfilm Apr 24, 1946-Feb 1, 1948; June 1986-Dec, 1988; July 19, 1989-


2875 The Herald. 1891-? Frequency: Weekly. Austin, TX. Published by Education Board of the General Baptist Convention of Texas. Last issue 4 pages. Last volume 208 pages. Height 39 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Martin Mayfield Jr., Dec 1947-May 1948; Loyce E. Allen, Oct 10 1952. Variant title(s): Texas State University Herald. LC card no. sn87-90891. OCLC no. 16784691. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Texas State University (Houston, TX).

Amistad v.1, n.1-6; v.6, n.1 Periodicals Dec, 1947-May, 1948; Oct 10, 1952

TxU v.1, n.5-6 Barker Apr-May, 1948

2877 The Herald Examiner. 1976-? Frequency: Biweekly. Nashville, TN. Published by Robert J. Sye. Last issue 16 pages. Last volume 110 pages. Height 38 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

T v.1, n.1-9 Archives Feb 2-July 3, 1976


WHi [v.7, n.42-v.10, n.12] Microforms [Dec 10, 1841-May 19, 1844]
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THE HERITAGE NEWSLETTER

Philadelphia, PA. Published by Temple University, Office of Publications. Last issue 12 pages. Height 27 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Bettye Collier-Thomas. OCLC no. 26711052. Subject focus and/or Features: Center for African American History and Culture (Philadelphia, PA), History, African-American studies, Serials.

WHi v.1, n.1-2 Pam 01-4974 Summer, 1991-Summer, 1992

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-2 Uncataloged serials Summer, 1991-Summer, 1992

PPT v.1, n.1-2 Special Collections Summer, 1991-Summer, 1992


2886 Heritage Center. 1997-. Frequency: Unknown. Heritage Center, 1101 Openwood St., Vicksburg, MS 39181-1503. Published by Heritage Center. Last issue 3 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. OCLC no. 37377928. Subject focus and/or Features: Heritage Center, Music, History.

WHi v.1, n.5 Pam 01-6333 July 9, 1997

2887 Heritage Forum. 1993-? Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by Craig Rippon. Last issue 22 pages. Height 24 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. ISSN 1073-5496. LC card no. sn93-4175. OCLC no. 29459621. Subject focus and/or Features: AIDS.

NN-Sc v.1, n.2 Uncataloged serials Mar/Apr, 1992


NN-Sc v.3; v.5, n.1; 11- Newsletters Nov, 1991; Jan?, Nov, 1993-

2889 The Heritage Newsletter. 1970-? Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Published by Association for the Study of Negro Life and History. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Janette Hoston Harris. Subject focus and/or Features: Organization news, Calendar, Book reviews.

DHU v.1, n.1 Periodicals Apr, 1970


2892  **Heroic 17.** 1993-?. Frequency: Unknown. Heroic 17, 1801 H Street, Suite BS-182, Modesto, CA 95354. Published by Pennacle Press. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color). OCLC no. 25119123. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.


2894  **H.I. Dates.** 1976-?. Frequency: Three times a year. Hampton, VA. Published by Hampton Institute, Faculty Development Center. Last issue 10 pages. Height 36 cm. Previous editor(s): Ruth N. Swan. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Hampton Institute. ViHal v.1, n.1-v.3, n.1; v.4, n.1-2 Peabody Collection Dec, 1976-Fall/Winter, 1977; Fall, 1979-Spring, 1980


2896  **The High School Journal.** 1902-?: Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by The M Street High School. Last issue 22 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: High school newsletter, M Street High School (Washington, DC), High schools—Students.


2898  **The Highland Tattler.** 1931-? Frequency: Monthly (October-May). Gastonia, NC. Published by Highland High School. Last issue 4 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: High school newsletter, Highland High School (Gastonia, NC), High schools—Students.

2899  **Hijrah: Exodus to Enlightenment.** 1983-? Frequency: Unknown. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Hijrah Publications. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Labeeb Uqdaah. ISSN 1046-4441. LC card no. sn89-3213. OCLC no. 20412015. Subject focus and/or Features: Islam, Religion.

3213  **Hijrah.** 1983-? Frequency: Unknown. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Hijrah Publications. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Labeeb Uqdaah. ISSN 1046-4441. LC card no. sn89-3213. OCLC no. 20412015. Subject focus and/or Features: Islam, Religion.

2900  **The Hillside Chronicle.** 1932-?. Frequency: Monthly. Durham, NC. Published by Hillside Park High School. Last issue 8 pages. Height 46 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Theodore Joyner, Nathan Garrett. Subject focus and/or Features: Hillside Park High School (Durham, NC), High school newsletter, High schools—Students.

form from: WHi (1992- ), DHU (1924-1982). OCLC no. 21383555. "Serving the Howard University community for more than 60 years." Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Howard University.

WHi v.75, n.21, 24, v.76, n.3- Microforms Apr 3, Mar 6, Sept 18, 1992-

Amistad [v,12,n.9-v.33, n.?] Periodicals [Dec 22, 1934-Oct 25, 21383555. "Serving the Howard University community for more than 60 years." Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Howard University.

DHU v.5, n.11-13, 15-16, 18 Periodicals July 12-36; Aug 16-23, Oct 18, 1951


DHU v.1, n.1-19 Microforms July 11-Nov 14, 1891


WHi v.1, n.2 Pam 76-4863 Jan, 1977

DeHi v.1, n.1 James Baker Collection Dec, 1976

DHU v.1, n.7-v.2, n.12 Periodicals July, 1977-Dec, 1978

2904 Hip Hop Fashions. 1993-1993. Frequency: Quarterly. Sonia Alleyne, Editor, New York, NY. Published by Robert Tate. Last issue 66 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 29717389. Subject focus and/or Features: Hip hop culture, Fashion, Entertainers, Profiles.

WHi v.3 Pam 01-4688 Summer, 1993

2905 Hip Hop Heaven. 1993?. Frequency: Bimonthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Boom Town Productions. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 28272971. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc., Hip hop culture, Rap music.

WHi n.2 Pam 01-4022 1993

2906 Hip-Hop Connection. Frequency: Monthly. Andy Cowan, Editor, Hip-Hop Connection, Beauford Court, 30 Monmouth St., Bath England BA1 2BW. Published by Future Publishing, Inc. Last issue 70 pages. Height 30 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Variant title(s): HHC. OCLC no. 3147702. Subject focus and/or Features: Hip Hop Culture, Rap music, Music.

WHi n.104- Circulation Oct, 1997-
2913 History Magazine. 1978-1987? Frequency: Annual. Greensboro, NC. Published by North Carolina A & T State University, Department of History. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Margaret Wright, Spring 1982; Jamie Ruff; Laverne Carter, Spring 1984; Curtis Richardson, Spring 1985; Bernard Poole, Spring 1987. Subject focus and/or Features: History, Colleges and universities.

MoHi v.1, n.3-5, v.8 Archives Spring, 1979; Spring, 1982-Spring 1985; Spring, 1987

2914 History Newsletter. 1988-? Frequency: Unknown. Greensboro, NC. Published by North Carolina A & T State University, Department of History. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: History Department, North Carolina A & T State University (Greensboro, NC), Colleges and universities.

NcGA Spring, 1988 Archives


WHi v.3 Microforms Aug, 1994

2916 Hodari. 1971-? Frequency: Unknown. Baton Rouge, LA. Last issue 5 pages. Height 28 cm. LC card no. sn93-23542. OCLC no. 28137568. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Black nationalism.

MiU Jan 6, 1971 Labadie Collection

2917 Holiness Union. 1901-?. Frequency: Monthly. Joseph T. Durham, Editor, Holiness Union, Route 5, Box 861, Greensboro, NC. $14 for individuals and institutions. Published by United Holy Church of America, Incorporated. Last issue 12 pages. Last volume 144 pages. Height 38 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Place of publication varies: Durham, NC. OCLC no. 37737312. Subject focus and/or Features: United Holy Church of America, Religion.


MiU Jan 6, 1971 Labadie Collection

2919 Home Economics Bulletin. 1939-? Frequency: Unknown. Hampton, VA. Published by Hampton Institute. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Vera Edmondson. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Home economics.

ViHal v.2, n.1 Peabody Collection Nov, 1940

2920 Home Economics News Letter. 1936-? Frequency: Monthly. Institute, WV. Published by West Virginia State College, Home Economics Club. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Emma C. Marcus. Subject focus and/or Features: Home Economics, West Virginia State College (Institute, WV), Colleges and universities—Students.

Wvln v.3, n.3 Archives Feb, 1938

2921 Home Economics Newsletter. 1941-? Frequency: Unknown. Jefferson City, MO. Published by Lincoln University. Last issue 8 pages. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Phyllis W. Honesty. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Home economics, Lincoln University (Jefferson City, MO).

MoJcL v.1, n.2 Ethnic Studies Center May, 1941


WHi v.1, n.1 Microforms May, 1927


MoHi v.2[n], n.66, 80, 86, 16[sic] Microfilm May 14, Aug 20, Oct 8, Dec 31, 1914

Homecoming. Bartlesville, OK. see Douglass Aires Reunion. Bartlesville, OK.
2924  Homecoming: The Historically Black College Alumni and Campus Newspaper. 1984?- Frequency: Irregular. Homecoming, P.O. Box 69222, Hampton, VA 23669. Published by U.S. Army Reserve Officer’s Training Corps. Last issue 16 pages. Height 35 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Keith E. Lockhart, William A. Tinsley. Alabama A&M University; Alcorn State University; Central State University; Florida A&M University; Fort Valley State College; Hampton University; Howard University; Jackson State University; Lincoln University; Morgan State University; Norfolk State University; North Carolina A&T State University; Prairie View A&M University; St. Augustine’s College; South Carolina State College; Southern University and A&M College; Tuskegee University; University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff; Virginia State University; West Virginia State College. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Profiles, Sports, Colleges and universities—Alumni.

ICCMBR v.4, n.2 Periodicals Fall, 1987
IC-CW v.7, n.1 Vivian Harsh Collection Spring, 1990
LSCs v.2, n.1-5, n.1-2; v.4, n.2; v.5, n.2 Archives v.8, n.1; v.9, n.1-2; v.10, n.1 Fall, 1985; Spring-Fall, 1986; Fall, 1987; Fall, 1988 Spring, 1991; Spring-Fall, 1992; Spring, 1993
MsAM v.1 n.1-2; v.3, n.1; v.4, n.2; v.5, n.2 Periodicals 1984; 1986; 1987; 1988

2925  Homecoming ’92. 1988?- Frequency: Irregular. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Denise G. Williams, Denise Griffin. Variant title(s): Homecoming ’88. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Alumni.

MsJSU Nov, 1988-Nov, 1992 Archives

2926  Homefront. 1993-. Frequency: Quarterly. Abiodun Gake-Pariola, Editor, Homefront, P.O. Box 60033, Savannah, GA 31420. $12 for individuals; $20 for institutions. Telephone: (912) 927-1971, FAX (912) 927-6226. Published by African/American Homefront, Inc. Last issue 36 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising. Table of contents. Variant title(s): African Homefront. ISSN 1073-8185, 1095-1970. LC card no. sn93-4228, sn97-815. OCLC no. 29451874, 36522465. Subject focus and/or Features: Family.

WHi v.1, n.1-3; v.4, n.2 In Process Nov/Dec, 1993-Oct/Dec, 1996; Spring/Summer, 1997-

2927  Homeland. 1991-. Frequency: Monthly. Henerine Hunter, Editor, Homeland, P.O. Box 454, Forrest City, AR 72335. $20 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (501) 630-1021. Published by Curtis Varnado. Last issue 16 pages. Height 40 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Henerine Hudson, Oct 1 1991; Frank Shaw. Available in microform from: WHi (1991, 1993-

2928  Honorgram. 1985-1986? Frequency: Weekly. Miami, FL. Published by Florida Memorial College. Last issue 1 page. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Florida Memorial College (Miami, FL), Colleges and universities—Students. FMFMC Feb 10-17, 1986 Archives


DHU 1978 Howardiana

2930  The Hood. 1993-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Stephen J. Townsend, Editor, The Hood, 3870 Crenshaw Blvd., Suite 843, Los Angeles, CA 90008. Published by South Central Comics. Height 26 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 32570024. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi n.1-2 Pam 00-313 Apr, 1993-Feb, 1994


WHi n.2-4; Pam 01-3771 1975
WU v.1, n.105; 6 1/2-7 Special Collections 1973-1976; 1978-1980
DHU n.2-7 Periodicals 1975-1980


WHi v.6, n.2-v.9, n.16 Microforms Oct 26, 1953-May 11, 1957
DHU v.5-v.9, n.16 Microfilm Sept 26, 1953-May 11, 1957

THE HOPE FOR THE FUTURE

TNF v.55, n.7-v.61, n.11; v.62, n.12; Special Collections v.68, n.1-v.71, n.11; v.74, n.1-v.77, n.1 Mar, 1940-July, 1946; Aug, 1947; Sept, 1952-July, 1956; Sept, 1958-Sept, 1961

2934 The Hope for the Future. 1969-?. Frequency: Unknown. New Orleans, LA. Last issue 4 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 28349986. This edition is a publicity paper for Charles Elloie. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.1, n.3 Pam 01-3120 Aug 8, 1969

2935 Horae Scholasticae. 1886-?. Frequency: Monthly. Concord, NH. Published by Boys of the St. Paul’s School. Last issue 52 pages. Height 28 cm. Table of contents. OCLC no. 24842185. Subject focus and/or Features: School newsletter, St. Paul’s School (Concord, NH).

DHU v.42, n.2 Periodicals Nov 8, 1928


WHi v.1, n.1-v.6, n.2 Microforms Jan, 1907-July, 1910

DHU v.1, n.1-v.6, n.2 Periodicals Jan, 1907-July, 1910

2937 Horizon. 1909-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Carlotta Campbell, Editor, Horizon, P.O. Box 806292, Chicago, IL 60680-4124. Published by University of Illinois at Chicago, Black Alumni Association. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: University of Illinois, Black Alumni Association (Chicago, IL), Colleges and universities—Alumni—University.

IC-CW v.4, n.1 Vivian Harsh Collection Apr, 1993-

2938 The Horizon. 1994-1994. Frequency: Irregular. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University. Last issue 12 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Leesa Hammand. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), High school journalism workshop.

MsJSU v.1, n.1 Archives June, 1994

2939 The Horizon. 1952-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Cleveland, OH. Published by The Dunbar Life Insurance Company. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Insurance.

DHU 3rd Quarter, 1952 Periodicals

2940 Hornet Tribune. 1900-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. Montgomery, AL. Published by Alabama State University. Last issue 12 pages. Height 58 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Rhonda Robinson. OCLC no. 28171279. Subject focus and/or Features: Alabama State University (Montgomery, AL), Colleges and universities—Students.

WHi v.4, n.6 Pam 01-6176 Feb 8, 1993

2941 Hot Calaloo. 1992-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. Riderwood, MD. Published by Michael Phillips. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Michael Phillips. ISSN 1081-2326. LC card no. sn95-4601. OCLC no. 30084455. Subject focus and/or Features: Caribbean culture.

NN-Sc v.1, n.7 Uncataloged serials May, 1993

2942 Hot Shots. 1891-?. Frequency: Irregular. Hot Springs, AR. Published by Hot Shots Publishing Company. Last issue 6 pages. Height 60 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn86-50334. OCLC no. 13944291. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

A-Ar v.9, n.19 Periodicals Aug 17, 1899


Ar-Hi v.18; v.29, n.30, ?, 38; v.30, n.25; v.33, n.56; Microfilm v.35, n.22; v.36, n.5 Apr 29, 1918; May 3, 1919; Aug 21, Oct 2, 1926; Sept 17, 1927 July 21, 1928; Dec 19, 1931; June 15, 1935; Feb 1, 1936

2944 The Hotel Messenger. 1917-?. Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by Hotel Messenger Publishing Co. Last issue 22 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): W. O. Thompson. Subject focus and/or Features: Economics, Business, Hotels.

DHU v.2, n.6 Periodicals July, 1918

2945 Hours After. 1951-?. Frequency: Biweekly. Newark, NJ. Published by B.K. & L. Printing Co. Last issue 28 pages. Height 19 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Tiny Prince. OCLC no. 35268993. “The picture guide to entertainment.” Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment.

WHi Apr 4, 1951 Pam 96-536

2946 House of Prayer Church of God Newsletter. 1992-?. Frequency: Unknown. Capitol Heights, MD. Published by House

DHU v.3, n.5 Howardiana Feb 15, 1930

2956  *Howard Alumni Review*. 1949-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Howard University.

DHU v.11, n.1 Howardiana Sept, 1959


DHU v.1, n.1 Howardiana Nov, 1922

2958  *The Howard Alumnus*. 1923-? Frequency: Monthly (October-June). Washington, DC. Published by Howard University. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Emory B. Smith. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Howard University, Colleges and universities—Alumni.

Amistad v.4, n.5 Periodicals Feb 15, 1926

ATT v.4, n.5 Periodicals Feb 15, 1926

DHU v.4, n.7; v.5, n.8 Howardiana July 15 1926; May/July, 1927


DHU v.9, n.1w.25, n.2-v.54, n.3 Howardiana Oct, 1956; Dec, Jan, 1970/71-Spring, 1990

2960  *Howard Journal of Communications*. 1988-. Frequency: Unknown. William J. Starosta, Editor, Howard Journal of Communications, 1101 Vermont Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20005. Published by Howard University, School of Communications. Last issue 338 pages. Height 18 cm. ISSN 1064-6175. LC card no. 92-642635, sn88-35051. OCLC no. 18321455. Subject focus and/or Features: Communications education, Journalism, Colleges and universities—Students, Howard University.

DHU v.4, n.1/2; v.5, n.4-v.6, n.4 Archives Summer/Fall, 1992; Summer-Dec, 1995


ATT v.11, n.2-v.31, n.4 Stacks Spring, 1965-1988

DHU v.1-v.18, n.2 Periodicals 1955-1974

2962  *The Howard Lawyer*. 1968-? Frequency: Two times a year. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, School of Law. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Law and legislation, Legal education, Howard University.

DHU v.1, n.1-2 Howardiana Fall-Winter, 1968


DHU 1940?-May 8, 1949 Howardiana


CU v.1, n.1-v.2, n.1 E185.5/H6 June, 1923-Jan, 1925

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-v.2, n.1 Sc Micro June, 1923-Jan, 1925

2965  *The Howard Spectator*. 1902-? Frequency: Monthly. Wilmington, DE. Published by Howard High School. Last issue 12 pages. Height 22 cm. Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Lavina Lanman, Nov 1902; Lewis Comegys, Mar 1903. Subject focus and/or Features: High school newsletter, Howard High School (Wilmington, DE), High schools—Students.

DHU v.1, n.2, 6 Periodicals Nov, 1902; Mar, 1903

2967  Howard University Alumni Association, Inc. Bulletin. 1940-? Frequency: Semiannual. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Alumni Association of DC, Inc. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Lynnie R. Smith. Subject focus and/or Features: Howard University, Colleges and universities—Alumni.


2969  The Howard University Business Review. 1967-1968 Frequency: Two times a year. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Business Department. Last issue 21 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Business, Colleges and universities, Howard University.

2970  Howard University College of Dentistry Newsletter. 1961-1975 Frequency: Irregular. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, College of Dentistry. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Arnett A. Anderson, Sept 1961; Debra T. Plunkett, May 1975. Subject focus and/or Features: College of Dentistry, Howard University, Dentistry, Colleges and universities—Students.

2971  The Howard University Journal of Science. 1974-1975 Frequency: Two times a year. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University. Last issue 100 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Carl L. Shears. OCLC no. 5332169. Subject focus and/or Features: Howard University, Science, Colleges and universities—Students.


2973  The Howard University Journal of Philosophy. 1990-. Frequency: Semiannual. Howard University Journal of Philosophy, Locke Hall 226, Washington, DC 20059. Published by Howard University, Department of Philosophy. Last issue 84 pages. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Winston Napier. OCLC no. 31802701. Subject focus and/or Features: Philosophy, Colleges and universities.


University Magazine, Arrupe House, 1400 Shepard St. NE, Washington, DC 20017. Telephone: (202) 806-0970, FAX (202) 806-4577. Published by Howard University, Office of University Relations. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 29683286. Subject focus and/or Features: Howard University, Colleges and universities—Students.

WHi v.1, n.2- Circulation Winter, 1993-
DHU v.1, n.1; v.2, n.2- Howardiana Winter, 1993; Fall, 1994-

2977 Howard University President’s Newsletter. 1971-? Frequency: Monthly, Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Office of the President. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students; Howard University, Students.

DHU [v.1, n.1-v.4, n.1]; v.7, n.1; v.8, n.2-3 Howardiana [Mar, 1971-Nov, 1977]; Mar, 1980; July-Nov, 1980

2978 The Howard University Reporter. 1885-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Industrial Department. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): W. F. Mitchel. Subject focus and/or Features: Howard University, Industrial Department, Colleges and universities.

DHU v.1, n.5 Howardiana May, 1885

2979 Howard University Record. 1907-1925. Frequency: Seven times a year. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University. Last issue 17 pages. Height 24 cm. Previous editor(s): Robert A. Pelham, Apr 1917; Shelby J. Davidson, Apr 1917. OCLC no. 9915099. Subject focus and/or Features: Howard University, Colleges and universities—Students; Howard University, College of Arts and Sciences.

WHi v.10, n.7 Pam JU83XN/A-Z Dec, 1916 Cutter ATT v.11, n.3 Washington Collection Apr, 1917 DHU 1, n.1-v.13, n.6; v.14, n.6-v.19, n.8 Periodicals Jan, 1907-June, 1919; Apr, 1920-June, 1925

TNF v.16, n.4; v.17, n.1-8 Special Collections Feb, 1922-June, 1923

2980 The Howard University Reviews of Science. 1971-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Physics Department. Last issue 39 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Carl L. Shears. ISSN 0093-6057. LC card no. 73-644230. OCLC no. 1787209. Subject focus and/or Features: Howard University, Physics, Science, Colleges and universities—Students.

DHU v.1, n.1-3 Howardiana Nov, 1971-Nov, 1972


DHU v.6, n.1 Howardiana Winter/Spring, 1991


DHU v.1, n.1 Howardiana Sept, 1965

2983 Howard University Studies in the Social Sciences. 1938-. Frequency: Irregular. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Division of the Social Sciences. Last issue 128 pages. Height 23 cm. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Abram L. Harris, 1938-1939; Alain L. Locke, 1940-1941; Kurt Braun, 1944; H. Naylor Fitzhugh, 1946; Merze Tate, 1948. OCLC no. 1638954. Subject focus and/or Features: Social science, Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.

DHU v.1, n.1-v.4, n.1 Periodicals 1938-1944

WU v.2, n.1; v.3, n.1-2; v.4, n.1; v.5, n.1; v.6, n.1 H/7H83 Cutter 1939; 1941-1942; 1944; 1946; 1948

2984 Howard’s Negro American Magazine. 1889-? Frequency: Monthly. Harrisburg, PA. Published by James H.W. Howard. Last issue 76 pages. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Thomas Wallace Swann. Variant title(s): Howard’s Negro American Monthly Magazine. “A monthly journal devoted to all questions pertaining to the educational, religious, social and political advancement of the Negroes of America.” Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Essays, Poetry.

DHU [no number]; v.4, n.4-8; v.5, n.3; v.6, n.8 Periodicals Oct, 1890; Mar, Oct, 1906; Mar, June, 1901


2985 HPELS Newsletter. 1988-. Frequency: Two times a year. HPELS Newsletter, P.O. Box 4244, Grambling State University, Grambling, LA 71245. Published by Grambling State University, HPELS. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Willie Daniels. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Health, Medicine, Grambling State University (Grambling, LA).

LGra Fall, 1988- Archives

2986 HSA: Newsletter of the Harlem School of the Arts. 1985-? Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by Harlem School of the Arts. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm.
Photographs. OCLC no. 29696867. Subject focus and/or Features: Calendar, Harlem School of the Arts.

2987 *Herald-Times Newsmagazine*. 1995-?. Frequency: Monthly. Portland, OR. Published by Raymond F. Quinton. Last issue 24 pages. Height 33 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. OCLC no. 37299057. Subject focus and/or Features: Business, Entertainment, Health, Real estate, General interest.


2989 *HTS Library Communicator*. 1983-. Frequency: Biannual. HTS Library Communicator, Henry T. Sampson Library, Jackson, MS 39217. Published by Jackson State University, Henry T. Sampson Library. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Melissa Druckery, Mar 1983-Apr 1991; Rubye Coleman, Apr 1991. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Libraries, Bibliography, Colleges and universities. OCLC no. 17453254. Subject focus and/or Features: Business, Harlem.

2990 *H.U. News*. 1936-?. Frequency: Irregular. Washington, DC. Published by Howard Teachers Union. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Howard Teachers Union, Howard University, Labor. OCLC no. 17453254. Subject focus and/or Features: Howard University, Sports, Recreation.

2991 *H.U. Newsletter*. 1969-?. Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Public Relations Office. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Howard University, Colleges and universities—Students. OCLC no. 17453254. Subject focus and/or Features: Howard University, School of Divinity.


2996 *The Huddle*. 1938-?. Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, The Gridiron Club. Last issue 1 page. Height 36 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Howard University, Sports, Recreation.

2997 HUDS News. 1980-? Frequency: Semiannual. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, School of Divinity. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Tonna Gilbert, Summer 1984; Youtha Hordman, Summer 1985. Subject focus and/or Features: Theology, Religion, Howard University School of Divinity.

2998 HUSD Weekly Word. 1984-19879 Frequency: Weekly. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, School of Divinity. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): John W. Glavely. Subject focus and/or Features: Theology, Religion, Howard University School of Divinity.

2999 The Hudson Valley Black Press. 1984-. Frequency: Weekly. Newburgh, NY. Published by Chuck Stewart, Editor, P.O. Box 2160, Newburgh, NY 12550. $25 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (914) 562-1313. Published by Chuck Stewart. Last issue 16 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: WHi (1991- ). LC
3000 **HUE.** 1953-? Frequency: Biweekly. Chicago, IL. Published by John H. Johnson. Last issue 66 pages. Height 15 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Table of contents. Previous editor(s): John H. Johnson. OCLC no. 32307127. Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment, Celebrities.

WHi v.1, n.1-3; v.3, n.7 Pam 01-6103 Nov, 1953-Jan, 1954; May-Aug, 1956


WHi June-Sept, 1991 Pam 01-3602


DHU v.2, n.21 Archives Dec 10, 1982


DHU v.2, n.1; v.3, n.3 Archives May, 1987; Aug, 1989


WHi v.1, n.1-2; v.2, n.28 Pam 76-2478 Aug 12, 1969-Dec 1972


WHi v.1, n.9 Microforms Oct, 1956

3006 **Human Relations News of Chicago.** 1959-? Frequency: Irregular. Chicago, IL. Published by Chicago Commission on Human Rights. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 3058229. Subject focus and/or Features: Employment, Race relations.

DHU v.11, n.4 Periodicals Nov, 1969


WHi v.1, n.5-12 Newspaper July, Nov, 1835; June, 1836

3008 **Hunter’s Point-Bayview Community Health Service News.** 1969-? Frequency: Unknown. San Francisco, CA. Published by Department of Public Information, Hunter’s Point-Bayview Community Health Service. Last issue 12 pages. Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Lillian Fortier. OCLC no. 28611685. Subject focus and/or Features: Health, Community newsletter.

CU v.1, n.3-4; v.4, n.1 Bancroft Aug/Sept-Dec 1969/Jan 1970; Feb/Mar, 1972 pfRA/448/s37/H8


WHi v.2, n.31-v.16, n.5 Microforms June 18, 1881-Dec 29, 1894


WHi v.1, n.1 Microforms Jan 26, 1900
DHU v.1, n.1 MS Micro Jan 26, 1900


WHI v.1, n.1 Microforms Nov, 1991


DHU v.5, n.3-v.9, n.4 Archives Nov, 1981-May, 1986


TXUHT v.1, n.1- Public Affairs Office Spring, 1989-


3016  *Huston-Tillotson College President's Newsletter.* 1983-? Frequency: Irregular. Austin, TX. Published by Huston-Tillotson College. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Huston-Tillotson College (Austin, TX), Colleges and universities—Students. 

TXU [Fall, 1983-Dec, 1986] History Center

3017  *Hutchinson Blade.* 1915?-1922? Frequency: Weekly. Hutchinson, KS. Published by Earl C. Patton. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): M. B. Brooks, July 27 1918; Chester Lewis, Dec 20 1919-Jan 7 1922; Arthur Hughes, Jan 14-Feb 19 1922; Earl C. Patton, Feb 26-Apr 1 1922. Publisher varies: Brooks, Lewis, Hughes & Patton. LC card no. sn85-30713. OCLC no. 12347599. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. 

KHi v.4, 34; v.6, n.1-v.8, n.10 Microfilm July 27, 1918; Dec 20, 1919-Apr 1, 1922


KHi v.2, n.22 H1396 July 11, 1908


WHi v.4, n.19- Microforms Apr 11, 1991-
DHU v.3, n.41 Microfilm Sept 13, 1990

3020  *Hype Hair.* 1993- . Frequency: Bimonthly. Marcia A. Cole, Editor, Hype Hair, 210 Route 4 E, Suite 401, Paramus, NJ 07652. Telephone: (201) 843-4004. Published by Word Up! Video Productions. Last issue 66 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Place of publication varies: River Edge, NJ. OCLC no. 29290682. Subject focus and/or Features: Hair-dressing. 

WHi v.1, n.1 Circulation Sept, 1993

3021  *Hyperkind.* 1993- . Frequency: Monthly. Tom DeFalco, Editor, Hyperkind, 387 Park Ave. South, New York, NY 10016. Published by Marvel Comics. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. ISSN 1073-3132. LC card no. sn93-5520. OCLC no. 2934281. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc. 

WHi v.1, n.1-4 Pam 00-181 Sept-Dec, 1993
3022  I Ain’t Lying. 1981-? Frequency: Semiannual. Lorman, MS. Published by Mississippi Cultural Crossroads. Last issue 74 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. ISSN 0885-7970. LC card no. sn93-90583, sn84-12128. OCLC no. 9718116. Subject focus and/or Features: Oral history, Social life and customs.


3025  I Sight. 1978-1978. Frequency: Two times a year. Wilberforce, OH. Published by Wilberforce University. Last issue 35 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Evelyn Bush. Subject focus and/or Features: Essays, Short stories, Poetry, Wilberforce University (Wilberforce, OH), Colleges and universities.

3026  IABBE’s Newsletter. 1985-? Frequency: Quarterly. Savannah, GA. Published by International Association of Black Business Educators. Last issue 20 pages. Last volume 80 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Mary Clay Torannah, Oct-Nov 1947. Subject focus and/or Features: International Association of Black Business Educators, Business, Education.

3027  iah news. 1975-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Institute for the Arts and Humanities. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Hedi Butler Nelson, 1975. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Institute for the Arts and Humanities, Howard University, Colleges and universities.

3028  IAP News Update. 1984-? Frequency: Unknown. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University. Last issue 4 pages. Subject focus and/or Features: Institutional Aid Program, Southern University (Baton Rouge, LA), Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.

3029  IBA Magazine. 1990-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Bernard Garrett. Last issue 52 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1048-2903. LC card no. 90-641174. OCLC no. 22713138. Inside Black America. Subject focus and/or Features: Money, Health, Politics, Entertainment.

3030  I.B.C.A. Scope. 1985-1994. Frequency: Quarterly. Minneapolis, MN. Published by Institute on Black Chemical Abuse. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Variant title(s): MIBCA Scope. ISSN 0895-8661. LC card no. sn87-3896. OCLC no. 16829645. Subject focus and/or Features: Drug abuse, Alcoholism, AIDS.


3033  The I-cHeS-an. 1947-? Frequency: Monthly. Birmingham, AL. Published by Industrial High School. Last issue 6 pages. Height 46 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Charles Carey, Jan-Apr 1947; Corinthian Fuller, Oct-Nov 1947. "Official Publication of the Students of Industrial High School.” Subject focus and/or Features: High school newslet-
ter, Industrial High School (Birmingham, AL), High schools—Students.

Amistad v.1,n.1, 4; v.2, n.1-2 Periodicals Jan, Apr, Oct-Nov, 1947


3034 Icon. 1993-. Frequency: Monthly. Icon, 1325 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10019. $18 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (212) 636-5520. Published by DC Comics. Last issue 30 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 28039824. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.


MIEM n.1-7, 11-12, 15-17, 26, 30 Special Collections 1993-1995

3035 Idea. 1969-?. Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Bureau of Higher Education. Last issue 20 pages. Height 27 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): James H. Mulligan. "Idea is published for the information of participants in the Upward Bound Talent Search and Student Special Services programs of the Division of Student Special Services." Subject focus and/or Features: Education.


WHI n.11, 18 Pam 01-4211 May/June, 1977; ?, 1978


NCGrE v.1, n.1-4 Microfilm Apr 29-Oct 22, 1986


LScS v.3, n.1-v.11, n.1 Archives Jan, 1979-Nov, 1985


3040 If Yuh Int'rested. 1991-?. Frequency: Monthly. Anthony Maillard, Editor, If Yuh Int'rested, 12718 NE 180th, Suite H-303, Bothell, WA 98011-3177. Published by Anthony Maillard. Last issue 48 pages. Last volume 402 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. LC card no. s78-123. OCLC no. 01565605. Subject focus and/or Features: Caribbean area.

O v.1, n.1- Black Studies Library 1991-

3041 IEA News. 1992-. Frequency: Monthly. John W. Gunn Jr., Editor, IEA News, P.O. Box 42620, Atlanta, GA 30311-2058. $15 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (404) 346-7711. Published by Thunder Communications, Inc. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Variant title(s): IEA Newsletter. Publisher varies: John W. Gunn. OCLC no. 30431493. "Your International Africentric Information Service." Subject focus and/or Features: Books and reading, Acquisitions.

WHI v.1, n.1- El85.5/42 1992-


DHU v.3-v.6 Periodicals 1972-July, 1975

NN-Sc v.2, n.3-v.9, n.1 Sc Ser.-M.11723 [July, 1971-Jan/Feb, 1982

IJUE AFRICA

WHI v.1, n.3-v.2, n.4; v.3, n.3; v.4, n.1- Microforms [undated issues]; Mar 5, 1991; June 22, 1992-

3044  IJUE Africa. 1995?- Frequency: “Periodically”; Emporia, KS. Published by Emporia State University, African Studies Organization (ASC). Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 37259619. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies, Africa.
WHI Fall, 1995 Pam 01-6153

3045  Illanta. 1967?- Frequency: Irregular. Hampton, VA. Published by Hampton University, Students. Height 36 cm. Supersedes: Script. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students.
ViHal n.1, 4-5 Peabody Collection [no date] Dec 14, 1967-Jan 16, 1968


IHi Feb 25, 1956 Microforms

IC-CW v.1 Vivian Harsh Collection Spring, 1978

IHi v.4, n.30; v.5, n.40 Microforms Feb 17, Dec 8, 1923

3050  The Illinois Political News. 1939?- Frequency: Weekly. Chicago, IL. Published by William H. Parkham. Last issue 4 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): William H. Parkham. LC card no. sn91-55822. OCLC no. 23862692. “Dedicated to the inspiration of a race-The rehabilitation of a community.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.
IChi v.1, n.10, 13 Reference Oct 21, Nov 16, 1939

WHI v.1, n.2-v.2, n.7 Microforms Nov 6, 1897-Apr 23, 1899
DHU v.1, n.2-v.2, n.7 Microfilm Nov 6, 1897-Apr 23, 1899

WHI v.4, n.51; v.5, n.? Microforms Dec 17, 1937; Nov 1, 1938

3053  The Illinois Times. 1946?- Frequency: Weekly. Champaign, IL. Published by Edgar G. Harris. Last issue 6 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Edgar G. Harris. OCLC no. 18609544. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.10, n.1 Microforms May, 1997

**DHI**  v.1, n.2; v.3, n.5  Periodicals  May, 1956; Feb/Mar, 1960


**DHI**  v.1, n.1-v.5, n.1, 5-v.11, n.4  Microforms  Feb, 1971-Jan, Dec, 1975-Spring, 1982

**DHI**  v.7, n.4; v.8, n.8; v.9, n.1-3/4, 6/7-10/12  Periodicals  Sept/Oct, 1977; Nov, 1978; Jan/Feb-Mar/Apr, June/July-Sept/Oct, Dec, 1979

*Impact!* Hutchinson, CA. see *Ofari’s Bi-monthly*. Hutchinson, CA.


**DHI**  v.1, n.1-5, n.1, 5-v.11, n.4  Microforms  Feb, 1971-Jan, Dec, 1975-Spring, 1982

**DHI**  v.7, n.4; v.8, n.8; v.9, n.1-3/4, 6/7-10/12  Periodicals  Sept/Oct, 1977; Nov, 1978; Jan/Feb-Mar/Apr, June/July-Sept/Oct, Dec, 1979

*Impact!* Hutchinson, CA. see *Ofari’s Bi-monthly*. Hutchinson, CA.


**DHI**  v.1, n.1-2  Pam 74-2184  Nov 1972-Jan/Feb 1973

**DNI**  v.1, n.1-v.2  Uncataloged Serials  Nov, 1972-Jan/Feb, 1973


**DHI**  v.3, n.1  Pam 01-5581  Sept, 1988


**DHI**  v.7, n.7-v.5, n.2  Microfilm  [Apr 16, 1986-Feb 14, 1990]


**DNI**  v.1, n.1-4  Ser-M/1467  Dec, 1974-June, 1976


**DHI**  v.52, n.2; v.53, n.3-v.58, n.1  Microforms  Spring, 1975; Summer, 1976-Summer/Summer, 1982

**DHI**  v.1, n.1 [n.s.]  Pam 01-27  Oct, 1983

**DNI**  v.59, n.2-6  Archives  Dec, 1982-

3075  *In Focus*. 1985-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. *In Focus*, 995 Arrow Road, North York, Ontario M9M 2Z5. Telephone: (416) 746-5772, FAX (416) 7035. Published by Jamaican-Canadian Association. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Place of publication varies: Toronto, Ontario. Frequency varies: Monthly, Sept 1985-Aug 1987. ISSN 0843-0268. LC card no. cn89-32283. OCLC no. 19916327. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Jamaican-Canadian Association.

**DHI**  v.2, n.16, 26; v.3, n.6-17  Circulation  Apr, 1989; July, 1991; Sept, 1992-

3076  *In Focus*. 1992-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Norfolk, VA. Published by Norfolk State University, Center for Instructional Technology. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Obie Smith. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Norfolk State University (Norfolk, VA), Technology, Telecommunications.

**VI**  v.1, n.2; v.2, n.5-6, 17  Archives  Feb, 1993; Winter, 1994/5-Aug, 1995
3077  *In Focus Magazine*. 1993-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Tony C. Lesesne, Editor, In Focus Magazine, P.O. Box 4492, Hollywood, FL 33083-4492. $25 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (954) 963-5964. Published by In Focus Magazine, Inc. Last issue 33 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 30750800. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Entertainment.

WHi  July/Aug, 1993-  E185.93 F5/i5

3078  *In House*. 1973-? Frequency: Every three weeks. Baltimore, MD. Published by Morgan State University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Morgan State University (Baltimore, MD), Colleges and universities.


DHU  v.3, n.4-8 Microfilm May-Oct, 1982


DeHi  v.1, n.2, 4; v.2, n.2, 7-8, 24  Thelma Young Collection  Dec 13, 27, 1958; Jan 10, Feb 14-21, June 27, 1959  Apr 18, 1959 (incomplete)

3081  *In Sepia*. 1959-? Frequency: Weekly. Dallas, TX. Published by Davis and Associates. Last issue 24 pages. Height 39 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. “8 years old, Oldest Dallas Owned Newspaper.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

TxDaHi  Mar 24/30, Apr 28/May 4, 1967  Reference

3082  *In Sync Chicago*. 1993-1994. Frequency: Two times a year. Chicago, IL. Published by Anthony ‘Taifa’ Daniels, Diann E. Bishop. Last issue 17 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Florence Cox. OCLC no. 29291748. “Guide to Black events, clubs and restaurants.” Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment, Calendar.

WHi  v.1, n.2-v.2, n.10  Pam 01-5726  Oct, 1993-Nov, 1994

3083  *In the Arts*. 1982-? Frequency: Quarterly. Brooklyn, NY. Published by Edward L Towles, Linda Johnson Towles. Last issue 24 pages. Height 60 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. LC card no. 9056559. OCLC no. 90565699. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Artists.

DHU  v.1, n.3  Periodicals Winter, 1983


WHi  v.1, n.6-  Circulation May/June, 1997-


CLAAM  v.1, n.9; v.2, n.1-2  Special Collections  Aug, 1991; Feb, Apr, 1992

3086  *In the News*. 1980-? Frequency: Biweekly. Normal, AL. Published by Alabama A & M University, Learning Resources Center. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Alabama A & M University (Normal, AL), Libraries, Colleges and universities.


WHi  June, 1992  Microforms

3088  *In Touch: National Black Professional Network Newsletter*. 1990-? Frequency: Quarterly. Austin, TX. Published by Larry Young. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Larry Young. Subject focus and/or Features: Networking, Professional associations.

TxU  v.1, n.2  History Center  July/Aug, 1990

3089  *In Touch FMC*. 1973-? Frequency: Monthly. Miami, FL. Published by Florida Memorial College, Public Relations Department. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus
and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Florida Memorial College (Miami, FL).

FMFMC v.1, n.1 Archives Dec, 1973

3090  
In Your Face. 1990-. Frequency: Semiannual. Berkeley, CA. Published by The Center for Racial Education. Last issue 115 pages. Height 18 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Richard Castaniero. ISSN 1059-1230. LC card no. 91-641903. OCLC no. 24478991. Subject focus and/or Features: Men, Poetry, Short stories, Photography, Art.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-4217 Fall, 1990

3091  
The In-Basket: Afro-American Studies Newsletter. 1978?-? Frequency: Six times a year during school year. Madison, WI. Published by University of Wisconsin-Madison, Afro-American Studies Department. Last issue 9 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies, Calendar, Employment.

DHU v.4, n.2-v.7, n.3 Periodicals Nov, 1982-Apr/May, 1985

3092  
INCAR Arrow: Newspaper of the International Committee Against Racism. 1976?-? Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by Workgroup from Chicago CAR and International Office. Last issue 4 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: International Committee Against Racism (INCAR), Race relations.

WHi Dec, 1976 Pam 75-999

3093  


3094  

WHi v.1, n.5 Pam 73-709 Apr 16/22, 1972

3095  
The Independent. 1885?-? Frequency: Weekly. Selma, AL. Published by The Progress Printing Works. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): M. E. Bryant. LC card no. sn85-44581. OCLC no. 11200309. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

AAP v.4, n.38 Microfilm Jan 21, 1888

3096  

WHi v.2, n.47 Microforms Jan 27, 1900

DHU v.2, n.47 MS Micro Jan 27, 1900


Indian Territory Sun. Ardmore, OK. see Oklahoma Sun. Ardmore, OK.

3097  

WHi v.1, n.2-v.11, n.159; v.7, n.77-[no numbers]; v.34 Microforms Oct 26 1957-Dec 17, 1964; Oct 12, 1966-Dec 26/31, 1981 Jan 30/Feb 3, 1993-


Indiana Herald Times. Indianapolis, IN. see Indiana Herald. Indianapolis, IN.

Indiana Herald-Times. Indianapolis, IN. see Indiana Herald. Indianapolis, IN.

3098  
The Indianapolis Leader. 1879-. Frequency: Weekly. Indianapolis, IN. Published by J.D. Bagby. Last issue 4 pages. Last volume 208 pages. Height 60 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: In (1879-1882). LC card no. sn84-27490. OCLC no. 11257023, 4826989. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

In [v.1, n.3-v.3, n.46] Microfilm [Aug 30, 1879-June 24, 1882]

3099  

WHi v.9, n.3 Microforms May 21, 1921

NN-Sc v.9, n.3 Microfilm May 21, 1921

3100  


WHi v.3, n.2-v.20, n.22; v.31, n.14-v.77, n.53; v.92, n.35- Microforms Jan 7, 1899-Dec 30, 1916; Jan 7, 1928- Dec 30, 1972; Aug 29, 1987.-

DHU v.3, n.2-v.5, n.26 Microfilm Jan 7, 1899-Dec 29, 1900


3103 Indianapolis Voice. 1957-1958? Frequency: Weekly. Indianapolis, IN. Published by Observer Publishing Co. Last issue 14 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): James C. Cummings. LC card no. sn85-47653. OCLC no. 4826884. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

In v.1, n.1-v.2, n.? Newspapers Sept 27, 1957-Dec 27, 1958


WHI v.18, n.30 Microforms Jan 27, 1900

3105 Industrial Cluster News. 1971-1976? Frequency: Unknown. Prairie View, TX. Published by Prairie View A & M University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28-36 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Prairie View A & M University (Prairie View, TX), Colleges and universities, Corporate fundraising.


3106 The Industrial Era. 1904?-? Frequency: Weekly. Beaumont, TX. Published by The Industrial Era Publishing Co. Last issue 4 pages. 22. Previous editor(s): O.Kirkwood. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

CLU v.23, n.1039 Special Collections Apr 30, 1927

3107 Industrial High School Record. 1921-? Frequency: Unknown. Birmingham, AL. Published by Industrial High School. Last issue 4 pages. Height 40 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Edward L. Gresham, Nov 1931-Jan 1932; Evelyn Ross, Apr-June 1933; Vivian Fancher, Oct 1933-Jan 1934; Catherine Godfrey, Mar-Apr 1934; Wamo Reen, Mar 1935; Dorothy Walker, Mar 21 1938; Doris Harrison, Oct 28 1938-Jan 26 1939; Willie Colber, Apr 21 1939. OCLC no. 25148191. Subject focus and/or Features: High school newsletter, Industrial High School (Birmingham, AL), High schools—Students. Amistad [v.12, n.1-v.19, n.6] Periodicals [Nov, 1931-Apr 21, 1939]


WHI v.2, n.3-4; v.3, n.1 Microforms Aug/Sept-Oct/Nov, 1944; Jan, 1945


WHI n.2, 6 Pam 72-889 May, Sept/Oct, 1945

DHU n.1-n.7 Periodicals Apr, 1960-June/July, 1961

3110 Indy Word. 1989?- Frequency: 14 times a year. Indianapolis, IN. Published by African Americans Vision Small Press. Last issue 8 pages. Height 39 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): John
Carn. “A newspaper rooted in African-American culture and concern.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.
In v.1, n.2 Newspapers May/June, 1989

3111 Infinite Graphics. 1992-? Frequency: Annual. Chicago, IL. Published by Infinite Graphics, Inc. Last issue 37 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 32603138. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi Premier annual Pam 00-339 July, 1992

Info. Gary, IN. see Gary Info. Gary, IN.


Info VSU. 1980-? Frequency: Weekly. Petersburg, VA. Published by Virginia State University, Office of Information Services. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28-35 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff. Virginia State University (Petersburg, VA).

ViPetU v.1, n.1-v.5, n.6 Archives Oct 13/19, 1980-Spring, 1985

3113 Infobit. 1995-? Frequency: Irregular. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University and A & M College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Natalie Emery. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Science, Technology, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).

LScS v.2, n.6 Archives July 16, 1996

3115 InfoLine: Voice of the Minority Business Community. 1983-? Frequency: Quarterly. D. Raymon Moy, Editor, Dallas, TX. Published by Atukacon International. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Business.

TxDaHi v.2, n.4 Reference Year End, 1984


WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 93-2767 1967

3117 The Informant: North American Colored Department. 1942-? Frequency: Unknown. Huntsville, AL. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Superseded by: North American Informant. Subject focus and/or Features: Seventh Day Adventist Church, Religion.

AHO Jan, 1942; July, Sept, Dec, 1943 Archives


MiU v.1, n.6 Labadie Collection Sept, 1971

3119 In-formation: Black Revolutionary Newspaper. 1965-? Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by Totem Press. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. LC card no. sn94-23523. OCLC no. 30107147. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Radical politics, Black nationalism.

MiU Jan, 1965 Labadie Collection


NN-Sc v.1, n.5-v.5, n.10 Newsletters Sept 28, 1980-Feb 19, 1985

3121 Informer. 1980-? Frequency: Unknown. Birmingham, AL. Published by Christian Methodist Episcopal Church, 5th District. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Bester Bonner. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion, Christian Methodist Episcopal Church.

TxTyT v.5, n.2 Archives 1984

3122 Informer. 1991-? Frequency: Unknown. Thomas 'The Tripple' Rose, Editor, Informer, P.O. Box 232073, Sacramento, CA 95823. Telephone: (916) 522-6070. Published by Thomas 'The Tripple' Rose. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 32730773. Subject focus and/or Features: Rap music, Hip hop culture, Music.

WHi n.15- Circulation May/June, 1995-

3123 Informer. 1977-? Frequency: Weekly. Hartford, CT. Published by Robert Hales. Last issue 12 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn92-51470. OCLC no. 26787735. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

Ct v.1, n.9, 20 Periodicals Oct 26, 1977; Jan 11, 1978
INGLEWOOD WAVE


WHI v.60, n.5-v.63, n.35 Microforms Jan 5, 1978-July 30, 1981


WHI v.63, n.26-v.70, n.6 Microforms Aug 6, 1981-Dec 30, 1987

3135 Inner City Arts Advocate. 1979?- Frequency: Unknown. Milwaukee, WI. Published by Resource Consultant for Inner City Arts. Last issue 3 pages. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Sarah Ann Ford. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Photography.

WM June, Dec, 1979; Aug, 1980; May, 1981 R700.977595/1582

3136 Inner City Issues. 1969?- Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Concerned Graduate Organization of the Center for Inner City Studies. Last issue 11 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Rae Lipscomb, Eldridge Donato. Subject focus and/or Features: Urban life, Race relations.

DHU v.1, n.3 Periodicals Oct, 1969

3137 Inner City Library Service Institute Newsletter. 1972?- Frequency: Biweekly. Milwaukee, WI. Published by Inner City Library Service Institute. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Thomas Bell. Subject focus and/or Features: Libraries, Library collections.

WM n.1-12; v.2, n.1-3 Periodicals Sept 18, 1972-July, Sept-Nov, 1973


WHI v.6, n.26-v.9, n.52; v.11, n.9-52 Microforms July 3, 1982-Dec 28, 1985; Mar 1-Dec 27, 1986

3139 Inner City Products. 1991-. Frequency: Quarterly. Donnette Bishop Johnson, Editor, Inner City Products, 1308 Centennial Ave., Suite 178, Piscataway, NJ 08854. Telephone: (908) 525-7760. Published by Hype Comics, Inc. Last issue 32 pages. Height 38 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 27832522. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHI n.1-2 Pam 00-350 1991-1993


OWilbU v.1, n.1-3, [no number] Archives Mar-June, 1972; 1974

3142 Inner-City Voice. 1970?- Frequency: Monthly. Cleveland, OH. Last issue 8 pages. Height 39 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. LC card no. sn93-23822. OCLC no. 28695123. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, Newspaper.

MiU v.1, n.2 Labadie Storage Sept, 1970


ICCMBR v.1, n.7; v.4, n.1-3; v.5, n.1; v.7, n.1-3 Periodicals Mar, 1980; Mar/Apr-July/Aug, 1985; Jan/Feb, 1986; ?-Dec, 1987

NN-Sc v.1, n.2; v.7, n.2-3 Newsletters Oct, 1979; Spring-Dec, 1987


WHI Spring, Fall, 1990; Spring, 1994 Pam 01-4670

WHI Summer, 1996- Circulation
3145 Inside Blackside. 1997-. Jass Stewart, Editor, Inside Blackside, 486 Shawmut Ave., Boston, MA 02118. Telephone: (617) 536-6900, FAX (617) 536-1732. Published by Blackside, Inc. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Television, Film industry, Entertainment.

WHi Jan, 1997- Circulation


3147 Inside CAU. 1991-?. Frequency: Bimonthly during school year. Kim Henderson, Editor, Inside CAU, HBCU/MI Trailer #2, Clark Atlanta University, Atlanta, GA. Telephone: (404) 880-3095, (404) 880-8364. Published by Clark Atlanta University, Office of University Relations. Last issue 6 pages. Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 32025887. Subject focus and/or Features: Clark Atlanta University (Atlanta, GA), Colleges and universities—Students.

WHi v.4, n.1- Circulation Sept, 1994-

3148 Inside CBMR: An In House Newsletter of the Center for Black Music Research. 1986-1987. Frequency: Two times a year. Chicago, IL. Published by Center for Black Music Research. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. LC card no. 86-647669. OCLC no. 17943805. Subject focus and/or Features: Center for Black Music Research (Chicago, IL), Music Research.


3149 Inside Harlem. 1988-?. Frequency: Irregular. Harlem, NY. Published by Preston Wilcox. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Preston Wilcox. ISSN 1050-2882. LC card no. sn90-2417. OCLC no. 21439158. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

NN-Sc Jan 28, 1988-Apr 21, 1990 Newsletters


3151 Inside Morehouse. 1997-. Frequency: Weekly throughout the academic year. Inside Morehouse, 830 Westview Drive, SW, Atlanta, GA 30314-3773. Published by Morehouse College. Last issue 4 pages. Last volume 28 pages. OCLC no. 38173151. Subject focus and/or Features: Morehouse College (Atlanta, GA), Colleges and universities—Students.

WHi Nov 24-Dec 7, 1997 Pam 01-6962


Inside Page, Jefferson City, MO. see Inside the Page. Jefferson City, MO.

3153 Inside Spelman. 1993-. Frequency: Quarterly. Leisha Stewart, Editor, Inside Spelman, 350 Spelman Lane SW, Atlanta, GA 30314. Published by Spelman College, Division of Institutional Advancement. Last issue 4 pages. Height 43 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 32727050. Subject focus and/or Features: Spelman College (Atlanta, GA), Colleges and universities—Students.

WHi v.3, n.1- Circulation Spring, 1995-

GAAUC v.1, n.3- Archives Fall, 1993-

3154 Inside Talladega College. 1991-. Frequency: Monthly. Talladega, AL. Published by Talladega College, Department of Public Relations. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs (some in color). Subject focus and/or Features: Talladega College (Talladega, AL), Colleges and universities—Students.

ATIT v.1, n.1- Archives Aug, 1991-

Inside the Black World. Atlanta, GA. see Monthly Report. Atlanta, GA.


KKe v.1, n.1 Special Collections Apr, 1971

65101. Telephone: (573) 681-5501. Published by Lincoln University. Last issue 2 pages. Height 22 cm. Photographs. Variant title(s): Inside Pages. OCLC no. 38036729. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Libraries, Lincoln University (Jefferson City, MO). WHi v.5, n.2; v.6, n.1 Pam 01-6966 Spring, Fall, 1997 MoJoC v.1- Ethnic Studies Center Spring, 1990-Inside WSSU. Winston Salem, NC. see Inside. Winston Salem, NC. Insider News. Racine, WI. see Racine Insider News. Racine, WI.


3163 Insight, 1973?- Frequency: Unknown. Prairie View, TX. Published by Prairie View A & M University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Prairie View A & M University (Prairie View, TX), Colleges and universities—Students, Cooperative education. TxPV v.1, n.3 Archives Dec, 1973


3165 Insights: Florida Memorial College Library Newsletter. 1993?- Frequency: Unknown. Miami, FL. Published by Florida Memorial College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Florida Memorial College (Miami, FL), Libraries, Colleges and universities. FMFMC Spring, 1993 Archives

3167 **Insights.** 1992-? Frequency: Unknown. Wilberforce, OH. Published by Wilberforce University. Last issue 11 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Monique Greenfield, Tracy M. Palmer. Subject focus and/or Features: Essays, Short stories, Poetry, Wilberforce University (Wilberforce, OH), Colleges and universities—Students.

**WHI** Fall, 1996 Pam 01-6122

3168 **Insights.** 1985-? Frequency: Unknown. Hawkins, TX. Published by Jarvis Christian College, Office of Student Support Services. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Jarvis Christian College (Hawkins, TX).

**TxHaJ** v.9 Archives Feb, 1993


**NN-Sc** v.1-v.2, n.8 Sc Micro Nov 31, 1862-Mar 30, 1863

3170 **The Institute Monthly.** 1908-? Frequency: Monthly. Huntington, WV. Published by The West Virginia Collegiate Institute. Last issue 20 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Brad Prillerman, Jan 1910-Dec 1918; Sherman H. Guss, Dec 1920-Jan 1925. Publisher varies: West Virginia Colored Institute. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, West Virginia Colored Institute.

**Amistad** v.5, n.2 Periodicals Nov, 1912

**WVn** v.2, n.10; [v.4, n.1-v.19, n.4] Archives Jan, 1910; [Nov, 1910-May, 1927]

3171 **The Institute News.** 1898-? Frequency: Monthly. Farm, WV. Published by The West Virginia Colored Institute. Last issue 6 pages. Height 30 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, West Virginia Colored Institute.

**WVn** v.1, n.5 Archives May 3, 1898


**MnHi** [Apr 2, 1975-May, 1985] Microfilm

3173 **Institutional and Presidential Profiles of the Nation's Historically and Predominantly Black Colleges and Universities.** 1980?- Frequency: Annual. Lovejoy Building, 400 12th St., NE, Washington, DC 20002. Published by National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education. Last issue 65 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 26064151. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and Universities, Education (Higher).

**TNF** v.14 Special Collections Mar/Apr, 1993

3174 **Insurance Counsellor.** 1939-? Frequency: Monthly. Cleveland, OH. Published by Insurance Counsellor Publishing Company. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Jean Murrell Strode. Subject focus and/or Features: Insurance, Business.

**DHU** v.1, n.3 Periodicals Feb, 1939

3175 **Intake.** 1937-? Frequency: Unknown. Atlanta, GA. Published by Atlanta University, Students of the School of Social Work. Last issue 6 pages. Height 33 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Eugene Jackson, Dec 3 1937?: Ruth E. Vaughn, Dec 1953. Subject focus and/or Features: Atlanta University School of Social Work (Atlanta, GA), Social work.

**Amistad** v.6, n.1-2 Periodicals Dec, 1953-Spring, 1954

**DHU** [no numbers]; v.6, n.1 [June, Dec 3, 1937?]; Dec, 1953


**WHi** v.1, n.4; v.6, n.4 Pam 74-3042 Oct/Nov, 1963; July/Aug, 1968

**WU** v.1, n.1-129 AP/16095/E26 Jan, 1963-Jan/June, 1984


**WHI** Special issue Pam 01-3382 1969
Universities." Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Higher), Colleges and Universities.

Amistad v.1, n.2 Periodicals Feb, 1973


3191 International Association of Sickle Cell Disease Bulletin. 1977-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Center for Sickle Cell Disease. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Sickle cell anemia, Medical education.

DHU v.1, n.1 Howardiana Oct/Nov, 1977


NN-Sc v.1, n.1; v.2, n.1 Newsletters Winter, Summer, 1981

3193 International Club Newsletter. 1956-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: International studies, Colleges and universities—Students, Howard University.

DHU v.1, n.1 Howardiana Nov, 1956

International Negro Worker's Review. Hamburg, Germany, see Negro Worker. Hamburg, Germany.


WHI v.6, n.2 Microforms Aug, 1997


WU v.6, n.2- Kohler Art 1984- AP/I616/R4523

WM v.6, n.1- Periodicals 1984-

DHU v.1, n.1-v.5, n.4; v.6, n.1-4, v.7, n.1-2, 4 Periodicals Fall, 1976-1983; 1984/85; 1986-87

GA v.5-6 Williams Collection 1982-1984

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-v.7, n.4 Periodicals Fall, 1976-1987

TNF v.1, n.1, 3-4; v.2, n.3; v.4, n.1-v.5, n.4 Special Collections Fall, 1976; Spring-Summer, 1977; Spring, 1978; 1980-1984

3196 International Student Newsletter. 1986-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. International Student Newsletter, Blackburn University Center, Room 119, 2400 6th St., NW, Washington, DC 20059. Telephone: (202) 806-7517. Published by Howard University, Office of International Student Services. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 38244307. Subject focus and/or Features: International students, Colleges and universities—Students, Howard University.

WHI n.79-80 Pam 01-7037 Dec, 1997-Jan/Feb, 1998

DHU n.72- Archives Jan/Feb, 1996-


WHI Summer Festival Edition, 1992 Pam 95-308

3198 The Interpreter. 1965-? Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Mississippi Council on Human Relations. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 11968128. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Education.

WHI v.1, n.3 Pam 84-4745 Sept 1, 1965

3199 Interrace. 1989-. Frequency: Four times a year. Interrace, P.O. Box 12048, Atlanta, GA 30355-2048. $20 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (404) 350-7877. Published by Heritage Publishing Group. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Publisher varies: Candace L. Mills. Frequency varies: Nine times a year. ISSN 1047-5370. LC card no. sn89-3527. OCLC no. 2070924. "America"s #1 Magazine for Interracial Couples." Subject focus and/or Features: Interracial families, Multiracial people, General interest.
3200 *Interracial: The Magazine for the Liberated Mind.* 1968-? Frequency: Monthly. Middletown, CT. Published by George Hill Jr. Last issue 70 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Hill Jr., George. "America's most integrated magazine." "Black and White work better together." Subject focus and/or Features: Interracial families, Race relations.


3201 *Interracial Club of Buffalo Newsletter.* 1968-? Frequency: Quarterly. Buffalo, NY. Published by Interracial Club of Buffalo. Last issue 9 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Mary Murchison-Edwards. OCLC no. 21111227, 33001218, 29190309. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Book reviews.

WHi Sept, 1988-Dec, 1993 In process


WHi v.12 Microforms Dec, 1932

WHi v.32, n.2; v.34, n.1 Pam 78-96 Mar/Apr, 1961; Jan/Feb, 1963

DHU [v.10, n.4-v.33, n.1] Periodicals [June 1930-Jan/Feb, 1962]

WU v.21, n.1-v.36, n.5 AP 16 2965 Jan/Feb, 1950-Nov/Dec, 1965


OrHi v.1, n.1-v.6, n.2 Microfilm Aug, 1952-June, 1957

OrPML v.1, n.1-v.4, n.4; v.5, n.1-3; v.6, n.1-2 O305.896/161 Aug, 1952-Aug, 1955; Feb-Oct, 1956; Apr-June, 1957


WHi v.33, n.2, 11 Pam 84-5815 Feb, Dec, 1960

WM v.18, n.1-v.40, n.1 Periodicals Jan, 1945-Fall, 1970

DHU v.4, n.9 Periodicals Sept, 1931

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-v.39, n.8; v.40, n.1-2 Sc 261.05-1 Mar, 1928-Sept, 1966; Fall, 1970-Spring, 1971

TNF v.4, n.11-v.5, n.9 Special Collections Nov, 1931-Sept, 1992


WHi v.2, 3-v.3, n.8 Pam 01-5064 Mar, 1993-Oct, 1994


NN-Sc n.1-4 Uncataloged serials July 15, 1949-July 31, 1951


WHi v.1, n.2 Microforms Spring, 1956

*Inter-Staff Newsletter.* Atlanta, GA. see *Newsletter.* Atlanta, GA.


MoHi v.1, n.1-21 Microfilm Aug 1, 1903-Apr 2, 1904
IOTA PHI LAMBDA SORORITY NEWSLETTER


WHI v.1, n.30-v.8, n.34 Microforms [Sept 18, 1925-Aug 25, 1932]
DHU v.1, n.1-2 Periodicals Oct 24-31, 1936
IC-CW [v.1, n.1-v.8, n.27] Microfilm [Feb 27, 1925-June 30, 1932]
NN-Sc [v.1, n.30-v.8, n.34] Microfilm [Sept 18, 1925-Aug 25, 1932]

3210 Intimacy: Black Romance. 1953?- Frequency: Monthly. Marcia Y. Mahan, Editor, Intimacy, 35 Wilbur, Lynbrook, NY 11563. Published by The Sterling Macfadden Partnership. Last issue 74 pages. Last volume 888 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Tonia L. Shakespeare. Place of publication varies: New York, NY. Subject focus and/or Features: Romance stories, Fashion, Astrology.

WHI v.41, n.3, 5, 7, 9, 11- AP2/B7 Mar, May, July, Sept, Nov, 1993-
DHU v.32, n.8- Periodicals Aug, 1984-


DHU v.2, n.2 Howardiana Jan/Feb, 1977


FJEW Sept, 1997 Archives

3213 Inventory of Research in Racial and Cultural Relations: Bulletin. 1949-1953. Frequency: Quarterly. Chicago, IL. Published by University of Chicago, Committee on Education, Training and Research in Race Relations in cooperation with the American Council on Race Relations. Last issue 80 pages. Height 24 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Bernard M. Kramer, June 30 1950; Edwin B. Main, Autumn 1950-Summer 1952. OCLC no. 1753818. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Race relations, Research, Bibliography.

TNF v.2, n.4; v.3, n.1-4; v.4, n.4-v.5, n.1 Special Collections June 30, Autumn, 1950-Summer, 1951; Summer-Autumn, 1952

3214 Investigation. 1945?- Frequency: Unknown. Institute, WV. Published by West Virginia State College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Earl Robinson. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, West Virginia State College (Institute, WV).

WVn v.1, n.1 Archives Feb, 1945

3215 Invictus. 1982?- Frequency: Monthly. Shovia Warren, Editor, Invictus, P.O. Box 413, Milwaukee, WI 53211. Telephone: (414) 276-9831. Published by University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Students. Last issue 6 pages. Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Earl Bradfield, Sept 15 1986; Candy Tate, Nov 16 1994. OCLC no. 32942721. "The unconquerable voice at UWM." Subject focus and/or Features: University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Colleges and universities—Students.

WHI v.10, n.1; v.13, n.4-7; v.14, n.10- Circulation Sept 15, 1986; Nov 15-Feb 1, Sept 15, 1995-


DHU v.6, n.1; v.7, n.1-v.8; v.12-v.13; v.14; v.19 Periodicals v.22; v.29; v.31-49 Jan, 1939; Jan, 1940-Autumn, 1941; Spring, 1947; Spring, 1948; Spring, 1949; Summer, 1954; Fall, 1955; Summer, 1962; Summer, 1964-Summer, 1982

TNF v.6, n.1 Special Collections Jan, 1939

3217 Iota Phi Lambda Sorority Newsletter. 1976?- Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MI. Published by Iota Phi Lambda Sorority. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Line
drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Miriam Dansby Johnson. Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Iota Phi Lambda Sorority, Sorority newsletter, Fraternities and sororities.

DHU  v.1, n.2; v.3, n.1 Periodicals  Mar, 1977; Sept, 1979


WHi  v.1, n.1 Microforms  May 21, 1897
DHU  v.1, n.1 MS Micro  May 21, 1897
NN-Sc  v.1, n.1 Microforms  May 21, 1897


WHi  v.3, n.22-v.7, n.28; v.72, n.30-v.83, n.21 Microforms  [Nov 13, 1896-Dec 28, 1900]; Jan 5 1967-Dec 30 1976
AAP  v.3, n.22-v.83, n.21 Microfilm  Nov 13, 1896-Dec 30, 1976
DHU  v.3, n.22-v.7, n.28 MS Micro  Nov 13, 1896-Dec 28, 1900
IaDm  v.101, n.1- Periodicals  Feb 7, 1996
IC-CW  v.72, n.30-v.75, n.29 Vivian Harsh Collection  Jan 5, 1967-Dec 25, 1969

3220 Iowa Colored Woman. 1907-? Frequency: Monthly. Des Moines, IA. Published by Iowa State Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs. Last issue 4 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Mrs S. Joe Brown. OCLC no. 17729984. Subject focus and/or Features: Women.

WHi  v.2, n.6 Pam 97-1220 Dec, 1908
IaHi  v.2, n.6 E185.5/18 Dec, 1908
Iowa State Bystander. Des Moines, IA. see Iowa Bystander. Des Moines, IA.


3222 Iredell County Post. 1980-? Frequency: Weekly. Statesville, NC. Published by Charlotte Post Publishing Co. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Bill Johnson. OCLC no. 38214087. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi  v.1, n.1 Pam 01-7009 Apr 24, 1980
NC  v.1, n.1-17 Newspapers  Apr 24-Aug 14, 1980


Amistad  v.15, n.1-2, 5; v.19, n.5; v.26, n.5 Periodicals  Oct 15-Nov 15, 1931; Mar 15, 1932; Mar 1935; Feb 1942
DHU  v.15, n.5-v.31, n.6 Periodicals  [Mar, 1932-May, 1947]


3225 *Ishmael Reed & Al Young’s Quilt* 5. 1981-? Frequency: Unknown. Berkeley, CA. Published by Ishmael Reed, Al Young. Last issue 184 pages. Height 21 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Ishmael Reed, Al Young. LC card no. 82-125704. OCLC no. 9412888. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Short stories, Art.

3226 *Ishmael Reed’s Konch*. 1990-. Frequency: Quarterly. Ishmael Reed, Editor, Ishmael Reed’s Konch, P.O. Box 3228, Berkeley, CA 94703. Published by Ishmael Reed Publishing Co. Last issue 36 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Available in microform. ISSN 1047-4056. LC card no. 91-664036, sn89-3592. OCLC no. 20687109. Subject focus and/or Features: Literature, Literary criticism.


3228 *Islamic Review*. Frequency: Monthly. Newark, CA. Published by Ahmadiyya Aniuman Islam Lahore, Inc. Last issue 20 pages. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Masud Akhtar, Zafar T. Abdullah, Noman Malik. ISSN 0735-3758. LC card no. sc82-3559. OCLC no. 7239273. Subject focus and/or Features: Islam, Religion.

3229 *Island Time*. 1993?. Frequency: Unknown. Island Time, 2201 Bryant Ave., Minneapolis, MN 55405. Published by Sister Rachelle. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 29773687. Subject focus and/or Features: Reggae music, Music.


3231 *Issues*. 1996-. Frequency: Bimonthly. April D. Whelchel, Editor, Issues, P.O. Box 245, Atlanta, GA 30301. Published by Sisters and Brothers, Inc. Last issue 50 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Supersedes: Color. ISSN 1059-5007. OCLC no. 3503440. "The magazine that informs, inspires, educates, and uplifts." Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, History, Poetry, Health, Children, Africa.


3234 *Ivy Leaf*. 1921-. Frequency: Quarterly. Ivy Leaf, 5656 S. Stony Island Ave., Chicago, IL 60637. Telephone: (312) 684-1282. Published by Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. Last issue 72 pages. Last volume 288 pages. Height 27 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Loraine Green, L. Pearl Mitchell, Phyllis Wheatley Waters, 1919-1923; Helen K. Perry, 1923-1924; Pauline Sims Puryear, 1925-1926; Evelyn Lightner, 1926; Rosa
J.A. ROGERS’ WEEKLY GEMS OF NEGRO HISTORY


Jack the Rapper’s Mellow Yellow. Orlando, FL. see Jack the Rapper. Orlando, FL.


NN-Sc Fall/Winter, 1988; Winter, 1989; Newsletters Spring/Sumer, Winter, 1990

3240 Jackson Advocate. 1938-. Frequency: Unknown. Charles W. Tisdale, Editor, Jackson Advocate, P.O. Box 3708, Jackson, MS 39207. $25 in state; $30 out of state. Telephone: (601) 948-4122. Published by Charles W. Tisdale. Last issue 38 pages. Last volume 1456 pages. Height 57 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. “Renaissance of the inner city and Jackson State University.” “The news magazine.” Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Community newsletter.

MsJSU 1994- Archives


WHi v.46, n.27- Microforms Mar 22, 1984- DHU v.46, n.9 James Baker Collection Nov 24/30, 1983

Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.

MsJSU v.1, n.5-13 Archives Oct 22, Dec 17, 1955

Jackson College Research Bulletin. Jackson, MS. see The Jackson State University Researcher, Jackson, MS.

3243 The Jackson College Research Bulletin. 1949–? Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson College for Negro Teachers. Last issue 52 pages. Height 22 cm. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): William Conch Jr. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Teaching, Jackson College for Negro Teachers (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities.

DHU v.1, n.1 Periodicals 1949


WHi v.1, n.16 Microforms Jan 27, 1900

DHU v.1, n.1 Microfilm Jan 27, 1900

3245 The Jackson Movement Information Bulletin. 1965–? Frequency: Unknown. Place of publication unknown. OCLC no. 24032981. Subject focus and/or Features: Radical politics.

WHi ? 1965? Pam 01-2305

Jackson State College Review. Jackson, MS. see The Jackson State University Researcher, Jackson, MS.

Jackson State College Research Bulletin. Jackson, MS. see The Jackson State University Researcher, Jackson, MS.

Jackson State College Faculty News. Jackson, MS. see Jackson State University Faculty News. Jackson, MS.


3246 Jackson State College News. 1956–1967. Frequency: Weekly. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State College, Office of Public Relations. Last issue 2 pages. Height 36 cm. Superseded: Jackson College News. Superseded by: Scope. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.


3247 Jackson State College Now. 1973–1973. Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State College, Office of Public Information. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Superseded by: Jackson State University Now. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State College (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Students.

MsJSU v.1, n.1 Archives Apr 13, 1973


MsJSU v.1, n.1 Archives Jan, 1970

Jackson State University Alumni Association Newsletter. Jackson, MS. see Alumni News. Jackson, MS.


MsJSU v.1, n.1– Archives 1949–

3250 Jackson State University Faculty News. 1974–1975. Frequency: Monthly. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Anthony J. Chuell. Variant title(s): Jackson State College Faculty News, Jan-Mar 1974. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.

MsJSU v.1, n.1-2, 6 Archives Jan, 1974-Summer, 1975


MsJSU v.2, n.1–v.12, n.4 Archives Sept, 1975-Feb, 1989

3253 *The Jacksonian*. 1929-?. Frequency: Monthly. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson College. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): James A. White Jr. "For culture, refinement, inspiration, and fellowship." "Under the auspices of the alumni association." Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson College (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Students.


3255 *Jacksonville Advocate*. 1992-?. Frequency: Weekly. Jacksonville Advocate, P.O. Box 9022, Jacksonville, FL 32208-9022. Published by Florida Advocate Publishing Company. Height 58 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 38273246. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


3257 *Jaguar Speaks*. 1980-1981. Frequency: Monthly. Shreveport, LA. Published by Southern University at Shreveport. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Kenneth Snow. Subject focus and/or Features: Southern University at Shreveport (Shreveport, LA), Colleges and universities—Students.

3258 *Jaguars Speak*. 1977-1975? Frequency: Unknown. Shreveport, LA. Published by Southern University at Shreveport. Last issue 8 pages. Height 51 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Kerwin Doyle, Maggie Mople. Subject focus and/or Features: Southern University at Shreveport (Shreveport, LA), Colleges and universities—Students.
3264  Jambalaya. 1993-1995. Frequency: Semiannual. Pamela Woolford, Editor, Columbia, MD. Published by Jambalaya, Inc. Last issue 36 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. OCLC no. 32339612. “Spotlighting people of African descent.” Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Profiles, Short stories, Art, Poetry, Culture. WHI v.1, n.1-v.3, n.3 Pam 01-6710 Fall, 1993-Summer, 1995


3267  Janus: The Literary Magazine of the Department of English. 1975-? Frequency: Semiannual. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Department of English. Last issue 46 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Short stories, Poetry, Essays, Colleges and universities. DHU v.2, n.1 Periodicals Nov, 1976 DHU v.2, n.2- Archives Mar, 1977-

3268  Janus. 1940-? Frequency: Monthly. St. Louis, MO. Published by Janus Publishing Company. Last issue 10 pages. Height 22 cm. Previous editor(s): Henry W. Wheeler. Subject focus and/or Features: Travel, History, Book reviews. DHU v.2, n.1-2 Periodicals Apr-May, 1941

3269  JARUM. 1974-? Frequency: Unknown. Detroit, MI. Published by Jefferson Avenue Revolutionary Union Movement. Last issue 4 pages. Height 22 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Trade Unions, Automobile industry workers, Labor, Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement. MiDW v.1, n.1-2, 4 Reuther Library [undated issues; Nov 6, 1974]

3270  The Jarvis Informer. 1990-? Frequency: Weekly. Jarvis Informer, Highway 80, Hawkins, TX 75765-9989. Published by Jarvis Christian College, Department of Public and College Relations. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Cynthia Keppard, Jacqueline Madden. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Jarvis Christian College (Hawkins, TX).

3271  Jarvis Journal. 1994-? Frequency: Unknown. Hawkins, TX. Published by Jarvis Christian College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Jarvis Christian College (Hawkins, TX).

3272  Jarvis Reflections. 1982-? Frequency: Unknown. Hawkins, TX. Published by Jarvis Christian College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Jarvis Christian College (Hawkins, TX), Colleges and universities—Students.


3275  The Jazz Catalyst. 1978-? Frequency: Irregular. New York, NY. Published by Universal Jazz Coalition, Inc. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Cobi Narita, June 1978-1985. OCLC no. 29805681. Subject focus and/or Features: Jazz, Music.

3276 Jazz Spotlite News: African-American Classical Music/Jazz News. 1979-? Frequency: Bimonthly. New York, NY. Published by Jazz Spotlite Productions. Last issue 40 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Jim Harrison. OCLC no. 9139186. “To provide another perspective and alternative view of African American Classical Music/Jazz.” Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Classical music, Jazz. WHi v.1, n.5 In process Feb/Mar, 1980


NcCJ v.1, n.1-v, 2, n.2; 4-v, 3, n.1 Archives Oct, 1927-Jan, July-Oct, 1929


Jefferson County Chronicle. Fayetteville, MS. see Fayette Chronicle. Fayetteville, MS.


3282 The Jeffersonian. 1931-? Frequency: Unknown. Parkersburg, WV. Published by Sumner High School. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: High school newsletter, Sumner High School (Parkersburg, WV), High schools—Students. WHin v.1, n.1 Archives Oct, 1931

3283 La Jenes an Avan: ann bati yon bel avni pou ayiti ak ayisyen. 1990-?. Frequency: Unknown. La Jenes an Avan, 15701 NE 15 Place, North Miami Beach, FL 33162. Telephone: (305) 944-6970. Published by SAKAM. Last issue 21 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. In English and Creole. OCLC no. 30742716. Subject focus and/or Features: Haitian students, Education. WHi v.1, n.10 Pam 01-4178 1990

3284 Jersey Camera. 1951-? Frequency: Monthly. Newark, NJ. Published by Jersey Camera Publishing Co. Last issue 48 pages. Height 18 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 35047555. Subject focus and/or Features: Profiles, Fraternal organizations.

WHi v.1, n.6 Pam 72-1634 Aug, 1951

3285 The Jersey Express. 1932-? Frequency: Weekly. Montclair, NJ. Published by Rumble Printing Service. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Melvin B. Johnson. On reel with miscellaneous Black Baptist titles. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. WHi v.1, n.10 Microforms June 18, 1932

3286 Jersey Girl. 1993-. Frequency: Unknown. Emory Heard, Editor, Jersey Girl, 18 Marshall St. #7C, Irvington, NY 07111. Telephone: (201) 371-0647. Published by Emory Heard. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 36790796. Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Fashion, Fitness, Beauty, Lifestyle, Dating.

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-5 Periodicals 1993-May/June, 1995

WHi v.2, n.1- v.9, n.7 In process May, 1994-Sept, 1996

3288 *The Jerusalem Chronicle*. 1990-. Frequency: Monthly. Yehoshaphat Ben Israel, Editor, The Jerusalem Chronicle, P.O. Box 9673, Memphis, TN 38109. $15 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (901) 327-7579. Last issue 16 pages. Height 58 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 28510624. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Judaism.


3289 *Jerusalem Viewpoint*. 1988-? Frequency: Quarterly. Washington, DC. Published by The Hebrew Israelite Community. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. ISSN 1059-972x. LC card no. sn91-3112. OCLC no. 24835191. “Your information source in the Middle East and Africa from an African perspective.” Subject focus and/or Features: Africa, Middle East, African diaspora, Jews.

WHi v.3, n.3 Pam 01-4831 Fall, 1991


WHi v.26, n.8; v.34, n.12; v.36, n.1-v.63, n.26 E185.4/J4 June 4, 1964; June 27, 1968; Apr 10, 1969- Mar 14, 1983

WHi v.63, n.1- Microforms Sept 13, 1982-

DHU v.1, n.1- Periodicals 1951-

WU v.75, n.14- College Jan 9, 1989- Ethnic Collection


OHi v.1, n.1-v.8, n.11 Microfilm Mar 31, 1974-June 6, 1981

3292 *JFY*. 1993?. Frequency: Bimonthly. John Bernard Jones, Editor, JFY, 267 Cumberland St., 1st Floor, Brooklyn, NY 11205. Published by Be Open Corporation. Last issue 56 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising: Table of contents. OCLC no. 32949535. Subject focus and/or Features: Homosexuality, Gay men, Bisexuals, Sex.

WHi v.1, n.3 Pam 01-4879 1994


MiU v.1, n.1-2 Labadie Storage 1973

Jim Dandy News. Detroit, MI. see Dandygram. Detroit, MI.

Jim Dandy Newsletter. Detroit, MI. see Dandygram. Detroit, MI.

Jim Dandy Ski Club News Letter. Detroit, MI. see Dandygram. Detroit, MI.


WHi v.41, n.8, 10- AP2/J58 Aug, 1992; Oct, 1993-

NN-Sc Intro issue Acquisitions June/Aug, 1988

3295 *Jive*. 1952-? Frequency: Monthly. Fort Worth, TX. Published by Beatrice Pringle. Last issue 90 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color) Commercial advertising: Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Edna K. Turner. ISSN 0277-8130. LC card no. sn81-3418. OCLC no. 7645525. Subject focus and/or Features: Popular culture, Entertainment.


WHi v.26, n.1 Pam 76-5073 Jan, 1977

DHU v.23, n.1- Periodicals [Jan, 1974-]

microform from: CRL (1939). Subject focus and/or Features: Civilian Conservation Corps.
WHi v.1, n.1 Microforms Jan, 1939

3297 Job-Scene. 1989-?. Frequency: Semimonthly. Odu Ikechi Oqueri, Editor, Job-Scene, 7148 South Exchange, Chicago, IL 60649. Telephone: (312) 731-5514. Published by Odu Ikechi Oqueri. Last issue 16 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 32610582. Subject focus and/or Features: Jobs, Employment, Business enterprises.
WHi v.7, n.16- Circulation May 5/20, 1995-

3298 JOCEPS: Journal of Chi Eta Phi Sorority. 1949-?. Frequency: Annual. Carrie Wicks, Editor, JOCEPS, 7657 S. Indiana Ave., Chicago, IL: Telephone: (312) 783-1961. Published by Chi Eta Phi Sorority. Last issue 48 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Variant title(s): Glowing Lamp. ISSN 1060-4162. LC card no. s93-91634, sn91-4701. OCLC no. 11963216. Subject focus and/or Features: Chi Eta Phi Sorority, Fraternities and sororities.
WHi v.39, n.1 Pam 01-336 1993-

3299 Joe Louis, Champion of Champions. 1950?- Frequency: Unknown. Greenwich, CT: Published by Fawcett Publications. Last issue 34 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color) Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 31251709. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc., Joe Louis.
WHi v.2 Rare Books Nov, 1950 Pam 01-4317

WHi v.2, n.1 Pam 01-4570 Feb, 1992

WHi v.1, n.1-v.2, n.3 Pam 01-4011 Fall, 1993-Fall, 1994

3302 Jonathan Fox. 1993-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Penny Martin, Editor, Jonathan Fox, 4433 Washington Dr., Richton Park, IL 60471. Published by Mariah Graphics. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color). OCLC no. 32601935. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.
WHi n.1 Pam 00-336 1993-

3303 Joplin-Springfield Uplift. 1926-?. Frequency: Weekly. Joplin, MO: Published by Augustus G. Tutt. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Augustus G. Tutt. Variant title(s): Joplin Uplift. LC card no. sn89-67523, sn89-67254. OCLC no. 20280670, 20280676. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspapers.
MoHi v.3, n.20; v.5, n.15, 52 Newspapers May 25, 1928; Apr 11, Dec 20, 1930

3304 JOR Quarterly: Journal of Rap Expression and Hip Hop Culture. 1991-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Alexis Moore, Editor, JOR Quarterly, 2214 N. 18th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19132. Telephone: (215) 765-2216. Published by Universal World Music Communications. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1061-5032. LC card no. 92-643854. OCLC no. 25174921. Subject focus and/or Features: Rap music, Hip hop culture, Music.
ICCBMR v.2, n.1- Periodicals Winter, 1992-

WHi v.2, n.5-v.20, n.11 Microforms [May, 1900-Dec, 1916] NNUT v.v.4, n.1-2, 4, 9; v.5, n.4-5 E-018514 Sept-Oct, Dec, 1901; May, Dec, 1902-Jan, 1903


3309  **The Journal.** 1935-? Frequency: Unknown. Okmulgee, OK. Published by Oklahoma Association of Negro Teachers (O.A.N.T.). Last issue 16 pages. Height 30 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): W. E. Anderson. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Teachers.


3313  **Journal for Minority Medical Students.** 1988-. Frequency: Quarterly. Laura Scholes, Editor, Journal for Minority
“Pioneers of the Moral Development of Afro-Americans.” Subject focus and/or Features: Religion, Sermons, Profiles, Church leaders.

DHU v.1, n.1- 4-v.2, n.4, 6 Periodicals Feb, June/July, 1938-July/Aug, Nov/Dec, 1984


DHU v.1, n.1- Periodicals Aug, 1974-

DNLM v.1, n.1- Periodicals Aug, 1974-


DHU v.1, n.1- Periodicals 1970-

G-Ar v.14- Per E185.5/88 1983/1984-

3325 The Journal of Blacks in Higher Education. 1993-. Frequency: Quarterly. Theodore L. Cross, Editor, The Journal of Blacks in Higher Education, 200 West 57th St., New York, NY 10019. $36 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (212) 399-1084. Published by Theodore L. Cross. Last issue 160 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 28945968. Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Higher), Colleges and universities—Students, Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff. WHI n.16 Pm 01-6770 Summer, 1997

IWW v.1, n.1- Periodicals Autumn, 1993-

WU v.1, n.1- Periodicals Autumn, 1993-

3326 The Journal of Business and Economic Studies. 1989-. Frequency: Two times a year. Grambling, LA. Published by Grambling State University, College of Business. Last issue 53 pages. Height 23 cm. Previous editor(s): Arafa Tseggai. OCLC no. 19882748. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Business, Economics. NN-Sc v.2, n.1 Archives Winter, 1991

3327 Journal of Caribbean Studies. 1980-. Frequency: Quarterly. O. R. Dathorne, Editor, Journal of Caribbean Studies, P.O. Box 22202, Lexington, KY. Published by Association of Caribbean Studies. Last issue 143 pages. Last volume 532 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 0190-2008. LC card no. 83-73518. OCLC no. 6217126. Subject focus and/or Features: Caribbean studies, Caribbean area. DHU v.1, n.1- Periodicals Winter, 1980-


DHU v.29, n.6-v.42, n.3-v.43, n.1-v.45, n.4; Periodicals v.47, n.3-4, 7; v.48, n.2 Dec 1965/Jan 1966-Apr/May/June, Oct/Dec, 1982-Winter, 1986/87; Winter, 1989/90-Spring, Fall, 1990; Winter, 1991


WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-4326 Summer, 1990 TNM v.1, n.1-2; v.2, n.1, 3-v.3, n.1 Archives Summer-Fall, 1990; Summer, Winter, 1991-Summer, 1992


DHU v.1, n.1-v.20, n.4 Periodicals Spring, 1952-4th Quarter, 1972

3332 Journal of Learning Improvement. 1992-. Frequency: Semiannual. Journal of Learning Improvement, College of Education, Grambling State University, Grambling, LA 71245. Telephone: (318) 274-6210. Published by Grambling State University, College of Education. Last issue 29 pages. Height 28 cm. ISSN 1072-6578. LC card no. 93-650701. OCLC no. 28904056. Subject focus and/or Features: Educational innovations, Education (Higher).

LGrav.1, n.1- Archives Jan, 1992-


WU v.1, n.1-v.11, n.1 Social Work Library Oct, 1975-1986


TNF v.10, n.1-4; v.14, n.4; v.16, n.3; v.21, n.4 Special Collections Oct, 1981-July, 1982; Oct, 1986; July, 1988; Oct, 1993


WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-3247 Spring, 1986 DNLM v.1, n.1-Periodicals Spring, 1986- DHU v.1, n.2 Periodicals Fall/Winter, 1987

3336 The Journal of National Black Associations. 1978-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Hyattsville, MD. Published by Charles E. Williams. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Charles E. Williams. LC card no. sn82-20509. OCLC no. 4647406. Subject focus and/or Features: Associations—Directories.
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**DHU v.1, n.1-5, 7, v.4 [ie 2], n.4-5, 6-11 Periodicals Jan-May, July/Aug, 1946; June-Dec, 1947; Jan, 1948**


**WU v.1- AP/J83/N393 Apr, 1932-**

**DHU v.1, n.1- Periodicals Apr, 1932-**


**OCLC no. 15643871, 8334293, 7989623, 3518713, 1782257. Subject focus and/or Features: History, Religion, Politics, Literature.**

**WHI v.1, n.1-**

**WU v.68, n.2- College Spring, 1983- APA/J82/OF164**

**DHU v.1-v.69 Periodicals 1916-1984**

3340  **Journal of Negro Life in Chicago.** 1940-? Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by Chicago Urban League. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Race relations, Urban life.

**DHU v.1, n.1 Periodicals Jan, 1940**

**Journal of Non-White Concerns in Personnel and Guidance.** Alexandria, VA. see **Journal of Multicultural Counseling and Development.** Alexandria, VA.

3341  **The Journal of Pan African Studies.** 1987-? Frequency: Quarterly. Fresno, CA. Published by California Institute of Pan African Studies, Inc. Last issue 22 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 0888-6601. LC card no. sn86-14428. OCLC no. 13683769. Subject focus and/or Features: Pan African studies, Afrocentrism, African-American studies.

**WHI v.1-2**

**ATT v.4, n.1-4 Periodicals July, 1913-Apr, 1914**

**DHU v.3-v.9 Periodicals 1912/13-1918/19**

3342  **The Journal of Race Development.** 1910-1919. Frequency: Quarterly. Worcester, MA. Published by Clark University. Last issue 131 pages. Last volume 502 pages. Height 18 cm. Previous editor(s): George H. Blakeslee, Stanley Hall. ISSN 1068-3380. LC card no. sn93-2447. OCLC no. 7335315. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, Colleges and universities, Clark University.

**ATT v.4, n.3; v.41, n.4; v.54, n.4; v.57-v.69 Periodicals July, 1946; June-Dec, 1947; Jan, 1948**


3347 The Journal of the College Alumnae Club of Washington, DC. 1925-? Frequency: Two times a year. Washington, DC. Published by College Alumnae of Washington, DC. Last issue 34 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Elsie H. Brown, 1925-1926; Mary Hindley Skinner, 1933-1935; Mary R. Reid, Oct 1943; Elsie Brown Smith, 1943. Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Higher), World War II, Women.


DHU [1924-1948] Periodicals
TNF 1928, 1932/33-1935; 1941/43 Special Collections

3352 Journal of the National Pharmaceutical Association. 1954-? Frequency: Quarterly. Patrick R. Wells, Editor, Washington, DC. Published by National Pharmaceutical Association. Last issue 60 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Chauncey L. Cooper. ISSN 0027-987. LC card no. sn82-4668. OCLC no. 1759327. Subject focus and/or Features: Pharmacy, Health.

DHU v.1, n.1-4; v.3, n.3; v.4, n.2 Periodicals Jan-Dec, 1954; July-Sept, 1956; Apr/Jun, 1957


DHU v.54, n.1-v.59, n.2 T1/68 Apr, 1978-1985


Amistad v.62, n.4-v.80, n.1 Periodicals [July, 1970-Jan, 1988]
DNU v.2, n.2-v.84, n.6 Periodicals 1910-June, 1992
DNLM v.1, n.1- Periodicals Jan/Mar, 1909-

3355 Journal of the National Association of Collegiate Deans & Registrars in Negro Schools. 1943?- Frequency: Annual. Hampton, VA. Published by National Association of College Deans & Registrars in Negro Schools. Last issue 101 pages. Height 22 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Edward N. Wilson, 1945. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Colleges and universities—Administration.

TNF 1943-1945 Special Collections
Journal of the NTA. New Orleans, LA. see Journal of the National Technical Association. Washington, DC.


TNM v.1, n.1-v.3, n.1; v.4, n.1-v.8, n.1; v.9, n.1; Archives v. 10, n.1 Sept, 1959-Dec, 1961; Dec 1962-Mar, 1967; June, 1968; July, 1970

3357 A Journal of Urban Ministry. 1979?- Frequency: Unknown. Indianapolis, IN. Published by St. Maur Theological Center. Last issue 60 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Ivan Hughes. Subject focus and/or Features: Catholic Church, Urban life, Education.

DHU v.2, n.1 Periodicals Summer, 1980


WU v.1, n.1-4 AP/J855/P77 June, 1975-Summer/Fall, 1977
DHU v.1, n.1-4 Periodicals June, 1975-Summer/Fall, 1977
MIU v.1, n.1-2 Labadie Collection June, 1975-Jan, 1976

WHi v.7, n.4  Microforms  Fall, 1989

3360  Joyful Noise. 1993-. Frequency: Bimonthly. William Wise Maxwell, Editor, Joyful Noise, 2442 N. Main St., Box 165, Gainesville, FL 32609. $18 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (904) 376-9441, FAX (904) 486-9029. Published by William Wise Maxwell. Last issue 31 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 32921346. "Celebrating the African-American Religious Experience." Subject focus and/or Features: Religion, Education, Family.

WHi v.1, n.1-  Circulation  Nov/Dec, 1993-

3361  JSU Focus. 1978-1978. Frequency: Irregular. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, Department of Mass Communications. Last issue 8 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Students, Community newsletter.

MsJSU  Mar 27, 1978  Archives

3362  JSU Focus Two. 1980-1981. Frequency: Irregular. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, Department of Mass Communications. Last issue 8 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. "Environment, energy and economy." Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Journalism, Community newsletter.

MsJSU 1980/81  Archives

3363  The JSU Graduate Star. 1988-1988. Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, Graduate Student Association. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Graduate students.

MsJSU v.1, n.1  Archives  Fall, 1988

3364  The JSU Review. 1981-1982. Frequency: Quarterly. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, Office of Admissions. Last issue 2 pages. Height 36 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Admissions.

MsJSU v.1, n.1-v.2, n.1  Archives  Apr/June, 1981-Apr/June, 1982


OCLC no. 31470881. Subject focus and/or Features: Jubilee Theatre, Theater.

WHi Feb, 1993; Feb-May, Dec, 1994-  Circulation

3366  Judgement Times. 1982-? Frequency: Unknown. Boston, MA. Published by Judgement Times. Last issue 39 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Jah Twister, Tim Barry. OCLC no. 36179218. Subject focus and/or Features: Reggae music, Music.

WHi n.2  Pam 01-6259  Spring, 1982

3367  Ju-Ju: Research Papers in Afro-American Studies. 1975-1977. Frequency: Two times a year. Cleveland, OH. Published by Case Western Reserve University. Last issue 82 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): John McClusky. OCLC no. 1915383. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies, Poetry, Art.

OCLW Spring, 1975; Winter, 1976; Spring, 1977  E185.5/J91

3368  Jujus' Jubilee. 1987-? Frequency: Annual. Normal, IL. Published by Illinois State University. Last issue 57 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 16275294. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Short stories, Literature, Colleges and universities.

INS v.1-2  PS508/C6/J84  1987-Fall, 1988


MsCIDBM n.2, 4, 11-12, 14, 17-21  Periodicals  Oct, 1985; Spring, 1986; Winter-Spring, 1988; Winter, Autumn, 1989-Autumn, 1990

3370  Julius Rosenwald Fund. 1928-? Frequency: Annual. Chicago, IL. Published by Julius Rosenwald Fund. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Edwin R. Embree. LC card no. esd31-298. OCLC no. 1771780. Subject focus and/or Features: Education.

WU 1928-  Health Sciences

3371  Jump Bad. 1974-? Frequency: Monthly. Berkeley, CA. Published by Gregory Adams. Last issue 36 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 11042250. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Beauty, Culture, Education, Economics, Education, Fashion, Short stories, Poetry, Health, Music, Film reviews, Sports.

WHi v.1, n.1-2  Pam 84-655  Mar-Apr, 1977
and Workers’ Power.” Subject focus and/or Features: Labor, Civil Rights.


3383   *Kaleidoscope*. 1975-? Frequency: Unknown. Hampton, VA. Published by Michele Clark Media Society. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Patricia Parker. Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Colleges and universities—Students, Women in media.

ViHa v.1, n.1; 7 Peabody Collection May 2, Nov, 1975


WHi v.1, n.1-11 Microforms Apr 20-June 29, 1894

DHU v.1, n.1-11 MS Micro Apr 20-June 29, 1894 Kansas City Advocate and Independent. Kansas City, KS. see Kansas City Advocate. Kansas City, KS.


KHi v.1, n.31-v.12, n.39 Microfilm Mar 26, 1915-Apr 23, 1926

3387   *Kansas City American*. 1928-1936. Frequency: Weekly. Kansas City, MO. Published by Kansas City American. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn90-61553. OCLC no. 21244439. “Unbridled Servant of the People.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

MoBA Section B Vert. File Aug 24, 1933

MoHi June 21, 1928-Jan 12, 1933 Microfilm Kansas City and Topeka Plaindealer. Kansas City, KS. see Plaindealer.

Kansas City Call. Kansas City, MO. see Call. Kansas City, MO.


WHi v.4, n.36 Microforms Jan 27, 1900

DHU v.4, n.36 MS Micro Jan 27, 1900


CLU v.17, n.50 Special Collections Nov 21, 1924


MoHi v.6, n.20-v.26, n.33 Newspaper Library Jan 10, 1914-June 7, 1924

Kansas City Topics. Kansas City, KS. see Kansas Topics. Kansas City, KS. Kansas Eagle. Topeka, KS. see Kansas Whip. Topeka, KS.


3404  **KC Model Cities.** 1969?-? Frequency: Unknown. Kansas City, MO. Published by Model Cities Program. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 27553002. Subject focus and/or Features: Urban renewal, City planning.

WHI  Feb, Apr, 1969 Pam 92-3116

3405  **The Kealing Clarion.** 1936?-? Frequency: Unknown. Austin, TX. Published by The Kealing Junior School. Last is¬

pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 27353002. Sub¬

sas City, MO. Published by Model Cities Program. Last issue 4

KC Model Cities.

3406  **Keepin On.** 1967?-? Frequency: Irregular. Albany, GA. Published by Southwest Georgia Project for Community Edu¬

ication Inc. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising, Variant title(s): South¬

west Georgia ProjectNewsletter, [Jan 20-May 4 1968], SWGP


Newsletter, Mar 15 1971-[Nov 20 1972]. OCLC no. 12143707,

12143887, 12143707, 12063701. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, Education.

WHI  v.2, n.2-3, v.4, n.11, 13-14; v.5, n.1-5, 7-16 Pam 84-5167

v.6, n.1, [misnumbered issue]; v.1975, n.1-2 Jan 20-Feb 24, May

4, 1968; June 30, Sept 24-Nov 2, 1970 Jan 31-Apr 1, May 1-Dec

20, 1971; Mar, [Nov 20], 1972 Feb-Mar, 1975

3407  **Keith Knight’s The K Chronicles.** 1993-. Frequency: Unknown. Keith Knight’s The K Chronicles, P.O. Box 591794,

San Francisco, CA 94159-1794. Telephone: (415) 752-4037. Published by Keith Knight. Last issue 8 pages. Height 22 cm.

Line drawings. OCLC no. 32217351. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.


3408  **Kelley’s.** 1922?- Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Last issue 14 pages. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous edi¬

tor(s): William M. Kelley. Subject focus and/or Features: Art,

Poetry, Politics.

DHU  v.1, n.1-2 Periodicals Sept-Oct, 1922

3409  **The Kelly Miller Citizen.** 1949?- Frequency: Bi¬

monthly. Washington, DC. Published by Kelly Miller Junior High.

Last issue 6 pages. Height 30 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Joyce Stern. Subject focus and/or Features: High school newsletter, Kelly Miller Junior High (Washington, DC).

Amistad  v.3, n.2 Periodicals Dec, 1951

DHU  v.1, n.1-2 Periodicals Mar-Apr, 1950

3410  **Kelly Miller’s Monographic Magazine.** 1913-1913. Frequency: "Published, say, once a month". Washington, DC.

Published by Kelly Miller. Last issue 24 pages. Height 23 cm.

Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Available in micro¬

form from: WHi (1913). ISSN 0091-9063. LC card no. 73-

644520. OCLC no. 12014436. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, Education.

WHI  v.1, n.3-6; v.2, n.2 Pam 01-4587 Aug/Sept, 1991-Mar/Apr,

1992; 1993

3411  **The Kemit Report.** 1991-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Ger¬

ald Smith, Delvin L. Walker, Editors, The Kemit Report, 6510

Adak St., Seat Pleasant, MD 20743. $25 for individuals and in¬

stitutions. Telephone: (301) 336-4607. Published by Delvin L.

Walker. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings;

Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 27790424. "Taking Re¬

search to a Higher Level." Subject focus and/or Features: Re¬

ligion, Research, World news, Afrocentrism.

WHI  v.1, n.1-4 Microforms Apr-July, 1913

DHU  v.1, n.1 Periodicals Apr, 1913

3412  **Kentucky Alliance Against Racism & Political Oppres¬

sion Newsletter.** 1975?- Frequency: Unknown. Louisville, KY. Published by Kentucky Alliance Against Racism & Political Oppression. Last issue 2 pages. Height 35 cm. OCLC no. 12014436. Subject focus and/or Features: Law and legislation, Prisoners, Lexington Grand Jury Defense Fund.

WHI  v.1, n.1 Pam 84-4784 Mar, 1975

3413  **Kentucky Negro Journal.** 1958?- Frequency: Quarterly. Louisville, KY. Published by J. Benjamin Horton & Associates. Last issue 27 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents, OCLC no. 34845501. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Politics, Profiles.

DHU  v.1, n.1; v.2, n.2 Periodicals 1958; Oct 1959

3414  **The Kentucky Thorobred.** 1931?- Frequency: Monthly. Frankfort, KY. Published by Kentucky State College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 35 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Frances Epps. Available in microform from: NN (1935). Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Kentucky State College (Frankfort, KY).

WHI  v.5, n.4 Microforms Feb, 1935

Amistad  v.18, n.5 Periodicals June, 1951

DHU  v.9, n.2 Periodicals Jan, 1941

3415  **Key List Mailing: Of the Bay Area.** 1965?- Frequency: Bimonthly. San Francisco, CA. Published by Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. Last issue 42 pages. Line drawings; Table of contents. Available in microform from: WMUW (1965-1967). OCLC no. 14409665 and 1003695. "Selected documents of current and lasting interest in the civil rights movement." Subject focus and/or Features: Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, Government, Civil rights.


3416  The Key News. 1962?- Frequency: Weekly. Al Smith, Editor, Dallas, TX. Published by Al Smith. Last issue 16 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 17845380. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


3417  Keyes Report. 1963?- Frequency: Irregular. Anniston, AL. Published by Charles W. Keyes. Last issue 2 pages. Height 43 cm. Previous editor(s): Charles W. Keyes. LC card no. sn93-24070. OCLC no. 29300859. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Black nationalism, Conservatism.


3420  Kick. 1995?-. Frequency: Monthly. Kick, Box 2222, Detroit, MI 48231. $24 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (313) 438-0704, FAX (313) 963-4627. Published by Curtis Lipscomb. Last issue 30 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 32932995. Subject focus and/or Features: Gay men, Lesbians, Homosexuality.

WHi  v.1, n.6-  Circulation June, 1995-

3421  Kids Kollege Newsletter. 1989-1989. Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, Division of Continuing Education. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): W. M. McClendon. “For parents, students, and supporters of the Kollege.” Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State College (Jackson, MS), Education (Elementary), Children’s newspapers.

MsSU  1989  Archives

3422  Kidz of the King. 1994?- Frequency: Unknown. Reggie Byers, Editor, Kidz of the King, P.O.Box 31, Philadelphia, PA 19105-0031. Published by Kidz of the King Publishing. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 33242662. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi  n.2-3  Pam 00-353 May, 1994-Apr, 1995

3423  The Kimmahigh. 1935?- Frequency: Seven times a year. Kimball, WV. Published by Kimball High School. Last issue 6 pages. Height 58 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Joyce Ward. Available in microform from: NN (1952). Subject focus and/or Features: High school newsletter, Kimball High School (Kimball, WV), High schools—Students.

WHi  v.18, n.2  Microforms Nov 26, 1952

Amistad  v.17, n.3  Periodicals Dec 14, 1951

NN-Sc  v.18, n.2  Microfilm Nov 26, 1952

3424  King Biscuit Times. 1992-. Frequency: Bimonthly. King Biscuit Times, c/o KFFA AM 1360, P.O. Box 430, Helena, AR 72342. Published by Delta Broadcasting. Last issue 28 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 30388962. Subject focus and/or Features: Blues (Music).

CLAAM  v.1, n.2-3  Periodicals Mar/Apr-May/June, 1992

McIDBM  Current issues  Periodicals

The King Center Newsletter. Atlanta, GA. see Martin Luther King, Jr. Center for Social Change Newsletter. Atlanta, GA.


CLSCL  [Apr, 1991-  Periodicals
3426  *Kitabu*. 1974-? Frequency: Two times a year. Kent, OH. Published by Kent State University, Institute for African American Affairs. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Edward W. Crosby. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies, Colleges and universities.


3428  *Kith and Kin: Focus on Families*. 1983-? Frequency: Quarterly. Chicago, IL. Published by Ancestor Hunting, Inc. Last issue 4 pages. Last volume 16 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Doris E. Saunders. OCLC no. 12857126. Subject focus and/or Features: Genealogy.


3432  *Knave: Ebony and Ivory*. 1992-?. Frequency: Unknown. Ross Gilfillan, Editor, Witham Essex, England. Published by Galaxy Publications, Ltd. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 0265-1289. Subject focus and/or Features: Sex.

3433  *The K.N.E.A. Journal*. 1930-? Frequency: Quarterly. Louisville, KY. Published by The Kentucky Negro Educational Association. Last issue 32 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 13671879. Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Higher), Education, Teaching, Kentucky Negro Educational Association.


able in microform from: CRL (1937-1938). Subject focus and/or Features: Civilian Conservation Corps.


3438 Kobalt. 1994-1994. Frequency: Monthly. Dwayne McDuffie, Editor, New York, NY. Published by DC Comics. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 32021230. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

3439 Koinonia Partners. 1958?-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Americus, GA. Published by Koinonia Farm. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Newsletter of a Black Christian Ministry farming pecans for a living. Subject focus and/or Features: Koinonia Farm, Agriculture, Cooperatives.

3440 Kokayi. 1989-?. Frequency: semiannual. Riverside, CA. Published by University of California-Riverside, Black Student Program. Last issue 46 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. OCLC no. 20686962. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Poetry, General interest.

3441 Kola. 1987-1993? Frequency: Three times a year. Montreal, Quebec. Published by Black Writer's Guild. Height 22 cm. ISSN 0835-2445. LC card no. cn87-39085. OCLC no. 16308964. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Short stories.


3443 The Krinon. 1930?-1947? Frequency: Semiannual. New York, NY. Published by National Sorority of Phi-Delta Kappa. Last issue 100 pages. Height 27 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Grace Bouldin. OCLC no. 33107551. Subject focus and/or Features: Phi Delta Kappa Sorority, Sorority newsletter, Fraternities and sororities.

3444 Kronick. 1994-?. Frequency: Monthly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Meshack Blaq. Last issue 55 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Dennis During. OCLC no. 30806151. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Hip hop culture, Entertainment.

3445 Kross Kultures. 1992-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Shelby, KY. Published by Kentucky Teachers Association. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Anita W. Robinson. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Teachers.

3446 The K.T.A. Journal. 1954-?. Frequency: Unknown. Louisville, KY. Published by Kentucky Teachers Association. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Eugene E. White. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Poetry.

3447 Kujiona. 1987-1991? Frequency: Unknown. San Francisco, CA. Published by Eugene E. White. Last issue 52 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Eugene E. White. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Poetry.


KUUMBA
1978?-1984. Frequency: Annual. Wilberforce, OH. Published by Central State University, Department of English. Last issue 56 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Dora Helene White, Spring 1978; Eric Whitehead, Spring 1979; Paul Cross, Spring 1981. Subject focus and/or Features: Central State College (Wilberforce, OH), Poetry, Short stories, Art, Essays, Photography, Colleges and universities.

OWibF Spring, 1978-Spring, 1979; Spring, 1981- Periodical Collection Spring, 1984

Kuwaïs. Dates unknown. Frequency: Unknown. Cleveland, OH. Published by Cleveland State University. Last issue 31 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Kalam Mutalib, Robert Fleming, Tirzah Wade. OCLC no. 29592492. Subject focus and/or Features: Short stories, Essays, Poetry.


Labor Advocate. 1902?- Frequency: Weekly. Guthrie, OK. Published by O.O. Blesh. Last issue 8 pages. Height 60 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Superseded by: Guthrie Progress. Available in microform from: OhHi (1903). LC card no. sn83-25114. OCLC no. 9248082. Subject focus and/or Features: Labor, Trade unions.

Labor Roundtable. 1966?- Frequency: Unknown. Labor Roundtable, P.O. Box 23406, Savannah, GA 31403. Telephone: 1 (800) 859-6311. Published by National Baptist Convention USA, Inc. - Office of Labor Relations. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 36223745. Subject focus and/or Features: Labor, Baptist Church.


The Lafourche Monitor. 1905?- Frequency: Semi-monthly. Thibodaux, LA. Published by Knights and Ladies of...
331


WHi v.32, n.3 Microforms Feb 8, 1936
NN-Sc v.32, n.3 Microfilm Feb 8, 1936

3462 Lakansiel. 1975-? Frequency: Unknown. Brooklyn, NY. Published by "Haiti-Art" Inc. Last issue 44 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. In French, 100%. OCLC no. 7013460. "Le magazine pour le developpement de la nouvelle culture haitienne." Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Music, Poetry, Haiti, Culture.

WHi v.32, n.3 Microforms Feb 8, 1936
NN-Sc v.32, n.3 Microfilm Feb 8, 1936


3464 The Lamp: College of Nursing Newsletter. 1978-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Howard University School of Nursing, Nursing, Colleges and universities.

DHU v.1, n.1 Periodicals Aug, 1978


FMFC [May, 1966-1985] Archives

3466 The Lamp. 1968-? Frequency: Quarterly. Columbus, OH. Published by Prince Hall Grand Lodge of Ohio. Last issue 16 pages. Photographs. Previous editor(s): David N. West. Subject focus and/or Features: Prince Hall Grand Lodge of Ohio, Freemasons, Fraternal organizations.

IC-CW v.23, n.2-v.24, n.1 Vivian Harsh Collection 2nd Quarter-4th Quarter, 1991

3467 The Lamp. 1994-. Frequency: Monthly. Deb D. Burke, Editor, Lamp, P.O. Box 247524, Columbus, OH 43224. Telephone: (614) 291-3199, FAX (614) 291-5932. Published by Deb D. Burke. Last issue 16 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 31873854. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Religion.

WHi v.1, n.9 Pam 01-5851 Dec, 1994

3468 The Lance. 1934-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Dayton, OH. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): J. G. Whitaker, Ralf Kircher. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Short stories.

DHU v.2, n.1 Periodicals Jan/Feb, 1935


Vi v.1, n.1-v.4, n.183; v.1 [ns], n.4-13 Film 53 July 1 1882-Feb 6, Feb 20-July 3, 1886
ViPetU v.3, n.27, 34 Archives Jan 17, Mar 7, 1885

3470 Landmarks Harlem! 1994-. Frequency: Quarterly. Landmarks Harlem!, 201 West 138th St., Suite One, New York, NY 10030. Telephone: (212) 862-9552, (212) 862-9189. Published by Landmarks Harlem, Inc. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 31183495. Subject focus and/or Features: Historic preservation, Building restoration.

WHi n.1- Circulation Fall, 1993-


WHi v.4, n.7 Microforms Dec, 1885
NJHi July, 1894-Apr, June, 1895-Sept, 1898; Aug-Nov, 1899 Periodicals Jan-July, 1900 (photocopies); [June 1889-Nov 1901] NN-Sc v.4, n.7 Microfilm Dec, 1885

3472 Lane College Reporter. 1901-? Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, TN. Published by Lane College. Last issue 28 pages. Height 42 cm. Photographs. Centennial Celebration issue,
3473 The Laney Highlights. 1962-? Frequency: Unknown. Augusta, GA. Published by Lucy C. Laney High School. Last issue 6 pages. Height 39 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Christine Williams. Subject focus and/or Features: High school newsletter, Lucy C. Laney High School (Augusta, GA).


3476 Langston University Review. 1937-?. Frequency: Monthly. Langston, OK. Published by Langston University. Last issue 6 pages. Height 58 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Lillie Stallworth, Oct 1939; Opal M. Bell, Mar 8 1945. Subject focus and/or Features: Langston University (Langston, OK), Colleges and universities—Students.


3499 *Legally Speaking*. 1989-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Johnson, Taylor & Thomas. Last issue 4 pages. Height 21 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Legal advice. LScS v.1, n.1 Archives Jan, 1989


LETTERS FROM BOSTON


3507 Lekolye Ayisyen. 1987-. Frequency: Unknown. Reine C. Leroy, Editor, Miami, FL. Published by Dade County Public Schools. Last issue 19 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. In English and Creole. OCLC no. 30742073. Subject focus and/or Features: Haitian students, Education.


3509 The Lemoynite. 1934?- Frequency: Three times a year. Memphis, TN. Published by Lemoyn College. Last issue 6 pages. Height 32 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Lemoyn College (Memphis, TN), Colleges and universities—Students.


3512 Lest We Forget. 1993-. Frequency: Quarterly. Sandra M. Ostling, Editor, Lest We Forget, P.O. Box 26148, Trotwood, OH 45426. Telephone: (937) 837-1358, FAX (937) 837-8306. Published by LWF Publications. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. "A quarterly newsletter dedicated to preserving African-American history." Subject focus and/or Features: History, Military history.

3513 Let Your Motto Be. . . Resistance. 1981-? Frequency: Two times a year. New York, NY. Published by Coalition to Defend the October 20th Freedom Fighters. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 13403069. Subject focus and/or Features: Black nationalism, Radical politics.


3515 Let's Talk Harambee. 1979?-1984? Frequency: Monthly. New Haven, CT. Published by Youth Business Enterprises, Inc. Last issue 18 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): John P. Thomas Sr.


WHi v.1, n.4 Pam 01-4223 June, 1976


WHi v.1, n.4 Microforms Apr 22, 1935


WHi v.9, n.? Microforms Jan 27, 1900

DHU v.9, n.? MS Micro Jan 27, 1900


TNF v.1, n.1-3 Special Collections Oct, 1966-May, 1967

3521 *Liberation News*. 1971-? Frequency: Unknown. Jamaica, NY. Published by Black Liberation Party. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 31813938. Subject focus and/or Features: Black Liberation Party, Black power.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-4075 May 19, 1971


WHi v.2, n.6 Pam 01-5848 No dates

3523 *The Liberator*. 1993-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. Blue Island, IL. Published by Images and Realities. Last issue 32 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings (some in color). Previous editor(s): Kimberly McNeal. OCLC no. 32570249. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi n.1-2 Pam 00-314 Sept!-Nov, 1993


WHi v.1, n.1-v.35, n.52 Microforms Jan 1, 1831-Dec 29, 1865

DHU v.1, n.1-v.35, n.52 MS Micro Jan 1, 1831-Dec 29, 1865

GAAUC v.12, n.21; v.24, n.39; v.28, n.40; v.29, n.36-37; Archives v.32, n.14; v.33, n.10 May 27, 1842; Sept 29, 1854; Oct 1, 1858; Sept 9-16, 1959; [two undated issues]


MoHi v.2, n.46-v.3, n.36 Microfilm Jan 2-Dec 24, 1903


WHi v.1, n.1 Microforms July 17, 1970


NjPatPhi v.1, n.1-4 Periodicals Aug 5-26, 1950


WHi v.1, n.13, 53; v.2, n.13 Microfilm June 23, 1928; Apr 19, Oct 25, 1930

AB v.1, n.34-v.2, n.10, 12; v.3, n.1-29, n.46 Microfilm Dec 7, 1929-Oct 11, Nov 1, 1930; Feb 21-Nov 21, Dec 5, 1931-Dec 15, 1932


DHU v.11, n.45-v.18, n.11 Microfilm May 6, 1972-Dec 24, 1978

FM v.13, n.1-35 Florida Room May 20, 1973-Sept 8, 1974


WHi v.1, n.1-v.8, n.4 Microforms July 12, 1841-Aug 24, 1848

3542  **Libline.** 1986-. Frequency: Quarterly. Princess Anne, MD. Published by 1890 Land Grant & Tuskegee University Library Directors’ Association. Last issue 18 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Jessie C. Smith. LC card no. sn91-16346. OCLC no. 21415699. Subject focus and/or Features: Libraries, Library science, Colleges and universities.

TxPV v.4, n.2; v.6, n.1 Archives Spring, 1989; Fall, 1990

3543  **Library Acquisitions.** 1975-1978? Frequency: Biweekly. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University Library, School of Law. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Subtitle varies as: Periodicals; Books; Awareness; Pamphlet/Vertical File. Subject focus and/or Features: Law and legislation, Legal education, Library collection, Howard University.

DHU n.1-v.7, n.1 Howardiana Sept 22, 1975-Apr 10, 1978

3544  **Library News Notes.** 1950-. Frequency: Monthly. New Orleans, LA. Published by Dillard University. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Library collections, Libraries, Dillard University (New Orleans, LA), Colleges and universities.

DHU v.1, n.1-2 Periodicals Apr 11-May 11, 1950

3545  **Library Science/Educational Technology Newsletter.** 1982-1983. Frequency: Irregular. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, Department of Library Science. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Library Science, Educational technology, Education, Colleges and universities.

MsJSU v.1, n.1- Archives Mar, 1983-


DHU v.1, n.3/4; v.2, n.1 Periodicals Oct, 1953; Oct, 1955

3547  **Library Staff Bulletin.** 1940-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Founders Library. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Library acquisitions, Libraries, Howard University.

DHU Nov, 1940; Mar, 1941 Howardiana

3548  **Library Staff Commentator.** 1948-1949? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, University Library Association. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Connie Barber, Lawrence Hill, Ethel Page, Mildred Overby. Subject focus and/or Features: Library acquisitions, Libraries, Howard University.

DHU Dec, 1948-May, 1949 Howardiana

3549  **The Life Center.** 1997-. Frequency: Unknown. Eatonville, FL. Published by Life Center Church. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 38172192. Subject focus and/or Features: Life Center Church, Religion.

WHi July 6, 1997 Microforms

3550  **The Life Culture Review.** 1917-. Frequency: Unknown. Louisville, KY. Published by J. Andrew Patterson. Last issue 32 pages. Height 26 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Psychology, Culture, Health, Nutrition, Life extention.

DHU v.1, n.1 Periodicals Jan, 1917

3551  **Life in the Spirit.** 1996-. Frequency: Monthly. Yolanda Y. Adams, Editor, Life in the Spirit, P.O. Box 397930, Dallas, TX 75339. Telephone: (214) 376-1999, FAX (214) 375-6126. Published by Life in the Spirit Ministries. Last issue 20 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 37312403. Subject focus and/or Features: Evangelists, Christianity, Religion.

WHi v.1, n.7- Circulation June, 1997-

3552  **The Life Line.** 1997-. Frequency: Unknown. Eatonville, FL. Published by Life Center Church. Last issue 2 pages.

WHi v.1, n.18, 31, 35-36, 39, 42 Pam 85-775 June 3, Sept 2, 30-Oct 7, 28, Nov 18, 1965


WHi v.1, n.1 Microforms Mar, 1984

3555 The Light. 1945-? Frequency: Irregular. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Branch, Local 10, U.E.W.A.-C.I.O. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Trade Unions, Labor.

DHU Aug 27-Nov, 1945

Howardiana

3556 The Light. 1924-? Frequency: Weekly. Chicago, IL. Published by Advance Publishing Co. Photographs; Table of contents. "America's News Magazine." Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Entertainment.

CLU v.4, n.5 Special Collections Dec 24, 1927


WHi v.9, n.23 Microforms Jan 18, 1900

DHU v.9, n.23 MS Micro Jan 18, 1900

3558 The Light: A Journal of Opinion, Information, Inspiration, Education. 1927-? Frequency: Semimonthly. New York, NY. Published by A. McDonald Ifill Co. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): A. McDonald Ifill. Available in microform from: NN (1927). "To give the people light that they may find the way." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

NN-Sc v.1, n.3-4 Sc Micro RS-573 July 1-Aug 27, 1927

3559 The Light and "Heebie Jeebies". 1926-? Frequency: Weekly. Chicago, IL. Published by Advance Publishing Co. Last issue 16 pages. Height 27 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. "America's News Magazine." Subject focus and/or Features: Current events.

ICHi [v.3, n.7-v.4, n.17] E185.5/H581 Jan 8, 1927-Mar 17, 1928

DHU [v.3, n.5-v.4, n.13] Periodicals [Dec 25, 1926-Feb 18, 1927]

3560 Light House. 1909-? Frequency: Weekly. Paducah, KY. Published by T.A. Lawrence. Last issue 8 pages. Height 46 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): T. A. Lawrence. OCLC no. 36062051. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.17, n.40 In process Feb 20, 1925

3561 The Light of Life Herald. 1969-? Frequency: Unknown. Saginaw, MI. Last issue 20 pages. Height 41 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion.

WHi v.1 Pam 74-5326 June, 1969

3562 The Light of the Valley. 1938-? Frequency: Monthly. Fort Valley, GA. Published by Fort Valley Normal and Industrial School. Last issue 4 pages. Height 44 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Harold Alexander. OCLC no. 36174328. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Fort Valley Normal and Industrial School (Fort Valley, GA).

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 96-1610 Nov, 1938

Lighthouse. Clinton, SC. see Lighthouse. Newberry, SC.


WHi v.1, n.1-2; v.2, n.1-7; v.3, n.1-2; v.4, n.1; v.5, n.3 Microforms July-Aug, 1936; Jan-Dec, 1937; Feb-May, Sept 8, 1938; Mar 18, 1939


WHi v.2, n.1 Microforms Winter, 1997

3566  The 'Lit 'Degan. 1960?- Frequency: Annual. Talladega, AL. Published by The Apprentice Club. Last issue 15 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Erlene Bradford. Subject focus and/or Features: Talladega College (Talladega, AL), Colleges and universities—Students.

ATaIT One issue, 1960? Archives

3567  Lillie Carroll Jackson Museum News. 1978?- Frequency: Unknown. Baltimore, MD. Published by Lillie Carroll Jackson Museum. Last issue 2 pages. Height 44 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Rita Reid. Subject focus and/or Features: Lillie Carroll Jackson Museum (Baltimore, MD), Museums.

NN-Sc v.1, n.2 Newsletters Spring/Summer, 1979


WHi v.1, n.23-v.3, n.27 Microforms Dec 4, 1953-Mar 22, 1956

3569  Limelight Magazine. 1986-. Frequency: Monthly. Limelight Magazine, 9648 Olive Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63132. Telephone: (314) 991-1615; FAX (314) 991-4496. Last issue 24 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 29391391. "America's Largest Regional Black Monthly." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi Oct, 1993- Circulation


WHi v.68, n.6, v.69, n.2 Pam 97-1538 Apr/Sep, Nov/Dec, 1997 Amistad v.2, n.3; v.18, n.16; v.21, n.2, 6 Periodicals Nov 4, 1932; Jan 17, 1951; Oct 2, 30, 1953 DHU v.2, n.12 Periodicals June 1, 1933 MoHi v.3; v.10, n.1-2 Special Collections May, 1935; Oct 23-30, 1942 MoJcL v.10, n.4; v.12, n.1- Ethnic Studies Center Dec 20, 1940; Sept 29, 1944-

Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.
OCHP v.1, n.1 Mss 774 Nov 15, 1979

**Lincoln Institute Bulletin.** 1916-1916. Frequency: Biweekly. Jefferson City, MO. Published by Lincoln Institute. Last issue 4 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. OCLC no. 37824523. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Lincoln University (Jefferson City, MO).

**MoHi** v.1, n.3-6 378.778 L6/J7 Feb 15-May 1, 1916

**Lincoln Institute in the News.** 1979-. Frequency: Quarterly. Lincoln, IN. Published by Lincoln Institute in the News, 1001 Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20036. Telephone: (202) 223-5110. Published by Lincoln Institute for Research and Education. Last issue 64 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 28225681. Reprints of articles from other newspapers and periodicals. Subject focus and/or Features: Labor, Education, Music, Profiles, Africa, Economics, Art, Book reviews, History, Conservatism.

**WHi** Nov, 1985; 1, 1986 Pam 01-3018

**The Lincoln Institute Worker.** 1909?-? Frequency: Quarterly. Lincoln, KY. Published by Lincoln Institute of Kentucky. Last issue 16 pages. Height 20 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. OCLC no. 11742808. Subject focus and/or Features: School newsletter, Lincoln Institute of Kentucky.

**Amistad** v.22, n.2; 4; v.23, n.4 Periodicals Apr, Oct, 1930; Oct, 1931

**The Lincoln Journalism Newsletter.** 1944?-? Frequency: Biweekly. Jefferson City, MO. Published by Lincoln University, School of Journalism. Last issue 18 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 32639923. "News about the Negro journalist." Subject focus and/or Features: Journalism, Colleges and universities.

**DHU** v.1, n.6-7; [no number] Periodicals Feb 19-Mar 5, Apr 16, 1945

**MoJL** v.8, n.1-12 Ethnic Studies Center Jan 15-Dec 15, 1952

**Lincoln Lion.** 1991?- Frequency: Semiannual. Mary Alice Lyons, Editor, The Lincoln Lion, Lincoln Hall, Lincoln University, PA 19352. Telephone: (215) 932-8300. Published by Lincoln University. Last issue 12 pages. Last volume 46 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 37824523. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Lincoln University (Lincoln University, PA).

**NN-Sc** Winter, 1991/92; Fall, 1992-Fall, 1993 Newsletters


**WHi** v.1, n.1-v.8, n.4 E185.5/L55 Spring, 1979-Summer, 1988

**DHU** v.2, n.1-v.7, n.2 Periodicals [1981-1987]


**WHi** v.1, n.1-v.8, n.4 E185.5/L55 Spring, 1979-Summer, 1988

**DHU** v.2, n.1-v.7, n.2 Periodicals [1981-1987]

**Lincoln Tiger-Gram.** 1975?- Frequency: Semiannual. Dorothy M. Watson, Editor, Dallas, TX. Published by Lincoln High School. Last issue 28 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 9840195. Subject focus and/or Features: School districts, Lincoln High School (Dallas, TX), High schools—Students.

**TxDa** v.1, n.1 Texas Collection Sept, 1975

**TxDaHi** v.3, n.2 Reference May, 1978

**Lincoln Tribune.** 1904?- Frequency: Weekly. Clear View (Indian Territory), OK. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Ernest D. Lynwood, Sept 17-Dec 17 1904. Variant title(s): Clearview Tribune. Available in microform from: OkHi (1904). LC card no. sn83-25118, sn83-25117. OCLC no. 9259034, 9258639. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

**WHi** v.1, n.3, 6-12, 16 Microforms Aug 6, Sept 17-Nov 19, Dec 17, 1904

**Lincoln University Bulletin.** 1896?- Frequency: Quarterly. Chester County, PA. Published by Lincoln University. Last issue 28 pages. Height 22-28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Louis S. Putnam, Apr 29 1962-Summer 1964; Ralph H. Bowers, Fall 1964-Winter 1965; Florence Collins, Summer 1965; D. F. Meckes, Fall 1965-Winter 1967. OCLC no. 32980788. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Lincoln University (Chester County, PA).


3584  *Lincoln University Newsletter.* 1987-?. Frequency: Quarterly. The Lincoln University Newsletter, P.O. Box 179, Lincoln University, PA 19352-0999. Published by Lincoln University. Last issue 6 pages. Last volume 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Sam W. Pressley, Apr 1987-Mar/Apr 1988; Mary Alice Lyons, Jan/Feb 1989-Nov/Dec 1990. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Lincoln University (Lincoln University, PA).

NN-Sc  v.2, n.1; v.1 [ns], n.1-v.8, n.4  Newsletters  Oct, 1962; Apr, 1967-Nov, 1993


MoCl.  v.1, n.4-v.3, n.2  Ethnic Studies Center  June 24 1934-Dec 25/1926


MoCl.  v.1, n.1  Ethnic Studies Center  Spring, 1947

NCr v.1, n.1  Microfilm  Spring, 1947


Amistad  v.24, n.1, 4-5; v.15,[n.s.], n.2-4, v.16, n.2-3  Periodicals  v.19, n.3-5; v.25, n.4; v.27, n.2  Oct 20, 1942; Mar 6-Apr 20, Dec 14, 1943-Jan 3, Dec 13, 1943-Mar 28, 1945; Nov 27, 1947; Mar 6-Apr 24, Dec 15, 1948-Apr 30, Oct 5-22, Dec 16, 1949; Dec 10, 1955

DHU  v.12, n.2, 3, 5, 8  Periodicals  Oct, 1940-Dec, 1940; Mar, 1941

3588  *The Link.* 1912-? Frequency: Unknown. Princeton, IN. Published by Lincoln High School. Last issue 20 pages. Height 23 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Nellie Catlett, May 1912; James E. Deane, Dec 1912. Subject focus and/or Features: High school newsletter, Lincoln High School (Princeton, IN), High schools—Students.

DHU  v.1, n.1-2  Periodicals  May-Dec, 1912


MoHi  v.3, n.5; v.14, n.2-3; v.15, n.2  Special Collections  v.16, n.3; v.17, n.2, 4  Jan 1953; Feb-Summer, 1967; Winter, 1968  Spring/Summer, Winter, 1969; Winter, 1970

MoCl.  v.1, n.1-v.3, n.11; v.7-v.14  Ethnic Studies Center  Sept, 1950-July, 1953; Sept, 1956-Nov, 1966


DHU  v.1, n.11  Howardiana  Jan, 1971; Sept, 1972

3591  *The Link.* 1994-? Frequency: Quarterly. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University, Extension Program. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Extension programs, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).

LScS  v.1, n.1  Archives  Sept, 1994
3592 The Link. 1972-1972. Frequency: Quarterly. Grambling, LA. Published by Grambling College, Office of Development. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs (some in color). OCLC no. 10899719. Subject focus and/or Features: Grambling College (Grambling, LA), Colleges and universities—Students.

L v.1, n.1 La379.763/LIN Fall, 1972

3593 The Link. 1985- Frequency: Weekly. Dallas, TX. Published by Link Communications Corp. Last issue 8 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Taryn Brown, Feb 1986; Ethal Barnes, Dec 1986-Apr 1987. LC card no. sn87-90861. OCLC no. 16767250. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

TxD v.2, n.8; v.3, n.18, 28 Texas Collection Feb, Dec, 1986; Apr, 1987

3594 Linkage. 1984- Frequency: Three times a year. Irene V. Jackson-Brown, Editor, Linkage, 815 Second Ave., New York, NY 10017. Telephone: (212) 922-5208. Published by Office of Black Ministries, Episcopal Church Center. Last issue 24 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Harold T. Lewis. Subject focus and/or Features: Episcopal Church, Religion.

WHi n.13- Circulation June, 1993-

NN-Sc n.5-6, 8-9, 11 Uncataloged serials Dec, 1985/Jan, Oct, 1986; Sept, 1987-June, 1988; June, 1990

3595 Lionheart. 1993-. Frequency: Quarterly. Lionheart, 2571 Hwy 36 E., Jackson, GA 30233. $9.80 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (770) 504-9182, (770) 775-9322. Published by Sandra Mitchell. Last issue 28 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings. Place of publication varies: South Haven, MI. OCLC no. 19930614. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi v.1, n.1, 3-4 Pam 00-304 Jan, 1993-


FMFMC n.41-v.1[ns], n.1 Archives Nov, 1953-Nov, 1979


FMFMC Feb, 1985- Archives


ICCBMR v.4, n.1 Periodicals June, 1976


WHi v.1, n.2; v.3, n.1, n.2 Pam 01-4562 Spring, 1989; Spring, 1991; Spring/Fall, 1992

3601 Literary Xpress. 1987- Frequency: Semiannual. Chicago, IL. Published by Literary Express. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Rhonda M. Kendall, Pat Nickison. LC card no. sn95-30596. OCLC no. 19923900. "A free pa-
per for wimmin of color.” Subject focus and/or Features: Short stories, Poetry, Essays.

3602 **Literati Chicago.** 1988- Frequency: Quarterly. Chicago, IL. Last issue 142 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 0895-9269. LC card no. 90-649032, sn87-1594. OCLC no. 16854902. Subject focus and/or Features: Short stories, Art, Interviews, Poetry, Book reviews.

3603 **Literati Internazionale.** 1991- Frequency: Two times a year. Chicago, IL. Published by McGraw Beauchamp Publications. Last issue 126 pages. Height 24 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): L. McGraw-Beauchamp, A. C. McGraw-Beauchamp. ISSN 1054-9404. LC card no. 93-648629, sn91-1670. OCLC no. 23026675. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Literature, Poetry, Short stories.


3609 **Living BluesLetter.** 1983-1984. Frequency: Monthly. University, MS, IL, Chicago, Published by Living Blues Publications. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Jim and Amy O’Neal. LC card no. sc84-5072, sn84-11829. OCLC no. 9697204. Supplement to Living Blues. Subject focus and/or Features: Blues music, Music.

3615 **Long, Hot Summer.** 1995-?. Frequency: Monthly. Dwayne McDuffie, Editor, Long, Hot Summer, 1700 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. Published by DC Comics. Last issue 32 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 33243191. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHI n.2-3 Pam 00-355 Aug-Sept, 1995


WHI v.1-4 Microfilms Sept, 1952

3617 **Long Island CORE News.** 1967-? Frequency: Monthly (except combined Aug/Sept issue). Hempstead, NY. Published by CORE, Long Island. Last issue 5 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 12043431. Subject focus and/or Features: Congress of Racial Equality, Civil rights.

WHI May-Dec, 1967; June, 1968 Pam 84-5160


WHI v.1, n.5 Microforms Feb 19, 1938


WHI Special preview edition Microforms Sept, 1953

3620 **The Longhorn.** 1976-? Frequency: Unknown. Tyler, TX. Published by Texas College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 46 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Anthony Bingham. “For a better informed college community.” Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Texas College (Tyler, TX).

TxEyT n.2-3 Archives Jan-Mar, 1977

3621 **Loquacity.** 1978-? Frequency: Monthly. Austin, TX. Published by T.L. Wyatt. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): T. L.
Wyatt. OCLC no. 4405564. “We hear what you say.” Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.


DHU v.3, n.15, 24-26 Periodicals Apr 24, June 19-July 10, 1970


DHU v.5,n.43-46 Microfilm Feb 9-Mar 16, 1990

GA-KC Current issues Archives

3624 Los Angeles Black Voice. 1968-?. Frequency: Weekly. Los Angeles, CA. Last issue 16 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Don Wheeldin, John Floyd. Available in microform from: NN (1968). Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

DHU v.1, n.2-11 Microfilm July/Aug-Dec 10, 1968


WHI v.3, n.7, v.4, n.7- Microforms Mar 1/14, Oct 1/14, 1992-


3626 Los Angeles CORE-lator. 1961-?. Frequency: Unknown. Los Angeles, CA. Published by CORE, Los Angeles Chapter. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 37288723. Subject focus and/or Features: Congress of Racial Equality, Civil rights.

WHI v.1, n.5 Pam 01-6157 Nov, 1961


WHI v.3, n.15 Microforms Jan 17, 1952

NN-Sc v.3, n.15 Microfilm Jan 17, 1952

3628 Los Angeles Illustrated Reflector. 1934-?. Frequency: Weekly. Los Angeles, CA. Last issue 14 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

CLU v.4, n.1 Special Collections June 30, 1937


IC-CW v.13, n.1-v.14, n.52 Vivian Harsh Collection Jan 2, 1947-Dec 30, 1948

3631 The Los Angeles Truth. 1935?-? Frequency: Unknown. Los Angeles, CA. Published by The Los Angeles Truth. Last issue 8 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. "A progressive paper for progressive people." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Entertainment, Sports, Film industry. WHi v.l, n.l-v.13, n.16; v.25, n.16- Microforms v.43, n.16; v.64, n.38; v.65, n.19- Dec, 1948

3632 Lott Carey Herald. 1913?-? Frequency: Quarterly. Richmond, VA. Published by Lott Carey Foreign Mission Society. Last issue 20 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 30415986, 12203545. "Published in the interest of Missions." Subject focus and/or Features: Missions, Baptist Church, Religion. WHi v.18, n.9-v.62, n.4 Microforms [Sept, 1925-Sept, 1980] WHi v.36, n.12 Pam 01-6195 Dec, 1948 DHU v.37, n.5-v.38, n.3 Periodicals May, 1949-Mar, 1950

3633 Louisiana African-Americans. 1996-. Frequency: Three times a year. Danell Spellman, Editor, Louisiana African Americans, University Station, P.O. Box 16726, Baton Rouge, LA 70893. $25 for individuals and institutions. Published by Louisiana African-Americans. Last issue 30 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Danell Spellman. OCLC no. 35896449. "Preservation of genealogical and historical information and education about Louisiana African-Americans." Subject focus and/or Features: History, Genealogy. WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation 1996-

3634 Louisiana Colored Teachers Journal. 1928?-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Louisiana Colored Teachers Association. Last issue 31 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): I. S. Jones, Feb 1929-Apr 1940. OCLC no. 17672601. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Teaching. Amistad v.13, n.2 George Lange Papers Mar, 1940

3635 Louisiana CORE Newsletter. 1964?-? Frequency: Unknown. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by CORE, Louisiana. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 12043640. Subject focus and/or Features: Congress of Racial Equality, Civil rights. WHi July/Aug, 1964! Pam 84-5161


3639 The Louisville Defender. 1933-. Frequency: Weekly. Yvonne D. Coleman, Editor, The Louisville Defender, 1720
3640  The Louisville Leader. 1917-1950. Frequency: Weekly. Louisville, KY. Published by The Louisville Publishing Co. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Willis Cole, Nov 3 1917-1950. OCLC no. 5817683, 13775874. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

3641  Love Michael. 1994-. Frequency: Unknown. Stefania Pagura, Editor, Love Michael, Via G.F. Da Tolmezzo, 49 33033, Codroipo Udine (Italy). Published by Stefania Pagura. Last issue 28 pages. Height 30 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 37747030. Subject focus and/or Features: Michael Jackson, Rock musicians. WHi n.1- Circulation Sept, 1994-


3650 MAAK. 1980-? Frequency: Semiannual. New York, NY. Published by Malcolm-King College, Inc., The Alumni Association. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Alumni Association of Malcolm-King College (New York, NY), Malcolm-King College (New York, NY), Poetry, Short stories. NN-Sc v.3, n.1; v.6, n.1-2 Newsletters Spring, 1982; Summer-Fall/Winter, 1986


3659 The Madison Times. 1990-. Frequency: Weekly. Betty Franklin Hammonds, Editor, The Madison Times, 931 E. Main St., Suite 7, Madison, WI 53703. $25 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (608) 256-2122, FAX (608) 256-2215. Published by Betty Franklin Hammonds. Last issue 32 pages. Last volume 1664 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photo-

WHi v.1, n.1- Pam 74-6456 Spring, 1975

3661 Magic Blues Magazine. 1991-. Frequency: Quarterly (Irregular). Magic Blues Magazine, P.O. Box 578455, Chicago, IL. $12 for individuals and institutions. Published by Lois Ulrey. Last issue 44 pages. Last volume 180 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 26041581. Subject focus and/or Features: Blues music, Music.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-4607 Spring, 1991

3662 Magic Notes. 1988?-? Frequency: Two times a year. Chicago, IL. Published by Creative Arts Foundation, Inc. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 26341069. Subject focus and/or Features: Creative arts, Art, Creative Arts Foundation (Chicago, IL).

ICHr v.3, n.2; v.5, n.1, 3; v.6, n.2-3 qF548.9/N3M24 Summer, 1990; Spring, Winter, 1992; Winter-Spring, 1993

3663 Mahogany. 1989-1990. Frequency: Monthly. Pearl City, HI. Published by Ron/Glo and Associates. Last issue 12 pages. Last volume 144 pages. Height 40 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising, Previous editor(s): Shelah Moody. LC card no. sn89-99302. OCLC no. 20791361. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.1, n.2-v.2, n.8 Microforms Apr 1/30, 1989-Nov, 1990

3664 Mahogany. 1977?- Frequency: Weekly. Dallas, TX. Published by Mahogany Entertainment, Inc. Last issue 26 pages. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Steven J. Schaul. "Washington, DC edition." Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Entertainment.

DHU v.2, n.9-11 Periodicals Jan 14-28, 1979


WHi v.2, n.8-40; v.3, n.1-v.3, n.22; Microforms v.4, n.1-v.5, n.52 Jan 23-Sept 11, Dec 18, 1969-May 14, 1970; Jan 6-Dec 28, 1972

3667 Mahwah Fist. 1969?- Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Last issue 8 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Subject focus and/or Features: Labor, Trade unions.

MiDW one undated issue Reuther Library

3668 The Main Gazette. 1959?- Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University. Last issue 5 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Mack Lee. "The Cook Hall newsletter." Subject focus and/or Features: Howard University, Colleges and universities—Students.

DHU v.1, n.1 Howardiana Dec, 1959

3669 Main Man. 1981?- Frequency: Bimonthly. New York, NY. Published by Main Man Publications. Last issue 50 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Nate Moore. ISSN 0275-1259. LC card no. sn81-304. OCLC no. 7086608. "Fashion and Lifestyles for the International Black Man," Subject focus and/or Features: Men, General interest, Lifestyle, Fashion, Interviews.

IC-CW Premiere issue Vivian Harsh Collection Summer, 1981 Harris Papers

3670 Mainland Virgin Islands Voice. 1958?- Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by The American Virgin Islands Independent Publication. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising, Previous editor(s): Charles C.
Reubel. OCLC no. 32791604. Subject focus and/or Features: West Indians in New York, Virgin Islands, Caribbean area.

3671 Mainliner Newsletter. 1984-? Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by Hale House. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Clara Hale. OCLC no. 37296948. Subject focus and/or Features: Harlem, Mother Hale.

3672 The Mainstream. 1965-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, United Christian Campus Fellowship. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion, Howard University, United Christian Campus Fellowship.


3675 Making Impressions. Frequency: Monthly. Making Impressions, 336 Randolph Place, NE, Washington, DC. Telephone: (202) 269-1446. Published by America First. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 35150820. Subject focus and/or Features: History, Culture, Entertainment, Art.


3677 Malcolm X University Bulletin. 1968-? Frequency: "When necessary." Waltham, MA. Published by Malcolm X University, Brandeis University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 8526363, 8526349. Subject focus and/or Features: Brandeis University (Waltham, MA), Colleges and universities—Students.

3678 Malcolm-10. 1992-? Frequency: Unknown. Punkin X, Turtel Onli, Editors, Malcolm-10, 5121 S. Ellis Ave., Chicago, IL 60615. Telephone: (312) 684-2280. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 28177040. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

3679 Mamaroots: An Afracentrik Spiritual and Cultural Tribune Forum. 1990-. Frequency: 3 times per year. Mamaroots, P.O. Box 16151, Oakland, CA 94610-9991. Telephone: (510) 238-9260. Published by Mamaroots Publications. Last issue 26 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Place of publication varies: Tucson, AZ. OCLC no. 32921132. Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Spirituality, Sisterhood, Poetry.


3681 Man. 1992-? Frequency: Quarterly. Chicago, IL. Published by James Ray. Last issue 30 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1062-2543. LC card no. sn92-4567. OCLC no. 25559548. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Fashion, Men.

3682 Management Briefs for Minority Business. 1977-? Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Published by Howard Uni-
THE MANHATTAN FORUM


DHU v.1, n.1-v.6, n.6 Periodicals Mar, 1965-Oct, 1977


NN-Sc v.2, n.1 Sc Ser.-M.M638 Jan/Feb, 1989


NN-Sc Winter, 1979-Winter, 1980; Winter, 1982; 1983 Newsletters


NN-Sc Summer, 1988 Newsletters


3687 Manual Beacon. 1949- Frequency: Monthly. John Rundles, Editor, Muskogee, OK. Published by Manual Training High School. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: High schools—Students.

TxDaHi v.4, n.2 Reference May, 1952

Mapinduzi. Chicago, IL. see Frontline. Chicago, IL.

3688 MAR Gospel Ministries Newsletter. 1990-. Frequency: Semiannual. E. Myron Noble, Editor, MAR Gospel Ministries Newsletter, 100 Bryant St. NW, Washington, DC 20001. Published by Middle Atlantic Regional Gospel Ministries, Inc. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. ISSN 1049-152x. LC card no. sn90-70. OCLC no. 21139254. Subject focus and/or Features: Gospel music, Religion, Middle Atlantic Regional Gospel Ministries.

WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation Spring/Summer, 1990-

3689 Marcus Garvey Papers Project Newsletter. 1985- Frequency: Quarterly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by University of California-Los Angeles, Marcus Garvey Papers Project. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 29382295. Subject focus and/or Features: Garvey, Marcus, History.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pams 01-4089 Fall, 1985

3690 Markethouse Internationale. 1992- Frequency: Monthly. Ken Anderson, Vincent Lawson, Editors, Markethouse Internationale, P.O. Box 8795, West Palm Beach, FL 33407. Last issue 20 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 30770827. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Haitian-Americans.

WHi v.3 Pam 95-13 Feb, 1993

3691 The Maroon and Gray. 1950- Frequency: Monthly. Princess Anne, MD. Published by Maryland State College. Last issue 6 pages. Height 58 cm. Previous editor(s): James Bransford. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Maryland State College (Princess Anne, MD). Amistad v.2, n.1-2 Periodicals Oct 31, 1951-Jan 11, 1952


Amistad v.2, n.3; v.9, n.4; v.14, n.5; v.51, n.2-3, 5 Periodicals Jan, 1926; Jan, 1934; Feb, 1940; Nov-Dec, 1949; Feb 16-Apr 21, 1950 DHU v.11, n.3, v.13, n.1 Periodicals Dec, 1933; Oct, 1938 GAAUC v.2, n.1- Archives [Nov, 1926-

3693 The Maroon Wave. 1930?-? Frequency: Monthly. Win¬ston-Salem, NC. Published by Atkins High School. Last issue 4 pages. Height 48 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Eleanor Pitts, Dec 18 1931; Rosetta Morgan, Oct 10-Nov 4 1932; Lester A. Mason, Mar 2-May 1 1939; William Brooks, May 9 1941; Mae Holden, Dec 6 1944-Apr 17 1945; Wilma Vestal, Feb 7 1946. Subject focus and/or Features: High Schools—Students, Atkins High School (Winston-Salem, NC).

Amistad [v.2,n.3-v.15, n.4] Periodicals [Dec 18, 1931-Feb 7, 1946]


WHI n.1- Circulation Summer, 1990-

3696 MARUM. 1968?-? Frequency: Unknown. Detroit, MI. Published by Mack Avenue Revolutionary Union Movement. Last issue 4 pages. Height 22 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Trade Unions, Automobile industry workers, Labor, Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement, Radical politics.

MiDW v.1, n.1 Reuther Library [undated issue, 1968-

3697 Marva's Notes. 1992?- Frequency: Semimonthly. Eric T. Collins, Editor, Marva's Notes, 4146 W. Chicago Ave., Chi¬cago, IL 60651. $20 for individuals and institutions. Published by Westside Prep School. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 32111735. Subject focus and/or Features: Westside Prepara¬tory School (Chicago, IL), High school newsletter, High schools—Students.

WHI v.1, n.28, 35- Circulation May, 1993; July, 1994-


* NN-Sc Preview issue (Dec, 1980) Newsletters

3699 Marxism and Black Liberation: A New Theoretical Journal. 1980?- Frequency: Three times a year. Chicago, IL. Published by Peoples College/Maybell. Last issue 23 pages. Height 21 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 12371874. Subject focus and/or Features: Radical politics, Marxism, International relations, Pan-Africanism.

WHI n.1 Pam 85-1089 Fall, 1980

3700 Mary Allen News. 1929?- Frequency: Biweekly. Crockett, TX. Published by Mary Allen College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 26 cm. Previous editor(s): Vivian Gardner, Feb 26 1935. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Mary Allen College (Crockett, TX).

Amistad v.7, n.3 Periodicals Feb 26, 1935


DHU v.1, n.48 Periodicals Oct 3, 1953


DHU v.2, n.17-33 Microfilm July 4-Nov 21, 1985


WHi v.1, n.1-4; v.2, n.3; v.3, n.1-5, n.1 Microforms Fall/Winter, 1979; Summer-Fall/Winter, 1980; Fall/Winter, 1981/82; Summer-Fall/Winter, 1983

3705 Maryland State College News. 1953-? Frequency: Monthly. Princess Anne, MD. Published by Maryland State College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Maryland State College (Princess Anne, MD), Colleges and universities—Students.

DHU [v.3, n.12-v.8, n.2] Periodicals June, 1955-Jan, 1960

3706 Maryland's African-American Culture: American Visions Advertising Supplement. 1990-1995. Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Gary A. Puckrein. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Timothy L. Jenkins. OCLC no. 32654760. Subject focus and/or Features: Historic sites, Maryland, History, Museums, Jazz, Music.

WHI 1993; 1994 Pam 94-2945


WHI v.9, n.45 Microforms Oct 7, 1876

DHU v.9, n.45 MS Micro Oct 7, 1876


NN-Sc Summer, Fall, Winter, 1986; Winter 1987? Newsletters


IC-CW Feb, 1994 Vivian Harsh Collection


WHI v.25, n.5-12 Microforms Third quarter, 1991-Sept, 1995


IC-CW v.22, n.1 Vivian Harsh Collection 1989-1990

3712 The Masonic Quarterly. 1921-? Frequency: Quarterly. Fort Worth, TX. Published by Office of the Publication of the Masonic Temple. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Variant title(s): Prince Hall Masonic Bulletin. Subject focus and/or Features: Masons.

TXDaHi v.38, n.132; v.40, n.146 Reference Dec, 1957; June, 1961

3713 Mass Media Arts Journal. 1990-? Frequency: Annual. Hampton, VA. Published by Hampton Institute, Department
of Mass Media & Arts. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Hampton Institute, Department of Mass Media & Arts, Colleges and universities—Students, Journalism.

VIHal v.l, n.1; v.2; n.1; v.3; n.1; v.4, n.1 Peabody Collection Dec, 1990; Sept, 1991; Nov, 1992; Nov, 1993

3714 Mass Media News Digest. 1971?- Frequency: Daily. Hampton, VA. Published by Hampton Institute, Department of Mass Media & Arts. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): R. Johnson, Feb 19-Apr 17 1974; S. Crump, Feb 19-Apr 17 1974. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Hampton Institute, Department of Mass Media & Arts, Journalism.


WHi v.90, n.3 Pam 01-4820 July/Aug/Sept, 1995

IC-CW v.86, n.3; v.91, n.4; v.92, n.2, 4; Vivian Harsh Collection v.90[sic], n.2 July/Aug/Sept 1972; Oct/Dec, 1977; Apr/June, Oct/Dec, 1978; Apr/June, 1986

NN-Sc v.20, n.1 Sc Micro RS 387 Jan 1916

3716 MasterStroke. 1984-. Frequency: Quarterly. Tony Brown, Editor, MasterStroke, P.O. Box 2709, Minneapolis, MN 55402. Telephone: (612) 649-4545. Published by National Black MBA Association, Inc., Twin Cities Chapter. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Business, National Black MBA Association-Twin Cities Chapter.

WHi v.11, n.1- Circulation Spring, 1994-


DHU v.1, n.1; [no number] Archives Spring, 1981; Winter, 1986


KKc v.1, n.1; v.2, n.2; v.3, n.1; v.4, n.1; v.5 n.1; Special Collections v.6, n.1; v.7, n.1; v.8, n.1; v.12, n.1; [no number] July, 1945-Nov, 1946; Summer, 1947; Autumn, 1948; Oct, 1949 June, Nov, 1953; Apr, 1959; Spring, 1960; Spring, 1961

MoHi v.1, n.1-v.2, n.2; v.3, n.1; v.4, n.1; v.5 n.1; Special Collections v.6, n.1, 3; v.7, n.1; v.8, n.1-3 July, 1945-Nov, 1946; Summer, 1947; Autumn, 1948; Oct, 1949 Jan, Nov, 1953; Aug, 1954; Apr-Nov, 1955


WHi v.6, n.1 Pam 01-6317 Winter/Spring, 1997

3720 MAWA. 1982-? Frequency: Semiannual. Baltimore, MD. Published by Middle Atlantic Writers Association, Inc. Last issue 38 pages. Height 28 cm. Table of Contents. ISSN 0742-9738. LC card no. sn84-9322. OCLC no. 10494373. Subject focus and/or Features: Literature, Literary criticism, Authors.

NN-Sc v.2, n.1 Ser-M/M337 June, 1986

3721 The Maxton Blade. 1890?- Frequency: Weekly. Max- ton, NC. Published by M.B. Company. Last issue 8 pages. Height 56 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn92-74099. OCLC no. 26832908. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

NCd v.12, n.4 Newspapers Sept 5, 1903

3722 May Day New Haven. 1970?- Frequency: Unknown. New Haven, CT. Published by View from the Bottom, Yale Strike News, Committee to Defend the Panthers. Last issue 12 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 37462520. Subject focus and/or Features: Black Panther Party, Radical politics.

WHi Apr, 1970 Pam 70-751

MBC Alumni Magazine. Atlanta, GA. see MBC Magazine. Atlanta, GA.

3723 MBC Magazine. 1963?- Frequency: Unknown. Atlanta, GA. Published by Morris Brown College. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Malinda King O’Neal. Variant title(s): MBC

GAAUC v.10, n.1-2; v.11, n.1 Archives Winter, 1972-Special issue, 1973; Spring, 1974


DHU v.3, n.2; v.4, n.2; v.26, n.6 Periodicals Mar, 1946; Mar, 1947; Apr, 1958
GAAUC v.21, n.1; v.22, n.1-2; |v.24, n.12- Archives Nov, 1954; Feb-Apr, 1955; |Oct 1955-


DHU v.3, n.3 Periodicals March, 1987
TNF v.1, n.1-v.3, n.2 Special Collections Premier issue, 1985-Feb, 1987
NN-Sc v.1, n.1-v.3, n.1 Serials Premier, 1984-Jan, 1987

3726 MC Squared. 1991-. Frequency: Unknown. MC Squared, P.O. Box 261, Piscataway, NJ 08855. $2/issue. Telephone: (908) 968-6343. Published by POSRO, Inc. Last issue 28 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHI v.1, n.1-3 Pam 00-303 July 1991-1994


WHi |v.10, n.10-v.17, n.30], |v.34, n.1-v.39, n.47 |Microforms [May 9, 1913-Nov 1, 1918], [Jan 3, 1936-Nov 28, 1941]


DHU [v.1, n.2-v.6, n.1] Periodicals [Sept, 1903-Nov, 1907]


3730 Mecca. 1974-? Frequency: Irregular. New Orleans, LA. Published by Mecca Publishing Company. Last issue 96 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Bill Cris, Mina Cris. LC card no. 74-644149. OCLC no. 1793591. Subject focus and/or Features: Jazz, Music.

DHU v.1, n.1-3 Periodicals Jan-Mar/June, 1974


DHU v.4, n.2 Microfilm June 2, 1973

3732 Media Monitor. 1984-1985 Frequency: Quarterly. Brooklyn, NY. Published by Committee for Free Press. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. "To monitor and interpret the media and fight for truth and fair coverage of
MEHARRY MEDICAL COLLEGE NEWSLETTER

3739 Megaton Holiday Special. 1993-1993. Frequency: Unknown. Chesapeake, VA. Published by Entity Comics. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 30771661. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

MIEM n.1 Special Collections 1993


TNM v.1, n.1-v.9, n.6; v.10, n.2, 4 Archives Sept, 1978-Summer, 1988; Spring, Fall, 1989

3741 Meharry Hubbard Newsletter. 1951-1953. Frequency: Biweekly. Nashville, TN. Published by Meharry Medical College. Last issue 3 pages. Last volume 55 pages. Height 28 cm. Table of contents. Variant title(s): Hubbard Hospital Newsletter. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Medical research, Hubbard Hospital, Meharry Medical College (Nashville, TN).

TNM v.1, n.1-v.2, n.24; v.3, n.4-23 Archives Jan 15, 1951-Dec 15, 1952; Feb 16-Dec 20, 1953


TNF v.6, n.2-v.8, n.5 Special Collections Jan, 1968-Oct, 1970
TNM v.1, n.1-v.9 Archives Jan, 1963-1971

3743 Meharry Medical College Bulletin. 1905-? Frequency: Monthly. Nashville, TN. Published by Meharry Medical College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 32639616. Subject focus and/or Features: Meharry Medical College (Nashville, TN), Colleges and universities—Students.

DHU [v.56, n.4-v.58, n.5] Periodicals [Dec, 1960-May, 1962]
TNM [v.34, n.1-v.65] Archives [July, 1937-Sept, 1969]

3744 Meharry Medical College Newsletter. 1951-? Frequency: Monthly. Nashville, TN. Published by Meharry Medical College. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Meharry Medical College (Nashville, TN), Colleges and universities—Students.

DHU [v.5, n.6-v.10, n.9] Periodicals [June, 1955-Nov, 1960]
3745  Meharry Medical College Insider. 1989-? Frequency: Weekly. Nashville, TN. Published by Meharry Medical College. Last issue 2 pages. Height 38 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Meharry Medical College (Nashville, TN), Colleges and universities—Students.

WHi v.4, n.7  Circulation Jan 7, 1994

TNM v.4-v.6  Archives 1992-1995

3746  The Meharry News. 1903?-? Frequency: Monthly. Carlin, CT. Published by Meharry Medical College. Last issue 14 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Place of publication varies: Nashville, TN. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Meharry Medical College (Nashville, TN).

WHi Catalog edition, v.18, n.1  Pam 01-4200  1919/1920

Amistad v.1, n.1  Periodicals Feb, 1940


TNM v.1, n.4-11; v.2, n.6-v.4, n.2; v.5, n.1-2  Archives Aug 24-Dec 14, 1983; Jan 16, 1985-Oct 15, 1986; Nov 16-Dec 18, 1987


WHi v.4,n.2-  Circulation Winter, 1993-

DHU v.3, n.3  Periodicals Mar, 1974

TNM v.1, n.1; v.9, n.1; v.11, n.1; v.11[n], n.1; v.3, n.2  December 1971/Jan 1972; Spring, 1980; Spring, 1983; Mar, 1990; Winter, 1992

3749  Memphis Watchman. 1884?-1889? Frequency: Weekly. Memphis, TN. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): J. Thomas Turner. Papers are in fragile condition. Permission must be obtained before use. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

TMA Dec 11, 1886; Oct 8, 1887; July 21, 1888  Special Collections Feb 9, 1889


WHi v.27, n.17  Newspapers Sept 18, 1957

T [v.1, n.1-v.3, n.1]; v.11, n.5-v.4, n.47  Archives [June 28, 1931-Dec 30, 1932]; Jan 2, 1943-July 8, 1972


WHi v.10, n.12-v.11, n.1  Pam 01-3477  June-July, 1990


WHi v.1, n.5-  Circulation July, 1997-


NN-Sc [no number], v.1, n.3; v.2, n.1  Archives Nov 19, 1965-Oct, 1966; Feb 3, 1967

3754  The Mentor: A Journal of Negro College Life. 1922-? Frequency: Quarterly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Clark University. Last issue 15 pages. Height 31 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous
3761 The Messenger. 1890?- Frequency: Weekly. Jackson, MS. Published by Messenger Publishing Company. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings, Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): M. F. Hacmon. LC card no. sn87-65721. OCLC no. 16852687. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Religion.

LU v.5, n.2-44/45 Microfilm Jan 18-Dec 6, 1894


WHi Nov 7, 1960; Jan 8, Sept 3, 1961 Pam 01-4189


WHi v.1, n.11-v.10, n.5 Microfiche Nov, 1917-May/June, 1928 Greenwood

CLU v.7, n.8; v.8, n.10 Special Collections Feb, 1925; Oct, 1926

DHU v.1, n.11-v.10, n.5 Periodicals Nov, 1917-May/June, 1928

NN-Sc v.1, n.11-v.10, n.5 Sc Ser.-N.M47 Nov, 1917-May/June, 1928

3764 The Messenger Magazine. 1959?- Frequency: Unknown. East Elmhurst, NY. Published by Muhammad’s Temple of Islam. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Malcolm X. LC card no. sn93-23258. OCLC no. 27787719. Subject focus and/or Features: Black Muslims, Islam.

MIU v.1, n.1 Labadie Collection 1959

3765 Meteor Man. 1993-. Frequency: Monthly. Fabian Nicieza, Editor. Meteor Man, 387 Park Ave., South, New York, NY 10016. Published by Marvel Comics. Last issue 32 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 29248388. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHI v.1, n.1-5 Pam 00-175 Aug-Dec, 1993

3766 The Meter. 1950-. Frequency: Weekly (irregular). Nashville, TN. Published by Tennessee State University. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising.

Available in microform from: DHU (1982). OCLC no. 32335609. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Tennessee State University (Nashville, TN). DHU v.33, n.16-17 Microfilm Mar-Apr 18, 1982

TNF Apr 29, 1950-Apr 25, 1990 Microfilm


WHi v.2, n.7-v.5, n.16 Microfilm [Feb 26, 1987-June 1, 1990]

DWP v.1, n.6-v.5, n.19 Washingtoniana Dec 10, 1986-June 22, 1990

Metro County Courier. GA, Augusta. see Metro Courier. GA, Augusta.


3769 Metro Exchange. 1988?- Frequency: Monthly. Lori Thompson Reid, Editor. Metro Exchange, P.O. Box 20423, Park West Finance, New York, NY 10025. $16 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (212) 316-6309. Published by George K. Walters. Last issue 16 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Carol Amoroso, Oct 1993-Jan 1994. OCLC no. 32980742. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.6, n.12 Pam 95-3121 Dec, 1993

NN-Sc v.6, n.11, v.7, n.1, 8, 10; v.8, n.1, 3- Newspapers Oct, 1993; Jan, Aug, Nov, 1994; Jan, Mar, 1995.

3770 The Metro Forum. 1989-. Frequency: Weekly. Bill Marable, Editor, The Metro Forum, P.O. Box 326, Jackson, TN 38302. Telephone: (901) 427-3477, FAX (901) 427-7989. Published by Bobby Lee. Last issue 10 pages. Height 57 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Bobby Lee. OCLC no. 28689123. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

3771 **The Metro Herald.** 1990-. Frequency: Weekly. P. J. Robinson, Editor, Metro Herald, 901 N. Washington St., Suite 603, Alexandria, VA 22314. Telephone: (703) 548-8891. Published by Davis Communications Group. Last issue 20 pages. Height 38 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Paris D. Davis. ISSN 1061-4532. LC card no. sn92-3167. OCLC no. 25375495. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. WHi v.7, n.19 Circulation May 10, 1996-

3772 **Metro Magazine.** 1983-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Baltimore, MD. Published by Metro Magazine, Inc. Last issue 62 pages. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): G. N. Kashif. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Entertainment, Profiles. DHS v.1, n.1 Periodicals May/June, 1983

3773 **Metro Star Times.** 1990-? Frequency: Unknown. Metro Star Times, Omaha, NE. Last issue 12 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising: Table of contents. OCLC no. 32455824. “Liberty and justice for all” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. WHi v.2, n.13-15 Pam 94-1832 Sept 13-Nov 1, 1991


3776 **The Metroplex News.** 1977-? Frequency: Weekly. Cheryl J. Stinson, Editor, Dallas, TX. Published by R.G. Stinson and Son. Last issue 8 pages. Height 52 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 17845462. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. TXU v.3, n.129 Barker Apr 10, 1980


3778 **Metropolis Weekly Gazette.** 1898-? Frequency: Weekly. Metropolis, IL. Published by The Gazette Printing Co. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): J. B. McCrary, July 21 1911-Feb 21 1919; George L. B. McCrary, Mar 28 1919-Dec 22 1922. LC card no. sn89-80007. OCLC no. 22355720. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. WHi v.14, n.21-v.25, n.41 Microforms [July 21, 1911-Dec 22, 1922]

3779 **Metropolis Weekly Gazette. Metropolis, IL see Metropolis Gazette. Metropolis, IL.**


3781 **The Metropolitan: Feature magazine.** 1961-? Frequency: Weekly. Curtin D. Watkins, Editor, Houston, TX. Published by Metropolitan Enterprise. Last issue 16 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: TXU. OCLC no. 14393445. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

3782 **Metropolitan Baltimore.** 1975-? Frequency: Monthly. Baltimore, MD. Published by Robert L. Douglass. Last issue 54 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising: Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Robert L. Douglass. Variant title(s): Metropolitan Magazine. ISSN 0744-026x, 0273-588x. LC card no. sn81-2622. OCLC no. 7981434. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Entertainment, Sports, Music, Profiles, Calendar.

3783 **Metropolitan Baltimore.** 1971-1975. Frequency: Monthly. Detroit, MI. Published by Detroit Publishing Co. Last issue 36 pages. Line drawings; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Detroit, MI. OCLC no. 3783-1-10. LP card no. 474-1052. OCLC no. 7981434. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Entertainment, Sports, Music, Profiles, Calendar.

DHU v.8, n.36-v.9, n.25 Microfilm July 4, 1974-Apr 24, 1975

3784 Metropolitan Hospital Center Gazette. 1995-? Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by Metropolitan Hospital Center. Last issue 2 pages. Height 37 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Metropolitan Hospital Center, Hospitals.


3785 Metropolitan News. 1935-? Frequency: Weekly. Chicago, IL. Published by Metropolitan News, Inc. Last issue 16 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn91-55359. OCLC no. 23942530. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

DHU n.26 Periodicals Nov, 1937

3786 The Metropolitan Post. 1938-? Frequency: Weekly. Chicago, IL. Published by B.W. Lewis. Last issue 16 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Roscoe C. Simmons. "The intelligent newspaper." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.2, n.35 Microforms Sept 2, 1939

3787 Metropolitan Profiles. 1983-? Frequency: Six times a year. New York, NY. Published by Metropolitan Profiles Publishing Co. Last issue 46 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. "A magazine of issues, places and people." Subject focus and/or Features: New York, NY. Lifestyle.

NN-Sc v.1, n.1 Uncataloged serials Metropolitan Magazine. Baltimore, MD. see Metropolitan Baltimore. Baltimore, MD.

3788 Metropolitan Times. 1980-. Frequency: Weekly. Bruce Honick, Editor, Metropolitan Times, P.O. Box 24173, Nashville, TN. Telephone: (615) 254-5176. Published by Latham Communications. Last issue 24 pages. Height 38 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 29736253. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.14, n.4-v.7, n.11 Microforms Dec 14, 1993-Apr 13, 1997


NN-Sc v.1, n.1-v.7, n.5 287-05 M Metropolitan Witness. Summer, 1957-Mar, 1964


WHi v.18, n.24-v.19, n.50 Florida Collection [June 13, 1981-Dec 17, 1983]

3792 Miami Tropical Dispatch. 1930-? Frequency: Weekly. Miami, FL. Published by David R. Frances. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Daniel R. Frances. Publisher varies: James F. Scott. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

FM v.16, n.51-v.18, n.40 Florida Room [Dec 5, 1946-Jan 5, 1947]

WHI Jan-Apr, Oct, 1938-Feb, Apr-July, 1939 Microforms Apr, 1940; Dec, 1941-Jan, 1942

MIBCA Scope. Minneapolis, MN. see I.B.C.A. Scope. Minneapolis, MN.


WHI v.2, n.17- Circulation Sept, 1996-


WHI v.40, n.37- Microforms Jan 3, 1976-

DHU [v.7, n.45-v.52, n.42] Microfilm [Feb 6, 1943-June 24, 1989]

MiD v.3, n.42- Burton Collection Jan 14, 1939-


OCLC no. 22836894. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHI v.14, n.44; v.15, n.1- Circulation Sept 20/26, Nov 22, 1992-

DHU [v.6, n.12-v.12, n.6] Microfilm Feb 22, 1984-Dec 31, 1989


WHI Jan 1993- Microforms


WHI v.2, n.43 Microforms Mar 3, 1893

DHU v.2, n.43 MS Micro Mar 3, 1893

3799 Mid-Manhattan NAACP News. 1967-? Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by Mid-Manhattan NAACP - Project Rebound, Inc. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Law and legislation, Politics, Education, Mid-Manhattan NAACP.

NN-Sc v.21, n.7; v.30, n.9; v.31, n.2, 5; Newsletters v.32, n.7-8; v.33, n.1, 3 Nov, 1978; Dec, 1979; Feb, Dec, 1980; Oct-Nov, 1981; Jan, Mar, 1982


3800 Midnight Sons Unlimited. 1993-. Frequency: Monthly. Tom DeFalco, Editor, Midnight Sons Unlimited, 387 Park Ave. South, New York, NY 10016. Published by Marvel Comics. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 29645274. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHI v.1, n.1 Pam 00-190 Apr, 1993


Midwest Black Theater Alliance. Chicago, IL. see MAATA Heart. Chicago, IL.
3802 Midwest Gap. 1995?. Frequency: Monthly. Carl D. West, Editor, Midwest Gap, P.O. Box 19082, Chicago, IL 60619-0082. Telephone: (312) 723-8411. Published by Carl D. West. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. OCLC no. 32581753. “The leading magazine for local urban entertainers.” Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment. WHi Apr/May, 1995; June/July, 1996- Circulation


3805 Mid-West Observer. 1980-1980? Frequency: Monthly. Madison, WI. Published by Glenn E. Sturgis. Last issue 8 pages. Height 41 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 12068465. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. WHi v.1, n.1-2 Pam 84-5171 May 14-June 4, 1980


3807 The Mighty Ace. 1992-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Alonzo L. Washington, Editor, Mighty Ace, P.O. Box 171046, Kansas City, KS 66117. Published by Omega 7 Comics. Last issue 25 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color). OCLC no. 31744323. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

3808 The Mileston Minute. 1964-? Frequency: Weekly. Holmes County, MS. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, History, Poetry, Civil rights.

3809 Milestone Magazine. 1995-? Frequency: Monthly. C. Y. Dozier, Editor, Milestone Magazine, 445 S. Figueroa St, 79th Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90071. Published by B.B. Rose. Last issue 100 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising. ISSN 1075-1831. LC card no. sn94-2144. OCLC no. 29950941. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Men.

3810 Million Man March. 1995-? Frequency: Quarterly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Mustafa Prestwood. Last issue 13 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 35019163. Subject focus and/or Features: Men, Million Man March.


3812 Milwaukee Black Pages. 1992-?. Frequency: Annual. Milwaukee Black Pages, 2821 N. Fourth St., Milwaukee, WI 53212. Published by Katherine Baily. Last issue 96 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 26265849. “Your connection to the minority community.” Subject focus and/or Features: Business-Directories.

3813 Milwaukee Community Journal Weekend. 1977-? Frequency: Weekly. Milwaukee, WI. Published by Patricia O’Flynn Thomas. Last issue 10 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform

WHi [v.10, n.1-no number]; v.15, n.51 Microforms [Apr 5, 1986-Oct 9, 1992]; Aug 4, 1995


WHi v.1, n.12- Microforms Nov 17/24, 1976-DHU v.3, n.12- MS Micro Nov 17/24, 1976-


WHi v.3, n.12- Microforms Nov 17/24, 1976-DHU v.3, n.12- MS Micro Nov 17/24, 1976-


WHi v.3, n.22, 25-26 Microforms Nov 6, Dec 4, 1948-Feb 26, 1949

Milwaukee NAACP Newsletter. Milwaukee, WI. see Freedom Call. Milwaukee, WI.


WHi v.1, n.1-2, 4-6 Microforms Feb 17-Mar 3, 17-Apr 10, 1951


Milwaukee Star-Times. Milwaukee, WI. see Milwaukee Star. Milwaukee, WI.


3823 The Milwaukee Voice. 1965?- Frequency: Unknown. Milwaukee, WI. Published by Fred Rooter’s. Last issue 18 pages. Height 21 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Fred Rooters. OCLC no. 12090508. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion. WHi v.1, n.4 Pam 84-5380 June 5, 1965


3825 The Minaret: An Islamic Magazine. 1980-. Frequency: Monthly. Aslam Abdullah, Editor, The Minaret, 434 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90020. $25 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (213) 384-4570. Published by Islamic Center of Southern California. Last issue 50 pages. Last volume 500 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Frequency varies: Quarterly. ISSN 0892-0559. LC card no. sn87-8044. OCLC no. 23660054, 15080166. Subject focus and/or Features: Black Muslims, Islam, Education, Business, Science, Religion. WHi v.10, n.4- Circulation Fall, 1989-

3826 A Mind Is: A Terrible Thing to Waste. 1991-. Frequency: 3 times a year. Sandra R. Gregg, Editor, A Mind Is, United Negro College Fund, 8260 Willow Oaks Corporate Drive, P.O. Box 10444, Fairfax, VA 22031-4511. $10 for individuals and institutions. Published by Christopher F. Edley. Last issue 72 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): C. Adrienne Rhodes. Place of publication varies: New York, NY. OCLC no. 23245874. "A Publication of the United Negro College Fund." Subject focus and/or Features: United Negro College Fund, Education, Profiles. WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation Winter, 1991-

3827 Mining Extension Newsletter. 1938?- Frequency: Irregular. Institute, WV. Published by West Virginia State College, Vocational Division. Last issue 3 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Mining, West Virginia State College, Colleges and universities. WHi [June/July/Aug, 1938-Feb, 1942] Archives

3828 Ministry of Information. 1969?- Frequency: Unknown. New Haven, CT. Published by Black Panther Party. Last issue 8 pages. Height 27 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Black Panther Party, Radical politics. WHi n.10, 12; Bulletin 4 Pam 68-2598 May 11, July 5, Dec 18, 1969


Available in microform from: MnHi (1934- ). LC card no. sn83-25247. OCLC no. 1715036. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

MINORITY MBA


WHI v.3, n.6- Circulation Nov/Dec, 1996-


WHI Jan 15/Feb 15, 1990- Circulation

TxDa May, 1988- Texas Collection


3837 Minority Entrepreneur. 1986-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. Rita Jakes, Editor, Minority Entrepreneur, P.O. Box 661, Chicago, IL 60690. Published by Ida Hindman. Last issue 8 pages. Height 36 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 33107654, 33106294, 30431181. Subject focus and/or Features: Business ownership, Career opportunities.

NN-Sc v.9, n.4-5; v.10, n.2; v.11, n.1 Newspapers Aug/Sept-Oct, 1994; Feb/Mar, 1995; Mar/Apr, 1996


WHI v.3, n.2 Pam 01-6115 Nov, 1991?

3839 Minority Manuscript. 1989-?. Frequency: Unknown. Syracuse, NY. Published by Syracuse University, Office of Program Development. Last issue 4 pages. Height 42 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 36218254. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies, Colleges and universities.

WHI Fall, 1989 Pam 96-1616

3840 Minority MBA: The Career Magazine for Black and Hispanic Graduate Business Students. 1988-?. Frequency: An-
3841 Minority News Review. 1983-? Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Gregory A. Carney. Last issue 42 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Gregory A. Carney. Frequency varies: Biweekly, Apr, 1983. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.


DHU v.36, n.1-v.61, n.6 Periodicals Feb, 1933-May/June, 1959 NN-Sc [v.11, 1-v.19, n.10]; v.21, n.8; v.22, n.11-v.74, n.11 Sc Micro RS-231 [Jan, 1907-Oct 1915]; Sept, 1917; Jan 1919-May/June 1973


WHI v.110, n.2- Circulation Jan/Mar, 1995-


WHi v.26, n.5 Microforms Jan, 1977-

DHU v.3, n.10 Periodicals July, 1958

OHi v.2, n.5 MSS 781/1/11 Jan, 1957


WHi v.6, n.8 Microforms July, 1873

DHU v.6, n.8 MS Micro July, 1873

NN-Sc v.6, n.8 Microforms July, 1873

3858 Missionary Search-Light. 1898- Frequency: Monthly. Selma, AL. Published by Sara J. Duncan. Last issue 8 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Sara J. Duncan. “First Colored Woman’s Church Paper.” “Official Organ of Woman’s Missionary Work.” “Educate the Mind to Think, the Heart to Love, Hands to Work for God and Humanity.” Subject focus and/or Features: African Methodist Episcopal Church, Religion, Missions, Women.

A-Ar v.1, n.12-v.2, n.7; v.1 [n.s.], n.10-v.2,n.17 Periodicals 41, 51, 55, 57 Oct 15, 1899-Dec 1900; Apr, 1901-Jan/Feb, Mar 15, 1902; June 15, 1903; Feb 15, July 27, 1904


WHi v.68, n.7-v.69, n.3; v.83, n.5 Microforms Sept, 1969-Mar, 1970; May, 1984

WHi v.84, n.1- BX8450/M57 Jan, 1985-

McSall. v.40, n.4 Periodicals 1943-

3860 Mississippi Educational Journal: for Teachers of Color. 1924- Frequency: Monthly, October through May. Jackson, MS. Published by Mississippi Teachers Association. Last volume 176 pages. Height 28-30 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): B. B. Dansby, W. W. Blackburn. ISSN 0026-6191. OCLC no. 8196629. Subject focus and/or Features: Mississippi Teachers Association, Teaching, Education.

DHU [v.1, n.1-v.8, n.7] Periodicals Nov, 1924-May/June, 1932


DHU v.41, n.15-v.42, n.37 Microfilm Dec 14, 1974-May 29, 1976


WHi v.1, n.1, 3, 11, 13-14, 17, 19, 21, 24, 29-v.3, n.33 Microforms Dec 16, 30, 1961; Feb 24, Mar 10-17, Apr 7, 21, May 5, 26, June 30, 1962-Aug 1, 1964

3863 Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party Newsletter. 1965-? Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party. Last issue 7 pages. Height 35 cm. Previous editor(s): Susie Ruffin. LC card no. sn94-23479. OCLC no. 300502249. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Voter registration, Race relations.

MsU Mar 17, 1965 E 185.5/M665


Mississippi independent. 1967-1967?. Frequency: Bi-weekly. Jackson, MS. Last issue 4 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 11620462. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

The Mississippi Link. 1993-. Frequency: Biweekly. Minnie Garrett, Editor, The Mississippi Link, P.O. Box 31238, Jackson, MS 39286-9903. Telephone: (601) 355-9100, FAX (601) 355-9105. Published by L. Socrates Garrett. Last issue 24 pages. Height 39 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Nikki Burns. Variant title(s): Missing Link. “Keepers of the knowledge for people who speak the truth since 1993.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


THE MOBILE BEACON AND ALABAMA CITIZEN


WHi v.6, n.1-v,8, n.25; v.10, n.1-v,11, n.52 Microforms Jan 7 1968-June 28 1970; Jan 2, 1972-Dec 30, 1973

3891 *Monroe Vacation Bulletin.* 1948-? Frequency: Annual. Washington, DC. Published by Miner Teachers College. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Poetry, Elementary school.

DHU June, 1948 Periodicals


WHi v.1, n.1-v,3, n.36 Microforms Mar 16 1906-Sept 3 1911


AAP v.1, n.7 Microforms Sept 13, 1890


WHi v.1, n.1-3, 5-7, 10; v.2, n.1, 8; v.3, n.3 Microforms Feb-Apr 5, July 3-Sept 27, Nov, 1937; Jan, Aug, 1938; Mar 1939


WHi v.1, n.1-3, 5-7, 10; v.2, n.1, 8; v.3, n.3 Microforms Feb-Apr 5, July 3-Sept 27, Nov, 1937; Jan, Aug, 1938; Mar 1939

3896 *The Montgomery Mirror.* 1935-? Frequency: Weekly. Montgomery, AL. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Clifford Alexander. Subject focus and/or Features: Mayoral race, Clifford Alexander, Washington DC—Politics.

DHU n.1 Vertical File July 17, 1974


NN-Sc v.1, n.45 Microfilm May 20, 1933


WHi v.2, n.31-v,15, n.19 Microfilms May 20, 1933


WHi v.16, n.25- Microforms Mar 28/Apr 3, 1991-


DHU v.2, n.20 MS Micro Jan 26, 1900


DHU n.1 Vertical File July 17, 1974


WHi v.1[ns] Pam 01-4183 July/Sept, 1993


WHi v.2, n.31-v,15, n.19 Microfilm Mar 15/21, 1965-Dec 1, 1977


WHi v.1, n.45 Microforms May 20, 1933


WHi v.16, n.25- Microforms Mar 28/Apr 3, 1991-


A-Ar v.3, n.1-5; v.4, n.4; Special issue Archives v.6, n.1-4; v.7, n.204; v.8, n.1-2; v.10, n.2-3 Jan-Mar, 1938; Oct, 1939-

Feb, 1940; Mar, 1941; Jan, Sept, 1942; Feb/Mar, Nov, 1943-Apr, Sept, 1944; Jan, 1946; Dec, 1947; Feb, 1948

Monthly Newsletter. Chicago, IL. see Chicago Council of Negro Organizations, Chicago, IL.


A-Ar v.8, n.1-2; v.3, n.2; v.10, n.2-3 Jan-Mar, 1938; Feb, 1940; Mar, 1941; Jan, Sept, 1942; Feb/Mar, Nov, 1943-Apr, Sept, 1944; Jan, 1946; Dec, 1947; Feb, 1948


search, Morehouse Research Institute (Atlanta, GA), Colleges and universities.

WHi v.95, n.4 Pam 01-6960 1995

NN-Sc n.94, 2/3 Uncataloged serials 1994


WHi v.1, n.7, 10- Microforms Sept/Oct, 1988; Mar/Apr, 1989-

3919 Moresh. 1992-? Frequency: Monthly. Minneapolis, MN. Published by Ethiopian Amhara Organization. Last issue 64 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. In Amharic, 95%. Previous editor(s): Wondirad Belete. OCLC no. 30136709. Subject focus and/or Features: Ethiopians, Ethiopian-Americans.

WHi v.3, n.3, 6 Pam 01-5515 Dec, 1994; May, 1995

3920 Morgan Bulletin. 1989-? Frequency: Unknown. Baltimore, MD. Published by Morgan State University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Frederick I. Douglass, E. Lee Lassiter. Subject focus and/or Features: Morgan State University (Baltimore, MD), Calendar, Colleges and universities.

ICCBMR v.1, n.8 Periodicals June 20, 1990

MDBMC v.1, n.1-7, 12, 14, 21 Special Collections Feb 22-Dec 18, 1989; Mar 12, Aug 28, 1991; Feb 21, 1992

NN-Sc v.1, n.21 Newsletters Feb 21, 1992


ICCBMR v.5,n.1 Periodicals July, 1977


ICCBMR v.2, n.1, 4 Periodicals Fall, 1976; Fall/Winter, 1978

MDBMC v.1, n.1-v.5, n.1 Special Collections Fall, 1975-Winter, 1984

3923 Morgan Mirror. 1985-. Frequency: Quarterly. Morgan Mirror, Truth Hall, Room 301, Coldspring Lane and Hillen Road, Baltimore, MD 21239. Telephone: (410) 319-3022. Published by Morgan State University. Last issue 20 pages. Last volume 80 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Frequency varies: Monthly, Oct 1985-?; 1986. OCLC no. 22741808. Subject focus and/or Features: Morgan State University (Baltimore, MD), Colleges and universities—Students.

MDBMC v.1, n.1-v.14, n.2 Special Collections Oct, 1985-Fall, 1997

3924 The Morgan State College Bulletin. 1935-? Frequency: Monthly. Baltimore, MD. Published by Morgan State College. Last issue 29 pages. Height 23 cm. OCLC no. 26641949, 26642010. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Calendar, Morgan State College (Baltimore, MD), Colleges and universities—Students.

WHi v.6, n.9; v.9, n.3; v.10, n.5 Pam 01-4193 Oct, 1940; Mar, 1943; May 1944

DHU v.1, n.2-v.25, n.4 Periodicals [Feb, 1935-July, 1959]

MDBMC v.1, n.1-[no numbers] Special Collections Jan, 1935-1971/1972

3925 Morgan State University Magazine. 1942-. Frequency: Bimannual. Wiley A. Hall III, Editor, Morgan State University Magazine, Morgan State College, Baltimore, MD 21521. Published by Morgan State University. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Fund raising, Morgan State College (Baltimore, MD). Amistad v.26, n.78 Archives Fall, 1950

3926 The Morganite. 1926-? Frequency: Monthly. Baltimore, MD. Published by Morgan College. Last issue 16 pages. Height 22 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Houston R. Jackson, Nov 1926-Mar 1927; James King, Feb 1932. Subject focus and/or Features: Morgan College (Baltimore, MD), Colleges and universities—Students.

DHU v.1, n.4-5, [ie 7]-8; v.1[n.s], n.1 Periodicals Nov-Dec, 1926; Feb-Mar, 1927; Feb, 1932

Morris Brown Alumni Bulletin. Atlanta, GA. see Alumni Bulletin. Atlanta, GA.


GAUCA v.26, n.78 Archives Fall, 1950
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Morris Brown College Student Faculty Announcements</strong></td>
<td>Atlanta, GA</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Published by Morris Brown College. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28-38 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): M. Paulyne Morgan, Mar 1983-Apr 1985. Variant title(s): Newsletter. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Morris Brown College (Atlanta, GA).</td>
<td>Morris Brown College Student Faculty Announcements. Atlanta, GA. see Student Faculty Announcements. Atlanta, GA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Morristown College News</strong></td>
<td>Morristown, TN</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Published by Morristown Normal and Industrial College. Last issue 46 pages. Height 22 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Morristown Normal and Industrial College (Morristown, TN).</td>
<td>The Morristown College News. 1918-? Frequency: Unknown. Morristown, TN. Published by Morristown Normal and Industrial College. Last issue 46 pages. Height 22 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Morristown Normal and Industrial College (Morristown, TN).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Mosaic Guide</strong></td>
<td>Little Rock, AR</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Published by Mosaic Guide Publishing Company. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn93-50487. OCLC no. 28287760. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.</td>
<td>The Mosaic Guide. 1898-? Frequency: Weekly. Little Rock, AR. Published by Mosaic Guide Publishing Company. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn93-50487. OCLC no. 28287760. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Motorbike Puppies</strong></td>
<td>Atlanta, GA</td>
<td>Bimonthly</td>
<td>Published by Dark Zulu Lies Comics, Inc. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 30763591. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.</td>
<td>The Motorbike Puppies. 1992-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Nabile P. Hage, Editor, Motorbike Puppies, P.O. Box 38261, Atlanta, GA 30334. Published by Dark Zulu Lies Comics, Inc. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 30763591. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Mountain States Recorder</strong></td>
<td>Albuquerque, NM</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Published by Mountain States Publishing Co. Height 33 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Carl Mitchell. LC card no. sn94-56861. OCLC no. 30104409. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.</td>
<td>The Mountain States Recorder. 1939-? Frequency: Unknown. Albuquerque, NM. Published by Mountain States Publishing Co. Height 33 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Carl Mitchell. LC card no. sn94-56861. OCLC no. 30104409. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mouthpiece</strong></td>
<td>Highpoint, NC</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td>Published by Women's Auxiliary of the National Medical Association. Last issue 18 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): M. B. Davis. Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Health care, Women's Auxiliary of the National Medical Association.</td>
<td>Mouthpiece. 1939-? Frequency: Quarterly. Highpoint, NC. Published by Women's Auxiliary of the National Medical Association. Last issue 18 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): M. B. Davis. Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Health care, Women's Auxiliary of the National Medical Association.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Movement</strong></td>
<td>San Francisco, CA</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td>Published by National</td>
<td>Movement. 1992-. Frequency: Quarterly. Movement, 450 Mulberry St., Memphis, TN. $25 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (901) 521-9699. Published by National</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Civil Rights Museum. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 28059774. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, National Civil Rights Museum, Museums.


Mr. T and the T Force. 1993-. Frequency: Monthly. Tony Caputo, Editor, Mr. T and the T Force, 60 Revere Dr., Suite 200, Northbrook, IL. Published by NOW Comics. Last issue 24 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: NN (1960, 1961). LC card no. sn93-62851. OCLC no. 38166758. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Howard University.

Mt. Calvary Word Church. Last issue 23 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Islam, Black Muslims, Religion.


The Mule’s Ear. 1924?-? Frequency: Monthly. Talladega, AL. Published by Talladega College. Last issue 8 pages. Height 30 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Arthur Gray. Available in microform from: DHU (1929). OCLC no. 25148164. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Talladega College (Talladega, AL).


WHi v.5, n.3 Pam 01-6143 Winter, 1997


ICCBMR v.2, n.5 Periodicals Mar, 1920

DHU v.1, n.3-8, 9, n.2, n.2-7 Periodicals Jan 1, June-July, Sept-Dec, 1919; Feb-May, 1920

3965 *Music Notes*. 1994-. Frequency: Irregular. Music Notes, Music Department, Bethune-Cookman College, Daytona Beach, FL 32105. Published by Bethune-Cookman College, Music Department. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Music education, Bethune-Cookman College (Daytona Beach, FL), Colleges and universities—Students.

FDbBC v.1, n.1 Periodicals Fall, 1994


MdBMc v.1, n.5-6; v.2, n.4, 6-7, v.3, n.1 Special Collections Mar-Apr, Dec 1984-Jan, Mar-Apr, Oct, 1985


NN-Sc v.1, n.2; v.2, n.1; v.3, n.1 Archives Apr, 1937; Feb, 1938; Feb, 1939


WHi v.1, n.11; v.2, n.1 Pam 84-5843 May, July, 1889


WHi v.1, n.1-3, 4 Microforms June 9, July 11, 1939


WHi v.1, n.1-3, 5-6, 9; v.2, n.1-4, 6, v.4, n.1, 3-13; Microforms v.5, n.3-v.7, n.6, 8, 10; v.8, n.1, 5-8; v.9, n.1 Apr 5-May 14, Aug 10-Sept 1, 1934; Jan 1, Apr 25-Aug 15, Nov 15, 1935-Jan, Mar, 1937-Jan, Mar, 1938-June, Aug, Oct, 1940, Jan, June-Dec, 1941; Feb, 1942


WHi [v.10, n.11-v.28, n.8] Microforms [Jan 8, 1909-Aug 27, 1928]

CLU Aug 12, 1911 Special Collections


WHi v.1, n.1-16 Microforms Jun 16-Sept 29, 1904

ArLUA v.1, n.1-16 Periodicals Jun 16-Sept 29, 1904
MY MAN: THE MAGAZINE FOR GENTLEMEN

Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Livingston College (Salisbury, NC), Colleges and universities—Students.

WHi v.2, n.l- Circulation First quarter, 1996-

3983 My Man: The Magazine for Gentlemen. 1981-? Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by Maurice M. Atkins. Last issue 28 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising. Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Men, General interest, Fashion, Food, Entertaining, Interviews.

WHi n.2-5 Pam 00-356 June-Sept, 1995


WHi Sept-Nov 25, 1937 Microforms


WHi n.3 Pam 01-5825 Feb, 1994

3986 The Myriad. 1993-?. Frequency: Unknown. Madison, WI. Published by Myriad. Last issue 1 page. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 31055794. "News from Madison's women of color." Subject focus and/or Features: Women.

WHi n.3 Pam 01-5825 Feb, 1994

3987 The Mystery. 1845-? Frequency: Weekly. Pittsburgh, PA. Published by Martin R. Delany. Previous editor(s): Martin R. Delany. LC card no. sn95-63156. OCLC no. 33286594. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

PPi Apr 16, 1845; Dec 16, 1846 Newspapers


ATaT One issue, 1969? Archive TC/Pub 24


WHi v.2, n.1- Circulation First quarter, 1996-


NN-Sc v.4, n.1; v.5, n.3-4; v.6, n.7; v.7, n.10-v.8, n.1 Newsletters Feb/Mar, June-July; Aug-Sept. Oct, 1994-Jan/Feb, June/July, 1995-Mar/Apr, 1996

3991 NAACP. 1962-? Frequency: Unknown. Columbia, MO. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Columbia Missouri Branch. Last issue 2 pages. Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Columbia, MO.

MoHi v.1, n.1-v.1(n), n.1 Special Collections Apr, 1962; Sept, 1963

3992 NAACP Akron Ohio Newsletter. 1958-? Frequency: Unknown. Akron, OH. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Last issue 4 pages. Height 36 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

OCiW v.1, n.2 MS 3520 Sept, 1958


DHU v.1, n.1-v.8, n.4 Periodicals 1940-1949

GAUc v.5, n.4 Archives Apr, 1946

LU-NO v.5, n.2; v.6, n.6 Archives Feb, 1946; Oct, 1947

NN-Sc v.1-v.5 Sc Micro RS-312 Dec 15, 1940-Dec, 1946

TxDaHi v.2, n.11; v.3, n.3; v.5, n.4 Periodicals Dec, 1942; Mar, 1944; Apr, 1946

3994 N.A.A.C.P. Bulletin. 1969-? Frequency: Irregular. Mansfield, OH. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Mansfield Branch. Last issue 3 pages. Height 36 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

OHi Mar, 1969-Apr 2, 1971 Ms 13

turers: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Portland branch.

WHi n.5, v.2 [n.s], n.1 Microforms Oct, 1945; June, 1946

3996 The NAACP Focus. 1980-? Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Last issue 16 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Lenore Jenkins. Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

OCHP v.1, n.1 Mss 774 Oct, 1980

3997 NAACP Housing Bulletin. 1962-? Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Housing Department. Last issue 3 pages. Height 35 cm. Variant title(s): NAACP Housing Newsletter. OCLC no. 12027028, 12026920. Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Housing, Voter registration.

Amistad Oct, 1968-July, 1975 NAACP Box 44


NAACP Impact. Washington, DC. see Impact. Washington, DC.

3998 The NAACP Leader: A Training Department Publication. 1968-? Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Last issue 4 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 12027105. "Designed to give branch and youth council leaders hints and suggestions for NAACP programatic activity." Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Leadership training.

WHi v.1, n.1, 7/8 Pam 84-4801/4802

Amistad Oct, 1968-Julv, 1975 NAACP Box 44


NAACP Impact. Washington, DC. see Impact. Washington, DC.

3999 The NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund Report. 1963-? Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Last issue 2 pages. Height 35 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 12026655. Subject focus and/or Features: Law and legislation, School desegregation, Integration, Education.

WHi v.4, n.1 Pam 84-4798 Apr, 1966

DHU v.2-v.3 Periodicals Aug, 1964-Oct, 1965

NAACP Letter. Racine, WI. see Racine NAACP Freedom Ledger. Racine, WI.


WHi July, Nov, 1992; Apr, 1993 Pam 01-5918


4002 NAACP News. 1964-? Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 9550612. Subject focus and/or Features: Law and legislation, Politics, Education, Mid-Manhattan NAACP, National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

NN-Sc v.23, n.3 Newsletters July/Aug, 1987

NAACP News. Racine, WI. see Racine NAACP Freedom Ledger. Racine, WI.

NAACP News Letter. Milwaukee, WI. see Freedom Call. Milwaukee, WI.

4003 NAACP News Letter. 1948-? Frequency: Unknown. Cincinnati, OH. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Cincinnati Branch. Last issue 1 page. Height 36 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

OCt [July 3, 1948-Jan 24, 1949] MS 3520

4004 NAACP News Letter. 1957-1957? Frequency: Quarterly. Cleveland, OH. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Last issue 1 page. Height 36 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

OCt v.1, n.1-2 MS 3520 Mar-Aug, 1957

4005 NAACP News Recorder: Texas State Conference of Branches. 1967- Frequency: Quarterly? San Antonio, TX. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Integration, Civil rights.

LU-NO v.2, n.7 Archives July/Aug/Sept, 1968
4006  **NAACP News Release.** 1943?-1947? Frequency: Unknown. Philadelphia, OH. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Last issue 2 pages. Height 36 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

OCLC [Dec 2, 1945-Jan 20, 1947] MS 3520

4007  **NAACP Newsletter.** 1956?-1958? Frequency: Monthly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Los Angeles Branch. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Mary Eckenrode. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Los Angeles Branch.


**NAACP News Release.** Los Angeles, CA. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Last issue 2 pages. Height 36 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Russell Crawford. Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, New York Branch, Civil rights.

DHU v.1, n.3; v.2, n.1 Periodicals Sept, Dec, 1958; Jan, 1959


DHU v.1, n.2 Microfilm Mar, 1982

4009  **NAACP Newsletter.** 1970?- Frequency: Unknown. Steubenville, OH. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People Steubenville - Weirton Chapter. Last issue 2 pages. Height 36 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Previous editor(s): Gina Weldon, Apryl Motley. OCLC no. 30720229. Subject focus and/or Features: Book publishing, Book reviews, Publishers and publishing.


4010  **NAACP Portland Branch.** 1945?- Frequency: Monthly. Portland, OR. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Last issue 4 pages. Height 29 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Portland Branch.

LNX n.9-10 Archives Feb-Mar, 1946

**NAACP Racine Branch Newsletter.** Racine, WI. see Racine NAACP Freedom Ledger.

**Racine NAACP Freedom Ledger.** Racine, WI.

**NAACP Veteran's Voice Newsletter.** New York, NY. see Veteran's Voice.

New York, NY.


WHi v.8, n.3; v.9, n.2-3; v.10, n.4-5; v.11, n.4- Circulation Mar, 1992; Apr-June/July, Oct/Nov, 1993; Dec/Jan, 1994-


WHi v.1, n.5- Circulation Sept/Oct, 1997-

4013  **NAACP's Economic Update.** 1982?- Frequency: Quarterly. New York, NY. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Last issue 10 pages. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Michelle Johnson, Don Williamson, Editors, NABJ Journal, 3100 Taliaferro Hall, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742-7717. $100 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (301) 405-0440, FAX (301) 405-8555. Published by Dorothy Butler Gilliam. Last issue 16 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Richard Crawford. Subject focus and/or Features: Book publishing, Book reviews, Publishers and publishing.

WHi v.1, n.1; v.2, n.2 Pam 01-6563 Spring, 1994; Summer, 1996


WHi v.1, n.1; v.2, n.2 Pam 01-6563 Spring, 1994; Summer, 1996

4015  **NABI Journal.** 1985?- Frequency: Bimonthly. Michelle Johnson, Don Williamson, Editors, NABI Journal, 3100 Taliaferro Hall, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742-7717. $100 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (301) 405-0440, FAX (301) 405-8555. Published by Dorothy Butler Gilliam. Last issue 16 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Richard Crawford. Subject focus and/or Features: Book publishing, Book reviews, Publishers and publishing.

WHi v.8, n.3; v.9, n.2-3; v.10, n.4-5; v.11, n.4- Circulation Mar, 1992; Apr-June/July, Oct/Nov, 1993; Dec/Jan, 1994-

4016  **The NABSP Newsletter.** 1992-. Frequency: Quarterly. Sam Moore, Editor, NABSP Newsletter, P.O. Box 5303, River...
Forest, IL 60305. Telephone: (708) 445-1010. Published by Juan F. Menefee. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. ISSN 1067-3113. LC card no. sn92-6792. OCLC no. 27189590. “The Newsletter of the National Association of Black Sales Professionals.” Subject focus and/or Features: National Association of Black Sales Professionals, Sales.

WHi v.l, n.3 Pam 01-5297 Fall, 1993

3401 The NABTP Sphinx. 1993-. Frequency: Quarterly. Dorothy L. Brooks, Editor, NABTP Sphinx, 1025 Vermont Ave., NW, Suite 910, Washington, DC 20005. Published by National Association of Black Telecommunications Professionals. Last issue 14 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Telecommunications workers, National Association of Black Telecommunications Professionals.

WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation June, 1993-


WHi Dec, 1991 Pam 01-5833


WHi Dec, 1991 Pam 01-5833


TNF Spring, 1948-Spring, 1950; Spring, 1952; Spring, 1953 Special Collections


WHi v.2, n.5-v.3, n.1, 3-v.4, n.1, 5/6-v.8, n.5/6 In Process

Amistad Dec, 1968-Dec, 1973 Coll # 53-54


WHi v.11, n.3 Pam 01-5895 Feb/Mar, 1996


OCHP v.5, n.2 Mss 774 Sept, 1965


NCTA Bulletin. Norfolk, VA

4024 NAP 1971-? Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Southside Chicago Branch. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: NAACP Southside Chicago Branch, Civil rights.

ICHi Mar, 1971 qF581N/23N2


ICCBMR July, 1978; Mar, 1991 Periodicals


NCTA Bulletin. Norfolk, VA

4027 The Nashville Commentator. 1948-? Frequency: Weekly. Nashville, TN. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s):

4038. **National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and Universities.** 1977- . Frequency: Semiannual. Washington, DC. Published by National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and Universities. Last issue 26 pages. Last volume 52 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Higher), Colleges and universities.


4041. **National Anti-Racist Organizing Committee.** 1983- . Frequency: Unknown. Oakland, CA. Published by National Anti-Racist Organizing Committee. Last issue 4 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 12588916. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, National Anti-Racist Organizing Committee.


4043. **National Association for African American Heritage Preservation Newsletter.** Frequency: Unknown. Claudia Polley, Editor, NAAAHP Newsletter, 830 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. St., P.O. Box 441390, Indianapolis, IN 46244-1390. Published by National Association for African American Heritage Preservation (NAAAHP). Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 35147397. Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for African American Heritage Preservation, Historic preservation.


4045. **National Association of Black Achievers.** 1990- . Frequency: Bimonthly. Arthur L. Comer Jr., Editor, National Association of Black Achievers, P.O. Box 7713, Fredericksburg, VA 22404-7713. $6 for individuals and institutions. Published by Comer Publishing Company. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising.
THE NATIONAL BAPTIST Extension Advocate

OCLC no. 23106419. Subject focus and/or Features: Business, Education, Profiles.


National Association Notes. Washington, DC, see National Notes. Washington, DC.


DHU [v.3, n.3-v.7, n.5/6 Microfilm [July, 1896-Nov/Dec, 1899]


DHU [v.3, n.3-v.7, n.5/6 Microfilm [July, 1896-Nov/Dec, 1899]

4048 National Baptist Pulpit. 1969-? Frequency: Annual. Nashville, TN. Published by Sunday School Publishing Board. Last issue 176 pages. Height 20 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Maynard J. Turner Jr. OCLC no. 9242757. Subject focus and/or Features: Baptist Church, Religion.


4049 National Baptist Student Union Echo. 1953-? Frequency: Ten times a year. Nashville, TN. Published by Baptist Student Union. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): S. E. Grinstead. Variant title(s): National B.S.U. Echo. Subject focus and/or Features: Baptist Church, Religion.


National Baptist Union. Nashville, TN. see National Baptist Union Review. Nashville, TN.


WHi [v.70, n.44- Microforms Dec 25, 1965-


TxDaHi [v.43, n.43-v.76, n.16]; v. 80, n.13 Reference [Nov 20, 1937-Nov 13, 1972]; Sept 27, 1975

National Baptist Voice Newspaper. Detroit, MI. see New National Baptist Voice. Detroit, MI.


WHi [v.1, n.1-v.2, n.10 Microforms Sept 15, 1893-Nov 23, 1894

DHU [v.1, n.34-v.2, n.10 MS Micro Aug 31, 1894-Nov 23, 1894

KHi [v.1, n.34-v.2, n.10 Microfilm Aug 31, 1894-Nov 23, 1894

NN-Sc [v.1, n.1-v.2, n.10 Microforms Sept 15, 1893-Nov 23, 1894

4052 National Bar Association Law Journal. 1971-. Frequency: Three times a year. National Bar Association Law Journal, UCLA School of Law, Room 2125-C, Los Angeles, CA 90024. $18 for individuals; $25 for individuals. Published by University of California-Los Angeles, School of Law. Last issue 331 pages. Height 25 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Barbara Williams, Spring 1971;
gard to Black Americans.” Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Entertainment.

WHI v.22, n.9-11 Pam 01-7004 Sept-Nov, 1997


WHI Mar 1993-Apr 27, 1994 In Process


DHU v.3, n.1 Microfilm Jan/Feb, 1976

**4063 The National Black Reporter.** 1980-? Frequency: Monthly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Ray McCullah. Last issue 6 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Booker Griffin. “Uplifting Minorities and Students” Goals and Achievements Through Total Awareness.” Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and Universities, Education (Higher).

TNF Nov, 1980 Special Collections


**4065 National B.Y.P.U. Quarterly for Senior Unions.** 1910-? Frequency: Quarterly. Nashville, TN. Published by B.Y.P.U. Board of the National Baptist Convention. Last issue 32 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 37545038. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion, Baptist Church, B.Y.P.U. Board of the National Baptist Convention.

WHI v.39, n.2 Pam 01-6198 Apr/June, 1948


WHI v.1, n.1- Microforms July 6, 1990-

DWP v.2, n.11- Washingtoniana Mar 15, 1991-


**4067 A National Defense Bulletin.** 1972-? Frequency: Unknown. San Francisco, CA. Published by National United Committee to Free Angela Davis. Last issue 6 pages. Height 35 cm. OCLC no. 11759941. Subject focus and/or Features: Davis, Angela, Political prisoners.

WHI v.1, n.1 Pam 84-4738 Aug 21, 1972


NN-Sc v.4 Uncataloged serials July 4, 1995

**4069 The National Domestic: Coachmen and Butlers’ Guide.** 1905-? Frequency: Monthly. Indianapolis, IN. Published by Coachmen and Butlers’ Guide Publishing Company. Last issue 50 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Domestics, Entertainment.

DHU v.1, n.7; v.2, n.3 Periodicals Mar, Nov, 1906


LNK v.1, n.7- v.3, n.3 Archives Mar, 1938-Jan/Feb, 1940

DHU v.1, n.1-v.3, n.5 Periodicals Sept, 1937-June, 1940


WHI June, 1995 Pam 01-6175

NATIONAL NEGRO HEALTH NEWS


4084 National Negro Press Magazine. 1974-? Frequency: Monthly. Encino, CA. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Sam Rivers. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Affirmative action, Employment, Media.


The National Political Science Review. 1989-. Frequency: Annual. Matthew Holden Jr., Editor, National Political Science Review, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ. Published by National Conference of Black Political Scientists.

Previous editor(s): Silas X. Floyd. Variant title(s): The National Note-Book. LC card no. sn91-20127, sn91-20129. OCLC no. 23280137, 10508661, 23280197, 10508664. Subject focus and/or Features: Education.

ATT v.1, n.1-3; v.2, n.4-v.3, n.2 Periodicals Jan-July, 1919; Oct, 1920-July, 1921

DHU v.1, n.1-3; v.2 n.2-v.3, n.1 Jan, July, 1919; April, 1930-Jan, 1921


WHI v.1, n.2-3, 7; v.2, n.4; [8-v.5, n.4]; v.7, n.11- Microforms v.8, n.1; v.12, n.1; v.15, n.2-5; v.15, n.5-6, 11; v.17, n.2 May 15-June 15, Sept, 1897; Sept, 1898; [Jan, 1899-Apr, 1902]; July-Oct, 1904; Oct, 1908; Nov, 1911-Feb, 1912; May-June, Nov, 1913; Nov/Dec, 1914

WHI Summer/Fall, 1984; Summer/Fall, 1992; Circulation Winter/Spring/Summer, 1993-

LNX v.30, n.8; v.28 [n.s], n.1 Archives May, 1929; Jan/Feb, 1947

DHU v.3, n.1-v.16, n.4 Periodicals [June, 1899-June, 1966]


WHI v.13, n.25 Microforms Feb 1, 1900

DHU v.13, n.25 MS Micro Feb 1, 1900

4098 The National Political Science Review. 1989-. Frequency: Annual. Matthew Holden Jr., Editor, National Political Science Review, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ. Published by National Conference of Black Political Scientists. Last issue 347 pages. Height 26 cm. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Lucius J. Barker. ISSN 0896-629x. LC card no. 89-660019, sn87-7690. OCLC no. 17223548. Subject focus and/or Features: Politics.

WU v.1- IK1/N29 1989-

WMM v.1- Periodicals 1989-


WHI  v.1,n.6 Microfilms June 1, 1868
DHU  v.2,n.15 Periodicals Mar 1, 1865


WHI  v.42,n.2 Oversize Pam In Process Feb, 1973
CI.AAM  v.53,n.2, 6-7 Periodicals Feb, June, July, 1984
NN-Sc  v.1,n.4-v.53,n.2  Sc Micro RS-854 Nov 27, 1971-Feb 6, 1984
OClW  v.53,n.2  MS 4038 Feb, 1984


WHI  v.1,n.7 Pam 73-1532 May/June, 1971
DHU  v.1,n.4-7 Microfilm Dec, 1970-May, 1971


NN-Sc  Spring, 1992; Winter, 1996- Newsletters


WHI  v.41,n.6 Pam In Process Apr 1981
DHU  v.49,n.14 Pam In Process Apr, 1984
CI.AAM  v.53,n.2, 6-7 Periodicals Feb, June, July, 1984
NN-Sc  v.1,n.4-v.53,n.2  Sc Micro RS-854 Nov 27, 1971-Feb 6, 1984
OClW  v.53,n.2  MS 4038 Feb, 1984


NN-Sc  Spring, 1992; Winter, 1996- Newsletters
curs and/or Features: National Technical Association, Architects, Engineers.


**4108 National Technical News. 1992?-1994. Frequency: Monthly. New Orleans, LA. Published by National Technical Association. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Marjorie Sykes. ISSN 1076+2639. LC card no. sn94-4965. OCLC no. 28743175. Subject focus and/or Features: National Technical Association, Architects, Engineers.**


**4109 National Trial Bulletin. 1972?- Frequency: Unknown. Riverside, CA. Published by Riverside Political Prisoners Defense Committee. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 12158698. Subject focus and/or Features: Riverside Three, Political prisoners, Trials.**

**WHI v.3, n.1 Pam 84-5739 Feb, 1974**


**DHU Mar, 1970 Periodicals Feb/Mar, 1974**


**DHU v.3, n.2 Periodicals Feb/Mar, 1974**


**WHI v.1, n.1 Pam 84-4939 May, 1970**


**WHI n.5 Pam 84-4942 Mar 24, 1972**


**WHI v.1, n.2; v.2, n.1 Microforms July, 1945; Jan, 1946**

**4115 National Urban League Newsletter. 1956?- Frequency: Bimonthly. New York, NY. Published by National Urban League. Last issue 4 pages. Height 36 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Guichard Parris. OCLC no. 12000405. Subject focus and/or Features: Law and legislation, National Urban League, Civil rights.**

**WHI v.1, n.2 Pam 84-4940 Mar/Apr, 1956**

**4116 National Watchman. 1905?- Frequency: Weekly. Topeka, KS. Published by National Publishing Co. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): J. Silsby, Dec 28 1865-Apr 5 1866; Albert Griffin, Apr 12 1866-Nov 1 1868. LC card no. sn84-233844. OCLC no. 12893178. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.**

**KHi v.9, n.48; v.10, n.15 Microfilm Mar 1, 1913; May 9, 1914**

**4117 The Nationalist. 1865- Frequency: Weekly. Brooklyn, NY. Published by Hassan Eight Equities Corp. Last issue 4 pages. Last volume 208 pages. Line drawings: Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): J. Silsby, Dec 28 1865-Apr 5 1866; Albert Griffin, Apr 12 1866-Nov 1 1868. LC card no. sn84-233844. OCLC no. 11037661. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.**

**AAP v.1, n.2-v.3, n.131; 138, 140 Microfilm Dec 28, 1865-July 21, Sept 5, Nov 1, 1868**

**4118 The Nationalist View. 1993-1993. Frequency: Weekly. Brooklyn, NY. Published by Hassan Eight Equities Corp. Last issue 3 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 29683028. Subject focus and/or Features: Free African Liberation Organization (FALO), Black nationalism.**

**WHI v.1, n.1-8 In process Oct 1-Nov 19, 1993**

**4119 Nations of Magic. 1994-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Mourad Messellary, Editor, Nations of Magic, 154 rue du General de Gaulle, Mons en Baroeul France 59370. Published by Legend of Magic Productions. Last issue 35 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Table of contents. In French and English. Frequency varies: Quarterly. ISSN 1259-444x. OCLC no. 37907305. Subject focus and/or Features: Michael Jackson, Rock musicians.**

**WHI v.1- Circulation 1994-**


**THE NATURALIST**
NBA TODAY


ATAvT v.1, n.1-v.5, n.2 Archives Dec 1969-Jan 1973 TC/Pub.29

4121 NBA Today. 1985-2 Frequency: Annual. Washington, DC. Published by National Bankers Association. Last issue 64 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: National Bankers Association, Banking.

NN-Sc Sept 1990-1992 Uncataloged serials


LNX Oct 1986 Archives


WHi v.1, n.2 Pam 01-4206 Dec, 1984/Jan, 1985
NN-Sc v.1, n.1 Newsletter Oct, 1984

4124 NBNA Newsletter. 1968-2 Frequency: Unknown. Boston, MA. Published by National Black Nurses’ Association. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Indexed in: Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health. ISSN 0886-8999. LC card no. sn86-13663. OCLC no. 13043083. Subject focus and/or Features: Nursing, Health care, National Black Nurses’ Association.

WHi v.14, n.2 Pam 01-3246 Apr, 1983
NN-Sc v.3, n.3 Uncataloged serials July, 1978


WHi June, 1994- Circulation


“Dedicated to Education, Job Training & Drug Rehabilitation.” Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Education, Employment, Drug abuse, Health, Travel, Music, Theater, Television, History, Business, Film, Art, Museums, Profiles.

WHi v.8, n.9- Circulation Jan/Feb, 1995-
Amistad v.3, n.3- Periodicals Apr/May, 1990-
TNF v.4, n.3-4, 6-v.5, n.5 Special Collections May/June-July/Aug, Oct/Nov, 1991-Oct/Nov, 1992


NN-Sc n.1 Newsletters 1990

4128 NCA News. 1990-2 Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by National Coalition of Black Gays. Last issue 4 pages. Height Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Gay men, Lesbians, Homosexuality.

NN-Sc Dec, 1984; Jan, Mar, 1985 Newsletters

4129 NCBG Executive Director Reports. 1984-2 Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Published by National Coalition of Black Gays. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs: Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Gay men, Lesbians, Homosexuality.

NN-Sc Dec, 1984; Jan, Mar, 1985 Newsletters


MlU v.2, n.2 Labadie Collection Fall, 1975
NN-Sc v.6 Sc Ser.-M.N41 1980

4131 The NCBM INF. 1980-2 Frequency: Bimonthly. Atlanta, GA. Published by National Conference of Black Mayors, Inc. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: City planning, Elections, Political campaigns.


4132 NCC University Alumni Bulletin. 1941-2 Frequency: Irregular. Durham, NC. Published by North Carolina Central
4133  **NCCU Board of Governors Newsletter.** 1977-? Frequency: Quarterly. Durham, NC. Published by North Carolina Central University. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: North Carolina Central University (Durham, NC), Colleges and universities—Students.

4134  **NCCU Eagle Newsletter.** 1975-? Frequency: Biweekly. Durham, NC. Published by North Carolina Central University. Last issue 1 page. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: North Carolina Central University (Durham, NC), Colleges and universities—Students.

4135  **NCCU Faculty Newsletter.** 1984-? Frequency: Annual. Durham, NC. Published by North Carolina Central University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 36 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Leonard Rogoff, Fall 1984-Spring 1985; Arthrell Sanders, Spring 1986; Kip Branch, Spring 1987. Subject focus and/or Features: North Carolina Central University (Durham, NC), Colleges and universities—Students.

4136  **NCCU Foundation Newsletter.** 1982-? Frequency: Unknown. Durham, NC. Published by North Carolina Central University, Office of Development. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Fund raising, Colleges and universities—Alumni, North Carolina Central University (Durham, NC).

4137  **NCOBPS Newsletter.** 1972-? Frequency: Unknown. Place of publication unknown. Published by National Conference of Black Political Scientists. Last issue 18 pages. Height 23 cm. Previous editor(s): Alex Willingham. Subject focus and/or Features: National Conference of Black Political Scientists, Political science.


4141  **N’Digo Profiles.** 1989-?. Frequency: Monthly. Hermene D. Hartman, Editor, N’Digo Profiles, 401 N. Wabash Ave., Suite 534, Chicago, IL 60611. Published by Hartman Publishing, Ltd. Last issue 40 pages. Height 30 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising. Table of contents. OCLC no. 21721112. Subject focus and/or Features: Profiles, Interviews.


NEGRO ACHIEVEMENTS: A MAGAZINE FOR EVERYBODY

9496351. “America’s Best Negro Monthly.” Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Short stories.
WHi May, 1945 Pam 01-6252
Amistad Dec 1945, Feb-Mar, July-Dec, 1946 Periodicals Feb, Apr, May/June, 1947
DHU Winter 1943/44; Dec, 1944; Dec 1945, Feb-Mar, Periodicals July-Dee, 1946; Feb, Apr, May/June, 1947
LNX Winter, 1943/1944, July, 1944, Feb, Dec, 1945 Archives
TNF July, Oct, 1944-Jan, 1945; Jan/Feb, 1947

4144 Negro Achievements: A Magazine for Everybody. 1947?- frequencies: Monthly. Fort Worth, TX. Published by Good Publishing Co. Last issue 56 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Adelle Jackson. Publisher varies: World Messenger Publishing Corp., July-Aug 1952. Subject focus and/or Features: Profiles, Careers, Mentoring, Musicians, Film industry, Businessmen.
CLSC v.5, n.9 Periodicals Sept, 1951
DHU v.6, n.1, 6, 9 Periodicals Jan, June, Sept, 1952
TNF v.6, n.7-v.9, n.10; v.10, n.1 Special Collections July-Nov, 1952; Jan, 1953

4145 The Negro Actor. 1938?- frequencies: Quarterly. New York, NY. Published by Negro Actors Guild of America, Inc. Last issue 4 pages. Height 34 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Geraldyn Desmond. Subject focus and/or Features: Actors and acting, Entertainment.
DHU v.1, n.3 Periodicals Jan 18, 1939
NN-SC v.1, n.3-4 Archives Jan 18-Apr 18, 1939 Negro Actors Guild Papers

WHi v.1, n.1-2; v.2, n.2 Microforms Spring-Summer, 1953; Spring/Summer, 1954

4149 The Negro American. 1886-1891? frequency: Weekly. Birmingham, AL. Published by White & Boyd. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn87-50415. OCLC no. 17293242. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.
AB v.2, n.4, 7, 9-10, 12 Microfilm Oct 29, Nov 19, Dec 3-10, 24, 1887
Negro American Literature Forum. Terre Haute, IN. see African American Review. Terre Haute, IN.

4150 The Negro American Magazine. 1924?- frequencies: Monthly. San Antonio, TX. Published by The Negro American Publishing Company. Last issue 20 pages. Last volume 160 pages. Height 30 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.
AB v.6, n.29-v.7, n.1 Microfilm Jan 20-Sept 15, 1894

4151 The Negro American Press. 1888-1895? frequency: Weekly. Baltimore, MD, Annapolis, MD. Published by S. Timothy Tice. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.
WHi v.1, n.22 Microforms Feb 16, 1900
DHU v.1, n.22 Periodicals Feb 16, 1900

4152 The Negro Appeal. 1899-1900. frequency: Weekly. Baltimore, MD, Annapolis, MD. Published by S. Timothy Tice. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: DLC (1900). LC card no. sn84-25821. OCLC no. 10337773, 2753738. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.
WHi v.1, n.22 Microforms Feb 16, 1900
DHU v.1, n.22 Periodicals Feb 16, 1900

4153 Negro Book Club News. 1946?- frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by Negro Book Club. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 32639478. Subject focus and/or Features: Book reviews, Bibliography, Books and reading.
Amistad v.1, n.2-v.2, n.2 Periodicals Oct, 1946-Oct, 1947
DHU v.1, n.3, 7-8; v.2, n.1 Periodicals Nov, 1946; Mar-Apr, Sept, 1947
NN-SC v.1, n.3, 7-8; v.2, n.1 Sc 028-N Nov, 1946; Mar-Apr, Sept, 1947

issue 4 pages. Height 29 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Book reviews, Bibliography, Books and reading.

NN-Sc v.1, n.2-3/4, v.7/8; v.2, n.1/2, v.4, 19/20, 22 Ser.-M.N453


DHU [v.7, n.2-v.29, n.2] Periodicals [Sept, 1958-Dec, 1980]


MiU n.1 Labadie Collection May, 1941


DHU v.1 n.1-2 Periodicals May-Aug, 1939

TNF v.1, n.1; 3 Special Collections May, Nov, 1939

4158 *Negro Business Directory: of the State of Wisconsin.* 1947-? Frequency: Biennial. Milwaukee, WI. Published by Mary Ellen Shadd. Last issue 128 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Mary Ellen Shadd. OCLC no. 33031435. Subject focus and/or Features: Business-Directories.

WHi 3rd-5th editions Pam 01-5100 1950/51-1954/55


WHi Sept, 1941 Microforms


NN-Sc v.1, n.1-v.9, n.10 Ser.-M.N454 Jan, 1923-Nov, 1931


DHU v.1, n.1-4; v.2, n.2-4; v.5, n.1 Mar-Dec, 1943; June-Dec, 1944; Mar, 1947

LNX v.1, n.1-v.5, n.1 Archives Mar, 1943-Mar, 1947

TxU v.1, n.1-3; v.2, n.2-4; v.5, n.2 371.97105 N3121 Mar-Sep, 1943; June-Dec, 1944; June, 1947

TNF v.5, n.1 Special Collections Mar, 1947


WHi June/July, 1937; June, 1939 Pam 01-4243


WHi Dec 20, 1935 Microforms

IHi Dec 20, 1935 Microforms

Negro Digest. Chicago, IL. see Black World. Chicago, IL.

4164 *Negro Digest.* 1940-1940. Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by Negro World Digest. Last issue 96 pages. Height 19 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Variant title(s): Negro World Digest. OCLC no. 7491608. Subject focus and/or Features: Short stories, Essays, General interest, Book reviews.

WHi v.1, n.3 Pam 01-3770 Sept, 1940

DHU v.1 Periodicals July-Dec, 1940

NN-Sc v.1 Periodicals July-Dec, 1940

OTU v.1, n.4 Canaday Center Nov, 1940

4165 *The Negro Educational Journal.* 1895-? Frequency: Monthly. Athens, GA. Published by State Teacher’s Association of Georgia & the State Teacher’s Association of Alabama. Last issue 8 pages. Height 32 cm. Line drawings; Commercial
advertising. Previous editor(s): F. G. Snelson. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Teaching.

**ATT v.l, n.4** Archives May, 1896 TC/Pub.50 1/21

**DHU v.l, n.7** Periodicals May, 1895


**DHU v.i, n.1-** Periodicals Jan, 1950-


**WH1 v.1, n.11** Pam 95-3531 Oct, 1905


**A-Ar v.i, n.6-v.8, n.12** Periodicals Sept, 1940-Dec, 1947

**AAT v.i, n.1-v.27, n.6** Periodicals Apr, 1940-June 1965

**DHU v.25, n.4, 6, 10** Periodicals Apr, June, Oct, 1963

*Negro Farmer*. Tuskegee, AL. *see Negro Farmer and Messenger*. Tuskegee, AL


**WH1 v.i, n.1-v.5, n.11** Microforms Jan, 1914-Nov, 1917

**ATT v.i, n.1-v.6, n.2** Microforms Jan, 1914-Feb/Mar, 1918


4171 *Negro Heroes: True Stories Told in Full Color*. 1947-1948? Frequency: Annual. New York, NY. Last issue 60 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 29802615. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.—History.

**DHU n.1-2 Periodicals 1947-Summer, 1948**


**WHi v.1, n.1-v.7, n.2 Z1361/N39/N39 May, 1965-Sept, 1971**

**NcD v.1, n.1-v.7, n.2 z326.81/N393N May, 1965-Sept, 1971**

**NN-Sc v.3, n.3-v.4, n.8 Sc Micro RS-36 July 7, 1934-Oct 17, 1935**


**WHi [v.4, n.7-no number] Microforms [Dec 22 1934-May 4 1968]**

**TxDa [v.4, n.7-no number] Microfilm [Dec 22 1934-May 4 1968]**

**TxGR v.8 Periodicals Feb 4, 1939-Sept 28, 1940**


**DHU v.1, n.8 Periodicals Nov, 1944**

**TNF v.1, n.1-8; v.2, n.1-5 Special Collections Jan-Nov, 1944; Jan-Sept, 1945**

**4177  **Negro Life.** 1944-? Frequency: Monthly (irregular). New York, NY. Published by National Negro Business League. Last issue 12 pages. Height 29 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): J. Andrew Gaulden. OCLC no. 29850204. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.

**LNX v.l, n.1 Archives Apr, 1953**

**L.Gra v.1, n.1 Archives Apr, 1945**

**4178  **Negro Louisiana.** 1953-? Frequency: Quarterly. Winnfield, LA. Published by Dixie Press. Last issue 60 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): J. Andrew Gaulden. OCLC no. 32308864. “Published in the interest of the National Business League, the National C.M.A. Stores, Inc. and the Housewives League.” Subject focus and/or Features: Business, Marketing.

**DHU v.1, n.1-v.2, n.2 Periodicals Aug, 1932-Oct, 1933**

**4179  **The Negro Market.** 1932-1933? Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Last issue 24 pages. Last volume 262 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): J. Hillary Taylor. LC card no. 76-19727. OCLC no. 5635019, 6705317, 1606033. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Musicians, Poetry, Calendar.

**CChiS v.l, n.4, 12; v.2, n.4; v.3, n.1; v.4,n.2, 8-9; Periodicals v.6, n.2 May, 1935; Jan, May, 1936; Feb, 1937; Mar, Sept-Oct, 1938; Mar, 1940**

**4180  **The Negro Music Journal.** 1902-1903. Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Last issue 24 pages. Last volume 323 pages. Height 24 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Henry L. Grant. Hillary Taylor. LC card no. 76-19727. OCLC no. 32308864. “Published in the interest of the National Business League, the National C.M.A. Stores, Inc. and the Housewives League.” Subject focus and/or Features: Business, Marketing.

**DHU v.1, n.1-v.2, n.2 Periodicals Aug, 1932-Oct, 1933**

**4181  **The Negro Musician.** 1921?-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by National Association of Negro Musicians. Last issue 32 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Previous editor(s): Henry L. Grant. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Musicians, National Association of Negro Musicians.

**DHU v.1, n.2 Periodicals Feb, 1921 Photocopy Negro Needs Education. New York, NY, see Education. New York, NY.**


**ICHi 1953; 1956; 1962 F88JN/N3N4**

**4183  **N.E.G.R.O. News.** 1971-? Frequency: Unknown. Jamaica, NY. Published by National Economic Growth and Re-
construction Organization. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Anthony Crews. LC card no. sn94-24667. OCLC no. 31476024. Subject focus and/or Features: Economic development, Business.

MiU v.1, n.1; v.2, n.3 Labadie Collection June, Aug, 1971

4184 Negro News Letter. 1950-? Frequency: Biweekly. Washington, DC. Published by T.P. Arnold. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Reprints of articles from other publications. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.

DHU [n.2-v,2, n.13] Periodicals [Dec, 1951-May 25, 1953]

4185 The Negro Outlook. 1921-? Frequency: Monthly. Memphis, TN. Published by The Negro Outlook Company. Last issue 22 pages. Height 30 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): M. V. Lynk. “A national journal of opinion and current events.” Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Business, Short stories, General interest.

DHU v.1, n.2 Periodicals Feb, 1921


WM Dec 17, 1963-Mar, 1968 Periodicals

4187 The Negro Progress. 1929-1948? Frequency: Monthly. Macon, GA. Published by Memorial Institutional Church. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): J. T. Saxon. Variant title(s): Progress. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Religion.

GM Sept, 1948 Periodicals

4188 Negro Progress in North Carolina. 1947-? Frequency: Quarterly. Wilmington, NC. Last issue 32 pages. Height 30 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): R. Irving Boon. Frequency varies: Monthly. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Profiles.

DHU v.4, n.1-v.5, n.1 Periodicals Apr, 1950-First Quarter, 1952


DHU [1926-1928] Periodicals

403


DHU v.2, n.1 Special Collection Mar, June, 1947


TNF v.1, n.1, 4-5; v.2, n.1-7; v.3, n.9 Special Collections Nov 15, 1945-Feb 15-Mar 14, 1946; Mar-Sept 15, 1947, July, 1948

- Short stories
- Poetry
- Book reviews

Prof. WU v.1, n.1-v.2, n.3 Special May/June, 1944-Apr/May, 1946 Collections


4197 The Negro Student. 1937-?. Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by Readers and Writers Club of America. Last issue 12 pages. Height 26 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Reading, Writing, Education, Teaching.


4198 The Negro Voice. 1935-?. Frequency: Monthly. Harlem, NY. Published by Communist Party. Last issue 17 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Marxism, Communism, Labor, Race relations.

WHi v.1, n.3 Pam 01-4202 Oct, 1935

4199 The Negro Woman’s World. 1934-?. Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Inez J. Nicholas. “Published by women, about women, and for women.” Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Short stories, Profiles, Essays.

DHU v.1, n.1-v.2, n.5 Periodicals Oct, 1934-Feb/Mar/Apr, 1936


WHi v.4, n.6 Microforms June, 1946


4202 The Negro World. 1892-?. Frequency: Weekly. Minneapolis, MN. Published by Joseph Houser. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Place of publication varies: Also published at: St. Paul. Available in microform from: DLC (1892, 1900); MnHi (1892; 1900). LC card no. sn86-58057. OCLC no. 13351538. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.1, n.4-5, 10; v.10, n.10-16, 18-21 Microfilms July 23-30, Sept 3, 1892; Mar 10-Apr 28, May 12-June 9, 1900 MnHi v.1, n.4-5, 10; v.10, n.10-16, 18-21 Microfilms July 23-30, Sept 3, 1892; Mar 10-Apr 28, May 12-June 9, 1900


WHi v.14, n.2-v.15, n.26; v.16, n.7-8, 10, 13-19, Microfilms 21-v.31, n.26, 28, v.32, n.2-11 Feb 24, 1923-Feb 9, Mar 29-Apr 4, 19, May 10-June 21 July 5, 1924-July 30, 1932; Apr 15, May 6-Oct 17, 1933 CLU v.17, n.22; v.18, n.1; v.22, n.22 Special Collections Jan 10, Feb 14, 1925; July 9, 1927

NN-Sc v.14, n.2-v.15, n.26; v.16, n.7-8, 10, 13-19, Sc Micro RS-52 21-v.31, n.26, 28, v.32, n.2-11 Feb 24, 1923-Feb 9, Mar 29-Apr 4,
19, May 10-June 21  July 5, 1924-July 30, 1932; Apr 15, May 6-Oct 17, 1933


WHi  v.1, n.1-2; v.4, n.15  Microforms Oct 15-Nov 26, 1887; Feb 28, 1891

DHU  v.1, n.1-2; v.4, n.15  Periodicals Oct 15-Nov 26, 1887; Feb 28, 1891


4205  **Negro Youth.** 1941-? Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by National Organization of Negro Youth. Last issue 11 pages. Height 28 cm. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Samuel W. Daniels. OCLC no. 32307090. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, Youth, Teenagers.

WHi  v.1, n.1  Pam 01-5440  Apr, 1941  Photocopy

4206  **Negro Youth Album.** 1939-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Hempstead, TX. Published by Prairie View State College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 42 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): James W. Parker. Subject focus and/or Features: Prairie View A & M University (Prairie View, TX), Colleges and universities—Students.

TxPV  v.1, n.1  Archives May, 1939

4207  **Neighbor.** 1964-? Frequency: Irregular. Columbus, OH. Published by Committee on Religion and Race, Presbytery of Columbus. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations.

OHi  v.1, n.1  Collection 401 1964

4208  **The Neighborhood Advertiser.** 1929-?. Frequency: Monthly. New Orleans, LA. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Advertising.

LU-NO  [v.15, n.6-v.19, n.1]  Archives  [Nov, 1954-Sept, 1958]

4209  **Neighborhood Talk.** 1987-? Frequency: Weekly. Landover, MD. Published by Legusta Floyd. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Bianca Floyd. Available in microform from: DHU (1987-1988). Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

DHU  v.1, n.5-v.2, n.2  Microfilm Apr 23, 1987-Feb 25, 1988

4210  **The Neighborhood Times.** 1990-? Frequency: Monthly. New Orleans, LA. Published by People Come First. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

LSc-N  v.2, n.4  A-A June, 1991

4211  **Negro World Times.** 1959-1962. Frequency: Weekly. Nashville, TN. Published by Reginald Stuart. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Reginald Stuart. OCLC no. 5516773. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.


WHi  v.1, n.1  Pam 01-2987  Oct, 1992


NN-Sc  v.1, n.1-v.2, n.2  Ser.1 N466 1979-1982


WHi  n.5  Pam 01-5834  July, 1992

4216  **The Network: The Newsletter of the African-American Institute of Islamic Research.** 1991-. Frequency: Six times a
4221  **The New Advance: Interpreting Negro Presbyterian Life and Thought.** 1939-? Frequency: Monthly. Chattanooga, TN. Published by A. B. McCoy. Last issue 20 pages. Height 31 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Jesse Belmont Barber. Subject focus and/or Features: Presbyterian Church, Religion.

NN-Sc  v6, n.9; v7, n.2-3; 5-v.8, n.4  285.05-N  June; Nov-Dec, 1944; Feb, 1945-Feb, 1947


CLSCL  v2, n.2-v.10, n.2  Periodicals  Sept, 1943-Mar, 1951


WHi  v1, n.1  Pam 01-6419  Dec, 1995


MU  v2, n.2-3; v.8, n.1  Bloom Collection  Oct-Dec, 1969; Feb, 1980


DHU  v1, n.1  Microfilm  Winter, 1981


WHi  v1, n.1  Pam 01-6419  Dec, 1995


4237  **New Day.** 1987-1987. Frequency: Irregular. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, Department of Mass Communications. Last issue 15 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Supplement to the Jackson Advocate, Feb 19 1987 Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Journalism, Community newsletter.


4239  **New Daytime Defender.** Dayton, OH. see **Dayton Defender.** Dayton, OH.

4240  **New Directions: The Howard University Magazine.** 1973-1993. Frequency: Quarterly. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Abdulkadir N. Said. Superseded by: Howard University Magazine. ISSN 0047-9616. LC card no. 84-646670. OCLC no. 4092688. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Art, Poetry, Music, Howard University.

4241  **New Engineer.** 1971-1972? Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by MBA Enterprises. Last issue 66 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Martin Marshall. ISSN 0047-9632. LC card no. 78-640890. OCLC no. 1780266. Subject focus and/or Features: Engineering.


4243  **New England Bulletin.** 1949-? Frequency: Weekly. Hartford, CT. Published by New England Publishing Co. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn92-51343. OCLC no. 26273342. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Charles Frye, 1981-1984; Melvin K. Hendrix, 1985; Richard Lobban, 1989. ISSN 0747-4970. LC card no. 84-649821, sn84-8395. OCLC no. 10735289. Subject focus and/or Features: History.


DHU n.3, 5 Periodicals 1983, 1985


4245 *New Epoch*. Frequency: ‘Periodically’. Columbus, OH. Published by Columbus Urban League. Last issue 4 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Columbus Urban League.

OHi [v.1, n.1-v.5, n.10] Collection 146 [Jan, 1944-Dec, 1951]


CLU v.1, n.1 Special Collections Oct 9, 1920


4247 *The New Era Banner*. 1919-? Frequency: Weekly. Birmingham, AL. Published by New Era Publicity Committee. Last issue 4 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Johnathan W. Wave. LC card no. sn87-50161. OCLC no. 15725330. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

A-Ar v.1, n.22 Periodicals Feb 21, 1919


DHU v.1, n.1-2 Microfilm Feb-Mar, 1916

TNF v.1, n.2 Special Collections Mar, 1916

4249 *New Essence*. 1990-? Frequency: Semiannual. John K. Phoenix, Editor, New Essence, P.O. Box 73676, Washington, DC 20056. Published by John K. Phoenix. Last issue 43 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. ISSN 1052-4312. LC card no. s93-92386, sn90-3807. OCLC no. 22292335. Subject focus and/or Features: Philosophy, Poetry.

WHi v.1, n.1; v.2, n.1 Pam 01-4628 Fall, 1990; Fall, 1991

4250 *The New Fisk Herald*. 1984-? Frequency: Unknown. Nashville, TN. Published by Committee to Reconstruct Fisk and Save Fisk University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 45 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Committee to Reconstruct Fisk and Save Fisk University.

New Florida Courier. Miami, FL. see Florida Courier. Miami, FL.


WHi v.1, n.3 Pam 01-5835 Dec 22, 1994


WHi v.6, n.1 Microforms Oct, 1945


WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 84-5393 Summer, 1974

CU v.1, n.1 Periodicals Summer, 1974


DHU v.10, n.49-v.20, n.51; v.21, n.2-v.22, n.6 Microfilm Dec 15, 1974-Dec 26, 1976; Jan 27, 1985-Feb 9, 1986

4255 *New Harlem Magazine*. 1985-1986? Frequency: Two times a year. New York, NY. Published by City College of New York. Last issue 52 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Wendy Fields. OCLC no. 37730895. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students.

NN-Sc v.1, n.2 Uncataloged serials Spring, 1986

no. 1201515. Subject focus and/or Features: Congress of Racial Equality, Civil rights, Housing, Employment.


**New Jersey After Hours.** 1949-? Frequency: Weekly. Newark, NJ. Published by After Hours, Inc. Last issue 38 pages. Height 19 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Harry B. Webber. OCLC no. 30761534. Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment.

**New Jersey Deadline.** Frequency: Two times a month. Newark, NJ. Published by Deadline Publishing Company, Inc. Last issue 30 pages. Height 10 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Edward N. Evans Jr. OCLC no. 2449037. Subject focus and/or Features: Women, General interest, Fashion, Short stories, Health, Beauty, Food.

**New Jersey Greater News.** Newark, NJ. see Greater News. Newark, NJ.


**New Jersey Trumpet.** 1887-1897. Frequency: Weekly. Newark, NJ. Published by William Murrell. Height 62 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn87-68175. OCLC no. 15671833. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

**New Jersey Lady Magazine.** 1966-? Frequency: Monthly. Hayward, CA. Published by W. Warner Beckett. Last issue 60 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Edward N. Evans Jr. OCLC no. 2449037. Subject focus and/or Features: Women, General interest, Fashion, Short stories, Health, Beauty, Food.


4268  The New Mexico State News. 1950-? Frequency: Weekly. Albuquerque, NM. Published by G. Daniel Choice. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): G. Daniel Choice. LC card no. sn93-61551. OCLC no. 28981261. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest. WHi v.1, n.1-v.4, n.52  Microforms Jan 13, 1870-Jan 1 1874


DHU v.77, n.1-3  Pam 96-2441  Oct, 1994-January, 1995

WHi v.86, n.1  Circulation Spring, 1996

DHU v.1, n.28  Microfilm Aug 5, 1954

NN-SC v.24, n.5-v.26, n.11  Microforms Dec 15, 1951-Aug, 1954


DHU v.1, n.1-v.4, n.52  Periodicals Jan 13, 1870-Jan 1 1874

TXU v.1, n.1-v.5, n.30  Periodicals Jan 13, 1870-Oct 22, 1874


[DHU v.1, n.2, 8; v.6, n.6, n.16, n.1, 5  Periodicals Jan/Feb, Dec/Jan, 1945/46; June, 1950; Mar, May, 1969


OCLW v.1, n.2-7, 9-11; v.2, n.1-6, 8-10; MS 4038  v.3, n.4, 6, 8-10


Apr/May, July, Nov-Dec, 1944
known. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University,
School of Communications. Last issue 8 pages. Height 38 cm.
Photographs. Previous editor(s): Roy Betts, Feb 19-20 1977;
Dexter G. Miller, Feb 17-19 1978. Subject focus and/or Fea¬
tures: Journalism, Colleges and universities—Students,
Howard University.

DHU v.1, n.2-v.2, n.3 Howardiana Feb 19, 1977-Feb 19, 1978


ver, CO. Published by Carolyn Jones-Mitchell. Last issue 30
pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commer¬
cial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Sylvia
Lewis. Supersedes: Odyssey West. OCLC no. 27242666. Sub¬
ject focus and/or Features: Education, Business, Sports, Race
relations, Travel, Poetry.

WHI v.1, n.2; v.2, 1 Pam 01-5258 Fall, 1992; Winter/Spring, 1993

4278 New Orleans Broadcast - Fraternal Herald. 1934-? Fre¬
frequency: Weekly. Plaquemine, LA. Last issue 8 pages. Line
drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): James
compromising and relentless.” Subject focus and/or Features:
Newspaper.

WHI v.1, n.8 Microfilm Mar 10, 1934

4279 New Orleans Daily Creole. 1856-1857. Frequency:
Last volume 208 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertis¬
ing. Available in microform from: DLC (1856-1857). LC card
no. sn84-25908. OCLC no. 10996553, 19986553, 10903348, 8107743.

THE NEW ORLEANS OBSERVER

Feb 25 1984-[July 19 1986]; Peter Clark, [Aug 29 1987]; Kim
J. Brown, Apr 29 1989-June 29 1991; Gayle Jupiter, June 6
1991-Nov 21 1992; June Hazeur. Variant title(s): Data, [June 3
1972-Nov 1/14, 1975]; Black Data News Weekly, Apr 5 1980-
Mar 24 1984. Publisher varies: Theodore La Croix, Sept 1
1972-Nov 1/14, 1975]. Available in microform from: WHI
sn89-59281, sn89-59284, sn89-59282, sn89-59283, sn89-7183.
OCLC no. 19986548, 6347836, 19986553, 10903348, 8107743.

Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHI v.23, n.7-v.24 Microfilm [Nov 4, 1989-July 2, 1990

LN v.1, n.10- LOU2B June 5, 1967-

New Orleans Herald. New Orleans, LA. see Louisiana Weekly. New Or¬
leans, LA.

4281 New Orleans Informer and Sentinel. 1940-? Frequency:
Weekly. New Orleans, LA. Published by Informer Publishing
Co., Inc. Last issue 16 pages. Last volume 832 pages. Height
58 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising.
Previous editor(s): Donald Jones. Supersedes: New Orleans
Sentinel 1940-1942? OCLC no. 16882170. Subject focus
and/or Features: Newspaper.

LScS-N v.3, n.59-v.4, n.31 A-A July 3-Dec 25, 1943

4282 New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Foundation Quarterly.
ed by New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Foundation. Last issue 8
pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of
contents. Superseded by: Second Lines. OCLC no. 20618759.
Subject focus and/or Features: Jazz, Music, New Orleans Jazz
& Heritage Foundation.

WHI v.3, n.1; Pam 01-4008 Winter, 1991

4283 New Orleans Jazz Study Newsletter. 1991-? Frequency:
Irregular. Denver Service Center—TCE, 12795 W. Alameda
Parkway P.O. Box 25287, Denver, CO 80225-0287. Published
by National Park Service. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm.
Line drawings. OCLC no. 24602041. Subject focus and/or Features:
Music, Jazz.

LScS-N n.1, 3 Periodicals Aug, 1991; May, 1992

4284 The New Orleans Observer. 1985-1986. Frequency:
Monthly. New Orleans, LA. Published by Urban Media, Inc.
Last issue 28 pages. Height 37 cm. Line drawings; Photos¬
graphs (some in color) Commercial advertising; Table of con¬
tents. Previous editor(s): J. B. Borders IV, Sept-Oct 1985; Phil¬
lip A. Stelly Jr., Dec 1985; Cleve Bryant, Jan-Feb 1986. Subject
focus and/or Features: General interest, Finance, Fashion, Art,
Entertainment, Health, Profiles, History.
4285 **The New Orleans Tribune.** 1985-. Frequency: Monthly. Beverly S. McKenna, Editor, The New Orleans Tribune, 2335 Esplanade Ave., New Orleans, LA 70119. $12 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (504) 945-0772. Published by McKenna Publishing Co. Last issue 30 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 13547679. Subject focus and/or Features: Business, Economics, Profiles, Calendar.


4287 **New People.** 1991-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Yvette Walker Hollis, Editor, New People, P.O. Box 47490, Oak Park, MI 48237. $25 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (810) 541-6943. Published by Yvette Walker Hollis. Last issue 26 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Interracial families, Interracial couples. WHi v.4, n.3- Circulation Jan/Feb, 1994-

4288 **New Perspectives.** 1968-1986? Frequency: Quarterly. Washington, DC. Published by U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): J. Al Latham Jr. Variant title(s): Civil Rights Digest, Perspectives. ISSN 8750-2135. LC card no. 84-646830, sn84-7586. OCLC no. 13344073, 12594604, 11032955. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights.


4290 **The New Rebel: Newsletter of the Southern Student Organizing Committee.** 1964-? Frequency: Monthly. Nashville, TN. Published by Southern Student Organizing Committee. Last issue 4 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Sue Thrasher. OCLC no. 12320514. Subject focus and/or Features: Southern Student Organizing Committee, Race relations, Civil rights.

4291 **New Review.** 1953-? Frequency: Monthly. NY, NY. Published by American Enterprises, Inc. Last issue 66 pages. Height 15 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): William L. Rowe. OCLC no. 37586582. Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment, General interest.

NEW VISTAS: A POSITIVE APPROACH TO HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS

from: UnM. "100th year of the YMCA - 43rd year of the Harlem Branch YMCA." Subject focus and/or Features: Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA), Harlem Branch, YMCA.

WHi v.25, n.22 Microforms Feb 12, 1944 SRC 539

NN-Sc v.37, n.4 Archives Nov 2, 1957 Glover Papers

Branch YMCA." Subject focus and/or Features: Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA), Harlem Branch, YMCA.

from: UnM. "100th year of the YMCA - 43rd year of the Harlem Branch YMCA." Subject focus and/or Features: Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA), Harlem Branch, YMCA.

WHi v.25, n.22 Microforms Feb 12, 1944 SRC 539

NN-Sc v.37, n.4 Archives Nov 2, 1957 Glover Papers

from: UnM. "100th year of the YMCA - 43rd year of the Harlem Branch YMCA." Subject focus and/or Features: Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA), Harlem Branch, YMCA.

WHi v.25, n.22 Microforms Feb 12, 1944 SRC 539

NN-Sc v.37, n.4 Archives Nov 2, 1957 Glover Papers

from: UnM. "100th year of the YMCA - 43rd year of the Harlem Branch YMCA." Subject focus and/or Features: Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA), Harlem Branch, YMCA.

WHi v.25, n.22 Microforms Feb 12, 1944 SRC 539

NN-Sc v.37, n.4 Archives Nov 2, 1957 Glover Papers

from: UnM. "100th year of the YMCA - 43rd year of the Harlem Branch YMCA." Subject focus and/or Features: Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA), Harlem Branch, YMCA.

WHi v.25, n.22 Microforms Feb 12, 1944 SRC 539

NN-Sc v.37, n.4 Archives Nov 2, 1957 Glover Papers
tings; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Essays, General interest.

**DHU v.1, n.1-9** Periodicals June, 1945-Apr, 1946

**TNF v.1, n.1-5, 7-9** Special Collections June-Dec, 1945; Jan-Apr, 1946


**DHU v.1, n.1-2; v.3, n.1** Periodicals Jan-Apr, 1934; Jan, 1938

**LNX v.1, n.1-3; v.2, n.1, 3-5; v.3, n.1, 3-4, v.4, n.1** Archives Jan, 1934; Jan, Mar/Apr-June/July, 1935; Mar/Apr, Nov, 1936; Jan, 1937

**4304 The New Voice.** 1976-? Frequency: Weekly. Hampton, VA. Published by Hampton Institute, Department of Mass Media & Arts. Last issue 8 pages. Height 42 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Hampton Institute, Department of Mass Media & Arts, Colleges and universities—Students, Journalism.

**ViHal v.1, n.7; v.8, n.1-14; v.9, n.10; v.16, n.7** Peabody Collection Apr 29, 1977; Oct 27, 1983-Apr 26, 1984; Apr 18, 1985; Apr 25, 1990


**MNS v.1, n.1-2; 3 Archives 1982-1983; 1986**

**4306 The New Warriors.** 1990-2000. Frequency: Monthly. Tom DeFalco, Editor, New Warriors, 387 Park Ave. South, New York, NY 10016. Published by Marvel Comics. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. ISSN 1053-7325. LC card no. sn90-1888. OCLC no. 22620621. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

**WHi v.1, n.29, 31, 33-40 Pam 00-180 Nov, 1992; Jan, Mar-Oct, 1993**

**4307 New Watts Awakening.** 1972-2005. Frequency: Bimonthly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Mafundi Institute, Inc. Last issue 4 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. LC card no. sn93-24214. OCLC no. 29464511. Subject focus and/or Features: Performing arts, Civil rights.

**MiU v.1, n.1-3 Labadie Storage Nov, 1972-Sept/Oct, 1973**


**TxMW v.1- Public Relations Office Summer, 1995-**

**4309 New Word.** 1995-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Garrett R. Fortner, Editor, New Word, P.O. Box 627, Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10017. Telephone: (718) 636-1404. Published by Garrett R. Fortner. Last issue 54 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising. Table of Contents. OCLC no. 32111159. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Fashion, Entertainment.

**WHi Jan, June, 1995- Circulation**

**4310 The New World.** 1964-? Frequency: Unknown. Place of publication unknown. Published by Father Divine’s International Peace Mission Movement. Last issue 43 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Father Divine’s Kingdom and Peace Mission, Religion, Father Divine.

**PPT v.1, n.1 Blockson Collection June, 1964**


**NN-Sc Fall-Spring, 1988; Fall, 1989; Spring, 1991 Newsletters New York Age. New York, NY. see New York Freeman, New York, NY.**


4319 **New York Black Nurses Association Newsletter.** 1981-. Frequency: Annual. Miriam Moses, Editor, New York Black Nurses Association Newsletter, P.O. Box 3635, Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10017. Published by New York Black...

WHi  Winter/Spring, 1994; Winter/Spring, 1996  Pam 01-6926
        Summer, 1996/Winter, 1997

NN-Sc  Fall, 1981; Spring, 1982; Spring, 1988; Sc Ser.-M.N47833
       Spring, Fall, 1989/Winter 1990-Summer/Fall, 1993


WHi  v.1, n.10-v.6, n.278; v.9, no. 419, 449- Microforms June
        29/July 5, 1982-Dec, 1987; Sept 25, 1990, Apr 30, 1991-

DHU  v.6, n.263-266 Microfilm Sept 8-29, 1987

NN-Sc  v.1- Newspapers Jan 18, 1983-


WHi  v.1, n.35 Microforms May 27, 1921

NN-Sc  v.1, n.35 Microfilm May 27, 1921


WHi  v.1, n.1 Microforms May 7, 1955


WHi  [v.1, n.1-v.3, n.47] Microforms  [Nov 22, 1884-Oct 8, 1887]


WHi  [n.141-n.236 Microforms Jan 6, 1883-Nov 8, 1884


NN-Sc  v.6 Uncataloged serials Nov, 1989/Oct, 1990

4326 New York Hair and Style. 1996-. Frequency: Four times a year. Susan Jones, Editor, New York Hair and Style, 352 Fulton Ave., Hempstead, NY 11550. Telephone: (516) 485-8681, FAX (516) 483-8684. Published by Edison Bramble, John Pasmore. Last issue 70 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 35622532. Subject focus and/or Features: Hairdressing, Beauty, Braids (Hairdressing).

WHi  4 issues, 1997- E185.85/N48

4327 The New York Informer. 1927?-? Frequency: Semi-monthly. New York, NY. Published by Eastern News Syndicate. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): R. Chapman Judkins. A magazine of Negro news drama.” Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.

DHU  v.1, n.1 Periodicals Apr, 1937


DHU  v.17, n.46 Microfilm Dec 20, 1930


Amistad v.15, n.4; v.17, n.1, 3, 4; v.19, n.1 Periodicals May, 1939; Nov, 1940; Mar, May/July, 1941, Spring, 1943

DHU [v.1, n.2-v.?, n.2] Periodicals [Feb, 1926—“Centennial Year”, 1966]


WHi July-Aug, 1937 Microforms

News & Notes: Synods of Tennessee, Alabama and Mississippi. 1938-1945. Frequency: Monthly. Nashville, TN. Published by Presbyterian Church USA. Last issue 7 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): E. L. Orr. Subject focus and/or Features: Presbyterian Church, Missions.

PPPrHi v.1-v.6 Periodicals 1938-1945

News and Notes. 1995-?. Frequency: Quarterly. LoRen B. Holmes, Editor, News and Notes, 217 Lone Oak Drive, Hawkins, TX 75765-0036. Published by LoRen’s Gifts, Cards, Etc. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.

WHi v.3, n.1 Pam 01-7033 Sept, 1997


WHi Oct, 1956, June, 1957 Microforms


WHi Summer, 1972 Pam 84-4938


NcWsT Dec, 1992- Archives


News Bulletin. 1961-? Frequency: Irregular. Detroit, MI. Published by Jack and Jill of America, Detroit Chapter. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Mary Lee Martin, Myrtle E. Gaskill. Subject focus and/or Features: Jack and Jill of America, Detroit Chapter, Children’s clubs.

MiD v.1, n.1 Burton Collection May, 1961


WHi v.2, n.5 Microforms July/Aug, 1944


ViPetU Summer, 1967; May, Aug, 1968 Archives

News Clarion. 1964-?. Frequency: Weekly. Chicago, IL. Published by Claude W.B. Holman. Last issue 12 pages. Height 41 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Evelyn F. Johnson. LC card no. sn91-55374. OCLC no. 23961383. Founded by Alderman Claude W.B. Holman. “Chicago’s Fastest Growing Newspaper, Serving Chicago & Cook County Southside.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

ICHi v.3, n.43 Reference Mar 24, 1967


WHi v.3, n.42- Circulation June 9, 1995-

The News Edition. 1935-? Frequency: Monthly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by News Edition Publishing Co. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Gertrude L. Jones. Subject focus...
and/or Features: General interest, Social life and customs, Poetry.
CLU v.1, n.3 Special Collections Feb, 1935

4351  News from American Beach. 1994-? Frequency: Unknown. Fernandina, FL. Published by American Beach, Inc. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 32737105. Subject focus and/or Features: Amelia Island, Travel.
WHi v.1, n.10 Pam 01-4810 1995

KHi v.1, n.1 Microforms Nov 18, 1957

4353  News from NAACP. 1941-1942. Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Last issue 2 pages. Height 35 cm. OCLC no. 12028789. Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Civil rights, Voter registration.
WHi Feb 7, 1964 Pam 84-4804

NN-Sc Jan 11, 1963-Jan 29, 1972 Sc Micro
OClW July 10, 1952-June 4, 1959 NAACP Papers

KHi v.7 Microfilm Mar 5/12, 1979

4356  News in Brief. 1965-1965? Frequency: Unknown. Cleveland, OH. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
OClW Mar, Mar 9, May 1, 1965 MS 3520

News Leader. Baton Rouge, LA. see Community Leader. Baton Rouge, LA.

WHi v.4, n.1 Microforms Feb, 1957

4358  News Letter. 1977-1982. Frequency: Irregular. Grambling, LA. Published by Grambling State University, A.C. Lewis Memorial Library. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Grambling State University (Grambling, LA), Colleges and universities.
LGra v.2, n.1-v.5, n.1 Archives Oct, 1978-Jan, 1982

NCGa v.1, n.1-v.4, n.3 Archives Fall, 1975-Spring, 1979
News Letter. Prairie View, TX. see From the Desk of the President Newsletter. Prairie View, TX.

WHi v.1, n.1-3, 9-10 Pam 72-2718 June 7-July 25, 1956; June 28-Sept 27, 1958

v.1, n.7 Microforms Nov 18, 1957

NN-Sc Oct 10, 1986 Newsletter

4363 *News of the Field*. 1966-? Frequency: Weekly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. Last issue 8 pages. Last volume 41 pages. Height 35 cm. OCLC no. 12070795. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, Southern States, Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee.

WHI n.1-7, 11-12 Pam 85-289 Feb 23-Apr 6, Apr 27/May 8-May 25, 1966


4365 *News Release*. 1925-? Frequency: Daily. Chicago, IL. Published by American Negro Labor Congress. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Trade unions, Communism.

NN-Sc Oct, 1925 Uncataloged serials


Amistad v.5, n.1, 3, 5 Periodicals Jan/Feb, May/Jun, Sept/Oct, 1987


DHU v.21, n.36 Microfilm July 2, 1977


OrHi Feb, 1961-Dec, 1968 Library

4369 *News Scene*. 1984-?. Frequency: Two times a month. News Scene, 7148 South Exchange, Chicago, IL 60649. Telephone: (312) 731-5517. Published by Odu Ikechi Oqueri. Last issue 16 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Odu Ikechi Oqueri. OCLC no. 29343845. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHI v.9, n.8; v.10, n.12 Pam 95-310 May 5/20, 1993; Nov 19/Dec 8, 1993

WHI v.10, n.13- Pam 95-310 Apr 12/May 3, 1996-


NN-Sc Nov, Dec 19, 1992; June, 1993 Newsletters

4371 *The Newscaster*. 1937-? Frequency: Monthly. Institute, WV. Published by West Virginia State School for the Colored Deaf and Blind. Last issue 13 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Thelma Martin, Nov 1937-Oct 1940; Helen Penn, Oct 1941-Dec 1944. OCLC no. 18438889. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, West Virginia State College (Institute, WV), Short stories, Essays, Poetry.

WVln v.1, n.1-2, 6; v.4, n.1; v.5, n.1; v.8, n.2; v.14, n.1 Archives Nov-Dec, 1937; Mar, 1939; Oct, 1940; Oct, 1941; Dec, 1944; Sept, 1949

4372 *News...Dickerson for Congress Committee*. 1942-1942. Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by Dickerson for Congress Committee. Last issue 3 pages. Height 36 cm. Previous editor(s): John H. Johnson. Supersedes: News... from Earl B. Dickerson. Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Civil rights, Earl B. Dickerson.

IC-CW n.1-3 Vivian Harsh Collection Mar 18-31, 1942


WHI n.2; n.4; n.6; n.15 Microforms Spring, 1966; May 16, 1966; July 22, 1966; Oct 24, 1967 Newsletter. Atlanta, GA. see Morris Brown College Newsletter. Atlanta, GA.

Newsletter. Bloomington, IN. see Ebony Lines. Bloomington, IN.

4374 *Newsletter: Center for Sickle Cell Disease*. 1972-1979? Frequency: Two times a year. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Center for Sickle Cell Disease. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Sickle cell anemia, Health care.

DHU v.5, n.1-v.8, n.1 Howardiana Feb 15, 1977-June, 1979

DHU v.1, n.3 Howardiana Nov/Dec, 1974


WHI v.1, n.4; v.2, n.1-2, 4-v.3, n.1 Pam 84-4773 June 30, 1967; Jan 31-June 5, Nov, 1968-Jan/Feb 1969

4377 Newsletter. 1971-? Frequency: 'Issued irregularly'. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Medical and Dental Library. Last issue 3 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Medical and Dental Library, Howard University, Medical libraries, Colleges and universities.

DHU v.1, n.1-v.2, n.3 Howardiana Nov, 1971-Oct, 1973

4378 Newsletter. 1982-? Frequency: Irregular. Washington, DC. Published by National Medical Association, Radiology Section. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Raleigh C. Bledsoe. Subject focus and/or Features: Health care, Radiology.


WHI v.2, n.1 Microforms Dec, 1956


FMFMC v.1, n.1-v.2, n.9 Archives Mar 19, 1976-Apr, 28 1977


FMBA v.11 Periodicals Jan, 1992

4382 Newsletter. 1975-? Frequency: Quarterly. Tallahassee, FL. Published by Black Research Information Coordinating Service, Inc. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Emily A. Copeland. Subject focus and/or Features: Research collections, Exhibits, Media production.

WHI v.2, n.1 Pam 01-2717 Winter, 1976

LScS v.2, n.1; v.3, n.1 Archives Winter, 1976; Winter, 1977


WHI v.1, n.9,n.11; v.2, n.1,n.3,n.6,n.8 Microforms Mar, Aug, Oct, Nov/Dec, 1963; Mar, July/Aug, 1964


WHI v.1, n.1-no number SRC VI:33 [Dec 1, 1962-July 14, 1963]

4385 Newsletter. 1980-? Frequency: Monthly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Black and White Men Together/Atlanta. Last issue 8 pages. Last volume 96 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Gay men, Homosexuality, Calendar.

MIEM v.13, n.5 Special Collections 1995 HQ75/N49/C1 Newsletter. Gretna, LA. see Bantu Spirit. Gretna, LA.

4386 Newsletter. 1956-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Chicago Urban League. Last issue 4 pages. Last volume 24 pages. Height 40 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 10227948. Subject focus and/or Features: Chicago Urban League, Organization news.

WHI v.1, n.2, 4-v.2, n.1; v.3, n.2; v.5, n.2 Pam 74-3402 May/June, Sept/Oct, 1956-Jan/Feb, 1957; Apr/May, 1958; July/Aug, 1960

4387 Newsletter. 1974-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Chicago Alliance Against Racist and Political Repression. Last issue 8 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 11968394. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, Civil rights, Politics, Radical politics.

WHI v.2, n.5 Pam 84-4747 June/July, 1975

4388 Newsletter. 1990-? Frequency: Unknown. New Orleans, LA. Published by UNO Caucus of Black Faculty and Staff. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations.
Features: UNO Caucus of Black Faculty and Staff, Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.

LNX Fall, 1990 Archives

4389  Newsletter. Dates unknown. Frequency: Unknown. Lorman, MS. Published by Alcorn State University, Office of Alumni Affairs. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Alcorn State University (Lorman, MS).

MsAM v.1, bulletin 57 Archives Undated


Amistad v.3, n.2; v.8, n.3; v.7, n.1; v.9, n.1-2; Periodicals v.10, n.4; v.1 [n.s.], n.1, 7; v.1 [n.s.], n.1-5, 7; v.3, n.8; v.10, n.2; v.7 [n.s.], n.5 Dec, 1926; Dec, 1931; Nov, 1932; Nov-Dec, 1934; Feb, 1935; Apr-Nov, 1935; Oct 15, 1935-Feb 15 1939; Apr-May, 1941; June 1, 1944; Oct, 1954

DHU v.1, n.2; v.3, n.3; [no numbers] Periodicals Nov 15, 1938; Feb 15, 1939; Dec 1940; [Oct, 1954-1963]

NcCJ v.1, n.2- Archives [Nov 15, 1938-


WHI Spring, 1994- Circulation

4393  Newsletter. 1985-? Frequency: Unknown. Newsletter, 204-208 West 134th St., New York, NY 10030. Published by St. Philip's Church, Episcopal Diocese of New York. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Episcopal Church, Organization news.

NN-Sc Easter, Summer, 1985; Easter, 1990 Uncataloged serials


MiU June, 1967 Labadie Collection


WHI v.1, n.1- E185.5/N48 Winter, 1990-NN-Sc v.1, n.2- Newsletters Spring, 1990 Newsletter. Prairie View, TX. see From the Desk of the President Newsletter. Prairie View, TX.

4396  Newsletter. 1993-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Memphis, TN. Published by National Bar Association, Ben F. Jones Chapter. Last issue 9 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Rhynette N. Hurd. OCLC no. 28692172. Subject focus and/or Features: Lawyers, National Bar Association, Legal system.

WHI Mar/Apr 1993 Pam 01-4822


WHI v.1, n.1-3 Pam 01-7022 Aug, 1992-1995


ViPetU Sept, 1962 Archives
**4401** *Newsletter, African American Genealogical Society of Cleveland, Ohio*. 1990-. Frequency: Quarterly. Janet Bedingfield, Editor, Newsletter, P.O. Box 200382, Cleveland, OH 44120-9998. Published by African American Genealogical Society of Cleveland, Ohio. Last issue 6 pages. Last volume 12 pages. Height 27 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Sandra G. Craighead. Publisher varies: Afro-American Historical and Genealogical Society, Cleveland, OH. OCLC no. 26670739, 37978929. Subject focus and/or Features: Genealogy.


**4403** *A Newsletter for the Crossroad Senior Citizen’s Organization*. 1974?- Frequency: Quarterly. Dallas, TX. Published by Crossroads Community Center. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Aged, Community development, Crossroad Senior Citizen’s Organization.


**4406** *Newsletter: Howard University Center for Youth and Community*. 1964?- Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Center for Youth and Community. Last issue 5 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Wallace L. Jones. Subject focus and/or Features: Howard University Center for Youth and Community.


**THE NEWSLETTER OF A&T COLLEGE**
4409  Newsletter of African American Activist. 1980-1980?
Frequency: Unknown. Miami, FL. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Miami riots, Police brutality.
Amistad  v.1, n.1 Periodicals 1980

WHi  v.1, n.1-v.20, n.1 In Process Fall, 1976-Fall, 1995

4411  Newsletter of the Anacostia Museum. 1990-?
Frequency: Quarterly. Washington, DC. Published by Anacostia Museum, Smithsonian Institute. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Delisa Saunders. OCLC no. 21722517. Subject focus and/or Features: Museums.
NN-Sc  v.1, n.1; v.2, n.1. Newsletters Spring, 1990; Spring, 1991

4412  Newsletter of the Jackson State University School of Science and Technology. 1984-?
Frequency: Bimonthly. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, School of Science and Technology. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Regina Graves, Sept/Oct 1984; Webster Foster Smith, Nov/Dec 1985. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Science and technology education, Colleges and universities.
MssSU  v.1,n.5-v.2 Archives Sept/Oct 1984-Nov/Dec, 1985

4413  Newsletter of the Museum of African American History. 1968-?
Frequency: Unknown. Detroit, MI. Published by Museum of African American History. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Museum of African American History (Detroit, MI), Education, Museums.
NN-Sc  v.1, n.1 Archives 1968 Glover Papers

4414  Newsletter of the North Nashville Project. 1966-?
WHi  v.1, n.2 Microforms Aug, 1966

4415  Newsletter of the Yoruba Cultural Center of New York.
Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by Yoruba Cultural Center of New York. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Yoruba Cultural Center of New York, Calendar, Poetry.
NN-Sc  Fall, 1992 Uncataloged serials

4416  Newsletter, Southern University Letterman. 1988-?
Frequency: Unknown. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University. Last issue 2 pages. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Sports, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).
LScs  Fall, 1988 Archives
Newsletter (Southern Student Organizing Committee). Nashville, TN. see Newsletter of the Southern Student Organizing Committee. Nashville, TN.

OrHi Aug 11, 1970-Dec, 1975 Library
Newsletter (Urban League Guild of Southwestern Fairfield County Newsletter). Stamford, CT. see Urban League Guild of Southwestern Fairfield County Newsletter. Stamford, CT.

4418  Newsletter—Adult Education Project. 1954-?
DHU  v.1, n.3 Periodicals Jan, 1955

Frequency: Quarterly. Binghamton, NY. Published by University Center at Binghamton, Department of Afro-American and African Studies. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 37336288. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies, University Center at Binghamton, Department of Afro-American and African Studies, Colleges and universities.
WHi  v.4 Pam 01-6172 Spring, 1988
CLAAM  v.4, n.1 Periodicals Spring, 1988
DHU  v.1, n.1 Periodicals Fall, 1983
NN-Sc  v.1, n.1-v.4, n.1; v.5-v.6 Newsletters Fall, 1983-Spring, 1988; Spring, 1989-1990
Newsletter-Milwaukee Urban League. Milwaukee, WI. see Urban League Today. Milwaukee, WI.


4422 NewsQuarterly. 1966-? Frequency: Quarterly. Marcus Jr. Neustadter, Editor, Washington, DC. Published by United Supreme Council Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Freemasons, United Supreme Council Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry.


4424 Ngoma. 1971-? Frequency: Unknown. Newark, NJ. Published by Harambee Organization. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Some Swahili. OCLC no. 30787115. Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Education, Poetry, Nutrition, Swahili.

4425 NIA. 1995-? Frequency: Quarterly. Redan, GA. Published by Ms. T. Productions. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm.


4430 The Nidra King Center Save the Children Newsletter. 1994? Frequency: Monthly. Minneapolis, MN. Published by Nidra King Center. Last issue 17 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 29895663. Subject focus and/or Features: Children.

WHi v.1, n.1-6, 10, 13-14 Pam 00-183 Nov, 1992; Apr, Aug, Nov-Dec, 1993.


4432 The Nigger. 1969?-? Frequency: Unknown. New Orleans, LA. Published by Louisiana State University, Black Student Press. Last issue 14 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Race relations, Black power, Poetry, Black Student Press, Colleges and universities.

LN 3 undated issues, 1969 LOU2B.

4433 Night Thrasher: Four Control. 1992-. Frequency: Monthly. Tom DeFalco, Editor, Night Thrasher, 387 Park Ave. South, New York, NY 10016. Published by Marvel Comics. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising, OCLC no. 29558824. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, straps, etc.

WHi v.1, n.2-4 Pam 00-184b Nov, 1992-Jan, 1993.

4434 Night Thrasher. 1993-. Frequency: Monthly. Tom DeFalco, Editor, Night Thrasher, 387 Park Ave. South, New York, NY 10016. Published by Marvel Comics. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 29527788. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, straps, etc.


4435 Nightstalkers. 1992-. Frequency: Monthly. Tom DeFalco, Editor, Nightstalkers, 387 Park Ave. South, New York, NY 10016. Published by Marvel Comics. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. ISSN 1067-1250. LC card no. sn92-6761. OCLC no. 27140546. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.


4436 The Nile Review. 1981-1985? Frequency: Monthly. Kansas City, MO. Published by The Nile Co. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Larry Delano Coleman. ISSN 0738-8659. LC card no. sn83-8082. OCLC no. 9290716. Subject focus and/or Features: History, Profiles, Pan-Africanism.


4437 Ninth Episcopal District Newsletter of the Christian Methodist Episcopal Church. 1984?- Frequency: Quarterly. Oakland, CA. Published by Christian Methodist Episcopal Church, 9th District. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Jean West. Subject focus and/or Features: Christian Methodist Episcopal Church, Religion.

TxTyT v.1, n.1 Archives May/July, 1984.

4438 NIP Magazine. 1968-. Frequency: Monthly. NIP Magazine, 23 E. 7th Street, Provident Bank Building, Suite 315, Cincinnati, OH 45202. Published by Frederick T. Suggs. Last issue 52 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Kenneth McDowell, June 1968-July 1969. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi v.1-50 Periodicals June, 1968-


4440 Nite Lite. 1959?- Frequency: Weekly. Newark, NJ. Published by Edna M. Strothers. Last issue 16 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in mi-
croform from: DHU (1975-1976). “Be in the know, on where to go.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

HU v.17, n.11-v.18, n.17 Microfilm Jan 23, 1975-Mar 4, 1976


DHU v.8,n.11-v.9, n.15 Microfilm Apr 9, 1975-Apr 15, 1976

4442 **The Nitty Gritty.** 1966-? Frequency: Unknown. Atlanta, GA. Last issue 4 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Alton Pertilla. OCLC no. 11761526. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Politics, Housing.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 84-3688 Febr 23, 1966

4443 **Nitty Gritty.** 1968-? Frequency: Unknown. Milwaukee, WI. Published by Nitty Gritty, Inc. Last issue 9 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 12268514. Subject focus and/or Features: Welfare, Economics, Social conditions.

WHi n.2 Pam 69-838 Nov, 1968


WHi v.6, n.5-v.9, n.7 Microfilm May, 1994-Sept, 1996

WHi v.9, n.8- Circulation Oct, 1996-


WHl v.2, n.2 Pam 01-3868 June, 1969

WU n. 6 (v.3, n.1); 8, 9 Special Mar 1971; Aug, 1972; June, 1974 Collections

DHU v.2, n.2-4, 6-9 Periodicals June, 1969; Mar, 1971-June, 1974

MU v.1, n.1-v.3, n.7 Labadie 1968-June, 1974

MoK v.3, n.1-2 Ramos Collection Mar-June, 1971


TNF n.8-9 Periodicals Aug, 1972-June, 1974


DHU n.1-2 Periodicals Sept-Dec, 1984


ViPetU v.1, n.3-v.2, n.2 Archives Mar, 1961-Apr, 1963


WHi v.1, n.6 Pam 01-4842 Sept, 1992

4449 **NOBO: A Journal of African American Dialogue.** 1991-1991? Frequency: Quarterly. Harlem Heights, NY. Published by Network of Black Organizers. Last issue 71 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): S. E. Anderson, Segundo Modibo. ISSN 1056-683x. LC card no. sn91-3181. OCLC no. 23829788. Subject focus and/or Features: Culture, Poetry, Short stories, Film reviews, Video reviews, Theater reviews, Art, Essays.

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-2 Serials Winter-Summer, 1991

4450 **NOG is Back!!** 1994-?. Frequency: Unknown. Turtel Onli, Editor, NOG is Back!!, 5121 S. Ellis Ave., Chicago, IL 60615. Telephone: (312) 684-2280. Published by Onli Studios. Last issue 32 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings (some in color). OCLC no. 31744618. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi 1994 Pam 00-345

OCLC no. 17420611. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


**TxDU v.2, n.27; v.5, n.25, 31; v.6, n.40** Barker July 8/14, 1988; June 21/22, Aug 2/8, 1991; Oct 2/8, 1992


**WHI v.22, n.2, 4; v.25, n.5; v.26** Pam 95-311 Dec, 1990; Mar, 1991; May, Nov, 1994

**CLU v.1, n.1** Microforms Dec 4, 1968-

**DHU [v.1, n.1-v.5, n.5]** Microfilm [Dec 4, 1968-May 9, 1973]


**WHI v.1, n.3** Pam 01-3781 Summer, 1972

**DHU v.1, 1.1-4; v.6, n.6-v.9, n.4** Periodicals Winter, 1969-Winter, 1975; 1982-1984

**MiU v.1, n.1-4; [no number]** Labadie Collection Winter, 1969-Summer, 1972; Winter, 1975

4454 **Nommo.** 1992-1992. Frequency: Unknown. Nashville, TN. Published by Vanderbilt University, Johnson Black Cultural Center. Last issue 7 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 29307371. “A newsletter of the Association for Black Culture Centers.” Subject focus and/or Features: Black Cultural Center, Colleges and universities—Students.

**WHI v.1, n.1** Pam 01-4838 Summer, 1992

NOMMO. West Lafayette, IN. see *The Power of the Word NOMMO.* West Lafayette, IN.

4455 **Nommo South.** 1988-? Frequency: Unknown. Nommo South, Room 231 Park Hall, Athens, GA 30602. Published by University of Georgia, The African-American Studies Program. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Norman Harris. OCLC no. 30787212. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American Studies, Employment, Colleges and universities—Financial aid, Book reviews.

**WHI v.1, n.2** Pam 01-4227 Apr 4, 1989-


**WHI v.1, n.7** Pam 01-6257 July, 1846

**WHI v.2, n.1-v.3, n.12** HIP/N81/Cutter Jan, 1847-Dec, 1848

**WHI v.2, n.1-v.5, n.12, v.2 [n.s.], n.1-12** Microcards Jan, 1847-Dec, 1850, Jan-Dec, 1854

**DHU v.2, n.1-v.5, n.12, v.2 [n.s.], n.1-12** Periodicals Jan, 1847-Dec, 1850, Jan-Dec, 1854

**Nonviolent Change.** Atlanta, GA. see *Martin Luther King, Jr. Center for Social Change Newsletter.** Atlanta, GA.

4457 **Norcom Gazette.** 1949-? Frequency: Three times a term. Portsmouth, VA. Published by I.C. Norcom High School. Last issue 6 pages. Height 44 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Frederick Fulcher. Subject focus and/or Features: I.C. Norcom High School (Portsmouth, VA), High school newsletter, High schools—Students.

**DHU v.1, n.9** Periodicals Apr, 1950

**Norfolk Journal and Guide.** Norfolk, VA. see *Journal and Guide.* Norfolk, VA.

4458 **The Norfolk Union Gazette.** 1939-? Frequency: Unknown. Norfolk, VA. Published by Virginia Union University, Norfolk Unit. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): J. Bernard
Howard. Subject focus and/or Features: Virginia Union University, Norfolk Unit, Colleges and universities—Students. DHU v.3, n.1 Periodicals Nov, 1941


Amistad v.1, n.5; v.9, n.1; v.18, n.1; v.20, n. 16; Periodicals v.21, n.4, 18; v.22, n.1, 5, v.23, n.1 May 1924; Feb, 1932; Oct, 1937; Aug, 1938; May, June, 1939 Jan, May, 1940; Jan, 1941

ANA v.4, n.5- Periodicals [Dec, 1890-

DHU v.18, n.7; v.21, n.5, 12; v.23, n.1-2; Periodicals v.24, n.1; v.49, n.1 Apr, 1938; Nov, 1939; Dec, 1939-Nov-Jan, 1942; June 1971


WHI Oct, 1967 Microforms


AHO v.1, n.1-v.32, n.6 Archives [Aug 1, 1946-Nov/Dec, 1978]


NcU v.1, n.15 Microfilm Sept 26, 1885 North Carolina Republican. Weldon, NC. see N.C. Republican and Civil Rights Advocate. Weldon, NC.

4464 North Carolina Teacher's Record. 1930-1940? Frequency: Quarterly. Raleigh, NC. Published by North Carolina Teachers Association. Last issue 21 pages. Height 29 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): E. G. Davis. OCLC no. 10594036. Subject focus and/or Features: North Carolina Teachers Association, Teaching, Education.

DHU v.1, n.1-v.11, n.4 Periodicals [Jan, 1930-Oct, 1940]

4465 North Dallas Community News. 1987-? Frequency: Weekly. Dallas, TX. Published by Rick Grant. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Cecil Sharp. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

TxDa v.1, n.12-v.6, n.9 Texas Collection Jan, 1988-Dec, 1991

4466 North East News. 1971-? Frequency: Unknown. Wilmington, DE. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: DeHi (1972). Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

DeHi v.1, n.5 Microforms Feb, 1972


DHU v.1, n.4-v.5, n.3/4 Periodicals Winter, 1937-Winter, 1940/41

4468 The North Hall Clarion. 1973-1974? Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, Alexander North Hall. Last issue 3 pages. Height 36 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Students.

MsJSU v.4, n.5 Archives 1974

4469 North Hartford Truth. 1971-1974? Frequency: Monthly. Hartford, CT. Published by Horace Bushnell Church. Last issue 5 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Stephen Smith. OCLC no. 26787570. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

Ct Feb 1972; Apr, June, Nov 28, 1973; Periodicals Feb 5, Apr 25, 1974
4470 North Jersey Independent. 1950-? Frequency: Unknown. Paterson, NJ. Last issue 4 pages. Height 31 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Albert E. Hart. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

NjPatPhi v.1, n.1 Periodicals Nov 18, 1950


WHi v.1, n.1-2, 4-8, 15-16 Microforms Mar 23-Apr 8, May 6-July 12, Dec 9, 1982-Jan 18, 1983


4473 North Shore Guardian. 1964-? Frequency: Weekly. Waukegan, IL. Published by Guardian Publishing Company. Last issue 8 pages. Height 40 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): James M. Burr. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

DHU v.2, n.12 Periodicals Apr 3, 1965


DeHi v.1, n.1-6, 8 Microforms Jan-Dec, 1981; Feb, 1982


Amistad Summer, 1983 Periodicals

TNF Spring, 1985 Newsletters


NN-Sc Winter, 1992; Spring, 1993 Newsletters


WHi v.3; [no number] Pam 01-4241b Dec, 1967; Dec, 1969

NN-Sc v.5, n.5 Newsletters May, 1980


WHi v.1, n.1-v.2, n.52; v.3, n.5-v.4, n.17 Microforms Dec 3 1847-Dec 14, 1849; Jan 25-Apr 17, 1851

DHU v.1, n.1-v.2, n.52; v.3, n.5-v.4, n.17 Microfilm Dec 3 1847-Dec 14, 1849; Jan 25-Apr 17, 1851


NN-Sc v.2, n.1 Uncataloged serials Spring, 1995


Subject focus and/or Features: Women's clubs, Clubs, Women.

WHi v.1, n.1; v.1; n.4; v.2; n.2; v.1; n.1-2; v.3; n.3; [no numbers] Aug. 1922; Sept, 1946; Jan, Apr, 1948; Spring, 1949-1950; 1951; Sep, 1954; Jan, 1976; Spring/Summer, 1976; Feb, 1977- Winter, 1979; Summer, 1986 Northeastern Onyx. Boston, MA. see Onyx Informer. Boston, MA.


MIU May/June, Fall, 1966 Labadie Collection


WHi Feb-Aug, Oct, 1938-May, July/Aug/Sept-Dec, 1939 Microforms Feb-Mar, 1940

4485 The Northern New Jersey Informer. 1950-? Frequency: Weekly. Paterson, NJ. Last issue 8 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

NJPatPhi v.1 Periodicals Apr 1-June 17, 1950


WHi v.1, n.3-5, 7-9, 11-13, 31-32 Microforms Feb 3-17, Mar 3-17, 31-Apr 15, Dec 12, 1842-Jan 2, 1843

DHU v.1, n.3-5, 7-9, 11-13, 31-32 Microforms Feb 3-17, Mar 3-17, 31-Apr 15, Dec 12, 1842-Jan 2, 1843


WHi v.1, n.1-v.4, n.2 Microforms July 1989-Oct, 1992

DHU v.1, n.2-v.2, n.11 Periodicals Aug, 1989-Dec, 1990

TNF v.1, n.4 Special Collections Oct, 1989

4488 Northwest 76er. 1989-? Frequency: Weekly. Milwaukee, WI. Published by Patricia O'Flynn Thomas. Last issue 10 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn89-80070. OCLC no. 22444064. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


WHi v.1, n.2-v.2, n.24 Microfilm June 19, 1937-Dec, 1938

Wa v.1, n.2-v.2, n.24 Microfilm June 19, 1937-Dec, 1938

WaU v.1, n.2-v.2, n.24 Microfilm June 19, 1937-Dec, 1938

Northwest Clarion and Pacific Dispatch. Seattle, WA, see Seattle Dispatch. Seattle, WA.


Wa v.8, n.12- Microfilm Oct 4, 1989-

WaT v.3-v.6 Newspapers [Mar 2, 1984-Mar 5, 1987]

WaTPC v.10- Periodicals Aug 1, 1993-

4492  **The Northwest Florida Advocate.** 1986?-. Frequency: Weekly. Isaiah J. Williams III, Editor, The Northwest Florida Advocate, P.O. Box 9922, Jacksonville, FL 32208. $25 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (904) 767-4740. Published by Isaiah J. Williams III. Last issue 8 pages. Height 58 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 28047530. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. WHI v.8, n.5, 18, 23- Circulation Jan 4/10, Apr 15/21, May 20/26, 1993-


5401  **The Northwestern Recorder.** 1892-1893. Frequency: Monthly. Milwaukee, WI. Published by Jones and Brown. Last

WHI v.1, n.21-22, 29, 31-34, 36-40; v.2, n.1-2 Microforms Aug 13-20, Oct 8, 22-Nov 19, Dec 3, 1892-Jan 14, Feb-Mar, 1893


MnHi v.2, n.18-26 Microfilm Oct 4, 1902-Nov 27, 1902

4503 Notes: Newsletter of the Panamerican/Panafrican Association. 1986?-? Frequency: Quarterly. P.O. Box 143, Baldwinsville, NY 13027. Published by Panamerican-PanafriCan Association. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. ISSN 1044-6729. LC card no. sn89-8241. OCLC no. 19866322. Subject focus and/or Features: Panamerican-PanafriCan Association.

NN-Sc Fall, 1986; Spring, 1987; Autumn/Winter, 1989 Newsletters Notes from a New Afrikan POW Journal. Chicago, IL. see POW Journal. Chicago, IL.

4504 Notes from the ABA: A Publication of the Association of Black Anthropologists. 1975?-? Frequency: Quarterly. Glenn H. Jordan, Editor, Notes from the ABA, Dept. of Anthropology, Univ. of Illinois, 109 Davenport Hall, Urbana, IL 61801. $20 for individuals; $30 for institutions. Telephone: (217) 333-1645. Published by Association of Black Anthropologists. Last issue 24 pages. Line drawings; Table of contents. Place of publication varies: Washington, DC. OCLC no. 3875606. Subject focus and/or Features: Anthropology.

WHI v.9, n.3/4 Pam 01-4064 Nov, 1983


WHI v.9, n.3/4 Pam 01-4064 Nov, 1983

DNH v.9, n.1/2, 3/4 Periodicals Apr, Nov, 1983

4506 Notes from Underground: Third Annual Literary/Arts Magazine. 1967?- Frequency: Annual. Houston, TX. Published by Texas Southern University. Last issue 8 pages. Height 42 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Barbara Johnson. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Poetry, Short stories, Texas Southern University (Houston, TX), Colleges and universities—Students.

TWHTSU May, 1969 Archives


CU Apr, 1966; Apr 10, Aug 1, 1967; Jan, 1968 Bancroft fe/185.5/N68

El Noticiario Dernieres Nouvelles. See under "El"

4508 Nouveau: Midwest. 1994?-? Frequency: Monthly. Cincinnati, OH. Published by Ed Hicks. Last issue 16 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Ed Hicks. OCLC no. 32047709. Subject focus and/or Features: Middle West, General interest, Entertainment.

WHI Feb, June, 1994 Pam 01-5839

4509 Nouveauate. 1989?- Frequency: Unknown. Brooklyn, NY. Published by Nouveauate Magazine. Last issue 44 pages. Height 22 cm. Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. In French, 100%. Subject focus and/or Features: Haiti, Haitian-Americans.

NN-Sc Sept, 1986-June, 1993 Uncataloged serials

4510 La Nouvelle Haiti Tribune. 1977?-? Frequency: Unknown. Jamaica, NY. Published by Haiti-Tribune, Inc. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. In French, 50-100%. Previous editor(s): Pierre Edouard Bellande. Variant title(s): Hait Tribune. OCLC no. 30752198. Subject focus and/or Features: Haiti, Liberation movements.

WHI Sept 3, 1977 Pam 01-4190

WHI v.4, n.127 Pam 83-4594 Mar, 24/31, 1982

4511 Now. 1942?-1946. Frequency: Semimonthly. Los Angeles, CA. Last issue 40 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): William F. Cummings. Frequency varies: Monthly. OCLC no. 11349488. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Race relations.

DHU v.2, n.7-v.4, n.2 Microfilm Oct, 1944-Aug, 1946

4512 Now. 1977?- Frequency: Monthly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Sid Smith. Last issue 99 pages. Height 19 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial ad-
Advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Art Aveilhe.

Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.

WHi v.2, n.4 Pam 01- May, 1978

NN-Sc v.1, n.1 Serials Feb, 1977

Published by Black Methodists for Church Renewal. Last issue 16 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Thelma D. Barnes, Apr 1977-June 1978; Newtonia V. Harris, Jan 1979. OCLC no. 18408988. Subject focus and/or Features: Methodist Church, Religion.

WHi Fall, 1993 Pam 01-4843

GAHi v.9, n.3; v.10, n.4-5; v.11, n.1 Archives Apr, 1977; Apr-June, 1978; Jan, 1979

4514 Now! 1965?- Frequency: Monthly. Detroit, MI.
Published by Richard B. Henry. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. "News of the Nation and the World." Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

IC-CW v.2, n.4 Vivian Harsh Collection May/June, 1966

Jackson, MS. Published by Council of Federated Organizations. Last issue 3 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 12014859. "Prepared for COFO staff only." Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Southern States.

WHi v.1, n.1-3 Pam 84-4785 May 4-June, 1964

4516 NOW. 1986?- Frequency: Unknown. NOW, 601 W. Riverview Ave., Dayton, OH 45406. Published by Board of Directors of Black Methodists for Church Renewal, Inc. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): John W. Coleman Jr. OCLC no. 18408988. Subject focus and/or Features: Methodist Church, Religion.

WHi Fall, 1993 Pam 01-4843

ODM Fall, 1986; Dec, 1987; Dec, 1988 Periodicals

Now Entertainment Magazine, 20533 Biscayne Blvd., Suite 421, Aventura, FL 33180. Telephone: (305) 999-9076, FAX (305) 654-2901. Published by Board of Directors of Black Methodists for Church Renewal, Inc. Last issue 40 pages. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color) Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Carol U. Ozechyho, Katrina Leonce. Place of publication varies: Miami, FL. OCLC no. 30804321. Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment, Music.

WHi v.7, n.79, 82- ML2478/N68 June, Sept, 1994


Place of publication varies: New Orleans, LA. ISSN 0888-0573. LC card no. 86-650690, sn86-1376. OCLC no. 13474991. Subject focus and/or Features: Engineers, Engineering, Science.

WHi v.5, n.3 Pam 01-5840 Jan, 1994

TNF v.2, n.3; v.3, n.1, 3 Special Collections Feb, Oct, 1987; Feb, 1988

WPfaW v.2, n.1-2, 4; v.3, n.3- Periodicals Oct-Dec, 1986; Mar-May, 1987-

4519 The NSBE Bridge. 1990-. Frequency: Quarterly.
Norris Hite Jr., Editor, The NSBE Bridge, 1454 Duke St., Alexandria, VA 22314. Telephone: (703) 549-2207. Published by National Society of Black Engineers. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1060-3115. LC card no. 91-7960. OCLC no. 24925159. "The National Society for Black Engineers Pre-college Magazine." Subject focus and/or Features: Engineering, Teenagers, High schools—Students.

WHi v.1, n.2; v.4, n.2 Pam 01-5838 Spring, 1991; Spring, 1994

4520 NSCAR Newsletter. 1975?- Frequency: Irregular.
New Haven, CT. Published by Northern Student Movement. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Variant title(s): Newsletter. Place of publication varies: Boston, MA, Apr 20-May 30 1975; Dorchester, MA, July 11 1975-Mar 26 1977. OCLC no. 12068196, 12068270. Subject focus and/or Features: Student National Coalition Against Racism, Race relations.

WHi [Apr 20, 1975-Mar/Apr, 1978] Pam 84-5168/5169

New Haven, CT. Published by Northern Student Movement. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. LC card no. sn93-23854. OCLC no. 12617170. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Race relations, Voter registration.

WHi Special issue Pam 85-1682 Oct 19, 1962

CtU v.1, n.1 Periodicals Dec, 1963

4522 NSSENS Research Reports. 1972?- Frequency: Annual.
New York, NY. Published by National Scholarship Service and Fund for Negro Students. Last issue 110 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 11999684. "National profile of black youth." Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Higher), Scholarships, Colleges and universities—Students.

NaD v.1 371/974qN277N Jan, 1972

Jeanette W. Brown, Editor, NSU Alumni News, 2401 Corprew Avenue, Norfolk, VA 23504. Published by Norfolk State Uni-

**ViNorU** v.1, n.1- Archives | Sept/Oct, 1970-

**4524 N.S.U. Celebration.** 1982-? Frequency: Unknown. Norfolk, VA. Published by Norfolk State University, Office of the President, Journalism Department. Height 28 cm. Photographs (some in color); Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Earl S. Clanton III. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Colleges and universities—Alumni, Norfolk State University (Norfolk, VA).

**ViNorU** v.1, n.1-v.16, n.3 Archives Sept 16, 1979-Oct, 1994

**4525 NSU Communiqué.** 1979-1994? Frequency: Biweekly. Norfolk, VA. Published by Norfolk State University, Office of University Relations. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Marian Ford. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and Staff, Norfolk State University (Norfolk, VA).

**ViNorU** v.1, n.1-v.16, n.3 Archives Sept 16, 1979-Oct, 1994

**4526 N.S.U. Department of Music Newsletter.** 1993-? Frequency: Unknown. Norfolk, VA. Published by Norfolk State University, Department of Music. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Sam Dorsey. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Music, Norfolk State University (Norfolk, VA).

**ViNorU** v.1, n.2 Archives Spring/Summer, 1993

**4527 NSU Spartan Scene Today.** 1993-. Frequency: Three times a year. Norfolk, VA. Published by Norfolk State University, Office of Alumni Relations. Last issue 18 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Robert S. Poole. OCLC no. 29401532. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Norfolk State University (Norfolk, VA).

**ViNorU** v.1, n.2 Archives Spring/Summer, 1993

**4528 Nuance Magazine.** 1981-? Frequency: Monthly. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Linda Jackson Gayles. Last issue 22 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color) Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 37266673. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Health, Art, Entertainment, Lifestyle.

**WHi** v.1, n.4-5, 7 Pam 01-6154 Dec, 1981-Jan, Mar, 1982

**4529 The Nubian: Milwaukee's Magazine for Black Entertainment.** 1980-? Frequency: Biweekly. Milwaukee, WI. Published by Victor T. Banks. Last issue 28 pages. Height 25 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 26604044. Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment, Popular culture, Health, Film reviews, Food, Poetry.

**WHi** v.1, n.1 Pam 92-1157 June 19/July 3, 1980

**4530 Nubian Blues.** 1971-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Brooklyn, NY. Published by Aswad Productions. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Abu Muhammad. "The cultural, educational magazine." Subject focus and/or Features: Culture, Art, Photography, Food, Business, Education, Poetry.

**WHi** v.1, n.1 Pam 01-4228 1971?

**NN-Sc** v.1, n.1 Periodicals 1971?

**4531 Nubian Braids.** 1993-. Frequency: Unknown. Regina Chaffer, Editor, Nubian Braids, 1933 32nd Avenue S., Seattle, WA 98144. Published by Nubian Braid Salon. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 29302483. Subject focus and/or Features: Nubian Braids Salon.

**WHi** v.1, n.4 Pam 01-4836 Sept, 1993


**WHi** v.5, n.5- Microforms May, 1993


**WHi** Edition 1 Pam 01-5837 1991

**4534 Number:: An Independent Quarterly of the Visual Arts.** 1987-. Frequency: Quarterly. Number::, P.O. Box 12226, Memphis, TN. $15 for individuals; $20 for institutions. Telephone: (901) 722-5906. Published by Number:: Inc. Last issue 20 pages. Height 34 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Artists, Interviews.

**WHi** v.7, n.3- Circulation Winter, 1993-
4535  **Number 1.** 1967-? Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by Carl Offord. Last issue 42 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Carlton Brown. Subject focus and/or Features: Martin Luther King, Jr., Entertainment.

WHi Special issue, v.3, n.12 Pam 01-4235 June, 1968

4536  **Numidian Force.** 1991-. Frequency: Monthly. James E. Brunson, Editor, Numidian Force, 432 Columbia St., Cambridge, MA 02141. Telephone: (617) 252-0706. Published by Kamal A. Shariff. Last issue 32 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings (some in color). OCLC no. 24904052. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi v.1, n.3-4 Pam 00-312 Aug, 1992-Feb, 1993

4537  **Nummo.** 1977-? Frequency: Unknown. Normal, IL. Published by Illinois State University. Last issue 50 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Carl F. Morrison Jr. ISSN 0149-3663. LC card no. 77-643302. OCLC no. 3457222. "A Black theater journal." Subject focus and/or Features: Performing arts, Theater, Colleges and universities.

NN-Sc v.1, n.1 Serials Summer, 1977

NYPSC Magazine. Chicago, IL. see Common Outlook. Chicago, IL.

4538  **OAAU Backlash.** 1964-? Frequency: Twice a month. New York, NY. Published by Organization of Afro-American Unity. Last issue 7 pages. Height 28-36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Peter Bailey. Subject focus and/or Features: Police brutality, Malcolm X, Black Power.

MiU n.1-v.1, n.8 Labadie Collection July 18-Nov 23, 1964


Or v.81, n.1 Orec/797/500496073 Jan/60, 1981

4540  **The Oak Tree.** 1990-? Frequency: Six times a year. New York, NY. Published by Creative Consciousness Center of Harlem. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Ruth Murray Maxwell. Subject focus and/or Features: Personal development, Science of the mind.

NN-Sc v.1, n.1 Serials Jan 17, 1990

4541  **Oakland Community Learning Center News.** 1975-? Frequency: Monthly during school year; bimonthly during summer. Oakland, CA. Published by Oakland Community Learning Center. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. LC card no. sn94-24528. OCLC no. 31018702. Subject focus and/or Features: Oakland Community Learning Center, Calendar, Education.

DHU v.2, n.8 Periodicals Dec, 1976


MiU v.1, n.1-8 Labadie Collection June 26-Nov 1, 1969


WHi v.5, n.19- Microforms Sep 11, 1968-

CU v.3- NewsMicro Nov 2, 1966-

Oakland Sunday Post. Oakland, CA. see Oakland Post. Oakland, CA.


WHi [Mar 20-Dec 11, 1915]; Dec 12, 1920; Microforms Feb 25, 1922

CLU v.24, n.45 Special Collections Mar 12, 1921

DHU v.12, n.38-v.26, n.40 Microfilm [Sept 11, 1909-Feb 25, 1922

4545  **Oakland Times.** 1869-? Frequency: Daily (except Sunday). Oakland, CA. Published by The Oakland Times Publishing Co. Last issue 4 pages. Height 57 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: CU (1878-1927). LC card no. sn85-66467. OCLC no. 13020833. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

CU [Jan 8, 1878-Sept 27, 1927] Film

ICRL Jan 2-Dec 30, 1904 T2/R61G

DHU Sept 28, 1923 Microfilm

Photographs. Previous editor(s): Dale Gronemeier. Subject focus and/or Features: Huey P. Newton, Political prisoners.

OAKWOOD. 1986-. Frequency: Two times a year. Kyna D. Hinson, Editor, Oakwood, Oakwood College, Huntsville, AL 35896. Published by Oakwood College. Last issue 43 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Roy Malcolm. Variant title(s): Oakwood Magazine. OCLC no. 31523471. Subject focus and/or Features: Oakwood College (Huntsville, AL), Colleges and universities.

WHI Spring/Summer, 1993-

AHO 1986- Archives

OAKWOOD COLLEGE BULLETIN. 1956?. Frequency: Weekly during school year. Huntsville, AL. Published by Oakwood College. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Oakwood College (Huntsville, AL), Calendar, Colleges and universities.


AHO [no number-v.13, n.38] Archives [Sept 27 1972-Nov 14, 1985]
OAKWOOD Magazine. Huntsville, AL. see OAKWOOD. Huntsville, AL.
OAKWOOD News. Huntsville, AL. see OAKWOOD College Newsletter.
Huntsville, AL.
Oasis. Williamstown, NY. see Hilltopper. Camden, NY.


NN-SC v.3, n.5-6; v.4, n.3-6 Newsletters Sept-Nov, 1985; Apr-Nov, 1986
Observer. Chicago, IL. see Chicago Observer. Chicago, IL.


ICRL v.1, n.1-11 Microfilm Dec 4, 1939-Nov 20, 1940

The Observer. 1899-1900. Frequency: Weekly. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Observer Publishing Co. Last issue 4 pages. Height 54 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): C. Edwards. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHI v.1, n.18 Microforms Jan 13, 1900

The Observer. 1918-? Frequency: Weekly. Toledo, OH. Published by C. Edwards. Last issue 4 pages. Height 54 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): C. Edwards. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

CLU v.9, n.26 Special Collections Apr 30, 1927


WHI v.1, n.10; v.4, n.7 Microforms Nov 26, 1943; Oct 20, 1945


WU v.1, n.1-v.8, n.1; Special Spring 1975-Spring 1982 Collections
DuU v.1, n.1-v.8, n.1; Periodicals Spring 1975-Spring 1982
TNF v.6, n.12 Special Collections Spring/Summer, 1980
4557  *Obsdian II: Black Literature in Review*. 1986-. Frequency: 2 times a year. Afaa M. Weaver, Editor, Obsidian II, Department of English, Box 8105, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27695-8105. $15 for individuals and institutions. Published by North Carolina State University, Department of English. Last issue 129 pages. Height 23 cm.
Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Alvin Aubert. Supersedes: Obsidian. Frequency varies: 3 times a year. Indexed in: American Humanities Index; Arts and Humanities Citation Index; Current Contents, Arts and Humanities; Index of American Periodical Verse; Index to Book Reviews in the Humanities; MLA International Bibliography of Books and Articles on the Modern Languages and Literatures; Research in Afro-American Studies; Self indexed. Available in microform from: UnM (1986- ). ISSN 0888-4412. LC card no. 87-650034, sn86-14534. OCLC no. 13573529. Subject focus and/or Features: Literary theory, Literary criticism, Bibliographic essays, Short stories, Poetry, Interviews, Plays, Essays, Book reviews.
WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-4229 1990
DHU v.1, n.1 Pam 01-5416 Apr 4, 1986

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-4229 1990

4559  *OC Today*. 1992?-?. Frequency: Unknown. Roy Malcolm, Editor, OC Today, Oakwood College, Huntsville, AL. 35886. Published by Oakwood College, Office of College Relations, Alumni Affairs. Last issue 8 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 31523391. “Official newspaper of Oakwood College, Huntsville, AL.” Subject focus and/or Features: Oakwood College (Huntsville, AL), Colleges and universities—Alumni.
WHi 1992; Summer/Fall, 1997 Pam 01-4096

AHO v.1, n.4; v.4, n.2, 4; v.5, n.1; v.6, n.1 Archives Mar/Apr, 1959; Dec 1961; Apr, Fall, 1962; May, 1964

4561  *Occasional Papers*. 1897-?. Frequency: Irregular. Washington, DC. Published by The American Negro Academy. Last issue 10 pages. Height 22 cm. OCLC no. 18549227. Subject focus and/or Features: Essays, History, Culture, General interest.
MoSW n.1-22 E185/5/A51 1897-1924

4562  *Occasional Papers*. 1893?-?. Frequency: Irregular. J. L. M. Curry, Editor, Baltimore, MD. Published by The Trustees of the John F. Slater Fund. Last issue 72 pages. Last volume 140 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 19513139. Subject focus and/or Features: Education.
TxD v.1, n.3-4, 6, 9, 16, 18-29 371.971 J610 1894-3; 1895-1896; 1915; 1917-1935

DHU Jan 6, 1940-Jan, 1943 H M3787/H832

4564  *Ocean State Grapevine*. 1986?-?. Frequency: Biweekly. Providence, RI. Published by Coach’s Cultural Hour, Inc. Height 33 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Douglas Terry. Supersedes: Ebenezer Grapevine. LC card no. sn92-64032. OCLC no. 25323430. “Rhode Island’s only Black newspaper.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.
WHI v.1, n.4 Pam 01-5416 Apr 4, 1986

4565  *The Odd Fellow Budget*. 1920?-?. Frequency: Monthly. Houston, TX. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: DHU (1929). Founded by H.C.Bell Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.
DHU v.10, n.25 Microfilm Oct 15, 1929

WHI v.37, n.7 Microforms Feb 1, 1934
DHU [v.17, n.10-v.40, n.6] Periodicals [May, 1913-Jan, 1937]

WHI v.3, n.41 Microforms Jan 11, 1900
DHU v.3, n.41 Microforms Jan 11, 1900

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-4229 1990

DHI v.1, n.1 Pam 01-5416 Apr 4, 1986

DHU v.10, n.25 Microfilm Oct 15, 1929

WHI v.37, n.7 Microforms Feb 1, 1934
DHU [v.17, n.10-v.40, n.6] Periodicals [May, 1913-Jan, 1937]

ODyssey West. 1982?-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. Denver, CO. Published by John O. Mitchell Sr. Last issue 46 pages. Last volume 276 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising.
4586  

1997-1999. Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by The- 

OHi 1947 PA Box 226/32

4571  


NN-Sc v.5, n.11-13  Newsletters May-June, 1982-Aug/Sept, 1983

4572  

Office of Black Student Affairs Newsletter. 1986-? Frequency: Irregular. Claremont, CA. Published by Claremont University Center. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Claremont University (Claremont, CA), Colleges and universities—Students. 

NN-Sc v.5, n.5; v6, n.3-6; v7, n.3  Newsletters  Feb, Nov, 1991-Mar, Dec, 1992/Jan, 1993

4573  

The Official B.I.C.A. Newsletter. 1995-. Frequency: Annual. Modesto, CA. Published by Black Independent Comics Association (BICA). Last issue 4 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 34703952. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc. 

WHi v.1, n.1  Pam 01-5489 Summer, 1995

4574  

Official Bulletin of the Lincoln Dental Society. 1930-? Frequency: Quarterly. Chicago, IL. Published by Lincoln Dental Society. Last issue 68 pages. Height 25 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): William D. Giles, Dec 1930; Claude E. Driskell, Jan/ Feb 1968-1976. Subject focus and/or Features: Dentistry, Lincoln Dental Society. 

IC-CW v.25, n.20  Vivian Harsh Collection  Jan/Feb, 1968-

4575  

The Official Theatrical World of Colored America. 1928-? Frequency: Biennial. New York, NY. Published by The- 

4576  

Offline Connection. 1997-. Frequency: Quarterly. Sheila Adjahoe, Editor, Offline Connection, P.O. Box 2420, Washington, DC 20013. Telephone: (202) 659-5367. Published by Black Data Processors Associates. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Data processing, Black Data Processors Associates. 

WHi Winter, 1997- Circulation

4577  

The Ohio Daily Express. 1943-1955. Frequency: Daily (except Sunday). Dayton, OH. Published by Paige H. Strick- 

land. Last issue 8 pages. Last volume 392 pages. Line draw- 

ings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Leon W. Tay- 

lor, Paige H. Strickland. Variant title(s): The Daily Express. 


LC card no. sn88-77226, sn88-77225. OCLC no. 17538519, 

17538515. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. 

WHi v.4, n.193; v.9, n.77-264  Microfilms  Sep 24, 1946; May 2- 

May 26, 1952 

OHi v.5, n.224-v.9, n.264  Microfilm  Nov 1, 1947-Dec 31, 1951

4578  

The Ohio Enterprise. 1902-1906. Frequency: Weekly. Cincin- 

nati, OH. Published by Ohio Enterprise Company. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial adver- 

tising. Previous editor(s): Wendell Phillips Dabney. Available in microform from: OCHP (1903). OCLC no. 31314138. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. 

WHi v.1, n.39-40  Microfilms  Mar 28-Apr 4, 1903 

OCHP v.1, n.39-40  Microfilm  Mar 28-Apr 4, 1903

4579  

The Ohio Falls Express. 1878-1904. Frequency: Weekly. Louisi- 

ville, KY. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Commercial adver- 

tising. Available in microform from: DLC (1891). LC card no. sn84-25830. OCLC no. 10372187, 2755051. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. 

WHi v.12, n.42  Microforms  July 11, 1891 

DHU v.12, n.42  Microforms  July 11, 1891

4580  

The Ohio Federation for the Uplift of Colored People. 1918-? Frequency: Unknown. Cleveland, OH. Published by The Ohio Federation for the Uplift of Colored People. Last issue 8 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Organization news, Ohio Federation for the Uplift of Colored People. 

OHi 1918  PA Box 226/32


4584  Ohio State Monitor. 1918-1922. Frequency: Weekly. Columbus, OH. Published by Columbus Baptist Print Co. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): J. Wesley Carter. Available in microform from: OHi. LC card no. sn88-77669. OCLC no. 18385530. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


4589  The Oklahoma Gazette. 1910?-?. Frequency: Weekly. Muskogee, OK. Published by Commercial Publishing Co. Last issue 4 pages. Height 51 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): William Fields. Place of publication varies: Taft, OK. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

4590  The Oklahoma Independent. 1876-?. Frequency: Weekly. Muskogee, OK. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): M. C. Simmons. Available in microform from: NN (1942). LC card no. sn97-64771. OCLC no. 36421194. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.52, n.38; v.54, n.17- Microforms Sept 20, 1990; Apr 30, 1992-


4601  **The Omaha Whip.** 1921?- Frequency: Weekly. Omaha, NE. Published by George Wells Parker. Height 46 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: NN (1921). Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.1, n.1 Microforms Mar 5, 1921

CLU v.1, n.1 Special Collections Mar 5, 1921

4602  **Omega 7.** 1992-. Frequency: Unknown. Alonzo L. Washington, Editor, Omega 7, P.O. Box 171046, Kansas City, KS 66117. Published by Omega 7 Comics. Last issue 28 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings (some in color). OCLC no. 37532162. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi n.1, 1992 Pam 97-263

4603  **The Omega Bulletin.** 1922?- Frequency: Quarterly. Washington, DC. Published by Omega Psi Phi Fraternity. Last issue 4 pages. Height 31 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Fraternities and sororities, Omega Psi Phi Fraternity.

WVln v.19, n.1 Archives First quarter, 1940

4604  **Omega Man.** 1995-. Frequency: Unknown. Alonzo L. Washington, Editor, Omega Man, P.O. Box 171046, Kansas City, KS 66117. Published by Omega 7 Comics. Last issue 26 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color). OCLC no. 37532321. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi v.1- Pam 97-552 1995-

4605  **Omega News.** 1997-. Frequency: Unknown. James T. Dixon, Editor, Omega News, 3951 Snapfinger Parkway, Decatur, GA 30035. Additional address: P.O. Box 44913, L’Enfant Plaza Station, Published by Omega Psi Phi Fraternity. Last issue 7 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 37907228. Subject focus and/or Features: Fraternities and sororities, Omega Psi Phi Fraternity.

WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation Aug, 1997-

4606  **Omowale.** 1990?- Frequency: Quarterly. Omaha, NE. Published by Warrior/Any Means Necessary. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Warrior. OCLC no. 28108553. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc., Religion.

WHi n.2 Pam 01-3070 Apr, 1990

4607  **The Omowe Journal.** 1977?- Frequency: Quarterly. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Undergraduate Student Association. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Howard University, Undergraduate Student Association.

DHU v.1, n.1-v.4, n.1; v.9 Howardiana Jan, 1977-Winter, 1980; Spring, 1991

4608  **On Campus.** 1964?- Frequency: Monthly. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).

LSSc v.1, n.1 Archives Mar, 1964

4609  **On Campus at Talladega College.** 1981?- Frequency: Bi-weekly except summer and holidays. Talladega, AL. Published by Talladega College, Office of Institutional Advancement. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Talladega College (Talladega, AL), Colleges and universities.

ATalT July 23, 1982-Feb 18, 1983 Archives


WHi v.1, n.2 Pam 72-2061 May, 1961

MiU v.1, n.2 Labadie Collection May, 1961

4611  **On the Air.** 1988?- Frequency: Unknown. Atlanta, GA. Published by Clark College, WCLK. Last issue 12 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Radio broadcasting, Colleges and universities.

GAAUC Oct, 1988 Archives


NN-Sc v.4, n.1 Uncataloged serials Winter, 1962

4613  **On the Beam.** 1941?- Frequency: ‘Almost Weekly’. Tuskegee, AL. Published by Tuskegee Institute, Cadets of U.S. Army Air Corps Training School. Height 28 cm. Line draw-
ings. Previous editor(s): Roderick Williams, Sept 30 1941; Frederick Moore, Oct 30 1941. Subject focus and/or Features: Army Air Corps, Military training, Tuskegee Institute.

ATT v.1, n.1-2 Washington Collection Sept 30-Oct 30, 1941

4614 On the Go. 1992-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Mark Surface, Editor, On the Go, P.O. Box 15765, Philadelphia, PA 19103. Telephone: (215) 618-1501. Published by Steve Powers. Last issue 46 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Frequency varies: Quarterly. OCLC no. 30907378. Subject focus and/or Features: Hip hop culture, Music, Graffiti.

WHi v.2, n.4- Circulation Dec, 1993

4615 On the Scene. 1991-? Frequency: Six times a year. White Plains, NY. Published by On the Scene Magazine. Last issue 20 pages. Height 41 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment.


4616 On the Track. 1952-? Frequency: Quarterly, Philadelphia, PA. Published by Association of American Railroads. Last issue 18 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 32479390. Subject focus and/or Features: Railroads.


WHi Aug-Sept, 1944 Microforms


4619 Oneeworld. 1995-? Frequency: 10 times a year. John N. Pasmore, Editor, Oneeworld, 352 Fulton Ave., Hempstead, NY 11550. $15 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (516) 485-8681, FAX (516) 485-8684. Published by New Image Media, Inc. Last issue 98 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 37297621. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Fashion, Films, Entertainment.

WHi v.3, n.1- Circulation Feb, 1997

4620 ONI. 1988-. Frequency: Unknown. Rhashidah Elaine McNeill, Editor, ONI, 1081 Bergen St., Newark, NJ 07112. Published by International Black Women’s Congress (IBWC). Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Elaine McNeill Rhashidali. OCLC no. 37974207. Subject focus and/or Features: Networking, Women, Politics, Business.

WHi v.1[nl], n.2 Pam 01-5668 Spring, 1995

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-2 Newsletters Winter/Spring, 1988


WHi v.6/8, n.1- Microforms Fall, 1992

Onyx. Columbus, MO. see Columbus Onyx News. Columbus, MO.


MiU v.1, n.1-v.4, n.4 Labadie Collection Spring, 1974-Spring, 1977


4624 Onyx Informer. 1990-? Frequency: Monthly. Boston, MA. Published by Northeastern University. Last issue 8 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Beverley Lewis, May 1990; Agell Murphy, Nov. 1991; Byron Hurt, Nov 1991. Variant title(s): Northeastern Onyx. OCLC no. 24225819. Subject focus and/or Fea-

**WHI** v.2, n.1  Pam 84-5155  Oct, 1978

4626  **The Open Gate News.** 1961-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. New Haven, CT. Published by Open Gate Press, Inc. Last issue 12 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Jeff Dyous. LC card no. sn94-53277. OCLC no. 31183560. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

**WHI** v.2, n.1  Pam 01-6130  Oct 1978

4627  **Openline.** 1985-?. Frequency: Unknown. Sacramento, CA. Published by The Black Market. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Grace Douglas. "Published as an alternative to the Black Market Tabloid during its intermittent stage." Subject focus and/or Features: Jesse Jackson.


**ICCBMR** May/Jun, Jun/July, Jul/1984; May/Jul, 1985; Periodicals


**ICCBMR** Oct/Nov, 1987; Mar/Apr, Aug/Sep, 1988; Periodicals Jan/Feb, 1989


**WHI** v.2, [no number]  Pam 71-2488  June 25, 1961; Nov, 1966

4632  **Operation PUSH National Magazine.** Chicago, IL. see **PUSH National Magazine.**

4633  **Opportunity.** 1971-?. Frequency: 10 times a year. Washington, DC. Published by Office of Economic Opportunity. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Herschel Cribb. ISSN 0030-3860. OCLC no. 1761341. Subject focus and/or Features: Job training, Technology, Employment.

**TNF** v.1, n.1, 5; v.2, n.2-4, 6-7, 9; v.3, n.1  Special Collections  Feb, July, 1971; Mar-May, July-Aug/Sept, Nov, 1972; Jan/Feb, 1973


**WHI** v.1, n.1-v.27, n.1  JU83XN/706  Jan, 1923-Winter, 1949

Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Scholarships, Colleges and universities—Admissions.

DHU [v.2, .3-[no numbers] Periodicals  [Mar, 1952-Nov, 1962]

ORA. 1972-? Frequency: Unknown. Greensboro, NC. Published by North Carolina A & T State University, Office of Research Administration. Last issue 23 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Scholarships, Research opportunities, Grants, Education (Higher).

NCGA [v.3, n.2-v.14, n.8] Archives  [Feb, 1974-Feb 1/Mar 1, 1993]


WHi v.71, n.2- Circulation Spring, 1991-
ATT v.38, n.2; v.40, n.2; v.57, n.1; v.61, n.3 Washington Collection May, 1948; May, 1950; Spring, 1968; Fall, 1976


TFN [v.4, n.3-v.70, n.1]; v.71, n.2- Special Collections [Nov, 1925-Fall, 1990]; Spring, 1991-


NN-Sc v.1, n.1-[no number] Uncataloged serials Dec, 1975-Mar, 1976


DHU v.3, n.1 Periodicals 1982


Oracle Poetry & Letters. 1989-. Frequency: Quarterly. Obi Harrison Ekwonna, Editor, Oracle Poetry & Letters, 2105 Amherst Road, Hyattsville, MD 20783. $20 for individuals; $30 for institutions. Telephone: (301) 422-2665, FAX (301) 422-2720. Published by The Association of African Writers. Last issue 36 pages. Height 22 cm. Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Variant title(s): Oracle Poetry. ISSN 1056-5035. LC card no. sn91-722. OCLC no. 23725817. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry.

WU v.1, n.1-2 Rare Books Spring, 1992-Summer, 1995


DHU v.3, n.1 Periodicals 1982


DHU v.1, n.4-8 Microfilm July 1, 1971-May 3, 1973


DHU v.1, n.1-2 Rare Books Spring, 1992-Summer, 1995


Oracle Story & Letters. 1989-. Frequency: Quarterly. Obi Harrison Ekwonna, Editor, Oracle Story & Letters, 2105 Amherst Road, Hyattsville, MD 20783. $20 for individuals; $30 for institutions. Published by The Association of African Writers. Last issue 34 pages. Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Variant title(s): Oracle Stories. ISSN 1056-5027. LC card no. sn91-717. OCLC no. 23725805. Subject focus and/or Features: Short stories.

WU v.1, n.1 Rare Books Summer, 1993


DHU v.1, n.4-8 Microfilm July 1, 1971-May 3, 1973


WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation Feb, 1993-

Oregon Advance Times. 1968-. Frequency: Weekly. Portland, OR. Published by Oregon Advance/Times Publishing Company. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs;

**4646 The Organizer.** 1965?- Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by Northern Student Movement. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Geraldine Farmer. OCLC no. 14094460. Subject focus and/or Features: Organization news, Race relations, Northern Student Movement.


**4648 The Orient.** Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Published by The Orient Publishing Company. Last issue 16 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Alonzo L. Washington. OCLC no. 37532162. Subject focus and/or Features: Masons, Freemasons, Fraternal organizations.

**4649 Original Boy.** 1996-. Frequency: Unknown. Published by Omega 7 Comics. Last issue 26 pages. Height 27 cm. Line drawings (some in color). Previous editor(s): Antony-Rafael. "A Negro Catholic Monthly." "Official Organ of the Southern Jurisdiction of the African Orthodox Church." Subject focus and/or Features: African Orthodox Church, Religion.

**4650 The Original Chicago Blues Annual.** 1989-. Frequency: Annual. Published by The Original Chicago Blues Annual, 213 W. Institute Place, Suite 207, Chicago, IL 60610. Published by McGraw Beauchamp Publications. Last issue 104 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. ISSN 1071-216x. LC card no. 93-658592. OCLC no. 20293991. Subject focus and/or Features: Blues (Music), Music, Poetry, Musicians—Directories, Profiles, Interviews.

**4651 Original Man.** 1992?- Frequency: Unknown. Kansas City, KS. Published by Alonzo L. Washington. Last issue 25 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Photographs. Previous editor(s): Alonzo L. Washington. OCLC no. 26844018. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

**4652 Original Rights Magazine.** 1910?- Frequency: Monthly. Published by Charles Lenz. Last issue 64 pages. Height 22 cm. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Charles Lenz. Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Civil rights, Race relations.

**4653 The Orlando Times.** 1977?- Frequency: Weekly. Published by Calvin Collins. Last issue 16 pages. Height 57 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Alberto Lamb, Nov 17-Dec 28, 1977. OCLC no. 281505-0. "Central Florida's Award Winning Weekly Newspaper." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Race relations.

**4654 The Orthodox Messenger: The Voice of Washington Heights.** 1941?- Frequency: Monthly. Published by The Orthodox Messenger. Last issue 16 pages. Height 27 cm. Previous editor(s): Antony-Rafael. "Official Organ of the Southern Jurisdiction of the African Orthodox Church." Subject focus and/or Features: African Orthodox Church, Religion.

**4655 Oscar Micheaux Society Newsletter.** 1993-. Frequency: Unknown. Published by the Oscar Micheaux Society Newsletter, 104 Crowell Hall, Box 90671, Duke University, Durham, NC 27708. Issued by the Oscar Micheaux Society. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 34873780. "Devoted to African American film history and preservation." Subject focus and/or Features: Actors and acting, Film industry, Oscar Micheaux Society.
4657 Other Countries: Black Gay Voices. 1988-? Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by Other Countries. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Cary Alan Johnson. ISSN 0893-8296. LC card no. sn94-83543. OCLC no. 32331108. Subject focus and/or Features: Homosexuality, Gay men, Essays, Poetry, Short stories, Interviews, Drama.

Our Family Checkmate. 1963-? Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Published by Checkmate Publishing Co. Last issue 29 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Theodore W. Goffney. Variant title(s): Checkmate. Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Clubs, Civic groups.

4662 Our Family Checkmate. 1963-? Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Published by Checkmate Publishing Co. Last issue 29 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Theodore W. Goffney. Variant title(s): Checkmate. Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Clubs, Civic groups.

4663 Our Grapevine. 1955-? Frequency: Bimonthly, New York, NY. Published by Ferrin Publications. Last issue 50 pages. Height 29 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 34592767. Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment.

Our Heritage Magazine. 1994-. Frequency: Quarterly. Paulette Samuel, Editor, Our Heritage Magazine, P.O. Box 2007/52, San Antonio, TX 78220. $15 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (210) 648-7193. Published by Our Heritage, Inc. Last volume 38 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. LC card no. 96-660842. OCLC no. 36313162. "A magazine promoting cultural awareness." Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Romance stories, Entertainment.

Our Life. 1954-? Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by Magnum Publications, Inc. Last issue 64 pages. Height 14 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 35268006. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Romance stories, Entertainment.


Our Purple People. 1939-1940. Frequency: Bimonthly. Chicago, IL. Last issue 64 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Myrtle J. Fields, Feb 1939-June-Sept 1940. LC card no. sn22-32972. OCLC no. 17920157. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Book reviews.
OUR NEWSLETTER


WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation Premier issue, 1997-


WHi Spring, 1994 Pam 96-2407


WHi Winter, 1991- Circulation
TxDa Spring, 1992- Texas Collection

4670 Our Time Press. 1996-. Frequency: Monthly. David Mark Greaves, Bernice Elizabeth Green, Editors, Our Time Press, Suite 2212, 290 Grand Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11238. Telephone: (718) 622-8093, FAX (718) 636-0284. Published by DBG Media. Last issue 24 pages. Height 62 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 37566221. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation Feb, 1996-

4671 Our Times Newspaper. 1983-. Frequency: Biweekly. Sondra L. Matthews, Editor, Our Times Newspaper, 605 S. Evans Ave., Evansville, IN. $12 for individuals and institutions and telephone. Telephone: (812) 426-7993. Published by SLM Marketing Communications, Inc. Last issue 24 pages. Height 34 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: WHi (1992- ). OCLC no. 27649117. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.9, n.21- Microforms Oct 20/Nov 12, 1992-


AFaT v.1, n.1-v.6, n.9 Archives Mar, 1886-June, 1893


TNF v.1, n.1-v.10, n.11 Special Collections Apr, 1946-Nov, 1955

4674 Out Front. 1986-? Frequency: 'Periodically'. Out Front, 1601 Market St., Greensboro, NC 27411. Published by North Carolina A & T State University, Office of Development and University Relations. Last issue 16 pages. Height 30 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 20751627, 19948421. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Colleges and universities—Students, North Carolina A & T State University (Greensboro, NC).

NeGA [v.2, n.1- Archives [Aug, 1987-

4675 The Outlet. 1893-? Frequency: Unknown. Farm, WV. Published by The West Virginia Colored Institute. Last issue 4 pages. Height 36 cm. Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, West Virginia Colored Institute.

Wvln v.1, n.3 Archives June, 1893

4676 Outlook: The Magazine of Virginia State University. 1989-. Frequency: Three times a year. Cassandra Robinson, Editor, Outlook, Box 9085, Virginia State University, Petersburg, VA 23806. Published by Virginia State University, Office of University Relations. Last issue 20 pages. Last volume 76 pages. Height 21 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Cassandra D. Robinson. OCLC no. 22615435. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Colleges and universities—Students, Virginia State University (Petersburg, VA).

Vi v.1, n.1-v.2, n.1; v.4, n.1- Magazine Section Fall, 1989-Winter, 1991; Summer, 1993-
ViPetU v.1, n.1-v.4, n.1 Archives Fall, 1989-Summer, 1993

4678 Outreach. 1984-1987? Frequency: Irregular. Bronx, NY. Published by B & G Enterprises. Last issue 12 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Harlem Hospital, Harlem Hospital Center, 506 Lenox Ave. Room 2146, New York, NY 10037. Published by Harlem Hospital Center. Last issue 8 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Harlem Hospital, Health.

4679 Outreach. 1993-. Frequency: Quarterly. Outreach, Public Affairs, Harlem Hospital Center, 506 Lenox Ave. Room 2146, New York, NY 10037. Published by Harlem Hospital Center. Last issue 8 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Harlem Hospital, Health.

4680 L’Ouverture. 1996-. Frequency: Bimonthly. P.O. Box 8565, Atlanta, GA 30306. Telephone: (404) 572-9141. Last issue 48 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: “The Black marketplace of ideas.” Subject focus and/or Features: Afrocentrism, Essays, Poetry, Art.

4681 Overture: The Black Theater Magazine. 1979-? Frequency: Annual. New York, NY. Published by Audience Development Committee. Last issue 36 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): A. Peter Bailey. OCLC no. 22417752. Subject focus and/or Features: Theater, Dance, Performing arts.

4682 The Owl. 1962-? Frequency: Weekly. Chicago, IL. Published by Owl Publishing Co. Last issue 16 pages. Height 31 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn91-55381. OCLC no. 24035013. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

4683 The Owl. 1926-? Frequency: Weekly. Detroit, MI. Last issue 20 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): M. M. Parker, Harry B. Webber. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

4684 The Owl Screech: Who o o o a. 1924-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by The Owl Publishing Co. Last issue 16 pages. Height 24 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Gossip, Entertainment, Colleges and universities—Students.

4685 P & A Legal Quarterly. 1994-. Frequency: Quarterly. Published by P & A Legal Quarterly, 120 E. 37th St., New York, NY 10016. Published by A. Pilgrim & Associates. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Legal firm news.


4688 The Pacific Defender. 1923-. Frequency: Weekly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Pacific Defender Publishing. Height 51 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Fred C. Williams. Publisher varies: Cooperative Advertisers, Sept 5, 1923. LC card no. sn92-69421. OCLC no. 26581227. “Published in defense of the rights of the Black American.” “A Beacon Light to the land of opportunity.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

4689 Pacific Dispatch. Seattle, WA. see Seattle Dispatch. Seattle, WA.


4692 PACT: People of all colors together. 1992-?. Frequency: Six times a year. Jack Hansen, Editor, PACT, P.O. Box 1012, Dubuque, IA. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Dubuque Iowa Branch. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 28934408. Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Dubuque Iowa. WHi v.1, n.17-18; v.5, n.4-5; v.6, n.2- Periodicals May/June/July/Aug, 1993; July/Aug-Sept/Oct, 1994 Mar/Apr, 1995-


4699 Palara: Publication of the Afro-Latin American Research Association. 1997-. Frequency: Annual. Marvin A. Lewis, Laurence E. Prescott, Editors, Palara, 143 Arts and Science Building, Columbia, MO 65211. $12 for individuals; $20 for institutions. Published by Pennsylvania State University, Afro-Romance Institute of the University of Missouri-Columbia and Department of African and African American Studies. Last issue 153 pages. Height 22 cm. Table of contents. ISSN 1093-5398. LC card no. sn97-436. OCLC no. 36724894. Subject focus and/or Features: African diaspora, Afro-Latin American Research Association. WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-5647 Fall, 1997 Palladium. St. Louis, MO. see St. Louis Palladium. St. Louis, MO.

WHI v.1, n.1, 3-5, 8-37 Microforms Dec 27, 1843; Feb 14-28, Mar 29-Nov 13, 1844

4701 **Palm Beach Gazette.** 1899-1920. Frequency: Weekly. Lee Ivory, Editor, Palm Beach Gazette, P.O. Box 18469, West Palm Beach, FL 33416-8469. $22.50 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (561) 844-5501, FAX (561) 844-5551. Published by Paper Clips, Inc. Last issue 8 pages. Last volume 416 pages. Height 58 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Publisher varies: Gwen Ivory. Available in microform from: WHi (1992-1997). OCLC no. 27248531. “Serving West Palm Beach, Boca Raton, Lake Worth, Delray Beach, South Bay, Boynton Beach, Lake Park, Clewiston, Jupiter, Pahokee, Riviera Beach, Lantana, and Belle Glade.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHI v.4, n.2-4, 13-14 Microforms Sept 17-Oct 1, Dec 3, 1992-


WHI v.1-n.1-v.32, n.35 Microforms Jan 10 1925-Sep 14, 1957

4703 **Pambana.** 1991-. Frequency: Monthly. Bright O. Boateng, Editor, Pambana, 3612 N. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd., Milwaukee, WI 53212. Telephone: (414) 265-5300. Published by Milwaukee Community Journal. Last issue 8 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 28903844. Subject focus and/or Features: Youth, Teenagers, Health, Education, Employment, Popular culture, Book reviews.

WHI v.1-n.1-v.32, n.35 Microforms Dec 1991-June 1992


NN-Sc v.2, n.1 Serials June, 1981

4705 **The Pamoja.** 1978-1984. Frequency: Monthly. Salisbury, NC. Published by Livingstone College, Student Government Association. Last issue 8 pages. Height 56 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Livingstone College (Salisbury, NC), Colleges and universities—Students.

NCSalL Apr 30 May, 1974 Archives

4706 **Pamoja News Magazine.** 1978-1992. Frequency: Monthly. Athens, GA. Published by University of Georgia, Students. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Viveca Rosser. OCLC no. 36179535. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, University of Georgia (Athens, GA).

WHI v.1, n.4 Pam 01-6263 Apr, 1978

4707 **Pamoja Tutushinda.** 1972-? Frequency: Annual. Williamstown, MA. Published by Kujichagulia. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Frequency varies: 3 times a year, Apr, 1972. LC card no. sn91-30269. OCLC no. 24025666. Subject focus and/or Features: Essays, Short stories, Poetry, Art, Photography, Interviews.

WHI v.1, n.1 [no number] Pam 01-3782 Apr, 1972; June, 1973

DHU June, 1973 Periodicals


WHI v.1, n.1 Pam 00-229 Dec 31, 1947

4709 **Pan.** 1986-1987. Frequency: Irregular. Brooklyn, NY. Published by Poui Associates. Last issue 28 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Leslie Slater. “International focus on the new musical instrument of the century.” Subject focus and/or Features: Steel drums, Music, Caribbean-Americans.

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-v.2, n.1 Uncataloged serials Fall, 1985-Fall, 1987


DHU June 1-Sept 18, 1970 Periodicals

453

PAR EXCELLENCE: NEWSLETTER OF THE SCHOOL OF LIBERAL ARTS


4721 "Panther's Claw." 1957-?. Frequency: Unknown. Marshall, TX. Published by Pemberton High School, Journalism Class. Last issue 4 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Paula Collins, May 1964; Winston Jones, Mar 1966. Subject focus and/or Features: High school newsletter, Pemberton High School (Marshall, TX), High schools—Students.


4723 "Papyrus." 1994- Frequencies: Quarterly. Ginger Whittaker, Editor, Papyrus, P.O. Box 270797, West Hartford, CT 06107-0797. Published by Papyrus Literary Enterprises. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Table of contents. Publisher varies: Greater Hartford African Writers Guild. ISSN 1078-5841. LC card no. sn94-4150. OCLC no. 31138062. Subject focus and/or Features: Writing, Authors.

4724 "Par Excellence: Newsletter of the School of Liberal Arts." 1987-1991. Frequency: Irregular. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, School of Liberal Arts. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Doris E. Saunders, Spring 1987; Janice Carter, Fall 1988-Spring 1991. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Liberal arts education, Colleges and universities.

New Haven, CT. Published by Panther Trial News Committee. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 12033724. "What's really happening at the trial of Lonnie McLucas." "What's really happening at the trial of Erika and Bobby." Subject focus and/or Features: Black Panther Party.

New Haven, CT. Published by Panther Trial News Committee. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 12033724. "What's really happening at the trial of Lonnie McLucas." "What's really happening at the trial of Erika and Bobby." Subject focus and/or Features: Black Panther Party.

New Haven, CT. Published by Panther Trial News Committee. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 12033724. "What's really happening at the trial of Lonnie McLucas." "What's really happening at the trial of Erika and Bobby." Subject focus and/or Features: Black Panther Party.

New Haven, CT. Published by Panther Trial News Committee. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 12033724. "What's really happening at the trial of Lonnie McLucas." "What's really happening at the trial of Erika and Bobby." Subject focus and/or Features: Black Panther Party.

New Haven, CT. Published by Panther Trial News Committee. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 12033724. "What's really happening at the trial of Lonnie McLucas." "What's really happening at the trial of Erika and Bobby." Subject focus and/or Features: Black Panther Party.

4726  Paradise Valley News. 1937-? Frequency: Weekly. Detroit, MI. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

4727  Parent-Teacher Bulletin. 1930-? Frequency: Monthly during the school year. New York, NY. Published by PS 89 - Manhattan. Last issue 4 pages. Height 23 cm. OCLC no. 36737003. Subject focus and/or Features: Public school students, Education (Elementary), PS 89 - Manhattan (New York, NY).


4729  The Park Voice. 1972-? Frequency: Unknown. New Orleans, LA. Published by Pontchartrain Park Development Association. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. "The Park has problems too!" Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.


4735  The Partnership Institute. 1987-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, School of Business and Public Administration. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Housing, Block grants, Neighborhood revitalization.

4736  Partnership to Improve Child Care Network Newsletter. 1990-1992. Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, School of Education. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Sadie Murray-Smith. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Child care, Colleges and universities.


4739 Past Masters Topics. 1938-? Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Prince Hall Grand Lodge of Illinois. Last issue 31 pages. Height 21-27 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Lawrence L. Jones. Variant title(s): Past Master's Topics. Frequency varies: Quarterly. OCLC no. 32980729. Subject focus and/or Features: Prince Hall Grand Lodge, Free and Accepted Masons of Illinois, Freemasons, Fraternal organizations.

4740 Pathfinders Travel: The Travel Magazine for People of Color. 1997-. Frequency: Quarterly. Pamela Thomas, Editor, Pathfinders Travel, 6424 N 13th St., Philadelphia, PA 19126. $12 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (215) 927-9950, Fax (215) 927-3359. Published by Pathfinders Inc. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Color. OCLC no. 37578058. Subject focus and/or Features: Travel, Vacations.


4742 Patricia Liddell Researchers' News Journal. 1994-. Frequency: 3 times a year. Carrie McMorris, Editor, Patricia Liddell Researchers' News Journal, PO. Box 438652, Chicago, IL 60643-8652. $20 for individuals; $25 for institutions. Published by Patricia Liddell Researchers. Last issue 39 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Supersedes: Chicago Chapter News Journal. LC card no. 96-680786. OCLC no. 34375924. Subject focus and/or Features: Genealogy.

4743 The Patriot. Frequency: Unknown. Seattle, WA. Published by Afro-Asian Latin American People's Solidarity Forum. Last issue 20 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 36218386. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, World politics, National liberation movements.


THE PATTON POINTER

WHi v.1, n.1-4, n.23; v.5, n.3-7 Microforms Jan 26, 1911-Oct 3, 1914; July 7-Aug 4, 1916

WHi v.4, n.3 Pam 00-291 Feb 23, 1976

Patterson Journal. Fairfield, OH. see Patterson Journal. Fairfield, OH.
4747  *The Paul Quinn College Gazette*. 1994-? Frequency: Three times a year. Dallas, TX 75241. Telephone: (214) 302-3504, (214) 376-1000. Published by Paul Quinn College, Office of Institutional Advancement. Last issue 16 pages. Height 37 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Frequency varies: Quarterly. OCLC no. 36216895. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Paul Quinn College (Waco, TX).

WHI v.1, n.1- Circulation Fall, 1994-

4748  *Paul Quinn College This Week*. 1990-? Frequency: Weekly. Waco, TX. Published by Paul Quinn College, Office of Public Relations. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Paul Quinn College (Waco, TX).

WHI v.1, n.1- Circulation Fall, 1994-


WHI v.4, n.20 Microforms Jan 27, 1900


WHI v.2, n.1; v.3, n.1 Pam 01-5439 Spring/Summer, 1993; Fall, 1994

OWhbP v.1, n.1- Archives Fall, 1992-


WHI n.5 Microfilm Feb, 1995


DHU v.15, n.5, 9; v.16, n.5 Periodicals Jan, May, 1965; Jan, 1966

4753  *The Peabody Script*. 1938-? Frequency: Unknown. Petersburgh, VA. Published by Peabody High School. Last issue 4 pages. 36. Previous editor(s): Ann Tynes. Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Secondary), Peabody High School (Petersburg, VA), High schools—Students.

ViPetU v.17, n.1 Archives June 9, 1954


WHI v.21, n.3 Pam 01-1744 Fall, 1984


Amistad v.1, n.1; v.3, n.3; v.4, n.1-3, 5-9 Periodicals v.5, n.1-3, 7 June, 1943; June, 1945, Oct-Dec, 1945; Feb-May, 1946; Oct-Dec, 1946; Apr, 1947

DHU v.1.1-v.14] [no number] Periodicals [June, 1943-Mar, 1956]; 1959

4756  *The Pearl High Voice*. 1928-? Frequency: Irregular. Nashville, TN. Published by Pearl High School. Last issue 28 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Berry Scruggs, Feb 1933; Lester Dorsey, Dec 1933-Jan 1934; T. H. Bullard Jr., Feb-May 1935; Doyle Grace, Mar 1936; Roy B. J. Campbell Jr., Dec 1939. Subject focus and/or Features: High school newsletter, Pearl High School (Nashville, TN), High schools—Students.

Amistad v.5, n.2; v.6, n.1; v.6, n.1 [sic]-2; 2-3; Periodicals v.7, n.3, v.6, n.1 [sic] Feb, Dec, 1933; Mar-June, 1934; Feb-May, 1935; Mar, 1936; Dec, 1939


WHI v.1, n.1- Circulation Jan, 1994-

Pee Dee Times. Florence, SC. see Times. Florence, SC.


   WHi v.2, n.46; v.3, n.4; v.8, n.23, 25-26; v.9, n.24, 51; Microforms v.14, n.24; v.17, n.8-18, n.8; v.19, n.5-6 Aug 29, Nov 7, 1963; Apr 10, 24-May 1, 1969; Apr 23, Oct 29, 1970; July 10, 1975; Jan 5, 1978-Jan 4, Dec 20-27, 1979

4760 *The Pen.* 1932-? Frequency: Unknown. Raleigh, NC. Published by St. Augustine College. Last issue 6 pages. Height 36 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Charles N. Atkins, Spring 1941; Brenda Dowery, Oct 29, 1965. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, St. Augustine College (Raleigh, NC).

   DHU v.10, n.3; v.32, n.1 Periodicals Spring, 1941; Oct 29, 1965

4761 *Penal Colony.* 1971-? Frequency: Unknown. Amherst, MA. Published by University of Massachusetts, Committee on Poverty for The Emergency Defense Committee, Black Cultural Center. Last issue 8 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Prisons, Prisoners, Discrimination, Civil rights.

   WHi Nov, 1971 Pam 74-3749

4762 *Pendulum.* 1966-. Frequency: Unknown. Pendulum, 1327 Third Street, Alexandria, LA. Published by Arna Bontemps African American Museum and Cultural Arts Center. Last issue 3 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 37305978. Subject focus and/or Features: History, Museums, Arna Bontemps African American Museum and Cultural Arts Center.

   WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-5661 Jan, 1996

---

**PENNSYLVANIA FREEDMEN’S BULLETIN**


   WHi v.8, n.35-51 Microforms Aug 27-Dec 24, 1979


4766 *Penn Pals.* 1991-. Frequency: Quarterly. Penn Pals, Penn Center, P.O. Box 246, St. Helena Island, SC 29920. Published by Friends of Historic Penn Center of the Sea Islands. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 25598040. “Penn Center, One of America’s First Schools for African Americans in the South.” Subject focus and/or Features: Penn Center, School newsletter.


   DHU Dec, 1973 Periodicals TNF Apr/May, 1974 Special Collections

 PENNSYLVANIA FREEMAN

from: NN (1865-1986). OCLC no. 5095545. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Religion.


4770 The Pennsylvania Guard. 1926-? Frequency: Unknown. Pittsburgh, PA. Height 44 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. "Devoted to the interests of Pittsburgh and vicinity." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


4772 Pentecostal Apostolic Fellowship Crusade Journal. 1989-? Frequency: Unknown. Published by Pentecostal Apostolic Fellowship Crusade. Last issue 76 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs (some in color). Previous editor(s): Robert C. Spellman. Subject focus and/or Features: Pentecostal Church, Pentecostal Apostolic Fellowship Crusade.

4773 The Pentecostal Herald. 1942-? Frequency: Unknown. Cleveland, OH. Published by Pentecostal Church of Christ. Last issue 19 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): C. M. France. OCLC no. 38195912. Subject focus and/or Features: Pentecostal Church of Christ (Cleveland, OH), Religion.


WHi  n.1-2 Pam 69-1048 May 1-June 8, 1970

4791  **People's News Service.** 1970-? Frequency: Unknown. Milwaukee, WI. Published by National Committee to Combat Fascism, Milwaukee Branch. Last issue 4 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 11982657. Subject focus and/or Features: Freedom Democratic Party, Voter registration, Civil rights.

WHi  Nov 14, 1965; Jan 4-31, 1966 Pam 72-2664

4792  **The People's Pilot.** 1919-? Frequency: Monthly. Richmond, VA. Published by The People's Pilot Publishing Company. Last issue 12 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Edward David Caffe. OCLC no. 8138676. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

Vi  v.1, n.3, 6, 8 E185/S/P42 May, Aug, Oct, 1919

DHU  v.1, n.6 Periodicals Aug, 1919


WHi  v.7, n.18, 20 Microforms Jan 13, 27, 1900

DHU  v.7, n.18, 20 Microforms Jan 13, 27, 1900

4795  **People's Tribune: Inter-Community News Service.** 1971-? Frequency: Irregular. Toledo, OH. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Law and legislation.

OT  v.1, n.3-4 Local History June 18-July 2, 1971

4796  **People's Voice.** 1942-1942? Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by Dickerson for Congress Committee. Last issue 4 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn91-55376. OCLC no. 24035105. Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Civil rights, Labor, World War II, Sports.

ICHi  v.1, n.1 Reference Apr 11, 1942


WHi  [v.1, n.1-v,7, n.8] Microforms Feb 14, 1942-Apr 24, 1948

GAAUC  v.1, n.10; v.4, n.49-50 Microforms Feb 14, 1942-Jan 16, 1943; Jan 19-26, 1946

NN-Sc  [v.1, n.1-v,7, n.8] Sc Micro RS-936 [Feb 14, 1942-Apr 24, 1948]

OKentU  v.1, n.1-v,5, 5 Microforms Feb 14, 1942-May 25, 1946

4800  **PEP.** 1943-? Frequency: Monthly. Jefferson City, MO. Published by Negro Publisher, Editor and Printer. Last issue 47 pages. Height 17 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Publishers and printing.

DHU  v.1, n.2-v.2 Periodicals Aug, 1943-Nov, 1944; Apr-Nov, 1945

TNF  v.1, n.1-v,2, n.5, 8 Special Collections July, 1943-Apr, July, 1945

4801  **Perkins Network.** 1991-? Frequency: Quarterly. Pasadena, CA. Published by John M. Perkins Foundation for

WHI Oct, 1991 Microforms

4803 Perspective. 1977-?. Frequency: Irregular. Atlanta, GA. Published by Clark College, Journalism Honors Program. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Icy Brewer. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Clark College (Atlanta, GA), Colleges and universities—Students, Journalism.

GAAC v.5, n.1 Archives May 15, 1981


DHU v.2, n.1; v.6, n.2-7, n.1; v.8, n.2; v.9, n.2; Howardiana v.10, n.2-v.11, n.1 Oct, 1980; Summer-Winter, 1983/86; Summer, 1987 Summer, 1988; 1989/1990/91 IC-CW v.2, n.4-v.6, n.1 Vivian Harsh Collection May, 1981-Winter, 1986/87


PMFM 1983-Fall, 1992 Archives

4806 Perspectives. 1996-?. Frequency: Two times a month. Perspectives, P.O. Box 47547, Brooklyn, NY 11247. Telephone: (718) 462-9453. Published by Levitas International Productions. Last issue 11 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. In French, 75%. Previous editor(s): Martial Ewald. "The Haitian Enterprises Magazine." Subject focus and/or Features: Haitian-Americans, Haiti, Business.

NN-Sc v.1, n.2- Uncataloged serials 1996-

4807 Perspectus News Magazine. 1989-?. Frequency: Monthly. East Orange, NJ. Published by The Perspectus Group. Last issue 44 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1048-3497. LC card no. sn90-2907. OCLC no. 20925105. Subject focus and/or Features: Lifestyle.

NN-Sc v.1, n.6 Uncataloged serials Oct, 1989

4808 Persuasive Hair: Health and Beauty Magazine. 1994-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. Carol A. Parker, Editor, Persuasive Hair, P.O. Box 361319, Decatur, GA 30036-1319. Telephone: (404) 415-1977. Published by Dove Publishing Company. Last issue 26 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 37298932. Subject focus and/or Features: Hairdressing, Hair, Beauty, Health.

WHI v.1, n.2- Pam 01-6430 Apr/May, 1994

4809 Phase II: Journal of Black Art Renaissance. 1970-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Oakland, CA. Published by California College of Arts & Crafts. Last issue 23 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Sarah Webster Fabio. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Poetry, Photography, Theater, Performing arts, Artists.


4810 Phat Mama: Her Black Mind. 1970-?. Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by PM, Inc. Last issue 64 pages. Height 22 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Paulette Williams. OCLC no. 3404795. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Short stories, Art, Women.

WU v.1, n.1 Special Mar, 1970 Collections

4811 Phelps-Stokes Studies. 1913-1951. Frequency: Irregular. Athens, GA. 249. Published by University of Georgia. Line drawings. OCLC no. 14162797. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, University of Georgia (Athens, GA), Phelps-Stokes Fellowship Fund, Colleges and universities.

DSF n.1-15 Microfilm Dec, 1913-1951

4812 Phi Kappa Lambda Newsletter of the School of Music. 1954-?. Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, School of Music. Last issue 3 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Music education.

DHU n.1 Howardiana Nov 24, 1954


4814 Philo. 1980-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Morehouse College. Last issue 64 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1090-4839. LC card no. sn91-1338. OCLC no. 24621390. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American, Religion, Philosophy.

WU v.1, n.1 Special Collections Dec, 1980

4815 Philo: The Journal of the American Philosophical Society. 1807-?. Frequency: Annual. Philadelphia, PA. Published by American Philosophical Society. Last issue 64 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 0032-3003. LC card no. sn92-14110. OCLC no. 22692917. Subject focus and/or Features: Philosophy.

WU v.1, n.1 Special Collections Dec, 1980

4816 Pilgrims quarterly. 1990-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Philadelphia, PA. Published by Pilgrims Quarterly. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1096-8007. LC card no. sn94-1149. OCLC no. 28374499. Subject focus and/or Features: Pilgrims descendants.

WU v.1, n.1 Special Collections Dec, 1980
microform from: UnM (1934-1968). LC card no. sn84-25924, sn83-485816. OCLC no. 9673741, 10702239, 18842397. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.44, n.11-v.30, n.17 Microforms Dec 8, 1934-Nov 13, 1965

CIS v.47-v.50 Microfilm Jan 2, 1937-Dec 28, 1940

IC-CW v.74, n.24-v.76, n.50 Vivian Harsh Collection Jan 1, 1966-June 29, 1968

4814 The Philadelphia Flame. 1971-? Frequency: Unknown. Philadelphia, PA. Published by Black United Liberation Front. Last issue 16 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. LC card no. sn88-79585. OCLC no. 18666635. “Because we want to set the world on fire!” Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Vietnam War.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 72-923 Mar 12, 1971


WHi v.15, n.49; v.18, n.3- Microforms Dec 5, 1990; Jan 20, 1993-

DHU v.8, n.20; v.13, n.16 Microfilm May 19, 1983; Apr 20, 1988

4816 The Philadelphia Sunday Sun. 1992-. Frequency: Weekly. J. Whyatt Mondesire, Editor, The Philadelphia Sunday Sun, 628 W. Rittenhouse St., Philadelphia, PA 19144. $36 for individuals and institutions. Published by J. Whyatt Mondesire. Last issue 44 pages. Height 39 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 29329394. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.2, n.1-5, 13- Circulation Sept 12-Oct 19, Dec 5, 1993-


WHi v.28, n.8-v.37, n.52; v.40, n.1-v.62, n.69 Microforms v.63, n.70- Jan 8, 1912-Nov 19, 1921; Dec 1, 1923-Oct 5, 1946

Oct 7, 1947-

CLU v.43, n.20 Special Collections Apr 16, 1927; [Aug 7, 1930; Mar 5, 1931 National News Gravure Section only]

DHU v.90, n.4-v.108, n.20 Periodicals Nov 20, 1973-Feb 19, 1991


Philanderian. Little Rock, AR. see Panther Journal. Little Rock, AR.

4818 Philly Talk. 1969-? Frequency: Monthly. Philadelphia, PA. Published by Douglas Henderson. Last issue 66 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Roger Meltzer, Apr 1971; Norman Hayes, Nov 1976-Jan 1977. ISSN 011776673. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Politics, Housing, Economics, Profiles, Fashion, Religion.

WHi Apr, 1971 Pam 84-3695

DeHi v.7, n.9; v.8, n.1 James Baker Collection Nov, 1976; Jan, 1977


WHi v.1, n.1-v.13, n.68 Microforms [Oct 12, 1891-Nov 28, 1892

4820 The Phoenix. 1891-1892. Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by University of the District of Columbia. Last issue 64 pages. Height 22 cm. Table of contents. OCLC no. 15293064. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Short stories, Essays, Colleges and universities.

ICharE n.1 PS508/N3/P45x Fall, 1981
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Place of Publication</th>
<th>Last Issue</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Line Drawings</th>
<th>Table of Contents</th>
<th>Previous Editor(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Phylon</em></td>
<td>1940-</td>
<td>Atlanta University</td>
<td>Atlanta, GA</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tilman C. Cothran, Sept 1959-Fall 1970; John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Pictorial News</em></td>
<td>1921-</td>
<td>The People's Involvement Corporation</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ann Arbor, MI; Published by Ann Arbor Direct Action Committee; Last issue 6 pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Height 28 cm; OCLC no. 12301262; Subject focus and/or Features: Housing, Family,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Book reviews, Poetry; WHI v.1, n.3 Pam 01-3850 1970; DHU v.1, n.3 Periodicals 1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Picketer</em></td>
<td>1960-</td>
<td>Ann Arbor Direct Action Committee</td>
<td>Ann Arbor, MI</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Last issue 6 pages; Height 28 cm; OCLC no. 28743691; Subject focus and/or Features:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Race relations, Civil rights; WHI v.27, n.1- E185.5/P5 1st Quarter, 1966-1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Pictorial</em></td>
<td>1980-</td>
<td>Pictorial, 8060 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, CA</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Monthly; Pictorial, 8060 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90046-7082; Telephone: (213) 653-8060; Published by Players International Publications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Last issue 66 pages; Height 28 cm; Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents; OCLC no. 28743691; Subject focus and/or Features: Sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WHI v.12, n.7; v.14, n.3 Pam 01-3392 Feb, 1992; Oct, 1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Phylon Quarterly</em></td>
<td>1940-</td>
<td>Atlanta, GA</td>
<td>Atlanta, GA</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phylon Quarterly, Atlanta, GA, see Phylon. Atlanta, GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- The *Pictorial News* and *Pictorial* are listed multiple times due to their different publication years and formats.
- The *Phoenix* and *Photo Newsletter* are listed multiple times due to their different publication years.
- The *Phylon* is listed multiple times due to its different publication years and formats.
- The *The Phylaxis* and *The Phyllis* are listed multiple times due to their different publication years.
- The *Pictorial* and *Pictorial News* are listed multiple times due to their different publication years and formats.
- The *Phoenix* and *Photo Newsletter* are listed multiple times due to their different publication years.
- The *Phylon* is listed multiple times due to its different publication years and formats.
- The *The Phyllis* and *The Phylaxis* are listed multiple times due to their different publication years.
- The *Phylon Quarterly* is listed multiple times due to its different publication years and formats.

4832 **Pilgrims Progress.** 1944-? Frequency: Unknown. Wewahitchka, FL. Published by Andrew J. Hargett. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Andrew J. Hargett. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion. DHU v.1, n.1 Howardiana Sept, 1944


4836 **Pine Bluff Weekly Herald.** 1900-1907. Frequency: Weekly. Pine Bluff, AR. Published by Herald Publishing Co. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: DLC (1900). LC card no. sn84-20617. OCLC no. 4054417, 9586261, 2754418. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. WHI v.1, n.3 Microforms Jan 27, 1900


4840 **The Pine Torch.** 1911-? Frequency: Quarterly. Y. Branch, Editor, Piney Woods School, Piney Woods, MS 39148. Published by Piney Woods Country Life School. Last issue 4


4843 The Pipe Bearer. 1942-1944? Frequency: Monthly. Mesa, AZ. Published by Pipe Bearer Group. Last issue 8 pages. Height 30 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): John C. Credille. Subject focus and/or Features: Calendar, Community newsletter.


4847 A Place to Enter. 1995-. Frequency: Quarterly. Odessa R. Drayton, Editor, A Place to Enter, 1328 Broadway, Suite 1054, New York, NY 10001. Telephone: (212) 714-7032. Published by Drayton-Iton Communications, Inc. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. ISSN 1080-6164. LC card no. sn95-7049. OCLC no. 31851280. "Contemporary fiction by emerging writers of African descent." Subject focus and/or Features: Short stories.

4848 Plain Talking Magazine. 1931-? Frequency: Monthly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Artis N. Ward. Last issue 16 pages. Height 30 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Artis N. Ward. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, Religion, Politics.

4849 The Plain Truth. 1967-? Frequency: Monthly. Champaign, IL. Published by Roy Williams. Last issue 7 pages. Last volume 84 pages. Height 55 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Roy Williams.


Players Cream: of the Crop. 1992-. Frequency: Quarterly. Players Cream, 8060 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, CA. Published by Players International Publications. Last issue 98 pages. Height 27 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 0149-466x. Includes: Players Classic Girls dated July, 1990. Subject focus and/or Features: Sex.

4860 Poems by Blacks. 1970-? Frequency: Annual. Hobbs, NM. Published by South and West, Inc. Last issue 61 pages. Height 24 cm. Table of contents. ISSN 0079-2454. LC card no. 4860. "By upright action we court your favor." Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry.


4865 Points. 1975-? Frequency: Biannual. Daytona Beach, FL. Published by Bethune-Cookman College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Bethune-Cookman College (Daytona Beach, FL).

4866 Police Beat. 1995-. Frequency: Monthly. Greg Ludley, Editor, Police Beat, P.O. Box 117, Grambling, LA 71245. Telephone: (318) 274-2219. Published by Grambling State University. Last issue 1 page. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. "A campus newsletter concerning crimes and crime prevention." Subject focus and/or Features: Crime prevention, Grambling State University (Grambling, LA), Colleges and universities. NN-Sc v.1, n.1- Circulation June, 1994-


4868 Politicizer. 1973-? Frequency: Bimonthly. New York, NY. Published by National Urban League, Citizen Education Department. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Esther Silver. OCLC no. 11983036. Subject focus and/or Features: National Urban League Citizen Education Department, Politics.

4869 Pontiac-Auburn Citizen's Post. 1987?. Frequency: Weekly. Pontiac-Auburn Citizen's Post, P.O. Box 431402, Pontiac, MI 48343. Telephone: (810) 338-3080. Published by Dave Morris. Last issue 8 pages. Height 37 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 32294968. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

4870 Portfolio. 1990?. Frequency: Bimonthly. Hewlett, NY. Published by Portfolio Magazine. Last issue 64 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 32951654. Subject focus and/or Features: Sex.
4871  *Portland Medium*. 1979-? Frequency: Weekly. Vancouver, WA. Published by Christopher H. Bennett. Last issue 4 pages. Height 56 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Supersedes: Soul Town Review. OCLC no. 37299386. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

**WHi** v.8, n.4 Pam 01-6161 Nov 17, 1995


**WHi** v.4, n.43; v.5, n.1-v.9, n.52; v.10, n.34-v.11, n.52; Microforms Jan 27, Apr 7, 1900-Apr 29, Dec 23, 1905-Apr 20, 1907

**DHU** v.4, n.43; v.5, n.1-v.9, n.52; v.10, n.34-v.11, n.52; Microfilm Jan 27, Apr 7, 1900-Apr 29, Dec 23, 1905-Apr 20, 1907

**OrHi** v.4, n.43; v.5, n.1-v.9, n.52; v.10, n.34-v.11, n.52; Microfilm Jan 27, Apr 7, 1900-Apr 29, Dec 23, 1905-Apr 20, 1907


**WHi** v.4, n.43; v.5, n.1-v.9, n.52; v.10, n.34-v.11, n.52; Microforms Jan 27, Apr 7, 1900-Apr 29, Dec 23, 1905-Apr 20, 1907

**DHU** v.4, n.43; v.5, n.1-v.9, n.52; v.10, n.34-v.11, n.52; Microfilm Jan 27, Apr 7, 1900-Apr 29, Dec 23, 1905-Apr 20, 1907


**WHi** v.1, n.24 Microforms Feb 15, 1979-


Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): George W. Moorer Jr. ISSN 0894-9808. LC card no. sn87-7108. OCLC no. 16386603. “A Magazine for Today and Tomorrow’s Black Man.” Subject focus and/or Features: Men, Fashion, Health, General interest.

**NN-Sc** v.1, n.1 Serials Spring, 1987

4876  *Positive Energy Newsletter*. 1986-? Frequency: Irregular. Washington, DC. Published by Alice Chandler. Last issue 7 pages. Height 339 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Angela Williams. ISSN 1042-3788. LC card no. sn89-8399. OCLC no. 19028556. “The information bridge of positive people.” Subject focus and/or Features: Culture, Politics, Pan-Africanism.

**WHi** v.3, n.8-v.6.n.12 In process Nov, 1986-Feb, 1992

**NN-Sc** [v.5, n.9-v.6, n.8] Newsletters [Dec, 1989-June, 1991]

4877  *Positive Strides*. 1993-1995. Frequency: Two times a year. Grambling, LA. Published by Grambling State University, Division of Student Affairs. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Audrey Warren. Subject focus and/or Features: Grambling State University (Grambling, LA), Colleges and universities—Students.

**LGra** v.1, n.1-v.4, n.1 Archives Apr, 1993-Fall, 1995


**NN-Sc** v.8, n.9-. Uncataloged serials Winter/Spring, 1995/96

**Post Tribune.** Dallas, TX. see *Dallas Post Tribune*. Dallas, TX.

4879  *The Postal Alliance*. 1917-? Frequency: Monthly. St. Louis, MO. Published by National Alliance of Postal Employees. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Snow F. Grigsby, Aug 1943-Apr 1958. Subject focus and/or Features: Labor, Trade unions, Postal employees.

**CLU** v.24, n.4 Special Collections Mar, 1932

**DHU** v.14, n.4; v.28, n.5-6, 9; v.30, n.2 Periodicals Mar, 1929; May-June, Sept, 1942; Feb, 1943

**NN-Sc** v.33, n.12 Archives Dec, 1946 Glover Papers

**TNF** v.30, n.8-v.47, n.4 Special Collections Aug, 1943-Apr, 1958

Features: Law and legislation, Women prisoners, Prison reform.


**Power: Urban Entertainment Exclusive.** 1901?-? Frequency: Monthly? Power, 715 E. Golf Road, Schaumburg, IL 60173. Telephone: (708) 519-9000. Published by Astor Black. Last issue 24 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Entertainment, Profiles, Film reviews.


**Power for Living Senior High Quarterly.** 1965-1980? Frequency: Quarterly. Power for Living Senior High Quarterly, P.O. Box 2017, Memphis, TN 38101. Published by Church of God in Christ Publishing House. Last issue 66 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. ISSN 1045-5582. LC card no. sn89-7748. OCLC no. 20141901. Subject focus and/or Features: Church of God in Christ, Religion, Education (Secondary).


**Power Stars.** 1985-1986. Frequency: Unknown. Arlington, VA. Published by Madison Comics. Height 26 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 12812734. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

**Prairie Review.** 1968-1969? Frequency: Quarterly. Prairie View, TX. Published by Prairie View A & M University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Prairie View A & M University (Prairie View, TX), Colleges and universities—Students, Navy ROTC, Military service.


**Prairie View A & M Now.** 1977-1980? Frequency: Quarterly. Prairie View, TX. Published by Prairie View A & M University, Department of College Relations and Development. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Prairie View A & M University (Prairie View, TX), Colleges and universities—Students.
PRAIRIE VIEW CITY NEWS

4892 *Prairie View City News*. 1969?–?. Frequency: Biweekly. Prairie View, TX. Published by F. G. Fry. Last issue 6 pages. Height 56 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): F. G. Fry. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

TxPV v.1, n.20-v.6, n.20 Archives Apr, 1970-Oct 15, 1976

4893 *The Prairie View... Faculty Reporter*. 1967–?. Frequency: Monthly. Prairie View, TX. Published by Prairie View A & M College. Last issue 3 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Prairie View A & M University (Prairie View, TX), Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.

TxPV v.1, n.1-v.6; [no number] Archives [Sept, 1967-June, 1974]; Summer, 1983


TxPV v.1, n.1-v.7, n.3 Archives 1967-1973

4895 *Prairie View Perspective*. 1987–?. Frequency: Unknown. Prairie View, TX. Published by Prairie View A & M University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. "A faculty and staff newsletter for Prairie View A&M University." Subject focus and/or Features: Prairie View A & M University (Prairie View, TX), Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.

TxPV v.1, n.1 Archives Spring, 1987


WHi v.17, n.8, 16 JU83XZ/P877/C7 June, 1930; Aug, 1931 Catter

Amistad v.18, n.1-10; v.24, n.2-10; v.24, n.4; Periodicals v.25, n.8, 10; v.26, n.7; v.27, n.5 Oct, 1931-June, Sept, 1932-June, Dec, 1933; Apr, June, 1934; Mar, 1935; Jan, 1936

DHU v.18, n.3-v.55, n.3 Periodicals [Dec, 1931-Nov, 1964]

TxDa v.59, n.6-10 Texas Collection Feb-June/July/Aug, 1968

TxPV [n.17-v.63, n.2] Archives [June 7, 1913-Oct 1976]; Spring, 1988

4897 *The Prairie View Week*. 1933–1943? Frequency: Weekly. Prairie View, TX. Published by Prairie View A & M College. Last issue 1 page. Height 28-36 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Prairie View A & M University (Prairie View, TX), Colleges and universities—Students.

TxPV v.8, n.1-v.5, n.10 Archives Sept 29, 1940-Nov 14, 1943


TxPV v.2, n.54-no number Archives [Jan 12, 1964-Nov 1, 1969]


CU v.1, n.1-[no numbers] Bancroft Oct, 1974-Jan, 1980 E185.4/P8

4900 *Pre-Centennial Bulletin*. 1972-1973. Frequency: Unknown. Birmingham, AL. Published by Sixteenth Street Baptist Church. Last issue 3 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 25158005. Subject focus and/or Features: Baptist Church, Sixteenth Street Baptist Church.

AU v.1, n.1 Alabama Collection July 23, 1972


WHi v.23, n.24- Microforms Jan 5, 1989

DHU v.10, n.20-v.25, n.23 Microfilm Dec 12, 1974-Dec 27, 1990

4902 *Pre-College Focus*. 1994–?. Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, School of Science and Technology. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line
471
THE PRESIDENT'S NEWSLETTER FROM . . . SAINT PAUL'S COLLEGE

drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 37152989. Subject focus and/or Features: School of Science and Technology, Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Students.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-6127 Mar 1, 1994

4903 Pre-Med Club. 1996-. Frequency: Monthly. Amy Hill, Editor, Pre-Med Club, Grambling State University, Grambling, LA 71245. Published by Grambling State University, Biological Sciences Department. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Pre-med students, Grambling State University (Grambling, LA).

LGr a Nov, 1996- Archives

4904 The Prentice. 1953?-? Frequency: Unknown. Talladega, AL. Published by Talladega College. Last issue 3 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): J. Mani, Al Westbrooks. Subject focus and/or Features: Apprenticeship programs, Talladega College (Talladega, AL), Colleges and universities—Students.

AfaT Feb 7, 1953 Archives/TC/Pub.17

4905 Preparations. 199220-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Preparations, 4146 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago, IL 60651. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 32111682. Subject focus and/or Features: Westside Preparatory School (Chicago, IL), High school newsletter, High schools—Students.

WHi v.1, n.12 Pam 01-4639 Aug, 1993

4906 Prescription. 1970?-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, College of Pharmacy and Pharmacal Sciences. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Pharmacy education, Howard University.

DHU May 20, 1970 Howardiana

4907 Presence. 1994?-? Frequency: Quarterly. Detroit, MI. Published by Delvis P. Nixon. Last issue 66 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising: Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Monica A. Coates. OCLC no. 32644849. "For the contemporary woman of color." Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Fashion, Beauty, Health, General interest.

WHi v.101, n.2 Pam 01-5894 Winter, 1995


WHi v.5, n.1, 4-v.6, n.2; v.7, n.3-v.8, n.4 Circulation v.9, n.3; v.11, n.2-v.12, n.1/2, 4- May, 1981-Mar, Fall, 1985-Summer/Fall, 1986; Fall/Sept, 1987-Dec, 1988; Dec, 1989; Aug, 1991-Summer, 1992; Spring, 1993-

NN-Sc n.3; v.4, n.1; v.5, n.1-4 5 Newsletters May, 1981; May, 1983; Mar, Fall-Winter, 1985


4909 Presidential Strokes. 1989?-? Frequency: Unknown. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University and A & M College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).

LSv v.1, n.2 Archives June, 1989


MoL v.1, n.1-v.6, n.10 Ethnic Studies Center Apr, 1988-Oct, 1993


4911 Presidents Newsletter. 1963?-? Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by National Association of Negro Musicians. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Kenneth Brown Billups. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Musicians.

NN-Sc Dec, 1963 Archives George Glover Papers


LGr a v.1, n.3-v.5, n.1 Archives July, 1979-July, 1983

4913 The President's Newsletter from . . . Saint Paul's College for Trustees, Alumni, Parent, Friend, Student, Faculty and Staff Members. Frequency: Irregular. Lawrenceville, VA. Pub-
lished by Saint Paul’s College. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Saint Paul’s College (Lawrenceville, VA).

4914 **President’s Update.** 1989-? Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, National Alumni Association, Inc. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. “A profile of the activities of Jackson State National Alumni Association, Inc.” Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Alumni.

MsJSU v.4, n.4 Archives May, 1992


OCHP v.4-v.12 f301.451/P947 1968-Feb, 1978


NN-Sc v.16, n.1-v.22, n.1 Uncataloged serials Spring, 1986-Spring, 1991

4919 **Pride Magazine.** 1978-? Frequency: Monthly. Dayton, OH. Published by Sherrer Studio. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): John Sherrer. “Ohio’s leading Black population.” Subject focus and/or Features: Lifestyle. NN-Sc v.3, n.5 Uncataloged serials May, 1980


MnU-A 1973-1978 YMCA of the USA Archives

4921 **The Prince George’s Post.** 1932-. Frequency: Weekly. Legusta Floyd, Editor, Prince George’s Post, P.O. Box 1001, 15207 Marlboro Pike, Upper Marlboro, MD 20772-3151. Telephone: (301) 627-0900, FAX (301) 627-6260. Published by New Prince George’s Post, Inc. Last issue 18 pages. Height 57 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Variant title(s): Prince George’s Post-Sentinel. Place of publication varies: Hyattsville, MD, Landover, MD. ISSN 1053-2226. LC card no. sn90-57050. OCLC no. 21191451. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. Wlii v.62- Circulation Aug 4, 1994-

Prince George’s Post-Sentinel. Hyattsville, MD, see Prince George’s Post. Upper Marlboro, MD.

4922 **Prince Hall Freemasons’ Journal.** 1970-? Frequency: Quarterly. Chicago, IL. Published by Prince Hall Grand Lodge of Illinois. Last issue 40 pages. Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Earnest L. Carthan. Subject focus and/or Features: Prince Hall Grand Lodge, Free and Accepted Masons of Illinois, Freemasons, Fraternal organizations. IC-CW v.3-v.2[n], n.1 Vivian Harsh Collection 3rd/4th Quarter, 1972-Winter/Spring, 1996


4924 **Prince Hall Masonic Digest.** 1973-? Frequency: Quarterly. Washington, DC. Last issue 36 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Pre-
vius editor(s): Quincy C. Ponder, Herbert L. Davis, Roscoe L. Ayers. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Masons.

DHU v.4, n.2-v.12, n.3 Microfilm Aug, 1976-Dec, 1984
IC-CW v.17, n.3-v.19, n.2 Vivian Harsh Collection Dec, 1989-May, 1991

Prince Hall Masonic Bulletin. Fort Worth, TX. see Masonic Quarterly. Fort Worth, TX.

4925 The Prince Hall Masonic Review. 1937-? Frequency: Quarterly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Prince Hall Masons. Last issue 34 pages. Height 27 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): John Wesley Dobbs. Subject focus and/or Features: Prince Hall Masons.

DHU v.4, n.1-v.5, n.27 (whole n.235) Microforms Nov 9, 1859-June 14, 1866


4928 Priority: The Hilltop Magazine. 1973-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University. Last issue 16 pages. Height 38 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Geoffrey H. Simmons. Subject focus and/or Features: Student newsletter, Howard University.

DHU v.2, n.2 Howardiana Apr 19, 1974


WHI v.4, n.1 Microforms June, 1997


DHU Feb 28, 1989-Sept, 1992 Archives


NN-Sc v.1, n.1-v.5, n.27 (whole n.235) 071-N Nov 9, 1859-June 14, 1866


WHI v.1, n.1 Pam 71-3979 May 1967


4933 Proceedings of the Annual Convention of the Conference of Presidents of Negro Land Grant Colleges. 1923-1954? Frequency: Annual. Frankfort, KY. Last issue 130 pages. Place of publication varies: Washington, DC, Petersburg, VA, Chicago, IL, Atlantic City, NJ. Subject focus and/or Features: Hist-
torically Black Colleges, Conference of Presidents of Negro Land Grant Colleges, Colleges and universities.

ATT 10th-32nd Conferences Washington Collection 1932-1954


MoJcL v.2, n.4 Ethnic Studies Center Apr, 1981


WHi v.1, n.1-v.2, n.3 Circulation Spring, 1993; Spring, 1994-Summer, 1995

4936  The Professional. 1993-. Frequency: Bimonthly. A. J. Pearson, Editor, Professional, 53 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, IL 60604. Telephone: (312) 554-1995. Published by BDPA Chicago Chapter Communications Department. Last issue 22 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 31722504. Subject focus and/or Features: Business, Economics, Black Data Processing Associates, Data processing.

WHi v.2, n.4- Circulation Aug, 1994-


WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation June/July, 1994-


MoHi v.1, n.1-v.3, n.8 Newspaper Library Nov 1, 1901-Dec 25, 1903

4939  Profile: The Toledo Black Photo-Newsmagazine. 1968-? Frequency: Semimonthly. Toledo, OH. Published by Alfred L. Sanders. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Alfred L. Sanders. Frequency varies: Monthly, Nov 1968-Dec 1969. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Community newsletter.

OT Nov, 1968-Aug 8, 1970 Local History

4940  Profiles. 1979-1983? Frequency: Two times a year. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Graduate School of Arts and Sciences. Last issue 28 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Edward W. Hawthorne. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Profiles, Howard University.

DHU v.1, n.1-v.3, n.2 Howardiana/Archives May, 1979-Dec, 1983

4941  Profiles. 1986-? Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Office of the Dean. Last issue 13 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Leslie Harrielli-Lewis. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Howard University.

DHU v.2, n.3 Howardiana Sept, 1987


4943  Profiles in Communication. 1972-? Frequency: Two times a year. Hampton, VA. Published by Hampton Institute, Department of Fine Arts & Humanities. Last issue 19 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): George E. Cullen Jr. Subject focus and/or Features: Communications, Humanities, Drama, Colleges and universities—Students, Hampton Institute.

ViHal [v.100, n.3 Peabody Collection 1972


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>OCLC</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4946</td>
<td>Program for the Celebration of Julius Rosenwald Day in Alabama</td>
<td>1932-?</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>Montgomery, AL</td>
<td>Howard University, Institute for Minority Business Education</td>
<td>21742245</td>
<td>Last issue 28 pages. Height 22 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Memorials, Julius Rosenwald Day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4947</td>
<td>Progress: A Report from Roosevelt College</td>
<td>1946-?</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
<td>Roosevelt College</td>
<td>24809003</td>
<td>Last issue 8 pages. Volume 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Robert D. Dibble. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Roosevelt College (Chicago, IL).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4948</td>
<td>The Progress</td>
<td>1889-1904</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Omaha, NE</td>
<td>Progress Publishing Co.</td>
<td>2806307</td>
<td>Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): F. L. Barnett. Available in microform from: DLC (1890-1900). Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4949</td>
<td>Progress in Race Relations in Georgia</td>
<td>1922-?</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Macon, GA</td>
<td>Progressive Together Publishing Co.</td>
<td>15876926</td>
<td>Last issue 15 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): W. Milan Davis. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4951</td>
<td>Progressing Together</td>
<td>1947-?</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Tupelo, MS</td>
<td>Progressing Together Publishing Co.</td>
<td>15876926</td>
<td>Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): W. Milan Davis. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, Economic conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4952</td>
<td>Progressions</td>
<td>1985-1987</td>
<td>Six times a year</td>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
<td>Progressing Together Publishing Co.</td>
<td>15876926</td>
<td>Last issue 30 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): John Glenn Omar. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion, Islam, Black Muslims.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4953</td>
<td>Progressive Consumer</td>
<td>1931-?</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>T. Duport Georges</td>
<td>2806307</td>
<td>Last issue 8 pages. Height 31 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Charles E. Bourne. Subject focus and/or Features: Consumer information, Business, Marketing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4954</td>
<td>Progressive Digest Magazine</td>
<td>1922-?</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Cleveland, OH</td>
<td>Progressive Digest Publishing Company</td>
<td>15876926</td>
<td>Last issue 14 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Entertainment, Sports, Arts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4955</td>
<td>The Progressive Era</td>
<td>1924-1942</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Kankakee, IL</td>
<td>America</td>
<td>15876926</td>
<td>Last issue 8 pages. Height 31 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Harry Anderson. Available in microform from: IHi (1936). Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Entertainment, Sports, Arts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[^1]: ATT 1922 N/E185.61/C74/74598

[^2]: Progress News. Thomasville, GA. see Thomasville News. Thomasville, GA. 

[^3]: TNF v.2, n.1, 7, 9, 11; v.3, n.3, 5, 8-9; [no numbers] Special Collections Jan, July, Sept, Nov, 1968; Mar, May, Aug-Sept, 1969; Jan, June, 1974

[^4]: Progressing Together. 1947-? Frequency: Monthly. Tupelo, MS. Published by Progressing Together Publishing Co. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): W. Milan Davis. "A magazine designed to mold interracial good will." Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, Economic conditions. |


THE PROGRESSIVE NABI

OCLC no. 18237034. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.
WaU v.1, n.1, 9 Microfilm Mar, Nov, 1933

4957 The Progressive Nabi. 1969-? Frequency: Unknown. Atlanta, GA. Published by Interdenominational Theological Center. Last issue 10 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Ron English. Subject focus and/or Features: Interdenominational Theological Center, Religion.
DHU v.1, n.1 Periodicals Apr, 1969

4958 The Progressive Negro Funeral Director. 1939-? Frequency: Unknown. Atlanta, GA. Published by Atlanta College of Embalming and Mortuary Science. Last issue 28 pages. Height 30 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Guy L. Miller. Subject focus and/or Features: Mortuary science.
DHU v.1, n.2 Periodicals Sept, 1939

WHi v.2 Pam 01-4198 Spring, 1964/65

4960 Project Enrichment Newsletter. 1962-1962. Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Lee E. Williams. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State College (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Students, Colleges and universities—Admissions.
MjSU n.1 Archives Oct, 1962

WHi v.1, n.1-v.4, n.3; [v.5, n.2] Pam 73-763 June, 1968-Nov/Dec, 1971; [Summer, 1972]

WHi v.2 Pam 01-4198 Spring, 1964/65

DHU v.1, n.1-v.2 Howardiana Apr, 1961-Spring, 1964/65

4963 The Promethian. 1933-? Frequency: Biweekly. Washington, DC. Published by Miner Teachers College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 58 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Adelaide Webb. OCLC no. 30752914. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Miner Teachers College (Washington, DC).
WHi v.2 Pam 01-4198 Spring, 1964/65

Amistad v.1, n.2-3 Periodicals Feb 23-Mar 9, 1933

WHi v.1, n.1, 4-v.3, n.1 Pam 01-6015 Spring, 1990, Spring, 1991-Summer, 1993

4965 Protectionist. 1841-1841. Frequency: Biweekly. New Garden, IN. Published by Executive Committee of the State Anti-Slavery Society. Last issue 15 pages. Height 24 cm. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Arnold Buffum. OCLC no. 17760724, 6848044. Subject focus and/or Features: Abolitionists, Slavery.
WHi v.1, n.12-24 Microforms June 16-Dec 16, 1841

MnHi v.1, n.6-7, 14 Microforms Aug 13-20, Oct 8, 1892

WHi Jan, 1970-Winter, 1984 E185.5/P89

WaU v.1, n.2-v.5, n.2 Microfilm Mar 27, 1957-Apr 7, 1961

4979 Pulling . . . Together: Your Job and Mine. 1943-? Frequency: Quarterly. Tuskegee, AL. Published by Booker T. Washington Publishing Co. Last issue 32 pages. Height 20 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): A. V. Mundy. Subject focus and/or Features: Pullman porters, Railroad employees, Pullman Company.

DHU v.1, n.5 Periodicals Sept, 1922

4980 Pullman News. 1922-? Frequency: Quarterly. Chicago, IL. Published by The Pullman Company. Last issue 26 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): James Keeley. OCLC no. 16638561. Subject focus and/or Features: Pullman porters, Railroad employees, Pullman Company.

DHU v.2, n.14 Special Military Supplement Periodicals July, 1914; 1918


DHU v.2, n.14; Special Military Supplement Periodicals July, 1914; 1918


DHU v.3-v.4 Periodicals Feb, 1945-Jan, 1947

TNF v.3, n.11; v.4, n.1; v.5, n.4, 8 Special Collections Dec, 1945; Mar, 1946; May, Oct, 1947


WHi v.11, n.8- Circulation Aug, 1993-

4984 Purge. 1993-? Frequency: Unknown. Greensboro, NC. Published by U.P. Comics. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 30762450. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

MIEM n.0 Special Collections 1993

4985 The Purple and Black. 1978-? Frequency: Quarterly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Morris Brown College, Office of Public Relations. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): M. Paulyne Morgan White. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Morris Brown College (Atlanta, GA).

GAAUC v.1, n.7 Archives Summer, 1979

4986 Purple Drum! 1991-. Frequency: Two times a year. Purple Drum!, P.O. Box 2341, Bloomington, IN 47402-2341. Published by The Shango Project. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. OCLC no. 37859324. "The Snango Project, National Archives for Black Lesbians and Gay Men." Subject focus and/or Features: Homosexuality, Gay men, Lesbians, Gays—Periodicals.

WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation Winter, 1991-

4987 Purple Pegasus. 1943-? Frequency: Monthly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Morris Brown College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 52 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): L. Sylvester Odom. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Morris Brown College (Atlanta, GA).

GAAUC v.1, n.1 Archives Feb, 1943

4988 Purpose Magazine. 1991-. Frequency: Monthly. Ella Coleman, Editor, Purpose Magazine, P.O. Box 83020, Columbus, OH 43203. $21 for individuals and institutions. Published by Ellavation Enterprises, Inc. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 27781943. "Giving More Meaning to Life." Subject focus and/or Features: Religion, General interest, Family, Business, Calendar, Profiles.

WHi v.4, n.8- E185.5/P895 Dec, 1994-GA-KC Current issues

O v.1, n.1- Black Studies Library 1991-
PUSH Magazine/Operation PUSH National Magazine. Chicago, IL. see PUSH National Magazine. Chicago, IL

4989 PUSH National Magazine. 1988-. Frequency: Bi-monthly. Wendell Hutson, Editor, PUSH National Magazine, 930 E. 50th St., Chicago, IL 60615. Published by Garthco. Last issue 60 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs


4992 The Pythias and Calanthean Review. 19795 Frequency: Quarterly. Dallas, TX. Last issue 28 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


4994 Quarter Notes. 1984?- Frequency: Unknown. Houston, TX. Published by Community Music Center of Houston, Inc. Last issue 2 pages. Height 36 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Musicians.


4997 The Quarterly Journal. 1932?- Frequency: Quarterly. Tallahassee, FL. Published by Florida A & M College. Last issue 23 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. LC card no. 44-45057. OCLC no. 1325570. Subject focus and/or Features: Research, Education (Higher).


5007 The Race. 1944-? Frequency: Bimonthly. St. Louis, MO. Last issue 88 pages. Height 20 cm. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Georgia McKay, Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Profiles, Book reviews, Music reviews. LNX May/June, 1944 Archives DHU May/June, 1944 Periodicals


5010 Race and Reason. 1994- Frequency: Annual. Manning Marable, Editor, Race and Reason, Mail Code 5512, 1200 Am-

DHU May-June, 1944 Periodicals


WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 72-3088 June, 1966


WHi n.3- E185.61/R223 Spring, 1994-


WHi v.1, n.1-v.3, n.6 Law May, 1969-Mar, 1972

DHU v.1, n.1-v.3, n.6 Periodicals May, 1969-Mar, 1972


WHi v.1, n.1-v.5, n.21 HT1501/R3 Feb 1, 1970-Nov, 1974

5017 *The Race Society*. 1983-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. The Race Society, P.O. Box 414355, Kansas City, MO 64141. Published by M. Brooks-Penn. Last issue 28 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 29349317. "African American Hall of Achievement and Acclaim," Subject focus and/or Features: History, Profiles, General interest, Education.

WHi v.8,-9; v.2 [ns] Pam 01-6020 Aug-Oct, 1990-July/Aug, 1991


WHi v.3, n.18, 20 Microforms Jan 2, 16, 1897

DHU v.3, n.18, 20 Microforms Jan 2, 16, 1897


WHi n.3- E185.61/R223 Spring, 1994-


5022 **The Racial Community Chronicle. 1989-** Frequency: Biweekly. The Racial Community Chronicle, 1717 Racine St., Racine, WI 53403. Published by The Racial Community Chronicle. Last issue 8 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Sandra McClaron. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. Published by Carole Geary. Last issue 40 pages. Height 31 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Sandra McClaron. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


5024 **The Racine Insider News. 1992-** Frequency: Biweekly. Racine Insider News, P.O. Box 4701, Racine, WI 53403. Published by Kenneth Lumpkin. Last issue 8 pages. Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Sandra McClaron. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.
5029 Rafiki: Journal of the Association of Black Gays. 1976-? Frequency: Unknown. Venice, CA. Published by The Association of Black Gays. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. LC card no. 31008301. Subject focus and/or Features: Gay men, Lesbians, Homosexuality.

MiU v.1, n.1 Labadie Fall, 1976

5030 Rage Magazine. 1970-? Frequency: Weekly. Denver, CO. Published by James Holden, Robert Hudson. Last issue 38 pages. Height 14 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Gloria Tanner, A. Livingstone Scott. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

DHU v.1, n.4 Periodicals July 3, 1970


ICCBMR v.1, n.2; v.2, n.2, 4-6 Periodicals Apr/May, 1984; Apr/May, Aug/Sept, 1985-Dec/Jan, 1986

5032 Rainbow: The Magazine for Today's African-Caribbean People. 1985-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Allan H. Stewart, Editor, Rainbow, 385 Bayview Ave. P.O. Box 203, Inwood Station, NY 11696, $10.95 for individuals and institutions. Published by Gizz-Brown Productions Inc. Last issue 50 pages. Last volume 234 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Subject focus and/or Features: African literature, Authors, Art, Poetry.

WHi v.3, n.2; v.4, n.2-5 Pam 01-3254 Jul/Aug, 1987; Mar/Apr-Nov/Dec, 1988


DHU v.1, n.3 Periodicals Sept 4, 1919

5034 The Ram: Huston-Tillotson College Alumni & Friends Magazine. 1992-. Frequency: Quarterly. Mary E. Kearse Ashford, Editor, The Ram, 900 Chicot St., Austin, TX 78702. Telephone: (512) 505-3074, FAX (512) 505-3196. Published by Huston-Tillotson College, Office of Alumni Affairs. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising. Variant title(s): Ram Newsletter. OCLC no. 27646700. Subject focus and/or Features: Students, Colleges and universities—Alumni.

WHi Fall, 1993- Circulation

5035 Ram Pages. 1989-? Frequency: Irregular. Robin Ervin, Editor, Ram Pages, Third Floor, Blair Hall, Winston-Salem State University, Greensboro, NC 27110. Published by Winston-Salem State University, Publication Office. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 32403368. Subject focus and/or Features: Winston-Salem State University (Winston-Salem, NC), Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.


5036 Rama. 1975-? Frequency: Annual. Winston-Salem, NC. Published by Sigma Tau Delta National English Honor Society, Theta Mu Chapter. Last issue 52 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Beverly Blackwell. OCLC no. 32451084. Subject focus and/or Features: American literature, Authors, Art, Poetry.

WHi v.4, n.1 Pam 01-4682 1978


WHi v.1, n.1-2 Microforms Mar-Apr, 1940

5038 The Rampant Lion. 1995-?. Frequency: Unknown. Rampant Lion, 900 Long - 351, P.O. Box 24044, Lansing, MI 48911. Published by Golden Voices, Inc. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 37605465. Subject focus and/or Features: Audiobooks, Book reviews.

WHi v.1, n.1- Pam 01-5652 1995-


DHU v.2, n.3; v.3, n.1 Periodicals Dec, 1963; Summer, 1964

OCLC no. 10372036, 7250661. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHI v.1, n.43 Microforms Nov 5, 1847
DHU v.1, n.43 Microforms Nov 5, 1847
KHi v.1, n.43 Microforms Nov 5, 1847


5043 Randall Spotlight. 1938-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Randall Junior High. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Patricia Alexander. Subject focus and/or Features: High school newsletter, Randall Junior High (Washington, DC), High schools—Students.


5045 Rap. Frequency: Unknown. Dayton, OH. Published by E.F. Bickerstaff. Last issue 30 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Art, Poetry, Short stories, Culture.


5047 Rap. 1967-? Frequency: Unknown. Hampton, VA. Published by Hampton University, Student Government. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Hampton University (Hampton, VA).

5048 The Rap Authority. 1994-? Frequency: Unknown. Atlanta, GA. Published by Wrap Records. Last issue 4 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color). OCLC no. 31118653. Subject focus and/or Features: Rap music, Music.


5050 Rap Pages: The Magazine With an Attitude. 1990-. Frequency: Monthly. Dream Hampton, Editor, Rap Pages, 8484 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 900, Beverly Hills, CA 90211. $24.95 for individuals foreign add $10. Telephone: (310) 571-0300 FAX: (310) 571-0307. Published by LPF, Inc. Last issue 70 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Sheena Lester. Publisher varies: Larry Flynn. Frequency varies: 9 times/year. ISSN 1063-1283. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Rap music.

5051 Rap Sheet. 1992-. Frequency: Monthly. Darryl James, Editor, Rap Sheet, 2270 Centinela Ave., Box B-4, Los Angeles, CA 90064. $12.95 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (310) 399-9000, (800) 966-5209. Published by Jeffrey A. Stern.
485

Last issue 40 pages. Height 60 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1069-319x. LC card no. sn93-4913. OCLC no. 28004072. Subject focus and/or Features: Rap music, Music.

WHI Aug, 1993- Circulation

5052 RapLines. 1991?. Frequency: Quarterly. Rap Lines, 609 8th St., NE, Washington, DC 20005. Published by Communication Associates. Last issue 48 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. ISSN 1078-9863. LC card no. 94-644534. OCLC no. 30718962. Subject focus and/or Features: Rap music, Music, Poetry.

WHI Winter, 1991/92 Pam 01-4632

5053 The Ras Crest International. 1992-. Frequency: Monthly. Queen Ayanna, Editor, Ras Crest International, P.O. Box 361149, Decatur, GA. S15 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (404) 498-0012, 1-800 587-0596. Published by Sara/Sara. Last issue 31 pages. Height 40 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 30886474. Subject focus and/or Features: Reggie Music, Music, Rastafarian movement. Afro-centricism.

WHI v.1, n.1-v,4, n.5 In process July, 1992-Oct, 1995

5054 Rastamon Times. 1994?-1997. Frequency: Monthly. Ras Ile, Editor, Milwaukee, WI. Published by Xpressions Journal Periodicals. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Merged with: Community to Community Gazette. Publisher varies: Irie Vibrations. OCLC no. 32296504. Subject focus and/or Features: Rastafarian movement, Reggae music, Music, Poetry.

WHI v.2, n.10-v,4, n.26 In process Mar 15/Apr 15, 1995-Aug, 1997


Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Yvette Louis. Subject focus and/or Features: Rock music, Music.

ICCBMR Winter, 1989/90, Jan?, 1990 Periodicals

5057 Raven'. 1973?- Frequency: Unknown. Albuquerque, NM. Published by University of New Mexico, Afro-American Student Association Publications and Information Center. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Brenda M. Price. Subject focus and/or Features: University of New Mexico (Albuquerque, NM), Colleges and universities—Students.

NmmU v.1, n.1-2; [unnumbered issue] E185.5/R38 June 29-Aug 24, 1973; [unnumbered issue] Archives

5058 Raw: Real African World. 1994?- Frequency: Quarterly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Raw Communications. Last issue 52 pages. Line drawing; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Ras Moiye. OCLC no. 33257027. Subject focus and/or Features: Culture, Politics, Afro-centrism, Health, Education, Business, Art, Music.

WHI v.1, n.1-6 Pam 96-2455 Aug, 1994-[no date]

5059 Reaching the City. 1988?- Frequency: Quarterly. Frederick Hill, Editor, Reaching the City, P.O. Box 2482, 2030 First Ave., North, Birmingham, AL 35201. Telephone: (205) 252-8286. Published by Center for Urban Missions. Last issue 3 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Gerald Austin Sr., Fall 1992-Winter 1995; Paul Neville, Winter 1996. Available in microform from: WHI (1992-1997). OCLC no. 38195468. Subject focus and/or Features: Center for Urban Missions (Birmingham, AL), City missions.

WHI Fall, 1992-Spring, Winter, 1997 Microforms

5060 The Real Deal. 1991-. Frequency: Monthly. Real Deal, P.O. Box 1207, Cleveland, OH 44120-0907. Last issue 16 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

OCW v.2, n.5 Bibliographer's Office Oct, 1992

5061 Real Roots Magazine. 1992?. Frequency: Monthly. Wisdom Onyii Ogbor, Editor, Real Roots Magazine, P.O. Box 292, Missouri City, TX 77459. Telephone: (713) 960-1991. Published by Ashledu Publications. Last issue 24 pages. Height 34 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 37306814. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHI v.2, n.7- circulation Nov, 1993-

Telephone: (212) 678-3828, FAX (212) 678-3297. Published by The Brotherhood, Inc. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 37781093. Subject focus and/or Features: Boys, Youth organizations.

WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation Summer, 1997-

5063 The Reaper: Metacognitive Man. 1993-. Frequency: Unknown. Verzell K. James, Editor, Chicago, IL. Published by JAM Graphics Publishing. Last issue 28 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings (some in color). OCLC no. 32597985. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi n.1 Pam 00-334 1993


WHi v.1, n.2 Pam 84-5386 July, 1965?


DHU v.1, n.1-[no numbers] Howardiana May/June, 1975-Sept, 1984


WHi v.1, n.1-v.2, n.3 In process Winter, 1990-Spring, 1994

5067 Reconstruction Progres. 1984?- Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by United Haitian Association. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. In French, 50%; in Creole, 5%. Subject focus and/or Features: Haitian-Americans, Politics.

NN-Sc v.1, n.1; v.1[ns], n.1 Uncataloged serials Aug, 1982; Aug, 1984


Amistad v.23, n.4; v.25, n.2-3; v.28, n.3, v.29, n.4; v.33, n.1 Periodicals Mar 12, 1943; Dec, 1946-Mar, 1947; Feb, 1950; May, 1951; Dec, 1954

5069 The Record. 1921?- Frequency: Weekly. Sabrina J. Arnold, Editor, Record, Marcus Foster Center 125, Box 360, Cheyney University, Cheyney, PA 19319. Published by Cheyney University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 31-45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): James T. Norwood, June 1927; Geraldine Tillison, Sept/Oct 1937; John Reason, Sept/Oct 1937; Hattie L. Irons, Jan/Feb 1948; Martha S. Wright, Dec 1948-Feb 1949. Variant title(s): Cheyney Record. Publisher varies: Cheyney Training School for Teachers. OCLC no. 30412576. Subject focus and/or Features: Cheyney Training School for Teachers (Cheyney, PA), Colleges and universities—Students, Teacher education.

WHi v.53, n.5- Circulation Feb 23, 1994-
Amistad v.7, n.4; v.11, n.2-3; v.18, n.1 Periodicals v.38, .4, v.39, n.3-4 June, 1927; Feb-Apr, 1931; Sept/Oct, 1937; Jan/Feb, Dec, 1948-Feb, 1949
DHU v.17, n.7; v.18, n.1-2,4; v.23, n.3; v.40, n.3 Periodicals Apr/May, Sept/Oct-Nov 20, 1937; Jan 29, 1938; Dec 1941; Dec, 1949 Recorder. Indianapolis, IN. see Indianapolis Recorder. Indianapolis, IN.

5070 The Recorder. 1893?- Frequency: Weekly. Petersburg, VA. Published by Recorder Publishing Company. Last issue 4 pages. Height 56 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

ViPetU v.1, n.20 Archives May 20, 1893

5071 Red Rose. 1984?- Frequency: Unknown. Dallas, TX. Published by Bishop College, Department of English and Modern Languages. Last issue 34 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): A. E. Reiff. Subject focus and/or Features: Essays, Poetry, Short stories, Colleges and universities—Students, Teacher education.

TXDa 1984 Texas Collection

5072 The Red Torch: Journal of African American World Studies. 1994-. Frequency: Quarterly. Red Torch, Afro-American Studies, 303 EPB, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242. Published by University of Iowa, African American World Studies Program. Last issue 13 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Robie Cole-
man, McCeil J. King, Yutaka Sunara, Lansee Wilson. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies.

IC-CW v.1, n.1- Vivian Harsh Collection Spring, 1994-  

5073 **Red Worker.** 1935-? Frequency: Unknown. Harlem, NY. Published by Communist Party and the Young Communist League - Workers in the Home Relief Bureau in Harlem. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Communism, Labor.

DHU v.1, n.1 - Periodicals May, 1935  

5074 **The Redeemer.** 1957-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by The Church of the Redeemer Presbyterian. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Herbert H. Wheeless. "A fellowship without barriers." Subject focus and/or Features: Church of the Redeemer Presbyterian, Presbyterian Church, Religion.  

DHU v.4, n.6-7 Periodicals May-Dec, 1960  


DHU Summer, 1973; Apr, 1975; Aug, 1976 Periodicals  


DHU v.1, n.2-3 Periodicals 1971  

5077 **Reflections.** 1992-1992? Frequency: Irregular. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University National Alumni Association, Inc. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Alumni.

MsJSU Dec, 1992 Archives  

5078 **The Reflector.** 1959- Frequency: Unknown. Upper Marlboro ?, MD. Published by Prince Georges County Education Association. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Theresa D. Banks. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Prince Georges County Education Association.

DHU v.1, n.1 Periodicals Dec, 1959  

5079 **Reflexus.** 1925- Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Popular Magazine Corporation. Last issue 56 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): John McKinley. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Poetry, Short stories, Essays.

DHU v.1, n.1 Periodicals Apr, 1925  


WHI v.5, n.20; v.10, n.13 Microforms Jan 27, 1900; Jan 28, 1905  

5081 **Reggae Bloodlines.** 1995-1995. Frequency: Biweekly. Decatur, GA. Published by Ras Crest Communities, Ltd. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Queen Ayanna Sara. OCLC no. 32816334. Subject focus and/or Features: Reggae music, Music, Rastafari movement.

WHI v.1, n.1-3 Pam 01-4826 Apr 15-June 10, 1995  

5082 **Reggae Calendar International.** 1987-1994. Frequency: Monthly. San Francisco, CA. Published by Barbara Barham, Crockett Harvey Bowers. Last issue 8 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Barbara Barham. OCLC no. 29773825. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Reggae music.

WHI v.6, n.2; v.7, n.8 Pam 95-301 July, 1992; Jan, 1994  

5083 **Reggae on the Internet.** 1995-. Frequency: Unknown. Reggae on the Internet., Published by Nice Up Enterprises. OCLC no. 36223444. Subject focus and/or Features: Reggae music, Music, Internet (Computer network).

WHI v.1 - Circulation June, 1995-  

5084 **Reggae Report.** 1983-. Frequency: Ten times a year. Sara Gurgen, Editor, Reggae Report, P.O. Box 2722, Hallendale, FL 33008-2722. Telephone: (305) 933-1178, FAX (305) 933-1077. Published by M. Peggy Quattro. Last issue 42 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): M. Peggy Quattro. Place of publication varies: Miami, FL, 1983-1991. Frequency varies: Monthly, Bimonthly. ISSN 1065-3023. LC card no. 93-64024, sn92-1798. OCLC no. 20512160. Subject focus and/or Features: Reggae music, Music, Profiles, Interviews, Calendar.

WHI v.11, n.8 - ML3532/R453 1993-  

5085 **Reggae Roots Magazine.** 1992-. Frequency: Bimonthly. I. Jabulani Tafari, Editor, Reggae Roots Magazine, 1454 N. State Road 7, Lauderdale, FL 33313. Telephone: (305) 792-7986, (305) 587-4558. Published by I to I Communications Inc. Last issue 42 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents.
Region Y's. 1972-1994. Frequency: Monthly. Published by Young Men's Christian Association, Great Lakes Region. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA).


5086 Region Y's. 1972-1994. Frequency: Unknown. Columbus, OH. Published by Young Men's Christian Association, Great Lakes Region. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA).


WHi v.5, n.2; v.6, n.3-v.7, n.2 F158.9/N4/R46 Summer, Winter, 1993-Spring, 1995.


WHi v.5, n.2; v.6, n.3-v.7, n.2 F158.9/N4/R46 Summer, Winter, 1993-Spring, 1995.


WHI v.5, n.2; v.6, n.3-v.7, n.2 F158.9/N4/R46 Summer, Winter, 1993-Spring, 1995.


5093 Renaissance Too Magazine. 1984-. Frequency: Quarterly. Published by Renaissance Publications. Last issue 64 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. ISSN 0742-9908. LC card no. sn84-9265. OCLC no. 10479389. Subject focus and/or Features: Business-Directories.

5094 Reminder. 1940-. Frequency: Unknown. Published by Zion Temple M.B. Church. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion, Baptist Church.


5098 **Report from the First Onyx Black Cultural Conference.**

5099 **Report of the Conference of Negro Land Grant Colleges for Coordinating a Program of Cooperative Social Studies.**

5100 **Report on Schools and Finances of Freedom.**
1866-1870. Frequency: Semimonthly. Washington, DC. Published by U.S. Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen and Abandoned Lands. Last issue 23 pages. Table of contents. LC card no. 08-32111. OCLC no. 15347880. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Freedmen.

5101 **Report to Business.**

5102 **Report to the People.**

5103 **The Reporter.**

5104 **The Reporter.**

5105 **The Reporter.**

5106 **Reporter and Watchtower.**

5107 **Report... of the Coalition for the Concern of Blacks in Post-Secondary Education in South Carolina.**
1978?-?. Frequency: Unknown. Columbia, SC. Published by Coalition for the Concern of Blacks in Post-Secondary Education in South...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date Range</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Republic</td>
<td>Carolina. Last issue 152 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. OCLC no. 15565765. Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Higher), Colleges and universities—Students.</td>
<td>1920-1920</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Chicago, IL. Published by Associated Negro Press. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Republican Party, Political campaigns.</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>The Republican Courier. 1899-1900. Frequency: Weekly. New Orleans, LA. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: DLC (1899, 1900). LC card no. sn83-16564. OCLC no. 9908251, 2806334. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.</td>
<td>1899-1900</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>New Orleans, LA. Published by Longshoreman's Benevolent Association. Last issue 8 pages. Height 41 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): M. G. Bobe, Sept 1 1905-1908. Publisher varies: Screwmen's Benevolent Association. OCLC no. 17656159. “Justice to All Irrespective to Race or Condition.” Subject focus and/or Features: Labor, Trade unions.</td>
<td>5108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>The Republican Liberator. 1904?-1908? Frequency: Weekly. New Orleans, LA. Published by Republican Sentinel Publishing Company. Last issue 4 pages. Height 41 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): M. G. Bobe, Sept 1 1905-1908. Publisher varies: Screwmen's Benevolent Association. OCLC no. 17656159. “Justice to All Irrespective to Race or Condition.” Subject focus and/or Features: Labor, Trade unions.</td>
<td>1904?-1908?</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>New Orleans, LA. Published by Longshoreman's Benevolent Association. Last issue 8 pages. Height 41 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): M. G. Bobe, Sept 1 1905-1908. Publisher varies: Screwmen's Benevolent Association. OCLC no. 17656159. “Justice to All Irrespective to Race or Condition.” Subject focus and/or Features: Labor, Trade unions.</td>
<td>5109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>Rescuerman. 1992-. Frequency: Unknown. Kirk Lindo, Editor, Rescuerman, One Huntington Quad, Suite 2C14, Melville, NY 11747. Telephone: (516) 755-0560. Published by Best Comics. Last issue 30 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color). OCLC no. 32578043. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.</td>
<td>1992-</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown. Published by Best Comics. Last issue 30 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color). OCLC no. 32578043. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.</td>
<td>5113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>The Rescuer. 1859?-? Frequency: Weekly. Cleveland, OH. Published by Cuyahoga County Jail by Political Prisoners. Last issue 4 pages. Height 44 cm. LC card no. sn83-31449. OCLC no. 9849255. “The Rescuer will be published at the Cuyahoga County jail...by the political prisoners there confined.” Subject focus and/or Features: Abolitionists, Slavery, Religion.</td>
<td>1859?-?</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Cleveland, OH. Published by Cuyahoga County Jail by Political Prisoners. Last issue 4 pages. Height 44 cm. LC card no. sn83-31449. OCLC no. 9849255. “The Rescuer will be published at the Cuyahoga County jail...by the political prisoners there confined.” Subject focus and/or Features: Abolitionists, Slavery, Religion.</td>
<td>5114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>Research &amp; Development News. 1987-? Frequency: Two times a year. Petersburg, VA. Published by Virginia State University. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Hector Myers. Subject focus and/or Features: Mental health, Family, Health.</td>
<td>1987-?</td>
<td>Two times a year</td>
<td>Petersburg, VA. Published by Virginia State University. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Hector Myers. Subject focus and/or Features: Mental health, Family, Health.</td>
<td>5115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>Research Bulletin. 1979-? Frequency: Annual. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Fanon Research and Development Center. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Hector Myers. Subject focus and/or Features: Mental health, Family, Health.</td>
<td>1979-?</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA. Published by Fanon Research and Development Center. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Hector Myers. Subject focus and/or Features: Mental health, Family, Health.</td>
<td>5116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>Research Bulletin. 1949-? Frequency: Unknown. Tallahassee, FL. Published by Florida A &amp; M, Bureau of Educational Research. Last issue 29 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Eunsook Koh. Subject focus and/or Features: Research.</td>
<td>1949-?</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Tallahassee, FL. Published by Florida A &amp; M, Bureau of Educational Research. Last issue 29 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Eunsook Koh. Subject focus and/or Features: Research.</td>
<td>5117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>Research Bulletin. 1975?-? Frequency: Unknown. Lorman, MS. Published by Alcorn State University, Department of Economics. Last issue 81 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Eunsook Koh. Subject focus and/or Features: Research.</td>
<td>1975?-?</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Lorman, MS. Published by Alcorn State University, Department of Economics. Last issue 81 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Eunsook Koh. Subject focus and/or Features: Research.</td>
<td>5118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>Research in Action. 1956?- Frequency: Monthly. New Orleans, LA. Published by Louisiana Council on Human Relations. Last issue 14 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Milton C. Vigo. OCLC no. 11968642. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, Civil rights.</td>
<td>1956?-</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>New Orleans, LA. Published by Louisiana Council on Human Relations. Last issue 14 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Milton C. Vigo. OCLC no. 11968642. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, Civil rights.</td>
<td>5119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NN-Sc v.6, n.1; v.8, n.1; v.12, n.1 Newsletters June, 1982; April, 1984; Mar, 1988


WHI v.42, n.1-v.47, n.1 Pam 01-3234 Fall, 1987-Spring, 1994

DHU v.41, n.5 Microfilm Summer, 1987

NN-Sc v.4, n.1; v.6, n.2 Uncataloged serials Summer, 1946; Fall, 1948


NN-Sc v.1, n.3; v.5, n.2-4; v.5, n.5; v.9, n.1-v.10, n.1 Newsletters v.12, n.1; v.13, n.1 Dec, 1970; Feb, Apr, Winter, 1975; Aug/Sept, 1979- Jan/Feb, 1980; 1982; Spring, 1983


WHI v.1, n.1 Microforms June 26, 1939


WHI v.1, n.1-3; 5-v.4, n.11 In process Oct, 1992-Jan, Mar, 1993-Oct, 1996


DHU v.2, n.1 Microfilm Feb, 1982


NBHi v.1, n.16 Microfilm May 17, 1937

5129 Review of Afroamerican Issues & Culture. 1978-? Frequency: Semiannual. Syracuse, NY. Published by Syracuse University. Last issue 254 pages. Height 28 cm. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Spurgeon M. Stamps Jr. ISSN 0270-904X. LC card no. sc80-589. OCLC no. 5053899, 7931885. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies, Scholarly articles.

DHU v.1, n.1-3 Periodicals Fall, 1978-Fall, 1979

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-3 Ser.-M./R472 Fall, 1978-Fall, 1979

Hall, Harvard College, Cambridge, MA 02138. Published by
Cambridge, MA. Last issue 78 pages. Height 28 cm. Line
Drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of
contents. Previous editor(s): Monica A. Coleman, Charlene
Morisseau, Monica D. Watkins. OCLC no. 32908606. "A Jour-
nal of Expository Discourse on Specified Topics Relating to
the African Diaspora." Subject focus and/or Features: Afroen-
trism, African diaspora.

ist, 1809 Carlton St., Denton, TX 76201. Published by Her-
man E. Wesley III. Last issue 20 pages. Height 42 cm. Line
drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. "Nationwide
Church of Christ Newsmagazine." Subject focus and/or Fea-
tures: Church of Christ, Religion.

5133 The Revolutionary Papers. 1992-1993. Frequency: Bi-
monthly. Walnut Creek, CA. Published by Rising Sun Produc-
tions. Last issue 22 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings.
OCLC no. 27832643. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic
books, strips, etc.

Editor, Rhema, 1509 E. Northern Pkwy., Baltimore, MD. Pub-
lished by Dwayne Ramsey. Last issue 36 pages. Height 35 cm.
Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of
no. 38177643. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion,
Churches.

5135 The Rhetorician: of Norfolk State University. 1986-
1993. Frequency: Two times a year. Norfolk, VA. Published by
Norfolk State University, School of Arts and Letters. Last issue
26 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of
contents. Previous editor(s): John B. Rosenman, Fall 1986-
Spring 1993; N. Logsdon Mandekorn, Fall 1986-Fall 1987;
Mona S. Ferguson, Spring 1989; Richard Powell, Spring 1990-
Spring 1993; Nancy Dea, Spring 1990; Stephanie G. Walker,
Spring 1993. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and uni-
versities—Students, School of Arts and Letters, Norfolk State
University (Norfolk, VA), Art, Short stories, Poetry, Photogra-
phy.

5142 The Richmond Blade. 1918-?. Frequency: Weekly. Richmond, IN. Published by Blade Publishing Co. Last issue 2 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: InHi (1920). LC card no. sn84-58212. OCLC no. 13053364. "Hew to the line; let the quips fall where they may." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Republican. InHi v.3, n.8 Microform June 18, 1920

5143 Richmond Free Press. 1992-:. Frequency: Weekly. Raymond H. Boone, Editor, Richmond Free Press, 101 West Broad St., Richmond, VA 23220. $40 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (804) 644-0496 Fax: (804) 643-7519. Published by Raymond H. Boone. Last issue 24 pages. Height 58 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 28510270. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


5146 The Richmond Voice. 1917-?. Frequency: Weekly. Richmond, VA. Last issue 4 pages. Height 56 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Benjamin F. Vaughn. Supersedes: Young Men's Voice. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


5149 Right Choices: Southwest Edition. 1984-?. Frequency: Unknown. Hampton, VA. Published by Tinsley Communications, Inc. Last issue 46 pages. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color). Previous editor(s): William A. Tinsley. Subject focus and/or Features: Education.


DHU v.2, n.3-9 Microfilm May 31, 1972-May, 1974

MU v.1, n.7; v.1, n.4-5, 9, 10-12 Bloom Collection [no date]; Sept 1/14-15/31, Nov 16/Dec 1, Dec 19/21,1971 - Feb, 15, 1972


WHI v.1, n.1; v.2, n.1-8 [no nos.], Special Collections 1989-1990

DeHi v.6, n.4; v.8, n.2 James Baker Collection Feb, 1977; Nov, 1978

DHU v.3, n.2- Periodicals Feb, 1974-


WHI v.1, n.3 Pam 72-289 Apr, 1970

5153 Right On! Focus. 1982-? Frequency: Quarterly. Cresskill, NJ. Published by DS Magazine, Inc. Last issue 68 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Cynthia M. Horner. ISSN 0737-2779. LC card no. sn83-556. OCLC no. 9333775. Subject focus and/or Features: Television comedies, Television broadcasting.

NN-Sc v.2, n.3 Serials Summer, 1983

5154 Right On! Presents Class. 1983-? Frequency: Six times a year. Cresskill, NJ. Published by DS Magazine, Inc. Last issue 66 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Cynthia M. Horner, Apr 1983-Mar 1985; Michael Edrei, Aug/Sept 1985-Jan 1986. OCLC no. 17796479. Subject focus and/or Features: Lifestyle, General interest.

NN-Sc v.1, n.2-3, n.6 Uncataloged serials Apr, 1983-Jan, 1986


WHI v.1, n.1; v.2, n.1- [no nos.]. Pam 2524 Dec, 1964; Winter, 1965; Winter, 1966/67; Fall/Winter, 1967/68; Summer, 1968

DHU v.1, n.1; v.2, n.1- [no nos.]. Periodicals Dec, 1964; Winter, 1965; Winter, 1966/67; Fall/Winter, 1967/68; Summer, 1968


WHI v.1, n.1; v.2, n.1- [no nos.]. Pam 2524 Dec, 1964; Winter, 1965; Winter, 1966/67; Fall/Winter, 1967/68; Summer, 1968


WHI v.1, n.1-2, 4-6 Microforms May 29-June 12, Aug 7-Oct 9, 1829

DHU v.1, n.1-2, 4-6 Microfilm May 29-June 12, Aug 7-Oct 9, 1829

5158 Ripper. 1989-1990. Frequency: Unknown. Newbury Park, CA. Published by Aircel Comics. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Barry Blair. OCLC no. 30771830. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

MiEM n.1, 3-6 Special Collections 1989-1990

5159 The Rising Seed. 1989-1993. Frequency: Monthly. Lafayette, LA. Published by Takuna Maulanae Shabazz. Last issue 8 pages. Height 60 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Takuna Maulanae Shabazz. OCLC no. 28390117. “A Progressive View of Black News.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHI v.5, n.4 Pam 95-298 June, 1993

5166  *The Roar*. 1929-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. St. Augustine, FL. Published by Florida Normal and Industrial College. Last issue 4 pages. Last volume 12 pages. Height 31 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): C. O. Harley, 1929. Subject focus and/or Features: Florida Normal and Industrial College (St. Augustine, FL), Colleges and universities—Students. WHI [no number]-v.8, n.29 Microforms Jan 11, 1970-Dec 30, 1971


5168  *The Rochester Freeman*. 1839-? Frequency: Weekly. Rochester, NY. Published by Myron Holley. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Myron Holley. Available in microform from: NBu (1839). LC card no. sn84-24302. OCLC no. 11123432. Subject focus and/or Features: Abolitionists, Slavery. WHI v.1, n.2-9 Microforms June 12-Dec 25, 1839

5169  *Rock & Soul: Songs*. 1956-?. Frequency: Every six weeks. Derby, CT. Published by Charlton Publications, Inc. Last issue 58 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 8756-3487, 0035-743x. LC card no. 84-651527. OCLC no. 11509588. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Rock music, Soul music, Music reviews, Profiles. NN-Sc v.2, n.11-15 Reviews 1981-1983

ROCKERS

25796. OCLC no. 9804719, 2809525. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.5, n.3 Microforms Jan 26, 1900

5171 Rockers. 1991-. Frequency: Monthly. Earl Chin, Editor, Rockers, 2100 Salzedo Center, Coral Gables, FL 33134. $15 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (305) 445-1080. Published by Earl Chin. Last issue 23 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 30741900. “Your monthly reggae publication.” Subject focus and/or Features: Reggae music, Music, Entertainment.

WHi Sept, Nov, 1991; Feb/Mar, 1992 Pam 01-4176

5172 The Rocket. 1953?- Frequency: Weekly. Milwaukee, WI. Published by Lawrence Saunders. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 35979236. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHI Mar 20-Apr 3, 1953 Pam 00-260b Rodale's Heart and Soul, Emmaus, PA. see Heart and Soul, Emmaus, PA.


5174 The Ronald E. McNair Post-Baccalaureate Achievement Program at Coppin State College Newsletter. 1990-. Frequency: Quarterly. The Ronald E. McNair Post-Baccalaureate Achievement Program at Coppin State College Newsletter, Coppin State College, 2500 W. North Avenue, Baltimore, MD 21216. Published by Coppin State College. Last issue 8 pages. Last volume 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 29343399. Subject focus and/or Features: Coppin State College (Baltimore, MD), Education, McNair scholars, Colleges and universities—Students.

WHi Sept 15, 1990; Apr/May, 1991 - Circulation


5176 Root: To the Bottom of What's Happening. 1983-1987? Frequency: Monthly. Brooklyn, NY. Published by Kibo Books. Last issue 36 pages. Height 20 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 0741-0875. LC card no. sn83-3454. OCLC no. 10084304. Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment, Politics, Caribbean area.

DHU Sept, 1984-Dec, 1986; Feb, May, Aug, 1987 Periodicals

5177 Roots. 1995-. Frequency: Quarterly. Roots, 2625 Alcatraz Avenue, #174, Berkeley, CA. Published by Emani Privitte. Last issue 75 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. ISSN 0741-0875. LC card no. sn83-3454. “People’s entertainment magazine.” Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment, Music.

WHi v.1, n.8- ML3531/R63 1995-


WHi v.1, n.8- ML3531/R63 1993-


WHi Apr 6, 1977-June 14, 1978 Pam 81-1426


WHi v.1, n.3- Circulation Dec, 1992/Feb, 1993-

5181 The Rostrum. 1987?- Frequency: Weekly. Cincinnati, OH. Published by W.L. Anderson. Last issue 4 pages. Height
5193  

**Rural Transportation Technology.** 1985-1989. Frequency: Quarterly. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, Mississippi Center for Technology Transfer. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Shirley York. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Technology, Transportation. 

MssSU v.5, n.3-4  Archives  Oct-Dec, 1989

5194  

**Rushes and Dailies.** 1991-. Frequency: Bi-annual. Vicki S. White Williams, Editor, Rushes and Dailies, 2183 North Sherman Blvd., Milwaukee, WI. Telephone: (414) 444-8611. Published by Milwaukee Central City Tourism Council. Last issue 20 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 27840073. “Special art, culture, tourism supplement to: Milwaukee courier, Milwaukee community journal, and Milwaukee times.” Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Entertainment, Tourism. 

WHi v.1, n.1  Pam 95-3142  June, 1991

5195  

**Russell's News City Guide.** 1995- . Frequency: Weekly. Spring Dale, MD. Published by Russel Price Jr. Last issue 48 pages. Line drawings; Photographs (color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 33434614. Subject focus and/or Features: Business—Directories. 

WHi Aug 25, 1995  Pam 01-6798

*Rust College Sentinel.* Holly Springs, MS. see *Sentinel.* Holly Springs, MS.

5196  

**The Rustorian.** 1972-. Frequency: Monthly. Tiffoni Mitchell, Editor, Rustorian, 150 Rust Avenue, Holly Springs, MS 38635. Published by Rust College, Division of Mass Communications. Last issue 4 pages. Height 37 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): La Tonya Jones, Oct 1993-Apr/May 1994. OCLC no. 30558120. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Rust College (Holly Springs, MS). 


5197  


5198  

**SABR—Negro Leagues Committee Newsletter.** 1985-. Frequency: Six times a year. Dick Clark, Editor, 1080 Hull, Ypsilanti, MI 48198-6472. Telephone: (313) 487-5273, FAX (313) 487-8087. Published by Society for American Baseball Research. Last issue 5 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 24874080. Subject focus and/or Features: Baseball, Negro leagues, Sports. 

WHi Nov, 1985, Feb, 1986-  Circulation

5199  


WHi [v.1, n.1-v.4, n.3] Microfilm  [June 6, 1936-Mar, 1940]

5200  


DHU v.4, n.4-v.25, n.3  Microfilm  May 18, 1967-Dec 10, 1987

5201  


DHU Summer, 1980 Periodicals

MB8uf no number, n.3  Periodicals 1981; 1983

5202  

available from Carlson Publishing, Inc. Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Education, Research, Book reviews.

WHi v.1, n.1-v.9, n.1 Microforms Spring, 1984-Spring, 1995
WU v.1, n.1-v.9, n.1 AP/S1297/A1/A881 Spring, 1984-Spring, 1995

5203 The Saginaw Afro Herald. 1967-?- Frequency: Weekly. Saginaw, MI. Published by United Power. Last issue 8 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

5204 Saginaw Banner. 1995?- Frequency: Weekly. Saginaw, MI. Published by D. Lyons. Last issue 24 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

5205 Saint Augustine Post. 1933-? Frequency: Weekly. St. Augustine, FL. Published by Post Publishing Co. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): James G. Reddick. Available in microform from: FU (1933). LC card no. sn95-47464. OCLC no. 33974465. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


Saint Paulite of Saint Paul College. Lawrenceville, VA. see Saint Paulite. Lawrenceville, VA.


ViLawS v.1, n.1-37 Archives [July 1, 1992-June 16, 1993]

5209 Saint Paul's Item. 1981?- Frequency: Weekly. Lawrenceville, VA. Published by Saint Paul's College, Office of Public Relations. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Saint Paul's College (Lawrenceville, VA).


5210 The Saint Paul's Tiger Beat. 1987-? Frequency: Monthly. Lawrenceville, VA. Published by Saint Paul's College. Last issue 8 pages. Height 46 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Nance A. Glenn. Variant title(s): Tiger Beat. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Saint Paul's College (Lawrenceville, VA).

ViLawS v.1, n.2; v.1 [ns], n.1-3; v.2, n.1-2 Archives Apr, 1987


NN-Sc n.2-[no number] Uncataloged serials Apr, 1980-May, 1983

5212 SAL News. 1989-? Frequency: Unknown. Norfolk, VA. Published by Norfolk State University, School of Arts and Letters. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Gladys C. Heard. OCLC no. 36853082. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, School of Arts and Letters, Norfolk State University (Norfolk, VA).

ViNorU v.1, n.1; v.4, n.1 Archives Fall, 1989/90; 1993/94


WHi v.1, n.4 Pam 74-2635 May, 1969

KHi v.1, n.43-v.2, n.3 Microfilm Nov 14, 1908-Feb 4, 1909

Samuel Huston Bulletin. Austin, TX. see Bulletin. Austin, TX.

WHi v.1, n.2-v.8, n.11 Microforms Oct 21, 1988-Dec 28/Jan 4, 1996
TxSaU v.1, 1- Newspapers Oct 14, 1988-

TxSaU v.1, n.7, 47 Barker Nov 29, 1924, 1925

TxU v.12, n.29-32; v.19, n.39; v.20, n.34 Barker July 20-Aug 10, 1918; Nov 29, 1924; Nov 7, 1925

5220  The San Antonio Register. 1931-. Frequency: Weekly. The San Antonio Register, 235 St. Charles St., San Antonio, TX 78202. $20 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (210) 222-1721, FAX (210) 227-3455. Published by Edward Glosson. Last issue 10 pages. Height 60 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: WHi (1992-). LC card no. sn86-89426. OCLC no. 7862969. “San Antonio’s Leading Community Newspaper for Right, Justice, Equality, and Community Progress Since 1931.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.
WHi v.15, n.24; v.61, n.34- Microforms July 13, 1945; Dec 24, 1992-


5222  San Diego Eagle. 1923-? Frequency: Weekly. San Diego, CA. Last issue 4 pages. Height 59 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): C. A. Spear. “Hew to the line and let the chips fall where they may.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

CLU v.2, n.35 Special Collections June 14, 1924

5224  San Francisco Bay View. 1976-1996. Frequency: Bi-weekly. San Francisco, CA. Published by Willie and Mary Ratcliff. Last issue 12 pages. Height 58 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Kenya Ratcliff. Variant title(s): New Bayview. OCLC no. 29924124. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.
WHi v.19, n.2-v.21 In process Jan 21, 1994-Mar 1, 1996

5225  San Francisco CORE-lator. 1963-? Frequency: Unknown. San Francisco, CA. Published by CORE, San Fran-


The Sandtown Story. 1960?-? Frequency: Monthly. Atlanta, GA. Last issue 16 pages. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): George Brownlee Jr. OCLC no. 27673769. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, Integration, Social conditions, Conservatism.


5235  *Saturday Evening Tribune*. 1912-? Frequency: Weekly. Muskogee, OK. Last issue 8 pages. Height 60 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): S. Douglas Russell. Available in microform from: OkHi (1913). LC card no. sn83-25067. OCLC no. 9230030. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.2, n.51 Microfilm Dec 27, 1913

5236  *sauti mpya*. 1992-. Frequency: Biannual. Renee Jacqueline Alexander, Editor, sauti mpya, Frank Porter Graham Student Union, CB #5210, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5250. Published by University of North Carolina, Sonja Haynes Stone Black Cultural Center. Last issue 80 pages. Height 21-28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Frequency varies: Annual. OCLC no. 27667698. The literary magazine of the Sonja Haynes Stone Black Cultural Center Subject focus and/or Features: Short stories, Poetry, Essays, Art, Photography, Colleges and universities.

GU v.1, n.1-2; v.1, n.1, 3 Microfilm Jan 25-Mar, July 20, 27, 1963


GU v.1, n.1-2; v.1, n.1, 3 Microfilm Jan 25-Mar, July 20, 27, 1963


WHI v.26, n.48 Microforms Sept 8, 1940

CLU v.9, n.38 Special Collections Apr 30, 1927


GU v.1, n.19 Microfilm June 15, 1962


WHi v.1, n.1-6; v.1, n.1-15 Microforms Dec 4, 1875-Sept 24, 1960

WHI v.22, n.63- Circulation Dec, 21/28, 1994

DHU v.1, n.1-61, n.52 Microfilm Dec 4, 1875-Oct 7, 1943

GA-A v.22, n.40- Periodicals July 6/13, 1994

GS v.18, n.42- Carnegie Branch June 27, 1990


WHI v.4, n.40; v.5, n.2, 9, 11-12 Microforms Aug 26, Dec 2, 1883; Jan 20, Feb 3-10, 1884

DHU v.4, n.40; v.5, n.2, 9, 11-12 Microforms Aug 26, Dec 2, 1883; Jan 20, Feb 3-10, 1884

5242  *Save Our Sons and Daughters Newsletter*. 1987-. Frequency: Quarterly. Save Our Sons and Daughters Newsletter, 2441 W. Grand Blvd., Detroit, MI 48208. Published by S.O.S.A.D. (Save Our Sons and Daughters). Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Violence, Crime prevention, Children, Safety.

S.O.S.A.D. Newsletter Feb, Spring, Winter, Dec, 1993; Feb, 1994

5243  *The Savior's Call*. 1923-? Frequency: Monthly. St. Nazianz, WI. Published by Society of the Divine Savior. Last issue 32 pages. Height 27 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Winifred Herbst. LC card no. 40-22671. OCLC no. 17657029. Subject focus and/or Features: Missions, Catholic Church, Religion.

S.O.S.A.D. Newsletter Feb, Spring, Winter, Dec, 1993; Feb, 1994

5244  *Sa'y*. 1954-? Frequency: Biweekly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Race Publishing Co. Last issue 66 pages. Height 5 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Winifred Herbst. LC card no. 30750307. Subject focus and/or Features: Popular culture, Entertainment, Music, Sports, Profiles, Book reviews.

WHI v.2, n.6 Pam 01-4188 Mar 31, 1955

5245  *SBC Magazine*. 1992-. Frequency: Bimonthly. SBC Magazine., Los Angeles, CA. Published by Stanley Bennett Clay. Last issue 38 pages. Height 34 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Stanley Bennett Clay. OCLC no. 4290416. “The Bi-
monthly for the Afrocentric Homosexual Man.” Subject focus and/or Features: Homosexuality, Gay men, Profiles, Short stories, Essays.

WHi v.1, n.2 pam 94-446 July/Aug, 1992
SBC News, Washington, DC, see Secretariat for African American Catholics Newsletter. Washington, DC.


DHU v.2, n.2-4 Archives Spring-Fall, 1987


NN-Sc v.1, n.1 Uncataloged serials Apr, 1978

5248 SCAA News Views and Breakthroughs. 1993-?. Frequency: Quarterly. SCAA News Views and Breakthroughs, 870 Langford Road, Blythewood, SC 29016. $25 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (800) 848-5396. Published by Sickle Cell Anemia Association. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Sickle cell anemia, Health, Diet, Physical fitness.

NN-Sc Fall, 1993 Newsletters

5249 The Scanner. 1962-? Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Air Force ROTC. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): A. Guy Draper III. Subject focus and/or Features: Air Force ROTC, ROTC, Military training, Howard University.

DHU v.1, n.1, 3 Howardiana Oct 11, Dec 13, 1962

5250 SCAR News. 1984-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Washington, DC. Published by D.C. Student Coalition Against Apartheid and Racism. Last issue 12 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Charlie Potter. ISSN 1060-3137. LC card no. sn91-3137. OCLC no. 24947896. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, Apartheid.

WHi v.1, n.1-v.8, n.1 In process Oct 11, 1985-Jan, 1993

SN-Sc v.4, n.1-3; v.5, n.3-5; v.6, n.1 Newspapers Feb-Mar, 1987; Feb-Summer, 1988; Mar, 1989

5251 Scene 2000. 1990-1996. Frequency: Twice a month. Odu Ikechi Oqueri, Editor, Chicago, IL. Published by Odu Ikechi Oqueri. Last issue 16 pages. Height 37 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 29348376. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Business.

WHi v.2, n.3; v.3, n.3; v.4, n.5, 10 Pam 96-2443 Oct 18/Nov 8, 1991; Apr 6/24, 1992; Dec 8, 1993; Aug 16, 1996

5252 Schedule of Events. 1995-?. Frequency: Monthly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by African American Cultural Center. Last issue 4 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 32061566. Subject focus and/or Features: Organization news.

WHi Jan, 1995 Pam 01-4631

5253 The Scholar. 1985-1991? Frequency: Two times a year. Grambling, LA. Published by Grambling State University. Last issue 6 pages. Height 39 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Evelyn Shepard-Wynn. Subject focus and/or Features: Grambling State University (Grambling, LA), Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.

LGra v.7, n.2 Archives Fall, 1991


DHU v.1, n.2-3; v.2, n.1; v.3, n.3 Periodicals Summer-Fall, 1946; Spring, 1947; Spring, 1948
LU-NO v.1, n.1 Archives Spring, 1946

TNF v.2, n.2; v.3, n.3 Special Collections Summer, 1947; Spring, 1948


WHi v.1, n.1-4 Circulation Fall, 1976-Spring, 1978

GA-A v.1, n.1-4 Periodicals Fall, 1976-Spring, 1978


WHi v.7, n.1; v.8, n.1; v.9, n.1, 3; v.10, n.1-11, n.2 Pam 01-4912 1988; 1989; Winter, Fall, 1990; 1991-Spring/Summer, 1991

GA-A v.2, n.1-v.8, n.1 Periodicals Winter, 1983-1989

THE SCHOMBURG CENTER JOURNAL

5258  School of Education Dispatch Newsletter: SOED News Letter. 1987-?. Frequency: Unknown. Jean Farrish, Editor, School of Education Dispatch Newsletter, School of Education, Jackson, MS 39217. Telephone: (601) 968-2370. Published by Jackson State University, School of Education. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Vivian Taylor, Fall 1987-Spring/Summer 1989; Hill Williams Jr., Fall 1987-Spring/Summer 1989; Carrinett Bishop, Fall 1987-Spring/Summer 1988; Jean Farrish, Fall 1988-Spring/Summer 1989; Louise Jones, Fall 1988-Spring/Summer 1989. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.

5259  School of Education Brief. 1988-1988. Frequency: Irregular. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, School of Education. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Jean Farrish. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Education.

5260  School of Education Update. 1991-? Frequency: Unknown. Petersburg, VA. Published by Virginia State University, School of Education. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Kathryn L. Pettus. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Colleges and universities—Students, School of Education, Virginia State University (Petersburg, VA).

5261  School of Liberal Studies Newsletter. 1970-1972? Frequency: Irregular. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, School of Arts. Last issue 3 pages. Height 36 cm. Previous editor(s): Estus Smith. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Liberal arts education, Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.

5262  School Work. 1935-? Frequency: Quarterly. Columbia, SC. Published by Department of Principal of the Palmetto State Teachers Association. Last issue 28 pages. Height 30 cm. Commerical advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): William Augustine Perry. Subject focus and/or Features: Teaching, Education.


5265  The Scimitar. 1922-?. Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Scimitar Publishing Company. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. “Devoted to the cause of masonry everywhere.” Subject focus and/or Features: Fraternal organizations, Masons, Freemasons.

5266  Scintilla. 1969-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, School of Law. Last issue 11 pages. Height 35 cm. Previous editor(s): Eric B. Garrison. Subject focus and/or Features: Law and legislation, Legal education, Howard University.

Features: Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Civil
rights, Politics, Africa.

WHI v.6, n.8; v.8, n.1-v.16 Microforms Oct/Nov 1977; Jan/Feb,
1979-Oct/Nov, 1987

WHI v.17- E185.5/S24 Jan/Feb, 1988-

DHU [v.6-v.17, n.4] Periodicals [Jan, 1977-1988]

5268 SCLC Newsletter. 1961-1967. Frequency: Irregular. At-
tlanta, GA. Published by Southern Christian Leadership Con-
fERENCE. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings;
Photographs. Previous editor(s): James R. Wood, May 1961;
Dorothy Gaines, Sept-Dec 1962; Jane Bond, Mar 1963; Ed-
ward T. Clayton, July 1963-Nov 1965; Wyatt Tee Walker,
Nov/Dec 1963; junius Griffin, Mar/Apr 1966. ISSN 0584-
4398. LC card no. sc85-1435. OCLC no. 7332225. Subject fo-
cus and/or Features: Civil rights, Religion, Politics, Book re-
views, Profiles, Political cartoons.

WHI v.1, n.1, 4-5, 7-v.2, n.1, 5-8, 10, 12-v.3, n.1 Pam 68-2506
May, 1961; Feb/Mar, Sept, 1962-Oct, 1963; Feb/Mar, June-
July/Aug, 1964; Apr/May, Oct, Nov, 1965-Jan/Feb, 1966

CLSCL v.1, n.1-v.3, n.2 Periodicals May, 1961-Mar/Apr, 1966

DHU v.1, n.12; v.2, n.1, 3 Periodicals May, 1961-Sept, Oct, Dec,
1963

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-12 323.2105-S May, 1961-Sept, 1963

5269 Scoop. 1967-?. Frequency: Weekly. Scoop, 3742 W. Mar-
tin Luther King Jr. Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90008-1730. Tele-
phone: (213) 291-9491, FAX (213) 291-9542. Published by J.
Shields. Last issue 20 pages. Line drawings; Photographs;
Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn92-68969. OCLC no.
26758558. Subject focus and/or Features: Advertising.

WHI v.27, n.37 Pam 94-1821 Jan 11, 1995

Scoop. Jackson, MS. see Scope. Jackson, MS.

1962?- Frequency: Weekly. Scoop, 3742 W. Martin Luther King Jr.
Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90008-1730. Telephone: (213) 291-9491,
FAX (213) 291-9542. Published by J. Shields. Last issue 20
pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. LC
card no. sn92-68969. OCLC no. 17763219. Subject focus and/or
Features: Entertainment.


ICCBMR v.16, n.15 Periodicals May 16, 1975

Scoop. New Orleans, LA. see Scope. Elizabeth City, NC.

5271 Scope. 1967-. Frequency: Weekly. Scoop, Office of Pub-
lic Relations, Jackson State University, Jackson, MS 39217.
Published by Jackson State University, Office of Public Rela-
tions. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photo-
sedes: Jackson State College News. Publisher varies: Jackson
State College, 1969-1974. OCLC no. 38036913. Subject focus
and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Col-
leges and universities—Faculty and staff.

WHI v.24, n.10-11 Pam 01-6967 Nov 7-14, 1997

MsJSU v.13, n.30- Archives May 5, 1967-

5272 Scope. 1947-?. Frequency: Irregular. Elizabeth City,
NC. Published by Jack and Jill of America, Inc. Last issue 12
pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous edi-
tor(s): Mercedes J. Newsome, Spring/Summer 1969;
Frances E. Hawthorne, Summer 1973; Miriam Shropshire,
1975. Variant title(s): Scope National Bulletin. Place of publi-
cation varies: Washington, DC, 1956; Dallas, TX, Spring/Sum-
mer 1969; New Orleans, Summer 1973 LA. "Jack and Jill is a
way of life." Subject focus and/or Features: Children's Clubs.

DHU v.9 Periodicals Nov, 1956

MiD v.10, 14, 16 Burton Collection Spring/Summer, 1969; Sum-
mer, 1973; 1975

Scope National Bulletin. Dallas, TX. see Scope. Elizabeth City, NC.

Score. Nashville, TN. see Gospel Today Magazine. Nashville, TN.

5273 Score. 1960-? Frequency: Monthly. Seattle, WA. Last is-
ssue 11 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs;
Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Calvin J. Russell.
Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

DHU v.1, n.5, 6, 9-10; v.2, n.1 Periodicals July, Nov, 1960; Feb,
Mar, June, 1961

TNF v.1, n.1-4 Special Collections May-Aug, 1960


York, NY. Published by Committee on Civil Rights in Manhat-
tan. Last issue 6 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings. Previous edi-
tor(s): Edna A. Merson. Available in microform from: NN
Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Race relations,
Housing.

DHU v.6, n.3-v.12, n.1 Periodicals May, 1960-Jan, 1966

5275 Scotia Express. 1993-. Frequency: Quarterly. Scotia Ex-
press, Barber-Scotland College, 145 Cabarrus Ave., West, Con-
cord, NC 28025. Published by Barber-Scotland College. Last is-
ssue 4 pages. Height 36-46 cm. Line drawings; Photographs.
OCLC no. 32350084. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges
and universities—Students, Barber-Scotland College (Concord,
NC).

WHI v.1, n.102 Pam 94-1828 Fall, 1993-Winter, 1994

5276 Scottish Rite Centenarian. 1953-? Frequency: Qua-
terly. Chicago, IL. Published by Lawrence L. Jones. Last issue
16 pages. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Lawrence L. Jones.
Subject focus and/or Features: Masons, Scottish Rite freema-
sony, Fraternal organizations.

IC-CW v.1, n.1 Vivian Harsh Collection 1953

SCOTTISH RITE CENTENARIAN
5277 **Scottish Rite Informer.** 1949-? Frequency: Quarterly. John Edgar Smith, Editor, Washington, DC. Published by United Supreme Council. Last issue 16 pages. Height 27 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 33107595. Subject focus and/or Features: Masons.

5278 **Screams, Echoes and Whispers.** 1975-? Frequency: Unknown. Jefferson City, MO. Published by Lincoln University. Last issue 31 pages. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Lincoln University (Jefferson City, MO), Short stories, Poetry, Essays.

MoJC v.1, n.1-2 Ethnic Studies Center 1975


WHi June 14, Oct 31, 1936-Jan 31, Dec, 1937; Mar, 1938 Microforms

5280 **Scribia.** 1957-. Frequency: Annual. Don A. Hoyt, Uju Ifeanyi, Editors, Scribia, P.O. Box 68, Grambling State University, Grambling, LA 71245. Published by Grambling State University, English Department. Last issue 71 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Yolanda E. Sephus Nix, 1957-1958; Phyllis L. Smith, Spring 1966; Eugene Hutchinson, Fall 1968; Jessie Mae Myles, Fall 1975; Herman G. Burns, Fall 1974; Jean M. Hunt, Fall 1985; Dorie LaRue, Fall 1985; Rasheda Dennis, Latoya Fortner, Tommi Williams. Variant title(s): Vista, 1966. Anthology of Prose and Poetry, 1957-1958. OCLC no. 35618411. Subject focus and/or Features: Short stories, Essays, Poetry, Colleges and universities, Grambling State University (Grambling, LA). LGrA v.23; v.1[ns], n.1- Archives Fall, 1991/2; Spring, 1995-WU v.1[ns], n.1; 3; v.2, n.1 Special Collections Spring, 1995; 1996; 1996/7


Amistad v.31, n.5 Periodicals Feb, 1926

GAAUC v.1,n.1-v.4, n.4; v.6, n.1-v.9, n.7; v.10, n.2- Archives v.14, n.7; v.16, n.3; v.33, n.2-3, 5; v.34, n.1 Nov, 1896-May 1900; Nov 1901-May, Dec, 1905-May 1910; Mar, 1912; Dec, 1927-Jan, Mar, Nov, 1928

5283 **The Scroll.** 1931-1935. Frequency: Quarterly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Atlanta University, Laboratory School. Last issue 28 pages. Height 22 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Carolyn Lemon, Fall 1931-May 1932; Mabel Murphy, Mar-May 1933; Edward Maddox, Dec 1933-May 1934; Etta Stanton, May 1935. Subject focus and/or Features: Atlanta University Laboratory School (Atlanta, GA), High schools—Students.

GAAUC v.1, n.1-v.4, n.4 Archives Fall, 1931-May, 1935

5284 **SDIP News Update.** 1978?-1981? Frequency: Unknown. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University, Strengthening Developing Institutions Program. Last issue 8 pages. Height 36 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).

LScS v.4, n.13-v.1[ns], n.2 Archives Sept, 1981-Mar, 1983


WHi v.2, n.7-10 Microforms Aug 11-Sept 1, 1894

5286 **Searchlight.** 1941-? Frequency: Annual. Washington, DC. Published by B.K. Bruce School. Last issue 100 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: B.K. Bruce grade school (Washington, DC), Art, Poetry, Short stories, Essays.

DHU v.7-v.10 Periodicals 1947-1950
5287  *The Search-Light*. 1901-? Frequency: Monthly. Raleigh, NC. Published by A.B. Vincent. Last issue 40 pages. Height 20 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): A. B. Vincent. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, Civil rights, Lynching.

**DHU v.9, n.1; v.10, n.5 Periodicals Dec, 1919; Apr/May, 1920**


**DHU [v.5, n.26-v.12, n.10]; v.19, n.43 Microfilm [Aug 1, 1974-Apr 21, 1982]; Dec 6, 1989 WaU v.20, n.22 Microfilm Mar 7, 1990 WaU v.14 Microfilm Sept 14, 1983-**


**WaU v.1, n.1-41 Microfilm Mar 2-Dec 9, 1964**


**WHi v.6, n.23 Microforms Jan 19, 1900 DHU v.6, n.23 Microforms Jan 19, 1900 Wa v.3, v.4, v.6-v.19 Microfilm Jan 4, Feb 26-Mar 2, Aug 22, 1896; June 17, 1898; Feb 23, 1900-Dec 26, 1902; Dec 25, 1903; June 29, 1904; Aug 11, 1905; Jan 5, 1906-Jan 29, Apr 9, June 25, 1909-May 2 1913 WaU v.3, v.4, v.6-v.19 Microfilm Jan 4, Feb 26-Mar 2, Aug 22, 1896; June 17, 1898; Feb 23, 1900-Dec 26, 1902; Dec 25, 1903; June 29, 1904; Aug 11, 1905; Jan 5, 1906-Jan 29, Apr 9, June 25, 1909-May 2 1913**


**WHi Aug, Nov, 1938; Feb, Apr, 1939 Microforms**

5293  *Second Baptist Advocate*. 1952- Frequency: Quarterly. Detroit, MI. Published by Second Baptist Church of Detroit. Last issue 62 pages. Height 29 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): A. A. Banks Jr. Subject focus and/or Features: Second Baptist Church, Baptist church, Religion.

**DHU [v.4, n.3-v.5, n.1] Periodicals [Oct, 1955-Apr, 1956]**


**ViPetU Jan, 1959; Mar, 1961; Apr, 1962; Mar, 1964 Archives**


**WHi v.3, n.1; v.4, n.1- Circulation Winter, 1991; Jan, 1994-**

5296  *Second Ward News*. 1935- Frequency: Weekly. Chicago, IL. Published by The Second Ward Publishing Co. Last issue 4 pages. Height 34 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): A. Andrew Torres, Charles F. Allen. LC card no. sn91-55398. OCLC no. 24101885. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Politics, Civil rights.
SECRETARIAL LETTER

ICH i v.1, n.30-32, 39; v.2, n.2, 5, 7, 9-10 Reference May 9-23, Oct 24, 1936; Jan 29, Feb 26, Mar 5, 19-26, 1938
Second Ward Voice. Chicago, IL. see Voice. Chicago, IL.


MnU-A Jan, 1906-Feb, 1915 YMCA of the USA Archives


MnU-A Oct, 1923-Jan, 1937 YMCA of the USA Archives


WHi v.9, n.2 Microfilm 2nd quarter, 1946

OHi v.7, n.3; v.8, n.2-v.9, n.2; v.12, n.3; v.13, n.1, 4 Collection 146 Fall, 1944; 1st quarter-2nd quarter, 4th quarter, 1946; Fall, 1963; Spring, Winter, 1964


5301 Sectornauts. 1992-. Frequency: Quarterly. Maxwell Taylor, Editor, Sectornauts, 149 Lawrence St., Brooklyn, NY 11201. Telephone: (718) 596-3389, FAX (718) 596-0968. Published by A & B Comics. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. ISSN 1062-2586. LC card no. sn84-4573. OCLC no. 25561780. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi v.97 Pam 01-4811 Third quarter, 1995


MoHi v.1, n.1-v.6, n.15 Ellis Library May 8, 1903-Sept 21, 1908


WHi Mar, June, 1969; Apr, 1970 Pam 69-1109

5305 The Seed. 1996-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Martin G., Editor, Seed, P.O. Box 2271, Indianapolis, IN 46206. Telephone: (317) 488-8821. Published by Tripwire Publications. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 37130546. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Hip hop culture, Rap music.

WHi Fall, 1996 Pam 01-6121

5306 Seekers for Jesus. 1984-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Nashville, TN. Published by National Baptist Publishing Board. Last issue 40 pages. Height 21 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Table of contents. Superseded: Intermediate Quarterly. ISSN 0746-6951. LC card no. sn83-5539. OCLC no. 10225476. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion, Baptist Church.

WHi v.97 Pam 01-4811 Third quarter, 1995

OCLC no. 31126927. Subject focus and/or Features: Discrimination, Race relations, Anti-Bakke Decision Coalition.


WHI v.4, n.30-31 Pam 01-4611 Summer, 1976


WHI v.8, n.4- Circulation Oct, 1993-

5310 The Self Elevator. 1853-? Frequency: Semimonthly. Boston, MA. Published by Benjamin F. Roberts. LC card no. sn93-59335. OCLC no. 28740084. "Devoted to the subject of general elevation among the Colored People of the country." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

MHi v.1, n.1 Newspapers

5311 Self Study News. 1996-. Frequency: Unknown. Petersburg, VA. Published by Virginia State University. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Colleges and universities—Accreditation, Virginia State University (Petersburg, VA).

ViPetU v.1, n.1 Archives Mar, 1996

5312 Self-study Newsletter. 1980-1980. Frequency: Monthly. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University. Last issue 2 pages. Height 36 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities.

MsJSU v.1, n.3 Archives Dec, 1980


5314 The Selma Advocate. 1915-. Frequency: Weekly. Selma, AL. Published by The Selma Advocate Publishing Co. Last issue 5 pages. Height 60 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): D. P. Jr Craig. LC card no. sn85-44641. OCLC no. 12124532. 4 issues all numbered and dated the same. "Motto: Race Elevation; Slogan: Trade in Selma." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

A-Ar v.1, n.1-[4] Periodicals May 22-[Apr 12], 1915

5315 The Selma Cyclone. 1887-? Frequency: Weekly. Selma, AL. Published by John Mitchell Gee. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): John Mitchell Gee. Variant title(s): Cyclone. LC card no. sn85-44523. OCLC no. 11198071. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


MiU v.1, n.1-54 Labadie Collection Dec 6, 1965-June, 1974

5317 Selma Record. 1900-? Frequency: Weekly. Selma, AL. Published by The Record Publishing Co. Last issue 8 pages. Height 55 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn86-50246. OCLC no. 13743949. "Journal of Afro-American News and Opinions." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


WHI v.1, n.2-4, 7; v.2, n.1-9 Microforms May 29-June 19, July 10, 17-Sept 11, 1965

A-Ar v.1.n.2-4, 7; v.2, n.1-9 Microfilm May 29-June 19, July 10, 17-Sept 11, 1965


Amistad v.2, n.5-17, 21 A.S.N.C. May, 1941-Jan, 1956

THE SELMA UNIVERSITY CHRONICLE

WHi Jan, June, 1933 Microfilm


Amistad v.1, n.1-4; v.3, n.1-v.4, n.2, 4, 6; v.6, n.2 Periodicals Dec, 1946-Sept, 1947; Mar, 1949; Mar, Aug, Dec, 1951; Mar, 1952

ATT v.3, n.2 Washington Collection Dec, 1949


Semi-Weekly Louisianian. New Orleans, LA. see Weekly Louisianian.

New Orleans, LA.


DHU v.10, n.1- Archives 1988/1989-

5323 The Senior’s Weekly. Dates unknown. Frequency: Weekly. Duke L. Slaughter, Editor, Dallas, TX. Published by The Senior Class of the Dallas Colored High School. Last issue 5 pages. Height 15 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Dallas High School (Dallas, TX), High school newsletter, High schools—Students.

TxDaHi Apr 29, 1910 Reference


IC-CW v.3, n.36- Vivian Harsh Collection May 14, 1989-

5325 The Sentinel. 1994-1996? Frequency: Unknown. Shreveport, LA. Published by Southern University at Shreveport - Bossier City. Height 28 cm. Photographs (some in color). Subject focus and/or Features: Southern University at Shreveport (Shreveport, LA), Colleges and universities—Students.

LShS v.1, n.1-v.3, n.5 Black Ethnic Archives Aug 12, 1994-Nov 20, 1996


WHi v.37, n.3 Pam 01-6489 Mar/Apr, 1975

Amistad v.7, n.5 Periodicals Mar, 1956

5327 The Sentinel. 1932?- . Frequency: Monthly. Belmont, NC. Published by Reid High School. Last issue 4 pages. Height 60 cm. Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: High school newsletter, Reid High School (Belmont, NC), High schools—Students.

Amistad v.1, n.4 Periodicals Feb, 1933

5328 Sentinel. 1938-1942? Frequency: Monthly. Raleigh, NC. Published by Shaw University. Last issue 15 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): George Marshall, Sept 1938-Feb 1939; L. C. Rhodes, Apr 1937; Phillip M. Pinkett Jr., Feb 1941; James S. McCargo, Feb-May 1942. Subject focus and/or Features: Shaw University (Raleigh, NC), Colleges and universities—Students.

NcRSh Sept-Nov, 1938; Jan-Feb, 1939; Feb, Oct, 1941; Archives Feb-Mar, May, 1942


WHi v.1, n.8-v.2, n.6, 8-v.3, n.5, 7-9, 18-19 Microforms June 25, 1880-June 11, 25, 1881-Jan 10, 24- July 8, Sept 9-Nov 13, 1882

DHU v.1, n.8-v.2, n.6, 8-v.3, n.5, 7-9, 18-19 Microforms June 25, 1880-June 11, 25, 1881-Jan 10, 24- July 8, Sept 9-Nov 13, 1882


5332 Sepia Extra. 1952-1982? Frequency: Monthly. Fort Worth, TX. Published by Sepia Publishing Company. Last issue 82 pages. Height 32 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Entertainment, Art, Sports. Ich-CW v31, n.2 Vivian Harsh Collection Mar, 1982 Harris Papers

5333 Sepia Hollywood. 1945-? Frequency: Monthly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Clarence Rhodes, Gerald Cumber. Last issue 15 pages. Height 31 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 32307063. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Entertainment, Art, Sports. CLSCL v.1, n.1 Pamphlets May, 1945

5334 Sepia Record. 1944-1945? Frequency: Annual. Davenport, IA. Last issue 36 pages. Height 32 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Charles W. Toney. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Profiles, Race relations. DHU v.1, n.1-2 Periodicals 1944-1945

5335 Sepia Record. 1944-? Frequency: Monthly. Fort Worth, TX. Published by Good Publishing Co. Last issue 65 pages. Height 27 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Seth Kantor, Feb-June 1953; Adelle Jackson, July 1953-Dec 1954. OCLC no. 35597964. Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment, Fashion, Profiles, Interior decorating. General interest.

5336 The Sepia Socialite. 1937-1945. Frequency: Weekly. New Orleans, LA. Published by Nathaniel Williams. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Superseded by: The Negro South. LC card no. sn89-59245. OCLC no. 19750471. June, 1942 special issue has title: Sepia Socialite Presents the Negro in Louisiana. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.

5337 Sepia USA. 1952-? Frequency: Monthly. Houston, TX. Published by Sepia Publishing Company. Last issue 48 pages. Height 32 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Ozelia J. Dixon. OCLC no. 32308845. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Entertainment, Food, Fashion, Business, Sports.

5338 Serious Hip Hop Magazine. 1992-1992? Frequency: Monthly. Melvin Wallace, Editor, Philadelphia, PA. Published by Hip Hop, Inc. Last issue 66 pages. Height 30 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color) Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 26889891. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Rap music, Hip hop culture, Film.


5340 Service Link. 1992- Frequency: Unknown. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. "Center for Community Service." Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universi-
ties—Students, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).

5341 The Set. 1966-? Frequency: Monthly. Detroit, MI. Published by Tony Brown. Last issue 65 pages. Height 30 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Tony Brown. Subject focus and/or Features: Fashion, Beauty, General interest. TNF Aug, 1966 Special Collections

5342 Sez. 1978-1981. Frequency: Quarterly. Minneapolis, MN. Published by Shadow Press. Last issue 33 pages. Last volume 60 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Jim Dochniak. ISSN 0190-3640. LC card no. sn79-2005. OCLC no. 4710326. Subject focus and/or Features: Literature, Poetry.


5345 SGA Chronicle. 1995-? Frequency: Unknown. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University, Student Government Association. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28-26 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA). LSc June-Oct, 1995 Archives

5346 SGA Newsletter. 1977-? Frequency: Unknown. Hampton, VA. Published by Hampton University, Student Government. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Hampton University (Hampton, VA).


5348 Shade. 1994-1995. Frequency: 10 times a year. Beverly A. Williams, Editor, New York, NY. Published by Sheryl E. Huggins. Last issue 47 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1074-424x. LC card no. sn94-3385. OCLC no. 29698117. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Entertainment, Fashion, Youth.


5350 Shadowhawk. 1993-?. Frequency: Monthly. Len Sencal, Editor, Shadowhawk, P.O. Box 25468, Anaheim, CA 92825. Published by Image Comics, Inc. Last issue 32 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings (some in color). OCLC no. 32615614. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

5351 Shadows. Dates unknown. Frequency: Three times a year. Cleveland, OH. Published by January Writer's Club. Last issue 20 pages. Height 21 cm. OCLC no. 32471990. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry.

5352 Shadowtown: Black Fist Rising. 1994-? Frequency: Quarterly. New Westminster, British Columbia. Published by Madheart Productions. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Terence Anthony. OCLC no. 30848645. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

5353 Shaka. 1970-? Frequency: Monthly. Cynthia Eddings, Skip Bailey, Bill Kelley, Editors, San Jose, CA. Published by
Black Journalism Workshop. Last issue 12 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 24521078. Subject focus and/or Features: Current events, Poetry, Politics, Black Panther Party.

Whi v.1, n.2 Pam 01-2247 Dec 18, 1970


AtalT v.1, n.1 Archive TC/Pub.23 Dec 6, 1965

5355 The Shalom-Ha. 1965-? Frequency: Weekly. David Ben Abraham, Editor, Talladega, AL. Published by Friends of Shalom-Ha. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Judaism, Religion.

Whi v.3, n.7 Microforms July, 1993


Ic-CW v.5, n.1 Vivian Harsh Collection Sept, 1984


Whi v.1, n.2 Pam 01-4205 ?, 1972

5358 Share. 1978-1992. Frequency: Weekly. Toronto, Ontario. Published by Arnold A. Auguste. Last issue 32 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Frequency varies: Two times a week. ISSN 0709-4647. LC card no. cn79-32123. OCLC no. 5696329. "...the Black and West Indian community in Toronto has made Share the largest ethnic publication in all of Canada." "Canada's largest ethnic newspaper." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

Whi v.12, n.7, 28-37; v.14, n.45 In process June 7, Nov 1, 1989-Jan 4, 1990; Feb 20, 1992


Shaw Journal's Bulletin Board. 1994-? Frequency: Monthly. Raleigh, NC. Published by Shaw University, Faculty and Staff. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 32412345. Subject focus and/or Features: Shaw University (Raleigh, NC), Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.

Whi Dec 15, 1994; Jan 15, 1995 Pam 01-6180
5365  **Shawensis.** 1969-1970. Frequency: Four times a year. Raleigh, NC. Published by Shaw University. Last issue 44 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Oscar Smith, Spring 1968/9-Spring 1970. Subject focus and/or Features: Shaw University (Raleigh, NC), Colleges and universities—Students, Colleges and universities—Alumni.


5371  **The Shining Light.** 1931-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Wilfred Jordan, Editor, The Shining Light, P.O. Box 1235, Anderson, IN 46015. $9 for individuals and institutions. Published by Mass Communication Board, National Association of the Church of God. Last issue 22 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Wilfred Jordan. Place of publication varies: West Middlesex, PA, May/June 1989. OCLC no. 29774238. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion, National Association of the Church of God.

5372  **Shining Star.** 1959?- Frequency: Weekly. Mrs Joe Callins, Editor, Taylor, TX. Published by Callins Publishing Company. Last issue 4 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 18122110. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


5375  **Shooting Star Review: Black Cultural Quarterly.** 1987-. Frequency: Quarterly. Sandra Gould Ford, Editor, Shooting Star Review, 7123 Race St., Pittsburgh, PA 15208. $12 for individuals; $15 for institutions. Telephone: (412) 731-7464. Published by Shooting Star Productions. Last issue 64 pages. Last volume 190 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 0892-1407. LC card no. 90-64133, sn87-149. OCLC no. 15095791. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Poetry, Essays, Short Stories, Culture.

5376  **ShopTalk.** 1982-. Frequency: Eight times a year. ShopTalk, 8825 S. Greenwood Ave., Chicago, IL 60619. $21 for indi-

WHI v.12, n.3 Pam 01-3318 May, 1993

IC-CW v.2, n.4-v, n.1 Vivian Harsh Collection Winter, 1993-Mid-Winter, 1988/89

5377 ShopTalk II. 1985-? Frequency: semi-annual. ShopTalk, 8825 S. Greenwood Ave., Chicago, IL 60619. $21 for individuals and institutions $61 Canada $90 foreign. Published by Bettiani Gardner. Last issue 96 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ShopTalk II is a separate magazine sent to those who want six issues per year instead of quarterly. Subject focus and/or Features: Beauty, Cosmetology.


5378 Short. 1951-? Frequency: Monthly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Hilyard-Shepard. Last issue 30 pages. Height 16 cm. Photographs. Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Yvonne Shepherd. OCLC no. 34592364. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Entertainment, Fashion, Music, Sports.

WHI v.1, n.2 Pam 72-2922 Sept, 1951

5379 The Short Stop News. 1994-? Frequency: Unknown. Leni Anderson, Jackie Calderone, Editors, Short Stop News, Third Avenue Community Church, 1066 North High Street, Columbus, OH 43201. Telephone: (614) 291-8920. Published by The Short Stop Teen Drop-in Center. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 33059872. Subject focus and/or Features: Teenagers, Youth, Poetry, Art.

WHI v.1, n.4- Circulation Dec, 1994-

5380 The Shorter Bugle. 1952-? Frequency: Unknown. North Little Rock, AR. Published by Shorter College. Last issue 6 pages. Height 60 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Bobby Mims. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Shorter College (North Little Rock, AR).

Amistad v.3, n.5 Periodicals Apr 15, 1954


NN-Sc v.1, n.1-v, n.10 Newsletters Feb-Christmas, 1984


WHI v.71, n.25- Microforms Apr 18, 1991-

DHU v.70, n.4-31 Microfilm Nov 23, 1989-May 31, 1990

LU-S v.6, n.39- Black Ethnic Archive July 2, 1927-


NN-Sc v.15, n.3 Newsletters Summer, 1988


WHI v.12, n.2, v.13, n.2- Circulation Fall, 1992, Fall 1993-

NN-Sc v.13, n.2 Newsletters Fall, 1993


WHI v.1, n.1 Microforms Jan?, 1971

MiDW v.1, n.1-v, n.1 Reuther Library Jan?, 1971; Jan, 1972

PPT v.2, n.1 Special Collections Jan, 1972

WHi v.4, n.3; [no numbers] Circulation Sept, 1972; Fall/Winter, 1992-

DHU v.4, n.2-3; v.5, n.1 Periodicals May, Sept, 1972; Jan, 1973

TNF v.3, n.1-3; v.4, n.1-2; v.5, n.2 Special Collections Jan-Sept, 1971; Jan-May, 1972; Fall, 1973


WHi v.2, n.2- Circulation Fall, 1996-

5393 Silhouette Pictorial. 1938-? Frequency: Monthly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Edward Grubbs. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Edward Grubbs. Variant title(s): Hollywood Silhouette Pictorial. OCLC no. 32791592. Subject focus and/or Features: Fashion, Beauty, Women.

WHi v.2, n.5 Pam 01-6106 Sept, 1939

ATT v.3, n.2 Archives July, 1940

CLU v.1, n.11; v.2, n.1-2; v.3, n.2 Special Collections Feb, Apr-May, 1939; July, 1940

DHU v.1, n.9; v.2, n.11; v.3, n.1 Periodicals Nov, 1938; Mar, June, 1940

TNF v.2, n.1 Special Collections Apr, 1939


WHi Premier Issue Circulation 1992-

5395 The Silver Tiger. 1970-1970. Frequency: Unknown. Houston, TX. Published by Texas Southern University, Journalism Club. Last issue 8 pages. Height 42 cm. Photographs. Silver Anniversary issue. Subject focus and/or Features: Texas Southern University (Houston, TX), Colleges and universities—Students, Journalism.

TsxHTSU 2 issues, Nov, 1970 Archives

NN-Sc v.1, n.6, v.2, n.4 Archives Jan/Feb, 1993; Mar/Apr, 1994
Frank Silvera Papers v.2[ns], n.3 Uncataloged serials Jan/Feb, 1996

5397  *Simply You.* 1986-? Frequency: Annual. Chicago, IL. Published by Bettianne Gardner. Last issue 78 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 19731016. Subject focus and/or Features: Fashion, Beauty, General interest, Women.

IC-CW v.1, n.1; v.3, n.2 Vivian Harsh Collection 1986; Summer, 1988

5398  *Simpson Street Free Press.* 1992-?. Frequency: Bi-monthly. Fannie Mims, Jim Kramer, Editors, Simpson Street Free Press, P.O. Box 6307, Monona, WI 53716. Telephone: (608) 223-0489, (608) 251-4982. Published by Simpson Street Free Press, Inc. Last issue 8 pages. Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Publisher varies: Broadway-Simpson Neighborhood Association. Place of publication varies: Madison, WI. OCLC no. 26487326. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

WHi Apr, 1992- Circulation

5399  *Sinaye!* 1990-.. Frequency: Quarterly. Michael Frazier, Editor, Sinaye!, Howard University, P.O. Box 746, 2400 Sixth Street, NW, Washington, DC 20059. Telephone: (202) 636-7242. Published by Howard University, Department of Afro-American Studies. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 30743723. "We are One." Subject focus and/or Features: Howard University, Colleges and universities—Students, Poetry.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-4187 Spring, 1990
DHU v.1, n.1 Reading Room Spring, 1990


IC-CW v.1, n.10, 12 Vivian Harsh Collection June, Aug, 1983


IC-CW v.1, n.1 Vivian Harsh Collection Nov/Dec, 1988 Manney Papers

5402  *The Sioux City Year Book.* 1962-? Frequency: Annual. James E. Ruffin, Editor, Sioux City, IA. Published by Ruffin Publishing Company. Last issue 144 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 17308451. Subject focus and/or Features: Yearbooks.

NN-Sc 1962, 1977/78 R/301.45/Sio
SIP Newsletter. Birmingham, AL. see *Selma Project Newsletter.* Birmingham, AL.


NN-Sc v.1, n.1; v.2, n.1 Newsletters July, 1988; Spring, 1991

5404  *Sister 2 Sister.* 1989- Frequency: Monthly. Sister 2 Sister, P.O. Box 41148, Washington, DC 20018. Telephone: (301) 306-0100. Published by Jamie Foster Brown. Last issue 46 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1071-5053. OCLC no. 27255689. "Giving it to ya’ straight, no chaser!” Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Entertainment, Profiles, General interest.

WHi v.4, n.9, 12- Microforms Sept, Dec 1992/Jan 1993-Amistad v.3, n.5- Periodicals Mar, 1991-

5405  *Sister Shout!* Frequency: Unknown. Carla Ray Small, Editor, Sister Shout!, 3100 Fallscliff Road, Suite 9, Baltimore, MD 21211. Telephone: (410) 683-3415. Published by Unity Publications, Inc. Last issue 48 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 35148947. "Vehicle of voice for African American women.” Subject focus and/or Features: Women, General interest, Profiles, Fashion, Entertainment.

WHi Premier issue- Circulation Winter, 1995-


WHI Spring, Oct, 1984; Jan, Aug/Sept, 1987; Pam 01-1524 Spring, 1987

NW-Sc v.1, n.1-3; v.2, n.4; v.3, n.2  **Ser-M/S54**  Summer-Winter, 1988; Spring, 1989; Summer, 1991

5408  **Sisters in Style**. 1994-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. Lynbrook, NY. Published by Sterling Macfadden Partnership; Right On! Last issue 90 pages. Height 29 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1079-8633. LC card no. sn94-6069. OCLC no. 31600792. Subject focus and/or Features: Fashion, Beauty, General interest, Culture, Entertainment.

NN-Sc  Premiere issue  Uncataloged serials  Sept, 1994

5409  **Sisters of the Word**. 1992-?. Frequency: Unknown. Atlanta, GA. Published by Spelman College, Women’s Research and Resource Center. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Kimberly Wallace Sanders. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Spelman College Women’s Research and Resource Center (Atlanta, GA), Book reviews, Women’s studies.

NN-Sc  v.3, n.1  Uncataloged serials  Spring, 1994


WHi  v.4, n.4-5  Microforms  Oct, Dec, 1950


WHi  Oct, 1936; May, Dec, 1937; Dec, 1938;  Microforms  Nov, 1940-Feb, 1941

5412  **Skandaline**. 1993-?. Frequency: Monthly. Charlottesville, VA. Published by University of Virginia. Last issue 20 pages. Height 39 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Nicole Harrington. OCLC no. 28511532. Subject focus and/or Features: University of Virginia (Charlottesville, VA), Colleges and universities—Students.

WHi  n.7  Pam 01-6181  Mar, 1994


IEG  Fall, 1966-Fall, 1967  Oversize BR115/R3A252


WHi  v.12, n. 47- Microforms  Aug 16, 1987-
DHU  v.13, n.10-38  Microfilm  Sept 9-Dec 22, 1987
OrHi  v.1, n.1- Library  Oct 9, 1975-

5415  **The Skanner**. 1990-. Frequency: Weekly. Bobbie Dore Foster, Editor, The Skanner, 1326 5th St., P.O. Box 12770, Seattle, WA 98111. $25 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (206) 233-9888. Published by IMM Publications, Inc. Last issue 12 pages. Last volume 1624 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Available in microform from: WHi (1993-). OCLC no. 27858413. “Challenging People to Shape a Better Future.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi  v.3, n.42- Microforms  Feb 24, 1993-

5417  Skool Pages. 1996-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Travis E. Mitchell, Editor, Skool Pages, P.O. Box 14423, Raleigh, NC 27620. Telephone: (919) 781-2260, FAX (919) 781-2316. Published by Travis E. Mitchell. Last issue 30 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Multicultural-ism, Education.

WHi  v.1, n.5-  Circulation  Jan/Feb, 1997-

5418  The Sky-O-Gram. 1934-? Frequency: Monthly. Carlino, CT. Published by Meharry Medical College. Last issue 14 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Rosa Stewart, Mar/Apr-May 1934. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Meharry Medical College (Nashville, TN), Medicine.

Amistad  v.1, n.2-3  Periodicals  Mar/Apr-May, 1934


WHi  n.1-4  Microforms Room  July, 1836-Aug, 1837


WHi  v.1, n.1-v.4, n.38  Microforms  1836-1839

NN-Sc  v.1, n.10; v.2, n.2, 5; v.3, n.1, 7  Sc Micro R-898  1836-1838


ICRL  v.1, n.1-2  Microfilm  Oct 31-Nov 29, 1940


5422  The Smithsonian. 1901-? Frequency: Monthly. Sedalia, MO. Published by George R. Smith College. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising.

Previous editor(s): E. A. Robertson. Frequency varies: Semi-monthly. Subject focus and/or Features: George R. Smith College (Sedalia, MO), Colleges and universities—Students.

MoHi  v.1, n.1-v.4, n.3  Missouri Colleges Collections  [Dec, 1901-Apr, 1905]

5423  Snap. 1990-? Frequency: Unknown. San Antonio, TX. Published by Eugene E. Coleman. Last issue 16 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Margie Randle Bailey. OCLC no. 32178679. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi  Sep 29, 1990  Pam 01-4651

5424  Snaps. 1949-? Frequency: Unknown. Centerville, MS. Published by Finch High School. Last issue 4 pages. Height 32 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Wilhemena Hayes. Subject focus and/or Features: Finch High School (Centerville, MS), High school newsletter, High schools—Students.

Amistad  v.1, n.1  Periodicals  Apr, 1949


MiU  n.4-13; v.2, n.1-2  Labadie Collection  Feb 25-Aug 5, Sept 30-Oct 22, 1963


5426  SNCC News Release. 1962-? Frequency: Irregular. Ann Arbor, MI. Published by Ann Arbor Friends of SNCC. Last issue 1 page. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Voter registration, Civil rights, Race relations, Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee.

MiU  [no number], v.1, n.1-2  Labadie Collection  Nov, Dec, 1962-Jan 12, July 30, 1963

5427  SNCC Newsletter. 1962-? Frequency: Irregular. Atlanta, GA. Published by Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28-35 cm. OCLC no. 12071232. Subject focus and/or Features: Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, Integration, Voter registration.

WHi  v.1, n.11/12/13, 16  Special issue  19/20  Pam 84-5175  Mar 1, Apr 1, May 3, June 17, 1963
5428  SNCC Newsletter. 1967-? Frequency: Irregular. Ethel Minor, Bob Fletcher, Editors, Atlanta, GA. Published by Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee. Last issue 12 pages. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Ethel Minor, June-July 1967. OCLC no. 2267758. Subject focus and/or Features: Third world countries, Law and legislation, Poetry, Police brutality, Vietnam War.

WHi v.1,n.1-4/5 Pam 72-2259 May, June/July-Sept/Oct, 1967

5429  S.N.Y.C. News. 1940-?- Frequency: Unknown. Birmingham, AL. Published by Southern Negro Youth Congress. Last issue 3 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Voting rights, Race relations, Peace.

NN-Sc Nov. 1940 Uncataloged serials


WHi v.1,n.2 Microforms Feb, 1932

DHU v.1,n.1 Periodicals Jan, 1932


ICHi v.1,n.14 qf548.9/N3556 July 1, 1963

5432  So U AAUP Newsletter. 1981-? Frequency: Irregular. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University, AAUP. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Erma W. Hines. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).

LSSc v.3,n.1-2; v.5,n.1; v.1[ns], n.1; n.1 Archives Nov, 1983-July, 1984; Feb, 1985; Nov, 1993; Feb, 1995


WHi Spring, 1992 Pam 94-1816


5435  The Social Reign of the Sacred Hearts. 1949-?- Frequency: Bimonthly. Washington, DC. Published by National Center of the Enthronement, Fathers of the Sacred Hearts. Last issue 32 pages. Height 22 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Henry F. Unger. Subject focus and/or Features: Catholic Church, Religion.

DHU v.3,n.3 Periodicals Aug/Sept, 1951

5436  Social Science and Geography Newsletter. 1974-1974? Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University. Last issue 3 pages. Height 36 cm. Previous editor(s): Otha Burton. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Social science education, Geography education.

MsJSU v.1,n.4 Archives Jan 28, 1974

5437  Social Science Speaks. 1974-1975? Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University. Last issue 12 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Vera Watson. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Social science education.

MsJSU v.2,n.2 Archives Oct, 1975

5438  Social Science Today. 1993-? Frequency: Unknown. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University, Department of History. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): A. B. Assensoh. "A newsletter of Southern University's Master of Arts in the Social Sciences Program (MASSP)." Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).

LSSc v.1,n.1 Archives Summer, 1993

5439  Social Whirl. 1954-? Frequency: Weekly. New York, NY. Published by Charles A. Banks. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Charles A. Banks. OCLC no. 32908914. Subject focus and/or Features: Fashion, Dance, General interest, Entertainment, Music, Calendar.

TNF v.1,n.6-7 Special Collections Oct 18-25, 1954
SOUL CITY TIMES


5454  Soul Confessions. 1971-? Frequency: Monthly. Fort Worth, TX. Published by Beatrice Pringle. Last issue 90 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Edna K. Turner. OCLC no. 7645634. Subject focus and/or Features: Confession stories.

5455  Soul Food. Dates unknown. Frequency: Irregular. Daytona Beach, FL. Published by Bethune-Cookman College, Literary Club. Last issue 25 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Raymond Graham. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Short stories, Bethune-Cookman College (Daytona Beach, FL), Colleges and universities—Students.


5457  Soul Force. 1970-. Frequency: Weekly. Clarence H. Franklin, Editor, Soul Force, 1523 E. University Ave., Oxford, MS 38655. $8 for individuals and institutions. Published by Oxford Development Association. Last issue 24 pages. Height 21-28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Cora Belle Rodgers, Joseph Delaney. Frequency varies: Monthly. OCLC no. 25332102. Subject focus and/or Features: Black power, Civil rights.


5459  Soul Journey: A Magazine of Leisure. 1973-? Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Published by Ron M. Powell. Last issue 30 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Ron M. Powell. ISSN 0091-6323. LC card no. 73-645037. OCLC no. 1787789. Subject focus and/or Features: Travel.

5460  Soul Signal! 1984-? Frequency: Quarterly. Philadelphia, PA. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. For a special interest group of MENSA—“Soul Sig.” Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Culture, Politics, Short stories, MENSA.

5461  Soul Teen. 1976?-? Frequency: Unknown. Terrell, TX. Published by Southwestern Christian College, Upward Bound Journalism Class. Last issue 4 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Debra Brown. Subject focus and/or Features: Southwestern Christian College (Terrell, TX), Colleges and universities—Students.


DHU  v.11, n.48-v.16, n.4  Microfilm  [Nov, 1989-Jan 16, 1990]


WHI  v.26, n.8; v.27, n.5-  Microforms  May 3/6, 1990; Apr 11/14, 1991.


ICHi  v.20, n.29  Reference  Sept 25, 1986

5475  South Georgia Times. 1936-? Frequency: Weekly. Waycross, GA. Published by South Georgia Times Publishing Company. Last issue 8 pages. Height 37 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Lloyd H. King. OCLC no. 36174142. "Devoted to the upbuilding and advancement of South Georgia." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHI  v.1, n.7  Pam 96-1608  July 4, 1936

5476  The South Shopper. 1995? Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Jerome Rachel Sr. Last issue 8 pages. Height 37 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 32582094. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHI  v.1, n.2  Pam 94-1833  May, 1995


WHI  v.6, n.15-v.14, n.34  Microforms  Jan 30/Feb 5, 1964-July 13, 1972


WHI  v.2, n.8-  Circulation Jan 12/15, 1995-


WHI  v.10, n.27-  Microforms  July 4, 1991-

DHU  v.8, n.47-v.9, n.22  Microfilm  Nov 23, 1989-May 31, 1990


DHU  Aug 14, 1975  Microfilm

South Suburban News. Harvey, IL. see Chicago South Suburban News. Harvey, IL.


5485 Southeast Perspective Magazine. 1995-. Frequency: Six times a year. Kathryn Wellman, Editor, Southeast Perspective Magazine, P.O. Box 90274, Raleigh, NC 27690-7533. $15 for individuals and institutions. Published by Southeast Perspective Publishing House. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Supersedes: Perspective Magazine. Publisher varies: B. Keith’s Publishing Company. OCLC no. 35308190. Subject focus and/or Features: Lifestyle, Culture, Health, Art, Entertainment. WHI v.2, n.3- Circulation 1996-


5487 Southeastern News. 1981?-. Eugene Rutland, Editor, Southeastern News, P.O. Box 489, Cordele, GA 31015-0489. Telephone: (912) 273-6714. Published by Eugene Rutland. Last issue 6 pages. Height 58 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. ISSN 1078-7607. LC card no. sn91-74130. OCLC no. 10041505. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. WHI v.15- Circulation Feb 1, 1995-


5490 Southern Aid Messenger. Frequency: Annual. Richmond, VA. Published by Southern Aid Society of Virginia,


5493  *Southern California Black Pages*. Frequency: Annual. Southern California Black Pages, 1888 West 6th St., Corona, CA 91720. Published by Southern California Black Pages, Inc. Last issue 162 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Table of contents. OCLC no. 31794467, 33069401. Subject focus and/or Features: Business-Directories.


5496  *Southern Christian Age*. 1898-? Frequency: Weekly. Selma, AL. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): W. H. Mixon. "For the Benefit of the AME Church and Humanity." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, African Methodist Episcopal Church, Religion.


5498  *Southern Coalition on Jails and Prisons*. 1974-. Frequency: Quarterly. Southern Coalition on Jails and Prisons, P.O. Box 120044, Nashville, TN 37212. Published by Southern Coalition on Jails and Prisons, Inc. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. LC card no. sn87-33259. OCLC no. 6799272. Subject focus and/or Features: Prisons, Capital punishment.


WHi v.1, n.1-v.4, n.4 Microforms July 16, 1965-Jan 27/28, 1968


GU v.1, n.1 MFO/2/1201/.S45/S60112 Nov, 1957

5502 The Southern Dial and African Monitor. 1858-? Frequency: Monthly. Wetumpka, AL. Last issue 6 pages. Height 40 cm. Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn85-44540. OCLC no. 1133553. “A monthly devoted to the institutions and family literature of the South and good of the American, African race.” Subject focus and/or Features: Baptist church, Religion, Family, Short stories.

AAP v.1, n.1 Special Collections 1858


LNX Sep 21, 1990 Archives

LU-NO v.48, n.24-25 Archives Feb 1-8, 1974


DHU v.1, n.1-v.4, n.10 Periodicals July, 1965-June, 1969


NN-Sn v.2, n.5-v.4, n.30 Sc-Micro Nov 1, 1900-Aug 7, 1902

5506 Southern Fight-Back. 1975-. Frequency: Three times a year. Southern Fight-Back, P.O. Box 811, Birmingham, AL 35201. Published by Southern Organizing Committee for Economic and Social Justice. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Anne Braden. LC card no. sn88-12071. OCLC no. 12058332. Subject focus and/or Features: Labor, Trade unions, Radical politics.


NN-Sn v.8, n.3-v.6, n.2 Serials Nov, 1983-Summer, 1991


5515  *Southern Opportunity*. 1926-? Frequency: Monthly. F. W. Wheeler, Editor, Wortham, TX. Published by County Training School. Last issue 4 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 25669633. “Official Organ of Rosenwald Freestone County Training Federal Vocational School for Negro Youths.” Subject focus and/or Features: Schools, Education.
Southern Patriot. Nashville, TN. see Southern Struggle. Atlanta, GA.
Southern Patriot. New Orleans, LA. see Southern Struggle. Atlanta, GA.


5520 The Southern Sentinel. 1877-1881? Frequency: Monthly during school year. Talladega, AL. Last issue 8 pages. Height 32 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Edward P. Lord, Sept 1877-Feb 1879; George N. Ellis, Sept 1879-June 1881. LC card no. sn88-50439. OCLC no. 182370187. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

5521 Southern Spice. 1988-? Frequency: Monthly during school year. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University. Subject focus and/or Features: Southern University (Baton Rouge, LA), Colleges and universities—Students.


5524 Southern Sun. 1954-? Frequency: Semimonthly. Sikeston, MO. Published by Race Relations Council. Last issue 16 pages. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): C. Coolidge Brown. LC card no. sn90-73067. OCLC no. 22287013. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

5525 Southern Today. 1983-1984? Frequency: Quarterly. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).

Southern University Digest. Baton Rouge, LA. see Southern Digest. Baton Rouge, LA.
5526 The Southern University Lawyer. 1960-? Frequency: Monthly. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University, School of Law. Last issue 21 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): James A. Carnes. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Law School, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).


5531 Southern University Directions. 1991-? Frequency: Unknown. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Southern University—Fundraising (Baton Rouge, LA), Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).

LScS  v.1, n.1; v.2, n.1-2; v.3, n.1-2 Archives Spring, 1991; Spring-Fall, 1992; Spring-Fall, 1993

5532 Southern University Community Reporter. 1994-? Frequency: Unknown. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. "Newsletter, Center for Social Research." Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).

LScS  v.1, n.2 Archives Spring, 1994

5533 The Southern Vision. 1943-? Frequency: Unknown. Richmond, VA. Published by The Southern Conference on Race Relations. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs. Available in microform from: UnM, Southern Regional Council papers (1943). "Men must be brotherized or they will be brutalized." Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations.

WHI  v.1, n.1 Microforms Apr, 1943

5534 The Southern Voice. 1904-. Frequency: Two times a year. Rhonda R. Spell, Editor, Southern Voice, 1411 Voorhees Road, Denmark, SC 29042. Telephone: (803) 793-3551 ext. 7213, FAX (803) 793-4584. Published by Voorhees College. Last issue 20 pages. Height 25-28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Martin A. Menafee, [July 1908-Jan 1933]. Publisher varies: Voorhees Normal and Industrial School. Frequency varies: Monthly, [July 1908-Jan 1933]. Subject focus and/or Features: Voorhees College (Denmark, SC), Colleges and universities—Students, Colleges and universities—Alumni.


5535 Southern Voices. 1974-1974. Frequency: Bimonthly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Southern Regional Council. Last issue 82 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Pat Watters. Supersedes: Formed by the merger of South Today, and: New South. ISSN 0093-9293. LC card no. 74-643416. OCLC no. 1793418. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations, Southern States—Economic conditions, Health, Education, Housing.

DHU  v.1, n.1-4 Periodicals Mar/Apr-Oct/Nov, 1974

WHi v.9, n.5 Pam 01-7020b Apr 15, 1950
Nc v.9, n.5 Newspapers Apr 15, 1950


WHi v.40, n.42-v.50, n.43 Microforms Jan 5, 1978-Dec 30, 1987
Southwest Georgia Project Newsletter. Albany, GA. see Keepin' On. Albany, GA.
Southwest Georgians. Albany, GA. see Albany Southwest Georgians. Albany, GA.


WHi v.22, n.16- Microforms Nov 11, 1993-


DHU v.28-v.67 Periodicals 1899-1938
ViHal v.1, n.1-v.39, n.12 Archives Jan, 1872-Dec, 1910
ATT v.31, n.1-v.68, n.7 Washington Collection Jan 1902-July 1939


DHU v.2, n.2 Periodicals Apr, 1891

5539  The Southland Advocate. 1942-? Frequency: Weekly. Asheville, NC. Published by F.D. Fitzgerald Home. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): F. D. Fitzgerald Home. Supersedes: The Church and Southland Advocate. OCLC no. 38214859. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.9, n.5 Pam 01-7020b Apr 15, 1950
Nc v.9, n.5 Newspapers Apr 15, 1950

5542  The Southwest Newsletter. 1975-? Frequency: Irregular. Dallas, TX. Published by Museum of African-American Life and Culture. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Museum of African-American Life and Culture (Dallas, TX), Museums. Amistad v.1, n.3-v.2, n.5/8; n.1-2 [n.s.] Periodicals Fall, 1975-Spring/Winter, 1976; Jan-Apr, 1983
DHU v.3, n.1-v.5, n.3 Periodicals 1977-1980
TxDa v.1, n.1, 3; v.2, n.5/8 Texas Collection Spring, Fall, 1975; Spring/Winter, 1976

5543  Southwest Review. 1921-1930. Frequency: Unknown. Albuquerque, NM. Published by S.W. Henry. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): S. W. Henry. LC card no. sn94-56884. OCLC no. 30488924, 15621855. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

CLU v.6, n.2 Special Collections July 30, 1927

SOUTHWESTERN CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE


5551 Souvenir Edition of HIF Newsletter. 1971-? Frequency: Two times a year. New York, NY. Published by Harlem Institute of Fashion. Last issue 34 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Lois K. Alexander. Subject focus and/or Features: Fashion, Beauty.

5552 The Sower: A Christian Newspaper. 1984-? Frequency: Monthly. Wilmington, DE. Published by Ralph Morris. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous edi-


DHU [v.1, n.1-v.8, n.5] Periodicals [Apr, 1955-Apr, 1963] ViNorU [v.4, n.5- Archives [May, 1956-


5559 Spear. 1971-? Frequency: Monthly. Detroit, MI. Published by League of Revolutionary Black Workers. Last issue 4 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Labor, Trade unions, United Auto Workers, Radical politics.

MiDW v.1, n.1-3 Reuther Library Feb-Apr, 1971


NN-Sc v.4, n.1-v.6, n.12; v.7, n.10/13 Ser-M/S677 Aug, 1974-July, 1977; Summer, 1978

5562 Special Report. 1969-?. Frequency: Monthly. Nashville, TN. Published by Race Relations Information Center. Last issue 34 pages. Height 30 cm. OCLC no. 6164169. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations.

5563 Special Service Bulletin. 1944-?. Frequency: Unknown. Tuskegee, AL. Published by Tuskegee Army Airfield, Tuskegee, Alabama. Last issue 3 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Airfield, Calendar, Tuskegee Army Airfield.


5566 Spectrum. 1982-?. Frequency: Semiannual. Atlanta, GA. Published by Atlanta Metropolitan College. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color). Previous editor(s): Brenda Joan Allen. Subject focus and/or Features: Atlanta Metropolitan College (Atlanta, GA), Colleges and universities—Students, Performing arts, Grambling State University, Speech and Theater Departmental Newsletter.


5569 Speech and Theater Departmental Newsletter. 1987-?. Frequency: Two times a year. Grambling, LA. Published by Grambling State University, Speech and Theater Department. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): June Ingram. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Performing arts, Grambling State University (Grambling, LA).

5570 The Sphisco. 1931-?. Frequency: Monthly. Columbus, GA. Published by Spencer High School. Last issue 4 pages. Height 60 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): J. B. Ingersoll, Dec 1931, Lawrence Odom, Feb 1939, Cornelia Lampkin, Mar-Apr 1943. Subject focus and/or Features: High school newsletter, Spencer High School (Columbus, GA).


5572 The Spectator. 1927-1982; 3 times a year, 1989-1990. OCLC no. 6164169. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations

5573 Special Edition. 1991. Frequency: Special. Nashville, TN. Published by Race Relations Information Center. Last issue 34 pages. Height 30 cm. OCLC no. 6164169. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations.

5574 Special Report. 1969-?. Frequency: Monthly. Nashville, TN. Published by Race Relations Information Center. Last issue 34 pages. Height 30 cm. OCLC no. 6164169. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations.

5575 Special Service Bulletin. 1944-?. Frequency: Unknown. Tuskegee, AL. Published by Tuskegee Army Airfield, Tuskegee, Alabama. Last issue 3 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Airfield, Calendar, Tuskegee Army Airfield.

5576 The Spectator. 1927-1982; 3 times a year, 1989-1990. OCLC no. 6164169. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations

5577 Special Edition. 1991. Frequency: Special. Nashville, TN. Published by Race Relations Information Center. Last issue 34 pages. Height 30 cm. OCLC no. 6164169. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations.

5578 Special Report. 1969-?. Frequency: Monthly. Nashville, TN. Published by Race Relations Information Center. Last issue 34 pages. Height 30 cm. OCLC no. 6164169. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations.

5579 Special Service Bulletin. 1944-?. Frequency: Unknown. Tuskegee, AL. Published by Tuskegee Army Airfield, Tuskegee, Alabama. Last issue 3 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Airfield, Calendar, Tuskegee Army Airfield.

5580 Special Edition. 1991. Frequency: Special. Nashville, TN. Published by Race Relations Information Center. Last issue 34 pages. Height 30 cm. OCLC no. 6164169. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations.

5581 Special Report. 1969-?. Frequency: Monthly. Nashville, TN. Published by Race Relations Information Center. Last issue 34 pages. Height 30 cm. OCLC no. 6164169. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations.

5582 Special Service Bulletin. 1944-?. Frequency: Unknown. Tuskegee, AL. Published by Tuskegee Army Airfield, Tuskegee, Alabama. Last issue 3 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Airfield, Calendar, Tuskegee Army Airfield.

5583 Special Edition. 1991. Frequency: Special. Nashville, TN. Published by Race Relations Information Center. Last issue 34 pages. Height 30 cm. OCLC no. 6164169. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations.
Photographs. OCLC no. 26011318. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.

WHi n.15-17, 19 Pam 01-6102 Jan-Feb/May, Oct/Nov, 1992

5582 *The Spirit of Woman in the Moon*. 1993- . Frequency: Quarterly. SDiane Adamz-Bogus Bogus, Editor, The Spirit of Woman in the Moon, P.O. Box 2087, Cupertino, CA 95015-2087. Telephone: (408) 738-4623. Published by Woman in the Moon. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Variant title(s): News from Woman in the Moon. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.

WHi n.1-v.4, n.5 Pam 01-6917 Spring, 1993-1997

NN-Sc n.3; v.3, n.1 Uncataloged serials Winter, 1994; Winter, 1995


DHU v.2-v.3 Periodicals Oct, 1935-May, Oct, 1936

NN-Sc v.1-3 Sc Micro RS-125 1934-1937

TFN v.1, n.11-v.3.n.33 Special Collections Dec 29, 1934-Feb 9, 1937

5584 *The Spokesman*. 1942- . Frequency: Unknown. The Spokesman, Morgan State College, Baltimore, MD 21521. Published by Morgan State College. Last issue 8 pages. Height 58 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Wilmoth F. Roberts. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Morgan State College (Baltimore, MD).

Amistad v.15, n.2 Periodicals Dec 21, 1955

MdBMC v.1, n.1- Special Collections Dec, 1942-

5585 *The Spokesman*. 1924-? Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by Spokesman Publishing Company. Last issue 45 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): W. H. Ferris. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Short stories, Poetry.

DHU v.1, n.8; [no number] Periodicals July, 1925; Oct, 1926


Amistad v.3, n.7 Periodicals Apr 9, 1972

LU-NO v.4, n.11-12 Archives Dec 21, 1973


5587 *Sports View*. 1991- . Frequency: Semiannual. Allen H. Johnson III, Editor, Sports View, P.O. Box 310148, Atlanta, GA 30331. $9.90 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (404) 681-1922. Published by Bretland B. Moore. Last issue 224 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 28726469. Subject focus and/or Features: College football, Sports, Football.

WHi 1992- Circulation

5588 *Spot Light on Madison County*. 1966- ? Frequency: Biweekly. Canton, MS. Published by Madison County Movement. Last issue 6 pages. Height 35 cm. OCLC no. 12014366. Subject focus and/or Features: Suffrage, Voter registration.

WHi June 17, 1966 Pam 84-4783

5589 *Spot News*. 1947- ? Frequency: Monthly. Fort Worth, TX. Published by Spot Publishing Co. Last issue 13 pages. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Calvin Littlejohn. OCLC no. 37990870. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 00-471 Dec, 1947

5590 *Spotlight*. 1989-? Frequency: Quarterly. Denver, CO. Published by Cleo Parker Robinson Dance Ensemble/School/Theater. Height Line drawings; Photographs cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Performing arts, Dance, Calendar.

NN-Sc v.1, n.2 Newsletters Fall, 1989


WHi Jan 1-Dec, 1937; Feb-June, Dec 24, 1938 Microforms Jan 31, Feb/Mar, 1939

5592 *The Spotlight*. 1933-? Frequency: Weekly. East St. Louis, IL. Published by Progressive Publishing Co. Last issue 4 pages. Height 58 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn91-66481. OCLC no. 23455888.
"Official Organ of the Downstate Negro Democratic League."
Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Democratic Party.

IC-CW v.10, n.6, 8  Vivian Harsh Collection  Oct 3, 17, 1942


NN-Sc v.1, n.2-v.2, n.1, 3; v.3, n.3-4; v.4, n.2;  Newsletters v.6, n.2-v.7, n.2  July/Sept, 1989-Jan/Mar, July/Aug, 1990;  July/Sept-Oct/Dec, 1991;  Apr/June, 1992;  Apr/June, 1994-Apr/July, 1995

5594  **The Spot light.**  1938- .  Frequency: Monthly.  Rock Hill, SC.  Published by Clinton College.  Last issue 4 pages.  Height 41 cm.  Commercial advertising.  Previous editor(s): Laura Cook.  Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Clinton College (Rockhill, SC).

Amistad v.1, n.1  Periodicals  Nov, 1938

5595  **Spotlight News.**  1986- .  Frequency: Biweekly.  Dallas, TX.  Last issue 12 pages.  Height 36 cm.  Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising.  Previous editor(s): W. E. Walton III.  Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

TxDa v.4, n.16-v.5, n.4  Texas Collection  Feb 1/15-Aug, 1989

5596  **Spotlighter.**  1944- .  Frequency: Monthly.  New York, NY.  Published by Spotlighter Publishing Co.  Height 28 cm.  Photographs; Commercial Advertising; Table of contents.  Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment, Music, Dance, Revues.

NN-Sc v.1, n.2  Archives  Aug, 1944  Glover Papers


WHi v.46, n.2-  Circulation  Oct 28, 1993-


WHi Aug, 1935 Microforms


5600  **Springfield Messenger.**  1888- .  Frequency: Weekly.  Springfield, IL.  Published by Edwards and Brown.  Last issue 4 pages.  Line drawings; Commercial advertising.  LC card no. sn90-54033.  OCLC no. 21022833.  Subject focus and/or Features: Civilian Conservation Corps.

WHi v.1, n.35  Microfilm  Nov 3, 1888


WHi v.1, n.2-v.20, n.24  Microforms  Nov 1, 1972-Dec 23, 1993

SRC NEWSLETTER

Council Papers (1944, 1945). Subject focus and/or Features: Southern Regional Council.

WHi v.1, n.1-3 Microforms Nov 10, 1944; Apr 9, 1945


5604 SRRP Newsletter. 1968-? Frequency: Irregular. Selma, AL. Published by Southern Rural Research Project. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. LC card no. sn94-24809. OCLC no. 31638930. Subject focus and/or Features: Southern states—Economic conditions.

MiU v.1, n.1-5 Labadie Aug, 1968-Dec, 1969


DHU [v.6, n.2-v.34, n.1] Periodicals [Jan, 1929-Jan, 1957]


5606 St. Augustine’s Parish Review. 1931-? Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Published by St. Augustine’s Parish. Last issue 16 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: St. Augustine’s Parish (Washington, DC), Religion.

DHU [v.1, n.5-v.6, n.7] Periodicals [Mar, 1932-Apr, 1937]

5607 St. Benedict the Moor Newsletter. Frequency: Bimonthly. Washington, DC. Published by Third Order of St. Francis in North America. Last issue 2 pages. Line drawings. Variant title(s): Action for Interracial Understanding. Publisher varies: Holy Name College, Franciscan Clerics. Subject focus and/or Features: Catholic Church, Religion.


NN-Sc Apr/May 1938 Archives Glover Papers


WHI 1st quarter-4th quarter Microfilm Jan, 1884-Oct 1, 1894


5610 St. Louis Advance. 1887-? Frequency: Weekly. St. Louis, MO. Published by P.H. Murray. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): P. H. Murray. LC card no. sn89-67358. OCLC no. 20614966. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

MoHi v.22, n.26 Newspapers June 13, 1908

St. Louis AM. St. Louis, MO. see St. Louis American. St. Louis, MO.


DHU [v.27, n.3- Microfilm [Apr 21, 1955-

MoHi v.21 - Microfilm July 14, Sept 8, 1949-


WHi v.43, n.29-v.75, n.17 Microforms [Oct 8, 1954-June 26, 1986]


MoHi v.4- Microfilm [Jan 1, 1915-

TxU v.42, n.31 Barker Oct 23, 1953
5613 **St. Louis Call.** 1936?-? Frequency: Weekly. St. Louis, MO. Published by St. Louis Call Publishing Co. Last issue 14 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: NN (1937). Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHI v.2, n.42 Microforms Mar 19, 1937

NN-Sc v.2, n.42 Microfilm Mar 19, 1937


WHI v.1, n.1-v.4, n.38; v.1[n.s], n.1-v.32, n.51 Microforms Mar 16, 1968-Nov 25, 1971; Feb 27, 1971-Dec 26, 1985

WHI v.28, n.6 Pam 96-1370 Feb 13, 1992


MnHi v.1; v.21-v.24 Microfilm Mar 16-Dec 31, 1968; Jan 3, 1985-Dec 29, 1988

5615 **The St. Louis North Star.** 1900?-? Frequency: Monthly. St. Louis, MO. Published by Anthony Joyce. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Table of Contents. OCLC no. 33255723. Subject focus and/or Features: Christianity, Religion.

WHI v.1, n.46 Pam 01-5044 May, 1993


WHI [v.19, n.5-v.23, n.42] Microforms [Jan 10, 1903-Oct 5, 1907]

DHU [v.19, n.5-v.23, n.42] Microforms [Jan 10, 1903-Oct 5, 1907]

MoHi [v.19, n.5-v.23, n.42] Microfilm [Jan 10, 1903-Oct 5, 1907]

ST. PHILIP’S EPISCOPAL CHURCH NEWSLETTER


WHI v.3, n.23 Pam 01-5441 Sept 3, 1904 Photocopy


CLU v.2, n.25 Special Collections Apr 23, 1927

MnHi v.1, n.1-v.2, n.34 Microfilm Nov 7, 1925-June 25, 1927


MnHi v.1, n.1-v.49, n.15 Microforms Aug 10, 1934-Oct 6, 1983

5620 **St. Paul United Methodist.** 1971?-? Frequency: Weekly. Spurgeon M. Dunnan III, Editor, Dallas, TX. Published by Informal Services Division of the United Methodist Community Council of Texas. Last issue 4 pages. Height 57 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. “Serving the present age in Texas, New Mexico, Colorado, Utah and Wyoming.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Methodist Church, Religion.

TxDaHi July 23, Dec 17, 1971 Reference

5621 **St. Philip’s Episcopal Church Newsletter.** 1997-? Frequency: Unknown. Charles Town, WV 25414. Published by
5622 Staff Communiqué. 1970?- Frequency: Weekly. Norfolk, VA. Published by Norfolk State College. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: College and universities—Faculty and staff, Norfolk State College (Norfolk, VA).

5623 Staff Newsletter. 1965?- Frequency: Biweekly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. Last issue 8 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Ruth Howard. OCLC no. 12016304. Subject focus and/or Features: Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, Poetry.


5629 Starline. 1987?- Frequency: Monthly. Mary Anne Cassata, Editor, Starline, 210 Route 4 East, Paramus, NJ 07052. Telephone: (201) 843-4004. Published by Starline Publications, Inc. Last issue 58 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 36223142. Subject focus and/or Features: Rap (Music), Rock music, Music.


THE STATE OF VSU


5637 The State Normal Journal. 1928-?. Frequency: Monthly. Montgomery, AL. Published by State Teachers College. Last issue 48 pages. Height 22 cm. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): State Normal School. "An administrative, professional and alumni publication." Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—students, Colleges and universities—Students, Colleges and universities—Alumni, State Teachers College (Montgomery, AL).

DHU [v.1, n.1-v.3, n.2] Periodicals [Mar, 1928-Mar, 1930]


WU 1989-1993 E185.93/M5/S73


FMFMC Nov, 1981 Archives

and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Finances, Virginia State University (Petersburg, VA).

VîPetU v.1, n.1-4 Archives Fall, 1983-Summer, 1984

State Press. Little Rock, AR. see Arkansas State Press. Little Rock, AR.

5643 State Teachers College News Letter. 1942-?- Frequency: Unknown. Elizabeth City, NC. Published by State Teachers College, News Press Club. Last issue 4 pages. Height 43 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Nellie R. Drew, Jan 1950; Herman P. Horne, Nov 1953; Billy Hodge, Feb/Mar 1956. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, State Teachers College (Elizabeth City, NC), Teaching, Teachers.

DHU v.9, n.3; v.14, n.2; v.16, n.3 Periodicals Jan, 1950; Nov, 1953; Feb/Mar, 1956


MiU v.1-3, v.4, n.1 Labadie 3 issues, 1972; 1976

5646 The Staten Island Black Press. 1979-? Frequency: Unknown. Staten Island, NY. Published by Bobbie Fisher. Last issue 16 pages. Height 52 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Bobbie Fisher. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

MU v.1, n.4 Bloom Collection May, 1979


WHi v.11, n.28 Microforms Jan 27, 1900

ColHi May 24, 1890; Jan 13, Mar 17, 1905-Nov 16, 1912 Microfilm

DHU v.11, n.28 Microforms Jan 27, 1900

5648 The Statesman. 1936-1940? Frequency: Biweekly. Institute, WV. Published by WVSC High School, Students. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): James Smoot, 1936-1937; Anne Brock, 1938-1939; Helen Smoot, 1938; Elizabeth Brock, 1940. Subject focus and/or Features: High school newsletter.

Wvln v.1, n.1-6, n.5 Archives Mar 24, 1936-Dec 18, 1940


IC-CW v.1, n.2 Vivian Harsh Collection Dec 18, 1993

5650 Static. 1993-. Frequency: Monthly. St. John Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10019. $18 for individuals and institutions. Published by DC Comics. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 28208238. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.


MiEM n.1-7, 11, 14-16 Special Collections 1993-1994

5651 The Status of Black Atlanta. 1993-? Frequency: Unknown. Bob Holmes, Editor, Status of Black Atlanta, James P. Brawley Dr. at Fair St., Atlanta, GA 30314. Telephone: (404) 880-8085, FAX (404) 880-8090. Published by Clark Atlanta University, Southern Center for Studies in Public Policy. Last issue 102 pages. Line drawings; Table of contents. OCLC no. 29441744. Subject focus and/or Features: Statistics.

WHI 1993-1996/1997 Pam 01-7008

5652 Steel. 1994- Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by DC Comics. Last issue 32 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. LC card no. s97-91603. OCLC no. 30151218. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

MiEM n.0-1, 6-11, 15, 24 Special Collections 1994-1996

5653 Steel Annual. 1994-1996. Frequency: Annual. New York, NY. Published by DC Comics. Last issue 32 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 30741371. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

MiEM n.1 Special Collections 1994

5654 The Steer: Campus News Notes. 1989-? Frequency: Bi-monthly. Tyler, TX. Published by Texas College. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Diane Crowder. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Texas College (Tyler, TX).

TXT7T v.1, n.1-2 Periodicals Feb 15-Mar 1, 1978
5655  *The Steer's Horn*. 1980-? Frequency: Weekly. Tyler, TX. Published by Texas College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 30 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): A. C. Lovett. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Texas College (Tyler, TX).

5656  *Steppin' Out*. 1977-? Frequency: Monthly. Milwaukee, WI. Published by Courier Communications Corporations. Last issue 24 pages. Height 41 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Walter L. Jones. OCLC no. 4208999. "A Supplement to the Milwaukee Courier, Milwaukee Star and Racine Courier." Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Entertainment, Performing arts. WHI Dec, 1977 Pam 84-3710

DHU Sept, Oct, 1977 Periodicals


WHI v.15, n.10 Pam 01-4650 May, 1985

DHU v.15, n.8 Microfilm Mar, 1985

5659  *The Stillman Bulletin*. 1932-? Frequency: Quarterly. Tuscaloosa, AL. Published by Stillman Junior College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 60 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Frank Thomas Jr., Dec 1932-May 1933; John L. King Jr., Dec 1933-May 1934; Robert Gholston Jr., May 1939. Variant title(s): The Stillmanite, May 1932. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Stillman Junior College (Tuscaloosa, AL), Colleges and universities.

Amistad v.1, n.3-9; v.2, n.2; v.8, n.2; [no number] Periodicals

Dec 1932-Dec, 1933; May, 1934; Mar, 1939, June 1943

DHU v.1, n.8-v.4, n.1 Microfilm [May, 1932-Nov, 1935]

Stillmanite. Tuscaloosa, AL. see *Stillman Bulletin*. Tuscaloosa, AL. Stinger. Institute, WV. see *West Virginia State Stinger*. Institute, WV.


NN-Sc v.1, n.1-12 Newsletters May, 1979-May, 1980

Stony Brook Blackworld. Stony Brook. see *Blackworld*. Stony Brook.

5661  *Storer College Alumni Bulletin*. 1951-? Frequency: Unknown. Harpers Ferry, WV. Published by Storer College. Last issue 12 pages. Height 22 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Storer College (Harpers Ferry, WV).

DHU v.1, n.1 Periodicals Feb, 1951

5662  *Storer College Builder*. 1946-? Frequency: Unknown. Harpers Ferry, WV. Published by Storer College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 44 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Storer College (Harpers Ferry, WV).

DHU v.9, n.2 Periodicals Feb, 1954

5663  *Storer College Bulletin*. 1944-? Frequency: Unknown. Harpers Ferry, WV. Published by Storer College. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Storer College (Harpers Ferry, WV).

DHU v.7, n.1; v.8, n.2 Periodicals Nov, 1950; May, 1952

Storer Record. Harpers Ferry, WV. see *New Storer Record*. Harpers Ferry, WV.


WHI [no number-v.43, n.4] Microforms [Winter, 1892-Dec, 1941]


WHI v.3, n.1 Pam 01-5841 Fall, 1994

5666  *Stowe Sentinel*. 1940-? Frequency: Five times a year. St. Louis, MO. Published by Stowe Teachers College. Last is-

ICRL v.1, n.1-3 Microfilm July 1-Dec 3, 1935

5668  *Straight from the Street*. 1991-?. Frequency: Monthly. Tracy Grant, Editor, Straight from the Street, P.O. Box 91692, Washington, DC 20090-1692. Telephone: (202) 882-8588, FAX (202) 882-0836. Published by Above and Beyond the Call Enterprises. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1061-5237. LC card no. sn92-3166. OCLC no. 25375385. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Rap music, Rhythm and blues music.

WHI Jan, 1996- Circulation


LU-NO v.1, n.3 Archives Dec 22, 1925

5670  *Straight Lines*. 1989-? Frequency: Biweekly. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University, Office of Academic Affairs. Last issue 9 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Curtis Boyd, Gertrude Knight, Effie Richard, Gloria De Rouen, Jeneral Banks. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).

LScS v.1, n.1 Archives Nov 8, 1989


MiU Fall, 1975 Labadie Collection


WHI v.8, n.1/2-v/11 F2135/S77 Nov/Feb, 1990/91-1996


WHI v.1, n.1 Pam 70-751 Sept, 1970

5675  *Stress*. 1995-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. Alan Ket, Editor, Stress, 89-15 182 Place, Hollis, NY 11423-9808. Telephone: (718) 206-2210. Published by Stress Publishing. Last issue 96 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Frequency varies: Quarterly. OCLC no. 35148129. Subject focus and/or Features: Hip hop culture, Music, Politics.

WHI Summer, 1996- Circulation


OClW v.5, n.1-2 Mss 4539 Mar-Oct, 1964


FMBA May, 1990; Feb-Mar, 1991 Archives

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 72-928 Feb, 1971
DHU v.1, n.1 Periodicals Feb, 1971


IC-CW v.2, n.1-2, 8 Vivian Harsh Collection Mar 1-Apr 1, Aug, 1964 McBride Papers


WHi v.1, n.3-v.2, n.6 Microfilm Feb, 1973-July, 1974

5681 The Struggle Against Racism. 1977-? Frequency: Bi-monthly. Santa Cruz, CA. Published by New American Movement's Commission on Racism. Last issue 22 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 22417407. Subject focus and/or Features: Race relations.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-6138 Nov, 1977

5682 Student Affairs. 1995-? Frequency: Two times a year. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. "News and information for all students at Southern University Baton Rouge Campus." Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).

LscS Apr-Oct, 1995

5683 Student Affairs Express Newsletter. 1995-? Frequency: Weekly. Hawkins, TX. Published by Jarvis Christian College. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Jarvis Christian College (Hawkins, TX), Colleges and universities—Students.

TxHaJ v.1, n.1, 3 Archives Nov 5, 20/26, 1995

5684 Student Affairs News and Notes. 1975-1975. Frequency: Bimonthly. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University, Student Affairs. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Students.

MsJSU v.1, n.1 Archives Aug-Sept, 1975


5685 Student Council Bulletin. 1943-? Frequency: Two times a semester. Institute, WV. Published by West Virginia State College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: West Virginia State College, Student Council (Institute, WV), Colleges and universities—Students.

WviN Sept 20/Dec 20, 1943


ViLawS v.1, n.1; v.2, n.7; V.3, n.1; v.4, n.3; v.5, n.3; Archives v.6, n.1; v.8, n.1-4; v.12, n.1; v.11 [ns], n.1; no numbers May, 1960; Oct/Nov, 1962; Oct 1964; Mar/Apr 1965; May 1966; Nov 1967; Dec 2, 1968-Apr 18, Winter, 1969; Oct 19, 1970; Apr, 1973; Feb 4, 1974

5687 Student Lash. Dates unknown. Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State University. Last issue 2 pages. Height 36 cm. "You’ve read of the white lash and the black lash, now read the student lash." Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Students.

MsJSU One undated issue Archives

5688 Student Life. 1964-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Office of Student Life. Last issue 4 pages. Photographs. Previous editor(s): A. Guy Draper. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students. Howard University.


5689 Student Opinion. 1931-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Student Council. Last issue 4 pages. Previous editor(s): Mercer Mance. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Howard University.

DHU v.1, n.1-6 Howardiana Oct, 1931

5690 Student Personnel Division Newsletter. 1970-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Student Personnel Division. Last issue 5 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus
and/or Features: Howard University, Student Personnel Division.

DHU v.1, n.2 Howardiana Spring, 1970


WHi v.1, n.1-v.2, n.4/5; v.3, n.1-4; v.4, n.1-v.6, n.6 E185.61/S916 June, 1960-Apr/May, 1961; Apr-Dec, 1962; Reprint Apr, 1962-Dec 20, 1965

Amistad v.5, n.9-10 Periodicals Apr 28-May 5, 1964

DHU v.5, n.3-4 Microfilm Jan 27-Feb 3, 1964

5692 The Student Voice. 1946-? Frequency: Unknown. Hawkins, TX. Published by Jarvis Christian College. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Alan Tatum, Oct 1954. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Jarvis Christian College (Hawkins, TX).

DHU v.5, n.1 Periodicals Oct, 1954

TxHaJ Fragment Periodicals 1946


ViPetU Mar, 1962 Archives

5694 Student-Faculty Announcements. 1967-? Frequency: Weekly during school year. Atlanta, GA. Published by Morris Brown College. Last issue 2 pages. Height 36 cm. Variant title(s): Morris Brown College Student-Faculty Announcements. Subject focus and/or Features: Calendar, Morris Brown College (Atlanta, GA), Colleges and universities—Students, Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.


5695 The Student’s Idea. 1900-1906? Frequency: Monthly. Talladega, AL. Published by Talladega College, The Literary Societies. Last issue 22 pages. Height 22 cm. Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Herman Stengstacke, 1901; Augustus Danials, 1902; Clyde Randall, 1904; G. J. Thomas, 1905; Clarence Richardson, 1906; Thomas Kemp, 1904. Subject focus and/or Features: Talladega College (Talladega, AL), Poetry, Essays, Colleges and universities—Students.

ATaFT [v.2, n.4-v.7, n.6] Archives [Jan, 1901-May, 1906]

DHU v.4, n.7 Periodicals May/June, 1903

5696 The Student Voice. 1888-? Frequency: Monthly. Selma, AL. Published by Alabama Baptist University. Last issue 4 pages. Last volume 48 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Numbering is irregular. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Alabama Baptist University (Selma, AL).

A-Ar v.15, n.2-v.20, n.1 Periodicals Jan 15, 1902-Jan, 1911

5697 The Students’ Voice. 1902-? Frequency: Unknown. Selma, AL. Published by Selma University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 60 cm. Previous editor(s): C. O. Boothe. Subject focus and/or Features: Selma University (Selma, AL), Colleges and universities—Students, Campus life.

A-Ar v.1, n.1 Periodicals Mar, 1902


Amistad v.5, n.6, v.6, n.8/9, v.3 [sic], n.4 Periodicals Apr/May, 1951; May, 1952; ? 1953


WU v.1, n.1-4 AP S932/A258 Spring, 1977-Fall, 1981


WMUW v.2-v.3 PS153/N5/S74x 1986-1988


Amistad [v.1, n.3-v.8, n.1] Periodicals [Autumn, 1970-Spring, 1977]

DHU v.1, n.1-v.7, n.4 Periodicals Spring, 1970-Winter, 1976
5702 Studies in History. 1921-?. Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Department of History. Last issue 50 pages. Height 23 cm. Previous editor(s): Walter Dyson. Subject focus and/or Features: History, Howard University.

ATT n,l-n,10 Archives June, 1921; Nov, 1929

Walter Dyson. Subject focus and/or Features: History, Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Department of History. Published by Howard University, Stylus Literary Society. Last issue 547 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Roslyn Tolson, Dorothy Davis. Subject focus and/or Features: Libraries, Colleges and universities—Students, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).


LScS v.l, n.l- Archives July 19, 1993

NN-Sc [v.l, n.l-no numbers] Newsletters [Jan, 1974-Summer, 1980]


WHI v.1, n.3-4, 6; v.2, n.1, 3, 5- Circulation Aug 14-28, Sept 25, Oct 23, 1991; May 20, July 1, Nov 2, 1992-


5705 The Stylus. 1916-?. Frequency: Occasional. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Stylus Literary Society. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Literature, Short stories, Book reviews, Poetry.

DHU v.1, n.1 Howardiana June, 1916

LNX June, 1935 Archives

5706 SU Insider. 1993-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Henry Tillman, Editor, SU Insider, Office of Publications and Electronic Media, P.O. Box 11812, Baton Rouge, LA 70813. Published by Southern University. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).

LScs v.l, n.l- Archives Feb, 1993-

5707 S.U. Library Chain. 1970-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University, Library. Last issue 2 pages. Previous editor(s): Roslyn Tolson, Dorothy Davis. Subject focus and/or Features: Libraries, Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).

LScs v.l, n.l Archives July, 1970

5708 SU News/ERBP Chapter. 1995-?. Frequency: Unknown. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Rose Young, Tanya Angram. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).

LScs Sept, 1995 Archives


5709 Success: Student and the University 1010/1020. 1991-. Frequency: Quarterly. Success, Xavier University, New Orleans, LA 70125. Published by Xavier University. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Cherie LeBlanc. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies, Poetry.

LNX v.l, n.l- Archives Apr, 1991-

5710 SuccessGuide: The Guide to Black Resources in Atlanta. 1991-?. Frequency: Annual. George C. Fraser, Editor, SuccessGuide, 1949 East 105th St., Cleveland, OH 44106. Telephone: (216) 791-9330, FAX (216) 791-9436. Published by George C. Fraser. Last issue 222 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Profiles, Business, Careers, Clubs, Organizations—Directories, Volunteers.

FF1 1991 650/SU

5711 The SU/CID Bridge. 1992-?. Frequency: Unknown. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University and A & M College. Height 28 cm. Photographs. "A publication of the Center for International Development Programs." Subject focus and/or Features: International relations, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA), Colleges and universities.

LScs v.l, n.l Archives Winter, 1992/93


IEN v.1, n.1-8, 15, 17 Microfilm Jan 8-Feb 26, Apr 15, 29, 1880 Summer Echo. Durham, NC. see Campus Echo. Durham, NC.

5713 The Summer Institute in Black Culture Newsletter. 1970-1971? Frequency: Unknown. Jackson, MS. Published by Jackson State College. Last issue 5 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State College (Jackson, MS), African-American studies, Colleges and universities.

MaSU July 6-Aug, 1971 Archives

Summer Scholar. Durham, NC. see Campus Echo. Durham, NC.
5714  **Summer Session Stater.** 1937-? Frequency: Irregular. Institute, WV. Published by West Virginia State College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 39 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Gladys Martin. Subject focus and/or Features: West Virginia State College (Institute, WV), Colleges and universities—Students.

WHi  v.3, n.1, 3 Archives  July 14, Aug 4, 1939

5715  **Summit University Free Press.** 1974-? Frequency: Monthly. St. Paul, MN. Published by Summit University Free Press, Inc. Last issue 11 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Vertistine Glover. OCLC no. 20002220. Subject focus and/or Features: High school newsletter, Sumner High School (Kansas City, KS), High schools—Students.

MnHi  v.1, n.1-v.12, n.2 Microform  Apr, 1974-Apr/May, 1985

5716  **Sumner Courier.** 1919?-? Frequency: Monthly. Kansas City, KS. Published by Sumner High School. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Lucille Randall, Lorenzo Blanton. Subject focus and/or Features: High schools—Students, Sumner High School (Kansas City, KS).

Amistad  v.30, n.7 Periodicals  Apr 29, 1955

5717  **Sumner Journal.** 1910?-? Frequency: Irregular. St. Louis, MO. Published by Sumner High School. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): A. G. Idrell. Available in microform from: MnHi. OCLC no. 17698936. Subject focus and/or Features: Sumner High School, (St. Louis, MO).

MoHi  [v.10, n.2-v.13, n.3] H235.8519/Su67s  [Oct,1919-Mar 7, 1921]


A-Ar  v.1, n.2-v.5, n.51 Microforms  Apr 11, 1907-Dec 21, 1911

Sun, Ardmore, OK. see *Oklahoma Sun*. Ardmore, OK.

5719  **Sun and Fun.** 1993?-? Frequency: Monthly. East Elmhurst, NY. Published by Sun and Fun. Last issue 8 pages. Height 37 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 27866441. Subject focus and/or Features: Travel, Vacation planning.

WHi  Feb, 1993 Pam 01-5842

5720  **Sun Ra Quarterly.** 1996-. Frequency: Quarterly. Peter Hinds, Editor, Sun Ra Quarterly, P.O. Box 786, Milbrae, CA 94030. Published by Omni Press. Last issue 28 pages. Height 18 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color). OCLC no. 36223615. Subject focus and/or Features: Jazz, Music, Sun Ra.

WHi  n.2- Circulation Sept, 1996-

5721  **Sun Ra Research.** 1995-.. Frequency: Irregular. Peter Hinds, Editor, Sun Ra Research, P.O. Box 786, Milbrae, CA 94030. Published by Omni Press. Last issue 18 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 36223558. Subject focus and/or Features: Jazz, Music, Sun Ra.

WHi  n.9- Circulation Dec, 1996-


WHi  v. 29, n.46- Microforms  Nov, 1972-


MiU  [no number]; [v.26, n.42-v.34, n.52] Labadic Collection  Apr 15, 1967; [Nov 9, 1968-Dec 29, 1977]


San Francisco, CA 94124. 

Sunday Chicago Bee. Chicago, IL. see Chicago Bee. Chicago, Ill. 

Sunday School Herald. Austin, TX. see Herald. Austin, TX.


DHU  [v.1, n.2-v.9, n.1] Periodicals  [Feb, 1934-Jan, 1942]

NN-Sc v.7, n.12; v.9, n.4 268.05-S  Dec, 1940; Apr, 1942
5725 **The Sunday School Teacher.** 1906-? Frequency: Quarterly. Nashville, TN. Published by National Baptist Church. Last issue 96 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Marshall A. Talley, S. N. Vass. Subject focus and/or Features: Baptist Church, Religious education, Religion, ..


5728 **Sunshine Band Topics.** 1987-? Frequency: Unknown. Atlanta, GA. Published by Church of God in Christ. Last issue 12 pages. Photographs. OCLC no. 38202502. Subject focus and/or Features: Church of God in Christ, Religion, Children.

5729 **S.U.P.A. Communique.** 1994-? Frequency: Irregular. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University, Parents’ Alliance, Division of Student Affairs. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).

5730 **Super Seniors: African Americans 100 Years and Plus.** 1992-1993. Frequency: Two times a year. Lathrop Village, MI. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Juanita Chenault Carman. Subject focus and/or Features: Aged, Centenarians.


5732 **Survival.** 1976-? Frequency: Monthly. Madison, WI. Last issue 4 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Alicia V. Allen. Subject focus and/or Features: Economics, Politics, Sociology, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Colleges and universities.

5733 **Survival Magazine.** 1969-? Frequency: Unknown. Boston, MA. Published by The New Urban League of Greater Boston. Last issue 12 pages. Height 30 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Mary Grigsby, Fanny Howe, Carrie Turnbow, Henry Hampton. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Civil rights, Black power, Women.

5734 **Survival News.** 1974-? Frequency: Unknown. Milwaukee, WI. Published by Black Panther Party. Last issue 8 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 11776572. Subject focus and/or Features: Black Panther Party, Prisoners, Prisons.

5735 **SUS Voice.** 1990-? Frequency: Unknown. Shreveport, LA. Published by Southern University at Shreveport. Last issue 8 pages. Previous editor(s): Richard Williams. Subject focus and/or Features: Southern University at Shreveport (Shreveport, LA), Colleges and universities—Students.

5736 **SU-S Voice Update.** 1993-? Frequency: Unknown. Shreveport, LA. Published by Southern University at Shreveport, Office of Student Affairs. Last issue 8 pages. Previous editor(s): Stephanie Smith. Subject focus and/or Features:
Southern University at Shreveport (Shreveport, LA), Colleges and universities—Students.

LShS n.5 Black Ethnic Archives Nov 19, 1993

5737 The SUSBO Explicit. 1981?-1982? Frequency: Unknown. Shreveport, LA. Published by Southern University at Shreveport - Bossier City. Last issue 8 pages. Height 46 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Matthew L. Williams. Subject focus and/or Features: Southern University at Shreveport (Shreveport, LA), Colleges and universities—Students.

LShS v.5, n.1-4 Black Ethnic Archives Jan 18-Apr 27, 1984

5738 SUSBO Facts. 1984?-? Frequency: Monthly. Shreveport, LA. Published by Southern University at Shreveport - Bossier City. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Subject focus and/or Features: Southern University at Shreveport (Shreveport, LA), Colleges and universities—Students.

LShS v.4, n.7-v.7, n.1; [no number]; v.1[n.s], n.1 Black Ethnic Archives Nov 11, 1977-Jan/Feb, 1980; Sept, 1986; Apr 21, 1989


LShS v.1, n.1-4 Black Ethnic Archives Jan 18-Apr 27, 1984

5740 SUSBO Weekly Bulletin. 1967?-1968? Frequency: Weekly. Shreveport, LA. Published by Southern University at Shreveport - Bossier City. Last issue 2 pages. Height 36 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Southern University at Shreveport (Shreveport, LA), Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.

LShS Nov 27, 1967-Jan 14, 1968 Black Ethnic Archives


DHU v.2, n.6-v.8, n.2 Microfilm [Feb 1, 1984-Oct 30, 1989]


5742 Sustah-girl: Queen of the Black Age. 1993-1993. Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by Onli Studios. Last issue 32 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings (some in color). Previous editor(s): Turtel Onli. OCLC no. 28507081. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi n.1 Pam 01-4021 1993


WHi v.1, n.3-v.2, n.3, 5, 9 Microforms Nov, 1935-Mar, May, Dec 1936

5744 Sweet B's Pad. 1992-? Frequency: Monthly during school year. Washington, DC. Published by Letter Perfect, Inc. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. ISSN 1064-5977. LC card no. sn92-3403. OCLC no. 26335347. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Afrocentrism.

WHi [v.1, n.2-v.2, n.10] Pam 01-5095 [Feb, 1992-Apr, 1993]

5745 Sweet Soul. 1992-. Frequency: Bimonthly (irregular). Penny Murphy, Editor, Sweet Soul, P.O. Box 2025, Calumet City, IL 60409. Last issue 4 pages. Height 44 cm. Photographs. Place of publication varies: Lansing, MI, also given as contact address and is only address in first issue. “An African-American Senior Citizens Publication.” Subject focus and/or Features: Aged.

Amistad v.1, n.1- Periodicals Jan/Feb, 1992-

5746 Swing Loe. 1996?- Frequency: Unknown. Swing Loe, P.O. Box 55473, Atlanta, GA 30308-0473. Telephone: (770) 621-4635. Published by 4th Generation Productions. Last issue 12 pages. Height 39 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Diedra Adams, Shiela Turner. OCLC no. 35148260. Subject focus and/or Features: Blues (Music), Music, Entertainment.

WHi Summer, 1996 Circulation


WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation Dec, 1986-

5748 Symphonium: For and About the Professional African-American Symphony Musician. 1988-. Frequency: Three times a year. Patricia Prattis Jennings, Editor, Symphonium, 1349 N.
Sheridan Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15206. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. ISSN 1052-7648. LC card no. 90-641072. OCLC no. 22366551. Subject focus and/or Features: Musicians, Symphony orchestra, Profiles, Employment.

ICCBMR v.1, n.1- Periodicals Fall/Winter, 1988-
NN-Sc v.1, n.1- Newsletters Fall/Winter, 1988-


5749  Synapse: Faculty Bulletin. 1968-? Frequency: Weekly (irregular). Nashville, TN. Published by Meharry Medical College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Meharry Medical College (Nashville, TN), Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.


DHU v.3, n.4; v.4, n.1  Periodicals  Mar/Apr, 1967; Sept/Oct, 1969

5751  Synodal of Mid-South News Letter. 1943?-1958. Frequency: Three times a year. Maryville, TN. Published by Synod of Mid-South, Presbyterian Church, USA. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Missions, Christian education, Women, Synod of Mid-South, Presbyterian Church, USA.

PPPrHi n.33-46  Periodicals  1953-Feb, 1958


WHi v.1, n.1-46  Microforms  Apr 16, 1970-Apr 1, 1971

5753  Taborian Banner. 1905-? Frequency: Monthly. Galveston, TX. Published by W. Hartley Jackson. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 18104753. "Published monthly in the interest of L.O.O.12, K.O.T. Texas Jurisdiction." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

TxU v.2, n.10-12  Barker  July 20-Sept 21, 1906


WHi [v.18, n.2-20, n.2]  Microforms  [Nov, 1941-Nov/Dec, 1945]


DHU [v.14, n.29-17, n.?]  Microfilm  [Apr 22, 1981-June 26, 1986]


Wa v.2, n.24, 27; Microfilm  Feb 19, Mar 11, 1976
WaT v.2, n.24, 27; Microfilm  Feb 19, Mar 11, 1976


WHi  Summer, 1995  Pam 01-5718

and/or Features: Music, Hip hop culture, Film, Culture, Entertainment.

TAFT ENTERPRISE
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5760  Take Five. 1988-?. Frequency: Monthly. Sylvester Brown Jr., Editor, Take Five, 4 S. Euclid, Suite B, St. Louis, MO. $12 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (314) 454-1215, FAX (314) 454-1321. Published by Sylvester Brown Jr. Last issue 39 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 31948589. “St. Louis” African American monthly magazine.” Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Entertainment, Book reviews.

WHi v.7, n.8, 10; v.8, n.1- Circulation Oct, Dec, 1994; Feb, 1995-


WHi v.7, n.8, 10; v.8, n.1- Circulation Oct, Dec, 1994; Feb, 1995-

5762  Take Two. 1993-. Frequency: Quarterly. Take Two, 929 Harrison Ave., Suite 101, Columbus, OH 43215. Published by The National Black Programming Consortium. Last issue 23 pages. Height 22 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 27703000. Subject focus and/or Features: Television broadcasting.

WHi v.1, n.1 Pam 01-4866 Jan, 1993

5763  Talented Teens. 1982-? Frequency: Annual. St. Croix, Virgin Islands. Published by Talent Unlimited, Inc. Last issue 28 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Teenagers, Talent shows.

NN-Sc May, 1982-1987 Uncataloged serials

5764  Tales of Kane and Abell. 1995-. Frequency: Unknown. Donald McQuay, Editor, Tales of Kane and Abell, 8552 South Marshfield, Chicago, IL 60620. Published by Epoch Publications. Last issue 16 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings. Variant title(s): Epoch Publications Presents Tales of Kane and Abell. OCLC no. 32587355. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi n.1 Pam 00-328 Spring, 1995


Amistad v.7, n.2-v.8, n.6 A.S.N.C. Nov, 1947-Mar, 1949
DEHU v.7, n.4-6; v.8, n.7 Periodicals Jan-Mar, 1948; Apr, 1949


WHi Spring, 1995 Pam 01-6114

5767  Talking Drum. 1980-? Frequency: Monthly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Malcolm X Community Center. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising, OCLC no. 37232788. Subject focus and/or Features: Malcolm X Community Center (Los Angeles, CA), Community newsletter.

WHi v.1, n.3 Pam 01-6148 Oct/Nov, 1980


CoU v.2, n.1-2; v.3, n.1-2 Periodicals Jan-Apr, 1992; Feb-Sept, 1993
ICCBMR v.3, n.2- Periodicals Sept, 1993-

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-v.2, n.1 Newsletters May, 1989-Jan, 1992

5770 **Talladega College Alumni Magazine.** 1932-? Frequency: Unknown. Talladega, AL. Published by Talladega College, Alumni Association. Last issue 12 pages. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Arthur D. Gray. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Talladega College.

5771 **Talladega College President's Report.** 1922-1943? Frequency: 5 times a year. Talladega, AL. Published by Talladega College. Last issue 23 pages. Height 20 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, Talladega College.

5772 **Talladega College Record.** 1893-? Frequency: Monthly during school year. Talladega, AL. Published by Talladega College. Last issue 4 pages. Last volume 26 pages. Height 32 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): J. R. Savage, Dec 1893-May 1895; J. A. Webber, Nov 1895-June 1897. Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Higher), Talladega College (Talladega, AL), Colleges and universities.

5773 **Talladega Improvement Association Newsletter.** 1969-? Frequency: Unknown. Talladega, AL. Published by Talladega Improvement Association. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

5774 **The Talladega Student.** 1923?-? Frequency: Five times a year. Talladega, AL. Published by Talladega College, Press Club. Last issue 26 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Doris Ray, Ethel McLeod, Carolyn McDew, Mallie Taylor, J. Jasper Spurling, Walter Williams, Henry Smalls, Robert Bailey III, Frank Saunders, Lola Paterson, Willarena Lamar, James Kelsaw, Melvin Nolan, Richard Scott, Welson Williams, Willie Churchill, Alphonso Westbrooks, David Brown, Marilyn Campbell, A. Knighton Stanley, Richard English, Roberta Reid, Dennis Roberts Jr., Alvin Braggell, Jacqueline Baylock. LC card no. sn94-24661. OCLC no. 31473578. Subject focus and/or Features: Talladega College (Talladega, AL), Colleges and universities—Students.

5775 **Talladega Student Star.** 1921-? Frequency: Unknown. Talladega, AL. Published by Talladega College. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Simon King. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Talladega College.


5778  **Tampa Bulletin.** 1914-? Frequency: Weekly. Tampa, FL. Published by The Tampa Bulletin Publishing Company. Last issue 16 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: NN (1940). LC card no. sn91-66458. OCLC no. 23660655. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Taladega College.


FU June 22, Aug 3, 1878; May 10, 1879-Dec 4, 1880 Microfilm Feb 10-Dec 8, 1886

5780  **Tan.** 1952-1971. Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Johnson Publishing Co. Last issue 74 pages. Last volume 888 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): John H. Johnson. Superseded by: Black Stars. LC card no. sn92-28485, sn92-28484. OCLC no. 26508193, 12851140, 26508128. Subject focus and/or Features: Confession stories.

5781  **Tanbou.** 1994-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. Tanbou, P.O. Box 1627, Brookline, MA 02146. Last issue 51 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. In French, 100%. Previous editor(s): Tonton Guy. OCLC no. 31735653. Subject focus and/or Features: Literature, Haitian literature, Haitian-Americans.

WHi v.1, n.1, 3 Pam 01-4865 Jan/Feb, Aug/Sept 1994

5782  **Target.** Dates unknown. Frequency: Quarterly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Morehouse School of Medicine. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Morehouse School of Medicine, Morehouse College (Atlanta, GA), Colleges and universities—Students, Medical education.


Tarrant County Black Historical and Genealogical Society Newsletter. Fort Worth, TX. Available in microform from: TCBIHGS Newsletter. Fort Worth, TX.

5784  **Tasama Uhuru.** 1968-? Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by C.E.C.A. Last issue 14 pages. Height 37 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: WHi (1968). OCLC no. 20842256. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

WHi v.1, n.1-2, 4-v, n.1/2 Periodicals Aug (2 issues), Oct, 1970-Jan/Feb, 1971


5786  **The Tattler.** 1919-?. Frequency: Biweekly. Washington, DC. Published by Graphic House, Inc. Last issue 34 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Fred R. Byrd, 1921; Joseph B. Sewall, 1952-1953; Andrew T. Richardson, 1954. Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment, General interest.


WHi v.1, n.28; [no number] Microforms Oct 22, 1922; Dec 22, 1923

5788  **The Tattler.** 1915-1917. Frequency: Weekly. Muskogee, OK. Published by Lynwood and Jase. Last issue 4 pages. Last volume 280 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Ernest D.
TELE INTER: THE HAITIAN YELLOW PAGES

5800  Tele Inter: The Haitian Yellow Pages. 1994-. Frequency: Unknown. Fritz Derys, Editor, Tele Inter, 40 N.E. 54th St., Miami, FL 33137. Published by Tele Inter. Last issue 30 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. In French, 50%. OCLC no. 37592698. "Au Service de la Communauté Haïtienne." Subject focus and/or Features: Business—Directories.

WHI v.97 Pam 01-4812 Third Quarter, 1995


5802  The Telegram. 1943?-.. Frequency: Weekly. J. C. Wall, Editor, The Telegram, 4122 10th St., Ecorse, MI. Telephone: (313) 928-2955. Published by J. C. Wall. Last issue 8 pages. Last volume 416 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: WHI (1993-). OCLC no. 28406836. "Official Newspaper for the City of Ecorse and City of River Rouge." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHI v.49, n.39-43, 45-46, 50- Microforms May 6-June 3, 17-24, July 22, 1993-

5803  Telegraph-Register. 1989-?. Frequency: Monthly. Petersburg, VA. Published by Virginia State University, Office of University Relations. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Cassandra D. Robinson. Variant title(s): VSU Telegraph-Register. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Virginia State University (Petersburg, VA).

ViPetU v.1, n.1-v.3, n.5 Archives Sept, 1989-June, 1993


NcWU Feb-May, 1990 Ref/HE8700.7/A8/A722

5805  Tell It Like It Is. 1990-. Frequency: Intermittent. Tell It Like It Is, 2613 South 51st St., Milwaukee, WI 53219. Published by Wisconsin Blues Society. Last issue 16 pages. Height 46 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 25488771. Subject focus and/or Features: Blues (Music), Music.

WU v.1, n.1-7 MLI/T18 Apr, 1990-MsCIDBM Current issues Periodicals

5806  The Temple Star. 1916-?. Frequency: Semimonthly. Georgiana, AL. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: DHU (1916). Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

DHU Aug 4, 1916 Microfilm


WHI v.1, n.16, 20-24, 44-45; v.2, n.12 Microforms Aug 12, Oct 7-14, 1865; Mar 24-31, July 18, 1866

DHU v.2, n.12 Periodicals July 18, 1866

5808  Tennessee Black Caucus of State Legislators. 1987-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Tennessee, TN. Published by Tennessee Black Caucus of State Legislators. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Variant title(s): TBCSL Newsletter. OCLC no. 20740436. Subject focus and/or Features: Law and legislation, Tennessee Black Caucus of State Legislators.

WHI v.1, n.2-3 Pam 01-4614 Fall, 1987-Winter, 1988

TMM v.1, n.2-3 Periodicals Fall, 1987-Winter, 1988


WHI v.2, n.7 Microforms Nov. 25, 1887

DHU v.2, n.7 Microforms Nov. 25, 1887


NmLeU v.55, n.3-v.59, n.3 AS36/T256f Nov, 1967-Nov, 1971

WHi v.1, n.1- Circulation Apr, 1992-

5812 Tennessee Virginia Black Digest. 1983?-? Frequency: Unknown. Bluff City, TN. Published by B & I Offset Printing. Last issue 24 pages. Height 21 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Cynthia Wells. "The Magazine with a Purpose." Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.


DHU v.28, n.4 Periodicals Jan, 1952


TNF v.1, n.1 Special Collections Winter, 1987


5817 The Texas College Light. 1997-. Frequency: Quarterly. The Texas College Light, 2404 N. Grand Avenue, Tyler, TX 75702. Telephone: (903) 593-8311. Published by Texas College, Office of Development. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. OCLC no. 38276622. Subject focus and/or Features: United Negro College Fund, Texas College (Tyler, TX), Colleges and universities.

5818 Texas College Review. 1995-? Frequency: Unknown. Tyler, TX. Published by Texas College Public Relations Office. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Deborah K. Walker. OCLC no. 35034496. Subject focus and/or Features: Texas College (Tyler, TX), Colleges and universities-Students.


5820 Texas Community Leader. 1991-. Frequency: Weekly. Diane McClendon, Editor, Texas Community Leader, 2730 Stemmons Fwy, Tower West, Suite 506, P.O. Box 35409, Dallas, TX 75235-0409. Telephone: (214) 634-1707, FAX (214) 634-1709. Published by Valerie Ballard. Last issue 8 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Charlotte Goodwin, May 23-June 13 1991. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

5821 The Texas Epistle. 1977-? Frequency: Unknown. Longview, TX. Published by St. Mark CME Church. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28-46 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Raymond Campbell, 1978. Subject focus and/or Features: St. Mark CME Church (Longview, TX), Religion.

5822 The Texas Examiner. 1942?-? Frequency: Weekly. L. Vester Bolton, Editor, Houston, TX. Published by Bolton L. Vester. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commissioner...
mmercial advertising. OCLC no. 14393439. “Fighting for the freedom of all men.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

TxU v.4, n.47 Barker Mar 22, 1946

5823 Texas Interracial Review. 1941-1962. Frequency: Monthly. Austin, TX. Published by Mason Smith. Last issue 4 pages. Height 43 cm. Merged with: Capital City Argus to form: Capital City Argus and Interracial Review. Publisher varies: Mason Smith. LC card no. sn86-88095. OCLC no. 13944173. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

TxAu v.1, n.12; v.2, n.1-4, 7, 9, 11 History Center July, 1941; Sept-Dec, 1942; Apr, June, Aug, 1943


TxHTSU v.8, n.8- Archives May 28, 1953-

5825 Texas Southern University Report. 1977-?. Frequency: Unknown. Houston, TX. Published by Texas Southern University, Office of University Relations. Last issue 16 pages. Height 42 cm. Photographs. “A supplement to the Houston Chron-

icle.” Subject focus and/or Features: Texas Southern University (Houston, TX), Colleges and universities—Students.

TxHTSU Dec 13, 1977 Archives

5826 Texas Standard. 1927-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. Fort Worth, TX. Published by Teachers State Association of Texas. Last issue 20 pages. Last volume 120 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): R. T. Tatum, Apr 1933-Nov 1938; Hazel Harvey Peace, Mar/Apr 1948-Dec 1952; Leslie J. White, Jan/Feb 1956-Mar 1957; Vernon McDaniel, Mar/Apr 1960-Mar 1966. Publisher varies: Colored Teachers State Association of Texas. OCLC no. 25669672. Subject focus and/or Features: Teachers, Education.

DHU v.4, n.2; v.5, n.2; v.8, n.3-v.9, n.1 Periodicals June-Nov, 1930; Nov, 1931; Nov, 1934-Apr/Sept, 1935

TNF v.4, n.2; v.5, n.2; v.7, n.1-2; v.8, n.3-4 Special Collections v.9, n.3; v.10, n.2-v.12, n.1; v.23, n.5 Nov, 1930; Nov, 1931; Apr 1933; Nov, 1934; Mar-Nov, 1935 Oct, 1936-Nov, 1938; Nov/Dec, 1949

TxDaHi v.23 n.2; v.30, n.1; v.34, n.2, 5; v.36, n.4 Reference Mar/Apr, 1949; Jan/Feb, 1956; Mar/Apr, Nov/Dec, 1960; Sept/Oct, 1962

TxFV [v.7, n.1-v.12, n.1]; v.21-v.38,n.9 Archives [Apr, 1933-Nov, 1938]; July, 1947-Mar, 1966]

Texas State University Herald. Houston, TX. see Herald. Houston, TX.

5827 The Texas Steer. 1941-?. Frequency: Monthly? Tyler, TX. Published by Texas College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 60 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): William H. Lathen. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Texas College (Tyler, TX).

Amistad, v.1, n.? Periodicals May, 1941

DHU v.1, n.? Periodicals Nov, 1941

TXYT v.41, n.3; v.49, n.2, 4 Periodicals Nov, 1972; Feb, July, 1976


Whi v.16, n.11-v.17, n.4 Microforms Oct 22, 1992-Sept 23, 1993


IC-CW v.5, n.1 Vivian Harsh Collection 1992
5853  Tiger Pause. 1982-? Frequency: Unknown. Lawrenceville, VA. Published by Saint Paul's College. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Stan Sauders, Gracie Gholson. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, St. Paul's College (Lawrenceville, VA).

ViLawS  Feb, 1982 Archives


FJEW  v.1, n.1 Archives May/June, 1992


WHi  v.9, n.3 Pam 01-4093a Mar, 1965
DHU  v.10, n.2 Periodicals Mar, 1966

5856  The Tigers Paw. 1949-? Frequency: Quarterly. Tuscaloosa, AL. Published by Stillman Junior College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 60 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Charles A. Stubblefield. OCLC no. 23479513. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Stillman Junior College (Tuscaloosa, AL).

Amistad  v.1, n.1 Periodicals Feb, 1949
The Tigers Paw. Tuscaloosa, AL. see Stillman Bulletin. Tuscaloosa, AL.


WHi  v.17, n.8 Pam 95-1615 Summer, 1963
DHU  [v.8, n.6-v.25, n.4] Periodicals [Feb, 1955-May, 1971]

5858  Tight. 1993-? Frequency: Quarterly. New York, NY. Published by 16 Times. Last issue 14 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 30763339. Subject focus and/or Features: Hip Hop culture, Street art, Graffiti.

WHi  Nov, 1993 Pam 94-447

5859  Tigress. 1992-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Long Beach, CA. Published by Hero Graphics. Last issue 31 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Dennis Malonee. ISSN 1063-0309. LC card no. sn92-4741. OCLC no. 25843383. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHi  v.1, n.3 Pam 00-347 Dec, 1992

5860  The Tillotsonian. 1937-? Frequency: Monthly. Austin, TX. Published by Tillotson College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Charles A. Stubblefield. OCLC no. 27164237. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Tillotson College (Austin, TX).

Amistad  v.1, n.1 Periodicals Oct 8, 1937
DHU  v.1, n.1 Periodicals Oct 8, 1937

5861  The Timely Digest. 1931-1932. Frequency: Monthly. Minneapolis, MN. Published by Timely Digest Publishing Co. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Cecil E. Newman. OCLC no. 32479513. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

MinHi  v.1, n.11 E185.5/T58 Apr, 1931-May, 1932


5863  The Times Review. 1968-? Frequency: Unknown. Dallas, TX. Height 57 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

TxDaHi  v.1, n.14 Reference May 4, 1968

Today's Beauty Trends. 1992-. Frequency: Monthly. Today's Beauty Trends, P.O. Box 18867, Washington, DC 20036-8867. Telephone: (301) 369-7455, FAX (703) 237-5641. Published by Myra Nicholas. Last issue 24 pages. Height 37 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Frequency varies: Bimonthly. OCLC no. 32867618. Subject focus and/or Features: Hairdressing, Fashion, Beauty, General interest, Profiles.

WHI v.2, n.2 Pam 93-2774 Feb, 1993

Today's Black Woman. 1995-. Frequency: Nine times a year. Kate Ferguson, Editor, Today's Black Woman, 210 Route 4 East, Suite 401, Paramus, NJ 07652. $18 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (201) 843-4004, (800) 495-3268. Published by John Blassingame. Last issue 98 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Frequency varies: Bimonthly. OCLC no. 32867618. Subject focus and/or Features: Women, General interest, Beauty, Fashion, Careers, Economics.

WHI v.1, n.1- Circulation Apr, 1995-


WHI v.3, n.17-v.30, n.3 Microforms Jan 6 1951-Jan 10 1976


Together. 1953-? Frequency: Quarterly. Chicago, IL. Published by Chicago Urban League. Last issue 15 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Tom Tomizawa. Subject focus and/or Features: Community development, Housing, Employment, Social welfare, Education.

DHU Fall, 1953 Periodicals

Together We Shall Overcome. 1990-. Frequency: Quarterly. James E. O'Brien, Editor, Together We Shall Overcome, P.O. Box 2060, Albany, NY 12220. Published by New York State Martin Luther King, Jr. Commission. Last issue 11 pages. Last volume 47 pages. Height 28 cm. LC card no. sn94-40082. OCLC no. 30524900. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Civil rights.

WHI v.1, n.1-v.2, n.2 Newsletter Spring, 1990-Summer, 1991


WHI v.3, n.17-v.30, n.3 Microforms Jan 6 1951-Jan 10 1976


WHI v.15, n.44-45, 52- Microforms Sept 11-16, Oct 30, 1991-


WHI v.2, n.36-v.6, n.20 Microforms [June 21, 1947-Feb 12, 1949]


5884 The Topeka Sentinel. 1994-. Frequency: Semimonthly. Jacalyn Mindell, Editor, Topeka Sentinel, P.O. Box 4763, 1218 SW 10th St., Topeka, KS 66604-0763. Telephone: (785) 233-9066. Published by Content Communications. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Frequency varies: Monthly. ISSN 1079-1965. LC card no. sn94-931. OCLC no. 31348437. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHI v.1, n.1- Circulation Oct, 1994-


WHI v.1, n.1-v.2, n.13 Microforms June 24, 1880-Sept 22, 1881


WHI v.57, n.1-v.67, n.2 Microforms Jan 5, 1978-Dec 30, 1987

5887 Tops. 1938-? Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Last issue 48 pages. Height 29 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): F. E. Ellsworth. OCLC no. 34593838. Subject focus and/or Features: Profiles, Achievement.

WHI v.1, n.2 Pam 72-2927 1938

DHU v.1, n.2 Periodicals 1938

5888 The Torch. 1929-? Frequency: Quarterly. Decatur, GA. Last issue 16 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Fundamentalism, Religion.

LNX v.2, n.2 Archives Summer, 1990

5889 The Torch. 1923-? Frequency: Monthly. Youngstown, OH. Height 25 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): J. Maynard Dickerson. "A magazine devoted to the interests of Colored People." Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.

DHU v.1, n.21 Periodicals July, 1923


DHU Special Issue Periodicals Dec, 1950

5891 Torch of Islam. Dates unknown. Frequency: Unknown. Trinidad, West Indies. Published by Islamic Missionaries Guild of the Caribbean and South America. Last issue 22 pages. Height 29 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Islam, Religion.

DWH v.3, n.2- Circulation Aug, 1994-


WHI Dec 1936-Feb, Apr-May, Sept-Oct, 1937 Microforms


WHI v.3, n.27 Microforms Jan 17, 1890


WHI v.3, n.27 Microforms Jan 17, 1890

AAP v.3, n.29-31 Periodicals Feb 3-22, 1890

DHU v.3, n.27, 29-31 Periodicals Jan 17, Feb 3-22, 1890


WHI v.1, n.1-12; v.2, n.1-5 Microforms Dec 9, 1935-Nov, 1936; Jan 29, Mar 1-July, 1937
5896 **Totally Gospel.** 1987?-? Frequency: Monthly. Detroit, MI. Published by T.J. Hemphill. Last issue 46 pages. Height 22 cm. Photographs (some in color); Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Eugene Larkins. ISSN 0884-738x. LC card no. sn85-6398. OCLC no. 12489618. Subject focus and/or Features: Gospel music, Music.

5897 **Tougaloo Alumni Bulletin.** 1946?-? Frequency: Unknown. Tougaloo, MS. Published by Tougaloo College. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Naomi Johnson. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students. Tougaloo College (Tougaloo, MS).


5900 **Togazette.** 1945?-? Frequency: Unknown. Tougaloo, MS. Published by Tougaloo College. Last issue 6 pages. Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Hubert Wallace. Subject focus and/or Features: Tougaloo College (Tougaloo, MS), Colleges and universities—Students.

5901 **Toward Freedom.** 1952?-? Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Self. Last issue 4 pages. Height 30 cm. ISSN 0040-9898. LC card no. 77-649647. OCLC no. 1787852. "A newsletter on new nations." Subject focus and/or Features: International relations, Africa.


5903 **Town Talk.** 1930?-? Frequency: Weekly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Washington & Miller. Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Loren Miller. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

5904 **Town Talk.** 1961?-? Frequency: Monthly. New York, NY. Published by F. Brewer Sawyer. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Culture, Music, Entertainment, Comedy, Celebrities.

5905 **TRA-CO-DRAM Newsletter.** 1979?-? Frequency: Unknown. Daytona Beach, FL. Published by Bethune-Cookman College. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Cynthia Graham, 1979; Larry Rozier, May 1980. Subject focus and/or Features: Drama, Dance, Bethune-Cookman College (Daytona Beach, FL), Colleges and universities—Students.


5908 The Trail Blazer. 1923-?. Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Published by National Benefit Life Insurance Company. Last issue 16 pages. Height 22 cm. Photographs. Publisher varies: Standard Life Insurance Company. Place of publication varies: Atlanta, GA. "Devoted to the interests of our field forces and employees." Subject focus and/or Features: Insurance, National Benefit Life Insurance Company. DHU [no number]; v.1[n.s], n.1 Periodicals Beb, 1923; May, 1930


5911 Transafrika News. 1978-? Frequency: Quarterly. Washington, DC. Published by Black American Lobby for Africa and the Caribbean. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): David Scott. LC card no. sn90-12881. OCLC no. 15337965, 31977622. Subject focus and/or Features: Africa, Caribbean area. WHi v.9, n.1 Pam 01-4610a Winter, 1988/89

5912 Transition. 1971-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Department of Afro-American Studies. Last issue 255 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): E. Ethelbert Miller. Subject focus and/or Features: Children, Africa, African-American studies, Third World countries. DHU v.1, n.1- Periodicals 1971-


5914 Travis: Fashion and Beauty for Men and Women. 1979-? Frequency: Quarterly. Maryland, MD. Published by Travis Publishing Company. Last issue 65 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Fashion, Beauty, General interest. DHU v.5, n.11 Periodicals Winter, 1983

5915 The Triangle. 1919-? Frequency: Monthly. Newport, RI. Published by W. James Lucas. Last issue 20 pages. Height 23 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): W. James Lucas. Subject focus and/or Features: Radical politics, Poetry. DHU v.1, n.8 Periodicals Mar, 1920

5916 Tribe. 1977-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Detroit, MI. Published by Wendell Harrison. Last issue 32 pages. Height 23-28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Wendell Harrison. OCLC no. 12068534. Subject focus and/or Features: History, Sports, Dance, Theater, Fashion.

5917 Tribes. 1991-? Frequency: Quarterly. Tribes, P.O. Box 20693, Tompkins Square, New York, NY. Published by A.G.O.T.T. (A Gathering of Tribes). Last issue 68 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Steve Cannon, Gail Schilke. ISSN 1058-4507. LC card no. sn91-4507. OCLC no. 24426129. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Essays, Short stories, Music, Art, Photography. WHi v.1, n.1; v.2, n.1 Pam 01-5516 Fall, 1991; Apr, 1992

5918 The Tribunal Aid. 1973-1976? Frequency: Weekly. High Point, NC. Published by Tri-ad Publications, Inc. Last issue 6 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Albert A. Campbell. OCLC no. 38214189. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. WHi v.1, n.1; v.4, n.22 Pam 01-7042 May 30, 1973; Nov 3, 1976

5919  The Tribune. 1964-. Frequency: Weekly. Tuskegee, AL. Published by Tuskegee Institute. Last issue 16 pages. Height 23 cm. Commercial advertising. Variant title(s): Tuskean Tribune. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Tuskegee Institute.


Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Entertainment.


5925  Tribune Metro. 1990-?. Frequency: Weekly. Philadelphia, PA. Last issue 32 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 31216194. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

5926  Tribune Metro: Delaware County. 1990-?. Frequency: Weekly. Philadelphia, PA. Last issue 32 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 35201701. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


5928  The Tribune Review. 1996-?. Frequency: Biweekly. DeWayne Charleston, Editor, Tribune Review, P.O. Box 5425, Prairie View, TX 77446. Telephone: (409) 857-5133. Published by DeWayne Charleston, Nate Moreland. Last issue 8 pages. Height 34 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 36217551. "Serving African-American communities in Waller County and surrounding areas." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

5929  Tribune TV. 1997-?. Frequency: Monthly. Randolph Irving, Editor, Tribune TV, 520-26 S. 16th St., Philadelphia, PA 19146-1597. Published by Philadelphia Tribune. Last issue 22 pages. Height 30 cm. Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Wendy Beech. Variant
Tri-City Journal. 1978?-. Frequency: Weekly. Osman Ibn Sharrieff, Editor, Tri-City Journal, 8 S. Michigan Ave., Suite 1111, Chicago, IL 60603. Telephone: (312) 346-8123. Published by Osman Ibn Sharrieff. Last issue 16 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 15203545. “Serving Chicago’s African American and Third World Communities.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.16, n.7 Circulation Dec 23, 1993-


WHi v.28, n.7- Microforms Feb 17, 1979-
ICRL v.14, n.1-26, n.25 Circulation Jan 2, 1965-June 18, 1977
ICRL v.20, n.1- Microfilm Jan 6,1973-
T v.1, n.1- Archives Nov 3, 1951-

5932 The Tri-State News. 1981?. Frequency: Two times a month. Tri-State News, P.O. Box 1326, Shreveport, LA 71164. Telephone: (318) 631-4456. Published by O.B. Johnson. Last issue 20 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

LSbS v.8, n.4- Black Ethnic Archives Apr 1, 1988-


FU v.1, n.1-7 Microfilm Jan 22-Feb 5, 1876


WHi Oct 9, 1936; Feb 6-Mar 27, 1937; Feb 26, May 13-June, Microforms Sept 15, 1938-Sept, Nov 1939-Jan, Oct, 1941-Apr, 1942


ViPetU v.1, n.1-v.2, n.2 Archives Spring, 1973-Summer, 1975

5936 The Trojan Echo. 1950?-1952? Frequency: Unknown. Norfolk, VA. Published by Virginia State College, Norfolk Division. Height 38 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Albert Boswell, 1950; Lloyd M. Harold, 1950; Milton E. Shelby, 1952. Superseded by: Spartan Echo. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Virginia State College, Norfolk Division.

ViNorU v.4, n.3; [no number], v.5, n.4-5 Archives Feb, 1946; Feb, June-Oct, 1950


DHU v.4, n.1 Periodicals Nov, 1937

5938 Trojan Pulse. Frequency: Quarterly. Petersburg, VA. Published by Virginia State University, Office of University Relations. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Angela Flagg. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Virginia State University.

ViPetU v.1, n.1; v.2, n.1-2 Archives Winter, 1993; Fall, 1994-Spring, 1995

28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Wornie L. Reed, Summer-Fall 1987. Variant title(s): Trotter Review. Frequency varies: 3 times a year, 1987-Fall 1991. ISSN 1040-6573, 1070-695x. LC card no. 91-641186, sn88-2517, 93-657022. OCLC no. 28437421, 17898841. Subject focus and/or Features: Social conditions, Economic conditions.

WHi v.1, n.1-v.6, n.1 Pam 01-4232 Winter, 1987-Winter/Spring, 1992

Trotter Review. Boston, MA. see Trotter Institute Review. Boston, MA.

5940 Troubadour Digest. 1991-. Frequency: Monthly. Troubadour Digest, 5307 S. Hyde Park Blvd., Suite 517, Chicago, IL 60615. Telephone: (312) 324-5945, FAX (312) 324-9562. Published by Robert E. Weeks. Last issue 45 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Previous editor(s): Alberta Leak. OCLC no. 35032534. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Advertising, Public relations.

WHi v.5, n.12 Pam 01-5609 Dec, 1995


WHi v.1, n.47 Microforms July 25, 1900


MBAt v.1, n.6 Periodicals Dec 28, 1865

Vi v.1, n.1-v.2 Microform Nov 24, 1865-Apr 19, 1866

WV v.1, n.1-v.2 Microform Nov 24, 1865-Apr 19, 1866


MiU v.1, n.3 Labadie June, 1968


WHi v.2, n.4 Microforms Winter, 1993


A-Ar v.3, n.3-v.6, n.6; v.4, n.32; v.7, n.18, 25 Microforms [Jan 21, 1905-Feb 17, 1906]; Aug 4 1906; May 1, July 3, 1909

AB v.1, n.6-v.7, n.43 Microfilm [Feb 7, 1903-Nov 20, 1909]

5948 The Truth. 1993-?. Frequency: Unknown. Atlanta, GA. Published by Tents of Nubia. Last issue 26 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 38208022. Subject focus and/or Features: Nubians, Religion.

WHI Edition 12 Microforms 1993

5950  **Truth.** 1931-? Frequency: Semimonthly. Memphis, TN. Published by LeMoyne College. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Willard H. Howard. “Official Organ of the Church of Christ, 'Holiness.'” Subject focus and/or Features: Church of Christ, 'Holiness', Religion.


5952  **Truth Messenger.** 1901-? Frequency: Unknown. Los Angeles, CA. Published by National Publishing Board of the Church of Christ. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Willard H. Howard. “Official Organ of the Church of Christ, 'Holiness.'” Subject focus and/or Features: Church of Christ, 'Holiness', Religion.

5953  **Truth's Advocate.** 1994-? Frequency: Monthly. Houston, TX. Published by Texas Southern University, Office of Institutional Advancement. Last issue 12 pages. Height 44 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Lori Chambers, Feb 1982; Eva H. Pickens, Winter 1987-Fall 1990; Gwenn Gos, Spring 1993. Subject focus and/or Features: Texas Southern University (Houston, TX), Colleges and universities—Students, Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.

5954  **Try It Yourself Hair!** 1993-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Adrienne Moore, Editor, Try It Yourself Hair!, 210 Route 4 E, Suite 401, Paramus, NJ 07652. Telephone: (201) 843-4004. Published by Word Up! Video Productions. Last issue 66 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Marcia Cole. Place of publication varies: River Edge, NJ. OCLC no. 32296667. Subject focus and/or Features: Hair-dressing, Beauty, Fashion.

5955  **TSU Accent.** 1992-? Frequency: Unknown. Nashville, TN. Published by Tennessee State University. Last issue 6 pages. Height 32 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Tennessee State University (Nashville, TN), Colleges and universities—Students.

5956  **The TSU Clarion.** 1950-? Frequency: Monthly. Houston, TX. Published by Texas Southern University, Office of Publications and Information. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some color). OCLC no. 36796413. “Official Publication of Texas Southern University.” Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and Universities—Students, Texas Southern University (Houston, TX).
5961 **The Tulsa Guide.** 1906-? Frequency: Weekly. Tulsa Indian Territory), OK. Published by W.L. McKee. Last issue 4 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): G. W. Hutchins. Available in microform from: ArU (1906). LC card no. sn93-50465. OCLC no. 26577650. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. ArU v.1, n.9, 22-29; v.2, n.1, 15 Special Collections June 30, Nov 10, 1906-Jan 5, June 28, Sept 27, 1907

5962 **The Tulsa Star.** 1912-? Frequency: Weekly. Tulsa, OK. Published by A.J. Smitherman. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Supersedes: Muskogee Star. LC card no. sn86-64118. OCLC no. 28910549, 13621345. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. TxDaM v.2, n.11-v.10, n.52 Microfilm Jan 3, 1914-Jan 29, 1921

5963 **Turning Point Magazine.** 1993- Frequency: Quarterly. Naomi Bradley, Editor, Turning Point Magazine, P.O. Box 91889, Los Angeles, CA 90009. $13.95 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (310) 821-6910, FAX (310) 305-8401. Published by Patricia A. Means. Last issue 44 pages. Last volume 176 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Karen Kay ). Hixson. OCLC no. 28745802. "Connecting California African Americans." "Of, by and for the L.A. County African-American Community." Subject focus and/or Features: Youth, Education, Health, Women, Business, Entertainment, Profiles. WHi v.1, n.1- F868 L8/T87 Summer, 1993-

5964 **Tuscaloosa Courier.** 1979-? Frequency: Monthly. Tuscaloosa, AL. Published by Charles Steele Jr. Last issue 8 pages. Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Charles Steele Jr. OCLC no. 26923020. "Serving West Alabama." "Black News is Good News." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. AU July, 1979 Hoole Collection E185.5/T8x Task Tribune. Tuskegee, AL. see Tribune. Tuskegee, AL.


5966 **Tuskegee Alumni Bulletin.** 1919-? Frequency: Monthly. Tuskegee, AL. Published by Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee Alumni Association. Last issue 12 pages. Height 30 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 30787508. Subject focus and/or Features: Tuskegee Institute, Colleges and universities—Alumni. WHi v.8, n.7 Pam 01-4230 Jul, 1926


5968 **Tuskegee Literary Review.** 1996- Frequency: Unknown. Loretta S. Burns, Editor, Tuskegee Literary Review, Department of English, Tuskegee University, Tuskegee, AL 36088. Published by Tuskegee University, Department of English and Foreign Languages and Alpha Kappa Mu Honorary Society. Last issue 30 pages. Height 22 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 37049577. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Tuskegee Institute, Colleges and universities. WHi Spring, 1996 Pam 01-6990


5970 **The Tuskegee News.** 1865- Frequency: Weekly. Paul R. Davis, Editor, Tuskegee News, 120 Eastside St., Tuskegee, AL. 36083. Telephone: (334) 727-3020. Published by Tuskegee Newspapers, Inc. Last issue 18 pages. Height 60 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Variant title(s): Tuskegee Weekly News. Publisher varies: Bilbro and

Amistad Jan, 1914 Periodicals

5972 **The Tuskegee Reading Circle Magazine.** 1914?-?. Frequency: Monthly. Tuskegee, AL. Published by Tuskegee Institute, Post-Graduate Reading Circle Society. Last issue 12 pages. Height 22 cm. Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): John Griffith. Subject focus and/or Features: Reading, Current events, Poetry.

5973 **The Tuskegee Student.** 1884-1924. Frequency: Weekly during school year; biweekly during summer. Tuskegee, AL. Published by Tuskegee Institute. Last issue 4 pages. Last volume 208 pages. Height 40-60 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Emmett J. Scott, Albon L. Holsey, Merged with: Rural Messenger, to form: Tuskegee Messenger. LC card no. ca09-6549. OCLC no. 2559493. "Devoted to the interests of students and graduates of the Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute." Subject focus and/or Features: Tuskegee Institute, Colleges and universities—Students. WHi v.14, n.33; v.16, n.24; v.18, n.15; LC2851/"T83/S7 v.21, n.27, 29; v.25, n.5-v.27, n.12 Oct 24, 1903; July 2, 1904; Apr 28, 1906 Oct 16, 30, 1909; Feb 22, 1913-June 12, 1915

WHI v.16, n.24; v.27, n.25 Pam 01- July 2, 1904, Dec 11, 1915

AAP v.14, n.20; [v.19, n.21-v.27, n.12] Archives May 10, 1902; [May 25, 1907-June 12, 1915]

ATT v.28, n.14-v.33, n.8/9 Periodicals July 22, 1916-Apr 15/May 1, 1923

MH v.16, n.19-v.34, n.6 Stacks [1904-1924]

TNF v.33, n.16; v.34, n.1-4/5 Periodicals Nov, 1923; Jan-Apr/May, 1924

Tuskegee Student Veterinarian. Tuskegee, AL. see Tuskegee Veterinarian. Tuskegee, AL.


ATT v.1, n.1-v.12[ns], n.1 Veterinary School Spring/Summer, 1952-1968

DHU v.5, n.1 Periodicals June, 1961

5976 **The Tuskegee Veterinarian.** 1981?-?. Frequency: Two times a year. Tuskegee, AL. Published by Tuskegee Institute, School of Veterinary Medicine. Last issue 28 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): David Thomson, Autumn 1981; Mildred Montgomery Randolph, Spring 1982; Glenn W. Cherry, Autumn 1982-Spring 1983; Angela King, Winter 1983; J. Brooks Slaughter II, Spring-Autumn 1984; Michael Akins, Spring 1985. LC card no. sn84-10767. OCLC no. 8708684. Series II Subject focus and/or Features: Veterinary medicine.

ATT v.1, n.1-v.4, n.2 Veterinary School Autumn, 1981-Spring, 1985

5977 **The Tuskegee Voice.** 1976-1977. Frequency: Weekly. Tuskegee, AL. Published by J. Lowell Ware. Last issue 8 pages. Height 57 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Rick Dunn. LC card no. sn86-50099. OCLC no. 13290757. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

A-Ar v.1, n.1-v.2, n.35 Microfilm Apr 10, 1976-Dec 7, 1977

Tuskegee Weekly News. Tuskegee, AL. see Tuskegee News. Tuskegee, AL.

5978 **The Tuskegeean.** 1930?-?. Frequency: Irregular. Tuskegee, AL. Published by Tuskegee Institute, General Alumni Association. Last issue 8 pages. Height 32 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Claude A. Barnett, Feb 1930; William C. Lester, Mar-Sept 1931. OCLC no. 22640139. Suspended publication, July, 1932-May, 1939 Subject focus
and/or Features: Education, Tuskegee Institute General Alumni Association, Colleges and universities—Alumni.

**ATT v.l, n.l; v.2, n.2-3; v.3, n.1, 5-6; v.4, n.1 Periodicals Feb, 1930; Mar-Aug/Sept, 1931; June, 1939 Jan-Apr, 1940; Mar, 1941**

**597 The TVA-ian.** 1935-? Frequency: Irregular. Wilson Dam, AL. Published by Tennessee Valley Authority. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 22098248. Subject focus and/or Features: Tennessee Valley Authority employees, Labor.

**TKTVA v.l,n.l-12 Special Collections Jan 3-June 21, 1935**

ployees, Labor.

Subject focus and/or Features: Tennessee Valley Authority employees, Labor.


**WHi v.3, n.20-v.20, n.34 Microforms Sept 7, 1968-Dec 26, 1985**

**5981 Twilight.** Dates unknown. Frequency: Weekly. Charles Wright, Editor, Twilight, 2090 Seventh Avenue, Suite 204, New York, NY 10027. Published by McFarland Publications. Last issue 44 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Numbering is irregular. Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment.


**WHI v.3, n.20-v.20, n.34 Microforms Sept 7, 1968-Dec 26, 1985**

**5983 Twin Cities Executive.** 1991-. Frequency: Quarterly. Norma Chappell, Editor, Twin Cities Executive, 245 E. 6th St., Suite 820, St. Paul, MN 55101. $8 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (612) 292-8133. Published by Norma Chappell. Last issue 32 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 29334630. "An empowerment media for the African-American community." Subject focus and/or Features: Executives, Business.

**WHI v.3, n.2; v.4, n.1 Pam 01-4825 1993; Winter/Spring, 1994-MnHi v.2, n.1, 4; v.3, n.2; v.4,n.1 Periodicals Storage Jan, Sept, 1992; Sept, 1993; Jan, 1994**

**5984 The Twin City Guardian.** 1895-1923. Frequency: Weekly. Minneapolis & St Paul, MN. Published by J.R. Stein. Last issue 8 pages. Last volume 208 pages. Height 59 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. LC card no. sn83-45427. OCLC no. 1767883. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

**ICRL v.6, n.1-v.10, n.2 Newspapers Nov 12, 1898-Dec 13, 1902**


**MnHi v.1, n.1-v.26 Microfilm Nov 16, 1895-Jan 17, 1920**


**WHI June 22, 1940 Microforms Ar-Hi June 22, 1940 Microforms**


**WHI June 22, 1940 Microforms**


**MnHi v.1, n.1-v.8, n.45 Microfilm June 2, 1910-Jan 25, 1919**


WHI v.1, n.1-3 Microforms May 4-18, 1899 MnHi v.1, n.1-3 Microfilm May 4-18, 1899


MnHi v.1, n.1; v.6-v.14, n.10 Microfilm Apr 30, 1927; Apr 2, 1932-July 20, 1940

5991 Twin-City Weekly. 1972-? Frequency: Weekly. Concord, NC. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): James Howard Toms. OCLC no. 38214687. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHI v.1, n.5 Pam 01-7017 Mar 23, 1972


WHI Sept, 1970 Pam 73-1537


WHI Spring, 1994- Circulation

5995 Ufahamu. 1970-. Frequency: Three times a year. Ufahamu, African Studies Center, University of California, Los Angeles, CA. Published by African Activist Association. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Teshome H. Gabriel, Fall 1972; Edward C. Okwu, Winter 1973; Kipkorir Aly Rava, 1978; Louis D. Armmand, Fall/Winter 1980/81. ISSN 0041-5715. LC card no. 73-19536, sn87-13041. OCLC no. 1126753. Subject focus and/or Features: Africa, Book reviews, Scholarships.


TFN v.6, n.2 Special Collections Dec 1974

5997 Uhuru. 1971-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by American University. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Gerald Lee, Mar 1971; Garfield G. Tyson, Oct 1979. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, American University (Washington, DC).

HU v.1, n.3 Periodicals Mar, 1971


MU v.2, n.4 Bloom Collection Sept 24, 1970


HU v.1, n.3 Periodicals June/Aug, 1982

6000 Uhuru - Sa Sa: Freedom Now. 1962-1979 Frequency: Monthly. Carbondale, IL. Published by Southern Illinois University, Black Affairs Council. Last issue 8 pages. Height 32 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. LC card no. sn97-47520. OCLC no. 36973749. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Poetry.

MU v.17, n.? Bloom Collection Mar, 1979
6001 **Uf: The Urban Journal.** 1994-. Frequency: Monthly. Kelvin De'marcus Allen, Editor, UJ, 2305 Stafford Ave., Suite 102, Raleigh, NC 27607. Telephone: 1-800-401-3364; (919) 755-4860, FAX (919) 832-9109. Published by Kelvin De'marcus Allen. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1076-8505. LC card no. sn94-5037. OCLC no. 30630602. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Urban life, Entertainment. WHi v.1, n.1, 7-. Circulation July, 1994, Feb, 1995-

6002 **Ujamaa.** 1993-. Frequency: Quarterly. Perry Moss, Editor, Ujamaa, P.O. Box 741006, San Diego, CA 92174-1006. Telephone: (619) 280-4299. Published by Leadership Excellence. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Y. Carol Thompson, Jeanette Bronson. OCLC no. 31940395. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Leadership. WHi v.2, n.2- Circulation Fall/Winter, 1994/5-


6004 **Ujamaa Village.** 1997-. Frequency: Monthly. Ujamaa Village, Clearwater, FL. Published by Ervin's All American Youth Club and Community Enrichment Center. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Youth, Community center news. WHi Apr, 1997 Pam 01-6325


6006 **ULOAH.** 1992?- Frequency: Quarterly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by ULOAH, Inc. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Y. Carol Thompson, Jeanette Bronson. OCLC no. 30775629. Subject focus and/or Features: Lesbians, Homosexuality, United Lesbians of African Heritage. WHi v.3, n.1 Pam 01-6184 Spring, 1994

6007 **Ultimate Magazine.** 1994?- Frequency: Quarterly. Rhoda Walker, Editor, Ultimate Magazine, P.O. Box 5146, Savannah, GA 31414. $10 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (912) 233-0809. Published by Brenda Walker. Last issue 14 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial Advertising; Table of contents. Frequency varies: Bimonthly. OCLC no. 32943306. “Cultural/historic bimonthly publication designed to evoke community pride and self awareness.” Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Poetry, Art, Calendar. WHi v.2, n.2- E185.5/47 June/July, 1995-


WHi  v.1, n.2  Pam 01-3747  Summer, 1973

6012  *UMOJA*. 1969-? Frequency: Unknown. Philadelphia, PA. Published by The House of Umoja. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Falaka Fattah. Subject focus and/or Features: Black Power, Radical politics.

DeHi  Nov, 1969  James Baker Collection

6013  *UMOJA: African American News For the Madison Area*. 1990-. Frequency: Monthly. UMOJA, 533 S. Shore Dr., Madison, WI 53715. $18 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (608) 255-9600. Last issue 24 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 25288392. “African-American Community Calendar for the Greater Madison Area.” Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Calendar.

WHi  Apr, 1990  F589 M19/R63

6014  *UMOJO*. 191975-1978? Frequency: Unknown. Columbia, MO. Published by Legion of Black Collegians. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Variant title(s): Blackout. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students.


MoU  Oct 17-Nov 17, 1977;  Western Historical Manuscript Collections  Feb 13-27, Mar 13, Apr 17, 1978


6015  *UNCF Journal*. 1981-? Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by United Negro College Fund. Last issue 4 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: United Negro College Fund, Education. NN-Sc  v.5, n.1; v.6, n.4/5; Special edition Newsletters May, 1986; May, Sept, 1987

6016  *The UNCF Winners Report*. 1995-? Frequency: Unknown. Tyler, TX. Published by Texas College/UNCF. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 35034526. Subject focus and/or Features: United Negro College Fund, Texas College (Tyler, TX), Colleges and universities.

WHi  v.1, n.1  Pam 01-5621  Sept, 1995

6017  *Uncovering the Facts*. 1944-? Frequency: Unknown. Wilberforce, OH. Last issue 7 pages. Height 36 cm. Photographs. “Slogan: Money and power are the root of all evil.” Covers the dismissal of the Dean of Women, Wilberforce University. Subject focus and/or Features: Wilberforce University (Wilberforce, OH), Colleges and universities.

WvIn  v.1, n.1  Archives Aug 10, 1944

6018  *Under One Sun: News and Events of the Caribbean Cultural Center*. 1983-? Frequency: Irregular. New York, NY. Published by Caribbean Cultural Center. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. LC card no. sn86-41373. OCLC no. 14369115. Subject focus and/or Features: Caribbean Cultural Center, Caribbean area.


NN-Sc  v.3  Uncataloged serials Feb, 1996

6020  *Underground Soundz Magazine*. 1995-. Frequency: Quarterly. Marc Kempf, Editor, Underground Soundz Magazine, 12034 Ridge Hwy., Tecumseh, MI 49286. $10 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (313) 439-8338. Published by Kempf Publishing. Last issue 49 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 36223100. “African-American music, rap, hip-hop, underground music, new music, soul.” Subject focus and/or Features: Rap (Music), Rock music, Music.

WHi  n.7-  Circulation 1996-

6021  *The Underwriters’ Forum*. 1946-1947? Frequency: Monthly. Cleveland, OH. Published by National Negro Insurance Association. Last issue 22 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): R. E. Banks. “Published monthly for the information and inspiration of insurance writers.” Subject focus and/or Features: Insurance, Business.

DHU  v.1, n.9-2, n.3  Periodicals Dec, 1946-May, 1947

6022  *UNIA State Herald*. 1941-? Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by United Negro Improvement Association (UNIA). Last issue 6 pages. Subject focus and/or Features: Africa, United Negro Improvement Association (UNIA). OCLW  v.1, n.2  MS 4038  May 17, 1941

6023  *Le Union: Journal Politique, Litteraire et Progressiste*. 1862-1864. Frequency: Triweekly. New Orleans, LA. Published by L. Dutuit. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Commercial...
6034 Unique. 1976-? Frequency: Monthly. Milwaukee, WI. Published by Roosevelt L. Thompson. Last issue 94 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Tejumoln O. Subject focus and/or Features: Men, Arts, Entertainment, Fashion, Sex.

IC-CW v.1, n.3 Vivian Harsh Collection 1976 Harris Papers


WHi v.2, n.9 Microforms Feb 18, 1905

6036 Unique Hair and Beauty. 1993-1994. Frequency: Bi-monthly. Beverly Hills, CA. Published by Larry Flynt. Last issue 80 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Carol Cady. ISSN 1069-4889. LC card no. sf93-91319, sn93-2256. OCLC no. 28094112. Subject focus and/or Features: Hairdressing, Fashion, Beauty.

DHU Apr 9, 1976 Microfilm


DHWU Apr, 1977-Dec, 1978 Periodicals


DHU v.1, n.6; v.2, n.2 Pam 01-4561 Jan, May, 1994

6039 United. 1976-? Frequency: Monthly (irregular). New York, NY. Published by UBSC, Inc. (United Brothers Communications Systems). Last issue 42 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Line drawings, Photographs, Commercial advertising, Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Politics, Religion, Art.

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-v.2, n.3 Ser-M/U5560 June, 1976-July/Aug, 1977


37969065. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Employment.

DWHI Fall, 1997- Circulation


MiU [v.1, n.1-no number] Labadie [June 20, 1970-Oct, 1972]


DHU Apr 9, 1976 Microfilm


DHU v.3, n.2 Periodicals May 11, 1973

6044 United Pictorial Review. 1965-? Frequency: Weekly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by George Scott Jr. Last issue 12 pages. Height 56 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Leon H. Hardwick. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Photography.

ViHa v.5, n.1 Archives Mar 26, 1975

6045 The United Spectrum of Brothers and Sisters Newsletter. 1993-? Frequency: Quarterly. The United Spectrum of Brothers and Sisters Newsletter, P.O. Box 532135, Grand Prairie, TX 75053-2135. Telephone: (972) 263-7761. Published by African American Council for Empowerment, Inc. Last issue 4 pages. Last volume 66 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 37299338. "A voice for Dallas, Fort Worth, Grand Prairie, and other Mid-Cities' Historically Underutilized Peoples and their Neighborhoods and the Concerned Citizens that Actively Care." Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Social conditions, African American Council for Empowerment.

DWHI v.1, n.1- Circulation Dec, 1993-

6046 Unity. 1990-? Frequency: Unknown. Miami Beach, FL. Published by National Black Coalition of Federal Aviation Employees. Last issue 71 pages. Height 21 cm. Line drawings;
Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Cecil A. Hoyer. Subject focus and/or Features: Aviation, Aeronautics, National Black Coalition of Federal Aviation Employees.

TFN  Feb, 1990  Special Collections


TFN  Dec 1979-Jan-Feb, 1980  Special Collections

**6048 Unity**: 1990-? Frequency: Unknown. College Station, TX. Published by National Association of Black Journalists, Texas A&M Chapter. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 32177966. "Bryan-College Station's free community newspaper." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Journalism, Colleges and universities.

WHi  v.1, n.1-2  Pam 01-4647  July 6-Dec 13, 1990  Photocopy

**6049 Unity 2**: 1993-. Frequency: Quarterly. Brendan Carroll, Editor, Unity 2, P.O. Box 29293, Oakland, CA 94604. Published by Unity Publications. Last issue 24 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 29942873. Subject focus and/or Features: Democracy.

WHi  v.1, n.1; v.2, n.1  Pam 01-4823  Summer, 1993; Spring, 1994

**6050 Unity and Purpose**: 1985-? Frequency: Quarterly. Wilmington, DE. Published by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Wilmington Branch. Height 37 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Margaret Burton-Owens. Available in microform from: DeHi (1985). Subject focus and/or Features: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

DeHi  v.1, n.1  Microforms/James Baker Collection  Spring, 1985


WHI  v.2, n.9-11, 13-v.5, n.7/10; v.6, n.1/6-v.7, n.8/10; Microforms v.8, n.1/2; v.3 [n.s.], n.2  Sept-Oct, Nov, 1973-Oct, 1976; May/June, 1977-Nov, 1978; Feb, 1979; May, 1993

NN-Sc  v.2, n.1  Newsletters  Jan, 1991

**6052 Unity for Prosperity**: 1992-? Frequency: Unknown. Fayetteville, NC. Published by Hall of Knowledge. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 32933469. Subject focus and/or Features: Afrocentrism.

WHi  v.1, n.1  Pam 01-5843  Apr, 1992

**6053 The Universal Black Writer**: 1979-? Frequency: Semianual. New York, NY. Published by Linda Cousins. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Linda Cousins. Frequency varies: Quarterly. ISSN 0278-6591. LC card no. sn81-5468. OCLC no. 7852969. Subject focus and/or Features: Authors, Interviews, Book reviews, Poetry, Books and reading.

WHi  v.1, n.11  Pam 92-2518  Winter/Spring, 1984


**University Clarion**: Nashville, TN. see Clarion. Nashville, TN.

**6054 University Faculty Voice: of the Nation's Historically Black Colleges and Universities**: 1996-. Frequency: Monthly. Nancy T. King, Editor, University Faculty Voice, P.O. Box 14131, Houston, TX 77221. Published by Voice Publications. Last issue 12 pages. Height 41 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Historically Black Colleges, Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff.

LScS  v.1, n.1- Archives  Sept, 1996

**University Herald**: Richmond, VA. see The VUU Informer. Richmond, VA.

**6055 The University Journal**: 1897-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Students' Publishing Association. Last issue 8 pages. Previous editor(s): Peter R. Lee. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Howard University.

DHU  v.2, n.7  Howardiana  May, 1898

**6056 The University Journal**: 1901-? Frequency: Monthly during the school year. Richmond, VA. Published by Virginia Union University and Harshorn Memorial College. Last issue 12 pages. Height 23 cm. Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): J. M. Barber, Oct 1902-May 1903; W. A. Tucker, Nov 1903-Apr 1904; G. Matthew King, Nov 1904-May 1905; A. Baker, Dec 1905-Apr 1906. Superseded by: Virginia Union Bulletin. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Virginia Union University and Harshorn Memorial College (Richmond, VA).

ViRVU  v.1, n.1-v.6, n.6  Archives  Jan, 1901-Apr, 1906

**6057 University of Michigan Friends of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee**: 1965-? Frequency: Unknown. Ann Arbor, MI. Published by University of Michigan, Friends of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. Last is-
New Jersey Black Issues Convention. Subject focus and/or Features: Politics, Race relations, New Jersey Black Issues Convention.

NN-Sc v.2, n.4 Uncataloged serials Aug, 1984


NN-Sc v.2, n.4 Special Collections Aug, 1984


NN-Sc v.1, n.1- Serials Spring, 1993-


NN-Sc v.1, n.1 Special Collections Sept 15, 1993


WHI v.1, n.2-3 Pam 01-938 Summer, 1984


KHi v.1, n.20-22 Microfilm Sept 5-Dec 19, 1914

6075 Uplift: For an Informed Nashville. 1973-? Frequency: Unknown. Nashville, TN. Published by James Walker. Last issue 26 pages. Height 21 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): John E. Anderson. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

TNF v.1, n.2 Special Collections Sept 15, 1973


CU v.1, n.1? Special Collections Oct 1967-Feb, 1968

6077 Upscale: The Successful Black Magazine. 1988-?. Frequency: Monthly with three combined issues. Sheila Bronner, Editor, Upscale, 2141 Powers Ferry Road, Marietta, GA 30067. $24.95 issues for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (404) 758-7467. Published by Upscale Communications, Inc. Last issue 128 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Publisher varies: Bernard Bronner. Place of publication varies: Atlanta, GA. ISSN 1047-2592. LC card no. sn89-21182. OCLC no. 20666515. Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment, News, General interest, Politics, Beauty, Fashion, Cartoons, Profiles, Business, Sports, Health, Employment, Art, Book reviews.

WHI v.3, n.5- Special Collections Apr/May, 1992-

DHU v.2, n.2-8 Periodicals Apr/May, 1990-Apr/May, 1991


ICCRMR Jan, 1978; Feb, 1979; Feb, 1980; Oct/Nov, 1982 Periodicals

6079 The Upstairs Journal. 1988-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. Inglewood, CA. Published by Bernard Jackson. Last issue 41 pages. Height 21 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Bernard Jackson. OCLC no. 22143243. “A new thought, spiritual journal.” Subject focus and/or Features: Religion.

TNF n/11-13 Special Collections May/June-Sept/Oct 1989


DHU v.1, n.3-7 Microfilm Sept, 1979-Mar, 1980
6081 **Uptown.** 1991-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Lars O. Einarsson, Editor, Uptown, Box 87, S-590 62, Linghem, Sweden. Height 28 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 37660566. Subject focus and/or Features: Prince (Musician), Rock musicians. 


6082 **Uptown Beat.** 1968-? Frequency: Quarterly. New York, NY. Published by East Harlem Writing Center. Last issue 21 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Gayle Green, Spring-Fall 1968. OCLC no. 3419735. Subject focus and/or Features: Writing, Short stories, Poetry.

NN-Sc Spring, 1968-4th Quarter, 1970  Ser-M/U647

6083 **Uptown Eye.** 1996-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Pam Shepard, Editor, Uptown Eye, 271 West 125th St., Suite 211, New York, NY 10027. Telephone: (212) 0961-1000, FAX (212) 961-1015. Published by West Harlem Environmental Action. Last issue 20 pages. Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. In Spanish, 50%. Subject focus and/or Features: Environment, Health.

NN-Sc Premiere issue Uncataloged serials May/June, 1996

6084 **Uptown Sites: Manhattan Sites.** 1985-? Frequency: Semiannual. New York, NY. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Building restoration.

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-2 Newsletters May-Dec, 1985

6085 **Upward Bound.** 1977-? Frequency: Two times a year. Lorman, MS. Published by Alcorn State University. Last issue 8 pages. Height 56 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Daryl Banks. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Alcorn State University (Lorman, MS).

MsAM v.5, n.2 Alcorn Room Fall, 1981


DHU v.1, n.1-3 Periodicals July, 1970-Apr/May, 1971


WHi v.7, n.2 Microforms Mar/Apr, 1991

6088 **Urban Beat.** 1991-?. Frequency: Biweekly. Boston, MA. Published by Alvin Crawford. Last issue 12 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Lena Vanier. OCLC no. 32933377. “A progressive newspaper for Boston’s African American.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.2, n.2 Pam 01-5844  Feb 14, 1992

6089 **Urban Beat.** 1995-?. Frequency: Monthly. Andrew W. Chong, Editor, Urban Beat, 6060 SW Freeway, Houston, TX 77057. $18.95 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (713) 782-9262 Fax (713) 781-1706. Published by The Hard Way Posse at Reggae Nation, Inc. Last issue 16 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. ISSN 1077-5897. OCLC no. 37415438. Subject focus and/or Features: Rap music, Hip hop culture, Rhythm and blues music, Music, Films, Poetry.

WHi Jan, May, July, Sep/Oct, 1997 Pam 01-6118

6090 **Urban Call.** 1997-?. Frequency: Unknown. Bess Lewis, Editor, Urban Call, 4265 Brownstone Road, Suite 225, Winston-Salem, NC 27106-3425. Telephone: (910) 759-7477, FAX (910) 759-7212. Published by Lafayette & Sandra Miller Jones. Last issue 36 pages. Height 34 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color) Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 37113862. Subject focus and/or Features: Business, Retail trade.

WHI Jan, May, July, Sep/Oct, 1997 Pam 01-6118

6091 **Urban Community Voice.** 1977-?. Frequency: Irregular. Houston, TX. Published by Texas Southern University, Urban Resources Center. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Darlene Douglass. Subject focus and/or Features: Texas Southern University (Houston, TX), Colleges and universities—Students.

TxHTSU v.2, n.1 Archives Feb, 1978


C July 15-Aug 29, 1968 Periodicals


WHi v.1, n.4-6 Pam 84-4769 May-July 1970
drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: National Urban League.

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-v.5, n.3 Newsletters July, 1983-Fall, 1987


WHI v.3, n.2; v.4, n.1 Microforms Nov, 1977; June 1978


WHi n.1-n.4 Pam 72-1285 Mar, 1966-Nov/Dec, 1969


DHU Summer, 1966-Mar/Apr, 1968 Periodicals

NN-Sc Summer, 1966-Oct/Nov, 1967 Sc 560.6-0

Urban League of Southwestern Fairfield County, Inc., Newsletter. Stamford, CT. see Urban Voice. Stamford, CT.


WHi v.8, n.1; v.8, n.1-2; v.26, n.2 Microforms June 1, 1927; June-Nov, 1930; Feb, 1945

MoHi v.24, n.1-7; v.24, n.2-3, 5-12; Special Collections v.26, n.2-9, 11; v.27, n.2 May-Nov, 1943; Feb-Mar, May-Dec, 1944; Feb-Sept, Nov, 1945; Feb, 1946

Urban League Pilot. Kansas City, MO. see Pilot. Kansas City, MO.

6110 The Urban League Pilot Bulletin. 1938-1939? Frequency: Semiannual. Kansas City, MO. Published by Urban League of Kansas City, Missouri. Last issue 24 pages. Last volume 64 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Previous editor(s): Thomas A. Webster. Variant title(s): Facing the Future, 1939. Subject focus and/or Features: Health, Employment, Education.

KKc n.2-3, 5-6 Special Collections July, Sept, 1938; ?, June, 1939


WHi v.1, n.1- E/185.5/N33/U73 Spring 1975-

WU v.1, n.1- Social Work Spring 1975-


WHi v.1, n.1-v.2, n.1; v.3, n.1-2; 4; v.6, n.1 Pam 84-4176/84-4170 Feb, 1967-Feb, 1968; Feb-Apr, Aug, 1969; Mar, 1973


OrHi v.4, n.1-2 Library Spring-Summer, 1995

6114 Urban Life. 1997-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Anthony Leach, Editor, Urban Life, 101 West Grand Ave., Suite 200, Chicago, IL 60610. $10 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (312) 644-5433. Published by Leach Publishing Company. Last issue 66 pages. Height 27 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of
contents. OCLC no. 37767227. Subject focus and/or Features: Business, Sports, Fashion, Entertainment, Lifestyle.

6115 The Urban Network. 1988- . Frequency: Weekly. David A. Mitchell, Editor, Urban Network, 120 N. Victory Blvd., Suite 207, Burbank, CA 91502. Telephone: (818) 843-5800. Published by The Urban Network, Inc. Last issue 40 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Variant title(s): Urbanoramelines. OCLC no. 33100474. Subject focus and/or Features: Urban policy, Howard University, and universities.


6117 Urban Profile. 1988-1992. Frequency: Bimonthly. Baltimore, MD. Published by Keith T. Clinkscales. Last issue 46 pages. Last volume 276 pages. Height 27 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Keith T. Clinkscales. ISSN 1049-9695. LC card no. sn90-3605. OCLC no. 21358732. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Education, Conservatism, Profiles, Book reviews.


6119 The Urban Spectrum. 1987- . Frequency: Monthly. Rosanne Makinen, Editor, Urban Spectrum, P.O. Box 31001, Aurora, CO 80041. Telephone: (303) 292-6446, FAX (303) 292-6543. Published by Rosalind J. Harris. Height 37 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Barbara Granica, Nov 1991; Rozlyn Reece. OCLC no. 23866026. “Spreading the news about people of color.” Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Education, Health.


6121 Urban Times. 1996- . Frequency: Weekly. Indianapolis, IN. Published by Richard Bottoms. Last issue 12 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Richard Bottoms. OCLC no. 37162902. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


6125 Urbane. 1990- . Frequency: Monthly. Houston, TX. Published by Urbane Magazine, Inc. Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous...
ject focus and/or Features: Africa, Caribbean area, Business, Politics, Sports, Fashion.

WHi v.2, n.6 Pam 01-3870 Oct, 1992

6136 USA Monitor. 1990-. Frequency: Monthly. Kathy Burrell, Editor, USA Monitor, P.O. Box 22139, Fort Worth, TX 76113. Published by Earl L. Burrell. Last issue 24 pages. Last volume 1248 pages. Height 37 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): William Howard Wilburn Sr. Publisher varies: William Howard Wilburn Sr. OCLC no. 27110188. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper. WHi v.1, n.8, 10-v.2, n.3 In process Aug, Oct, 1992-Mar, 1993

6137 USAfrica. 1994-. Frequency: Weekly. Chris Chinwe Ulasi, Editor, USAfrica, 8303 SW Freeway, Suite 755, Houston, TX 77074. $40 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (713) 270-5500 Fax (713) 270-8131. Published by USAfrica Digital Networks, Houston. Last issue 40 pages. Height 57 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 37313836. “The Authoritative Link for the United States and Africa.” Subject focus and/or Features: Africa, Politics. WHi [no number]; v.6/7- Circulation Sept, 1993; June 30, 1997-


6139 Usomia. 1944?- Frequency: Unknown. Tuskegee, AL. Published by USO. Last issue 7 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Arthur B. Williams. Variant title(s): U.S.O.mia. Subject focus and/or Features: USAO activities, Entertainment, Military service. ATT v.1, n.11 Washington Collection Dec 19, 1944

6140 Utambuzi. 1968?- Frequency: Irregular. New York, NY. Published by Onyx Publications. Last issue 23 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Black nationalism, Colleges and universities—Students. NN-Sc v.1, n.3-v.2, n.6 Newsletters Nov 6, 1968-Feb 23, 1969

6141 The Utica Conscience. 1964?- Frequency: Irregular. Utica, NY. Published by CORE. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Dan Siegel. OCLC no. 12034880. Subject focus and/or Features: Congress of Racial Equality, Civil rights. WHi v.1, n.1, 3 Pam 84-5157 Oct/Nov, 1964, Feb/Apr, 1965


6145 Valiant Efforts. 1988?- Frequency: Bimonthly. Temple City, CA. Published by Valiant Comics. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color). LC card no. sn90-10580. OCLC no. 18838003. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc. WHi v.2, n.1-2 Pam 00-320 May-July, 1991

6146 The Valkyrie. 1936?- Frequency: Quarterly. Norfolk, VA. Published by Norfolk Teachers Association. Last issue 12 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Winston Douglas. Subject focus and/or Features: Norfolk Teachers Association, Teaching, Education. DHU Mar, 1936 Periodicals


Vancouver, Wash. Branch NAACP.


Vanguard.


The Vanguard: A Register of Those in Front.

6151  *The Vanguard News." 1931-? Frequency: Monthly. Jackson, MS. Published by Campbell College. Last issue 31 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Mrs W. O. Williams. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Campbell College (Jackson, MS).

The Vanguard News.

6152  *Variar." 1965-1967? Frequency: Annual. Durham, NC. Published by North Carolina College at Durham. Last issue 62 pages. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): William Couch Jr. OCLC no. 11555227. "Organ for the publication of research and scholarly or creative work by members of the academic community." Subject focus and/or Features: Research, Education (Higher), Colleges and universities.

Variar.


Varsity.


The V.C. Endeavor and S.S. Headlight.


The VCHR Observer.

6156  *The Venture." 1879-? Frequency: Monthly. Detroit, MI. Published by Benjamin Pelham. Last issue 4 pages. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

The Venture.

6157  *Venus." 1995-. Frequency: Six times a year. Charlene Cothran, Editor, Venus, P.O. Box 150, Hastings on Hudson, NY 10706. Telephone: (914) 376-6166, FAX (914) 376-1666. Published by Cothran Publications, Inc. Last issue 34 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Place of publication varies: Atlanta, GA. OCLC no. 31850594. Subject focus and/or Features: Gay men, Lesbians, Homosexuality, Profiles.

Venus.


V.E.P. News: Voter Education Project.

6172 Views of the Prairie: ROTC Report. 1968-? Frequency: Unknown. Prairie View, TX. Published by Prairie View A & M College, ROTC. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28-36 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: ROTC, Prairie View A & M University (Prairie View, TX), Colleges and universities, Military service.


6176 The Virginia City Voice. 1965-? Frequency: Weekly? Atlanta, GA. Published by Vine City Council. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 12063678. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

6177 Virgin Islands Government Documents. 1978-? Frequency: Quarterly. Virgin Islands Government Documents, P.O. Box 390, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands 00801. Published by Bureau of Libraries, Museums & Archaeological Services. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. LC card no. 79-641942. OCLC no. 4836778. Subject focus and/or Features: Virgin Islands.

6178 The Virginia Churchman. 1916-?. Frequency: Monthly. Lynchburg, VA. Published by Virginia Theological Seminary and College. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings. OCLC no. 8514750. Subject focus and/or Features: Virginia Theological Seminary and College (Lynchburg, VA), Colleges and universities—Students, Religious education.

6179 The Virginia Star. 1877-1888. Frequency: Weekly. Richmond, VA. Published by Steward, Woolfolk and Co. Last issue

ViPetU v.1, n.23-v.6, n.39 Microforms [Sept 8, 1877-Dec 23 1882] Scattered issues


ViPetU v.1, n.1-v.2[ns], n.7 Archives [July, 1948-Dec 1971]


ViPetU v.1, n.1-v.5, n.5 Archives [Mar 21 1977-June 1982]


ViPetU v.6, n.2; v.8, n.3 Archives Oct, 1956; Nov, 1957

6183 *Virginia State University Chronicle*. 1987-1988? Frequency: Weekly. Petersburg, VA. Published by Virginia State University, Office of University Relations. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Virginia State University (Petersburg, VA).


ViPetU v.2 Archives Apr, 1988

6186 Virginia Union Bulletin. 1901-? Frequency: Bi-monthly. Richmond, VA. Published by Virginia Union University, Public Relations Committee. Last issue 21 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Founded by the American Baptist Home Mission Society. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Virginia Union University (Richmond, VA).

6187 Visibility. 1992-. Frequency: Three times a year. Catherine Rankovic, Editor, Visibility, Campus Box 1109, One Brookings Drive, St. Louis, MO 63130. Published by Washington University (St. Louis), African and Afro-American Studies Program. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Frequency varies: Quarterly. OCLC no. 35034464. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies, Colleges and universities. WHi Spring, 1996; Fall, 1997 Pam 01-5617

6188 The Vision. 1971-? Frequency: Quarterly. Atlanta, GA. Published by Atlanta Life Insurance Company. Last issue 46 pages. Last volume 152 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): George W. Lee. OCLC no. 30584063. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies, Colleges and universities. WHi Spring, 1991; Spring, 1992 Pam 01-4133

6190 Vision: Journal of the Institute for Islamic Involvement. 1983-? Frequency: Bimonthly, Winston-Salem, NC. Published by Institute for Islamic Involvement. Last issue 12 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Khalid Fattah Griggs. ISSN 0888-465x. LC card no. sn86-14308. OCLC no. 13593009. Subject focus and/or Features: Islam, Religion.

6191 Vision Focus Magazine. 1995- Frequency: Quarterly. David Miller, Editor, Vision Focus Magazine, P.O. Box 34454, Charlotte, NC 28234-4454. Published by African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church, Brotherhood Pensions and Ministerial Relief Dept. Last issue 15 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Table of contents. OCLC no. 37532577. Subject focus and/or Features: African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church, Religion. WHi v.3, n.4- Circulation July/Aug, 1997-


6195 Vital Force. 1985-. Frequency: Weekly. Jim Huston, Editor, Vital Force, P.O. Box 7784, Rockford, IL 61125. Tele-
phone: (815) 963-7869. Published by George Anne Duckett. Last issue 6 pages. Height 58 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 31185474. "The minority voice for Northern Illinois." Subject focus and/or Features: Vocational High School, Students. Last issue 4 pages. Height 26 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. ISSN 1056-6368. LC card no. 91-642718, sn91-37165. OCLC no. 23379245. Subject focus and/or Features: Speeches.

**WHi v.8, n.5-** Circulation Sept 29, 1994.


**WHi v.1, n.1**- Circulation Jan/Mar, 1993.

**V.N. & I.I. Gazette.** Ettrick, VA. see *V.N.I.I. Gazette.* Ettrick, VA.

**6197** *Vital Signs.* 1993-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Lisa Diane White, Editor, Vital Signs, 1237 Ralph David Abernathy Blvd., Atlanta, GA 30310. $50 for individuals; $150 for institutions. Telephone: (404) 758-9590. Published by The National Black Women's Health Project. Last issue 63 pages. Height 33 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 28035539. Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Health, Medicine.

**WHi v.1, n.1**- Circulation Jan-Feb, 1993.


**DHU v.29, n.5**- [no number]; v.32, n.5; v.33, n.1 Periodicals Oct, 1923; July, 1925; Sept, 1928; Nov, 1929

**IC-CW v.38, n.4-53.4, n.4** Microfilm [Dec, 1933-Dec, 1947]

**ViPetU v.2, n.4-** Archives [Apr, 1986-

**6199** *The Vocational Bulletin.* 1934?-1974? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Margaret Washington Vocational High School, Students. Last issue 4 pages. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Mary Nelson, Wilhemina Smith, Isabelle Hills, Faith Kelly. Subject focus and/or Features: Mag-


6207  Voice. 1968-? Frequency: Weekly. Flint, MI. Published by Whittier Junior High School. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. LC card no. sn94-24202. OCLC no. 30989701. Subject focus and/or Features: School newsletter, Whittier Junior High School (Flint, MI).


6209  The Voice. 1946-? Frequency: Weekly. Lincoln, NE. Published by Melvin L. Shakespeare. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Melvin L. Shakespeare. Available in microform from: NBHi (1946-1949). LC card no. sn96-80251. OCLC no. 34540462. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


6213  Voice: Dayton's New Negro Magazine. 1952-? Frequency: Biweekly. Dayton, OH. Published by Voice Publishing Co. Last issue 36 pages. Height 15 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Brother James. OCLC no. 32943235. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Community newsletter.

6214  The Voice. 1982-? Frequency: Monthly. Philadelphia, PA. Published by Minority Student News. Last issue 8 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 35047474. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students.

6215  The Voice. 1968-1968. Frequency: Weekly. Austin, TX. Published by Don Allford. Last issue 4 pages. Height 42 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Tom Oxley, Feb 4 1968; James Damon, June
6215 The Voice of Black Studies Newsletter. 1976-?. Frequency: Quarterly. The Voice of Black Studies Newsletter, Ohio State University, 208 Mount Hall, 1050 Carmack Road, Columbus, OH 43210. Telephone: (614) 292-1035, FAX (616) 292-7363. Published by National Council for Black Studies. Last issue 12 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 29774905. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies, Employment, Book reviews.


6223 The Voice of Antioch. 1931-? Frequency: Monthly. Boley, OK. Published by Antioch Baptist Church. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Theodore Rowland. Variant title(s): Voice of Antioch Baptist. Subject focus and/or Features: Baptist Church, Religion, Antioch Baptist Church (Boley, OK).

6224 Voice of Bethem. 1971-? Frequency: Unknown. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Bethlehem Revolutionary Union Movement. Last issue 4 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. LC card no. sn94-24496. OCLC no. 31020112. Subject focus and/or Features: Steel workers, Trade unions, Labor, Civil rights.

6225 The Voice of Black Studies Newsletter. 1976-?. Frequency: Quarterly. The Voice of Black Studies Newsletter, Ohio State University, 208 Mount Hall, 1050 Carmack Road, Columbus, OH 43210. Telephone: (614) 292-1035, FAX (616) 292-7363. Published by National Council for Black Studies. Last issue 12 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 29774905. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies, Employment, Book reviews.

6226 The Voice of Black Studies. 1977-?. Frequency: Unknown. Nashville, TN. Published by Vanderbilt University, National Council for Black Studies, Inc. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features:

Forty-Five. Superseded by: '48. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Howard University.

DHU v.3, n.2-v.4, n.3 Howardiana Nov 23, 1943-May 31, 1944


MU v.1, n.2-8 Bloom Collecion Jan 1/3-?, 1970


WHI v.1, n.1-2; 7-v.2, n.3, 6, 8 Pam 84-4792 May 3-18, Sept 20, 1964-Mar 20, June 18, Aug 20, 1965

6223 The Voice of Antioch. 1931-? Frequency: Monthly. Boley, OK. Published by Antioch Baptist Church. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Theodore Rowland. Variant title(s): Voice of Antioch Baptist. Subject focus and/or Features: Baptist Church, Religion, Antioch Baptist Church (Boley, OK).


6224 Voice of Bethem. 1971-? Frequency: Unknown. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Bethlehem Revolutionary Union Movement. Last issue 4 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. LC card no. sn94-24496. OCLC no. 31020112. Subject focus and/or Features: Steel workers, Trade unions, Labor, Civil rights.

MiU v.1, n.2 Labadie Collection June 1, 1971

6225 The Voice of Black Studies Newsletter. 1976-?. Frequency: Quarterly. The Voice of Black Studies Newsletter, Ohio State University, 208 Mount Hall, 1050 Carmack Road, Columbus, OH 43210. Telephone: (614) 292-1035, FAX (616) 292-7363. Published by National Council for Black Studies. Last issue 12 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. OCLC no. 29774905. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies, Employment, Book reviews.

WHI v.18, n.3- Circulation Winter, 1993-

6226 The Voice of Black Studies. 1977-?. Frequency: Unknown. Nashville, TN. Published by Vanderbilt University, National Council for Black Studies, Inc. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features:

6228  *The Voice of CORE*. 1961-? Frequency: Monthly. Shreveport, LA. Published by CORE, Shreveport. Last issue 2 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 8719535. Subject focus and/or Features: Congress of Racial Equality, Civil rights.

6229  *Voice of Dega*. 1958-? Frequency: Annual. Talladega, AL. Published by Talladega College, Talladega Apprentice Club. Last issue 21 pages. Height 36 cm. Previous editor(s): G. E. Lewis. Subject focus and/or Features: Essays, Book reviews, Talladega College (Talladega, AL), Colleges and universities.


6232  *The Voice of Harambee*. 1991-? Frequency: Monthly. Houston, TX. Published by SHAPE Community Center. Last issue 8 pages. Height 40 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Cleveland Gite. Subject focus and/or Features: SHAPE Community Center. 


6235  *The Voice of Lafon*. 1933-? Frequency: Bimonthly. New Orleans, LA. Published by Thomy Lafon School. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Alvin Jones. Subject focus and/or Features: School newsletter, Thomy Lafon School (New Orleans, LA). 


6238  *Voice of Missions*. 1893-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Voice of Missions, 475 Riverside Dr., Room 1926, New York, NY 10027. Telephone: (212) 870-2258. Published by Mission De-


WHI v.130 Pam 01-6965 Winter, 1993

DHU v.8, n.2; [v.16, n.11-v.41, n.39] Microfilm Feb 1, 1900; [Nov, 1908-July, 1939]

NN-SC v.39, n.1-v.89, n.10 Sc Ser.-N.V655 Mar, 1933-June, 1984

OHi v.62, n.12; v.63, n.2 MSS 781/1/11 Dec, 1956; Feb, 1957

6240 The Voice of SHIMPH. 1976-1977. Frequency: Monthly. Greenville, MS. Published by Mississippi Action for Community Education. Last issue 8 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Lois E. Magee. LC card no. sn88-67156. OCLC no. 18116579. Sharkey, Holmes, Issaquena, Madison, Panola and Humphreys counties.” Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Politics.


Voice of the Black Community. Decatur, IL. see African-American Voice. Decatur, IL.


WHI v.3, n.10, 18, 20; v.4, n.23; v.6, n.4 Microforms Mar 19, May 5, 1977; Nov 20, 1978; Nov 22, 1979; Feb 28, 1980


6243 A Voice of the Black Community. 1968-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Alfred Duckett, Editor, Brooklyn, NY. Published by Alfred Duckett. Last issue 12 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 18487322. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

TXU v.1, n.1 Barker Oct, 1968

Voice of the Black Community. Peoria, IL. see Voice. Peoria, IL.


ICHi v.1[sic], n.1 Reference Oct 8, 1938

IC-CW v.1, n.1, 4 Vivian Harsh Collection Feb 12, 1938, Oct 29, 1938


TXU v.1, n.1-v.2, n.26 Microforms Jan 1, 1851-Dec 16, 1852


ICRL v.1, n.1-15 Microfilm Jan 31, 1939-May 30, 1940

6247 The Voice of the League. 1937-? Frequency: Biweekly. Cleveland, OH. Published by The Voice Publishing Co. Last issue 4 pages. Last volume 80 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Juanita C. Thomas, Nov 16 1937; Gilbert A. Cargill, Dec 18 1937-Feb 25 1938; Amanda Hatchette, Apr 15 1938;
by Jimi/Jimi Hendrix Information Management Institute. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Place of publication varies: Des Plaines, IL. Subject focus and/or Features: Hendrix, Jimi, Rock musicians.

WHI n.16-43 Pam 01-7211 Summer, 1989-Summer, 1997

6263 VSBHGR News. 1987?-. Frequency: Quarterly. VSBHGR News, P.O. Box 2448, Newport News, VA 23609-2448. Published by Virginia Society for Black Genealogical and Historical Research; African American Historical and Genealogical Society, Hampton Roads Chapter. Height 28 cm. Photographs (some in color). Place of publication varies: Hampton, VA. OCLC no. 35149567. Subject focus and/or Features: Genealogy.

WHI v.9, n.2- Circulation Winter, 1996-

IC-CW v.8, n.1-2 Vivian Harsh Collection Oct, 1994-Jan, 1995 VSC This Week. Petersburg, VA. see VSC Weekly Newsletter. Petersburg, VA.

6264 VSC Weekly Newsletter. 1972?-1977? Frequency: Weekly. Petersburg, VA. Published by Virginia State College. Height 28-35 cm. Photographs. Variant title(s): This Week at VSC, At VSC, VSC This Week. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Calendar, Virginia State College.


6265 V.S.I.'s Business and Information Guide. 1992?- Frequency: Bimonthly. Washington, DC. Published by V.S.I. Enterprises. Last issue 28 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Anita Jackson. OCLC no. 35053501. Subject focus and/or Features: Business.

WHI v.1, n.2 Pam 84-4020 Apr/May, 1992

6266 VSU Journal of Faculty, Research and Extension. 1986-1988 Frequency: Irregular. Petersburg, VA. Published by Virginia State University. Last issue 73 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 13977942. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Colleges and universities—Research, Virginia State University.

ViPeU v.1, n.1-2, n.1 Archives Spring, 1986-Winter, 1988

6267 VSU Judicial Review. 1987?- Frequency: Monthly. Petersburg, VA. Published by Virginia State University, Office of Judicial Affairs. Last issue 2 pages. Height 35 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Student rights, Virginia State University.

ViPeU May, August, 1987 Archives

6268 VSU News. 1995?- Frequency: Irregular. VSU News, 1 Hayden Drive, P.O. Box 9085, Petersburg, VA 23806. Publish-
ed by Virginia State University, Office of University Relations. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Virginia State University (Petersburg, VA).

ViPetU Aug 3, 1995- Archives

VSU Telegraph-Register. Petersburg, VA. see Telegraph-Register. Petersburg, VA.


DHU [v.6, n.2-v.21, n.4] Microfilm [Mar, 1929-Nov, 1944] TNF v.33, n.4-v.47, n.5 Special Collections Jan/Feb, 1954-Feb/Mar, 1966

6271 VTA Newsletter. 1957?-? Frequency: Monthly (irregular). Richmond, VA. Published by Virginia Teachers Association. Last issue 6 pages. Height 22-28 cm. Previous editor(s): J. Ruppert Picott. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Teachers.


ViPetU Feb, 1958; Jan, 1961 Archives


ViPetU v.73, n.4- Archives Jan/Feb, 1977


WHI v.3, n.41 Microforms Sept 27, 1935 NN-Sc v.3, n.41 Microfilm Sept 27, 1935


WHI v.67, n.45 Circulation Dec 6, 1991-


TxU v.8, n.36; v.9, n.46-v.10, n.41; v.11, n.17-26; Barker v.13, n.18-v.15, n.39 Nov 10, 1940; Jan 24-Dec 19, 1941; July 3-Sept 24, 1942; July 7, 1944-Nov 29, 1946

6277 Wagon Wheeler. 1934-1936. Frequency: Weekly. Wheeler Dam, AL. Published by Wheeler Reservation, Tennes-
601

see Valley Authority. Last issue 4 pages. Last volume 64 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): Edmund L. McGivaren. OCLC no. 22098206. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, Tennessee Valley Authority.

**TTKVA v.l, n.l-v.2, n.18, v.3, n.2 Special Collections Dec 21, 1934-Dec 19, 1955; Feb 6, 1936**

6278 **Wahenga.** 1994-. Frequency: Semiannual. Wahenga, Queen's University Black History Collective, c/o International Centre, John Deutsch University Centre, Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6. Published by Queen's University Black History Collective. Last issue 72 pages. Height 21 cm. Table of contents. ISSN 1198-2772. LC card no. cn94-301873. OCLC no. 31191558. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Book reviews, Short stories, Poetry.

**WHi v.2, n.2 Pam 01-6260 Feb, 1962**

6279 **Wait.** 1961?-? Frequency: Monthly. Trenton, NJ. Published by A and S Publishing Company. Last issue 26 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): George S. Adams Jr. OCLC no. 36179394. Subject focus and/or Features: Beauty, Fashion, Entertainment.

**WHi v.2, n.2 Pam 01-6260 Feb, 1962**

6280 **Walden College Record.** 1899?-? Frequency: Five times a year. Nashville, TN. Published by Walden College. Last issue 20 pages. Height 24 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Mattie C. Chavis. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Walden College (Nashville, TN).

**Amistad v.25, n.l Periodicals Apr, 1923**

6281 **Waller County Tribune.** 1989-? Frequency: Biweekly. Prairie View, TX. Published by Dewayne Charleston. Last issue 16 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Dewayne Charleston. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


6282 **War on Prejudice Bulletin.** 1969-? Frequency: Unknown. Milwaukee, WI. Published by Milwaukee Commission on Community Relations. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 11977639. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Housing.

**WHi v.1, n.2-5 Pam 84-4759 [Undated issues]-Fall, 1969**


**WHi v.1, n.2-v.41, n.34 Microforms June 10, 1882-Jan 21, 1922 DHU v.1, n.2-v.41, n.34 Microforms June 10, 1882-Jan 21, 1922 TnPv v.1, n.2-v.41, n.34 Microforms June 10, 1882-Jan 21, 1922**


**WHi v.1, n.21, 24 Microfilm June 18, Oct 8, 1964**


**WHi v.2, n.1 Pam 84-4790 June, 1963**


6290 Washington Daily News. 1994-1995? Frequency: Bi-monthly. Published in Washington, DC. Published by Eagle View Communications, Inc. Last issue 16 pages. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Malcolm E. Beech. OCLC no. 36178327. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Elks.

6291 The Washington Enquirer. 1995?-. Frequency: Weekly. Published in Ann Arbor, MI. Last issue 8 pages. Height 57 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 32742305. "Going Beyond Tomorrow." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


6294 Washington Hi Bulletin. 1930?-?. Frequency: Unknown. Published in El Dorado, AR. An American newspaper. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): N. F. Jackson. Subject focus and/or Features: High school newsletter, Washington High School (El Dorado, AR), High schools—Students.


6296 Washington Living. 1982-1987. Frequency: Monthly. Published in Washington, DC. Published by William Michael Spears. Last issue 64 pages. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Effie M. Upshaw, Tarty Teh. Publisher varies: Edward Anthony. ISSN 0741-9414. LC card no. sn82-2602. OCLC no. 8462598. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Homemaking.


WASHINGTON URBAN LETTER


WHi v.2, n.9 Microforms Feb 26, 1915

NN-Sc v.2, n.9 Microform Feb 26, 1915


DHU v.2, n.1 Microfilm Jan 21, 1981

6310  The Washingtonian. 1945-? Frequency: Unknown. West Palm Beach, FL. Published by Booker T. Washington High School. Last issue 8 pages. Height 47 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Mary Francis Blue. Subject focus and/or Features: Booker T. Washington High School (West Palm Beach, FL), High school newsletter, High schools—Students.

Amistad  v.4, n.1 Periodicals Nov, 1948
FMBA  v.7, n.1; v.10, n.1; [v.24, n.8-v.30, n.3] Periodicals Dec, 1950; May, 1953; [June, 1957-Dec, 1961]

6311  The Watcher. 1888-? Frequency: Weekly. Florence, AL. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): J. W. Williams. LC card no. sn87-50259. OCLC no. 9191005. "The Watcher aims to elevate the race in all that is good." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

AU  v.1, n.4-38 Microfilm Z41.W2 Aug 24, 1888-May 17, 1889
Watchman. Mobile, AL. see Mobile Watchman. Mobile, AL.


NN-Sc  v.4, n.1 Newsletters Spring, 1977
Watchman Lantern. Boley, OK. see Boley Progress. Boley, OK.

Waterloo Defender. Waterloo, IA. see Defender. Waterloo, IA.


WHi  v.1, n.3-4, 6-7 Microforms Sept 13-27, Oct 25-Nov 1, 1956

6315  Watoto Wajua. 1979?-? Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Howard University, Student Council of the College of Liberal Arts. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Howard University, Afrocentrism.

WHi  v.4, n.2-5 Microforms Feb-Apr, 1983


WHi  v.4, n.25 Microforms Oct, 1981


WHi  v.48, n.49- Microforms Nov 14, 1974-


WHi  First issue Pam 84-5173 1978

6319  Watu: Journal of Black Poetry/Art. 1968?-? Frequency: Unknown. Ithaca, NY. Published by Cornell University, Africana Studies & Research Center and the Black Liberation
Front. Last issue 165 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Granville Walker, Spring 1972. ISSN 0163-271x. LC card no. 72-623564. OCLC no. 2349300. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry, Art.


6323 **Wazo Weusi/Think Black.** 1992-. Frequency: Two times a year. Sharon Elise, Adenote Umoja, Editors, Wazo Weusi/Think Black, Fresno, CA. Published by California State University, Fresno; Department of Political Science. Last issue 90 pages. Height 23 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. ISSN 1065-5883. OCLC no. 26650028. Subject focus and/or Features: African-American studies.


6325 **We Too.** 1976?- ?. Frequency: Unknown. Staten Island, NY. Published by Staten Island Institute of Arts and Sciences. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 3864441. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter, History.

6326 **Weddings for Us.** 1994?- ?. Frequency: Annual. College Park, GA. Published by Creed W. Parnell Jr. Last issue 49 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Shawn R. Evans. OCLC no. 30888454. Subject focus and/or Features: Weddings.

6327 **Wednesday's Focus.** 1990?- ?. Frequency: Weekly. Chicago, IL. Published by Urban Professional Group. Last issue 12 pages. Height 37 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Mae Brown. OCLC no. 26042570. Newspaper supplement. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Music, Culture, Business.


6330  **Weekly Bulletin.** 1976-. Frequency: Weekly. *Weekly Bulletin,* Alcorn State University, Lorman, MS 39096. Published by Alcorn State University. Last issue 1 page. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Alcorn State University (Lorman, MS).

6331  **Weekly Bulletin.** 1969-? Frequency: Weekly. Durham, NC. Published by North Carolina Central University, Publicity and PR Committee, Alfonso Elder Student Union. Last issue 2 pages. Height 36 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Calendar, North Carolina Central University (Durham, NC), Colleges and universities.

6332  **The Weekly Bulletin.** 1901-? Frequency: Weekly. Austin, TX. Published by Bulletin Publishing Company. Last issue 8 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: TxU. OCLC no. 13988074. "Published in the interest of the West Texas Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, in the interest of Sam Huston College." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Religion.


6335  **Weekly Chronicle.** 1970-? Frequency: Weekly. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University, Office of Public Contacts. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. "An administrative report to the faculty and staff of Southern University." Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Southern University and A & M College (Baton Rouge, LA).

6336  **Weekly Chronicle.** 1992-? Frequency: Weekly. Milwaukee, WI. Published by Career Youth Development, Inc. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Kimberly Jefferson. OCLC no. 27828609. Subject focus and/or Features: Careers, Employment, Youth.


6340  **The Weekly Gleaner.** 1870-71 Frequency: Weekly. The Weekly Gleaner, 175-61 Hillside Avenue, Jamaica, NY. Jamaica, Kingston, Published by Gleaner Publishing Company. Last issue 32 pages. Height 43 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising. Variant ti-

WHI v.1, n.2 Pam 01-7021 Apr 21, 1978
Nc v.1, n.2 Newspapers Apr 21, 1978
Weekly Leader. Baton Rouge, LA. see Community Leader. Baton Rouge, LA.


WHI v.1, n.1-v.12, n.26 Microforms Dec 18, 1870-June 17, 1882
DHU v.1, n.1-v.12, n.26 Microfilm Dec 18, 1870-June 17, 1882


WHI v.1, n.1-9, 39; v.2, n.23, 27, 29, 54 Microforms Jan 20-Mar 17, Oct 13, 1866; July 6, Aug 10, 24, 1867, Feb 15, 1868
GAAUC v.1, n.50 Archives Jan 5, 1867
MBAt [v.1, n.1-v.2, n.23] Periodicals [Jan 20, 1866-July 6, 1867]
Weekly Negro World. Knoxville, TN. see Negro World. Knoxville, TN.


6345 The Weekly News. 1884-? Frequency: Weekly. C. M. Brown, Editor, Montgomery, AL. Published by C.M. Brown. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: AAP (1884). LC card no. sn86-50419. OCLC no. 14769112. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

AAP v.1, n.14 Microforms Nov 15, 1884


DWH v.1, n.15-16 Microforms Oct 15-20, 1888


DWH v.1, n.1-52; v.2, n.32-v.3, n.52 Microfilms Dec 4, 1886-Nov 26, 1887; Nov 24, 1888-Nov 23, 1889
DHU v.1, n.1-52; v.2, n.32-v.3, n.52 Microforms Dec 4, 1886-Nov 26, 1887; Nov 24, 1888-Nov 23, 1889


DWH v.1, n.15-16 Microforms Oct 15-20, 1888


DWH v.1, n.1-52; v.2, n.32-v.3, n.52 Microfilms Dec 4, 1886-Nov 26, 1887; Nov 24, 1888-Nov 23, 1889
DHU v.1, n.1-52; v.2, n.32-v.3, n.52 Microforms Dec 4, 1886-Nov 26, 1887; Nov 24, 1888-Nov 23, 1889


6350  **The Weekly Prophet.** 1971-? Frequency: Biweekly. Suffolk, VA. Published by Church of God and Saints of Christ. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 27774441. Subject focus and/or Features: Church of God and Saints of Christ, Religion, Judaism.


ABH  v.13, n.9-v.16, n.41  Microfilm  Oct 20, 1945-Aug 25, 1950


GU  v.21, n.2-v.23, n.7  Film AN12/A88/W43  Dec 1, 1967-Jan 23, 1970


DHU  v.1, n.9  Microforms  Apr 16, 1881


DHU  v.28, n.32-33; v.35, n.1  Periodicals  Aug 8-15, 1952; Jan 2, 1959

6355  **Weekly Review.** 1933-1399. Frequency: Weekly. Lincoln, NE. Published by Trago Williams. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Trago Williams. Available in microform from: NbHi (1933). LC card no. sn96-80247. OCLC no. 34540366. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

NbHi  v.1, n.2-11  Microfilm  Jan 12-Mar 30, 1933

6356  **Weekly Star.** 1995-? Frequency: Weekly. Jamaica, NY. Published by Gleaner Publishing Company. Last issue 20 pages. Height 38 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. ISSN 1018-2330. OCLC no. 38275402. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Entertainment.

WHi  v.1, n.18-21  Microforms  Apr 29-July 16, 1995


WHi  v.2, n.18-51, 53-67, 70-75, 77-78  Microforms  Mar 29-July 16, 1995


DHU  Dec, 1977-Jan, 1978  Periodicals

6359  **Weir City Eagle.** 1889-1900? Frequency: Weekly. Weir City, KS. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Available in microform from: KHi (1900). LC card no. sn83-41035. OCLC no. 10504077. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

KHi  v.1, n.4-14  Microfilm  Jan 12-Mar 23, 1900

6360  **West African Journal.** 1991-. Frequency: Bimonthly. Joe S. Kappia, Editor, West African Journal, P.O. Box 110311, Campbell, CA 95011-0311. Telephone: (408) 286-7046, FAX (408) 379-0516. Published by Mualay Entertainment. Last issue 39 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 29924271. Subject focus and/or Features: West Africans in the United States.


6362 West End Community Newsletter. 1978-? Frequency: Unknown. Cincinnati, OH. Published by West End Community. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Samuel Manning. Available in microform from: WHi (1928). Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.


6365 The West Jackson Journal. 1994-. Frequency: Monthly. The West Jackson Journal, P.O. Box 18590, Jackson, MS 39217. Telephone: (601) 968-2151. Published by Jackson State University, Department of Mass Communications. Height 28 cm. Previous editor(s): Terris C. Harris, Oct 1994-Apr 1995; Sekou Smith, Oct-Dec 1994; Elizabeth Stevenson, Oct 1994-Apr 1995; Thyrine Bland, Oct 1994-Apr 1995. Subject focus and/or Features: Jackson State University (Jackson, MS), Colleges and universities—Students, Community newsletter.

6366 The West Point Civil Righter. 1964-? Frequency: Unknown. West Point, MS. Published by Progressive Community Association. Last issue 2 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 12032211. Subject focus and/or Features: Civil rights, Voter registration.


Wvh  v.1, n.1-v.16, n.1 Archives Winter, 1969/70-Spring, 1991


6374  **West Virginian.** 1938?- Frequency: Unknown. Institute, WV. Published by Official Organ of Boy's State. Last issue 5 pages. Height 36 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): John E. J. Clark, Dan Ferguson Jr. Subject focus and/or Features: Boys, Boy's State news.

Wvh  v.2 Archives June 14, 1939


NN-Sc  May, 1990; Feb, 1991 Newsletters


NN-Sc  1990/91 Uncataloged serials


WHi  v.37, n.46; v.62, n.43-v.65, n.52; v.61, n.18-52; Microforms v.63, n.32, n.35- July 3, 1954; Oct 27, 1983-Dec 18, 1986; May-Dec, 1989; Aug 8, 29, 1991-


DHU  [v.27, n.50-v.39, n.9] Microfilm [Dec, 1974-Mar 1, 1986]


WHi  v.63, n.7-v.70, n.6 Microforms Jan 12, 1983-Dec 30, 1987


WHi  [v.2. n.1-v.14, n.53] Microforms [June 9, 1905-June 4, 1909]


CLU v.1, n.9, 15-16 Special Collections Dec 1, 1921; Jan 12-19, 1922


WHi v.6, n.14-v.8, n.28 Microfilms Feb 26, 1898-Aug 19, 1899

6384 The Western Clarion. 1926-?. Frequency: Weekly. Los Angeles, CA. Height 44 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): E. T. Hubbard. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

CLU v.2, n.27 Special Collections July 9, 1927

6385 The Western Correlator. 1900-1901? Frequency: Monthly. Topeka, KS. Published by Topeka Industrial and Educational Institute. Last issue 8 pages. Photographs. "Education of the heart, head and hand; the defense of church and state." Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Vocational school newsletter, Colleges and universities.

DHU v.2, n.1-2 Periodicals Oct-Nov, 1901


WHi v.1, n.1-v.2, [n.32] Microforms May 13, 1886-Dec 16, 1887

6387 The Western Dispatch. 1921-?. Frequency: Weekly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by The Western Dispatch Publishing Co. Height 44 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Louis S. Tenette. LC card no. sn92-69422. OCLC no. 26581142. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

CLU v.1, n.9, 15-16 Special Collections Dec 1, 1921; Jan 12-19, 1922


WHi v.4, n.12, 15 Microforms Jan 6, 27, 1900

6389 Western Globe. 1902-?. Frequency: Biweekly. Stockton, KS. Published by D.J. Green. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): D. J. Green. Available in microform from: KHi (1902). LC card no. sn85-29602. OCLC no. 12497024. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

KHi v.1, n.1-5 Microfilm Aug 1-Oct 10, 1902


CLU v.2, n.5 Special Collections July 30, 1926


WHi v.1, n.1-3 Pam 76-4126 Oct/Dec, 1974-Apr/Jun, 1975

6392 The Western Informant. 1936-?. Frequency: Monthly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Mattie Mae Stafford. Last issue 22 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Mattie Mae Stafford. OCLC no. 32308854. Subject focus and/or Features: Youth, Sports, Entertainment, Beauty, Health, Fashion.

CLU v.3, n.? Special Collections Mar, 1937

DHU v.1, n.5-v.2, [n.8] Periodicals Feb, 1937-Jun, 1938

TNF v.1, n.1-v.3, n.7 Special Collections Oct, 1936-May, 1939


WESTERN JOURNAL OF BLACK STUDIES
THE WESTERN LEVER

1908-1909. Frequency: Monthly. Des Moines, IA. Last issue 80 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): J. D. Pettigrew. “Christian civilization and American Citizenship.” Subject focus and/or Features: General interest, Religion, Education.

DHU v.1, n.2-4 Periodicals

Western Messenger. Kansas City, MO. see Baptist Record. Kansas City, MO.


WHI v.1, n.4-13 Microforms Nov 9-Dec 31, 1889


WHI v.6, n.21; v.21, n.7-22, n.44; Microforms v.28, n.6, 28, 32; [v.32, n.24-25, n.34]; Jan 27, 1900; [Nov 7, 1914-July 22, 1916]; Oct 22, 1921; Mar 25, Apr 22, 1922; [Feb 20, 1926-May 26, 1928]

CLU v.33, n.? Special Collections May 28, 1927

DHU v.6, n.21 Microfilm Jan 27, 1900


CU v.1, n.8 Bancroft Sept, 1917 F852.3/N38/W4


KHi v.1, n.1-v.2, n.21 Microfilm Mar 17, 1883-Nov 6, 1884


WHi v.9, n.28 Microforms Jan 27, 1900

DHU v.9, n.28 Microforms Jan 27, 1900

6400 Western States Review. 1928-? Frequency: Monthly. Los Angeles, CA. Published by Western States Publishing Company. Last issue 24 pages. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Thomas W. Gaither. “A magazine devoted to the advancement of colored people.” Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.

DHU Aug, 1928 Periodicals


1900? Frequency: Weekly. Muskogee, OK. Last issue 4 pages. Height 53 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): J. C. Leftwich. Available in microform from: OkHi (1905). LC card no. sn83-25673. OCLC no. 9230324. “Published in the interest of the Sango Baptist College and Industrial Institute as well as the Baptist denomination of the Indian Territory.” Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, Sango Baptist College and Industrial Institute (Muskogee, OK).


6405 WHAT: We All Have Talent. 1995-?. Frequency: Monthly. Nan E. Fadiya, Editor, WHAT, P.O. Box 5516, St. Louis, MO 631470. $20 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (314) 381-9110. Published by WHAT Publishing Co. Last issue 50 pages. Height 22 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 37979104. Subject focus and/or Features: Prison, Prisons.


6407 What It Is. 1973-?. Frequency: Monthly (Sept-May). Eileen Cherry, Editor, Chicago, IL. Published by Helen H. King. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 29551777. Subject focus and/or Features: High school newsletter.

6408 What's Happening: PVC Memorial Center. 1961-?. Frequency: Unknown. Prairie View, TX. Published by Prairie View A & M College, ROTC. Last issue 2 pages. Height 24-28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. September, 1961 issue is called Panther Booster Special. Subject focus and/or Features: Prairie View A & M University (Prairie View, TX), Colleges and universities—Students, Military service.


6410 What's Up Atlanta. 1994-?. Frequency: Monthly. Decatur, GA. Published by David Brown. Last issue 9 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): David Brown, Johanna Brown. OCLC no. 30885694. Subject focus and/or Features: Entertainment, Calendar.


6413 Whiskey, Women, and . . . 1972-1989? Frequency: Irregular. Haverhill, MA. Last issue 80 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Dan Kochakian, 1972-Fall 1989; McCormick,
WHITE HOUSE INSTITUTE ON HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES

1972. ISSN 0091-7664. LC card no. 73-645608. OCLC no. 1788195. "Boston's only blues magazine." Subject focus and/or Features: Blues (Music), Profiles, Music reviews, Calendar.

MSU n.1-18/19 ML1/W37 1972-Fall, 1989

6414 White House Institute on Historically Black Colleges and Universities Newsletter. 1994-. Frequency: Irregular. Catherine W. Le Blanc, Editor, Newsletter, 400 Maryland Ave, SW, Room 3682-ROB3, Washington, DC 20202-5120. Telephone: (202) 708-8667. Published by White House Institute on Historically Black Colleges and Universities. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 31227795, 31024986, 31004104. Subject focus and/or Features: Education (Higher), Historically Black Colleges.


6416 The Whole Truth. 1948?-? Frequency: Monthly. e, Editor, Philadelphia, PA. Published by The General Assembly of the Church of the Lord Jesus Christ of the Apostolic Faith. Last issue 34 pages. Last volume 416 pages. Height 24 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): S. C. Johnson, S. McDowell Shelton. OCLC no. 4955500. Subject focus and/or Features: Church of the Lord Jesus Christ of the Apostolic Faith (Philadelphia, PA), Religion.


6420 The Wichita Protest. 1918?-? Frequency: Weekly. Wichita, KS. Last issue 4 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): W. A. Bettis. Available in microform from: DHU (1926). Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


OCLC no. 10372415, 2775179. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi [v.l, n.2-25], n.37 Microforms [July 23-Dec 31, 1898], Mar 4, 1899 Some issues mutilated

DHU [v.l, n.2-25], n.37 Microforms [July 23-Dec 31, 1898], Mar 4, 1899 Some issues mutilated

KHi [v.l, n.2-25], n.37 Microforms [July 23-Dec 31, 1898], Mar 4, 1899 Some issues mutilated


Wilberforce Bulletin. 1916?-? Frequency: Quarterly. Wilberforce, OH. Published by Wilberforce University, Normal and Industrial Dept. Last issue 28 pages. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Wilberforce University (Wilberforce, OH).

DHU v.5, n.4 Periodicals June, 1920

6426 The Wilberforce Graduate. 1881?- Frequency: Unknown. Wilberforce, OH. Published by Wilberforce University. Last issue 26 pages. Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): W. A. Joiner, Curley Brewer. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Wilberforce University (Wilberforce, OH).

DHU v.8, n.8 Periodicals June 21, 1888

Wilberforce Mirror. Wilberforce, OH. see Mirror. Wilberforce, OH.

6427 The Wilberforce Student. 1902-1903? Frequency: Monthly during school year. Wilberforce, OH. Published by Wilberforce University. Last issue 8 pages. Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Charles Alexander. “Devoted to the moral, intellectual and industrial training of the Negro.” Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Wilberforce University (Wilberforce, OH).

DHU v.1, n.1-v.2, n.3 Periodicals Nov, 1902-Nov, 1903


OWibFU v.1, n.1-4; v.2, n.1; v.3, n.1, 4; v.5, n.3 Archives Oct 31, 1942-Mar 2, 1943; Feb 19, 1944; Feb 8, Dec 11, 1945; June 7, 1947

6429 Wilberforce University News Briefs. 1963?-? Frequency: Unknown. Wilberforce, OH. Published by Wilberforce University. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. “Published as information for the friends of Wilberforce.” Subject focus and/or Features: Wilberforce University (Wilberforce, OH), Colleges and universities—Students.

OWibFU Jan, Nov, 1963; Apr, 1965 Archives

6430 Wilberforce University Quarterly. 1939-1942. Frequency: Quarterly. Wilberforce, OH. Published by Wilberforce University. Last issue 30 pages. Last volume 96 pages. Height 23 cm. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Vishnu V. Oak. Superseded by: Negro College Quarterly. LC card no. 44-35504. OCLC no. 3796253, 6510504, 8127448. Subject focus and/or Features: Education, Colleges and universities, Wilberforce University (Wilberforce, OH).

ATT v.1, n.1, 3-v.3, n.3/4 Periodicals Dec 1939, July, 1940-July/Oct, 1942

DHU v.1, n.1, 3-v.3, n.3/4 Periodicals Dec 1939, July, 1940-July/Oct, 1942

TNF v.1, n.1, 3-v.3, n.3/4 Special Collections Dec 1939, July, 1940-July/Oct, 1942

6431 The Wilberforce University Alumni Journal. 1967?- Frequency: Two times a year. Wilberforce, OH. Published by Wilberforce University, Office of Alumni Affairs. Last issue 21 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Edward B. King Jr. Subject focus and/or Features: Wilberforce University (Wilberforce, OH), Colleges and universities—Alumni.

OWibFU v.1, n.1 Archives 1967/8

6432 Wilberforce University Quarterly. 1984-1987. Frequency: Quarterly. Wilberforce, OH. Published by Wilberforce University. Last issue 77 pages. Height 23 cm. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Malcolm Gillespie. Superseded by: Negro College Quarterly. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Faculty and staff, Wilberforce University (Wilberforce, OH).

OWibFU v.1, n.1-v.4, n.1 Archives 1984-Jan, 1987

Wilberforce University Mirror. Wilberforce, OH. see Mirror. Wilberforce, OH.

6433 The Wilberforcean. 1918-. Frequency: Monthly. Sally Slusher, Editor, The Wilberforcean, Office of Alumni Affairs, Wilberforce University, Wilberforce, OH 45384. Published by Wilberforce University. Last issue 28 pages. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): George W. Hen-

6435 The Wildcat's Paw. 1945?–?. Frequency: Unknown. Pensacola, FL. Published by Booker T. Washington High School. Last issue 8 pages. Height 41 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Maxine Jackson, Jan 15 1945; Corinne Jones, Feb 14 1946; Minnie Long, Mar 1947. Variant title(s): Wild Cat's Paw. Subject focus and/or Features: Booker T. Washington High School (Pensacola, FL), High school newsletter, High schools—Students.


6437 The Wiley Reporter. 1903?–?. Frequency: Monthly. Marshall, TX. Published by Wiley College. Last issue 6 pages. Height 60 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Cleveland J. Gay, Dec 1932; H. S. Mason, Jan 1942; Mary Crawford, May 1945-Mar 1947. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Wiley College (Marshall, TX).

6438 William Monroe Trotter Institute Newsletter. 1991?–. Frequency: Unknown. Newsletter, University of Massachusetts at Boston, Boston, MA 02125-3393. Published by University of Massachusetts, William Monroe Trotter Institute. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. OCLC no. 30788203. Subject focus and/or Features: William Monroe Trotter Institute (Boston, MA).

WHI v.1, n.1-2 Pam 01-4186 Jan-Feb, 1991

NN-Sc v.1, n.1-  Sc Ser.-M.W5442 Jan, 1991

*Win With DBNA.* Detroit, MI. See *Detroit Black Nurses Association Newsletter.* Detroit, MI.

6445 **Window Paine.** 1985-? Frequency: Monthly. Augusta, GA. Published by Paine College. Last issue 2 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 11314306. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, Paine College (Augusta, GA).

GAuA v.7, n.1-2; v.8, n.1-2 SC/LD4451 Sept 12, 1990-Feb 20, Sept 4-Oct 14, 1991

6446 **The Windy City Word.** 1992-? Frequency: Weekly. Chicago, IL. Published by Mary G. Denson. Last issue 12 pages. Height 35 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): LaFlora Fryer. LC card no. sn93-57093. OCLC no. 28224597. "Reporting Progressive News Weekly. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

ICHi v.2, n.46-47 Newspapers May 21-28, 1993


WHI v.18, n.10- Microforms Oct 31, 1991-


NcWst Apr, 1970; Feb, 1972 Archives

NcWst Feb, 1966; July, 1969 Alumni House

6449 **Winston-Salem State University Social Science Journal.** 1979-? Frequency: Annual. Winston-Salem, NC. Published by Winston-Salem State University, Social Science Department. Last issue 53 pages. Height 18 cm. Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Howard Spring 1989 Barnes. OCLC no. 19948578. Published by Social Science Department, Phi Alpha Theta History Honor Society, and Gamma Mu Social Science Honorary Society. Subject focus and/or Features: Research, Social science, Book reviews, Teaching, Colleges and universities.

WHI v.1, n.1-5, 8 Archives May, 1979-Fall, 1985, Spring, 1989


DHU 1990 Microfilm


WHI v.1, n.2; [no nos.] Pam 1973 June 1965; Jan/MayJune/Oct 1966; Feb 1967; Jan/Sept 1968
6454 Wisconsin Free Press. 1984-. Frequency: Biweekly. Madison, WI. Published by Gag Bag Productions. Last issue 12 pages. Height 38 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Gaddi Ben Dan, Apr 3 1984-Apr 15 1986; Elizabeth Betty Banks, Apr 29 1986-Jan 12 1990. OCLC no. 16969188. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.

WHi v.1, n.1-v.6, n.7 Periodicals Apr 3 1984-Jan 12 1990


WHi v.1, n.1-v.6, n.2, 11-v.8, n.52, v.1 [n.s.], n.3-18 Microforms May 7, 1898-Dec 10, 1903; Apr 28, 1904-Apr 14, June 6-Sept 19, 1907

Wisconsin Weekly Blade. Milwaukee, WI. see Wisconsin Enterprise-Blade. Milwaukee, WI.


WHi v.7, n.3/4; v.9, n.1- Circulation Nov/Dec, 1992; Sept, 1994-Wolverine Observer. Atlanta, GA. see MBC Wolverine Observer. Atlanta, GA.

6459 The Womanist. 1994-. Frequency: Semiannual. Womanist. 164 Psychology Building, Athens, GA 30602-3012. Published by University of Georgia, Institute for African-American Studies. Last issue 20 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Barbara McCaskill, Layli Phillips. ISSN 1077-0380. LC card no. 95-657066, sn94-3725. OCLC no. 30682047. Subject focus and/or Features: Women.

WHi v.1, n.1-2 Pam 01-5899 Summer, 1994-Summer, 1995

6460 Womanist Wisdom. 1988-? Frequency: Unknown. Knoxville, TN. Published by Black United Methodist Clergy-women Network. Last issue 7 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Jacqueline Sanders, Edith Gleaves. OCLC no. 29774705. Subject focus and/or Features: Baptist Church, Religion, Women clergy.

WHi n.6 Pam 01-4531 Spring/Summer, 1993


WHi v.2, n.2 Microforms Sept, 1949

NN-Sc v.2, n.2 Microfilm Sept, 1949


WHi v.1, n.8-9, 11; v.2, n.2-7, 9, 12-v.3, n.4 Microforms Nov-Dec, 1894; Feb, May-Nov, 1895; Jan, May-Oct/Nov, 1896

DHU v.3, n.2 Periodicals July, 1896


DHU v.3-v.8 Periodicals [June, 1936-Feb, 1941]

TNF v.4, n.2, 4, 7-v.5, n.1-6, 10-11 Special Collections Feb, May, July, 1937-Jan, June, Oct-Nov, 1938

6464 Woman's Voice. 1939-? Frequency: Monthly. Washington, DC. Published by Jeanette Carter. Last issue 24 pages. Height 23 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Jeanette Carter. “Published in the
Interest of Republican Policies." Subject focus and/or Features: Women, Politics, Republican Party, National Association of Republican Women.


6466 Women in the Life. 1993?- Frequency: Monthly. Sheila Alexander Reid, Editor, Women in the Life, 1436 U Street NW, Suite 200, Washington, DC 20009. Published by Women in the Life. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Lesbians, Homosexuality.


6469 Women's Missionary Recorder. 1906?- Frequency: Unknown. Nashville, TN. Published by Woman's Mite Missionary Society of the African Methodist Episcopal Church. Last issue 8 pages. Height 37 cm. Line drawings. Previous editor(s): S. G. Simmons. Subject focus and/or Features: African Methodist Episcopal Church, Religion, Women.


6471 Women's Studies News Update. 1993?- Frequency: Quarterly. Baton Rouge, LA. Published by Southern University, Department of Women's Studies. Last issue 12 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Variant title(s): Women's Studies Newsletter. Subject focus and/or Features: Southern University (Baton Rouge, LA), Women's Studies, Colleges and universities.


6473 Woodlawn Booster and Bulletin. 1932?- Frequency: Weekly. Chicago, IL. Published by National Association of Republican Women. Last issue 6 pages. Height 60 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Burley Green. Variant title(s): Woodlawn Booster. LC card no. sn91-55456. OCLC no. 24283538. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


6475 The Woodlawn Scoop. 1993?- Frequency: Monthly. Patricia A. Murray, Editor, Woodlawn Scoop, P.O. Box 379514,

WHi  v.4, n.1- Circulation  Jan, 1996-


WHi  n.1 Pam 94-449  Summer, 1990


WHi  v.1, n.3-5  Microforms  July 18, Aug 22, 1936

6479  Word: News from an African-American Perspective. 1987-? Frequency: Bimonthly. Oakland, CA. Published by University of California-Berkeley. Last issue 12 pages. Height 45 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. Previous editor(s): Ifeytayo Margaret Lawson. OCLC no. 32980776. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Students, History, Poetry, Community newsletter.

DHU  v.1, n.1-2; v.2, n.2  Periodicals  Oct-Dec, 1987; Mar, 1988
NN-Sc  v.1, n.1-2; v.2, n.2-3; v.3, n.1  Newsletters  Oct-Dec, 1987; Mar, May, Dec, 1988; Apr/May, 1989


WHi  v.1 Pam 01-6186  May, 1994

6481  The Word. 1971- Frequency: Monthly. Mike Yumba, Editor, New York, NY. Published by National Youth Congress. Last issue 54 pages. Height 15 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of Contents. Publisher varies: Fred Ahmed Meely, May, 1971. OCLC no. 29837674. Subject focus and/or Features: Health, Politics, Economics.

WHi  n.1, 5 Pam 01-3864  Jan, May?, 1971


WHi  v.3, n.6, v.4, n.3-v.5, n.2, v. 6, n1-  Circulation  Summer, Fall, 1981-Summer, 1992, Spring, 1993-
NN-Sc  v.3, n.4-5  Newsletters  Fall-Winter, 1990


6484  Wordstuff. 1994-. Frequency: Quarterly. Wordstuff, 270 West 96th St., New York, NY 10025. Published by Frederick Douglass Creative Arts Center. Height 28 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 30045236. Subject focus and/or Features: Art, Artists.

WHi  v.2, n.3; v.3, n.3-4; v.4, n.4; v.5, n.2  Pam 01-4613  Spring, 1994; Spring-Summer, 1995; Summer, 1996; Winter, 1997

6485  The Workers. 1905-1907. Frequency: Six times a year. Raleigh, NC. Published by Shaw University. Last issue 23 pages. Height 26 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Shaw University (Raleigh, NC), Colleges and universities—Students.

NcRSh  v.1, n.1-v.3, n.3  Archives  Jan, 1905-June, 1907


WHi  n.2, 4-6, [special issue], 11-22  Pam 01-1699a/b  Apr 26, July 24, Oct 30, 1935-Apr 23, May 28, June 11-Oct 15, 1938

6488  *The Workshoper*. 1953-? Frequency: Annual. Tallahassee, FL. Published by Florida A & M University, Interscholastic Press Association. Last issue 4 pages. Height 33 cm. Previous editor(s): Clifton McKay. Subject focus and/or Features: Journalism, Florida A & M University, Interscholastic Press Association (Tallahassee, FL).


6490  *The World*. 1907-? Frequency: Weekly. Ardmore, OK. Published by World Publishing Co. Last issue 6 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): B. C. Franklin. Available in microform from: OkHi (1907). Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper.


6494  *The World Picture Magazine*. 1950-? Frequency: Monthly. Little Rock, AR. Published by Industrial Relations Bureau; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): H. S. Barbour. "America's only Negro Newspaper magazine." Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, General interest.


6496  *The World's Messenger: America's Most Popular Negro True Story Magazine*. 1943-? Frequency: Monthly. Fort Worth, TX. Published by World Messenger Publishing Corp. Last issue 40 pages. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Subject focus and/or Features: Confession stories.

6497  *Write On Newsletter*. 1985-? Frequency: Quarterly. Saddle Brook, NJ. Published by Rejoti Publishing. Last issue 38 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Veona Thomis. " Commemorative issue." Subject focus and/or Features: Publishers and publishing, Authors, Poetry, Short stories.

6498  *The WSSU File*. 1989-?. Frequency: Monthly. Winston-Salem, NC. Published by Winston-Salem State University, Office of Public Affairs. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 32341660. "The newsletter of the Winston-Salem State University faculty and staff." Sub-
ject focus and/or Features: Winston-Salem State University (Winston-Salem, NC), Colleges and universities—Students.
WHi v.4, n.1 Pam 01-4669 Jan, 1992

WHi v.3, n.1 Microforms Mar, 1994

6500 WVSC Alumni Bulletin. 1944-? Frequency: Bi-monthly. Institute, WV. Published by West Virginia State College, Alumni Association. Last issue 6 pages. Height 31 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Angie Turner King. Subject focus and/or Features: Colleges and universities—Alumni, West Virginia State College (Institute, WV).

KHi v.3, n.2-v.10, n.29; v.12, n.4, 7 Microforms Apr 4, 1930-Dec 24, 1937; July 22, Aug 12, 1938


6503 Wyld! News. 1982-? Frequency: Unknown. New Orleans, LA. Published by WYLD AM/FM. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: WYLD (Radio station), Radio broadcasting.
LN v.4, n.1 LOU2B Spring, 1985

WHi v.1, n.1 Microforms Jan 31, 1936

LN v.1, n.1-v.6, n.1, v.7, n.3 Archives Oct, 1982-Nov, 1987; May, 1989
LN v.1, n.1; v.3, n.6 LOU2B Oct, 1982; May, 1985

6506 Xavier EnviroNews. 1991-. Frequency: Irregular. Xavier EnviroNews, Xavier University, 7440 Stroelitz Street, New Orleans, LA 70125. Published by Xavier University, Center for Environmental Programs. Last issue 6 pages. Height 28 cm. Subject focus and/or Features: Environment, Environmental research, Recycling.
LN v.1, n.1- Archives Dec, 1991-

6507 Xavier Force. 1984-1996. Frequency: Two times a year. New Orleans, LA. Published by Xavier University, Admissions Department. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Xavier University (New Orleans, LA), Colleges and Universities-Students, Colleges and universities—Alumni, Scholarships, Colleges and universities—Financial aid, Student employment.
LN v.1, n.1-v.13 Archives Spring, 1984-1996

WHi Fall, 1996 Pam 01-6769
DHU v.11, n.2 Periodicals Spring, 1986
LN v.1, n.1- Archives Oct, 1976-
LN v.6, n.2 LOU2B Spring, 1981

6509 Xavier Herald. 1925-. Frequency: Monthly. Xavier Herald, Xavier University, New Orleans, LA 70125. Published by
6520  **XXL.** 1997- . Frequency: Quarterly. Reginald C. Dennis, Editor, XXL, 1115 Broadway, New York, NY 10010. Telephone: (212) 807-7100, FAX (212) 620-7787. Published by Dennis S. Page. Last issue 30 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. ISSN 1093-0647. LC card no. sn97-312. OCLC no. 36519587. Subject focus and/or Features: Hip Hop culture, Rap music, Music. Whi Preview issue- Pam 01-6324 Mar, 1997-

6521  **The Y Emblem.** 1937-? Frequency: Irregular. Washington, DC. Published by YMCA, 12th St. Branch. Last issue 4 pages. Photographs. Subject focus and/or Features: Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA).

6522  **“Y” Forward.** 1994-? Frequency: Unknown. New York, NY. Published by YMCA, Harlem Branch. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs. OCLC no. 37578607. Subject focus and/or Features: Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA), Harlem Branch, YMCA.


6524  **The ‘Y’ Messenger.** 1949?-1951? Frequency: Unknown. Cincinnati, OH. Published by Ninth Street Young Men's Christian Association. Last issue 4 pages. Height 30 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA).

6525  **Yahweh.** 1987-? Frequency: Unknown. Miami, FL. Published by Yahweh Ben Yahweh Temple of Love Publishers. Last issue 21 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 20377662. "The Magazine of Total Truth and Understanding." Subject focus and/or Features: Yahweh Ben Yahweh Temple of Love, Religion.


6527  **Yard Roots.** 1981-? Frequency: Monthly. Oakland, CA. Published by Caribbean Media & Community Resources. Last issue 16 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs. Previous editor(s): Franklyn Smith. Variant title(s): Yard Roots Reports. LC card no. sn86-15107. OCLC no. 13024681, 19491825. Subject focus and/or Features: Caribbean people, Book reviews, Music reviews.


6529  **Yawa Books-Gifts Newsletter.** 1992-? Frequency: Unknown. Oakland, CA. Published by Yawa Books-Gifts Newsletter, 2206 18th St. NW, Washington, DC 20009-1813. Published by Yawa, Inc. Last issue 1 page. Height 28 cm. Line drawings. OCLC no. 27807204. "The knot of wisdom is untied by the wise." Subject focus and/or Features: Books and reading, Gifts, Calendar.


THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS FOR JESUS


DHU v.7, n.8-10; v.16, n.5; v.17.n.4; v.20, n.2 Periodicals Apr-June, 1937; May, 1946; Feb, 1947; Oct, 1949

Wvln [v.1, n.4-v.40, n.28] Archives [Nov 21, 1930-May 2, 1991]


6536 Yes: Youth Excited About Success. 1994?. Frequency: Nine times a year. Jan M. Edgerton Johnson, Editor, Yes, P.O. Box 1774, Plainfield, NJ 07061. Published by Yes Communications, Inc. Last issue 32 pages. Last volume 228 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 28447340. "The magazine of the new generation." Subject focus and/or Features: High schools—Students.

WHi 1994/5- Circulation


OHi June, 1964 Collection 401

6538 Yo! 1987-?. Frequency: Monthly. Debi Fee, Editor, Yo!, P.O. Box 88427, Los Angeles, CA 90009. $20 for individuals and institutions. Additional address: Editorial address: 19431 Business Center Dr., CA, Northridge, 91324. Published by Ashley Communications, Inc. Last issue 62 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color) Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 22950221. Subject focus and/or Features: Music, Popular culture.

WHi v.3, n.4; v.4, n.2- ML3531/Y6 June, Dec, 1991

6539 The Young Allenite. 1912-?. Frequency: Monthly. Nashville, TN. Published by A.M.E. Sunday School Union. Last issue 31 pages. Photographs. "An illustrated paper of four pages . . for young people in general and those of the A.M.E. Church in particular.” Subject focus and/or Features: African Methodist Episcopal Church, Religion, Teenagers, Youth.

DHU v.21, n.1 Periodicals July, 1932

6540 The Young and the Restless for Jesus. 1920-?. Frequency: Quarterly. Young and the Restless for Jesus, 6717 Centennial Ave., Nashville, TN 37209. Telephone: (615) 350-8000. Published by National Baptist Publishing Board. Last issue 36 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Table of contents. Supersedes: Beginner’s Quarterly, ISSN 0746-6943. LC card no. sn83-5540. OCLC no. 10225580. Subject focus and/or Features: Baptist Church, Religion, Sunday school, Youth.

WHi v.114 Pam 01-4816 July/Aug, 1995
6541  Young Horizons Indigo. 1990-. Frequency: Monthly. Terry Williams, Editor, Young Horizons Indigo, P.O. Box 371595, Decatur, GA 30037-1595. Telephone: (404) 241-5003, FAX (404) 241-2668. Published by William Stery Company. Last issue 16 pages. Height 38 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 35452724. Subject focus and/or Features: Youth, Education, Family, Parenting.

6542  The Young Learners. Dates unknown. Frequency: Quarterly. Young Learners, 6717 Centennial Ave., Nashville, TN 32709. Telephone: (615) 350-8000. Published by National Baptist Publishing Board. Last issue 36 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Table of contents. ISSN 0746-6694. LC card no. sn83-5535. OCLC no. 10223311. Subject focus and/or Features: Baptist Church, Religion, Sunday school, Youth.

6543  Young Poets of the Revolution. 1992-? Frequency: Irregular. Toronto, Ontario. Published by Mother Africa's Children Photographic Reproductions International (MACPRI) and Hefty Sounds New Age Promotion (HSNAP). Last issue 22 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Poetry. NN-Sc Special edition Uncataloged serials 1992


6545  Your Business. 1946-? Frequency: Monthly. Atlanta, GA. Last issue 6 pages. Height 30 cm. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): Robert R. Reed. "Published monthly in the interest of Georgia Negro Business." Subject focus and/or Features: Business.


6548  The Youth Teacher. 1976-. Frequency: Quarterly. Youth Teacher, 6717 Centennial Ave., Nashville, TN 32709. Telephone: (615) 350-8000. Published by National Baptist Publishing Board. Last issue 36 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Table of contents. ISSN 0162-4865. LC card no. sn78-5844. OCLC no. 4170448. Subject focus and/or Features: Baptist Church, Religion, Sunday school, Religious education, Youth.


6550  The Y’s Man. 1924-? Frequency: Weekly. September through April. Indianapolis, IN. Published by YMCA of Indianapolis, Colored Men’s Branch. Last issue 4 pages. Height 28 cm. Photographs; Commercial advertising. Subject focus and/or Features: Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA). WWn v.19, n.11 Archives Nov 21, 1942

6551  YSB: The Magazine for Young Sisters & Brothers. 1991-1996. Frequency: Monthly. Rosslyn, VA. Published by Debra L. Lee. Last issue 72 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs (some in color); Commercial advertising; Table of contents. Previous editor(s): Frank Dexter Brown. ISSN 1056-
ZWANNA: SON OF ZULU
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6198. LC card no. sn91-670. OCLC no. 23748171. Subject focus and/or Features: Teenagers, Popular culture, Entertainment.


DHU Sept, 1965 Periodicals

6554 Zebra Magazine. 1994-?. Frequency: Bimonthly. Marry Allen, Rick Dunn, Editors, Zebra Magazine, 400 Hawthorne Ave. Power Shopping Center, Athens, GA 30606. Telephone: (706) 353-4009. Published by Walter Allen Jr. Last issue 36 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising; Table of contents. OCLC no. 37511370. Subject focus and/or Features: Community newsletter.

WHi v.3, n.19 Pam 01-6454 Nov, 1996

6555 Zeta Newsletter. 1990-?. Frequency: Unknown. Washington, DC. Published by Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. Last issue 12 pages. Height 40 cm. Photographs. OCLC no. 38178995. Subject focus and/or Features: Fraternities and sororities, Zeta Phi Beta Sorority.

WHi v.6, n.1; v.7, n.1 Microforms Fall/Winter, 1993; Spring/Summer, 1994

NN-Sc v.2, n.1 Uncataloged serials Spring, 1991


DHU v.1, n.7; v.2, n.16 Periodicals Oct, 1965; July, 1966

6557 The Zion Church Worker: The Home Newspaper. 1900-?. Frequency: Monthly. Tuskegee, AL. Last issue 1 page. Line drawings; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): J. T. McMillan. Subject focus and/or Features: Newspaper, African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church, Religion.

A-Ar v.1, n.9 Periodicals ?, 1900

6558 Zion Temple M.B. Church. 1972-?. Frequency: Unknown. Chicago, IL. Published by Zion Temple M.B. Church. Last issue 10 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. Previous editor(s): F. D. Johnson. Subject focus and/or Features: Zion Temple M.B. Church, Religion.

IC-CW Sept 10, 1972 Vivian Harsh Collection

6559 The Zionite. 1986-?. Frequency: Irregular. Cincinnati, OH. Published by Mount Zion United Methodist Church. Last issue 8 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 25237465. Subject focus and/or Features: Religion, Methodist Church.

OCHP v.2, n.1 MSS 845 Summer, 1987

6560 ZIP: The Browning Letter. 1963-? Frequency: Monthly. Chicago, IL. Published by Crolley Browning Memorial Press. Last issue 4 pages. Height 30 cm. Line drawings; Photographs; Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 25237465. Subject focus and/or Features: General interest.

ICHi Jan, 1964 qF548.9/N325

6561 The Zora Neale Hurston Forum. 1986-. Frequency: Semiannual. Ruth T. Sheffey, Editor, The Zora Neale Hurston Forum, P.O. Box 550, Morgan State University, Baltimore, MD 21239. $15 for individuals and institutions. Telephone: (301) 444-3435. Published by Zora Neale Hurston Society. Last issue 69 pages. Last volume 142 pages. Height 23 cm. Photographs; Table of contents. ISSN 1051-6867. LC card no. 90-64939. OCLC no. 15610848. Subject focus and/or Features: Hurston, Zora Neale, Literature, Literary criticism.

MdBMC v.1, n.1-v.8, n.2 Special Collections Fall, 1986-Spring, 1994

TxDw v.1, n.1; v.2, n.1 Woman's Collection Fall, 1986; Fall, 1987

WU v.1, n.1- AP/Z893/N345 Fall, 1986-

6562 Zwanna: Son of Zulu. 1993-. Frequency: Unknown. Nabile P. Haq, Editor, Zwanna, P.O. Box 38261, Atlanta, GA 30334. Published by Dark Zulu Lies Comics, Inc. Last issue 32 pages. Height 28 cm. Line drawings (some in color); Commercial advertising. OCLC no. 28389961. Subject focus and/or Features: Comic books, strips, etc.

WHI v.1, n.1 Pam 00-305 Apr/May, 1993
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<tr>
<td>Howard Thurman Educational Trust</td>
<td>3599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard University (Washington, DC),</td>
<td>142, 256, 372, 1393, 1722, 1767, 2165, 2901, 2929, 2955, 2956, 2958, 2963, 2964, 2968, 2971, 2979, 3193, 3211, 3464, 3668, 3943, 4240, 4337, 4375, 4928, 5127, 5450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard University, Alumni Association of</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard University, African Studies Research Program</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard University, African Studies Student Association</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard University, Air Force ROTC</td>
<td>5249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard University, Alumni Association, Chicago Chapter</td>
<td>1523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard University, Alumni Association of DC, Inc.</td>
<td>2967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard University, Alumni Club of D.C.,</td>
<td>1951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard University, American Jewish Committee</td>
<td>1731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard University, Army ROTC</td>
<td>2038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard University, Branch, Local 10, U.F.W.A.-C.I.O.</td>
<td>3555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard University, Business Department,</td>
<td>2969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard University, Canterbury Association</td>
<td>1385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard University, Canterbury House Senate</td>
<td>2301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard University, Carnegie Library,</td>
<td>2778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of the Entity</td>
<td>Address 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson State University, Office of Admissions</td>
<td>3364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson State University, Office of Development</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson State University, Office of Public Relations</td>
<td>3251, 5271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson State University, Research Institute for Socio-Technical Problems</td>
<td>5161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson State University, School of Arts</td>
<td>5261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson State University, School of Education, 1955, 4736, 5258, 5259</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson State University, School of Liberal Arts, 4724</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson State University, School of Science and Technology</td>
<td>4412, 4902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson State University, Speech Arts</td>
<td>2114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson State University, Student Affairs, 5684</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson, W. Hartley</td>
<td>5753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaki Hill Enterprises</td>
<td>951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jam Session Publications</td>
<td>3261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAM Graphics Publishing Company</td>
<td>2167, 5063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaican-Canadian Association</td>
<td>3075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaican Nationals Association</td>
<td>4758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAM Graphics Publishing, 2167, 5063</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jam Sessions Publications</td>
<td>3261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jam Visions Publishing</td>
<td>1089, 2135, 3290, 3291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jam Spotlite Productions</td>
<td>3276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson Avenue Revolutionary Union Movement</td>
<td>3269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jelks, L., 558, 3321</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeltz, E.L.</td>
<td>5635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenkins, D.R.</td>
<td>1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenkins, J.F.</td>
<td>1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenkins, Timothy L., 188</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennings, John, 1047</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jersey Camera Publishing Co., 3284</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jersey City State College, African/Afro-American Studies Center</td>
<td>890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jervey, Thomas C.</td>
<td>6442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jervey, Willie E.</td>
<td>6442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesuit Faculty of Loyola Academy</td>
<td>2750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jihad News Service</td>
<td>3293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jihad Publications</td>
<td>1867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Dandy Ski Club</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIMI/Jimmi Hendrix Information Management Institute</td>
<td>6262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John C. Martin Ministers' Association</td>
<td>714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Henry Memorial Foundation</td>
<td>822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Homer Howlett &amp; Company</td>
<td>3397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Jay College, SEEK Division of Criminal Justice (New York, NY)</td>
<td>4336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John M. Langston High School</td>
<td>3477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John M. Perkins Foundation for Reconciliation and Development</td>
<td>4801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John R. Francis Junior High School</td>
<td>2468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johns, Glynn</td>
<td>950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johns Hopkins University Press</td>
<td>1352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, A.B., 6074</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Bert</td>
<td>2261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Bill</td>
<td>1501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson &amp; Smith University (Charlotte, NC)</td>
<td>483, 1437, 2897, 3277, 4390, 5002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Cleveland</td>
<td>6334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Ethel A., 2029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Fenton</td>
<td>2322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Florence M., 1569</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Frank P., 2684</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Gerald O., 1501</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Group, Inc., 3301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, H.M., 2635</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Henry O., 1607</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, J.F.</td>
<td>2559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, John H., 3000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, John H. Co., 2129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, O.B., 5932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Publishing Co., 1089, 2135, 3290, 5370, 5780</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, R.H., 2127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Ralph F., 1791</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Roosevelt</td>
<td>3317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Taylor &amp; Thomas</td>
<td>3499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Wendy S.</td>
<td>5495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnston, Percy E., 1936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Center for Political Studies, 528, 831, 2414</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jolly Communications LTD, 1810</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones &amp; White, 4100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones and Brown, 4501</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Booker T.</td>
<td>3824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, C.H., 5510</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Clarence B., 4315</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Elgin R.</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Henry</td>
<td>4300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, J.J.</td>
<td>2326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, James E.</td>
<td>2873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Keri</td>
<td>5458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Lafayette</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Lafayette &amp; Sandra Miller</td>
<td>6090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Laurence</td>
<td>3219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Lawrence L., 5276</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones-Mitchell, Carolyn, 4277</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Regina</td>
<td>5458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Terry B.</td>
<td>4280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Thurman R.</td>
<td>3842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan and Wiley</td>
<td>2488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan, Clyde C., 3887</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan, Jim</td>
<td>6222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan, Marion</td>
<td>3388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph and Joseph, 2743</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph, Candace J., 5592</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph, Peter Milton</td>
<td>2065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph V. Baker Associates, 631, 3146, 6312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josephite Fathers</td>
<td>5609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal on Political Repression, Inc., 3358</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal Publishing Co., 1635, 5634</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joy of Jesus</td>
<td>3359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joyce, Anthony</td>
<td>5615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ Productions</td>
<td>3260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ju Ju Publishing Co., 941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jubilee Theatre</td>
<td>3365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judgment Times</td>
<td>3366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juice Blues Publications</td>
<td>3369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julius Rosenwald Fund</td>
<td>3370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumbo, Plato, 990</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just Above Midtown, Inc., 819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just For Us Ministries</td>
<td>3379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just Us Books, Inc., 2786</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice Speaks</td>
<td>3382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaman Enterprises, Inc., 355</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City American</td>
<td>3387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas State University, Black Student Union (Lawrence, KS)</td>
<td>2784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, 3310, 3401, 3402</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Northeastern Province</td>
<td>2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa Alpha Psi, Phi Nu Pi Chapter, 1781</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karamu House, 3403</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kealing Junior School</td>
<td>3405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keating, Edward M., 5039</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith, Bryan, 1945</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly, Charles D., 3796</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Miller Junior High</td>
<td>3409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kemp Publishing</td>
<td>6020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendrick, R.E. (Ake), 1389</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy, Thomas</td>
<td>3386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent State University, Institute for African American Affairs</td>
<td>3426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky Alliance Against Racism &amp; Political Oppression</td>
<td>3412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky Negro Educational Association</td>
<td>3433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky State College (Frankfort, KY)</td>
<td>3414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky Teachers Association</td>
<td>3446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyes, Charles W., 3417</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khalifah, Ibn H.K.</td>
<td>6546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kibo Books</td>
<td>652, 5176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidz of the King Publishing</td>
<td>3422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilimanjaro International Communications Group, Ltd., 2054</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimball High School (Kimball, WV)</td>
<td>3423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimber, Mark</td>
<td>1338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimbrough, Phillip D., 1557</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King, Chevis Jr.</td>
<td>828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King, Helen H.</td>
<td>6407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Printing Co., 1718</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King, R.H.</td>
<td>6518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kings Mountain and Tougaloo Field Councils of the National Student Council</td>
<td>3179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kings State University, Institute for African American Affairs</td>
<td>3426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knight Publishing Corp, 6440</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkpatrick, John</td>
<td>1885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitt, Sandra, 1317</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLCS Communication, Inc., 5390</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kline, Marcus</td>
<td>2548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knapp, Isaac</td>
<td>3524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knight, Keith, 3407</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knight Publishing Corp, 76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher/Museum/Association</td>
<td>Catalog Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris Brown College, Alumni Association</td>
<td>3928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris Brown College, Office of Public Relations</td>
<td>3930, 4985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris College</td>
<td>1381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris, Dave</td>
<td>4869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris, James B., Sr.</td>
<td>3219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris, Ralph</td>
<td>3552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morristown Normal and Industrial College (Morristown, TN)</td>
<td>3931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morse, Joseph Ervin</td>
<td>5971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosaic Guide Publishing Company</td>
<td>3932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moss, S. DeWitt</td>
<td>6381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moten-Foster, Bea</td>
<td>3957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother Africa's Children Photographic Reproductions International (MACPRI) and Hefty Sounds New Age</td>
<td>6543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mount Zion United Methodist Church</td>
<td>6559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain States Publishing Co.,</td>
<td>3935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountainview News, Inc.,</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse House, Inc.</td>
<td>3238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouvement Haitien de Liberation (MHL),</td>
<td>1275, 2739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouvement Peyizan Papay Education and Development Fund (MPP-EDP)</td>
<td>4757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOVE</td>
<td>2350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. T. Productions</td>
<td>4425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mt. Calvary Word Church</td>
<td>3942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mu-So-Lit Club</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mualay Entertainment</td>
<td>6360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhammad, Oscar</td>
<td>1753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhammad's Temple of Islam</td>
<td>3764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicultural Alliance</td>
<td>3954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mungin, Horace</td>
<td>4916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy, Carl</td>
<td>4259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy, Ed</td>
<td>826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy, Edward</td>
<td>2790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy, John H.,</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy, John H., III</td>
<td>4259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy-Moss, Elizabeth</td>
<td>5141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murray Brothers</td>
<td>2349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murray, F.H.M.</td>
<td>2936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murray, Norman</td>
<td>1419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murray, P. H.,</td>
<td>84, 5610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murrell, William</td>
<td>4264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musa, John Lansana</td>
<td>5387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muse, Charles S.</td>
<td>1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museum of African American Art</td>
<td>3943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museum of African American History, Department of Education</td>
<td>2156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museum of African-American Life and Culture</td>
<td>5542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museum of Afro-American Ethnology, Inc.,</td>
<td>4732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museum of Afro-American History, Abiel Smith School</td>
<td>3963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music House of Handy</td>
<td>2774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslim Journal, Inc.</td>
<td>3976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslim Students' Association of U.S.A. and Canada</td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutuality Warrior Corps</td>
<td>3979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Lord Publishing Company</td>
<td>2652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Samuel L.</td>
<td>837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myriad</td>
<td>3986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAACP. See National Association for the Advancement of Colored People</td>
<td>3930, 4985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAPEO Excellence, Inc.,</td>
<td>837, 4020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naisbitt, John</td>
<td>6092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naked City News/City Images Magazine</td>
<td>4021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAMN, Inc.</td>
<td>3842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nansemond County Teachers Association, Virginia Teachers Associa</td>
<td>4139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napoleon Orphelinat Enfants Libres, Inc.</td>
<td>2279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narcisse, Johnathan R.</td>
<td>1738, 3219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nash, Richard Keaton</td>
<td>825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville African-American Artists Association</td>
<td>3990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Commentator</td>
<td>724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville News Star Publishing Co.,</td>
<td>4031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Urban League</td>
<td>3094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nassau County Publications</td>
<td>2866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natchez News Leader Publishers</td>
<td>4035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and Universities</td>
<td>4038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National African-American Club</td>
<td>2726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National African-American Museum Project</td>
<td>4644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center</td>
<td>4395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Airmen's Association, Kanawha Branch</td>
<td>1803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Alliance Against Racial &amp; Political Oppression</td>
<td>4647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Alliance of Postal Employees,</td>
<td>4879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Alliance of Postal Employees, Chicago Branch,</td>
<td>6202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Alliance of Postal Employees, Washington DC Branch</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Alumni Association</td>
<td>4040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Anti-Racist Organizing Committee</td>
<td>4041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for African American Heritage Preservation (NAAHP)</td>
<td>4043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for Black Veterans,</td>
<td>2149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education</td>
<td>3173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for Sickle Cell Disease, Inc.,</td>
<td>5385, 6169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, 1182, 2224, 2420, 2506, 2507, 3992, 3993, 3996, 3998, 3999, 4001, 4002, 4004, 4006, 4008, 4100, 4101, 4354, 4356, 6162</td>
<td>3930, 4985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, 2514</td>
<td>6202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Cincinnati Branch</td>
<td>4003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Cleveland, Branch</td>
<td>1630, 1631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Coahoma County Branch</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Columbia Missouri Branch</td>
<td>3991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, DC Branch</td>
<td>3067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Dubuque Iowa Branch</td>
<td>4692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Eastern Chapter</td>
<td>2123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Greenwich Village Chelsea Branch</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Henry Lee Moon Library and National Civil Rights Archives</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Housing Department</td>
<td>3997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Jefferson County West Virginia</td>
<td>3279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Legal Defense and Educational Fund, 1956, 3485</td>
<td>3930, 4985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Los Angeles Branch</td>
<td>4007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Louisiana, 2335</td>
<td>3930, 4985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Madison Branch</td>
<td>2232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Mansfield Branch</td>
<td>3994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, New York Branch, 1268, 4011</td>
<td>3930, 4985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Ohio Branches, 3531</td>
<td>3930, 4985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Portland Branch</td>
<td>2624, 3995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Racine Branch</td>
<td>5025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Southside Chicago Branch</td>
<td>4024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Steubenville - Weirton Chapter</td>
<td>4009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Vancouver Branch</td>
<td>6148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Washington Bureau</td>
<td>4012, 4999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, West Virginia State Conference of Branch, 323</td>
<td>3930, 4985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, West Coast Region Legislative Office</td>
<td>3502</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Wilmington Branch, 6050
National Association for the Promotion of Community Services, Inc., 10
National Association of Black & White Men Together, 4044
National Association of Black and Minority Chambers of Commerce, 787
National Association of Black Book Publishers, 4014
National Association of Black Journalists, Texas A&M Chapter, 6048
National Association of Black Social Workers, 794
National Association of Black Students, 5678
National Association of Black Telecommunications Professionals, 4017
National Association of Black Women Attorneys, 421, 4018
National Association of College Women, 3351
National Association of Collegiate Deans & Registrars in Negro Schools, 3355
National Association of Colored Graduate Nurses, 4093
National Association of Colored Women, 4096, 4481
National Association of Dramatic and Speech Arts, 4019
National Association of Negro Business and Professional Women's Clubs, 5122
National Association of Negro Musicians, 4023, 4181, 4911
National Association of Negroes in American Industry, 1224
National Association of Real Estate Brokers, Inc., 4025
National Association of Republican Women, 6472
National Association of Teachers in Colored Schools, 1258, 4095
National Association of Market Developers, 2195
National B.Y.P.U. Board, 4057
National Bankers Association, 4121, 4366
National Baptist Church, 5725
National Baptist Church Extension Board of America, 4046
National Baptist Convention, USA, Inc., 4270
National Baptist Convention USA, Inc., Office of Labor Relations, 3458
National Baptist Publishing Board, 81, 90, 1551, 1656, 2933, 3715, 4047, 5306, 5799, 6540, 6542, 6548
National Bar Association, 4053, 4054, 4055, 4056
National Bar Association, Ben E Jones Chapter, 4396
National Bar Association, Florida Chapter, 2388
National Benefit Life Insurance Company, 5908
National Black Alcoholism Council, 4092
National Black Arts Festival, 2070
National Black Catholic Clergy Caucus, 4122
National Black Catholic Congress, 118
National Black Caucus of Special Educators, 644
National Black Child Development Institute, 798, 1549
National Black Coalition of Federal Aviation Employees, 6046
National Black Hair Fashion Group, 5829
National Black Independent Political Party, 639, 4123
National Black Liberation Commission of the Communist Party, 900
National Black MBA Association, 4059
National Black MBA Association, Inc., Twin Cities Chapter, 3716
National Black MBA Association, New York Chapter, 520
National Black Media Coalition, 1403, 3733, 4937
National Black Music Caucus of MENC, 1778
National Black Nurses Association, 3335, 4124
National Black Police Association, 4125
National Black Programming Consortium, 5761, 5762
National Black Review, 4126
National Black Silent Majority Committee, 1011
National Black Sisters' Conference, 5391
National Black Women's Health Project, 6197
National Brotherhood of Skiers, 5416
National Business League, 3490
National Catholic Conference for Interracial Justice, 4961
National Caucus and Center on Black Aged, Inc., 2629, 2630
National Center for Black-Jewish Relations, 2036
National Center for Research and Information on Equal Educational Opportunity, 2226
National Center of the Enthronement, Fathers of the Sacred Hearts, 5435
National Center for the Enfranchisement of Negroes, 6540, 6542, 6548
National Center of Concerned Afro-American Voters (NCCAV), 267
National Council of Negro Republicans, 4195
National Council of Negro Women, 105, 1080, 5407, 5801, 6468
National Council on Black Aging, 3333
National Democratic Party of Alabama, 2110
National Dental Association, 1287
National Economic Growth and Reconstruction Organization, 4183
National Education Press, Inc., 4070
National Equalizer Enterprises, 2233
National Forum for Black Public Administrators, 2453
National Freedman's Relief Association, 2493, 4074
National Hook-Up of Black Women, Inc., 4076
National Institute Against Prejudice and Violence, 2457
National Institute for Women of Color, 1228, 4129
National Insurance Association, 4426
National Lawyers Guild, 3483
National League on Urban Conditions Among Negroes, 1285, 1288
National Medical Association, 3354, 4338
National Medical Association, Radiology Section, 4378
National Minority Health Association, Inc., 3838
National Museum of American History & Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibitor Service, 2623
National Negro Business League, 3337, 4157, 4179
National Negro Commission of the Communist Party, USA, 4148
National Negro Commission, 4178
National Negro Congress, Manhattan Council, 4159
National Negro Insurance Association, 5026, 6021
National Conference of Black Mayors, Inc., 4131
National Conference of Black Political Scientists, 4098, 4137
National Conference of Black Parents and Teachers, 4666
National Conference of Concerned Afro-American Voters (NCCAV), 267
National Council on Black Aging, 3333
National Democratic Party of Alabama, 2110
National Dental Association, 1287
National Economic Growth and Reconstruction Organization, 4183
National Education Press, Inc., 4070
National Equalizer Enterprises, 2233
National Forum for Black Public Administrators, 2453
National Freedman's Relief Association, 2493, 4074
National Hook-Up of Black Women, Inc., 4076
National Institute Against Prejudice and Violence, 2457
National Institute for Women of Color, 1228, 4129
National Insurance Association, 4426
National Lawyers Guild, 3483
National League on Urban Conditions Among Negroes, 1285, 1288
National Medical Association, 3354, 4338
National Medical Association, Radiology Section, 4378
National Minority Health Association, Inc., 3838
National Museum of American History & Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibitor Service, 2623
National Negro Business League, 3337, 4157, 4179
National Negro Commission of the Communist Party, USA, 4148
National Negro Commission, 4178
National Negro Congress, Manhattan Council, 4159
National Negro Insurance Association, 5026, 6021
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Negro Progress Association, Inc.</td>
<td>1227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Negro Magazine Publishing Company</td>
<td>4079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Neighbors, 4089, 4212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Newspaper Publishers Association</td>
<td>5892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Non-partisan Council on Public Affairs of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority</td>
<td>3505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Office for Black Catholics, 2521, 3068</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Organization for American Revolution, 578</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives, 1868</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Organization of Negro Youth, 4205</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Park Service, 4283</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Pharmaceutical Association, 3352</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Pilot Publishing Co., 4097</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Publications Sales Agency, 6134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Publishing Board of the Church of Christ, 5952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Publishing Co. (Topeka, KS), 4116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Publishing Co., Inc. (Nashville, TN), 4028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Scholarship Service and Fund for Negro Students, 4522, 4636</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Smelting Company, 4094</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Society of Black Engineers, 4518, 4519</td>
<td>4519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Society of Black Physicists, 4106</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Sorority of Phi-Delta Kappa, 3443</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Sorority of Phi-Delta Kappa, Inc., Eastern Region, 2163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Student Coalition Against Racism, 4520</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Student YWCA, 824</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Teachers' Research Association, 4166, 5795</td>
<td>4108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Technical Association, 3353, 4107, 4108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National United Committee to Free Angela Davis, 2467, 2479, 4067</td>
<td>4067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Urban Coalition, 1604, 4110, 4111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Urban League, 431, 679, 1289, 1699, 2228, 4112, 4113, 4115, 4253, 4576, 4635, 4725, 4802, 5299, 5410, 5561, 5638, 6098, 6102, 6103, 6104, 6105, 6108, 6200, 6297</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Urban League and Center for Urban Education, by Sears Roebuck Foundation, 6093</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Urban League, Citizen Education Department, 4868</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Urban League, Commerce and Industry Council, 5101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Urban League, Department of Industrial Relations, 4114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Urban League, Education Division, 79, 2219</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Urban League, Inc., Seniors in Community Service Program, 3719</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Urban League, Labor Affairs Manpower Development Division, 1256</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Urban League, Research Department, 5001, 5190</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Urban League, Washington Bureau, 1785, 3504</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Urban League, Workers' Bureau, 6486</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Urban League's Project Thrive, 5845</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National YMCA, 5297</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Youth Congress, 6481</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature-Study Bureau of Hampton Institute, 2756</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigators African-American Entity, 4929</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCON Communications Corp., 1577, 3822</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro Actors Guild of America, Inc., 4145, 4146</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro Advocate Company, 4147</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro American Publishing Company, 4150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro Bibliographic and Research Center, Inc., 4173</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro Book Club, 4153, 4154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro Braille Magazine Project, 4155</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro Business League, 1230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro Citizenship Association, 2277</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro Commission of the National Committee, Communist Party, USA, 4162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro Democrat Publishing Co., 4163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro Division of the Missouri State Republican Headquarters, 1698</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro Educational Review Press, 4167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro League Baseball Museum, 2042, 5394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro Missions for the Society of the Divine Word, 1689</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro Needs Society, 2158</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro Outlook Company, 4185</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro Publication Society of America, 4190</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro Publisher, Editor and Printer, 4800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro Railway Executive Committee, 4191</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro States Conference of Congregational Christian Churches, 435</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro Story Magazine, 4196</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro Story Press, 1550</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro Teachers Association, 133</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro World Digest, 4164</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negro Youth Photo Script, 1730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Policy Institute &amp; The National Center for Neighborhood Enterprise, 288</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neimore and Watkins, 5494</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nell, William C., 4478</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson &amp; Phillips, 5545</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nethala Publishing House, Inc., 4214</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network AFC, 2827</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Africa, 4217</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network of Black Organizers, 4449</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New African Communications, 198</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Afrikan Liberation Front, 4037</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Afrikan People's Organization, 1314, 1316</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Afrikan POWs, 4881</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Afrikan Prisoner Organization, 2557</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Age Publishing Co., 4229</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New American Movement's Commission on Racism, 5681</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Beacon Books, Ltd., 4232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Castle Industrial Training and Research Center, 4474</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New City Resources, 1125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Day Publishing Co., 4238</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Day Publishing Enterprises, 3796</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Departures, Inc., 5066</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New-England Freedmen's Aid Society, 2499</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England Publishing Co., 4243</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England Regional Conference for Black Studies, 2776, 4244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Era Publicity Committee, 4247</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Era Publishing Co., 4248</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Generation of African Descendants, 4223, 4226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire Anti-slavery Society, 2878</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Haven Panther Defense, 1847, 1915</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Image Media, Inc., 4619</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jack Enterprises, Inc., 2409</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey Black Issues Convention, 6069</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey Chapter, Afro-American Genealogical Society, Inc., 4444</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey Coalition of 100 Black Women, 1748</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey Guardian Publishing Co., 4262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey Herald News Publishing Co., 4263</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Lafayette Theatre, 1044</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico State University (Las Cruces, NM), 2787, 6009, 6011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Negro Voice Syndicate, 4274</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Negro World Publishing Co., 4275</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Foundation, 4282, 5295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Orleans University, 5852</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Patriot and Race, 5008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Prince George's Post, Inc., 4921</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New South Associates, 184</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New South Publishing Co., 4294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Times Group, 4298</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New University Conference, 898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York League of Greater Boston, 5733</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Black Librarians Caucus, 4318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Black Nurses Association, 4319</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Daily Challenge, Inc., 1908</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York National Freedomman's Relief Association, 4074</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania American Bridge Association, Inc., 3708</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Office-Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, 4394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Representative Meeting of Friends, 2492</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York State Anti-Slavery Society, 2532</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York State Commission for Human Rights, 4332</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York State Communist Party, 4737</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York State Governor's Office of Black Affairs, 4476</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York State Martin Luther King, Jr. Commission, 3497, 5869</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
New York University, 1233
New York University, Black Allied Student Association, 2309, 3064
New York University, Office for African-American Student Services, 170
New York University, The Institute of Afro-American Affairs and Department of Journalism, 2596
New York University, The Institute of Afro-American Affairs, 817
New York Urban League, 1279, 2422, 3489, 3684
New York Urban League, Educational Program, 6
New York Urban League, Manhattan Branch, 3685
Newark Community Union Project, 4335
Newbreed Communications, Inc., 159
Newman, Cecil E., 3830, 5619
Newman, Launa Q., 3830, 5619
Newman, Oscar H., 3830
Newport Media Service, 6544
Newport News Teachers, Virginia Teachers Association, 6524
Nkwokwu, Chido, 6138
Nigerian Students Union of America, 4431
Nile Co., 4436
Ninth Street Young Men's Christian Association, 6524
Nitty Gritty, Inc., 4443
Nix and Holmes, 4794
Nixon, Delvis P., 4907
Njeri Africa International, Inc., 174
Nkombo Publications, 4445
No Sellout Magazine, 4448
Noble, I.P., 4072
Nonviolent Agitation Association of College Pupils, 6249
Norfolk State College (Norfolk, VA), 5622. See also Norfolk State University
Norfolk State College, Joint Seminar Newsletter Committee, 3187
Norfolk State College, Journalism Department, 2531
Norfolk State College, Office of College Relations, 5555
Norfolk State University, Center for Instructional Technology, 3076. See also Norfolk State University
Norfolk State University, Department of Music, 4526
Norfolk State University, Lyman Beecher Brooks Library, 3128
Norfolk State University, Mass Communications Department, 1741
Norfolk State University, Office of Alumni Affairs, 4523, 4527
Norfolk State University, Office of the President, Journalism Department, 4524
Norfolk State University, Office of University Relations, 4525
Norfolk State University, School of Arts and Letters, 14, 5135, 5212
Norfolk Teachers Association, 6146
North American Conferences of Seventh Day Adventists, 4462
North American Federation of the Third Order of St. Francis, 74
North American Negro Department, 2647
North Avondale Neighborhood Association, 4022
North Carolina A & T College (Greensboro, NC), 374. See also North Carolina A & T State University
North Carolina A & T State University (Greensboro, NC), 17, 18, 19, 675. See also North Carolina A & T State University
North Carolina A & T State University, Office of Development and University Relations, 4674
North Carolina A & T State University, Department of History, 2913, 2914
North Carolina A & T State University, E.D. Buford Library, 1147, 4359, 5044
North Carolina A & T State University, Office of Information, 16
North Carolina A & T State University, Office of Research Administration, 4637
North Carolina Association of Black Lawyers, 4407
North Carolina Central University (Durham, NC), 1370, 1376, 2260, 4132, 4133, 4134, 4135. See also North Carolina College for Negroes
North Carolina Central University, James E. Shepard Memorial Library, 3265
North Carolina Central University, Office of University and Community Relations, 2256
North Carolina Central University, Office of the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, 1470
North Carolina Central University, Office of Development, 4136
North Carolina Central University, Publicity and PR Committee, Alfonso Elder Student Union, 6331
North Carolina Central University, School of Business, 1302
North Carolina Central University, Student Government Association, 2113, 5344
North Carolina College at Durham, 4418, 6152
North Carolina College for Negroes, 1376, 2107. See also North Carolina Central University
North Carolina Council on Human Relations, 3005
North Carolina Industrial Association, 4463
North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company, 3977, 6354, 6411
North Carolina Negro Library Association, 3546
North Carolina State College, 1378
North Carolina State University, Department of English, 4557
North Carolina Teachers Association, 4464
North, Charles, 4439
North Star Mission, 5626
North Star Publishing Company, 841
Northeastern Federation of Women's Clubs, 4481
Northeastern University (Boston, MA), 4624
Northeastern University, Department of African-American Studies, 219, 222
Northern Student Movement, 2510, 4521, 4646
Northwest Region of the Union of Black Episcopalians, 4480
Northwest Settlement House, 4494
Northwestern Freedmen's Aid Commission, 2496
Northwestern Publishing Co., 473
Northwestern University, Department of English, 5140
Noueaua Magazine, 4509
NOW Comics, 3940
NPP Publishing, 4086
NT, Inc., 2250
Nubian Braid Salon, 4531
Number: Inc., 4534
Nute, Wesley Sr., 2653
Nwangwu, Chido, 6138
O'Keefe High School (Atlanta, GA), 4782
Oakfield, Florence W., 1714
Oakland Community Learning Center, 4541
Oakland Times Publishing Co., 4545
Oakwood College (Huntsville, AL), 1373, 4547, 4548, 4549, 4550, 5597
Oakwood College Academy, 4560
Oakwood College, Office of College Relations, Alumni Affairs, 4559
Oakwood Junior College, 69
OAO Communications, 2174
OBAP (Organization of Black Airline Pilots), 4551
Observer Group Newspapers of Southern California (Inglewood, CA), 3623
Observer Group Newspapers of Southern California, Inc. (Bakersfield, CA), 590
Observer Publishing Co. (Indianapolis, IN), 3103
Observer Publishing Co. (Baton Rouge, LA), 4553
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publisher/Group</th>
<th>Year1</th>
<th>Year2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observer Publishing Company (Los Angeles, CA)</td>
<td>6347</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCR for Publishers, Inc.</td>
<td>5186</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odere, Femi</td>
<td>108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of African American Catholic Ministers</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of Black Ministries, Episcopal Church</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of Black Ministry, The Archdiocese of New York</td>
<td>3594</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of Economic Opportunity</td>
<td>4634</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of Public Education and Interpretation of the African Burial Ground</td>
<td>6071</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of the Borough President of Manhattan</td>
<td>3683</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of the Publication of the Masonic Temple</td>
<td>3712</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Official Journal of the Oklahoma State Federation of Colored Women</td>
<td>5448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Official Organ of Boy's State</td>
<td>6374</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Official Publication of the Chicago Chapter, National Black Nurses' Association</td>
<td>2861</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offord, Carl</td>
<td>4231</td>
<td>4355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ogden, Cassandra Sneed</td>
<td>1453</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Anti-Slavery Society</td>
<td>457</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Enterprise Company</td>
<td>4578</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Federation for the Uplift of Colored People</td>
<td>4580</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Sentinel Publishing Company</td>
<td>4582</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio State University, Dept. of Black Studies</td>
<td>1034</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio University, Black Students at.</td>
<td>225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio University, Black Studies Institute</td>
<td>1783</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio University, Center for Afro-American Studies</td>
<td>1324</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ojang, Prince</td>
<td>1010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma Association of Negro Teachers (O.A.N.T.)</td>
<td>3309</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma Church and State</td>
<td>1583</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma Orphanage</td>
<td>2716</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okocha, Emmanuel</td>
<td>6135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okpakwu, Joseph Sr.</td>
<td>5835</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Ironsides Advertising Agency</td>
<td>4596</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olive Harvey College</td>
<td>2772</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliver, John Jr.</td>
<td>4259</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omaha Urban League</td>
<td>4617</td>
<td>6210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omega 7 Comics</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>3807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omega Psi Phi Fraternity</td>
<td>4603</td>
<td>4605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omni Press</td>
<td>5720</td>
<td>5721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omnistar</td>
<td>3875</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Guard Associates</td>
<td>4610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the Ball Magazine, Inc.</td>
<td>4612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the Scene Magazine</td>
<td>4615</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Wheels, Inc.</td>
<td>138</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onli Studios</td>
<td>4450</td>
<td>5742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario Black History Society</td>
<td>4621</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onyecani, Chika A.</td>
<td>173</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onyx Group, Inc.</td>
<td>4623</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onyx Publications</td>
<td>5098</td>
<td>6140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Door Mission</td>
<td>3054</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Gate Press, Inc.</td>
<td>4626</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opera Ebony</td>
<td>6078</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opera-North, Inc.</td>
<td>4629</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation Understanding DC</td>
<td>4632</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ophelia DeVore Associates</td>
<td>2315</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oqueri, Odu Ikechi</td>
<td>1536</td>
<td>3297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle of Maat Publishing Company</td>
<td>4639</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle of Thoth</td>
<td>4640</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order of the Eastern Star</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon Advance/Times Publishing Company</td>
<td>4645</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon Assembly for Black Affairs</td>
<td>4539</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization for Afro-American Awareness</td>
<td>1028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization of Afro-American Unity</td>
<td>4538</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization of Black American Culture's Writers Workshop</td>
<td>4453</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orient Publishing Company</td>
<td>4648</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original Fayette County Civic and Welfare League, Inc</td>
<td>3488</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original Tents of Kedar</td>
<td>4533</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthodox Messenger</td>
<td>4654</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar Micheaux Society</td>
<td>4655</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Countries</td>
<td>4657</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Heritage, Inc.</td>
<td>4664</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Own History Club</td>
<td>148</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our World Books</td>
<td>193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over the Rhine Employment and Community Action Group</td>
<td>2599</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owen, M.P.</td>
<td>4819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owens, J.H. and Company</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owens Publishing Co.</td>
<td>2586</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owl Publishing Co.</td>
<td>4682</td>
<td>4684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford Development Association</td>
<td>5457</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford University Press</td>
<td>5913</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P &amp; P Publishing Co.</td>
<td>2264</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.W. Publishing Co.</td>
<td>1347</td>
<td>1348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Apostolic Faith Movement</td>
<td>469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Coast Africanist Association</td>
<td>4687</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Defender Publishing</td>
<td>4688</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Dispatch Publishing Company</td>
<td>5288</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page, Dennis S.</td>
<td>6520</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page Sr., Francis</td>
<td>2953</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pagura, Stefania</td>
<td>3641</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paine College (Augusta, GA)</td>
<td>4698</td>
<td>6445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paine College, Alumni Association</td>
<td>4697</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palace Mission, Inc.</td>
<td>2210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palm Beach County Black Business Investment Corporation</td>
<td>454</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer, Lu</td>
<td>1093</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmetto Education Association</td>
<td>4752</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmetto State Teachers Association</td>
<td>5796</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan-African Library</td>
<td>5999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan-African Revolutionary Socialist Party</td>
<td>4446</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan Afrikans Students Organization in the Americas</td>
<td>4711</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan Afrikans People's Organization</td>
<td>210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan-Leader Publicity Co.</td>
<td>1914</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan Publishing, 4706</td>
<td>1914</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan-Tennessee Dental Association, 1992</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panache, 5400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panaf Publishing Association</td>
<td>227</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panamerican-Panafican Association, 4503</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pannell, Jr., Creed W.</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>6326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pannell, Rochelle Render</td>
<td>545</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panther Trial News Committee</td>
<td>4720</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper Clips, Inc.</td>
<td>4701</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papyrus Literary Enterprises</td>
<td>4723</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, George &amp; Co.</td>
<td>4324</td>
<td>5189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, George Wells</td>
<td>4601</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, William D.</td>
<td>1341</td>
<td>1592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parkham, William H.</td>
<td>3050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrish, Conrad B.</td>
<td>3775</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsons Weekly Blade Publishing Co., 4731</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participating publishers of Black Media, Inc., 4060</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasmore, John, 4326</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathfinders Inc., 4740</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Liddell Researchers, 4742</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick, Charles, 1244</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patriot Publishing Company</td>
<td>1691</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patterson Brothers and Co.</td>
<td>4204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patterson, J. Andrew</td>
<td>3550</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patterson, John R.</td>
<td>4034</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patton, Earl C.</td>
<td>3017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patton Pointer Publishing Co., 4746</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul, David, 1156</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Quinn College (Waco, TX), 4749</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Quinn College, Office of Institutional Advancement, 4747</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Quinn College, Office of Public Relations, 4748</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Robeson Cultural Center, 1076</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Robeson Theatre, 4858</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payne Theological Seminary (Wilberforce, OH), 4750</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pea Vine Music Co., 5005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peabody High School, 4753</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearl High School, 4756</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson, Ann, 457</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peck's Printing and Advertising, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peet, S.T., 4696</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelham, Benjamin, 6155</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelican Publishing Co., 6348</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pembler, Alison &quot;Cookiehead&quot;, 2383</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pemberton High School, Journalism Class, 4721</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penkerell Publishing Company, 5700</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn Community Services, 4765</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennacles Press, 2892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penne, J.F., 2142</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennock, Abraham L., 4456</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania Anti-Slavery Society, 4769</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania Association of Teachers of Colored Children, 2273</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania Colonization Society, 1663</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania Freedmen's Relief Association, 4768</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania State University, 1033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania State University, Afro-Romance Institute of the University of Missouri-Columbia, 4699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw Communications</td>
<td>5058</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rawlings, T.P.</td>
<td>1534</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray, Charles B.</td>
<td>1675</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray, James</td>
<td>3681</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readers and Writers Club of America</td>
<td>4197</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebellion Associates</td>
<td>5064</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record Publishing Co.</td>
<td>5317</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recorder Publishing Company</td>
<td>5070</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Lion Publications</td>
<td>887, 1039</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redd, M. Paul</td>
<td>6377</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reddick, Herman P.</td>
<td>2311</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redfern III</td>
<td>5472</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redmon Publishing Company</td>
<td>4917</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reed, Ismael</td>
<td>3225, 6530</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reed, R.R.</td>
<td>1687</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reeves, Garth C.</td>
<td>3791</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reeves, Rachael J.</td>
<td>3791</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regal Printing Co.</td>
<td>2455</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehabilitation Institute of America</td>
<td>751</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid, Clyde H.</td>
<td>2802</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid High School</td>
<td>5327</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rejoit Publishing</td>
<td>6497</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relford, Eugene</td>
<td>1577</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious Education Center of New York City</td>
<td>4189</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renaissance Magazine, Inc.</td>
<td>5095</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renaissance Publications</td>
<td>5096</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rene John-Sandy Communications, Ltd.</td>
<td>823</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporter Publishing Company</td>
<td>4763, 5226, 5722</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of New Africa</td>
<td>4224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republican Newspaper Association</td>
<td>3877</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republican Publishing Co.</td>
<td>5291</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republican Sentinel Publishing Company</td>
<td>5111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Associates</td>
<td>786</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Institute of the Bureau on Negro Affairs</td>
<td>1224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource Consultant for Inner City Arts</td>
<td>3135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review and Herald Publishing Association</td>
<td>3755</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review Publishers</td>
<td>4981</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review Publishing Co.</td>
<td>6353</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revolutionary Action Movement, Black Liberation Front of the U.S.A.</td>
<td>750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revolutionary People's Communication Network (Frankfort, Germany)</td>
<td>6248</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revolutionary People's Communications Network (New York, NY)</td>
<td>584</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds, Cheryl Renee Moses</td>
<td>394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds, Clarence</td>
<td>4193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds Publishing Co., Inc.</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheeden Centers for Children and Families</td>
<td>2810</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes, Samuel</td>
<td>4456</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes, Clarence</td>
<td>5333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes, E. Washington</td>
<td>4817</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhythm &amp; Blues Foundation</td>
<td>5138</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhythm &amp; Business, Inc.</td>
<td>5139</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIB Publishing Company</td>
<td>4942</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice, C. W.</td>
<td>2579, 4175</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson, C.F.</td>
<td>2950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson, John Associates</td>
<td>864</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richberg Communications</td>
<td>2849</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridley, Florida R.</td>
<td>6462</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rippon, Craig</td>
<td>2887</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rising Son Publishing Co.</td>
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Women's Auxiliary of the National Medical Association, 3936
Women's Department, Board of Missions, Methodist Episcopal Church, South, 1284
Women's Missionary Society, African Methodist Episcopal Church, 3856
Women's United Christian Fellowship, 6499
Woodard, K., 287
Woodbeck, C.H., 110
Woodlawn Organization, 6474
Woods, Dennis, 1792
Woods, E.M., 2287, 5491
Woods, J.S., 237
Woods, Jane E., 5614
Woods, M.L., 2654
Word Up! Publications, Inc., 698, 5049
Word Up! Video Productions, 1, 866, 1180, 3020, 5954
Words Work, 779
Workers Party, 4156
Workgroup from Chicago CAR and International Office, 3092
World Echo Publishing Co., 6492
World Messenger Publishing Corp., 4144, 6496
World Mutual Exchange, Inc., 420, 6132
World Publishing Co. (Ardmore, OK), 6490
World Publishing Co. (Indianapolis, IN), 3104
World Publishing Company (Minneapolis, MN), 6489
WP Magazine, Inc., 5151
Wrap Records, 5048
wright, James, 3455
wright, Roosevelt Jr., 2483
wrightman, G., 5419
YVSC High School, Students, 5648
yatt, Jesse E. Jr., 2312
yatt, Tommy L., 6173
Wyke Publications, Inc., 1902
YWLDM AM/FM, 6503
X-Factor Newz, 1904
Xavier Alumni Association, 377
Xavier, Patrick, 703
Xavier University (New Orleans, LA), 94, 5709, 6509, 6512, 6513
Xavier University, Admissions Department, 6507
Xavier University, Center for Environmental Programs, 6506
Xavier University, Communications Department, 1739
Xavier University, Department of Business Administration & Economics, 6505
Xavier University, Department of University Relations, 6511
Xavier University, Library, 6510
Xavier University, Office of Public Affairs, 5841
Xavier University, Office of Publications, 6508
Xavier University, Students, 2912
Xpressions Journal, 1769
Xpressions Journal Periodicals, 1770, 5054
Yahweh Ben Yahweh Temple of Love Publishers, 6525
Yale University, 9
Yale University, Afro-American Cultural Center, 5093, 5162
Yardbird Publishing Cooperative, 6528
Yawa, Inc., 6529
Yes Communications, Inc., 6536
YMCA, 12th St. Branch, 6521
YMCA, Carlton Ave. Branch, 1418, 6532
YMCA, Dryades, 2085
YMCA, Great Lakes Region, 5086
YMCA, Harlem Branch, 4292, 6522
YMCA of Indianapolis, Colored Men’s Branch, 6550
Yoruba Cultural Center of New York, 4415
Young, Al, 3225, 6530
Young Black Programmers Coalition, Inc., 6531

Young, Clifford, 2880
Young, Clifford O., 2346
Young, David, 1780
Young, Larry, 3088
Young Men’s Christian Association, See YMCA
Young, Scott, 1642
Young, Sr., Plummer Bernard, 3312
Young, Thomas W., 3312
Youth Business Enterprises, Inc., 3515
Youth Organization for Black Unity, 179

Youth Together, Inc., 3851
Zamani Sasa Organization, 4
Zeta Phi Beta, 6516
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc., 482
Zimbabwe African People’s Union Student Branch in the U.S.A., 1597
Zion Temple M.B. Church (Chicago, Il.), 5091, 6558
Zobeir, Talib M., 2243
Zora Neale Hurston Society, 6561
Alabama

Aldrich, 317
Anniston, 614, 623, 3417, 6025
Athens, 534
Auburn, 66, 5758
Bay Minette, 400
Beloit, 4853
Birmingham, 249, 307, 319, 614, 727, 728, 729, 730, 731, 732, 733, 734, 735, 786, 1314, 1350, 1563, 1726, 2062, 2616, 2942, 3033, 3107, 3121, 3237, 3337, 4149, 4151, 4247, 4666, 4788, 4900, 5059, 5068, 5316, 5429, 5506, 5554, 5947, 6252, 6349, 6351, 6424, 6487
Brewton, 2870
Brundidge, 13
Calhoun, 1337
Champman, 3
Decatur, 1555, 2710, 5558
Demopolis, 1563
Dothan, 5522, 6250
Epes, 5718
Florence, 5374, 6311
Gainesville, 3843
Georgiana, 5806
Hayneville, 5112
Huntsville, 69, 309, 761, 1373, 1377, 1898, 2110, 2647, 2871, 3009, 3010, 3011, 3117, 3124, 3308, 4547, 4548, 4549, 4550, 4559, 4560, 5347, 5597, 6344
Kempsville, 2105
Ladonia, 3612
Mobile, 62, 738, 1627, 2719, 3138, 3181, 3876, 3877, 3878, 3879, 3880, 3881, 4117, 4298, 4915
Montgomery, 83, 310, 311, 313, 314, 315, 316, 318, 357, 600, 1258, 1259, 1283, 1672, 2189, 2252, 2857, 2864, 2872, 2940, 3305, 3893, 3895, 3896, 3897, 3898, 3899, 4360, 4880, 4946, 5111, 5112, 5500, 5501, 5636, 5637, 5880, 6221, 6337, 6345
Normal, 303, 305, 3086, 4459
Opelika, 4779
Patton Junction, 4746

Selma, 616, 774, 1286, 3095, 3858, 5314, 5315, 5317, 5318, 5319, 5496, 5604, 5696, 5697
Snow Hill, 773
Talladega, 477, 1846, 1967, 2148, 2558, 3154, 3566, 3947, 3948, 3988, 4120, 4569, 4609, 4672, 4904, 5106, 5355, 5520, 5695, 5770, 5771, 5772, 5773, 5774, 5775, 5776, 5777, 6229
Troy, 233
Tuskegee Army Airfield, 2842
Tuskegee, 312, 453, 1163, 1260, 1350, 1455, 1486, 1494, 3758, 3901, 4087, 4096, 4157, 4168, 4169, 4200, 4613, 4979, 5192, 5339, 5509, 5563, 5919, 5966, 5967, 5968, 5969, 5970, 5971, 5972, 5973, 5974, 5975, 5976, 5977, 5978, 6139, 6154, 6160, 6557
Union Springs, 6028
Uniontown, 6031
University, 813
Wetumpka, 5502
Wheeler Dam, 6277
Wilson Dam, 5979
Yazoo City, 2647

Alaska

Anchorage, 324, 446, 4479

Arizona

Fort Huachuca, 1243, 1247, 1257
Mesa, 4843
Phoenix, 59, 484, 485, 486, 488, 696, 2682, 3851, 6038
Tucson, 487, 3679

Arkansas

El Dorado, 6294
Forrest City, 2445, 2927

Fort Smith, 476
Helena, 3178, 3424, 5103
Hot Springs, 1598, 2943
Jacksonville, 5510
Little Rock, 412, 489, 491, 493, 494, 495, 496, 497, 498, 499, 500, 501, 622, 1801, 3606, 3932, 4714, 5497, 5510, 5644, 5987, 6494
North Little Rock, 5380
Pine Bluff, 291, 490, 4835, 4836
Roston, 1362
Smackover, 4587, 5421
Stella, 6246

California

Albany, 1050
Alhambra, 3085
Alta Loma, 2434
Anaheim, 1890, 5350
Bakersfield, 590, 1679
Berkeley, 12, 64, 211, 212, 260, 390, 503, 593, 641, 692, 956, 970, 1048, 1372, 1720, 2028, 3090, 3189, 3225, 3226, 3320, 3371, 3918, 4546, 4708, 5177, 5462, 5645, 6008, 6528, 6530
Beverly Hills, 2246, 5050, 5452, 6032, 6036
Burbank, 6115
Campbell, 6360
Canoga Park, 833
Claremont, 4572
Compton, 120, 959, 1776, 3783
Corona, 5493
Corte Madera, 1004
Culver City, 5385
Cupertino, 5582
Danville, 2316
Davis, 848
East Palo Alto, 2556
El Centro, 129
El Cerrito, 2597
Elsinore, 1590
Encino, 3840, 4084
Fremont, 1001
Fresno, 1338, 2684, 3341, 6323
Glendale, 745
732
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Washington (continued)
4078, 4081, 4089, 4096, 4103, 4107, 4110,
4111, 4121, 4122, 4125, 4128, 4129, 4142,
4172, 4173, 4180, 4181, 4184, 4199, 4214,
4219, 4223, 4226, 4228, 4240, 4249, 4271,
4276, 4288, 4303, 4337, 4338, 4349, 4366,
4374, 4375, 4376, 4377, 4378, 4406, 4411,
4422, 4431, 4461, 4481, 4494, 4504, 4561,
4563, 4566, 4576, 4603, 4607, 4618, 4630,
4632, 4634, 4644, 4648, 4662, 4684, 4710,
4713, 4735, 4777, 4796, 4804, 4812, 4820,
4827, 4861, 4864, 4867, 4876, 4906, 4924,
4928, 4929, 4930, 4933, 4937, 4940, 4941,
4945, 4953, 4962, 4963, 4964, 4972, 4982,
4999, 5001, 5043, 5052, 5065, 5074, 5076,
5099, 5100, 5102, 5122, 5127, 5138, 5190,
5201, 5246, 5249, 5250, 5265, 5266, 5272,
5277, 5286, 5300, 5322, 5361, 5387, 5391,
5399, 5404, 5407, 5435, 5442, 5450, 5459,
5466, 5561, 5575, 5576, 5606, 5607, 5658,
5668, 5678, 5688, 5689, 5690, 5702, 5705,
5744, 5757, 5785, 5786, 5801, 5844, 5865,
5892, 5902, 5908, 5909, 5910, 5911, 5912,
5943, 5997, 6042, 6055, 6060, 6063, 6064,
6065, 6072, 6073, 6086, 6111, 6118, 6124,
6153, 6161, 6164, 6196, 6199, 6220, 6265,
6283, 6284, 6285, 6286, 6287, 6288, 6289,
6290, 6292, 6293, 6295, 6296, 6297, 6298,
6300, 6301, 6302, 6304, 6305, 6306, 6307,
6308, 6309, 6315, 6338, 6414, 6450, 6464,
6466, 6468, 6472, 6482, 6516, 6521, 6529,
6555

Florida
Aventura, 4517
Clearwater, 6004
Coral Gables, 5171
Coral Springs, 1223
Daytona Beach, 30, 80, 93, 373, 643, 646, 647,
702, 1230, 1417, 1622, 1762, 1808, 1950,
2298, 3965, 4379, 4865, 4971, 5455, 5905,
6201
Daytona, 1949
Eatonville, 1819, 2127, 3012, 3549, 3552
Fernandina, 4351
Fort Lauderdale, 204, 807, 1223, 2737, 6403
Fort Myers, 1772
Fort Pierce, 1572, 2390
Gainesville, 1101, 1299, 1570, 2400, 2566,
2567,3360,5173, 5354
Greensboro, 5895
Greenwood, 5700
Hallandale, 5084
Hollywood, 3077
Hosford, 1133
Jacksonville, 1277, 1573, 1916, 2168, 2169,
2170, 2389, 2392, 2399, 2400, 2403, 2406,
3212, 3255, 3256, 3565, 3856, 4166, 4492,
4787, 5854, 5855, 5933
Key West, 8
Fake City, 4656
Fauderhill, 5085

Fongwood, 775
Maitland, 2127
Miami Beach, 1823, 6046
Miami, 356, 925, 1207, 1333, 1408, 1409,
1414, 1644, 1894, 1895, 2051, 2391, 2393,
2394, 2395, 2396, 2397, 2410, 2439, 2520,
2594, 2730, 2734, 2736, 2747, 2749, 2928,
3089, 3165, 3465, 3507, 3540, 3596, 3597,
3598, 3790, 3791, 3792, 4380, 4381, 4409,
4439, 4517, 4654, 4667, 4712, 4805, 5084,
5163, 5368, 5641, 5677, 5800, 5840, 6066,
6131,6525
North Miami Beach, 3283
Ocala, 3665, 6547
Opa Focka, 3790
Orlando, 127, 275, 784, 849, 1469, 2088, 2404,
2405, 2635, 3238, 4653, 5747
Pensacola, 1681, 2400, 4771, 6435
Petersburg, 471, 472
Pompano Beach, 1223
Port St. Fucie, 2388
Riviera Beach, 454
Sarasota, 1263, 3985, 4233
St. Augustine, 2255, 2374, 3465, 3596, 3597,
5166, 5205
St. Petersburg, 1299, 2612, 3194, 3952
Tallahassee, 15, 1276, 1388, 1579, 1657, 1832,
1854, 2314, 2318, 2540, 2735,4382, 4997,
5117, 5591, 5980, 6316, 6346, 6488
Tampa, 2401, 2402, 2589, 4367, 4730, 5778,
5779, 6334
West Palm Beach, 2398, 3690, 4701, 6310
Wewahitchka, 4832
Winter Park, 795, 2223
Woodville, 6478

4958, 4985, 4987, 4996, 5000, 5048, 5058,
5099, 5121, 5130, 5137, 5202, 5231, 5244,
5257, 5267, 5268, 5282, 5283, 5320, 5409,
5427, 5428, 5451, 5456, 5482, 5495, 5507,
5517, 5523, 5535, 5566, 5571, 5572, 5587,
5602, 5603, 5623, 5651, 5691, 5694, 5728,
5746, 5758, 5782, 5839, 5908, 5948, 6077,
6157, 6158, 6176, 6188, 6197, 6203, 6237,
6251, 6253, 6339, 6470, 6545, 6562
Augusta, 560, 561, 562, 1674, 2140, 2141,
2603, 3473, 3643, 3768, 4095, 4697, 4698,
6343,6352, 6445
Clayton, 4467
College Park, 544, 545, 949, 2852, 6326
Columbus, 1707, 1713, 2315, 5570
Cordele, 5487
Decatur, 4605, 4808, 5053, 5081, 5888, 6410,
6541
East Point, 1793, 2910, 6096
Fort Valley, 2447, 2709, 3124, 3562, 4755
Jackson, 3595
Kennesaw, 804
Macon, 1264, 1468, 2603, 2605, 3652, 3653,
3654, 3655,4187
Marietta, 6077
Redan,4425
Roswell, 547
Savannah, 1278, 1884, 2347, 2515, 2874, 2926,
3026, 3458, 5237, 5238, 5239, 5240, 5241,
5857, 6007
Stone Mountain, 184, 670, 709
Thomasville, 5843
Tucker, 2094, 5758, 5829
Union City, 544, 545
Waycross, 2589, 5475, 6321

Georgia

Hawaii

Albany, 146, 326, 327, 3406, 5698
Americus, 3439, 6222
Athens, 535, 536, 3445, 3475, 4165, 4455,
4706, 4811,6459, 6554
Atlanta, 34, 68, 103, 104, 186, 205, 358, 363,
371, 380, 392, 394, 435, 508, 531, 533, 537,
538, 539, 540, 541, 542, 543, 546, 548, 549,
550, 551, 552, 553, 558, 559, 642, 752, 797,
805, 809, 833, 859, 924, 1013, 1119, 1139,
1232, 1282, 1366, 1379, 1435, 1436, 1456,
1478, 1508, 1614, 1624, 1625, 1626, 1628,
1638, 1665, 1692, 1755, 1792, 1815, 1849,
1870, 1882, 1883, 1909, 2021, 2047, 2070,
2078, 2171, 2205, 2220, 2221, 2320, 2334,
2352, 2417, 2454, 2463, 2470, 2501, 2603,
2604, 2606, 2607, 2608, 2621, 2649, 2697,
2890, 3041, 3063, 3084, 3147, 3150, 3151,
3153, 3155, 3175, 3182, 3199, 3230, 3231,
3321, 3339, 3349, 3455, 3522, 3692, 3694,
3695, 3723, 3724, 3754, 3757, 3810, 3904,
3911, 3913, 3914, 3915, 3916, 3917, 3927,
3928, 3929, 3930, 3933, 3944, 4036, 4103,
4131, 4252, 4293, 4363, 4383, 4384, 4385,
4442, 4460, 4513, 4611, 4680, 4715, 4781,
4782, 4803, 4821,4826, 4925, 4949, 4957,

Hilo, 296
Honolulu, 296, 2783, 3004
Keaau, 296
Pahoa, 2841
Pearl City, 296, 3663

Illinois
Aledo, 1355, 3418,5037
Bloomington, 6241
Blue Island, 3523
Cairo, 1332, 6041
Calumet City, 5745
Carbondale, 930, 6000
Champaign, 334, 1047, 2705, 3053, 4849, 5846
Chicago Heights, 1539, 5481
Chicago, 37, 38, 74, 98, 108, 114, 115, 159,
192, 196, 198, 208, 214, 223, 245, 289, 294,
298, 338, 346, 348, 349, 352, 406, 407, 414,
417, 473, 565, 571, 572, 585, 589, 644, 680,
706, 778, 779, 799, 820, 829, 841, 843, 846,
872, 881, 892, 898, 901, 904, 920, 930, 931,
975, 1017, 1021, 1056, 1069, 1089, 1090,
1091, 1093, 1096, 1103, 1114, 1158, 1186,
1195, 1205, 1210, 1212, 1213, 1241, 1265,
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North York, Ontario, 3075
Ottawa, Ontario, 880, 5568
Toronto, Ontario, 110, 112, 530, 854, 882, 902, 1419, 1810, 1941, 2245, 3075, 3311, 4227, 4621, 5358, 5560, 5769, 6543
Willowdale, Ontario, 155
Windsor, Ontario, 4970, 6245
Montreal, Quebec, 217, 1027, 1072, 2217, 2277, 2432, 3441, 3908, 5998
Regina, Saskatchewan, 2293, 3043

China
Peking, 1881

Cuba
Havana, 1881

England
Bath, 2906
Bloomsbury, 2490
Cheshire, 1138
London, 262, 461, 914, 917, 928, 929, 1142, 2178, 2373, 3569, 3419, 4232, 5419
Surrey, 1296
Witham Essex, 2461, 3432

France
Mons en Baroeul, 4119
Neuilly, 4993
Paris, 4201

Germany
Dusseldorf, 3059
Frankfort, 6248
Hamburg, 4201
Heidelberg, 45
Stuttgart, 2274

Haiti
Port-au-Prince, 2279, 2744

Ireland
Enniskeane, 6059

Italy
Codroipo (Udine), 3641
Rome, 1323, 1553

Jamaica
Kingston, 917, 1105, 1410, 2057, 4274, 4758, 5878

Japan
Okinawa, 43, 1990
Tokyo, 1113

Mexico
Mexico City, 226

Niger
Ibadan, 948

Sweden
Linghem, 6081
Stockholm, 1297

Trinidad
Port-of-Spain, 5891

Uganda
Kampala, 5913

U.S. Virgin Islands
St. Thomas, 1475, 5673, 6177, 6216
St. Croix, 5763